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Preface

The Conference of Informatics and Information Technology was held for the eleventh time, traditionally in
the locality Molika, Bitola, Macedonia in the period April 11-13, 2014. Since 2012 the main organizer of the
conference is the Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering (FCSE), located at the Ss. Cyril andMethodius
University in Skopje, Macedonia. The FCSE was formed in 2011, as the result of the unification of the two
largest institutions in the area of informatics and computer technologies in Macedonia – the Institute of
Informatics at Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics and the Institute of Computer Techniques and
Informatics at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technologies. Until 2011, the conference
was organized by the Institute of Informatics at the Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics, Ss. Cyril
and Methodius in Skopje. Today, FCSE continues the tradition of giving the opportunity to researchers to
present their latest results in the field of Informatics and Information Technologies.

FCSE is the largest faculty in the field of computer science and technologies in Macedonia, and among
the largest faculties in that field in the region. At the time of writing FCSE teaching staff consists of 45
professors and 14 teaching assistant and associates. These include many “best in field” persons, such as the
most referenced scientist in Macedonia, the most influential professor in ICT industry in Macedonia, etc.
The FSCE offers wide range of selective courses to its students making different profiles capable to cope with
different professional and scientific challenges ranging from undergraduate (1st cycle) to doctorate programs
(3rd cycle). The total number of students enrolled at FCSE is nearly 3000.

New Procedures for Conference Acceptance and Paper Publication

Starting from CIIT 2014, the chairs of the conference together with the help of the Management of the
FCSEhave introduced amore formal paper acceptance and publication process, in order to improve the quality
of the conference, and to broaden the visibility of the conference internationally with the collaboration with
the IEEE Computer Chapter Macedonian Section, especially with prof. Marjan Gushev. IEEE support was
instrumental for invitation of the keynote lecturers and the organization of the IEEE Best Student Paper
Award.

With regards to the acceptance and publication process, CIIT 2014 activities started with the preliminary
call for interest in the form of extended abstracts. After the initial call for abstracts, the official Program
Committee was formed from invited esteemed researchers fromMacedonia. The acceptance for presentation
at the conference was sent to the authors of papers that have passed the evaluation by the assigned Program
Committee members who decided whether to accept the paper as a full paper, short paper or to reject the
papers. In case of conflicting remarks an additional reviews were performed.

Finally, having a presentation live at the conference was a prerequisite for the authors to be invited to
submit a final, camera ready version of presented papers. After a long process of revisions of the final versions
of the papers, done in collaboration with the authors, 58 of the 67 presented papers have been selected to be
included in these Conference Proceedings.
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Regarding the Conference Programme

The CIIT 2014 Conference Programme was another step forward. During the official working program of
the conference, 2 keynote lectures were given and 67 presentations of accepted full and short papers took
place in 10 regular sessions. Also a special student session was coorganized with the IEEE Computer Chapter
Macedonian Section for a Best Student Paper Award.

Georgi Dimirovski, Research (retired) Professor of Automation and Systems Engineering at Ss. Cyril
and Methodius University of Skopje, Macedonia, Foreign Member of the Academy of Engineering Sciences of
Serbia and on a part-time basis guest and invited professor at several universities in Turkey, Hungary, China,
Belgium, gave the keynote talk ”Network Q-Learning Controls Prevent Cyber Intrusion Risks: Synergies of
Control Theory and Computational Intelligence”.

Dragi Kocev, Post-doctoral researcher, Department of Knowledge Technologies, Jozef Stefan Institute,
Slovenia, gave the keynote talk ”Tree ensembles for predicting structured outputs”.

As Conference Chairs of CIIT 2014 and Editors of the Proceedings we hope that the CIIT conference will
continue its growth in volume and quality, towards becoming one of the premium venues for presenting
current research and development topics in the field of ICT in the region.

Vangel V. Ajanovski and Gjorgji Madjarov.

Figure 1: Official Group Photo in front of Hotel Molika, Bitola, Macedonia
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Figure 2: Keynote Lecture by Gjorgji Dimirovski

Figure 3: Keynote Lecture by Dragi Kocev
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Figure 4: Weather changes moods in April
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3D Content Based Medical Image Retrieval: Basic 
Concepts and Challenges 

 

Katarina Trojacanec, Ivan Kitanovski, Ivica Dimitrovski, Suzana Loshkovska 
Department of Software Engineering 

Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, UKIM 
Skopje, Macedonia 

E-mail: {katarina.trojacanec, ivan.kitanovski, ivica.dimitrovski, suzana.loshkovska}@finki.ukim.mk 
 

Abstract— The paper reviews the current status and 

challenges in 3D Content Based Medical Image Retrieval 

(CBMIR). Several concepts of the 3D-CBMIR are reviewed, 

analyzed and discussed. These include volume of interest (VOI) 

selection/detection/localization, feature extraction from medical 

volumetric data and similarity measurements.  According to the 

performed research, it should be noticed that there is still room 

for improvements regarding how they adjust and perform in 

respect to the clinically relevant volumetric information 

extraction and utilization.  

Moreover, one of the biggest challenges detected from the 

performed research is that addressing the condition of the certain 

patient/case over time, detecting the connection between 

periodical scans and fusing the information still remains an open 

question. Retrieving the cases with the same/similar progress of 

the condition/disorder/disease with the progress for a given 

patient is a crucial question not yet exhaustively answered in this 

area.   

Keywords—3D-CBMIR, medical volumetric data, VOI, 

periodical scans, feature extraction, similarity measurements 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A vast amount of medical images are acquired and stored 
nowadays in medical and research centers. They are one of the 
most powerful diagnostic techniques. Despite the wide and 
experienced usage of 2D imaging techniques, many limitations 
are related to their nature because information extracted from 
2D image is not representative, adequate or suffer from 
information insufficiency in some medical cases.   

Taking into consideration the rapid development of the 
medical imaging techniques, 3D or even more dimensional 
representations are taking more and more place in the clinical 
environment. 3D forms are becoming even more valuable 
factor for the diagnosis and surgical treatment of wide range of 
pathologies. They enable coherent and collective view, and 
reduce the guesswork very often experienced with 2D 
radiology [1, 2].  

 As a consequence, a vast amount of 3D medical collections 
have arisen in the medical repositories. Enabling the efficient 
retrieval and knowledge discovery from such 3D medical 
collections is becoming dominant in the domain of content 

based medical image retrieval (CBMIR). Its usage for clinical, 
research, and/or educational purposes by extracting and 
manipulating the rich information coming from treating the 3D 
aspect is a big challenge among researchers in this domain [1, 
3, 4, 5, 6]. 

In general, 3D CBMIR includes several aspects in its basis: 
volume of interest (VOI) selection/detection/localization, 
feature extraction from medical volumetric data, and similarity 
measurements. Research in these aspects has been made 
towards improvement of the 3D CBMIR, considering the 
retrieval efficiency, and/or reducing the required time to get the 
answer from the system. This could induce important benefits 
in the two possible research directions/goals [4]: clinical 
decision support [7, 8] and educational purposes [9]. Regarding 
the application domain, there are studies of the images of 
healthy people [3] or studies focused on, and specified to 
different diseases [1, 6]. They could also be categorized on the 
basis of the body part they treat, such as brain [1, 10], lung [6], 
heart [8, 11, 12] etc., or the medical imaging technique used for 
acquisition (e. x. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [1, 3, 11, 
12, 13], Computed Tomography (CT) [4], High-Resolution 
Computed Tomography (HRCT) [6], Dual–Energy Computer 
Tomography (DECT) [7], etc.).     

 Although the researchers in this domain have published 
several improvements, the search capabilities of medical CBIR 
still remain questionable in respect to their effectiveness and 
efficiency. The reason is mostly related to the specific nature of 
the medical images and addressing it in the CBIR context. For 
example, MRI is characterized by limited resolution, intensity 
inhomogeneity, noise, partial volume effects, leading to 
geometrical inaccuracies in the model of cortical surface in this 
case [14]. The specific medical characteristics can affect the 
basic aspects of the 3D CBMIR.  

 Choosing appropriate techniques that cover the basic image 
retrieval aspects and successfully address the research goal is a 
crucial question. This paper aims to review the current status 
and widely used methods in the CBIR in the context of 3D 
medical imaging as well as to detect the room for 
improvements and to highlight the challenges and future 
directions.    
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 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides 
review on the segmentation techniques, their classification, and 
the validation of the segmentation in the medical context. The 
current status of the feature extraction algorithms for medical 
volumetric data is summarized in section 3, while the similarity 
measurements are discussed in section 4. Section 5 highlights 
the challenges and future directions in 3D CBMIR.       

II. VOLUME OF INTEREST 

The query unit in 3D medical repositories is always a 
volume of interest (VOI). In some cases the VOI may contain 
the whole body part (ex. whole brain), while in others, only 
certain region (ex. certain brain region). It depends on the 
specific retrieval task, or the question that the retrieval should 
answer. In the special cases, the VOI might be even a single 2D 
image slice [3]. 

The detection of volumes of interest or at least the 
identification of organs in the body can be an important first 
step to focus better and analyze the data of interest and extract 
automatically semantic labels from the visual image 
information [15]. Focusing the retrieval process on a VOI from 
the image is considered as a very important aspect of a 
practical retrieval system [13]. Moreover, it is of great 
importance for localized monitoring of the pathology or 
changing state of certain specific body part/region that usually 
reflects the progression of the disease/abnormality, from one 
side, or the normal state change, from the other side. Thus, the 
delineation of anatomical structures, and other regions/volumes 
of interest, i.e. which by definition is referred to as image 
segmentation is a big challenge and a key component of image 
analysis and interpretation [16].  

A. Classification  

Several classifications of the image segmentation 
techniques are common in the literature. Some of them [17, 18, 
19] are structured and depicted on figure 1. Most of the 
methods belong to more than one class viewed and some class 
might be considered as a subclass of other classes according to 
the type of classification.  

Segmentation approaches in general, can be classified as 
manual outlining methods, semi-automated methods, and fully 
automated methods. The manual segmentation is characterized 
by several drawbacks such as the large amount of work 
required, and the considerable inter- and intra-rater variability 
of the results. Thus semi- and fully automatic segmentation 
methods are preferred [17].  

From the point of view of the principal techniques, the 
segmentation algorithms can be classified into three categories: 
algorithms based on threshold, clustering techniques, and 
deformable models [18].  

According to the approach used for segmentation, another, 
wider and more comprehensive classification of the 
segmentation techniques for medical volumes is proposed in 
[19]. According to this, three classes are distinguished: 
structural techniques, stochastic techniques, and hybrid 
techniques. 

Fig. 1. Different classifications of the segmentation techniques 

The application domain of the segmentation techniques 
that relies on medical imaging is very critical, due to the 
complexity and variability of the region/volume of interest. 
Some of the reasons are normal anatomic variation, post-
surgical anatomic variation, vague and incomplete boundaries, 
inadequate contrast, artifacts and noise [20]. For example, 
critical parts that the segmentation of brain gliomas has to 
address include the infiltration of cells into the tissue, inducing 
unsharp borders with irregularities and discontinuities (a 
tumor is not necessary a single connected object), the great 
variability in their contrast uptake (depending on their 
vascularisation), and their appearance on standard MRI 
protocols [21]. Moreover, it is important to stress that the 
same organs or structures may appear different in different 
slices or imaging modalities, leading to the necessity of 
appropriate and distinctive segmentation method [18]. 

Taking into account that there is no unique segmentation 
technique that can reach all different specifics imposed by 
different domains and produce the satisfactory results for all of 
them [22], the segmentation methods are optimized into 
different directions considering the medical application 
domain: 

 Specific imaging modalities, such as MRI, CT, etc., 

 Specific anatomic structures, such as the brain, the 
lungs etc., 

 Specific disease/abnormality, such as brain tumor, 
brain atrophy, etc. 

B. Validation 

The validation of medical image segmentation is crucial 
and one of the most critical parts in the medical applications of 
the image processing techniques. A very important concern is 
the selection of reference segmentations. Moreover, the 
validation of the segmentation in the medical context needs to 
be conducted together with the clinical relevancy and impact 
[23], which is very domain and objective specific. The authors 
of [23] provide a recent review of the evaluation methods for 
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medical image segmentation, stressing that in general, a set of 
performance measurements should be provided for a complete 
evaluation and comparison of segmentation techniques. 
Additionally, they propose a novel concept of accuracy 
assessment in medical image processing which is easily 
extensible to any kind of processing and imaging modality, 
making it very versatile and flexible.  

One important criterion here is also a computation time 
[23, 24]. According to [24], the current standard is about a few 
minutes regarding the processing time. 

C. Related Work and State-of-the-art 

A good overview on the 3D segmentation is provided in 
[20], as an example of the application of machine learning 
techniques in radiology. Another review on medical image 
segmentation methods is provided by [18]. They also provide 
examples of the application of the reviewed techniques to 
female pelvic cavity. Discussion about medical image 
segmentation is offered in [25] by identifying three 
generations of the segmentation algorithms. The authors 
provide a representative set of examples, available software, 
and reference databases. A survey on several fundamental 
segmentation techniques with the application to medical 
imaging is given by the authors of [26]. They focus on the 
segmentation methods for general purpose and not specific to 
certain anatomic organ, that are easily extensible to 3D which 
can flexibly make use of statistical information, and belong to 
one of the four categories: region-based, boundary-based, 
hybrid, and atlas-based. Another review on segmentation 
techniques used for medical volumes is given in [19] where 
the techniques are categorized in three main groups: structural, 
statistical, and hybrid techniques.   

Several surveys/reviews are published by focusing on a 
specific class of segmentation techniques and/or a specific 
application domain. For instance, a survey on atlas-based 
image segmentation is provided in [27]. It covers the studies 
that discuss some the important steps and questions from the 
field of atlas based segmentation. Their domain of interest 
includes medical images, with special emphasis on cardiac 
images. In [28], a review on statistical shape models for 3D 
medical image segmentation is given and a survey of 
applications in the medical field and a discussion of future 
developments are provided. The automatic segmentation 
methods used for multiple sclerosis lesion segmentation are 
systematically reviewed in [29].  

On the other hand, there are a significant number of studies 
that conduct a review or propose new segmentation methods 
on the bases of the application domain. For instance, a 
comprehensive review on automated techniques for multiple 
sclerosis lesion detection is provided by [30]. The fully 
automated method for diffuse white matter lesion 
segmentation in brain MRI is proposed in [17] in which lesion 
voxels are detected as outliers of the intensity distribution of 
normal tissues in multi-sequence MR images. Rating the 
significance of lesion detection using the random field theory 
is a very important contribution of the research conducted in 
[17]. With the aim to take into consideration the large 
variability and the contrast differences of the prostates, the 
authors of [31] propose a new automatic atlas-based 

segmentation method for the segmentation of the prostate MR 
images. They have obtained satisfactory results, but have 
suggested some critical points leaving the room for 
improvements. Another robust and fully automatic approach 
for segmentation of prostate MRI is proposed in [32]. The 
method is based on using a probabilistic atlas and a spatially 
constrained deformable model.  

However, there are some structures that have some 
features in common. Such an example includes lung nodules, 
liver metastases, and lymph nodes. They are mostly 
homogeneous and roughly spherical or ellipsoid-shaped 
objects. They are also often located close to other structures 
that exhibit a similar density in CT images [33]. The 
characteristics of this structures lead to the expectation for 
good results if the same, proper segmentation technique is 
used in all three cases. The authors in [33] used a hybrid 
algorithm originally developed for lung nodules and 
combining the threshold based approach model-based 
morphological processing.  

It should be noticed that although in some cases for 
segmentation of medical volumetric data, the fundamental 
techniques might be useful [26], there are plenty of cases 
where specific domain knowledge has to be incorporated in a 
certain way, leading to a strictly problem oriented 
segmentation methods. Later techniques are mostly promising 
ones in the medical domain, due to the sensitivity of the 
domain and some challenging characteristics of the medical 
volumetric data imposed by the modality, acquisition process, 
or the VOI that is subject of the segmentation.          

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Extraction of robust and precise visual features from 
medical images is a critical task. It is even more challenging to 
enable reach and complete information extraction and 
representation from 3D medical context. Although the research 
has shown that the more visual features are used the better the 
results are 3D or more dimensional images impose the 
necessity for optimization and compactness in this context [13, 
15]. 

There are image features that are likely to be the most 
relevant from the perspective of human image interpretation. 
Some of the key features include lesion shape, boundaries, 
density or intensity, presence or absence of enhancement with 
intravenous contrast material, texture, and whether a lesion is 
solitary or multiple. It should be noticed that in general, the 
relative importance of features will vary across modality and 
disease targets. [34]. Thus, the selection of the feature 
extraction algorithms should be target oriented rather than 
generic (expected to represent good enough the visual 
information from the images of different modalities and with 
different kinds of targets within the image itself).      

Wide range of studies includes evaluation of the feature 
extraction methods. Several descriptors (or their variations) are 
commonly used in these studies. The discussion is given in the 
next paragraphs.  

Different variations of the co-occurrence matrices adjusted 
to the application domain have been evaluated in [1, 3, 35]. 
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The authors from [3] are working on examination of the 
descriptor in sense of capturing the differences associated with 
gender (which in most cases are almost inconsiderable). They 
are using multi-sort, multi-dimensional co-occurrence matrices 
as very sensitive descriptors to tenuous differences in brain 
image patterns and reflection/rotation invariant, which is very 
important characteristic for their application domain because of 
the specific “reflected” intensity distribution in the left and 
right hemispheres and unpredictable sulcal variability [3]. A 
suited version of grey level co-occurrence matrices to 3D 
context is used in [1]. It is then applied to brain MRI with and 
without volume detection. An extended co-occurrence matrices 
for 3D texture analysis is used in [35] too, addressing three 
important aspects for their research: consideration of the 
change of original image data dimensionality from 2D to 3D, 
increasing the sensitivity and specificity of co-occurrence 
descriptors, and rotation and reflection invariance. It should be 
noticed that the problem of choosing basic features (matrix 
axes) depends on the application domain, namely the image 
data modality and the specific analysis to be performed [35].  

It can be summarized that this descriptor is suitable to 
detect small, even unnoticeable differences and invariances in 
respect to the rotation and/or reflection. However, when 
compared to other texture descriptors extended to fit the 3D 
representations, such as 3D Local Binary Patterns (3D LBP), 
3D Wavelet Transforms (3D WT), and 3D Gabor Transforms 
(3D GT), it is outperformed by the others [1]. In fact, the 
authors of [1] present the results from the retrieval process 
using their texture-based online system for 3D images, 
MIRAGE on the bases of the mean average precision (MAP), 
and query time with and without VOI detection. The 
application domain includes 3D brain MRI. According to the 
presented results obtained by authors, 3D LBP (Local Binary 
Patterns) descriptor outperforms the other considering the 
precision and the query time. Additionally, it can be noticed 
that if the VOI selection is included, the query time is 4 times 
faster. The good discriminative power of LBP descriptor 
explains the obtained results. Moreover, another advantage of 
this descriptor is the simplicity of its implementation.  

The benefits from using localized low-level features for 
CBIR of HRCT images of the lung are evaluated in [6]. In fact, 
the authors exploit the location of the abnormal/pathological 
tissue in the lung in the system, thus leading to the 
improvement in terms of early retrieval precision in 
comparison with the approach based on global features only. 

A 3D SIFT descriptor is introduced in [36] with the 
characteristic to encode the information local in both space and 
time in a manner which allows robustness to orientations and 
noise. It is introduced for video or 3D imagery such as MRI 
data, and evaluated on action classification in a video. In the 
performed comparative analysis with other descriptors, the 
proposed 3D SIFT outperforms the others.     

IV. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENTS 

To retrieve the images in a CBIR, the user submits the 
query image example to the system. The same feature 
extraction algorithm (as for the 3D images in the database) is 
applied to the query. Then the similarity between the visual 

image representation of the query image and the 
representations of all images in the database is determined. 
The sorted list of the database images ordered by their 
similarity with the most similar at the top is returned as a 
result. 

Based on the empirical estimates of the feature 
distribution, different similarity measurements have been used 
to make a similarity comparison, namely, Minkowski-Form 
distance, which is a generic form of the widely used Euclidean 
distance, Mahalanobis distance, quadratic form distance, 
proportional transportation distance, earth mover’s distance, 
Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jeffrey divergence, etc. [37]. 

For example, histogram intersection is used as a similarity 
measurement in [38] in the case of the feature extraction 
performed by the LBP descriptor. Euclidean distance is also 
very common similarity measurement. It is used in the case of 
3D Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrices, 3D Wavelet 
Transform, and 3D Gabor Transform descriptors in [38]. 

On the other hand, if the graph-based representation of the 
features is used rather than vector-based, special 
computational methods for similarity assessment, referred to 
as graph matching, are required [34]. 

There are cases, especially for diagnostic purposes, where 
subtle geometrical differences between imaged structures may 
be very important. In these cases, the similarities are defined 
through the notion of elastic deformations required to 
transform one shape into another are useful. The energy 
needed to transform one shape into another is assumed to be 
inversely proportional to similarity [34]. 

Another, very promising approach for measuring the 
similarity is by using statistical classifiers that classify new 
instances using high-level information extracted from the 
training set of instances. It is clear that the labels have to be 
known for the training set instances. This approach is thus 
very problem oriented [34]. 

Choosing a metric to measure the similarity has direct 
influence on the performance of the CBIR [37]. It is dependent 
on the type of the descriptors as well as on their representation 
[34].  

V. CHALLENGES IN CBIR FOR 3D MEDICAL IMAGING 

Although many studies have been performed in the field of 
image retrieval, various aspects related to the application of 
CBIR in 3D medical imaging are still open for research and 
improvement. They are highlighted in the following 
paragraphs.  

Several challenges are identified in the context of medical 
image segmentation: 

 Robustness on the difficulties imposed by image 
acquisition process such as noise, intensity 
inhomogeneities, partial volumes, ill-defined boundary, 
low contrast etc. 

 Capability to properly delineate the relevant structure 
(tissue, pathology, anatomical structure…) 
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 Decreased user/expert influence 

 Degree of the domain knowledge usage 

 Complexity and processing time  

The segmentation techniques studied and to be proposed in 
the future should tend to address as much as possible of these 
challenges to reach the desired usefulness and precision in this 
application domain. 

The focus in feature extraction from 3D medical images 
should be directed to precisely extract as much as possible 
information directly from the volume context. Moreover, 
taking into consideration the spatial relationships is another, 
very big challenge. Moreover, it is considered as very close to 
the physician’s mental model of the patient, and very important 
for the diagnosis and prognosis. 

The appropriateness of the similarity/dissimilarity 
measurement and the comparison performed between the query 
unit and all units in the database is also very important and 
should be carefully chosen. 

Moreover, it is very important to notice that most of the 
studies suffer from leak of treating the periodical connection 
between medical examinations. This is very important in the 
context of addressing the condition of the patients regarding the 
serial scans or the progression of some diseases.  

Finding the cases with the same/similar progress of the 
condition/disorder/disease with the progress for a given patient 
remains an open important question that CBMIR has to be 
able to answer. For example, a few queries we found 
challenging in this context are: 

 Find all cases with disease progression similar to the 
query one 

 Find all cases with certain condition that did not 
progressed to a certain disease for the examined period 
similar to the query one 

 Find all cases with the similar treatment reaction over 
the period similar to the query one   

Answering these questions might be helpful from different 
aspects, including diagnosis and prognosis support, 
educational purposes, completion of the general image about 
the patient state in the case of missing one or more scans of 
his/her study, proposing the treatment and/or monitoring the 
patient’s reaction on particular treatment.   

VI. CONCLUSION  

 
Review on the current status of the 3D CBMIR was 

provided in the paper regarding its crucial concepts such as 
segmentation of the VOI, feature extraction from medical 
volumes, as well as the similarity/dissimilarity measurements. 
As a result, the advantages and disadvantages of the current 
and mostly used techniques were stressed and their suitability 
for application to 3D medical imaging domain was discussed.  

According to the research, it is noticed that there is still 
room for improvement. The aspects related to the application 

of CBIR in 3D medical imaging that still remains open for 
research are detected. Thus, several challenges were 
highlighted and possible future directions proposed.     

Regarding the 3D segmentation, the focus should be on 
addressing the robustness to the image acquisition specificities, 
capability to properly delineate the relevant structure, 
decreasing the user/expert involvement, the degree of the 
domain specific knowledge usage, and the complexity and the 
required processing time. From the point of view on the feature 
extraction process, the comprehensive information precisely 
extracted directly from the medical volumes as well as treating 
the spatial relationships should be the crucial subject of 
consideration in the future researches. Considering the 
similarity/dissimilarity measurements, the proper way for 
comparison should be taken. Moreover, one of the biggest 
challenges that have arisen is involving and addressing the time 
progression and periodical connections into the retrieval 
process. 
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Abstract — The images are created to display or record useful

information. Due to the large number of errors that exist in the

procedure of image processing,  the recorded image is always a

degraded version of the original image. There are various ways in

which the image can be degraded, but this study only examined

blur caused by the movement of camera or scene being recorded.

The  restoration  of  images  refers  to  the  reconstruction  or

estimation of images with noise and blur, i.e. the operation on the

image which is inverse on the imperfections which occurs during

the  system  formatting  of  the  image.  This  paper  presents  a

graphical user interface (GUI) for image restoration, developed

in  MATLAB.  The  original  image  is  degraded  by  setting  the

parameters  of  blur.  The  restoration  of  degraded  image  is

performed  by  using  linear  Wiener  filter  and  nonlinear  Lucy-

Richardson filter for image restoration. The aim is to examine the

effectiveness of these filters, with assessment and analysis of the

quality of  the restored images by examining several important

measures for image quality, compared to their ideal values.

Keywords—  Graphical  User  Interface;  image  restoration;

noise;  blur;  Wiener  filter;  Lucy-Richardson filter;  image quality

measurements 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Graphical  user  interface  (GUI)  is  defined  as  a  graphical

presentation  of  one  or  more  windows that  contain  controls,

called components, which allow the user to perform interactive

tasks.  Using  MATLAB,  solutions  to  many  problems  are

formulated,  involving  the  matrix  representation  in  a  part  of

time. Such are the problems connected with image processing.

Developing GUI using MATLAB can take place in one of the

two following ways:

 By using the Graphical User Interface Development

Environment, contracted GUIDE, which is a tool for

the construction of interactive GUI;

 By creating files  with code which generate GUI as

scripts  or  functions.  This  mode is  also known as  a

program construction of GUI.

For the purposes of this paper, the first approach is used. It

begins by creating a figure that is filled with components that

are selected from the appropriate graphic layout editor. GUIDE

adds a file with code which refers to the feedback functions for

the graphical interface and its components. GUIDE keeps the

figure or the design as a FIG-file and a file with code, which is

known as M-file. For each created FIG file when it is saved M

file  is  also  created  with  the  same name as  the  FIG-file.  In

performing the GUI, with the opening any of these two files the

other one opens at the same time.  Each M file consists of two

basic  functions  for  each  created  GUI  component.  These

functions are CreateFcn and Callback. MATLAB as a High-

performance  language,  by  combining  the  calculations,

visualization and programming is an environment that is easy

to use for  the image processing. Image Processing Toolbox,

contracted IPT, is a collection of standard functions, algorithms

and  applications  for  image  processing,  analysis  and

virtualization  [1].  They  provide  image  enhancement,  its

blurring,  noise detection and reduction, image segmentation,

geometric  transformations  or  image  restoration.  The  three

major  topics  in  the  area  of  image  processing  are:  image

restoration [2],  improving image quality and compression of

images.  In  this  GUI,  only  the  restoration  of  images  is

concerned [3]. The restoration of images is current in the field

of research and discovering applications in many fields, such as

medical visualization, spatial  snapshots,  forensic science and

commercial images.

II. MODELING OF THE PROCESS OF THE IMAGE

DEGRADATION

The basic scheme of image restoration is given below.

Fig. 1 Model of degradation / restoration of the image
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Here f ( x , y )  is the original image, g (x , y )  is the

degraded image, f̂  is the restored image, and η (x , y )
is  noise.  The  figure  shows  that  the  process  of  restoration

precedes  the  degradation  process  that  occurs  by  applying  a

certain function to degrade the original image, to which a noise

can be added [4]. In tests the noise is not taken into account. In

this way a degraded image is obtained, on which  certain filters

for  image restoration can  be applied.  As a result  a  restored

image  is  obtained.  Restoration  attempts  to  perform  an

operation  on  an  image  that  got  imperfections  during  the

formatting process of the image. The more the restored image

is similar to the original  image, the process of restoration is

more  successful.  This  model  is  applied  to  the  created  GUI,

where  firstly  the  image  is  loaded,  then  it  is  degraded  and

restored using Wiener and Lucy-Richardson filters.

The  model  of  degradation  of  images  mathematically  is

representing the dependence on the input image f ( x , y )  to

get  a  degraded  image g (x , y ) .  This  dependence  is

mathematically defined by:

g (x , y )=h (x , y )∗ f (x , y )+η (x , y ) (1)

Here h  is a factor of disturbance, which is still known as

the point spread function or abbreviated PSF [5]. In the spatial

domain,  PSF  describes  the  extent  to  which  in  the  optical

system of blur a point of light is spreading. PSF is actually the

inverse Fourier transformation of the optical transfer function

(OTF). 

This paper examines the degradation which is carried out

only by blurring the image. Blurring is the form of a reduction

of the bandwidth of an ideal image, due to imperfections in the

image  formation.  It  can  be  caused  by:  relatively  motor

movement between the camera and the original scene, optical

system that is out of focus or atmospheric turbulence.

There is a test with a linear motion blurring which occurs when

the scenes are recorded with a camera that has a fixed position,

with  constant  speed v relative ,  at  an  angle  θ  radians,

towards  the  horizontal  axis  in  the  interval  [0, t exposure ].

Then the disorder is  one – dimensional.  If  the length of the

movement  is  labeled  with  L  and  calculated  as

L=v relative texposure , than we have PSF as:

H ( x , y ; L ,θ )={1L , if √x2+ y2≤
L

2
∧ x

y
=−tanθ

0,other

  (2)

In  the  created  GUI,  the  blurring  is  done  by  setting  the

parameters: length and angle of the blur. They are set in section

blurs parameters, by setting the value directly or via a slider.

The length of blurring is between 1 and 150, and the angle is in

the  range  from  0  to  180  degrees.  Blurring  the  images  is

modeled by the use of IPT function fspecial, as follows:

PSF = fspecial (‘motion’, len, theta) (3)

This  function  call,  returns  PSF  which  approximates  the

effects of linear motion of the camera on pixels with length len.

III.METHODS FOR IMAGE DEBLURING

Deblurring  images  is  an  interactive  process.  In  order  to

fully clean blurred image, sometimes is necessary to apply the

demisting process  several  times,  depending  on  the  specified

parameters in each iteration. In this paper demisting image is

done by using two filters  for  image restoration: Wiener and

Lucy-Richardson. Wiener [6] filter is the best known approach

to linear image restoration. He is also direct one, which means

that  the  solution  is  obtained  through one application  of  the

filter. This method attempts to estimate f̂ , which minimize

the function of static error:

e
2=E {(f − f̂ )2} (4)

where  E  is  the  expected  value  operator,  f̂   is  the

estimated value of f , i.e. indicates the behavior of the filter

in the coordinates ( x , y ) , or it is restored image, and f

is the original, non-degraded image. Static error is still known

as the mean-squared error (MSE). The solution of this equation

in the frequency domain is:

F̂ ( x , y )=[ 1

H ( x , y )

|H ( x , y )|2

|H ( x , y )|2+
Sη ( x , y )

S f ( x , y ) ]G (x , y )
(5)

where H ( x , y )  is a function of degradation, G ( x , y )
is  Fourier  transformation  of  degraded  image,

|H (x , y )|2=H❑ (x , y )H ( x , y ) ,  H
❑ ( x , y )  is

H ( x , y )  complex conjugate,  Sη ( x , y )=|N ( x , y )|2

is the spectral power of noise and S f ( x , y )=|F ( x , y )|2

is spectral power of original, non-degraded image. The ratio

Sη ( x , y )

S f ( x , y )
 is known as the rate of intensity noise - signal. 
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The implementation of the Wiener filter in MATLAB with IPT

using a function deconvwnr with the form:

fr = deconvwnr (g, PSF) (6)

Lucy- Richardson filter is nonlinear [7], iterative technique

[8] for image restoration. The mathematical form is obtained

from  the  following  equation,  which  should  satisfy  the

requirement for convergence in each iteration:

f̂ k+1 ( x , y )=f̂ k ( x , y ) [h (−x ,− y )∗ g ( x , y )

h ( x , y ) f̂ k ( x , y ) ] (7)

where  f̂   denotes  the  value  of  restored  image,  g

denotes  the  degraded  image,  and  h  is  a  function  of

degradation. As with all other nonlinear methods, generally is

difficult  to  answer  the  question  of  when  to  stop  the  L-R

algorithm. The method can consider the obtained outputs and

stop when the result in a given application will be accepted or

perform for the exact number of iterations, as in GUI in this

paper, where up to 1000 iterations are possible, but initially 20

iterations should be taken. This filter can be implemented in

the IPT with the function deconvlucy whose basic syntax is:

fr = deconvlucy (g, PSF, NUMIT, DAMPAR, WEIGHT)(8)

where fr  is restored image, g  is degraded image, PSF

is a  function of the point  spread, NUMIT is the number of

iterations,  DAMPAR is  a  scalar  that  specifies  the threshold

deviation  of  the  resultant  image  of  degraded  image  and

WEIGHT  is  the  array  with  the  same  size  as  g  and

measure the width of each pixel to reflect its quality.

IV. IMAGE QUALITY MEASUREMENTS

To determine  the  effectiveness  of  the  process  of  image

restoration,  there  are  calculations  of  several  measures  for

image quality, such  as:  average absolute difference  – АAD,

maximum  difference  –  MD,  mean  square  error  –  MSE,

normalized  absolute  error  –  NAE,  structural  content  –  SC,

normalized cross  correlation – NCC, signal  to  noise ratio  –

SNR, peak signal to noise ratio – PSNR and others [9]. 

MSE between restored image f̂ ( x , y ) and the original

image f ( x , y ) , with the size N x M, for each pixel is the

average error:

MSE=E {( f − f̂ )2}=E [|f ( x , y )−f̂ (x , y )|2 ] (9)

The  ideal  value  is  0.  If  it  is  a  spatial  domain,  where

f ( x , y ) is a random process, then mean – square error has

the form:

MSE=
1

MN
∑
x=0

N−1

∑
y=0

M−1

|f ( x , y )−f̂ ( x , y )|2 (10)

Signal to noise ratio (SNR) for restored image is calculated

as:

SNR
f̂
=10 log10( f ( x , y )

f̂ ( x , y )−f ( x , y ) )  (dB) (11)

Appropriate for degraded image is calculated by:

SNRg=10 log10( f ( x , y )
g (x , y )− f (x , y ) ) (dB) (12)

Ideal  values  are  the  higher  ones.  Other  image  quality

measurements that are part of the GUI are calculated according

to equations given in table 1.

Table 1 Image quality measurements

Image  quality

measurements

Abbreviaio

n
Formula

Normalized

Cross  -

Correlaion

NCC NCC=∑
x=1

N

∑
y=1

M

f ( x , y ) f̂ ( x , y ) /

Average

Diference
AD

f ( x , y )−f̂ ( x , y )
(|) /NM

∑
y=1

M

❑

AD=∑
x=1

N

❑

Structural

Content
SC SC=∑

x=1

N

∑
y=1

M

f ( x , y )2/∑
x=1

N

∑
y=1

M

f̂

Maximum

Diference
MD MD=max (|f (x , y )− f̂ ( x , y )|)

Normalized

Absolute Error
NAE NAE=∑

x=1

N

∑
y=1

M

|f ( x , y )− f̂ ( x , y
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Created GUI analysis was done for several  values of the

blur  parameters,  SNR  and  L-R  iterations.  In  the  first

experiment  blur  parameters  are:  Length  50  and  Angle  45.

Blurred image with this values is given on figure bellow. Image

first is restoring with Wiener filter with SNR 0,2, and then with

L-R filter  in  50  iterations.  The restored  image with  Wiener

filter is far from the 

original, i.e. it’s more blurred though restored image with L-R,

which is more comparable to the original image i.e.it is clearer.

If value for SNR is 0,002, and other parameters leave the same,

the  restored  image  with  Wiener  filter  is  comparable  to  the

original. This can be visually observed from the results shown

in figure 2.

Fig. 2 First experimental results

Fig. 3 Second experimental results
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In the third experiment, blur parameters leave the same, SNR

value is 0,2, and iterations for L-R filter are 500. Restoration

with L-R filter in this test is so successful i.e. restored image is

comparable with original image. If we change only SNR value

to 0.002 and compare the restored image by Wiener filter with

restored image by L-R for 500 iterations, we can notice that

this two restored images are closest with the original image.

These results visually are presented on figure 3. If we compare

the restored images with Wiener filter and Lucy - Richardson

filter  in  all  experimental  cases,  generally  better  results  are

obtained with Lucy - Richardson filter. This is also shown in

the results obtained for image quality measurements, which are

calculated directly in the created GUI. If they are analyzed, it

can be concluded that the LR filter provides values  for image

quality  measurements  that  are  closer  to  the  ideal  values,  in

comparison  to  the  Wiener  filter. This  can  be  seen  from the

figure  that  follows,  where  the  data  for  image  quality

measurements  for  50  Length,  Angle  45,  SNR  0,2  and  LR

iterations 50th are presented.

Fig. 4 Image quality measurements

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper aims to present a graphical user interface - GUI

for image restoration and results obtained with it. The graphical

user interface was developed in MATLAB 7.10.0 (R 2010a)

and has three functions. Firstly, it degrades the original image

loaded by adding some blur to it. This can be performed by

setting the basic parameters of the blur: length and angle. The

second functionality is to restore the degraded image. We have

decided  to  conduct  the restoration by using the Wiener  and

Lucy - Richardson filter, which are the two most commonly

used filters for this purpose. Taking the fact into consideration

that the Wiener filter is an example of a linear filter and Lucy -

Richardson filter is an example of a nonlinear iterative filter,

the graphical interface can be used to compare the two types of

filters, by comparing the results obtained from both. The third

function  is  related  to  the  analysis  of  image  quality

measurements. The analysis in this graphical user interface for

image restoration is done through a graph of eight parameters

for image quality. This survey shows that for smaller values of

the signal - noise ratio (SNR), better results are achieved with

the Winner filter. The higher the ratio, the restored image is far 

from the original.When  the number of iterations is  larger  in

Lucy – Richardson filter, the restored image is closer to the

original.  But  by  increasing  the  number  of  iterations  the

restoration  process  is  slower,  which  can  be  considered  as

deficiency. Comparing the overall results obtained by the two

filters,  Lucy-Richardson filter  can  be used to  achieve  better

results.
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Abstract— The development of IT and WWW i.e. Internet 

poses new challenges. Having that in mind, the prevailing content 

most sought after is multimedia and the requirements for it grow 

stronger in time. Poetry is considered one of the oldest forms of 

literary art. To write poetry requires skill and special command 

of language. Reading poetry can be a simple pleasure or leisure, 

but in order to fully understand the message or meaning of a 

poem, special attention and concentration is needed. If poem is 

read by an actor or an experienced speaker, and if the voice is 

augmented by music background, followed by some visual effects, 

it becomes a real multimedia treat. While reading poetry can be a 

real pleasure or a deep spiritual experience, to reach that kind of 

complexity in a multimedia project, specialized software is 

required. Usually, poetry is organized as a collection of short 

texts. Its characteristics (short form, human voice, music, rather 

simple visual illustrations) make it ideal candidate for 

multimedia project. Nevertheless, transferring a collected poetry 

into a multimedia project can be a challenging task. Visual novel 

satisfies those requirements. This paper represents such an 

attempt. (Abstract) 

Keywords— multimedia, poetry, visual novel, Ren’Py (key 

words) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A. Visual poetry 

The origins of the visual novel date from the 1980s with 
the game The Portopia Serial Murder Case (jap. 

ポー ア連続殺人事件 or Portopia Renzoku Satsujin 

Jiken), which was first published in the Japanese market in 
1983 by the company Enix (today’s Square Enix). The genre 
of this game was adventure and it was made for the Japanese 
computer NEC PC-6001. Later in 1985, the company 
Chunsoft adapted the game for NES (Nintendo Entertainment 
System) and this version of the game has become precursor of 
the visual novels. 

[1][2][3]
 

However, the company Chunsoft published the first novel 
in 1992 and it was the horror thriller game Otogirisō (jap. 

弟切草, eng. St John's wort) which was made for Super 

Nintendo Entertainment System. This game, with 300 000 
copies sold, was so successful that it became a role model for 
the new genre and the games where named as Sound Novels 

(jap. サ ン ベル or saundo noberu). One specific 

characteristic of these games is that after the first play, with 
new start and new decisions made, a new additional scenario 

would be unlocked. The company Leaf, which was one of the 
many that wanted to develop this type of games, in order not 
to use Chunsoft’s trademark Sound Novel, named their series 
games Visual Novels. Leaf’s first games were not so 
successful until 1997, when they published the game To Heart 

(jap. ー  or Tu Hāto). With its warm and touching 

love story, as well as its high quality music, it became instant 
success. This motivated other companies to accept this term 
and since then these types of games are known as Visual 
Novels. 

[4]
 

II. DEFINITIONS 

A. Visual Novel 

The term visual novel (jap. ジュアル ベル or bijuaru 

noberu) represents a multimedia game which has all the 
multimedia’s elements like text, backgrounds, characters, 
music, sounds and it has interaction with the player. 
According to Cavallaro (2010:8) “the visual novel typically 
articulates it’s narrative by means of extensive text 
conversations complemented by lovingly depicted (and mainly 
stationary) generic backgrounds and dialogue boxes with 

character sprites1 determining the speaker superimposed upon 
them”. 

Typical for the visual novel is the branching of the story, 
because there are decision points in the game where the player 
is expected to make a decision about the next step of the story. 
Based on the chosen option, the player will reach a certain end 
of the story. This way, when the player finishes the game, 
he/she is motivated to play it again in order to see the other 
(alternative) ends of the story. Based on how many decision 
points are in the visual novel, it increases its alternative story’s 
ends as well as its complexity.  

If the given story has only one end and not so much 
interaction with the player, the visual novel is narrative and 
linear and is called kinetic novel.  

Another specific element of the visual novel are the 
backgrounds. According to Cavallaro (2010:8) “at certain 
pivotal moments in the story, more detailed images drawn 
especially for those scenes and enhanced by more cinematic 

                                                           
1 character sprites are two-dimensional images 
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camera angles and CGI2 are included” to gain the attention 
and to move the player.  

Beside the dialogue, backgrounds and characters, the 
visual novels include background music and sounds, 
especially composed and made for the game to capture the 
story’s atmosphere. 

The dialogue box in which all the character’s dialogue 
goes, can be a rectangle frame located at the end of the screen 
or it can be a full screen square-like frame where the text will 
overlay the background and the characters that appear in the 
scene. But regardless of the size and shape of the dialogue box, 
the player can always hide it for a brief moment in order to see 
the whole scene and admire it.

[5]
 

B. Visual poetry 

Because of the uniqueness of the form of this visual novel 
that was developed, it can be considered as some form of 
visual poetry. In this paper, the subject of visual poetry will 
not be the studied too deeply. 

 

Source: Nil Almost by Joel Chace, www.archive.org 

Fig. 1   Secrecy must congeal into the surface of the earth 

Suffices to say that the visual poetry can be considered as 
poetry or art, hence it is contracted by multimedia elements, 
like picture, text, audio (combination of sounds, music and 
narration), and video and so on. According to Klaus Peter 
Dencker (2000), “visual poetry is the changeable relationship 
of visual art and literature, of picture and text, of figurative and 
semantic elements, the connection of both art forms in an 
intermedial space, the sensory reaction to any kind of 
communications form coming from the environment, the 
reservoir for important recognitions from collage, concept art, 
concrete art, used by different imaginative varieties of realism, 
for the establishment of evidence and in all the conceivable 

                                                           
2 CGI stands for Computer-Generated Imagery 

ways that a logical language deploys.” [6]
 In the new 21

st
 

century, where the digital era reigns, the visual poetry can be 
interactive and its verses can appear on the screen with motion 
and transformation by a simple click or tab by the reader. 
Finally, visual poetry can be seen as a possible form of 
expression in the development of our information- and 
communications society. Visual poetry can react to the new 
forms of media (video, computer, holography, laser, and so 
on), is a form of expression independent of a certain medium, 
which can enter creatively and innovatively into interactive 
communications models. 

III. THE REN’PY ENGINE 

Ren’Py is a visual novel engine that provides easy 
implementation of all multimedia elements with its special 
Ren’Py script language. According to Ren’Py’s founder Tom 
Py, “the Ren’Py’s script language, which is easy to learn, 
provides effective writing of huge visual novels, while its 
Python script allows creating more complex stimulation 
games. The engine is open source, which means that it can be 
downloaded freely from Ren’Py’s official website, as well its 
code to be modified and upgraded. Tom Py named the engine 
Ren’Py, using the words “Ren’аi (from the Japanese term for 
ren'ai shimyurēshon gēmu - romantic stimulation game or 
dating sims) and Python, because Ren'Py is developed with 
Pygame and the programming language Python.” [8]

 

Ren’Py’s first official version was released on August 24
th

, 
2004 and it was Windows compatible only. Later. on 
September 8, 2005 a Macintosh version was released, while 
the Linux version was released on April 30, 2006. All this 
versions provided development and release of games for all 
three platforms. On February 7, 2011, a version was released 
with support for the special RAPT – the Ren’Py Android 
Packaging Tool. With this tool, the Ren’Py games could be 
adapted to be executable on Android tablets and smart phones.

 

[9] [10]
 

The latest version is Ren'Py 6.17 codenamed “In This 
Decade…” and it was released on February 20th, 2014. The 
newest version has these features: 

 A rewrite of the Style system that should improve 

Ren'Py's performance. 

 A new style statement that makes it easier to define 

styles. 

 A rewritten shift+I style inspector lets you view those 

styles. 

 A new "show layer" statement that makes it 

convenient to apply transforms and ATL transforms to 

entire layers at once. 

 A new "window auto" statement that enables 

automatic management of the dialogue window. 

 Several other syntax improvements. 

 French and Russian translations. 

 The integration of RAPT (the Ren'Py Android 

Packaging Tool) with the Ren'Py SDK. Ren'Py now 
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downloads RAPT using the Ren'Py updater - it's no 

longer necessary to download RAPT separately.
 [11]

 

It provides developing games with complex translation 
system that will allow the player to easily change the 
languages, and provide the programmer with clarity of the 
translation as well as options for adding new languages. 
Additionally, it has improved Android support, including the 
ability to build APKs from the launcher, support for 
Expansion APKs, and support for television-based consoles 
like the OUYA. With its multiplatform support, dedicated 
team that has been upgrading it actively for nearly nine years, 
as well as its dedicated forum, the Ren’Py engine is becoming 
more and more popular and the beginners as well as the 
companies have created many noncommercial and commercial 
visual novels.

 [10][11] 

       

 

Fig. 2.  Ren’Py’s logo [8] (top left), Pygame’s logo[13] (top right)      Logo 

for the novel on Аndroid[14] (down) 

With its multiplatform support, dedicated team that has 
been upgrading it actively for nearly nine years, as well as its 
dedicated forum, the Ren’Py engine is becoming more and 
more popular and the beginners as well as the companies have 
created many noncommercial and commercial visual novels. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE VISUAL NOVEL 

For creation of a standard visual novel, it is required to 
have a story as the base from which the character’s dialogs 
will be extracted and, based on them, a scenario will be 
constructed.  

Since this is a special case of visual novel, the 
requirements were completely different. A collection of short 
poems was chosen, and there was a recording (recorded by a 
tape-recorder) from a live radio show in which some of them 
were read by a professional speaker, followed by background 
music.  

All poems were separately integrated into the game, so that 
they can easily be modified in the future. Because there are six 
parts in the collection and each part has different number of 
poems, a list of the parts was made in the main script.py which 

pointed out to six different files, corresponding to the parts. 
Those files contain a menu list of the locally stored poems.  

At the same time, background music was chosen, buttons 
and interface were designed using Adobe Photoshop© and 
editing of the recording was done with Adobe Soundbooth©. 
Every button was carefully edited to correspond to the five 
states defined in Ren’Py: ground or base, idle, selected, 
selected_hover and selected_idle. For the save and load 
screen, a special interface was designed - a screenshot of a 
save/load point with short description is placed on a scrub 
with wax stamp. 

The background music wasn’t edited, but the narration was 
heavily edited due to its age (1993) and corrupted recording. 
Before the editing was started, in the root game folder many 
sub folders were created, illustrated in the figure below.  

 

Fig. 3.  Diagram of tree structure of the root game folder 

 

Fig. 4.  Tree dependency of the poems 

Then every poem was extracted from the recording, each 
edited separately and saved into the subfolder Voice. Similar 
to the narration, the music was stored into the Music folders, 
the images in to the separate subfolders of the Images folder 
and so on.  

After all the graphical and audio elements were placed in 
there corresponding folders, the editing of the poems was 
started using Ren’Py and they were connected with the 
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corresponding audio elements. At the same time, the interface 
of the game was coded.  

 

Fig. 5.  Main menu 

 

Fig. 6.  Code of Main menu in Ren’Py 

 

Fig. 7.  The Preferences menu 

 

Fig. 8.  Code for the navigation in the Preferences screen 

 

Fig. 9.  The game’s main menu containing the six parts 

 

Fig. 10.  The contents of one part of the collection 
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Fig. 11.  Code for part 3 of the collection, containing the links to files with 

the poems 

 

Fig. 12.  Structure of a poem with narration 

 

Fig. 13.  The Save screen 

V. CONCLUSION 

Based on the researched, it can be concluded that the visual 

novel can be used as a way to present the visual poetry. The 

branching in the visual novel, which is the main characteristic, 

can be used to implement multiple poems by multiple poets 

that can be interactive, have music, sounds and backgrounds 

which will present the poems. 

The Visual novel can be a challenge for the programmers, 

because the development consists of coding in two languages, 

Ren’Py and Python, designing the backgrounds, the 
characters, requires composing the background music, 

recording sounds and character’s voices as well as defining 
coding strategy based on the story’s scenario. Hence, a team 

of programmers, background’s and character’s artists, authors, 
composers and voice actors is needed to power the visual 

novel’s development.  
The visual novel’s development, depending of its 

complexity and the team’s size, can take from half year to year 
and half, if the whole project is well managed and the team 

well coordinated.  
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Abstract—Video on Demand is a leading TV service offered

by the IPTV operators in the past decade that has been rapidly

gaining on popularity because it offers great convenience to the

customers to watch any video they want at any time. However,

the drawback of this service it that it is very resource demanding

and expensive for the operator. One of the solutions for reducing

the high traffic demands from the video servers is the imple-

mentation of peer-assisted streaming, i.e., including the peers

in the streaming process by taking advantage of their unused

streaming and storage capacity. In order to estimate the reduction

of the traffic demand depending on the network configuration

and the intensity of demands for videos, we developed a stochastic

model that determines the system behavior in stationary state. We

proved that the model is a precise tool for estimating the server

demands. However, the model requires high computation power

for obtaining the desired results. The size of the number of linear

equations that have to be solved grows rapidly with the growth

of the number of peers and their streaming capacity, which is

serious issue for using the model as a tool for estimation of the

system performance. Therefore, we propose a sampling method

that significantly reduces the size of the system of linear equations,

and thus, reduces the computation time and resources required

for obtaining the results. Our analysis shows that although the

size of the system is reduced, the relative error compared to the

original unreduced system is negligible.

Keywords—VoD, Peer-assisted streaming, stochastic model, size
reduction

I. INTRODUCTION

The high popularity of the video contents made a solid
ground for the video domination in the global consumer traffic.
The videos are becoming so popular that, according to the
estimations, by the year 2017, they will occupy 80-90% of the
globally exchanged traffic worldwide [1]. A significant part
of this traffic will belong to the Video on Demand service
(VoD) which will triple the amount of traffic that it generates
nowadays. The main reason for its popularity is that it gives
the clients the freedom to watch a large variety of videos
at any time. Moreover, it has become more accessible to a
larger community as a result of the expansion of the Internet
Protocol Television (IPTV). However, the delivery of these
traffic-intensive contents requires a separate unicast flow for
every request of the clients, which is a serious burden for the
delivery network and the streaming servers. In addition, the
demand for higher quality videos and the growing popularity
of the service further increases the amount of the traffic which
threatens to congest the delivery networks. Therefore, finding
an optimal way to deliver the videos in the network has been
a challenging task for the network operators and the research
community.

One of the approaches used to solve the problem of
network congestion is the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) concept. As it
proved to be a successful solution for sharing large files in
the Internet, this concept has encouraged many researchers
to consider its implementation in live and VoD streaming in
the Internet [2], [3]. However, the main issue of the P2P for
delivery of video contents is the real-time nature of the VoD
service, i.e., the blocks of video data have to be provided
in consequent order, at the moment when they are requested.
Unlike the pure P2P systems, a more common practice in the
managed environments is the use of the peer-assisted streaming
where the peers take an important role in the streaming.
The peers help to reduce the traffic in the network core, but
the servers still remain an inevitable part of the system that
guarantees the required QoS. These solutions together with
various content distribution schemes prove to be efficient in
reducing [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and even eliminating the
traffic requested from the streaming servers [10], [11].

In our work, we consider wall-gardened networks owned
and managed by the IPTV service provider because the
network can be completely controlled by the operator and
configured according to the offered services and user demands.
We focus on the concept of peer-assisted streaming where the
peers will help to reduce the traffic in the core of the wall-
gardened network, but the servers will still remain an inevitable
part of the system that will guarantee the required quality
of service [4]. Apart from the design of a system for peer-
assisted streaming, our main goal is to mathematically model
its behavior and analyze how some environmental parameters
influence the performance. Therefore in our previous work
[12], we proposed a system for peer-assisted VoD contents
in managed networks. In that work, we focused on the design
of a mathematical model for the proposed system and used it
to analyze how some environmental parameters influence the
performance. The system is represented as a closed network
of queues with finite customers. Depending on the number of
customers served by these queues in a given moment of time,
we defined a state diagram where each node is the probability
of the given state. These probabilities are interconnected with
arc that represent the probability flows of the probabilities.

The main issue of this kind of representation of the system
is that the number of states significantly increases with the
increasing number of clients in the network and their streaming
capacity. The size of the diagram is so big, that the values
of the probabilities of the states cannot be calculated with a
Personal Computer (PC) even for networks of few hundreds of
peers. This is a concerning fact because the model, although
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precise, cannot be used for estimating the performance of
the peer-assisted streaming in networks with higher scale.
Therefore, we propose a sampling method for reduction of
the size of the state diagram without significant errors in the
estimation. The main idea behind the sampling process is
choosing states with equal constant distance between them and
discarding the remaining states of the diagram. In the process
of sampling, we reconnect the arcs that lead to the discarded
states or terminate in the chosen states from the discarded
states. Thus, we obtain a significantly reduced size of the
system that can be easily computed even for large networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After the
description of the system for peer-assisted streaming and its
stochastic representation in II, in Section III, we present the
sampling method for reduction of the size of the state diagram
of the model. In Section IV we compare the the introduced
releative error due to the size reduction for various values of
the sampling step. Eventually, we give the conclusions from
our work in Section VI.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OVERVIEW

In our work in [12], we proposed a stochastic model
for modeling a system for peer-assisted VoD streaming. The
system is designed for managed networks where the operator
has the control over the clients’ resources, and therefore, can
take advantage of their unused storage and streaming capacity.
The operator pre-populates the STBs of the clients with strips
of the videos in the off-peak hours according to different
distribution schemes. In the system, the geographically close
clients are grouped into local communities, which are served
by a dedicated streaming server. Apart from streaming videos
to the clients, the streaming server also has a role of an
index server for its local community. It maintains availability
data of the contents on the clients, as well as data related
to the occupancy of the streaming capacity of the peers. Upon
reception of a request for a video, the streaming server searches
for peers that have available copy of the video and enough
streaming capacity and assigns these peers to serve the client.
If one video cannot be entirely served by the peers because
parts of the video are not stored in the peers or because they
do not have available streaming resources, the rest of the
video is served by the streaming servers. Although the clients
participate in the streaming, the streaming servers still have
the main role of streaming the videos, while the clients only
alleviate their load.

The video content library contains c videos with playback
rate r. For modeling the users’ behavior not to watch the entire
video, it is considered that the average duration of the videos
d is actually the average time they spend watching the videos.
The items in the library are sorted according to their popularity,
beginning with the most popular video. Because of the limited
streaming capacity of the clients and their inability to stream
entire video uninterruptedly, the videos are divided into m
parallel strips with equal size. Thus, each peer can assist in the
streaming of a video at least with one strip. Instead of storing
the entire videos in the peers, they are first divided into strips,
and then, the strips are independently distribute in the peers.
This approach increases the availability of the contents on the
peers and the utilization of their uplink capacity. The time
necessary to stream one strip is equal to the average watched

video duration d, however, the streaming occupies m times less
uplink capacity. The rate r/m necessary to stream one strip
is defined as a channel. The probability that a video content
with rank v will be requested by a peer is marked as P (v).

The number of active peers in a local community is denoted
as n. This is the number of the peers that are connected to the
network and have their STB switched on. The peers in the
model are reliable, i.e., they never turn the STB off. Each
peer has an STB that has capacity to store s strips of video
contents. The downlink capacity of the STB is higher than the
playback rate of the content items, while the uplink capacity
is expressed as the number of simultaneous channels k that
the peer is capable to stream.

In the modeling of the proposed system, the entire process
of serving the clients is presented as a stochastic process which
is brought to a closed analytical form using the foundations
of the queuing theory [13] and the generating functions [14].
The model takes as input the size of the local community,
the storage and streaming capacities of the peers, the size of
the videos, the intensity of requests, the size of the video
library, and what is most important, the distribution of the
contents in the peer. The output of the mathematical model is
the utilization of the streaming capacity of the peers, which is
further used for calculation of the peer-assisted traffic in the
system and the traffic served by the servers.

The process of generating requests for videos by the clients
is a Poisson process with arrival rate λ, i.e., the inter-arrival
time w = 1/λ of two consequent requests has an exponential
distribution. Since each request for a video is a request for m
parallel strips, the serving of the requests by the server or by
the peers is also a Poisson process with service rate µ = 1/d.

Since both the request and serving process are Poisson
processes, and the number of clients in the network is constant,
the entire system is represented as a closed network of queues
with finite customers. The number of available customers is
mn, which is the total number of possible requests for strips.
In a given moment of time, the customers can be either waiting
to make a request for a strip or are being served by the peers
or the server. The network of queues is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. Representation of the system for peer-assisted VoD streaming with
closed network of queues with finite customers

The network of queues in Fig. 1 consists of a waiting
queue and video receiving queues. The peers are initially in the
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waiting queue, where they stay until they make a request. The
average size of the waiting queue in stationary state is mnidle.
When a peer makes a request for a strip, it can be served
either by other peers or by the server. Therefore there are
two receiving queues where a request enters depending on the
availability of the requested strip. If there is at least one peer
that has a copy of the requested strip and an available channel,
it will be served by the peers. The probability of such an event
is Pp2p, which is a function of the contents’ availability and
the current state of the system. Since the system has n peers
that can simultaneously stream k parallel strips, the streaming
of the requests by the peers is modeled as a queue with nk
parallel service facilities M/M/nk. If the requested strip is
not available on the peers or it is available, but none of the
peers that contains the strip has available channels, the request
is served by the server with probability 1 − Pp2p. Since the
server has capacity to serve all those strips that the peers
cannot serve, the server is modeled as a queue with mn parallel
service facilities, i.e., M/M/mn queue. After the end of the
streaming, the peers leave the video receiving queues and re-
enter the waiting queue. The main task of the mathematical
model is to find the average size in stationary state of all these
queues, so that the portion of the traffic served by the peers
can be determined.

In order to fulfill this task we define the stationary state of
the system as the number of strips streamed by the peers and
number of strips streamed by the server. The probability for
arbitrary values i and j, such that i + j < mn, is defined as
pij . From the analysis in our previous work [12], we obtain
the following dependency of the state probability pij related
to the other state probabilities of the system:

0 = Pp2p(i − 1)(mn− i− j + 1)λpi−1,j +

+ (i + 1)µpi+1,j + (j + 1)µpi,j+1 − (1)

+ (1− Pp2p(i)) (mn− i− j + 1)λpi,j−1 +

− ((mn− i− j)λ+ (i+ j)µ) pi,j

If we consider the dependencies of all the possible station-
ary probabilities of the system, we obtain a system of linear
equations which, if solved, will give the values of the stationary
probabilities of every possible state, and hence, the average
number of busy channels in the system. To give a better picture
of the states of the system in equilibrium, Fig. 2 shows the state
diagram obtained from the system of linear equations Eq. (1).

In the diagram D, shown in Fig. 2, each circle represents
the probability of one possible state of the system, and the
arrows represent the flow of probability that the system will
go from one state to another. For the sake of clarity, the self-
loops of the probabilities represented by the coefficient of the
last member of Eq. (1) are intentionally omitted. The width
of the diagram is always mn + 1, while its height depends
on the number of streaming channels k of the peers. The first
row of the diagram D has nm+ 1 states, and each following
row has one state less than the previous one. There are nk+1
rows, obtained for each possible number of busy channels on
the peers, starting from 0 to nk. By using the expression for
the sum of the first n natural numbers

∑n

i=1 i = n(n+ 1)/2,
the expression for the size of the state diagram D is obtained
as:
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Fig. 2. Diagram of flow of state probabilities.

size(D) =

nk∑

r=0

(nm+ 1− r) = (nk + 1)2 −

nk∑

r=0

(r) =

= (kn+ 1)

((
m−

k

2

)
n+ 1

)
(2)

The system of linear equations Eq. (1) can be easily solved
if it is presented in a matrix form:

Ap = 0 (3)

where p = [p0,0 p0,1 ... pkn,(m−k)n]
T is the vector of

the unknown stationary probabilities of the states of the
system with size ((m − k/2)n + 1)(kn + 1), and A =
[aT0,0 aT0,1 . . . aT

kn,(m−k)n]
T is the coefficient matrix, where

ai,j is a row vector with the same size as p such that contains
the weights of the arcs on the state diagram in Fig. 2 that
go out of the state pi,j on the positions corresponding to the
positions of the states in the vector p that they are directed to.
In order to avoid obtaining infinite number of solutions of the
system because of the singularity of the matrix A , we use the
condition that the sum of all the stationary probabilities equals
1 to modify the matrix A and the vector 0. Thus, we obtain a
modified matrix B by substituting an arbitrary row in A with
row vector 1T and a modified vector b by substituting one
element in the vector 0 with value 1 at the same position as
the substituted row in A. With these modifications, the solution
of the system is obtained by solving the system:

p = B−1b (4)

With the vector of probabilities p obtained, the probability
that each peers has i busy channels can be obtained by
summing all the probabilities of the diagram D that lay in
the same row. Hence the average number of busy channels η
in the system can be calculated as the expected number of
busy channels. Using this value we calculate the percentage
of the overall streaming traffic served by peers as:
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θ = η
k

m

(
1 +

µ

λ

)
(5)

Although the solution of the system obtained by multi-
plication of a matrix and a vector Eq. (4) is quite straight-
forward, the size of the matrices, and hence the number of
equations, is a serious issue from a computational point of
view. From Eq. (2) we can see that the size of the system
rapidly grows with the increment of the size of the community
n and the streaming capacity of the peers k. For typical values
of the system parameters, e.g., n = 200 peers, m = 10
strips and k = 5 channels, the size of the state diagram
will be approximately 1.5 · 106 states. This is a considerably
high number when the computation is concerned. Taking into
consideration the fact that the size of the coefficient matrix B
is determined by the number of states of the system, its size
for this specific case of values would be 1.5 · 106 × 1.5 · 106.
For a representation of the values of the matrix with double
precision numbers that occupy 8 bytes, the overall coefficient
matrix B would occupy approximately 11.3 TB of memory
space, which is hardly a feasible size of RAM memory with
the current computer technology. Moreover, the computation
of the inverse B−1 and its multiplication with b in Eq. (4)
would also require high computational power. Consequently,
the computation of the probabilities of the states would be a
very time-consuming and resource-demanding process.

III. SAMPLING OF THE STATE DIAGRAM

In order to accelerate the computation and reduce the re-
quired resources, we propose a sampling method for reducing
the size of the original state diagram D. The sampling consists
in forming a new state diagram by choosing each h-th state of
the original state diagram shown in Fig. 2, starting from the
top-left state and going in both right and down direction. In the
process, the states that are not chosen are omitted, however, the
probability flows that leave or arrive at these states are included
in the new probability flows that connect the chosen states. The
sampling of the original state diagram and the connection of
the sampled states with the new probability flows is shown

in Fig. 3. The new, reduced diagram D̃ includes only those
states with indexes that are multiple of the sampling step h,
provided that the number of channels that can be requested in
the system nm and the number of channels on the peers nk are
multiples of the sampling step h. The sampling method also
includes the right-most and down-most states of the diagram
in the case when nm and nk are not divisible by the sampling
step h.

A global picture of the reduced state diagram D̃ is shown
in Fig. 5. Using the same approach for calculating the size of

the diagram D in Eq. (2), the size of the reduced diagram D̃
can be presented as:

size(D̃) =
(2J − I + 3)(I + 2)

2
(6)

where

I = ⌈nk/h⌉ − 1 (7)

Fig. 3. Sampling of the original diagram of flow of probabilities of a system
with cooperative peers.

and

J = ⌈nm/h⌉ − 1 (8)

In order to present a clearer picture of the sampling process,
Fig. 4 shows an example of a small-scale system with n = 6
peers, with capacity of k = 3 channels, videos divided into
m = 5 strips and sampling step h = 7 states, obtained by
substituting the values in the general reduced state diagram
shown in Fig. 5. Instead of approximately 300 states obtained
from Eq. (2), by using the sampling method, the new size of

the diagram D̃ according to Eq. (6) is only 18 states.

Fig. 4. Example of a reduced diagram of flow of probabilities of a system
with cooperative peers.

The system presented in the previous example has very
small size, which is not of interest for conducting analysis of
real-sized systems. The advantages of the sampling method are
more evident in the case of the previously considered system
with n = 200 peers, m = 10 strips and k = 5 channels. By
choosing a sampling constant with value h = 20 states and
using it in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), I and J would be 49 and 99,
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Fig. 5. Reduced diagram of flow of probabilities of a system with cooperative
peers.

which substituted in Eq. (6) would give a size of approximately
4000 states. The new reduced diagram has approximately 400
times less states compared to the original diagram with size
of 1.5 · 106 states. Increasing the value of the sampling step
to h = 50 states, would give approximately 650 states, which
is equivalent of a gain of 2300 times in the size reduction.

IV. RELATIVE ERROR COMPARISON

Naturally, it is expected that the reduction of the size would
introduce errors in the results and that the value of these error
would depend on the size of the sampling step h. For that
purpose, Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the relative error δ
of the peer-assisted traffic θ for a system with size n = 200
peers, m = 10 strips and storage capacity s = 100 strips for
variable values of the streaming capacity k and the sampling
step h. Since the value of the peer-assisted traffic θ for a system
with the given size is hard do be obtained with an ordinary
PC, we use the value of obtained for sampling step h = 2
as a reference value for calculating the relative errors. Fig. 6
shows that, apart from the sampling step h, the relative error
largely depends on the streaming capacity of the peers k. A
critical value of the streaming capacity is k = 8 when the
relative error δ reaches the maximum value. However, it can
be concluded that up to h = 50 states, the relative error is
below 1% for almost the entire range, expect for the critical
value k = 8 channels, when the relative error has slightly
bigger value than 1%.

Choosing the value of the sampling step h will depend on
the maximum size of the system that the operator can afford for
computation of the results and on the maximum relative error it
can tolerate. The exact value has to be a compromise between
the resources and the correctness of the results. Tab. I shows
an overview of the sizes of the system obtained for various
values of the sampling constant h and the streaming capacity
k, obtained from Eq. (6). If these results are compared to the
relative error in Fig. 6, it can be concluded that choosing a
sampling value h = 20 considerably reduces the size of the
system and at the same time keeps satisfactory level of error
in the results for all values of the streaming capacity k.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the relative error δ of the peer-assisted traffic θ on the
streaming capacity of the peers k and the sampling constant h for community
with size n = 200 peers and m = 10 strips per video.

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE SIZE OF THE SYSTEM WITH n = 200
PEERS AND m = 10 STRIPS FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF THE SAMPLING STEP

h AND THE STREAMING CAPACITY k.

h
Size

k = 2 k = 5 k = 10
1 722201 1502501 2003001

2 181101 376251 501501

5 29241 60501 80601

10 7421 15251 20301

20 1911 3876 5151

50 333 651 861

100 95 176 231

V. DSICUSSION

One possible solution for a further reduction of the relative
error with the same or even smaller size of the system obtained
for a certain value of the sampling step h can be proposed if
the values of each state probability pi,j shown in Fig. 7 are
more thoroughly analyzed. The figure shows two cases of the
probabilities of the states of a system with n = 200 peers with
capacity of k = 5 channels and sampling step h = 20 and 50
states. The sum of all the values in both the figures equals 1,
however, Fig. 7(a) has more states and more bell-shaped curves
than Fig. 7(b). An important conclusion that can be made from
the figures is that each local bell-shaped curve represents the
state probabilities of one row of the diagram in Fig. 5. The
bell-shaped curves in the figures presented from left to right
are obtained for the rows of the state diagram when moving
from the first row, downwards, i.e., the left curves refer to
small values of the index i and the right curves refer to large
values of the index i. The number of curves is determined
by the sampling step in a vertical direction. The movement
within a local curve from left to right refers to increasing the
value of the index j. The number of values within a curve
is determined by the value of the sampling step in horizontal
direction. Therefore, the sampling step in vertical direction
hv can have a different value from the step in the horizontal
direction hh. Since the average uplink utilization η, and hence
the peer-assisted traffic θ, are obtained by multiplying the
value of the index i with the sum of the probabilities of its
corresponding local curve, it is more important to have more
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rows in the diagram. Consequently, the value of the vertical
sampling constant hv can be decreased and the value of the
horizontal sampling constant hh can be increased.
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Fig. 7. Probability of the states (i, j) of a system with n = 200 peers,
m = 10 strips and k = 5 channels for sampling constant (a) h = 20 and (b)
h = 50.

Fig. 7 also shows that for small values of the index i,
the local bell-shaped curves are not visible, which means that
these states have probability close to value 0, and therefore,
can be ignored without introducing noticeable error in the
calculations. Therefore, the vertical sampling constant hv for
the small values of i can be increased in order to join the least
probable states in the first rows into fewer rows. Although
these states will be represented by fewer states, the sum of their
probabilities will be again close to value 0, and the increasing
of the sampling constant would not introduce errors. On the
contrary, for the higher values of the index i, the vertical
sampling constant can be reduced so that the probabilities
of the more popular states in the last rows of the diagram
are calculated with more accuracy. The horizontal sampling
constant hh can also have variable values if the local curves
are further analyzed in order to determine the positions of the
states in the diagram in the popular rows that have probability
close to 0.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a sampling method for size
reduction of a state diagram of a stochastic model for peer-
assisted VoD streaming in managed networks. Throughout the
paper we proved that this method significantly reduces the size
of the system, and thus, the number of linear equations that
have to be solved for determining the system’s performance.
This reduction contributes to accelerating the computation time
and making the model applicable even for larger networks.
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Abstract— Humans  are  visual  creatures.  Roughly  90%  of

information that is transmitted to the brain is visual,  and it  is

processed  60,000  times  faster  in  the  brain  than  textual

information.  That  is  why  visualization  of  speech  is  such  an

interesting  area  for  exploration.  Seeing  someone  talk  is  much

more  informative  than  having  to  read  something.  Even  on

presentations,  if  there  is  someone  (or  something)  speaking,  it

holds much more attention for the audience, rather than having

the audience just read the same text.

Lip  synchronization  is  one  of  the  core  features  in  the

visualization  of  speech,  along  with  body  language  and  facial

expressions.  In  computer  animation,  although  it  is  fairly

common, it is one of the more difficult areas to be realistically

conveyed, along with accompanying facial expressions.

This  work  is  about  generating  lip-synced  animation  from

Cyrillic  Macedonian  text.  For  that  purpose,  a  topologically

correct 3D model of a human face has been created, along with

several morph targets for all of the phonemes in the Macedonian

language. In addition to that, morph targets for emotions have

been  created  as  well,  that  can  render  the  animation  more

appealing to the user. 

The  animation  of  the  model  is  created  by  parsing  textual

information through a python script. It parses the input text and

interpunction and creates a corresponding JSON file. The JSON

data can be expanded with additional information about the text,

like when exactly a given word should be animated, amplitude of

the animation, emotions, etc. 

It  can  have  multiple  applications  ranging  from  creating

animations  that  hearing  impaired  people  can  understand,  by

reading from the lips of the model, to multimedia applications for

children. It can be combined with text-to-speech or speech-to-text

systems, which, either automatically animate some audio file, or

generate a video with sound from a given text.

Keywords—animation; lip-sync; synchronization; 

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial animation is traditionally considered as an important
but tedious task for many applications. Recently the demand
for lip-sync animation is increasing,  but there are not many
fast  and  easy  generation  methods.  Lip-sync  has  as  steep
learning curve.

In  the  3D animation field,  the  quality  of  productions  is
continuously increasing. It is a very active market with a high
level of competitiveness where modest companies, in terms of
budget, must reach a balance between the resources they can
apply  and  the  economic  investment  in  a  given  production.
Consequently,  the  automation  of  manual  design  processes,
which  are  normally  highly  time-consuming,  has  become  a
crucial research topic for 3D animation studios. The work we
are  describing  here  presents  one  of  these  automatic  tools,
specifically focused on the synchronization of the speech and
the lip movement of the characters, a process that is called lip-
sync. We have developed a system that reads an input text and
generates speech animation based on that.  The input can be
manipulated  to  generate  different  variations  of  the  final
animation and to do better synchronization with an audio file. 

At first, the phonetics of the Macedonian language will be
explained, to show how the animation can be achieved. Then,
the process  of  rigging  the  model,  and  generating  the  blend
shapes for  the facial  expressions  and the phonemes will  be
shown. And in the end, the python script used to generate the
final animation.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Because this is a very challenging topic, a lot of work has
been  done so far.  While most  people  cannot  read  lips  (i.e.,
identify speech from the mouth movement alone [1]), viewers
do have a passive notion of correct mouth movement during
speech—we know good and bad lip-sync when we see it. In
animations where realistic movement is desired, mouth motion
and  general  character  movement  may  both  be  obtained  by
rotoscoping  [2].  Animation  handbooks  often  have  tables
illustrating  the  mouth  positions  corresponding  to  a  small
number of key sounds [3]. The animator must approximately
segment the soundtrack into these key sounds. Several viable
computer face models have been developed [4,5,6,7]. The goal
is  to control  these face  models with a high-level animation
script,  and  have  an  intelligent  front  end  to  the  face  model
automatically translate the script into an appropriate sequence
of facial expressions and movements.
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III. MACEDONIAN PHONOLOGY

Phoneme is  a  voice  unit  which has meaning in a word.
Phonology is the science that studies the phonemes according
to their pronunciation and articulation (where and how they
are formed and all the speech organs used).

Words can be split into their smallest parts – phonemes. In
the Macedonian language there are 31 phonemes. 

The  phonemes  can  also  be  studied  according  to  the
function they serve in a given word. For example the word “р
а к а” is comprised out of 4 phonemes. If only one is changed,
let’s say “р” with “м”, a word will come up, “м а к а”, which
has totally different  meaning. The phoneme has meaning, if
only one phoneme is changed, the meaning of the word will be
changed. 

A letter is the sign that represents a phoneme. What can be
spoken, can also be written with an appropriate sign. In the
Macedonian language, each phoneme has its own sign. One
letter correlates to one phoneme, which means that there are
that  many letters  as  there  are  phonemes.  You write  as  you
speak, and speak as you write. All the phonemes, create the
phonetic system, and all the letters, the alphabet. 

That  makes  the  Macedonian  language  very  easy  to
animate.  By simply parsing  the  words  in  a  given  text,  and
splitting the words into letters, a convincing speech animation
can be created.  That is the whole purpose of this project, to
create  convincing  animation  of  speech  in  Macedonian
language. 

IV. CREATION OF AN ANATOMICALLY CORRECT HUMAN MODEL

The model has been created as part of my final graduation
exam. It is a photorealistic model of a human head. It has been
done  using  a  box  modeling  method,  which  produces  clean
mesh that  can  be  easily  animated.  This  is  essential  for  this
project because modeling of the morph targets is crucial  for
creating convincing animation. 

It  has  been  created  using  Autodesk  Maya,  using
photographed face as a reference (Figure 1), which resulted in
very realistic model. 

But, realism of the look of the model is not that important,
only the realism of the animation. This work can also be done
with any high resolution model.

V. FACE RIGGING AND CONTROL

When the model is created, it's a static 3D mesh, almost
like a marble sculpture. 

A character rig is essentially a digital skeleton bound to the
3D mesh. Like a real skeleton, a rig is made up of joints and
bones, each of which act as a "handle" that animators can use
to bend the character into a desired pose.

A character  rig  can  range  from  simple  and  elegant  to
staggeringly complex. A basic setup for simple posing can be
built in a few hours, while a fully articulated rig for a feature

film might require days or weeks before the character is ready
for full feature animation.

The rigging process starts with placing a skeleton. That is
perhaps the easiest part of the rigging process. For the most
part, joints should be placed exactly where they would be in a
real world skeleton, with one or two exceptions.

In order for a rig to work properly, the bones and joints
must follow a logical hierarchy. When setting up a character's
skeleton, the first joint you place is called the root joint. Every
subsequent joint will be connected to the root either directly or
indirectly through another joint.

Forward  kinematics  (FK)  is  one  of  two  basic  ways  to
calculate the joint movement of a fully rigged character. When
using FK rigging, any given joint can only affect parts of the
skeleton that fall below it on the joint hierarchy.

For example,  rotating a character's  shoulder  changes the
position of the elbow, wrist, and hand. When animating with
forward  kinematics,  the  artist  typically  needs  to  set  the
rotation and position of each joint individually—to achieve a
desired  pose  the  animator  would  work  through  the  joint
hierarchy sequentially: root → spine → shoulder → elbow →
etc. The final position of a terminating joint (like a knuckle) is
calculated as a function of the joint angles of every joint above
it in the hierarch

As opposed  to  Forward  Kinematics,  Inverse  Kinematics
(IK)  is  the  reverse  process,  and  is  often  used  an  efficient
solution for rigging a character's  arms and legs. With an IK
rig, the terminating joint is directly placed by the animator,

Figure 1. The look of the starting model. All the textures have been removed,
because it would interfere with modeling.
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while the joints above it  on the hierarchy are automatically
interpolated by the software.

IK  is  most  appropriate  when  the  animation  calls  for  a
terminating  joint  to  be  placed  very  precisely,  a  character
climbing a ladder is a good example. Because the character's
hands and feet  can be placed  directly  on the ladder's  rungs
rather than the animator having to adjust their position joint-
by-joint, an IK rig would make the animation process far more
efficient.  One  drawback  is  that  because  IK  animation  uses
software interpolation, there's often quite a bit of cleanup work
that must be done in order to finalize the shot.

This project uses inverse kinematics to create bones and
joints for the neck, head, the tongue and the jaw (Figure 2).
When  the  mesh  was  applied  to  the  bones,  a  lot  of  weight
painting had to be done on the individual vertices in the mesh
to isolate which bone has influence on which part of the mesh.
Except for the jaw, the other bones are really not necessary for
the  facial  animation,  but  can  be  used  to  create  secondary
movements on the model, to achieve even greater effect. 

For easier  animation, the bones are connected  to simple
shapes,  which  drives  the  bones,  and  therefore  the  whole
model.  For  example,  the  upper  bone  was  connected  to  the
rotation controls of a simple circle. By rotating the circle, the
whole  head  is  being rotates  in  a same way a  human being
would  rotate  his  head.  Also,  custom parameters  have  been
added to so we can effectively drive the jaw. With a simple
slider, the jaw can be opened or closed. 

Using a similar technique, the eyes are rigged to look at
simple shapes. By moving those shapes, the eyes move. This
also can be used to add realism in the final animation.

A character's facial rig is usually altogether separated from
the  main  motion  controls.  It  is  inefficient  and  incredibly
difficult  to create a satisfactory facial  rig using a traditional
joint/bone structure,  so morph targets  (or  blend shapes)  are
usually seen as a more effective solution.

VI. CREATING EXPRESSIONS BY USING BLEND SHAPES

The "morph target"  is  a  deformed version  of  the model
shape. When applied to a human face, for example, the head is
first  modelled  with  a  neutral  expression  and  a  "target
deformation" is then created for each other expression. When
the face is  being animated, the animator  can then smoothly
morph (or "blend") between the base shape and one or several
morph  targets.  Typical  examples  of  morph  targets  used  in
facial animation is a smiling mouth, a closed eye, and a raised
eyebrow, but the technique can also be used to morph between
whole digital human bodies, for example transforming some
character into a creature. 

When used for facial  animation, these morph targets are
often referred to as "key poses". The interpolations between
key poses when an animation is being rendered, are typically
small and simple transformations of movement, rotation, and
scale performed by the 3D software.

Blend shapes create  the illusion that  one shape changes
into  another  in  a  natural-looking  way.  It  can  be  used,  for
example,  to  animate  a  character’s  mouth  moving  from  a
neutral shape into a smile.

This  works  by using a  duplicated  version  of  the object,
which is then manually adjusted to another shape. Then, the
blend shapes can be used to blend or morph between these
shapes, and creates the illusion of an object changing its form.

Before a blend shape can be created, several things have to
be taken into considerations about the geometry that should be
blended. 

The  first  and  possibly  the  most  important  of  these
considerations is the vertex count. In order for a blend shape
command  to  be  successful,  the  base  mesh  and  any  target
shapes being used must have the same vertex count, otherwise
the software will report an error or simply not carry out the
operation.

The simplest way to create the blend shapes is by copying
the main,  or  the neutral  model.  That  way, the  vertex  count
stays the same. Each target represents one facial expression.
The facial expressions can vary from expressions for different
emotions,  to  an  expression  for  a  phoneme,  or  several
phonemes at once. 

The emotion expressions of the model vary from a simple
smile to frown and sad (one is for the mouth, other for the
eyes), wink, angry, astonished and many other. Although they
are not used for the speech animation, they are used for adding
secondary motion. 

Figure 2. The simple rig for controlling the overall movements of the model.
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The most important shapes created,  are the ones for the
phonemes.  Because  some  phonemes  look  alike,  the  same
shapes are used for different phonemes. After a lot of research
for similar looking phonemes, and a lot of trial and error, the
final shape groups can be divided into: 

 А – This is a very specific phoneme, and it is the only
one created by only opening the jaw. 

 В, Ф – The lower lip goes under the upper one to
create this sound.

 Г, Ѓ, К, С, Ј, Ќ – This shape is created by opening the
mouth a little bit. The specific sound is created using
the middle or the end part of the tongue. 

 Д,  Н,  Л,  Р, Т, Ц  –  This  group  is  similar  to  the
previous.  The  only  difference  is  that  the  tongue,
touches the teeth with its front part. 

 Е  –  This  is  also  characteristic  phoneme,  which  is
partly created by adding a smile shape. 

 Ж, Ч, Џ, Ш – This is similar to the “O” phoneme, but
with the lips pushed further to the front. 

 Ѕ, З – This has a faint smile element in it, with the
tongue touching the teeth.

 И – More expressed smile in it. 
 Љ, Њ – This is achieved by pressing the middle part

of the tongue on the upper gum. 
 М, П, Б – The upper and lower lips are pressed on

each other and retracted backward a bit. 
 О – Very  characteristic  shape,  which  is  created  by

rounding the lips.
 У  –  Similar  to  the  previous  one,  but  the  lips  are

tighter, and more to the front. 

 Х – This  sound is  generated  using the tongue and
letting air  pass  over  it,  therefore  the shape is  very
simple,  and  is  achieved  by  slightly  opening  the
mouth. 

These shapes are then connected to a slider/driver, and by
moving the driver, the model morphs into the target shape. The
3D software,  automatically  interpolates  the  shapes.  So  if  a
slider for a given shape is set to 50%, the model is half and
half blended between the target shape and the neutral model.
Also, several shapes can be blended at once, producing very
interesting  results.  This  is  especially  great  for  the  final
animation where  the shapes  transform from one to  another,
producing a realistic animation.

VII. SCRIPTING

Python  is  a  general  purpose  scripting  language  used  in
many different industries. It is a relatively easy to use and easy
to  learn  language.  Python  is  used  in  internet  services,
hardware  testing,  game development,  animation  production,
interface  development,  database  programming,  and  many
other domains. The Python Interpreter is the software package
that  takes  the  code  and  translates  it  into  a  form  that  the
computer can understand in order to execute the commands.
This translated form is called byte code.

A Python script is simply a collection of commands written
in a file with a .py extension. This text file is also called a
Python module. This .py file can be written in any text editor
like Note Pad, Word Pad, vi, emacs, Scite, etc. 

Autodesk Maya supports the use of Python-style scripting
or its internal scripting language, MEL. The implementation
of  Python  scripting  in  Maya  provides  the  same  access  to

Figure 3. All the blend shapes created. Because the process for defining the correct shapes for the phonemes was iterative, this is not the final state of the shapes
created for the phonemes.
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native Maya commands as is provided through MEL. That is,
all of the built-in Maya commands, such as sphere, ls, and so
on, are accessible through Python.

The script created for this project consists of two separate
parts. The first part, imports the input text, and creates a new
JSON  structure.  This  is  required  because  several  optional
parameters can be defined for every word separately:

 Amplitude  –  the  blend  value  for  the  animation.
Default is 0.5, which creates normal looking speech
animation. But if it is set to a higher value, it creates
more  exaggerated  animation.  Typically  used  when
the character shouts loudly. 

 Start  time  –  If  the  character  doesn’t  speak  for  a
while,  the  start  time  of  the  next  word  should  be
offset for that timeframe. 

 Speed  –  If  the  character  speaks  some  part  of  a
sentence  faster,  the speed  of  the animation can  be
controller with this parameter. 

Also,  in  the  JSON  file,  emotions  can  be  defined  with
almost the same parameters as the word structures. These can
be used to transfer the mood of the speech.   

The second part  of  the script  is  the actual  animation.  It
reads the JSON file, and creates appropriate keyframes. The
result is a natural looking animation of the given speech.

VIII.FURTHER WORK

This project relies on having a transcribed speech that is
used as input for the scripts. That is why this is not completely
automated process. 

There is a lot of room for upgrading the functionality of
this  engine.  Speech  recognition  can  be  integrated  to
automatically convert an audio file into text and then create an
animation. 

It can be also done the other way around. If only text is
given, speech synthesis engine can be added, and along with
the generated animation from our engine, text readers can be
created for hearing impaired people. 

Unfortunately, engines  for that  purpose are not yet  fully
developed for the Macedonian language. 

Also, the script can be expanded to make use of the rig
structure.  For example,  randomized head movements can be
added, or animate the model to look at the camera,  while it
pans around it. 

All these secondary movements complement each other to
create more realistic looking animation. 

IX. CONCLUSION

Speech  animation  has  a  wide  range  of  applications,
including  video  game  and  movie  characters,  medical
visualization, psychological stimuli, online avatars and virtual

guides.  The  most  popular  technique  employed  to  generate
facial animations for movies and video games is blend-shape
animation. This allows an animator fine control over a facial
model  in  order  to  add  subtle  nuances  or  correct  some
unwanted motion. 

Performance driven animation is also a popular animation
technique, but very often manual work is needed, e.g. to adjust
the blend shape weights on a model. High quality animation,
such as that  seen in movies,  is  always the result  of  several
techniques and a large proportion of manual effort. Therefore,
there  is  always  an  interest  in  the  development  of  new
techniques  that  can  increase  productivity  and  reduce
development time.

That’s  why,  the  idea  of  being  able  to  automatically
generate a facial animation from speech is a highly attractive
proposition.  Given  such  a technique,  an  actor’s voice  track
could  be  used  to  automatically  animate  a  facial  model,
including  lip-synching  and  facial  expression.  This  has
advantages  over  e.g.  performance  driven  animation  which
additionally  involves  physically  recording  an  actor’s
performance using a capture system.

Speech driven animation also has great potential in online
video games. In this case, the voice of a person speaking to
their friend may be translated onto their virtual  avatar. This
would far improve current online games where the avatars of
two  people  conversing  by  voice  do  not  show  any  sign  of
motion or interaction, and instead are quite wooden.
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Abstract—This paper presents a web-based system for textual 

retrieval of medical images. The system is built on a scalable 

architecture using a combination of the latest web technologies 

and tools. Its main goal is to provide a web interface to the 

Terrier IR search engine. The interface allows the users to enter 

the input keywords and also configure the retrieval by a number 

of configuration options, including query expansion, adding 

special weights to words, as well as, choosing between different 

weighting models. The underlying architecture allows the system 

to be easily modified, since it is highly modular with well defined 

endpoints between different parts. 

Keywords—textual retrieval; medical retrieval; web-based 

system 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Health care is a major business in developed countries. It 
has been reported [1] that 16% of the gross domestic product 
(GDP) of the United States came from the health care sector in 
2004. The numbers were similar for other developed countries: 
10.9% in Switzerland, 10.7% in Germany, 9.7% - Canada etc. 
As technology progresses, the percentage of GDP spent on 
health care will increase. 

Significant part of the health care is related to management 
and retrieval of medical data [1]. The widespread use of the 
web has dramatically changed the way people acquire 
information. Medical professionals are increasingly using web-
search engines to acquire more information and to keep up to 
date with rapid development of the medical knowledge [1].  

Hence, search engines play a vital role in today's 
information society. Search engines specifically tailored for the 
medical domain are a key tool for physicians as well as 
researchers. Nevertheless, medical information retrieval has its 
unique requirements that distinguish itself from traditional 
information retrieval. In response to these specific needs a 
number of medical search engines have been launched since 
2005. These systems include Healthline [2], Medstory [3], 
Curbside [4], SearchMedica [5] etc. While these systems have 
their own merits, they mostly treat the medical search as any 
other type of search. 

The former is also true, when it comes to retrieving medical 
images. For a given input set of keywords, the search engines 

treat all input words as equal, not taking into consideration 
their medical significance. For example, modality is one of the 
key features provided as input for retrieving images. Having 
this in mind, one can add additional importance to the keyword 
when its meaning is related to modality or even more, the user 
can be allowed to define the his/her own weight distribution 
which will reflect on the importance on each input keyword. 
Medical information retrieval system should also perform 
query expansion by adding multiple related keywords on top of 
the given input to further widen the result set. Also, allowing 
the user to switch between different weighting models, might 
give him/her the ability to fine-tune the final results.  

The subject of this paper is the implementation of an 
interactive web-based system for text-based retrieval of 
medical images. The web-based system allows the user easy to 
configure his/her query. The systems allows switching between 
different weighting models, tuning cost parameters, as well as 
adding special weights to words which the author deems 
important. The system integrates query expansion techniques 
relaying on pseudo relevance feedback. This feature is 
configurable. The system uses the ImageCLEF 2013 [6] dataset 
as core database i.e. the provided queries will return results 
from that set of data. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents the related work in the field. The requirements of the 
systems are presented in 3. Section 4 contains the architecture 
of the system. The technical details are presented in section 5. 
Finally, section 6 provides the concluding remarks and future 
work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Search engines for the medical domain are an active 
research area. Already several systems for medical retrieval 
(visual or textual) are implemented and can be found online. 
The NovaMedSearch [7] group has created a multi-modal 
image and case retrieval system over the CLEF 2013 dataset. 
Their system takes keywords and/or images as input and 
returns a sorted set of 10 images or cases. The system provides 
an assisted query expansion functionality which basically 
provides auto-completion on the input terms and automatic 
query expansion with semantically related terms. Although, 
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user-friendly, the system lacks the possibility to configure in 
more detail the underlying retrieval techniques.  

PubMed [8] is a specialized search engine, designed to 
search for publication information (also referred to as citation) 
over the MEDLINE [9] database. This is a very powerful tool 
for medical professionals; based purely on the textual input of 
the user. The user can specify which fields of the article 
can/must contain a keyword and combine them within boolean 
expression. Although, useful in medical practice it does not 
have the ability to retrieve only medical images.  

The MedSearch [1] search engine developed by IBM T.J. 
Watson Research Center is a specialized medical Web search 
engine, which uses several key techniques to improve usability 
and the quality of search results. It allows queries of extended 
length and reformats long queries onto shorter ones by 
extracting a subset of important and representative words. It 
allows suggestions of medical phrases to be added in the input, 
since the system is meant for non-professional users. 
Nevertheless, the system as a black box lacks the possibility to 
manually redefine the weighting distribution of the input set of 
keywords. 

The MedGift group [10] has designed two search engine 
interfaces for demonstration purposes: text based case retrieval 
search engine] and a visual images search engine. These 
systems perform well in their respected domains, but for 
instance there is no way of retrieving images by means of a 
textual query.  

To overcome the problems of other systems, we propose a 
system which adds value by allowing users to search for 
medical images in particular by means of a textual query. 

III. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Developing a medical retrieval system for images has its 
own unique challenges, since we can use domain knowledge in 
the way the images are represented, indexed and retrieved. We 
must have in mind that there are several key features that the 
medical retrieval system must fulfil: 

1. The system requires access to an image repository 
and optionally a meta data repository 

2. The system requires a method of making 
representations the images in the repository and 
indexing it 

3. It must provide the user with an interface to enter 
the input keywords for the retrieval 

4. It must provide the user the ability to configure the 
retrieval by different input parameters 

5. The system must have a mechanism to calculate a 
score of relevancy of the images according to the 
given input 

6. The system must provide the user with a list of 
medical images sorted by relevancy 

7. The system should be highly responsive to user 
actions 

8. It must be scalable and able to work with large 
amounts of data 

Having these requirements in mind, we defined a 
architecture using the latest web technologies and state of the 
art tools. 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

The system uses a standard three tier architecture. Each tier 
is independent from the others and can be easily replaced with 
another. The system architecture is depicted on Figure 1. 

The front-end server is a web application which is in charge 
of handling user requests and sends those requests to the 
application server. Basically, it is a proxy and load balancer. 
This part of the system performs initial parameter validation of 
the parameters sent to the application server. After the 
parameters are sent and the job is completed, the results are 
presented to the user. 

The application server is the part of the system which 
executes a retrieval based on a set of given input parameters. It 
provides its services through a RESTfull [11] architecture, 
which in turn allows to be used by client through HTTP 
requests. The application server acts as a wrapper to the 
underlying search engine. It validates and converts the 
parameters into the format the search engine recognizes and 
passes them. Once, the job is done by the search engine a 
sorted list of items is returned via the API. 

 

Fig. 2. System architecture 
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The data repository contains the index created by the search 
engine, the medical images, textual representations for the 
images provided from the medical articles where images are 
referenced. The data repository is kept completely on the file 
system. The application server accesses it directly through the 
system. 

 

V. TECHNICAL DETAILS 

The system is composed of a variety of technologies, each 
used in a different part of the system.  

The front-end part of the system is developed in the 

 
 

Fig. 2. System UI 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. System configuration 
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Python's Flask [12] micro-framework for web development. 
For the overall web page layout and interactivity the system 
uses Twitter's Boostrap [13] and jQuery [14] framework. The 
UI of the system can be seen on Figure 2. The configuration 
options are displayed on Figure 3. 

The back-end (application server) part of the system is a 
Java web application which provides its RESTfull services 
using the Jersey framework [15]. It is a wrapper for the Terrier 
IR search engine [16]. When the Java side sends parameters to 
Terrier for retrieval it receives a sorted list of image 
representations as a result. The Java side then maps the image 
representations to actual images and returns that as a result to 
the front-end. 

The Terrier search engine creates and keeps its index in a 
custom file structure and requires pointers to the files that need 
to be indexed. Since, the data is kept entirely on the file system, 
this does not pose a problem. In our case the files that should 
be indexed are the textual representations of the images. The 
images are also kept on the file system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We have built a web-based system which allows retrieval 
of medical images based on a textual input. The system serves 
as an interface to the underlying Terrier IR search engine and 
its main goal is to enable a user to configure the retrieval by 
multiple parameters, rather then just by the input keywords. 
The system currently uses only one repository, but can be 
easily extended with more data stores. One of our future goals 
is to add a module for retrieval of medical articles (cases). This 
will add even more value to the system by widening its 
application domain. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing offers an ideal storage and com-
putation opportunities to the scientists who want to migrate
their applications in the cloud. In this paper we present various
of cloud-based frameworks and tools that are developed to
solve high-demanding bioinformatics problems in the field of
comparative genomics, DNA sequencing, microarray data anal-
ysis, drug analysis, etc. Furthermore, we explore the completely
new approaches for improving the performance when running
experiments, parallel and distributed solutions, as well as case
studies on cost-effective and flexible cloud computing. Evaluating
the published materials is of great advantage for our future
research in the field of microarray gene expression analysis
accompanied by the development of platform for colorectal cancer
research in the cloud.

Keywords—Bioinformatics, Cloud Computing, Scientific Tools

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a very convenient opportunity to get
advantage of highly memory-demanding and computation-
intensive bioinformatics problems. Stein in his research on
cloud computing in genome informatics [1] presents how the
DNA sequencing is getting cheaper compared to data storage
or computation, and emphasizes that the time may have come
for genome informatics to migrate to the cloud. In Figure 1
he presents the old genome informatics ecosystem where
the sequencing laboratories transmit sequencing data across
the internet to one of several sequencing archives. Then the
archived information can be accessed either directly by casual
users or indirectly via a website run by one of the value-
added genome integrators. Power users typically download
large datasets from the archives onto their local compute
clusters for further analysis. Under this model, the sequencing
archives, value-added integrators and power users maintain
their own compute and storage clusters and keep local copies
of the sequencing datasets.

This system worked perfectly until the doubling time for
DNA sequencing was slower than the growth of compute and
storage capacity. However, in 2005 the new DNA sequencing
technologies caused the costs of sequencing to decrease several
times compared to the costs for storage. Then the traditional
systems confronted a possible tsunami of genome data that
was impossible to be handled by the current storage systems.
Therefrom comes the new genome informatics ecosystem
based on cloud computing, presented in Figure 2.

In this ecosystem, all the compute and storage resources are
located in the cloud which is maintained by a cloud service
provider. The sequence archives and value-added integrators
maintain servers and storage systems within the cloud. Casual
users access the data via the websites of the archives and
integrators. The power users now have the option of creating

Fig. 1. The old genome informatics ecosystem [1]

virtual on-demand compute clusters within the cloud, which
have direct access to the sequencing datasets.

Fig. 2. The new genome informatics ecosystem [1]

In [2] Rosenthal et al. present their cloud computing
analysis of whether and when is appropriate for the biomedical
laboratories to migrate to the cloud. In Figure 3 they describe a
traditional, generic, laboratory infrastructure (left) and a cloud
laboratory infrastructure (right).
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Fig. 3. Generic and cloud computing infrastructure

As illustrated on the left in Figure 3, the basic resources as
computation, storage and network bandwidth are managed by
an operating system. On top of the operating system exists
a complex generic infrastructure as database management,
digital library, etc. The advantage of the generic infrastructure
is used by the biomedical specific infrastructure (such as
BLAST-Basic Local Alignment Search Tool). Eventually, on
top of all layers come the deployed biomedical applications.

The right side of Figure 3 presents exactly the same
infrastructure, but in a case when a cloud is responsible for
providing the lower-level capabilities, which means that it
is a base for building biomedical applications. The image
analysis, data mining, protein folding and gene sequencing
are examples of important tools for biomedical researchers and
also examples of high variable service demands. Therefore, the
authors in [2] sum up the factors that make one biomedical
project an attractive candidate for cloud computing which are:

• high costs for computing, administration, space, and
electric power;

• secure and rapid data sharing;

• the project requires highly variable amounts of pro-
cessing and storage resources;

• the system requires off-site backups for data and for
processing;

• the applications have easily parallelized code and

• necessity of long-term repositories to outlive the lab-
oratory that now hosts the data.

One the other hand, there are likely obstacles to occur due
to the hardware demands of the current tool. For example,
some HPC applications as protein folding and high-end image

processing, in order to work, require detailed knowledge of
the underlying hardware which is not always revealed by the
vendor. Those applications are expected to perform poorly in
the cloud. Also, there are often technical issues as software
portability. Therefore, the customers should seek a cloud
service provider that offer most common Unix, Linux or
Windows servers. Cloud unfamiliarity and immaturity can also
be a problem in maintaining a security of the sensitive data in
the virtual machines. The overall conclusion of their research
show that transitioning to a cloud will change the ways in
which biomedical systems are built, managed and funded.
Considering the costs they point out that even a rough analysis
will point toward clouds.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we present some of the most common tools and platforms
developed for solving high throughput biomedical problems.
Discussion about whether the cloud is performing as good as
expected is presented in Section III. Finally, in Section IV we
derive a conclusion from this survey and present our plans for
future work.

II. BIOINFORMATICS APPLICATIONS AND FRAMEWORKS

IN THE CLOUD

In this section we present various tools and frameworks
developed for bioinformatics analysis in the cloud.

A. FX

Hong et al. [3] present their tool for RNA-Seq analysis, FX,
which runs in local Hadoop systems as well as the Amazon
cloud system, for the estimation of gene expression levels
and genomic variant calling. In the mapping of short RNA-
Seq reads, FX uses a transcriptome-based reference primarily,
generated from 160 000 mRNA sequences from RefSeq,
UCSC and Ensembl databases. This approach reduces the
misalignment of reads originating from splicing junctions.
Unmapped reads not aligned on known transcripts are then
mapped on the human genome reference. FX allows analysis of
RNA-Seq data on cloud computing infrastructures, supporting
access through a user-friendly web interface.

B. YunBe

Another tool that uses Amazon’s cloud infrastructure is
YunBe, developed for gene set analysis in the cloud [4].
The tool uses a specially designed algorithm for biomarker
identification in the cloud. It is written in Java and uses
MapReduce framework to parallelize the analysis. To test
YunBe they analyzed published and simulated gene expression
datasets. The liver dataset contained 466 samples from 31,842
transcripts. The YunBe’s execution speeds has been compared
to a program version running on a computing cluster, which
consisted of dual socket quad-core Intel E5430 Harpertown
CPUs. In this analysis, 1, 2, 4 and 8 Amazon’s EC2 m1.large
instances have been compared with 2, 4, 8 and 16 cluster cores
running at BGI. Comparisons have also been made with a
desktop program running on a duo-core Intel E7500 Wolfdale
CPU. The results in Figure 4 showed that in comparison
to a desktop implementation, YunBe significantly improves
execution times.
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Fig. 4. YunBe improvements [4]

C. CloVR

CloVR (Cloud Virtual Resource) [5] relies on two enabling
technologies, virtual machines (VMs) and compute clouds,
to provide improved access to bioinformatics workflows and
distributed computing resources. CloVR provides a single VM
containing pre-configured and automated pipelines, suitable for
easy installation on the desktop and with cloud support for
increased analysis throughput. In building the CloVR VM,
they have addressed the following technical challenges in
using cloud computing platforms: elasticity and ease-of-use,
limited network bandwidth and portability. The architecture of
CloVR addresses these challenges by simplifying use of cloud
computing platforms by automatically provisioning resources
during pipeline execution, using local disk for storage and
avoiding reliance on network file systems, and providing a
portable machine image that executes on both a personal
computer and multiple cloud computing platforms. The authors
in their paper evaluate the features of the CloVR architecture as
portability across different local operating systems and remote
cloud computing platforms, support for elastic provisioning of
local and cloud resources, scalability of the architecture and
use of local data storage on the cloud. Their test cases showed
that CloVR VM and associated architecture lowers the barrier
of entry for utilizing complex analysis protocols on both local
single and multi-core computers and cloud systems for high
throughput data processing.

D. Cloud BioLinux

Cloud BioLinux [6] provides a platform for developing
bioinformatics infrastructures on the cloud. It is a publicly ac-
cessible Virtual Machine that enables scientists to quickly pro-
vision on-demand infrastructures for high-performance bioin-
formatics computing using cloud platforms. Users have instant
access to a range of pre-configured command line and graph-
ical software applications, including a full-featured desktop
interface, documentation and over 135 bioinformatics packages
for applications including sequence alignment, clustering, as-
sembly, display, editing, and phylogeny. Besides the Amazon
EC2 cloud, they have started instances of Cloud BioLinux
on a private Eucalyptus cloud and demonstrated access to the
bioinformatics tools interface through a remote connection to
EC2 instances from a local desktop computer. The authors

compared their platform to another projects like CloVR, Bio-
conductor, Qiime and GMOD that demonstrate the usefulness
of pre-configured VMs with specific types of analysis for
biologists and stated that by establishing Cloud BioLinux as
a community framework they hope to ease the production of
these resources for a broad audience of bioinformatics devel-
opers from various backgrounds and with different research
goals. Even though they have successfully completed data
analysis, measurements of performance and costs for different
cluster setups is not further discussed.

E. BioVLAB

BioVLAB [7] is a virtual analysis system for microarray
gene expression data in computing clouds with flexible and
configurable GUI workflow engine so that biologists are able
to analyze the data in many angles without worrying about
computational and bioinformatics issues. The authors claim
that the contribution of their system is three-fold:

• providing a suite of microarray analysis applications
which can utilize remote high-performance computing
resources such as computing clouds or public Web
services,

• providing an easy-to-use and reconfigurable workflow
system in which a workflow composition requires
no system knowledge of working environment and
users can repeatedly execute the same workflow with
different parameter settings, and

• building a Web portal where an administrator can
manage inventories of applications that a user can use
for a workflow composition and also users can manage
their data.

In their paper, they present graphical experiment summary of
the performed gene expression analyses.

F. CloudMan

The authors in [8] present a cloud resource management
system, CloudMan, that makes it possible for individual re-
searchers to compose and control an arbitrarily sized com-
pute cluster on Amazons EC2 cloud infrastructure without
any informatics requirements. CloudMan is built on top of
a Bio-Linux machine image available from Cloud BioLinux
(previously discussed) and thus makes all of the tools packaged
by NERC Bio-Linux immediately available. In addition to
the tools available through Bio-Linux, a set of NGS tools
available through Galaxy are also available for use, including:
Bowtie, BWA, and SAMtools. If a user desires additional tools,
they have provided a mechanism for streamlining the tool
installation process. The provided solution makes it possible,
using only a web browser, to create a completely configured
compute cluster ready to perform analysis in less than five
minutes. Moreover, they provide an automated method for
building custom deployments of cloud resources.

G. Eoulsan

Eoulsan [9] is a scalable framework based on the Hadoop
implementation of the MapReduce algorithm dedicated to
high-throughput sequencing data analysis. Eoulsan has been
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developed in order to automate the analysis of a large number
of samples at once, simplify the configuration of the cloud
computing infrastructure and work with various already avail-
able analysis solutions. Eoulsan can be run under three modes:
standalone, local cluster or cloud computing on Amazon Elas-
tic MapReduce (EMR). The software has been tested on AWS
for a total of 188 millions reads using different read mappers
embedded in the workflow. They estimated the time needed
to perform the calculation process and the cost charged by
AWS on three different EC2 virtual machine types: m1.large,
m1.xlarge and c1.xlarge. The fastest result is obtained from the
c1.xlarge instance whatever the mapper used. In terms of costs,
the computation is always more expensive using m1.xlarge
instances with m1.large remaining the most economical choice.
Testing the speed up of the calculation process by using a
large number of computers at once, showed that the number
of instances can be increased in order to speed up the data
analysis process without the risk to fall in a suboptimal
configuration. Finally, they assessed the impact of an increase
in raw data on the computation time by running Eoulsan with
16 and 32 samples of 23.5 millions of reads each, respectively,
376 and 752 millions of total reads. The results showed that
the relationship between running time and number of samples
is also linear which demonstrates that Eoulsan is able to handle
the increase in raw data coming from future evolutions of
Illumina sequencing devices.

H. GenomeSpace

Eventually, we briefly present GenomeSpace [10] which is
a cloud-based interoperability framework to support integra-
tive genomics analysis through an easy-to-use Web interface.
GenomeSpace provides access to a diverse range of bioinfor-
matics tools, and bridges the gaps between the tools, making
it easy to leverage the available analyses and visualizations in
each of them. The tools retain their native look and feel, with
GenomeSpace providing frictionless conduits between them
through a lightweight interoperability layer. GenomeSpace
does not perform any analyses itself; these are done within
the member tools wherever they live desktop, Web service,
cloud, in-house server, etc. Rather, GenomeSpace provides tool
selection and launch capabilities, and acts as a data highway
automatically reformatting data as required when results move
from the output of one tool to input for the next. GenomeSpace
hosts variety of tools and data sources that provide a wide spec-
trum of genomic analysis and bioinformatics capabilities, as:
Cytoscape, Galaxy, GenePattern, Genomica, IGV, UCSC Table
Browser, InSilico DB, Cistrome, geWorkbench, ArrayExpress,
Gitools, ISAcreator, MSigDB Online Tools, Synapse, etc.

After we presented a few of the many bioinformatics tools
and frameworks in the cloud, in the next section we will
discuss the scientists’ experiences of using the cloud as an
appropriate technology for developing the applications.

III. DISCUSSION OF CLOUD’S LEVERAGE FOR

BIOINFORMATICS PROBLEMS

In this section we will discuss various experiences of
scientists that used cloud technologies for solving biomedical
problems.

Even though cloud computing is expected to be good
opportunity for large scale analysis, Dudley et al. [11] present

a case study where there are limitations for applications
in the domain of high-throughput sequence data analysis.
In their research they evaluate the use of cloud computing
technologies for a translational bioinformatics analysis of a
large cancer genomics data set composed of matched replicate
SNP genotype and gene expression microarray assay samples
for 311 cancer cell lines, comprising 929 gene expression
microarray samples and 622 SNP genotype array samples.
They suggest that the data analysis illustrated by this case
study is characteristic of computational challenges that might
be faced by modern clinical researchers who have access to
inexpensive high-throughput genomic assay technologies for
profiling their patient populations. The problem they work
on was motivated by a need to discover cancer-associated
eQTLs through integration of two high-dimensional genomic
data types (gene expression and genotype), requiring more
than 13 billion distinct statistical computations. Considering
the SNP platform used to generate the data measured 500,568
SNPs, and that the gene expression microarray platform mea-
sured gene expression levels across 54,675 probes, requiring
statistical evaluation of more than 13 109 comparisons, they
estimated that it would take a single, modern server-class CPU
more than 5,000 days to complete the analysis. Hereupon,
they demonstrate the computational and economical character-
istics of conducting this analysis using a cloud-based service,
and contrast these characteristics with the computational and
economic characteristics of performing the same analysis on
a local institutional cluster. For a cloud computing analysis
they used Amazon Web Services (AWS) elastic compute cloud
(EC2) and a total of 100 EC2 instances. For the local cluster
analysis they used a 240 core High Performance Compute
Cluster based on the Hewlett Packard C-class BladeSystem
attached to 15 TB storage area network. After executing the
analysis, they derived the following conclusions:

• they did not find significant difference in the running
time between the cloud and the local cluster;

• total cost for running the analysis on the cloud-based
system was approximately three times more expensive
compared to the local cluster; however, the cloud
solution is still more attractive since there are no
start-up costs associated with the cloud-based analysis,
compared to the substantial costs for building a local
cluster;

• the cloud-based system offers many technical features
and capabilities that are not matched by the local
cluster, e.g. the cloud’s elasticity which allows it to
scale the number of server instances based on the
need;

• the cloud allows whole systems to be archived to
persistent storage for subsequent reuse and ’elastic’
disk storage that can be dynamically scaled based on
real-time storage needs;

• another feature that may have increased the total
execution time of the analysis is launching the new
instance during periods of reduced cloud activity;
however, it might also reduce the cost of the cloud-
based analysis by half depending on market condi-
tions.

They also state some considerations using the cloud:
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• cloud computing allows free configuration of virtual
machine instances, thereby sharing the burden of se-
curity with the user;

• cloud computing requires the transfer of data, which
introduces delays and can lead to substantial additional
costs given the size of many data sets used in trans-
lational bioinformatics;

• an additional limitation they faced was a 1TB limit on
the size of the virtual disks;

• the most significant impediment facing biomedical
researchers wishing to adopt cloud computing involves
the software environment for designing the comput-
ing environment and running the experiments, that
is cloud-based tools should be specifically oriented
to address the particular modes of inquiry of clini-
cian scientists towards enabling unified biological and
clinical hypothesis evaluation, instead of offered as a
collection of bioinformatics tools (toolbox).

By demonstrating their research, the authors point towards the
creation of open-source software tools that take advantage of
the cloud computing’s features to allow for uploading, storage,
integration and querying across large repositories of public and
private molecular and clinical data.

Dennis et al. in [12] represent their experience in one of
the first successful deployments of a standard comparative ge-
nomics tool, the reciprocal smallest distance algorithm (RSD),
to Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) via the web service
Elastic MapReduce (EMR). They ran more than 300,000
RSD-cloud processes within the EC2. The jobs were farmed
simultaneously to 100 high capacity compute nodes using the
Amazon Web Service Elastic Map Reduce and included a wide
mix of large and small genomes. The total computation time
took just under 70 hours and cost a total of $6,302. As a con-
clusion from their testing they state that the effort to transform
existing comparative genomics algorithms from local compute
infrastructures is not trivial. However, the speed and flexibility
of cloud computing environments provides a substantial boost
with manageable cost. The procedure designed to transform
the RSD algorithm into a cloud-ready application is readily
adaptable to similar comparative genomics problems.

Kudtarkar et al. [13] optimize the computation of a large-
scale comparative genomics resource, Roundup, using cloud
computing, describe the proper operating principles required
to achieve computational efficiency on the cloud, and de-
tail important procedures for improving cost-effectiveness to
ensure maximal computation at minimal costs. Utilizing the
comparative genomics tool, Roundup, they computed ortholo-
gous (diverged genes after a speciation event) relationships for
245,323 genome-to-genome comparisons on Amazons EC2, a
computation that required just over 200 hours and cost $8,000,
at least 40% less than expected under a strategy in which
genome comparisons were submitted to the cloud randomly
with respect to runtime. For managing the ortholog processes,
they designed a strategy to deploy Elastic MapReduce web
service and maximize the use of the cloud while simultane-
ously minimizing costs. Specifically, they designed a model
to predict job runtime and costs for an array of cloud cluster
sizes, and showed how this model can be used to identify the

optimal cluster size as well as the best strategy for ordering
jobs prior to submission to the cloud. Most importantly, they
showed how their model can be used to achieve at least a
40% reduction in overall cloud computing costs. The cost-
reduction model is readily adaptable for other comparative
genomics tools and potentially of significant benefit to labs
seeking to take advantage of the cloud as an alternative to
local computing infrastructure. In summary, their case study
indicates that the cloud is a viable solution for boosting
large-scale projects like Roundup, and provides a best-practice
model for cloud computing that can be adapted to similar
comparative genomics algorithms.

Another case study presented by Wilkening et al. [14]
investigate the performance of BLAST on real metagenomics
data in a Amazon’s EC2 cloud setting, in order to determine
the viability of this approach. BLAST is considered to be one
of the leading applications in bioinformatics and computational
biology and is assumed to consume the vast majority of
resources in that area. Their feasibility study on the use
of cloud resources in the MG-RAST (meta Genome Rapid
Annotation using Subsystem Technology) workflow, indicated
the following issues:

• costs are slightly higher to perform computations in
the cloud, when compared with local costs;

• the pricing of on-demand resources blunts much of
the benefit of EC2s elasticity and

• some security concerns remain to be completely ad-
dressed.

However, in several areas a more restricted use of cloud
computing could be useful:

• By using cloud resources as a scale-out pool for high-
priority jobs, time to solution could be greatly reduced
for important jobs. These improvements would come
at a substantial cost, however, as the use of on-demand
resources incur a large cost penalty.

• If a looser federation mechanism were used for cloud
computational instances, users could associate their
cloud instances with MG-RAST, providing direct sup-
port for their computations. Users would benefit from
increased priority for their jobs.

Gunarathne et al. [15] have demonstrated that clouds offer
attractive computing paradigms for three loosely coupled sci-
entific computation applications: Cap3 sequence assembly (to
assemble a large collection of genome fragments), GTM and
MDS interpolation (to perform dimension reduction on 166-
dimensional dataset containing 26 million data points obtained
from the PubChem project database). They used Amazon
Web Services and Microsoft Windows Azure cloud computing
platforms and also Apache Hadoop Map Reduce and Microsoft
DryadLINQ as the distributed parallel computing frameworks.
The results showed that the higher level MapReduce paradigm
offered a simpler programming model. Also by using two
different kinds of applications they showed that selecting an
instance type which suits the given application can give signif-
icant time and monetary advantages. The cost effectiveness of
cloud data centers combined with the comparable performance
reported in their research suggests that loosely coupled science
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applications will increasingly be implemented on clouds and
that using MapReduce frameworks will offer convenient user
interfaces with little overhead.

Taylor [16] in his research gives an overview of the current
usage within the bioinformatics community of Hadoop and of
associated open source software projects. The main focus is
on next-generation sequencing. There are many bioinformatics
applications, apart from gene-sequencing analysis, that use
Hadoop and HBase. Hadoop and its associated open source
projects have a diverse and growing community in bioinfor-
matics of both users and developers, as can be seen from the
large number of projects. As a conclusion from his work, the
author states that for much bioinformatics work not only is
the scalability permitted by Hadoop and HBase important, but
also of consequence is the ease of integrating and analyzing
various large, disparate data sources into one data warehouse
under Hadoop, in relatively few HBase tables.

CloudBLAST [17] is an approach that combines MapRe-
duce and virtualization on distributed resources for bioin-
formatics applications. An implementation of this approach
integrates Hadoop, Virtual Workspaces, and ViNe as the
MapReduce, virtual machine and virtual network technologies,
respectively, to deploy the commonly used bioinformatics tool
NCBI BLAST on a WAN-based test bed consisting of clusters
at two distinct locations. This WAN-based implementation
was evaluated against both non-virtualized and LAN-based
implementations in order to assess the overheads of machine
and network virtualization, which were shown to be insignif-
icant. To compare the proposed approach against an MPI-
based solution, CloudBLAST performance was experimentally
contrasted against the publicly available mpiBLAST on the
same WAN-based test bed. Both versions demonstrated perfor-
mance gains as the number of available processors increased,
with CloudBLAST delivering speedups of 57 against 52.4 of
MPI version, when 64 processors on 2 sites were used. The
results encourage the use of the proposed approach for the
execution of large-scale bioinformatics applications on emerg-
ing distributed environments that provide access to computing
resources as a service.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we give a review of the most widely
used bioinformatics applications and platforms which aim to
solve high-demanding bioinformatics problems in the field
of comparative genomics, DNA sequencing, microarray data
analysis, drug analysis, etc. All the presented tools are built
to take advantage of the cloud computing. Hereupon, we
continued our research and presented various case studies with
the purpose to answer the question whether the cloud is an
appropriate technology for achieving both high performance
and cost-effective analysis.

Evaluating the published applications is of great advantage
for our future research in the field of microarray gene expres-

sion analysis, since our aim is to develop a platform in the
cloud that will host tools for colorectal cancer research.
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Abstract—Real networks are characterized by links having
properties depending on the environment, nodes’ position and
state, etc. We study what are the effect of having state-dependent
links having a form motivated by the well known Hebb’s rule that
mimics the plasticity of synapses in the context of the network
consensus problem. In addition to our previous research we
examine the topology effects on the dynamical behavior by using
random and scale-free networks. We also examine other types of
dynamical links with similar form.

I. INTRODUCTION

In real networks the interactions, typically referred as links,

of the various entities, often called nodes, form complex

structures whose properties often can not be immediately seen

by simple visualizations. The complexity in these networks can

come from the intrinsic properties of the nodes and the way

their internal state evolves in times, or from the patterns in

which the nodes are interconnected. Both types of complexity

have been studied for long time now, and the improvements

of experimental equipment, increased computing power and

available real data have significantly boosted the research of

complex networks resulting in the development of many new

models, methods and tools. Two popular review articles of the

studies of the topologies of complex networks are [1] and [2],

while relatively recently a book aiming to be an introduction to

the science of networks has been published by Mark Newman

[3]. A well known book by Strogatz is [4] focusing on systems

with nonlinear dynamics and chaos with plenty of application

examples in various fields like biology, chemistry, physics and

engineering.

In the studies of complex networks it is often assumed that

links are uniform, however, in real networks typically each link

has some unique properties which can be represented by non-

uniformly weighted links. We consider dynamical processes

in networks of nodes connected with links dependent on

the nodes’ state, because there are various forms of state-

dependent networks in biological, physical, technological and

social systems. Hence, state-dependent networks have been

studied in many different fields [5]–[9]. As an example, the

properties of the wireless links in wireless networks are depen-

dent on the nodes’ distance in addition to the environmental

conditions [5]. A small example sensor network is shown in

Fig. 1 where the octagons are represent simple sensors that

Fig. 1: A small example sensor network where the octagons

represent simple sensors and the squares more sophisticated

sensor nodes that can communicate at larger distances and

process information.

transmit the information they gather to the more sophisticated

nodes that reroute data and communicate at larger distances,

which are represented by squares. The network can also

be flat with all nodes (being of the same type) exchanging

information with all their neighbors. Another example are

neural networks where synaptic efficacy changes according to

previous activities of neural cells.

Inspired by the adaptiveness of synapses in neural networks

we examine what are the effects of using several types of

dynamical weighted links motivated by the Hebb’s rule on

the process of reaching consensus in a network. The con-

sensus problem is a process of collaboration and exchange

of information among networked nodes to eventually agree

on a certain value for a given quantity of interest [10], [11],

ex. in sensor networks are the measurements and the average

measured value. The Hebb’s rule is a simplified demonstration

of the change of synaptic efficacy in cells depending on their
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previous stimuluses [12], and one typical description of this

rule is to assign weights wij(xi, xj) = xixj to all pairs

of connected cells (i, j), with xi being the corresponding

stimulus.

In a previous paper [13], we studied consensus in Erdős-

Rényi (ER) random networks with links motivated by an

inverted-positive Hebb’s rule. Here we additionally consider

another similar form called positive Hebb’s rule and further-

more, we examine what are the effects of the topology on the

dynamics by using the Barabási-Albert (BA) model to generate

scale-free networks.

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way. In

Section II we define the problem of consensus in networks

with two types of state-dependent links. Section III is devoted

to the description of the underlying network topologies consid-

ered in our analyses. In Section IV we present some numerical

results, while with Section V we conclude the paper.

II. CONSENSUS IN STATE-DEPENDENT NETWORKS

We consider a network of N nodes with information states

denoted with a vector x = [x1 . . . xN ]. The problem of con-

sensus in state-dependent complex networks can be formulated

as in [13],

ẋi =
n
∑

j=1

wij(xi, xj)(xj − xi), i = 1 . . . N, (1)

where wij(xi, xj) is a state-dependent link between each pair

of nodes (i, j).
The network’s topology can be represented with a binary

adjacency matrix A = [aij ]N×N , where aij = 1 if there is

a link between the nodes pair (i, j) and aij = 0 indicates

that the nodes are not connected. The characteristics of the

state-dependent links can be then represented with a func-

tion g(xi,xj), g : RD × RD → R and the instantaneous

topology of the entire network with a weighted adjacency

matrix W(x) = [wij(xi,xj)], wij(xi,xj) = aijg(xi,xj).
For simplicity we assume that the interactions are symmetrical

aij = aji, so the network is undirected. The dynamical links

can be represented in the following general form

wij(xi, xj) =

{

g(xi,xj) if aij = 1

0 otherwise.
(2)

If system (1) is connected and undirected, all the node’s

states eventually converge to one consensus value x̄ =
(1/N)

∑N

i=1 x(0), which is the system’s equilibrium point

[10], [11]. An interesting property is the time it takes for the

nodes to achieve consensus, and one known such quantifier of

the convergence rate is the second smallest eigenvalue of the

network’s Laplacian matrix λ2. Hence, we consider several

particular types of dynamical links that could increase λ2 as

well as the consensus convergence rate.

In our previous paper [13] we examined the problem of

consensus in Erdős-Rényi (ER) random networks with links

motivated by an inverted-positive Hebb’s rule

gIP Hebb(x
(1)
i , x

(1)
j ) = (XO − x

(1)
i )(XO − x

(1)
j ) (3)

where an offset XO is added, which can guarantee that

gHebb(x
(1)
i , x

(1)
j ) > 0, ∀i, j, if XO > x

(1)
i (t), ∀i, t or XO <

x
(1)
i (t), ∀i, t. As the states are inverted (taken with negative

signs) and the weight function is positive we call it inverted-

positive Hebb’s function gIP Hebb(x
(1)
i , x

(1)
j ).

Here we additionally consider another similar form called

positive Hebb’s rule

gP Hebb(x
(1)
i , x

(1)
j ) = (XO + x

(1)
i )(XO + x

(1)
j ), (4)

where XO < −x
(1)
i (t), ∀i, t or XO > −x

(1)
i (t), ∀i, t.

III. NETWORK TOPOLOGY

All real networks are characterized by a certain pattern

of interconnection among the nodes. One property of the

interconnections of real networks is that it is typically random.

Another property in some types of scale-free networks is the

presence of a few nodes which are highly interconnected while

the rest of the nodes have a few links, mostly toward the

highly interconnected nodes. For example in sensor networks,

depending on the application and the characteristics of the

sensors one type of networks have nodes that are scattered

randomly, but there are also types of networks where there

are a few highly interconnected nodes. Similar types of in-

terconnection patterns can be also found in other kinds of

real networks. Therefore, we consider two types of topology,

random networks generated using the Erdős-Rényi (ER) model

and scale-free networks generated according to the Barabási-

Albert (BA) model.

A. Erdős-Rényi model

In the ER model [14] a network of N nodes is represented

as a graph G(N, p), with p being the probability that a link

exists among each pair of nodes. A network is generated

using the ER model as a random realization with given

values of N and p. Then, it is checked whether the generated

network is connected by checking if the second smallest

eigenvalue of the network’s Laplacian matrix is larger than

zero (λ2 > 0), otherwise the procedure is repeated until

a connected network is obtained. By a simple reasoning it

can be concluded that eventually the network should have

approximately L = N(N−1)p/2 number of undirected links,

with the exact number depending on the stochastic realization.

B. Barabási-Albert

The Barabási-Albert (BA) model [15] was developed to

incorporate the growth of networks and the tendency of prefer-

ential attachment. Unlike the ER model where the number of

nodes is fixed in the BA model the network gradually grows

starting from a small seed network. As each new node is added

links are formed from that node to the existing network in a

way that there is a higher probability for a link to be added

toward a node that already has a large number of links, a mech-

anism known as preferential attachment. If LN links are added

with each new node the number of links in the end network

is about L = NLN . To keep the networks generated with the

two models comparable we use networks with approximately
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equal number of links N(N − 1)p/2=NLN , therefore, in the

ER model we set p = 0.01 and in the BA model we add

LN = (N − 1)p/2 ≈ 5 links per each node.

IV. RESULTS

We performed numerical simulations of consensus pro-

cesses in random networks generated using the Erdős-Rényi

(ER) model and scale-free networks generated according to

the Barabási-Albert (BA) model. The initial states of the

nodes were drawn uniformly random from a certain interval

(a, b), a, b ∈ R and the offset XO was chosen to be

larger than the maximal absolute value of the initial states

XO > |xi|, ∀i, although, to keep the weights positive it is

enough that XO > xi(0), ∀i. To keep the setting simple we

used XO = 2 and a distribution of initial states around the

zero value (−2, 2). Simulations of the consensus problem were

run on networks of N = 1000 nodes with dynamical links

following the inverted-positive Hebb’s rule gIP Hebb given by

Eq. (3), the positive Hebb’s rule gP Hebb given by Eq. (4) as

well as static networks with unitary weights for comparison.

In Fig. 2 is shown the evolution in time of the states of

all nodes in a scale-free network and it can be immediately

concluded that the dynamical links increase the consensus

convergence rate. It can be also observed that the inverted-

positive Hebb’s rule brings the node’s with negative initial

state values faster toward the mean of the initial states Ω,

while with the positive Hebb’s rule the node’s with positive

initial state values reach Ω faster. It should be noted that the

added offset XO is a translation of coordinates, thus, using

a positive Hebb’s rule with XO = 2 and xi(0) ∈ [−2, 2] is

equivalent to having XO = 0 and xi(0) ∈ [0, 4]. Similarly, in

this setting the inverted-positive Hebb’s rule is equivalent to

having XO = 0 and xi(0) ∈ [−4, 0].
In Fig. 3a we also examine the mean-squared-error (MSE)

that indicates the distance of the node’s states from the mean

of the initial states, which is the expected consensus value.

The obtained MSEs confirm that the inverted-positive and the

positive Hebb’s rules help in achieving network coerence more

rapidly. Moreover, it reveals that the convergence is faster

in scale-free networks generated with the BA model as it is

expected. The convergence rate with the two dynamical link

types is similar with very small differences in the initial period.

To further characterize the convergence rate we observe the

change in time of the second smallest eigenvalue λ2 of the

network’s Laplacian matrix. In case of static networks λ2 is

constant and λ2 = 0.9 for the ER model and λ2 = 1.7 for the

BA model. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 3b for state-

dependent networks with links following the inverted-positive

and positive Hebb’s rules, λ2 rises significantly during the

initial stage and asymptotically converges to a certain value

as consensus is achieved.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have further studied the effects of the

state-dependence of the interconnections on the process of

consensus. Moreover, the effects of the topology in this type
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Fig. 2: A consensus process in networks of N = 1000 nodes

with initial states in xi ∈ [−2, 2] for different types of links

as indicated in the titles in networks generated using the BA

model with LN = 5.

of state-dependent networks was examined using random and

scale-free networks.

It has been shown that the two presented dynamical links

provide network convergence to the same average information

value, with small differences in the convergence process. As

expected the presence of highly interconnected nodes increases

the convergence rate in these state-dependent networks, hence,

one approach to increase the convergence of consensus in

random networks is to introduce a two-level network where

the higher level has a scale-free topology.
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Fig. 3: (a) The Mean squared error and (b) the second smallest

eigenvalue λ2, during a consensus process in networks of

N = 1000 nodes generated with the ER and BA models, with

several types of links and node’s initial states xi ∈ [−2, 2]. The

second smallest eigenvalues for static networks are λ2 = 0.9
(ER) and λ2 = 1.7 (BA).
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Abstract— this research is about defining and comparing 

several approaches regarding the process of designing test cases. 

We focus on approaches that design test cases that are meant to 

examine the functionality and how the software behaves when it 

is used without having an insight into the details of underlying 

code and internal implementation. This is defined as behavioral 

or black-box testing and according to its definition the tester is 

only concerned with what the software is supposed to do, not in 

the way how the operation is done. The starting point in this kind 

of testing is for the tester to study the software documentation in 

detail particularly examining the part that is defined in the 

requirement technique as basis for defining the test cases. There 

are many different approaches regarding the requirement 

techniques depending on their focus like specification-based 

testing, use case testing, sequence diagram testing, equivalence 

partitioning, boundary value analysis, state transition tables, fuzz 

testing, model-based testing, exploratory testing, etc. Since the 

approach in making the test cases depends on the requirement 

technique that is selected to be performed in the process, in this 

research we compare several approaches in order to define their 

similarities and differences and to discover the cases when we get 

best results with each different approach. In the end, we define 

our approach that we intend to use for automatic test case 

generation.  

Keywords—specification-based testing; use-case testing; 

sequence diagram testing; equivalence partitioning; model-based 

testing;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The importance of software testing as a field of study is 
constantly increasing as a result to the greater use of software 
products in ordinary life. The continuous expansion of cloud 
computing, big data, and social interaction bring new 
approaches to developing future software products for 
everyday use. Most recent applications have settings that 
include huge number of options available for configuration. 
For example, a recent version of Apache web-server has 172 
options that can be configured by users. Most of these 
configurations are binary but some have three or more settings. 
It has a total of 1.8 × 10

55
 different testing states for the system 

only regarding the settings without considering other system 
variability that should be tested like user inputs, different 
combination of operations, etc. Entirely testing a program in 
some similar cases and same in others that are a lot more 
simple does not only seem to be time consuming but is also 
impossible [1]. Even the simplest applications that are created 

have a lot of options and states that should be tested before the 
product is released to the customers. Applications like Paint 
that are plain and used for a long time can also be impossible to 
test completely if we consider the large number of input values 
available. Any of the test conditions that are not taken into 
consideration because the tester would like to save time or the 
test condition seems to be unnecessary or redundant means that 
the product will not be completely tested [2]. 

In this research we focus on several black box testing 
techniques that we consider to be most effective when it comes 
to automated test case generation primarily intended for testing 
enterprise web applications. Black box testing allows us to 
avoid the concern regarding how the product performs the 
operations so we can focus on better defining and testing the 
requirements specification and functional validation of the 
system. It is concentrated on the end user perspective so the 
incomplete or not well defined requirements can be noticed and 
improved at the beginning of the process. With black box 
testing techniques the tester is concerned with the provided 
inputs for the application and the expected outputs for stated 
execution conditions (paths that should be traversed during the 
execution) and not with what the application does to provide 
the output or how it happens. Since the tester has no knowledge 
about the source code and how the program performs the 
operations, it is less probable to create the tests that match the 
code’s work [3]. When the tester knows the code there is a 
bigger chance not to include some tests or input and output 
combination assuming they would pass or because they seem 
unnecessary regarding how the code works. This approach in 
testing the applications has several advantages. It offers ways 
to simplify the testing when it comes to large and complex 
applications by concentrating on the correct and incorrect input 
and output combinations obtained. The end user view that the 
tester has makes it easy to create test cases since there is no 
need to think about the inner work but only to go through the 
application like the end user would. Also the process of 
developing test cases goes a lot faster as a result to following 
only the user interface paths that take part in the process [4]. 

II. DESIGNING GOOD TEST CASES 

Best way to define test cases is to say that they present a set 
of inputs, expected outputs and execution paths that are to be 
followed during the execution of the program intended to test a 
specific part of the software. A test case for web applications is 
usually a script containing a list of steps that test the correct 
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behavior and features of the application including an expected 
final result. The main purpose of test cases is not only to 
discover defects but also to give information to the tester 
whether the test passed or failed and the part of the test when it 
happened. They can help to stop the product from being 
released prematurely but it can also help finding safe scenarios 
to use the product so if necessary the product can work in spite 
of the bugs. This can be very useful when the software has to 
be released earlier than planned or when one way of doing 
some task is all the user needs. In some cases it can even be 
best policy to focus on designing the test cases so that they 
cover the paths and events that are most likely to be traversed 
by the user while operating with the web application. Another 
important thing about test cases is for them to evolve as the 
program develops. Best way to achieve this is either to change 
the test cases and make them more complex or to make 
combinations of two or more test cases designed in the 
beginning of the process [5]. 

III. DOMINANT BLACK BOX TESTING TECHNIQUES 

There are many black box testing techniques that address 
different aspects concerning the software. Here we present 
some of them that we intend to use later. 

A. Specification-based testing 

With this technique, test case design is mainly based on the 

specification, user manual or some notes that define the 

program’s behavior. It allows the test cases to be developed 

without having seen the product or even without having it 

developed yet. It can be performed at all levels of testing since 

it is focused on the requests that are defined in the 

specification and testing the product against them. This is one 

of the best ways to test the program regarding how it is 

expected to work. The main challenge with this method is 

resolving the right meaning of the specification. In some cases 

the specification is short and well defined but in other it can be 

hundreds of pages long or sometimes there can be no 

documented specification. In some cases large part of the 

specifications is dedicated to describing some part of the 

system and it can misdirect the tester to consider that the part 

is more significant and should be better tested than others. 

This part of the work is very demanding and in order to make 

good test cases it is important to make logical links among the 

requirements, check them for ambiguous meaning, and 

analyze all the details in order to get a clear picture of how the 

product is supposed to work. 

In order to efficiently automate the test generation in this 
case the developers need formal specification. Test cases are 
generated in order to test each of the requirements or test 
criterion. Test criterion usually addresses some perception of 
the coverage but it can also be based on a fault domain [6] [7]. 

B. Use case and sequence diagram testing 

Use cases are used to describe the functional requirements 
of the software in detail. They present a sequence of actions the 
program executes to get a result expected by the user. The 
Unified Modeling Language (UML) helps to improve the 

presentation the use cases using diagrams that show the 
relationships among them and their structure. Use cases are 
also used in some other methods as a source of information for 
deriving test requirements that help identify functional test 
requirements. Use cases define the user’s perspective of the 
program and this testing method is focused on how the user 
interacts with the software and is best way to test if the product 
meets the needs of the final user. It tests the structure 
(relationships) of the use case diagram and it assures the testing 
of the minimal but essential elements of this diagram. With this 
approach it is expected to detect errors that are different from 
the ones identified when use cases are used in functional 
testing. It is expected to help assess the quality of functional 
test cases derived from use cases, and test the use case 
specification itself. 

With UML the use cases are graphically represented in the 
use case diagram but this is not enough to describe the steps of 
a use case for automation. Testers usually use textual 
specifications to complement the use case diagram and these 
specifications use informal textual notation which is adequate 
to describe the use cases so there is no need for formal 
specification to define use case descriptions [8] [9].  

Sequence diagrams describe the paths the user follows 
when using the program. It presents the units (methods) that 
are traversed and the order in which it happens. They are very 
useful in presenting the dynamic behavior of the system, 
interfaces with subsystems, as well as some of the flows of the 
use cases. Same as with use cases, testers in order to avoid 
formal specification, write informal textual specification that 
describes the diagram and is adequate for further work 
especially when it comes to generating test cases with 
automated test tools [10] [11]. 

C. Equivalence partitioning 

This is software testing method that creates test cases based 
on data partitions that are made by dividing the input and/or 
output data of a software units. They are designed to cover 
each partition at least once. The idea of this technique is to 
reduce the time required for testing the software through 
reduction of the total number of developed test cases so they 
can find classes of errors not only individual cases. The 
partitions are usually defined regarding the specification and 
the data used with consideration to how it influences the 
processing of the units. In most cases the equivalence 
partitioning is practiced to the inputs of the software units but 
when needed, it can also be done to the outputs. Each partition 
should have a set of values that are supposed to be equivalent 
to each other and should be managed by the unit the same 
manner. Fig. 1 shows a simple case of equivalence partitions. 
When defining the partitions it is important make correct 
grouping of the values in order to avoid bigger mistakes later. 
In the process of selecting values from the partitions it is best 
to choose more than one value from same partitions especially 
when it comes to invalid value partitions in order to check not 
only the system but also the process of partitioning.  

The valid input data from the same partition is supposed to 
go through the same process while the invalid data can go 
through various processes and should be addressed with 
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caution. With this testing technique, an ideal test case finds a 
class of errors that usually requires many other (regular) test 
cases to be executed before the error is found [12] [13]. 

Fig. 1. Example: Equivalence partitions with boundary values. 

D. Boundary value analysis 

This software testing technique is committed to design 
tests that must include the boundary values of an input domain 
rather than other acceptable values. The tester defines the 
boundary values among the set of inputs that are defined to 
test the software. This is a sort of step two after equivalence 
partitioning. The inputs that are part of same equivalence class 
(partition) define the basic set of values for testing. 
Considering these sets and the inputs they contain, the tester 
defines the boundary values among them in cases when there 
is some sort of order among the values. In Fig. 1 there is an 
example of partitions that present the inputs. With this method 
the tester includes not only some members to represent each of 
the partitions but only the boundary values of both valid and 
invalid partitions. 

When it comes to using this method in most cases it 
presents testing the values on the minimum and maximum 
edges of the equivalence partitions defined before for the 
previous method. These values include the input or output 
ranges of the software component or the internal 
implementation. They are very often used in designing test 
cases regarding the fact that the boundaries are natural options 
for possible errors that result in software faults so it gives the 
best result when there is some range of values as an input [13] 
[14]. 

E. Model-based testing 

In many cases software testing needs the use of a model to 

guide the process of test selection and test verification. This 

approach is similar to specification based testing since the test 

cases are generated from a model with the difference that the 

model can represent some aspect of the requirements but it 

does not need to be the specification. It includes constructing a 

model of the product and deriving the test cases from the 

model depending on the notion of coverage. The techniques 

used are defined by the model they use and how the model is 

constructed same as its coverage criteria and the analyses used 

for generating test cases.  

The advantages of this technique are the increased 

productivity with support for visualizing domains and the 

possibility to start automatically generating test cases at an 

early stage of the software development, allowing software 

developer to do coding and testing at the same time [14] [15] 

[16]. 

IV. OUR APPROACH IN TEST CASE DESIGN 

All currently available automated testing tools implement 
some of the previously mentioned approaches or similar 
techniques. According to a recent research made regarding the 
work of automated testing tools, the results show that their 
work is not quite satisfactory and could be greatly improved. 

Fig. 2. Number of errors detected by team of experts and four automated test 

tools. [17]  

In Fig. 2 we can notice that there is a considerable failing in 
the performance of testing tools compared to the work done by 
a team of experts. Another worrying fact is that besides the real 
errors, there is considerable number of false ones. As we can 
see in Fig. 3, in some cases the number of false errors is higher 
that the number or real errors discovered by the tools which 
means that in some cases it will take more time to repair parts 
of the software that already work instead of focusing on the 
real failures.  

Fig. 3. Number of vulnerabilities detected vs. number of false 

voulnerabilities. [17] 

According to these results the available approaches need to 
be improved in order to give better results in cases when the 
testers use automated testing tools.  

The low number of real errors detected is not the only 
concern.  As we can see in Fig. 4, it is probable that most 
testing tools also use similar or maybe even the same approach 
in generating the test cases since almost all of them find 
basically the same errors and there is a big number of errors 
that pass unnoticed. This means that not even using more than 
one automated testing tool at the same time will bring better 
results and find more errors compared to what we can get by 
using only one tool.  
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Fig. 4. Overlap among sets of errors detectedby each scanner. (The areas in 

the circles are proportional to the number of errors detected). [17] 

The main problem might be that all available testing 
techniques were primary intended to be used by expert teams, 
not to be implemented into testing tools. In our opinion, it is 
possible to get far better results by combining some of the 
previously mentioned methods. We present a model that puts 
together some of the earlier described techniques improved 
with some ideas that come from testers and are used while 
performing manual software testing. Since our goal is to test 
the logic flow of enterprise web applications we intend to base 
our model on use case testing technique. We intend to cover 
both options, generating test cases with and without available 
formal specification. When there is no formal specification of 
the product (that can often be an issue), we intend to generate 
test cases according to the available use cases and sequence 
diagrams. Sequence diagrams are more intended to improve the 
use cases and to help avoid any ambiguity that might be found 
in the use cases than to be actually used in the process of test 
case generation. The number of use cases defines the number 
of test suites (collections of test cases) and the test cases they 
contain are developed depending on what is the purpose of 
each test case. If there is formal specification, the number of 
test suits is defined by the number of requirements. The test 
cases in each of the test suits will be developed to test the logic 
flow but in this part we will also implement some ideas 
generally from equivalence partitioning, boundary value 
analysis and fuzz testing. Fuzz testing is intended to check the 
security problems of the application considering that it 
provides invalid, unexpected, or random data as an input.  We 
also include some ideas from other black-box techniques that 
seem to be useful in capturing what we could define as a kind 
of simulation of human behavior in the process of software 
testing and some undefined techniques that are done by testers 
while doing manual testing that could be automated [17]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In our opinion, all testing techniques have their specific 
purpose and in some cases one approach can give much better 
results that other. Our approach is intended to make a 
combination of some of these methods so that we can get the 
benefits of all the approaches we choose to implement. This 
might not give as good results in some cases as would one 

technique but in general it is expected to be much easier to use 
and to cover a bigger part of the testing process.  

VI. FUTURE WORK 

Our future work consists in creating an algorithm for 
automatic test case generation that will be appropriate for the 
model we described. It will include parts of some of the earlier 
mentioned black-box techniques in order to give better results 
in generating test cases. We also intend to add some trivial 
steps to the algorithm that might not be included in any of the 
mentioned methods but any tester that does the testing 
manually would include them.  

Our main goal with this algorithm that is generally intended 
to be implemented in some tool that automatically generates 
test cases is to create test cases that cover the logical flow of 
the application and we intend to avoid the cases of false 
positive results when it comes to errors. 
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Abstract – The paper introduces a problem that arises from 

production process in steel industry. This problem involves 

matching orders against inventory slabs and it is a combinatorial 

NP-complete problem. Further in this paper, we discuss the 

different approaches on solving the problem presented and used 

through the years. We also present our implemented solution for 

one variation of the problem. At the end, we present the achieved 

results, the savings made in the last years in the factory, after 

implementation of the solution.  

Keywords— steel industry, production process, slabs, mother 

steel plates, orders, algorithms  

I. INTRODUCTION 

When small items are being cut out from large objects, two 
problems arise. The first one is the assortment problem 
addressing the issue of choosing proper dimensions for the 
large objects. The second one is the trim loss problem 
addressing the issue of how to cut out the small items from the 
given large objects in such a way that waste material will be 
minimized (Hinxman, 1979). The combination of the 
assortment problem and the trim loss problem is known as the 
cutting stock problem (CSP). 

The CSP arises in many industries where large materials 
must be cut into smaller pieces. This paper is concentrated on 
production of rectangular steel plates which are cut from large 
steel plate produced from slabs by rolling. The slabs have 
cuboids shape with different dimensions and are obtained by 
casting the molten steel. The steel plate has the same chemical 
structure like the used slab it is produced from, and the plate 
dimensions are adequate to the order the steel plate is produced 
for. 

The process of production planning usually begins with the 
list of orders that need to be met with the appropriate priority, 
and list of slabs on the other side. The solution to the CSP is a 
cutting plan which combines the ordered steel pieces for 
maximum utilization of the material from slabs. Resolving this 
issue is important because minimal improvements in the 
manufacturing process can result in huge savings.  

The general problems associated with the standard cutting 
of small items are known to be NP-complete problems. In 
many cases this kind of problems can be modeled using 
mathematical programming and solution can be found using 
approximate methods or some heuristics. The goal is designing 

a plan for one-dimensional cutting of material in many pieces 
with minimal overall loss while various requirements that may 
occur in practice will be satisfied.  

This paper continues with a literature study covering few 
different formulations and solution methods of the CSP. 
Furthermore, we present a formulation for the specific CSP in 
the steel industries and an approach and algorithm for solving 
it. Finally, we present the achieved results. 

II. CSP’S CONCEPTS 

There are several known attempts to resolve the problem of 
cutting the materials into products in theory. The beginnings 
and the first definitions are introduced by Kantorovich since 
1960. Scientific research has led to several formulations and 
solution. The most famous formulation was composed by 
Dyckhoff [8] in 1990. In his work he has defined a schema for 
classification of the problems based on four characteristics: 
size, type of task, the semi-product assortment (raw material) 
and product range.  

The CSP is a kind of matching problem on a sparse graph, 
allocating set of materials to a given set of orders. A bipartite 
graph is constructed with two sets of nodes, one for orders and 
the other for the inventory slabs. The edges in this graph 
represent the potential matches of orders against slabs 
according to the production constraints (Fig. 1). The assigning 
restrictions convert this graph to a bipartite sparse graph. 

 
Figure 1.  Potential matches between orders and slabs 
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Each order contains information on the required quality and 
dimensions of the plates. Each order limits its feasible slabs by 
means of quality and a slab can be used for production of 
several orders. But, there are many eligible slabs with different 
geometries for each order. So, for the given weight of mother-
plate, the length of slab is strongly dependent on the width of 
the slab as it is shown in Fig.2. Also, there are many production 
constraints that make the problem hard to solve, and the 
solution to such a problem depends on the size and assortment 
of the products, and the technology applied in the production 
process. 

The optimal cutting plan design (examples given in Fig. 3) 
deals with the following issues while all the production 
constraints are satisfied: 

1. minimal waste material; 

2. reduced number of created slabs without orders; 

3. improved capacity utilization (slabs strive to be as 
much as possible within the limits). 

 

III. REVIEW OF THE RELATED WORK 

There are few different approaches and solution methods 
for solving CSP in the literature. Generally, the algorithmic 
methods guarantee the optimal solution for the problem to be 
found. Gilmore and Gomory [2] have obtained a solution by 
Linear Programming (LP). They have suggested "column 
generation" method which has been showed excellent results 
over a small number of subjects. The drawback of their 
approach is high running times on larger instances because of 
computational complexity of the solution. Furthermore, the 
process of production steel plates can obtain wide range of 
products and many limiting factors which additionally expand 

the solution space and possible combinations as well as 
execution time i.e. execution time is significantly longer. Heinz 
et al. in 2011 [15] have introduced an integer program solver to 
solve the problem by removing the naturally arising 
symmetries. Further, Gargani and Refalo [3] have stated that 
for constraint programming approach is not ideal to use binary 
variables in the basic linear models because of their restrictions 
on values. Integer programming solvers can tighten the 
formulation by adding cutting planes and they use the relaxed 
optimal solution to guide the search. Therefore the authors, 
based on the structure of the problem have introduced logical 
global constraints. Additionally, with their particular strategy 
for variables and their values, they have defined a particular 
heuristics for searching the results around specific combination 
i.e. Large Neighborhood Search (LNS). Moreover, by using 
certain static constraints in their model, they are trying to avoid 
creating symmetrical solutions. Finally, in 2007 they have got 
pretty fast solution. But, this solution is still suitable for smaller 
instances only, while looking for results in case of larger 
instances this solution leads to poor performance. For this 
reason, algorithmic approaches for solving the CSP have been 
supplemented with heuristics. Heuristic methods generate faster 
an acceptable solution which is close enough to the known or 
believed optimal solution. Heuristic methods are also highly 
domain-dependent, in sense that they use information about the 
particular problems for which they are developed. Thus they 
may appear to almost useless on apparently similar problems 
(Hinxman, 1979). The basics of heuristics’ approach are 
introduced by Haessler [6]. In his papers he has proposed that 
sequences of setting the product should be produced and should 
be generated using heuristics, and this would give fast but not 
exactly the most optimal solution. So, speed is achieved but the 
proposed solution is not as effective.  

There has been also an idea for generation a hybrid solution 
which combines algorithmic methods with heuristics. In that 
manner, the researchers have introduced an approach which 
uses the Simplex method and the process of determining the 
next cutting pattern is based on a pattern obtained by LP 
solution complemented with global and logical constraints. The 
delayed column generation (DCG) technique is introduced with 
this approach and it provides greater and more efficient 
propagation in the search of solutions. 

There have been meta-heuristic methods also which have an 
ability of not being trapped into local optima as might happen 
with traditional heuristics. The solution process is often guided 
by some lower level heuristic, when using meta-heuristic 
methods, and finally results in much desired answers with little 
solving time. Eshghi [25] (2005) has designed an Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO) algorithm for solving one-dimensional 
cutting problem. In this algorithm based on designed 
probabilistic laws and improvements, the way of cutting large 
objects to satisfy demand by artificial ants is provided. These 
Sequential Heuristic Procedures outperform the possibilities of 
linear programming and can be considered for solving of more 
complex problems. Using these procedures the decision is built 
sequentially (one by one) by defining templates until all the 
necessary requirements are met.  

Although meta-heuristic methods give good enough 
solutions, the solutions obtained by algorithmic approach have 

 

Figure 2.  Eligible slabs with different geometries for each proposal 

 
Figure 3.  Cutting plan examples 
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higher quality. If we can reduce the execution time of the 
algorithmic procedures then we will have better solution. 

IV. THE IMPLEMENTED SOLUTION 

The solution to such a problem depends on the size and 
diversity of the products and the technology applied in the 
production process, and therefore we have to develop a special 
algorithm for solving any specific problem. The algorithm that 
we have implemented in a local company is developed in 
Oracle PLSQL programming language and it is integrated in an 
ERP environment.  

The main reason why we decided to use the linear 
programming approach is the production technology used in 
the local company. There are several factors that affect the 
production process in terms of achieving the required 
mechanical and chemical properties and their appropriate 
control, proper transformation from raw material to final 
product and producing the required dimensions of final 
products. It is not easy to implement all these rules into some of 
the existing platforms designed for solving this type of 
problem. 

Our approach uses LP procedures complemented with 
branch and bound technique. So, to reduce the execution time 
necessary to propagate to solution we used the best practices of 
the constraint programming community. The algorithm starts 
with defining the relation between slabs and orders in such 
manner that provides information about which slab can be used 
for production of each order according to the rules. This 
selection prevents the algorithm from irregular combinations 
because in the next step the algorithm makes all possible 
combination of previously selected orders for each slab. The 
process of combining the orders uses the weight of orders to fill 
the slab until the full capacity of slab is reached or exceeded. 
The implemented dynamic symmetry-breaking scheme leads to 
unique and asymmetrical combinations. Additionally, orders 
are combined starting with the biggest order – a heuristic that 
provides us with better propagation in searching.  

The algorithm uses greedy approach and tries to fill the slab 
with one order before it starts to combine the next order. With 
the aim to decrease execution time an implemented heuristics 
stops the generation of solutions if several best solutions are 
generated. In the last step of the algorithm, the results are 
sorted and a combination is selected for any slab ensuring the 
best overall quality. This approach finds the patterns and 
possible solutions in a sequential and iterative way, and the 
execution time is decreased by used heuristics and 
implemented constraints. Finally, the algorithm mentioned 
above obtains high quality results within the defined time limit, 
and provides large savings in the company, which we analyze 
in the following section. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section we will present the real-life results of the 
implemented solution. The test data sets were obtained from 
existing ERP system and they are real-life data. To monitor the 
performance of the proposed algorithm under various 
conditions, the test instances are grouped into three different 
data sets: small data set composed of instances with around 
1.500t slabs and almost the same amount of orders, medium 

data set in which an instance contains slabs with total weight of 
around 5.000t, and large data set where the instances contain 
total weight of 10.000t slabs. There were 20 different instances 
in the small data set, and the medium and large test data sets 
involved 5 different instances. 

The results obtained from computational tests using 
instances with different size are summarized in Table 1 and 
graphically presented in Figure 4 to Figure 6.  

The data sets specification (number and weight of slabs and 
orders) are rounded. It is noticeable that our algorithm creates 
solutions very quickly for smaller instances, and the 
performance are declining with increasing instances as it is 
expected. The results show the performance of used heuristics 
and solutions provided for large test data set are found within a 
time limit of 10 minutes. 

The test data are intentionally created from real-life data 
with presented dimension. The instances from small data set 
represent more then an average daily production, while the 
instances from large data set represent volume of a two weeks 
production. And, the results show that managers can make a 
production plan for the next two weeks within 6 minutes. On 
the other side, we can notice that the execution time increases 
as the instances become larger. If the production level is higher 
than the algorithm will run out the time limit. 

TABLE I.  PERFORMANCE OF ALGORTIHM FOR CSP  

  Slabs Orders 

Data set Pcs 

Weight  

(t) Pcs 

Weight  

(t) 

Execution 

Time 

(s) 

Small data 

set 
300 1490 500 1600 25 

Inter-mediate 1000 4890 1500 4700 130 

Large data 

set 
2000 9650 3000 9500 360 
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Figure 4.  Performance of algorithm with small data set 
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In terms of quality of generated solutions presented in 
Table 2, there is enormous progress compared to the previous 
performance of the company although our algorithm does not 
provide the best solutions due to the implemented heuristics. 
Thereby improving the quality of solutions, the algorithm 
provides better utilization of available orders (weight of 
satisfied orders over weight of orders) and ensures better usage 
of slabs i.e. less trim loss and large financial savings. There are 
implicit financial savings also: reduced stock material, faulty-
less products and improved efficiencies in production. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented our work on implementation of 
an algorithmic solution for the process of production of mother-
plates from slabs. The results show the fact that a portion of 
construction waste can be reduced by a better planning which is 
done by the program instead of a worker. Using optimization 
techniques not only reduces waste materials but also improve 
financial performance of the company by improving the 
investment level of the stock material. Furthermore, an 
optimized scheduling of cutting stocks underlines management 
ability of a company.  
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Abstract— The paper presents an approach to Optical 

Character Recognition (OCR) applied on receipts printed in 

Macedonian language. The OCR engine recognizes the 

characters of the receipt and extracts some useful information, 

such as: the name of the market, the names of the products 

purchased, the prices of the products, the total amount of money 

spent, and also the date and the time of the purchase. We used 

the publicly available OCR framework Tesseract, which was 

trained on pictures of receipts printed in Macedonian language. 

The results showed that it can recognize the characters with 93% 

accuracy. Additionally, we used another approach that uses the 

original Tesseract to extract the features out of the picture and 

the final classification was performed with k-nearest neighbor’s 

classifier using dynamic time warping as a distance metrics. Even 

though the accuracy achieved with the modified approach was 

for 6 percentage points lower than the original approach, it is a 

proof of concept and we plan to further research it in future 

publications. The additional analysis of the results showed that 

the accuracy is higher for the words which are prescribed for 

each receipt, such as the date and the time of the purchase and 

the total amount of money spent. 

 
Keywords—OCR; Receipt digitalization; Tesseract; DTW; 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK 

Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is conversion of 
photographed or scanned images, which contain printed or 
typewritten text, into machine readable characters (text). The 
basic idea origins since 1929 when the first OCR patent is 
obtained by Tausheck [1]. It is based on template matching by 
using optics and mechanics. After the first commercial 
computer (UNIVAC I) is installed (1951), the era of converting 
images of text into computer readable text has started. In 1956 
the first approach to convert images of text into computer 
readable text was presented [2]. At that time hardware and 
software are strong limitations, so the OCR approaches are 
based on template matching and simple algebraic operations. 
Since then a lot research has been done on OCR and with the 
advancement of the technology more complex OCR 
approaches are developed. Today OCR is done in much more 
intelligent way, but it also requires more computational power, 
which can be a problem for smartphone implementations. 

OCR can be used in common industries and applications 
including date tracking on pharmaceutical or food packaging, 
sorting mail at post offices and other document handling 
applications, reading serial numbers in automotive or 

electronics applications, passport processing, secure document 
processing (checks, financial documents, bills), postal tracking, 
publishing, consumer goods packaging (batch codes, lot codes, 
expiration dates), and clinical applications. Also OCR readers 
and software can be used, as well as smart cameras and vision 
systems which have additional capabilities like barcode reading 
and product inspection.  

In recent years, numerous OCR-based smartphone 
applications were also introduced. A successful example 
application is the Google’s Goggles application [3], which has 
more than 10 million downloads. Beside the OCR functionality 
it has several others such as: image search, text translation, bar 
code scanner. Their OCR engine can analyze text in several 
languages, not including the Macedonian language. 
Additionally, the implementation of the OCR engine is not on 
the smartphone itself, but on a server and therefore it requires 
internet connection in order to perform an OCR action. 
Recently Google has allowed public and freely available API 
for their OCR engine [4], which resulted in numerous 
smartphone OCR-based applications. However they can only 
be used with internet connection and furthermore, the API does 
not provide support for the Macedonian language. Finally, 
there are some examples of OCR-based applications that claim 
to support the Macedonian language, e.g., Translang [5]. 
However, none of them supports an OCR for Cyrillic script, 
which is the official script of the Macedonian language.  

In this paper we present an application of OCR on receipts 
printed in Macedonian language. The next section presents the 
methodology used for the process of OCR. Then, in the 
Experimental Results section, the recognition accuracy is 
presented. Finally, the conclusion and a brief discussion about 
the approach and the results are given. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Figure 1 shows the whole process of the OCR. First, the 
user takes a photo of a receipt that he/she received from a 
market. Then, the OCR engine recognizes the characters 
printed on the receipt and therefore extracts some useful 
information out of the receipt, e.g., the name of the market, the 
names of the products purchased by the user, the prices of the 
products, the total amount of money spent, and also the date 
and the time of the purchase. For the process of the OCR, the 
open source OCR engine called Tesseract [6] is used.  
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Figure 1. The OCR process applied on a receipt printed in Macedonian 

language (Cyrillic script). 

A. Tesseract 

Creating an OCR engine is a challenging research task and 
requires great knowledge in image processing, feature 
extraction and machine learning. However, there are several 
open source projects that provide OCR framework and are 
widely used in the creation of OCR-related applications. In 
order not to reinvent the wheel and also to save time for 
development, in this study we decided to use an OCR 
framework which is freely available. After studying several 
frameworks, we decided to use the Tesseract. Tesseract is OCR 
engine that is developed by HP between 1984 and 1994 to run 
in a desktop scanner, but it is never used in an HP product [7]. 
Since then it has a lot of improvements. In 2005 it becomes 
open source and is managed by Google since then. The last 
stable version (V3.02) is released in 2012 and V3.03 is 
expected to be released in 2014. Tesseract is written in C and 
C++ but it also has Android and iOS wrappers which make it 
useful for smartphone application. 

1) Tesseract Architecture 
The first approach that is tested in the process of character 

recognition is the original Tesseract engine. Tesseract has 
traditional step-by-step pipeline architecture (shown in Figure 
2). First image preprocessing is done with adaptive 
thresholding where a binary image is produced. Then 
connected component analysis is done to provide character 
outlines. Next techniques for character chopping and character 
association are used to organize the outlines into words. In the 
end two-pass word recognition is done by using methods of 
clustering and classification. For the final decision about the 
recognized word, Tesseract consults with both language 
dictionary and user defined dictionary. The word with smallest 
distance is provided as an output. This is just brief overview of 
the Tesseract architecture, more details can be found in the 
authors’ literature [7]. 

2) Training Tesseract 
For the training phase, Tesseract needs a photograph (tiff or 

pdf file) of a text written in the same language as the one that it 
is trying to recognize. For each character from the learning text 
Tesseract extracts 4 different feature vectors. Then it uses 
clustering technique to construct a model for each character 
and those models are later used in the classification phase for 
decision of which character should be recognized.  
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Figure 2. Tesseract OCR engine architecture. 

For preparing the training text, several different approaches 
were tested regarding the font of the training text, the size of 
the characters in the training text and the content of the training 
text. Tests were done for each of the three problems. In the first 
approach the training text was written with a font that was 
made of quality photographs of single characters. In the second 
approach the training text was written with a font that is similar 
to the font of the receipts. For the size of the characters in the 
training text tests were done with different font sizes starting 
from 16px to 48px. Regarding the content of the training text 
two different approaches were tested. With the first approach 
for each character that the model is trying to recognize there 
are 10 to 25 different instances with respect to the frequency of 
the character in the Macedonian language. For example the 
count of the vowels was 20-25 and the count of the special 
characters or very infrequent characters such as H or Z was 10-
15. In the second approach the training text was consisted of 
1300-1500 random sampled words from different receipts. 

The tests showed that the engine is most accurate if the size 
of the letters in the training text is similar to the text on the 
photographed receipts. In this case the size that is used is 40px. 
Also it was concluded that better results can be achieved if the 
training text is consisted of random sampled words from 
different receipts the second approach. After all the testing 
done on Tesseract, the training text that was used for further 
analysis consisted of 1300-1500 random sampled words from 
different receipts, it was written with a font similar to the font 
of the receipts and the size of the characters was 40px. 

B. Tesseract-DTW 

For the process of character recognition we also tried 
another approach that uses Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [8] 
and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier [9]. This approach, 
Tesseract-DTW (shown in Figure 3), uses the original 
Tesseract only for feature extraction; the final classification is 
performed by the KNN classifier using the DTW as a distance 
metrics. The DTW metric was chosen because the size of each 
feature vector extracted by the Tesseract varies, and is not the 
same for each character. Please note that applying a standard 
classifier such as decision tree, SVM, etc., was not an option 
because of the varying size of the feature vectors. 

1) DTW 
DTW also known as dynamic programming matching is a 

well-known technique to find an optimal alignment between 
two given sequences [8]. It finds an optimal match between 
two sequences of feature vectors by allowing stretching and 
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compression of sections of the sequences. DTW first has been 
used by Sakoe and Chiba [10] to compare different speech 
patterns in automatic speech recognition. In fields such as data 
mining and information retrieval, DTW has been successfully 
applied to automatically cope with time deformations and 
different speeds associated with time-dependent data. Also it 
successfully has been used both for online [11] and offline 
signature verification [12].  
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and words
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Figure 3. Tesseract-DTW architecture. 

2) DTW distance 
To calculate the distance between two vectors X1 = (x11, 

x12, ..., x1i), and X2 = (x21, x22, ..., x2j), DTW needs a local 
cost measure, sometimes also referred to as local distance 
measure. In this study an Euclidean distance is used as cost 
measure, see equation (1). By evaluating the local cost measure 
for each pair of elements of the sequences X1 and X2, cost 
matrix M is calculated, see equation (2). The goal is to find an 
alignment between X1 and X2 having minimal overall cost. For 
calculating the minimal overall cost three conditions must be 
satisfied: boundary condition, monotonicity condition and step 
size condition. The minimal overall cost is the output of the 
DTW algorithm, shown in equation (4). 

 Cost (x1i, x2j) = Euclid (x1i, x2j) (1) 

 M[i][j] = Cost (x1i, x2j) (2) 

 DTWdist (X1, X2) = M[1][1] + Smin + M[i][j] (3) 

Where, Smin = ∑ (min (M[k+1][t], M[k][t+1], M[k+1][t+1])), k� {1, 2, 
…, i-2} and  t� {1, 2, …, j-2}. 

3) Evaluating Tesseract-DTW 
For evaluating the Tesseract-DTW approach 6 photographs 

of different receipts were used. 5 of them were used as training 
samples and 1 as a test sample. This is repeated 6 times so each 
of the receipts was used once as a test sample.  

First each character of the training receipts is labeled. Then 
feature extraction is done by using Tesseract. After the feature 
extraction each character of the learning receipts is described 
with 4 feature vectors (4). X and Z are with variable size (5) 
and Y and W are with constant size (6). 

 C1 = (X1, Y1, Z1, W1) (4) 

 X1 = (x1, x2, ..., xm), Z1= (z1, z2, ..., zj) (5) 

 Y1 = (y1, y2, y3), W1 = (w1, w2, w3) (6) 

In the classification phase KNN classifier was used. For 
calculating the distance between two characters C1 and C2 
combination of DTW and Euclidean distance measurement is 

used. DTW is used for calculating the distance between the 
vectors with varying size (7) and Euclidean distance is used for 
calculating the distance between the vectors with the no 
varying size (8). After DTW and Euclidean distance is 
calculated between the corresponding vectors of the two 
characters the final distance between the two characters is 
calculated with Euclidean distance based on the four distances 
(d1, d2, d3, d4) calculated in the previous step (9). The 
character with the smallest distance to the test character is 
chosen as the output of the classifier. 

 d1 = DTWdist (X1, X2), d3 = DTWdist (Z1, Z2)  (7) 

 d2= Euclid (Y1, Y2), d4=Euclid (W1, W2) (8)  

 Distance (C1, C2) = Euclid (d1, d2, d3, d4) (9) 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 4 shows an accuracy comparison for the two 
approaches used for character recognition, Tesseract and 
Tesseract-DTW. The comparison is performed using the 
number of correctly recognized characters from 6 
photographed receipts. One can note that only for the third 
photograph, the Tesseract-DTW is better than the original 
Tesseract. In all other cases the original Tesseract approach is 
better. On average, the Tesseract is better for 6 percentage 
points. Also compared by time of execution Tesseract was 
better that Tesseract-DTW, which was in a way expected given 
the complexity of the DTW and the usage of the so called 
“lazy” (instance-based) classifier – KNN. 
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Figure 4: Accuracy for correctly  recognized characters by using Tesseract 

and Tesseract-DTW. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCUSION 

The paper presented an approach of OCR for receipts 
printed in Macedonian language. The main OCR engine that 
was used is Tesseract. In the process of character recognition 
two approaches were tested. In the first approach the original 
Tesseract was tested. Tests showed that Tesseract is most 
accurate when the training consists of random sampled words 
from different receipts and is written with similar font and size 
as the characters that we are trying to recognize. In the second 
approach modified version of Tesseract was used (Tesseract-
DTW). In this approach the feature extraction was again 
performed by the Tesseract, however the final classification 
was done with KNN classifier using DTW as distance metrics. 
Tests showed that the first approach by using original Tesseract 
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engine outperformed the second approach by 6 percentage 
points. Further analysis showed that the accuracy is higher for 
the numbers and words which are prescribed for each receipt, 
such as the date and the time of the purchase and the total 
amount of money spent. This was in a way expected because 
the classifier has more examples to train on, i.e. they are 
present in each receipt and the numbers are limited only to 10 
characters. On the other hand, the names of the products are 
more difficult to recognize mainly because there are names that 
are not from Macedonian language. In general, the more data is 
used for training, the better the model should be. In future we 
plan to collect much more data samples by providing a free 
smartphone application. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to 
apply OCR on receipts printed in Macedonian language using 
the Cyrillic script, and moreover the first attempt to modify the 
original Tesseract by applying KNN algorithm using DTW 
distance metrics. Even though, the modified version of the 
Tesseract achieved slightly worse results, it gives promising 
results and we plan to further improve it in the future work. We 
are also considering an approach that will combine the both 
methods, e.g. by using meta-learning, and eventually improve 
the recognition accuracy.  
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Abstract — We are living in a world in which everything is 

based on Internet. Because information shared online is available 

at any time and any place, many businesses right here see the 

opportunity of cheap and easy advertising and promotion of what 

they have to offer. The applications that are made today are 

increasingly complex, have a myriad of functions and therefore 

require a more sophisticated way of testing them. Because the 

future of many businesses relies on web application, the company 

cannot afford making public application with errors which would 

affect thousands of customers and loss of significant funds. The 

different nature and complex character of the functionalities that 

one web application can offer, because today's web applications 

are complete software solution, leads to make more difficult the 

process of testing and quality assurance. This paper is an 

overview of what so far has been used as a method for testing 

web applications, is a description of advanced testing methods 

which are less represented, and aims to give direction on how 

tester should correctly choose a method that for shorter period of 

time will pass larger amount of test scenarios, and yet the 

application will be quality tested, and a lot of errors will be found 

to be fixed before launching the application. Only the correct 

choice and combination of test methods improves the tester and 

finally delivers quality application. 

Keywords—web application; testing; quality assurance; testing 

methods 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The only way to ensure that some web application will 

function properly is to test it. Since there is rapidly growing 

demand for web based application and companies want to 

deliver the solution on time, testing of the product is often 

considered as process that can cost a lot of money that 

company cannot afford, so, sometimes they launch the product 

that is untested, and with lots of bugs that are not found by the 

developers in the developing process. Due to that approach, 

many companies instead of gaining money for delivering 

product on time, with all functionalities implemented, they are 

losing money because they deliver a product that does not 

work properly. 

Clients do not want web applications that are delivered to 

them to be dysfunctional, aren’t ready on time, do not meet 

requirements defined in the BRD, have bugs or are too 

complicated to use. So, companies need a QA team to perform 

several types of tests to ensure the clients that product that will 

be delivered to them will be fully functional and they will get 

what they paid for. 

Although much is known about the need of testing the 

application before delivering, and there are a lot of techniques 

that are offered, so little is invested in that process, and yet, 

the blame is all on the QA when production bugs are returned. 

This paper will explain the current techniques that are used 

for testing web based applications, and will explain some 

techniques that are less used so it is up on the QA to choose 

the perfect set of methods to be efficient and in limited period 

of time to test entire application correctly. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 Web application is software that is accessible through web 

browsers. It is a complex type of software available online, 

that has complex graphical user interface and back-end 

software components. Web applications are client-server type 

of applications that can be written in several languages, often 

communicate with databases and make the process of testing 

them more difficult and complex. 

“The aim of Web application testing consists of executing 

the application using combinations of input and state to reveal 

failures”. [1] 

Therefore, there are a lot of methods that can be used to 

find more bugs before the final release of the product. 

A. Unit testing 

The Unit test is a small piece of code written by developers, 
mostly before starting with code writing, to ensure that code 
that will be written later will pass. If the unit test fails, then the 
developer will be able to rewrite the code, to make the test to 
pass, and to eliminate most of the bags that later will be 
reported by the QA. It is important to write good unit test that 
can be repeatable, not after small change to be forced to rewrite 
the test in order to pass.  

Unit tests are only small piece of the testing process in bug 
elimination. Tests that pass are not a guarantee that that 
functionality will be without bugs. 

B. Integration testing 

Integration testing is a testing process that tests application 
modules and assures how those modules interact with 
interfaces. It is a functional type of testing and according to [5, 
6] covers: 

 Calls of different software components, while 
interacting to each other  

 Data and information sharing between the 
modules in proper manners  
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 Compatibility, which ensures one module that 
does not effect on the performance and 
functionality of the other modules.  

 Nonfunctional issues 

For making good and quality integration tests, the 
knowledge of both the structure and the behavior of the Web 
application will have to be considered, so is more likely to be 
performed by the developers than the QA team. 

It is important to be done, but many companies do not 
perform integration tests if the web application that is 
developed is extremely critical. 

C. Manual testing 

Manual testing is a widely spread method for testing of 

web applications. It is a method for testing with execution of 

positive and negative scenarios of some functionality in order 

to find a gap where that functionality will not work. Because it 

is performed by the QA team, it spends a lot of resources and 

is expensive method of testing.  

Manual testing is an easy way of testing that does not 

include code, scripts, algorithms, but is highly error prone, 

since the missed steps or incorrect understanding of some 

functionality can leads to false results. 

Manual testing also includes cross browser testing and 

testing the application on different devices like different 

operating systems, desktop computers, laptops and mobile 

devices. 

The problem of manual testing, beside the spending lot of 

time with test case running is accurate defect reporting, 

because sometimes test case can have false positive result of 

the expected result.  

But even though applications became most complex and 

powerful, still manual testing has remained as a method that is 

most common for validating the functionality and assuring of 

its quality. There always be parts of the application that should 

be tested manually, and where quick manual testing (like 

smoke test) will perform enough data for some functionality. 

D. Load and performance testing 

Load tests are type of tests that are performed in order to 

measure the response time of the web application, and how 

quick customers can access that application.  

Because today many business rely completely on web 

application, that application should be available nearly 100 

percent of the time, to avoid losing money.  

Web application performance testing is a priority testing 

before going live. QA team creates load and performance tests 

mostly by creating virtual users and helps them measure the 

behavior of the application.  

High web application traffic, complex and numerous 

functionalities and a lot of changes due to development 

process are good indicators that load and performance tests 

should be created and executed. 

There are a lot of load and performance test tools that can 

help the QA team with their measures, and can deliver a 

correct data for analysis to the developers, so they can re-

factor the code to improve the performance of the application 

before the release. 

E. Security testing 

“Vulnerabilities in web applications are now the largest 

source of enterprise security attacks”. [9] The most common 

ones: “cross-site scripting,” “SQL injection,” and “buffer 
overflow” can make a real trouble to the company especially 
to the sensitive data of the application.  

The rapid growth of the web applications through years 

has created systems that are easy target that hard can be 

secured. To deliver application that user can rely on, and can 

be confident to use, without fear of security issues, application 

should be tested and secured from several types of security 

vulnerabilities according to [9]: stealing user account 

identities, illegal access to applications, hijacks, expose of 

sensitive data, interfere with application usage, etc.  

Since traditional manual testing cannot detect those 

vulnerabilities, DBAs and developers should help on detecting 

and preventing those vulnerabilities in order to deliver secure 

web product.  

There are many tools on the market that will help detection 

on those issues, and this kind of test should be not excluded 

from project development process, and should be performed 

before launch of the web application, since the Internet data is 

easy target of security attacks. 

F. Regression testing 

Regression testing is a process of testing performed by QA 

team in order to ensure that changes made during the 

development lifecycle of the application have not affected the 

features that were not concerned by the change. This type of 

testing is performed when all development tasks are closed, 

and QA has tested the application’s functionalities once. 

But because takes a lot of time to run the test cases again, 

especially when large web application is tested, sometimes 

some of the test cases are excluded from the regression 

process in order to finish the work on time. The selection 

criteria of which test cases will be performed in the regression 

testing process depends on many factors, but mostly from the 

functionalities affected by the changes and the bugs that are 

reactivated several times, when something new is added. 

Many companies does not cover regression testing at all 

since it costs a lot of money, resources, effort and time, but 

importance of this type of testing is extremely large, because a 

lot of bugs can be found that can be fixed before release. 

III. ADVANCED TECHNUIQES FOT TESTING WEB 

APPLICATIONS 

Web applications are more and more complex, the need for 
them is growing every day; QA team must find more 
appropriate and more sophisticated way of testing those web 
applications. Since many companies develop the product using 
agile methodologies which exclude the testing process, QA 
team must find more suitable way of testing the web 
applications in a limited period of time.  
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Automation and mutation testing are two types of testing 
that in short period of time can cover a lot of application’s 
functionalities. 

A. Automation testing 

Automation testing is a process of writing coded UI tests 
that can be executed repetitively in order to test functionalities 
that are not changing, and when manual testing will take a lot 
of time. 

Since delivering the product after the deadline can lose 
money and customers, make many companies to adopt 
automation to reduce time and testing budgets. But better to be 
late than to launch buggy application, so it’s not always great 
solution to choose automation instead of other testing 
techniques. 

Automation is more than saving the steps in the browser 
and executing the tests all over again. It should be done 
carefully so the tests can be valid, and more bugs to be found. 

Automation should not be performed when the application 
is unstable, when the testers are not familiar with the 
application or are inexperienced.  

 But even if automation testing is process of testing that 
reduces the time and cost, if there are not enough people to 
perform the testing automation won’t reduce the errors. 

So, automation testing is a good type of testing that reduces 
a lot of time that many companies cannot afford due to 
application development lifecycle, should not be performed as 
one and only testing method, but if the tests are good, can find 
a lot of bugs. 

B. Mutation testing 

Mutation testing is a testing method that is not much used 

nowadays in the companies as method that assures the quality 

of the application.  

Mutation testing uses a piece of program, modifies that 

piece, and helps the QA by entering input data to detect 

whether that program behave differently from the original or 

not. The modified versions are called mutants and if modified 

version acts differently than the original than that test kills the 

mutant. [14] “The idea of using mutants to measure test suite 

adequacy showed empirical support for one of the basic 

premises of mutation testing, that a test data set that detects 

simple faults (such as those introduced by mutation) will 

detect complex faults, i.e., the combination of several simple 

faults.” [13] 

According to [13] there are four classes of mutation 

operators:  

 Replace an integer constant C by 0, 1, -1, ((C)+1), or 

((C)-1) 

 Replace an arithmetic, relational, logical, bitwise 

logical, increment/decrement, or arithmetic-

assignment operator by another operator from the 

same class 

 Negate the decision in an if or while statement  

 Delete a statement 

By making those changes in the program, tester can 

isolate dysfunctional piece of code.  

Only experienced testers should perform mutant testing, 

and when is performed carefully and qualitative, can provide a 

good indication of the fault detection ability of a test suite. 

IV. HOW TO CHOOSE APPROPRIATE TEST 

METHODS 

Each testing technique is good and bad on its own way in 

the process of finding certain kind of bugs and issues that 

provides dysfunctional functionalities. Choosing the right and 

appropriate testing method is up to the testers and does not 

always relies completely on them. 

According to [15], there is certain kind of schema that 

should be followed in selecting appropriate testing technique: 

TABLE I.  CHOSING APPROPIATE TESTING TECHNIQUE 

Element Attribute Description 

Technique 

 

Comprehensibility 

Whether or not the 

technique is easy 

to understand 

Maturity level 

How experimental 

and/or how well 

validated 

the technique is 

Cost of 

application 

How much effort is 

needed to apply 

the technique 

Inputs 
Inputs required to 

apply the technique 

Adequacy 

criterion 

Test case generation 

and stopping rule of 

the technique 

Test data cost 
Cost of identifying 

the test data 

Dependencies 
Relationships of one 

technique to another 

Repeatability 

Whether two people 

generate the same 
test cases 

Sources of 

information 

Where to find 

information about the 

technique 

Results 

Coverage 

Coverage provided 

by the set of test 

cases 

Effectiveness 

Capability of the set 

of cases to detect 

defects
  

Type of defects 

Type of defects the 

technique helps to 

discover 

Number of 

generated cases 

Number of test cases 

generated per 

software 

size unit 

Object 

Phase 

Stage of development 

at which the test is to 

be run 

Element 

Elements of the 

system on which the 

test acts 

Aspect 
Functionality of the 

system to be tested 

Software type 
Type of software that 

can be tested using 
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Element Attribute Description 

the technique 

Software 

architecture 

Development 

paradigm to which 

the technique 

is linked 

Programming 

language 

Programming 

language with which 

the 

technique can be 

used 

Development 

method 

Development method 

or life cycle to which 

the 

technique is linked 

Size 

What size the 

software should be to 

be able to 

use the technique 

Tools 

Identifier 
Name of the tool and 

the manufacturer 

Automation 
Part of the technique 

automated by the tool 

Cost 
Cost of tool purchase 

and maintenance 

Environment 

Platform (sw and hw) 

and programming 

language with which 

the tool operates 

Support 
Support provided by 

the tool manufacturer 

Agents 

Experience 
Experience required 

to use the technique 

Knowledge 

Knowledge required 

to be able to apply 

the technique 

Project 

Reference projects 

Earlier projects in 

which the technique 

has 

been used 

Tools used 

Tools used with the 

technique in earlier 

projects 

Personnel 

Personnel who used 

the technique on 

earlier projects 

Satisfaction 

Opinion 

General opinion 

about the technique 

after 

having used it 

Benefits 
Benefits of using the 

technique 

Problems 
Problems with using 

the technique 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper has introduced a lot of techniques that can be 
used by the quality assurance team for performing the tests in 
order to deliver a product that accomplish the requirements that 
are ordered by the clients. 

It is given an overview and traps are observed that can 
occur when using a specific method especially in short period 
of time, when the QA team should work under pressure in 
order to cover with testing entire application, and yet to find all 
the possible bugs. 

By following the best practices and the most appropriate 
testing methods, can be reduced the risk of failures, can be 
delivered product that accomplish the requirements, can be 
increased the quality of the application, and the QA team can 
be fast, precise, and more organized. 
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Abstract — With the rapid development of network 

technologies and high competition for the development of web 

applications, there is an increasing demand for such applications 

and also a rise in their complexity in terms of implementation. 

This paper describes the ideas of the Spring framework 

commonly used to develop business network applications more 

accurately and efficiently. The Spring framework is a complex 

framework that consists of other schemes which are integrated 

together, and some of which will be described and discussed in 

this paper, such  as Spring MVC, IoC, and AOP. It will be 

described how the MVC application framework of Spring is 

implemented in the J2EE platform and the MVC design pattern 

will be taken into consideration, which is important to separate 

the dependencies between components. The initial phase of the 

development of web applications will be described, first without 

the MVC model, and its development will be followed until the 

Spring MVC. IoC (Inversion of Control) is one of the many 

features of Spring that will be considered as an essential part of 

the Spring and programming technique in object - oriented 

programming with AOP (Aspect-Oriented Programming) as a 

programming paradigm applied to the basics of the Spring, 

which forms the bases for further development of the aspect-

oriented software. 

Keywords: Spring framework, J2EE, MVC, IoC, AOP 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the introduction of information technology and 
communication media, many of the companies already use 
frameworks to make the development of their applications 
easier. The business today demands web applications to 
advertise its company so it is very important to take care of the 
architecture used in the development of the application. 
Bawiskar et al; [1] suggest that the Spring application 
framework is a kind of framework that helps to adapt Java 
applications effectively. Johnson et al;[2] and Zhao et al;[3] 
explain that even though JavaEE is widely used, it has some 
limitations such as code reusability, which is a heavy burden in 
the development of the application. Therefore, this platform 
requires frameworks such as Spring. Bawiskar et al; [4] 

indicate that having the Spring framework together with 
JavaEE facilitates the development of software (Java EE - Java 
Platform, Enterprise Edition or Java EE is Oracle's enterprise 
Java computing platform [5]). Ju and Bo [6] describe Spring as 
a free and open source framework that offers a number of 
features for developers. The first version of this framework was 
created by Rod Johnson [7]. 

Spring is a layered architecture, so whenever an E-
commerce system is developed, a clear overview of the 
separation of the layers must be maintained [4]. Such layered 
architecture allows the users to select which of its components 
to use and which not. Johnson et al; [8]suggest that the Spring 
architecture consists of seven modules which can be shown as 
follows: 

 Core container 

o Beans, Core, Context, SpEL, 

 Data Access/Integration 

o JDBC, ORM, OXM, JMS – layers above 
Transactions, 

  Web 

o WebSocket, Servlet, Web &Portlet, 

 AOP (Aspect-oriented programming, Aspects, 
message exchange) and instrumentation, and 

 Test  

The modules are shown on Figure 1. 
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Figure1:Springlayered architecture [9] 

 

Spring is based on two main components: inversion of 
control (IoC) and aspect-oriented programming. Gupta and 
Govil [10], however, indicate that besides these two main 
components Spring has its own MVC model. In this paper the 
inversion of control and aspect-oriented programming will be 
describedbriefly, while Spring MVC will be presented by past 
research that has been done on this scheme. 

 

II. ASPECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

Ju and Bo [6] suggest that AOP (Aspect Oriented 
Programming) is a technique which separates the crosscutting 
concerns in one system. Aspects can be transactions, logs and 
security. In Spring, aspects are merged together with the help 
of the Spring configuration file, which is an .xml file, which 
makes the framework more modular. Johnson et al;[8]in the 
documentation for Spring explain that AOP in Spring is used 
to: 

 provide declarative business services (e.g. declarative 
transaction management) and 

 let users to implement custom aspects 

 

III. INVERSION OF CONTROL 

According to Graudins and Zaitseva [11], the Java 2 
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform, which provides great 
opportunities for distribute systems development, is used for 
the most enterprise applications and Enterprise JavaBeans 
(EJB) technology is the heart of it; bean or JavaBean is a class 
that encapsulates many objects into a single object (the bean) 
[12]. Usually the architecture of a J2EE application contains 
several separate layers (as shown of Fig. 2). 

 

 

Figure 2: Classic 3-tier architecture[11] 

 

According to Graudins and Zaitseva [11], the Server layer 
typically contains server components with application business 
logic, which are managed by an EJB container [13].The EJB 
container is a part of the application server (typically the EJB 
container and the application server cannot be separated and 
are produced by the same vendor). It provides a server 
component lifecycle, as well as transaction and security 
management services. 

The ЕJB specifications are intended to provide a standard 
way of implementing back-end business code which is found in 
business applications (against front-end interface code)[13]. 
Both types of code face similar problems and solutions to these 
problems are often repeatedly implemented by developers. 
Enterprise JavaBeans are intended to handle common concerns 
such as persistence, transactional integrity and safety in a 
standard way, leaving programmers free to concentrate on a 
given problem. According to the documentation by Oracle 
Corporation[14],one of the main goals of the EJB architecture 
is to facilitate the writing of distributed object-oriented 
business applications in the Java programming language. 
Lambert [15], however, indicates that the EJB versions 1.0 - 
2.1 were too complicated and did not achieve this goal, but the 
purpose of the EJB 3.0 release is to improve the EJB 
architecture by reducing its complexity. 

Because earlier version of EJB were too complicated, new 
technologies appeared to manage the business components 
(such as Spring), which can be applied with EJB and instead of 
EJB. Walls and Breidenbach [16] point that the main goal of 
the Spring Framework producers was to create a simple 
alternative to EJB. Usually, objects obtain references to 
required objects by themselves. Graudins and Zaitseva [11] 
point that inversion of control allows injecting all dependencies 
into beans during creation time by an external manager. A bean 
is only required to define a required property in the code and its 
mutator (i.e. set()) method. A primary source for dependency 
injection is the xml configuration file like the оne shown on 
code 1:  

<beans> 

<bean id="customerService" class="com.article.CustomerServiceImpl"/> 

<bean id="productService" class="com.article.ProductServiceImpl"> 

<property name="customer" ref="customerService"/> 

</bean> 

</beans> 

Code 1:Dependency injection 
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IV. SPRING MVC 

According to Gupta and Govil [17], the development of the 
MVC pattern has three steps: without MVC, the MVC model 1 
and MVC model 2. 

A. No MVC 

In the initial phase of web applications development, the 
pages were used to be designed in HTML, which is plain text 
only. This was the first markup language which was able to 
work on the Internet. And today it still works as a building 
block for the all Internet based programming languages. The 
user had to interact with the static pages. The information 
written on the pages had to be changed manually. As the time 
passed, the demand arose for a language that could interact 
with the user and pages could be changed per the requirement 
of the user. 

B. MVC model 1 

The first major change in the architecture came with the 
introduction of the MVC Model 1 Architecture. This 
architecture was completely based on the page-centric 
approach. In this model, a Java Server Page was used to control 
the Presentation, Business Logic and flow of the program. In 
this model, the concept of the Business Logic was introduced, 
which was hard-coded in the form of Java Beans and scriptlets. 
The entire code was written within a JSP page. Figure 3 
presents a case where the flow of a JSP application based on 
the data received from the input needs to be transferred. 

 

Figure 3: Page Navigation in the MVC -1 architecture [17] 

C. MVC model 2 

The model 1 architecture was able to solve some of the 

problems of the web and Internet programming but still there 

were lot of things missing from it. It was centered on the 

navigation of the JSP pages so there was the challenge of 

further development in the architecture point of view. During 

this process, the next step was the development of the Model 2 

architecture. This problem was solved using the Servlet and 

JSP together.  

The Servlet handled the initial request and partially 

processed the data. It set up the beans then forwarded the 

result to one of the JSP pages. The Servlet decided the page to 

be displayed from the list of available pages. 

 
Figure 4: MVC 2 architecture[17] 

In the Model 2 architecture, JSP Pages were used for 
presentation purposes only were the Business logic was 
removed from the web page. This made the pages easier to 
display and maintain.  

In this model, all control and application logic was handled 
by the Servlet. The Servlet was written in the Java 
programming language, so it was also easier to handle the 
programming part of the Servlet. In this scenario, the Servlet 
became powerful enough for the complete application and 
emerged as the central point for the application. 

In the model 2 architecture, the Servlet became the 

gatekeeper for the all common tasks. It provided the common 

services like authentication, authorization, error control and 

flow of the application. This architecture solved most of the 

problems. But still there were many new issues that emerged 

during the application of this architecture. 

 

D. Spring MVC main components  

In the Spring architecture, the principles of MVC are also 

followed. It has been designed for most of the desktop and 

Internet based applications. According to Gupta and Govil 

[10], MVC contains three main components: 

Controller: Handles navigation logic and interacts with the 

Service tier for business logic. 
Model: Represents the contract between the Controller and 

the View that contains the data needed to render the View 
populated by the Controller. 

View: Renders the response to the request by pulling 
appropriate data from the model. 

Core components in the Spring MVC are as follows: 

DispatcherServlet: Тhis is the Spring’s front controller 
implementation. When web.xml receives the request, it 
transfers it to the DispatcherServlet. The Controller is the first 
to interact with the requests. It is also known as the 
implementation of the Servlet. It controls and navigates the 
complete flow of the application. 
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Controller: It represents the user created components for 
handling requests and encapsulates their navigation logic 
within them. It also delegates the services for the service 
object. 

View: It is responsible for rendering the output. Different 
views can be selected for the different types of output based on 
the results and the viewing device, such as various 
communication devices. 

ModelAndView: It is the core part of the Spring framework. 
It implements the business logic of the application. It is created 
by the controller and associates the view to the request. It 
stores the business logic and Model data and is called by a 
controller, which controls its execution. After the execution, it 
returns the data and name of the view. 

ViewResolver: How the output is to be displayed depends 
on the results received from ModelAndView, whereas the 
ViewResolver is used to map logical view names to actual 
view implementations. This part is used to identify and 
implement the output medium type and the appropriate display 
to suit it. 

HandlerMapping. Represents a strategic interface used by 
the Dispatcher Servlet for mapping incoming requests to 
individual Controllers. It identifies the request and calls the 
respective handler to provide the services. The Handler will in 
turn call the appropriate controller. 

E. The Spring MVC architecture 

The Spring MVC is configurable with multiple view 
technologies such as Java Server Pages, Velocity, Tiles, iText, 
Tapestry, Wicket, SiteMesh etc [10]. The Spring MVC 
separates the roles of the controller, model object, Dispatcher 
Servlet and the handler object. Such clear separation of objects 
and controllers makes them more easily customizable. Figure 5 
shows the flow of execution. 

 

Figure 5: Sequential diagram of the execution flow of the Spring MVC[10] 

Figure 5 shows the sequential diagram of the Spring model, 
where Figure 6 shows the sequential flow. In it, the 
DispatcherServlet is the entry point for the application. As soon 
as the DispatcherServlet gets the request for the services, it will 

decide the handler. All handlers are mapped with the Servlet. 
The role of the handler is to call the appropriate controller and 
to pass the request parameters to it. 

Because the controller contains the business logic and a 
ModelAndView is associated to it, it will return the 
ModelAndView to the DispatcherServlet during execution 
time. The ModelAndView contains all the required data and 
the name of the view. 

Once the DispatcherServlet gets the ModelAndView from 
the controller, it calls the appropriate view resolver. The view 
resolver will identify the name of the view using the data 
which need to be presented. In the end, the data will be 
displayed to the user according to the requested user format. 

 

Figure 6: Sequential flow of the application in Spring MVC [17] 

 

 

V. ARCHITECTURAL BENEFITS OF THE SPRING 

FRAMEWORK 

 

There are many architectural benefits of the Spring 
framework which can contribute to a project [10]. Following is 
a list of some of them: 

 Spring effectively organizes the middle tier objects. The 
configuration management services can be used in any 
architectural layer and in any runtime environment; 

 The Spring Web MVC Framework is a robust, flexible, 
and well-designed framework for rapidly developing web 
applications using the MVC design pattern; 

 Clear separation of roles: the Spring MVC nicely separates 
the roles taken by the various components that make up 
this web framework. All components like controllers, 
command objects, and valuators have distinct roles; 

 Adaptable controllers: If the application does not require 
HTML forms, a simpler version of a Spring controller can 
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be written, that does need all the extra components 
required to form controllers. Spring provides several types 
of controllers, each serving a different purpose; 

 Spring eliminates the need to use a variety of custom types 
of file formats, by handling configuration in a consistent 
way throughout applications and projects; 

 Spring provides sound programming practice by reducing 
the programming cost to interfaces, rather than classes; 

 Applications built with it depend on a few of its APIs. 
Most of the business objects in Spring applications are not 
dependent on Spring;  

 Applications built using Spring are very easy to unit test; 

 Spring can make use of EJB as an implementation choice, 
instead of as a determinant of the application architecture; 

 The user can choose to implement business interfaces as 
POJOs (Plain Old Java Objects) or local EJBs without 
affecting the invocation code; 

 Spring provides an alternative to EJB that is more 
appropriate for many applications. It can use AOP to 
deliver declarative transaction management without using 
an EJB container;  

 The Spring Framework can be effectively used with other 
frameworks such as Struts, Hibernate etc.; 

 Due to its Inversion of Control feature, the amount of time 
needed for testing the code is significantly lowered; 

 Because Spring is a layered architecture, the users can 
select which of its components can be used; 

 The Spring Web MVC provides controllers to ease dealing 
with various HTTP requests from the user; 

 The Spring Framework can work efficiently with J2EE for 
developing applications in an effective manner; 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Spring framework is a powerful framework for 
building enterprise-wide Java applications. Using it, the 
application can rely on consistency, performance and reliability. 
The IoC and AOP features promote good programming habits, 
while Spring finds an easy way to use the EJB application. It 
can also be easily integrated with some other frameworks such 
as the Struts and Hibernate frameworks for developing efficient 
enterprise-wide Java applications, thereby reducing the 
coupling with clear separation of layers, making them easier to 
understand. SinceSpringis an open source environment, it is 
recommended that the developers make use of this technology 
for the development of large size web applications. 
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Abstract—In this paper we analyze the contribution of using
social addons in viral expansion of news on the Internet. We
investigate the hypothesis that one web page can become more
popular if it’s more social, by enriching the interaction with the
users by integrating social addons. The research is focused on
the Internet users in Republic of Macedonia and the goal is to
predict the future usage of social addons and their effect on viral
marketing. The results in this paper concluded from the answers
of the two questionnaires, are giving answers to questions such
as: the time spend browsing social sites, location and purpose of
visiting social sites, and if the time spent od social sites is corelated
with using social addons. At last it answers the quesiton of faster
or viral spreading of news and stories , if they are shared using
social addons.

I. INTRODUCTION

In todays era of social networks, the first instinct of the users

when they see or read something interesting on a web page,

is sharing. The social web itself is built on the idea of sharing

things between users. The goal is to enable and embrace

users to share their life using the social networks. They share

their emotions, important life moments, relationship status by

posting text, pictures or videos.

Fig. 1. Social plugins.

Social addons (shown of figure 1) are just another step to

simple and ubiquitous way of sharing things from web pages.

They are simple hyperlinks with icons that allow users to

share, recommend, rank or just comment any article they read

on a web page. The owners of the web sites are using the social

addons to allow easy sharing of their content. The expectation

of the owners is generation of more traffic, increased page

rank and hence increased popularity of their site. Integrating

social addons is performed by including snippet of HTML

and JavaScript code in the source of the web page. Interaction

between users and social addons is explained with these few

steps:

1) users click on some addon link

2) if the user is not signed in the addon web site, then sign

in form is shown

3) the form with the sharing content is automatically filled

and the user is allowed to modify before posting.

For each piece of content that is shared, the social sites are

providing information of the number of sharings of that unique

content (usually identified by the URL). This information

identifies the most popular stories or web pages.

The sharing of content with social addon has the possibility

to create the Slashdot effect. The possible traffic generated to

the web page can be described as: sharing brings page visits,

visits bring conversions. Traffic volume measures give no

indication of whether the audience referred to the site engages

with it, so we need quality measures to show this. Conversion

rate is the best known quality measure which shows what

proportion of the visitors from different sources within a

defined time period convert to specific marketing outcomes

on the web, such as lead, sale or subscription. Example: 10%

of visitors convert to an outcome such as logging in to their

account, or asking for a quote for a product. Conversion rates

can be expressed in two different ways - at visit level (visit or

session conversion rate) or the unique level (visitor conversion

rate).

Sharing from users, the visits and conversions can be used

defining three coefficients usable in grading specific social

networks and the effect of social network on business.

Conversions

Social Actions
(1)

1 How often social sharing leads to conversion.

Conversions

Social V isits
(2)

2 How often shared links on social networks leads to

conversion.

Social V isits

Social Actions
(3)

3 How often sharing on social networks leads to increased

site traffic.
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II. SOCIAL NETWORKS AND INTERNET MARKETING

A. Social networks

There are many definitions for social networks [1]. Accord-

ing to one of them social network is sociable structure from

members or organizations, called nodes, connected with one

or more specific interrelations such as friendship, relatives, or

any other common interest. Social networks gives the people

opportunities to share information, give support to each other

and in general are very important part in their lives [2].

Extending the definition of social networks, the social web

site [3] or social media is a web site that creates virtual

community for people to share their daily activities with family

and friends, or to share their other interest. The thing that

makes the social sites unique, is that they enable the users to

articulate and make visible their social connections [4]. This

can result in connections that aren’t feasible, but this is not

the point. Social sites by definition are enabling new type

of communication, where the computer is the basic device

for collaboration between groups [5]. Social sites are a cyber

space, that enables the users to build their virtual profiles, to

share text, photographies, video and to connect to other users

of the site. On most of the large social network sites, the users

are not joining to find or meet new people, but to connect to

ones they already know and are part of their real life social

network [6].

B. Internet marketing

Recently, many researchers try to define the term Internet

marketing. The Internet marketing is an internet application,

used to achieve the original goals of marketing. It can also be

defined as usage of digital technologies to achieve marketing

goals [7].

Marketing on social media is a term that describes the

usage of social network sites, on-line communities, blogs or

any other social media in marketing, sales, public relations or

customer service.

C. Viral marketing

Creating a web site is only one part of the process of internet

presence and successful advertising. The question of your

popularity, or the amount of people that will notice your name

or business is open question. Recently Google incorporated so

called “Social search” that will search for activities in social

network sites. The novelty aspect is the search in contents of

social sites such as comments, likes, recommendations. This

enables new type of viral marketing using social media. It is a

marketing phenomena where a marketing messages is spread

by sharing from social sites users. When the spreading of the

news is fast like virus, it’s called viral. The viral marketing

can be in a form of video clips, flash games, books, software,

images or just text messages. The final goal is to create content

that will most probably be shared from the end users in short

period of time. Some effective strategies of viral marketing

includes: free products, discounts and other strategies that can

deliver late profits.

III. SOCIAL NETWORKS RESEARCH IN R. MACEDONIA

Some of the related work on social media research in R.

Macedonia includes “Online market in Macedonia” [8], “Ipsos

Strategic Puls” [9] and “Httpool Macedonia” [10] in July

2010. Their research made in 2010 states that 63% of the

responders were using computer with Internet penetration of

53%. According demographic data, 56.4% of responders were

male, and according to age groups, users in age group from

15 to 19 are 16%, and smallest group are the age group of

over 60 with only 5%. Significant 25% from Internet users are

in the age group from 35 to 45 years old, and almost 60% of

the responders in RM are in the age group up to 35 years old.

Related research on social media conducted on the territory

of R. Macedonia from “Universal Media Skopje” [11] in

2012. Their results are published in “Wave 6 - The Business

of Social” [12]. The investigation covers 43% of the world

Internet population, with 62 countries included and 41.738

responders. In 2012, first time and Macedonia was part of this

world larges research on social media. The investigation of

Universal Media is on the effect of the social media on today’s

global market, and analyses how users in these 62 countries

use sites such as Facebook, Twitter for communication with

brands, and their expectations. The results are showing that

responders from Macedonia in major part are sharing the

same habits and opinions with responders from rest of the

world. Macedonians on Internet mostly manage some social

network profile: 87% have done this in the last 6 months,

84% answered that they have visited some official web page

of some company, and 74% joined some on-line community

owned by some brand. Macedonians spent almost equal time

watching TV and browsing the Internet and social sites. Same

as the rest of the world, Macedonian users are concerned about

the privacy of the personal information they place on social

network sites: 54% answered that they are disturbed with this

fact. But, they still expressed their willingness to “sacrifice”

part of their personal life to stay in touch with the social

events: 30% of responders say that they will miss something

if they don’t visit their profile on social network sites.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The main hypothesis in this paper is that social addons

increase the viral effect on some story (news). This hypothesis

leads to new hypothesis that usage frequency of social addons

is correlated with the time users spend in browsing social net-

work sites. Other questions investigated in this research should

confirm/deny some hypothesis including the importance of the

age, location, motivation of users engaged in browsing social

network sites. Also it investigates the type of content users

share using social addons.

A. Hypothesis 1

The time spent browsing social network sites increases, as

the age decreases.

B. Hypothesis 2

Social sites are mostly visited from home, with the purpose

of keeping a friendship.
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Fig. 2. Age structure of responders.

C. Hypothesis 3

More time spent browsing social network, leads to more

often usage of social addons.

D. Hypothesis 4

Among users of social sites, stories about life and entertain-

ment are more popular than news and sports.

E. Hypothesis 5

By using social addons news are spreading faster (are

becoming viral).

F. Users

The research is conducted by surveying two independent

groups: internet users (mainly consuming and sharing) and

web site or blog owners (mainly offering or aggregating) in

Republic of Macedonia. 565 internet users and 24 owners

responded on the survey. Largest percent of the responders

are in the age group 25-34 years old, with college degree,

and 50% from both gender. The owners of the web sites were

mainly with beginners experience with social network sites

and integration of social addons.

G. Process

The research was conducted in September 2013 and lasted

3 weeks. Two different questionnaires were used In the survey,

one for the internet users, and the other for the web site

owners. The questionnaires were created using Google Forms.

V. RESULTS

A. Results from Internet users

First questionnaire has total 565 responders, 50.4% male

and 49.6% female.

Age structure of the responders is shown on figure 2. Most

of the responders (90%) are in the age groups from 25 to 34

and from 18 to 24 years old. Major part of the responders

(61%) are with college degree, 26% are with masters degree,

and the rest are either high school or Phd.

Regarding the frequency of browsing social sites, by weekly

hours spent browsing, the results are shown of figure 3. These

Fig. 3. Weekly hours spent browsing social sites.

results are showing that, 56% from the responders are spending

less than 5 hours weekly on social sites, and 37% are spending

more then 5 hours weekly. If we compute the mean value of

hours spent weekly, for each age group, then the result is 6.2

hours spent weekly browsing social sites.

Responses on the question about the location used browsing

social sites, none of the responders answered school as loca-

tion. Highest percent (85%) of the responders are browsing

social sites from home, and this confirms the Hypothesis 2.

Fig. 4. Social addons.

Next questions are about social addons. The first asks if

responders have seen the social addon, and the second one

asks if they have used it. Results are shown on figure 4 and

we can see that most used social addon is Like, where the ratio

of seen/used is 99%, and right next to it are Share (94%), Send

(92%) and Email (87%). Least used is the social addon Pin it

(34%), followed by Blog this (40%) and Tweet (53%).

If we analyze only the results from the responders who visit

social networks every day or multiple times a day, then the

ration between seen and used is increased significantly. These

results are confirming hypothesis 3. More time spent browsing

social network, leads to more often usage of social addons.

If we take in to account the gender of responders, men
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are using more Subscribe, Retweet, Tweet and Google+1,

and women are using more Email, Pin it, Send. And if we

analyze according to age groups, the group over 45 mostly use

the social addons Follow, Retweet, while the youngest group

mostly use the social addon Pin it. If we take in to account

the education level, then the usage of addon Pin it increases

with the level of education, and same happens for the social

addons Tweet and Retweet.

Fig. 5. Every web site should have social addons.

On figure 5 is shown what the responders think of the

statement that every web site should have social addons. More

than half of them think are agreeing with the statement, but

significant part have neutral opinion. Roughly 15% percent of

responders do not agree with this statement. Most of these

responders who do not agree are in the age group over 45

years old.

Fig. 6. With social addons news spread faster.

Next statement (figure 6) is about the speed of news

spreading (viral effect). Over 90% of the responders are agree

with this statement that confirms hypothesis 5. The group over

45 doesn’t have a single member responders that does not

agree with this statement. Largest percent of the responders

who do not agree with this statement are in the age groups of

up to 25 and from 25 to 45 years old, while those who totally

do not agree with this statement are in the age group up to 25

years old.

B. Results from web site owners

Second questionnaire has total 24 responders. Answers are

from owners of web sites or blogs in Republic of Macedonia.

Regarding the year their site launched, more then 70% are

from the period from 2010 to 2013. There is a single web site

launched in 1993, 2000, 2003, 2006 and 2007. On the question

what is their target audience, the answers are diverse. There are

web sites focused on men, but also there are sites focused only

on women. Some of them answered that their main target is

the younger generation, only supported by audience of parents,

educational workers, city organizations.

Fig. 7. Do social addons have effect on the increased traffic on your web
site.

On the question if the content of their site is automatically

published to some social network site, responders answered

that they have that implemented only on the following three

social network sites: Facebook (46%), Twitter (42%) and

Google+ (8%).

On the question if social addons have effect on the increased

traffic on their web site, results from answers are shown on

figure 7. Almost 80% of the responders answered that social

addons have very big effect on the increased traffic to their

site, 13% answered that they have small effect, and only 8%

answered the opposite. These results are confirming hypothesis

5. Those who answered that social addons do not effect the

increased traffic, are using social addons from the beginning

and they spend more than 10 hours weekly in promotion of

their web site on social networks. They have integrated social

addons from Facebook, Twitter and Google+ and the content

shared from their web sites is from diverse categories, mostly

once per hour or at least once per day.

Those who answered that social addons have effect on the

increased traffic to their web site, have integrated all the social

addons, and they started circa 2012 and most of them are

spending from 6 to 10 hours, or more then 15 hours weekly

in promoting their web site on social network sites.

VI. CONCLUSION

Results from the survey are confirming most of the pre-

sented hypothesis. The results for the age structure doesn’t
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conclude the first hypothesis, mostly because the small in-

volvement of the younger age group in the total respondents.

The second hypothesis about the location of the users browsing

social sites is confirmed, and the results are also showing that

friendship is not the dominant motivation for browsing social

sites, the fun is stated as most answered choice.

Users spending most hours weekly using social networks,

are most often users of social addons, confirming the third

hypothesis. The fourth hypothesis concerned with the type

of content shared is also confirmed, since life style and fun

stories are most shared stories. The fifth and final hypothesis

is confirmed both from users and from owners.
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Abstract - 802.11ac is a fifth generation WLAN standard. The 

transfer speed of this standard is three times higher than the 

speed of its predecessor which is much faster than the first 

standard that emerged in 1997. Its reliability is improved, and 

both the capacity and the quality of this standard are 

significantly enhanced. Those features play a key role in its 

superiority. Its speed reaches up to 1,35Gbps, enabling high 

bandwidth transfer on multiple devices at the same time.  The 

5GHz channel used by 802.11ac is less prone to interference. 

There is a large number of wireless routers that broadcast 

equivalent omnidirectional signals but a wireless router that is 

using the 802.11ac standard directs the signal at the location of 

the 802.11ac wireless device in the network and provides much 

better network performance. The aim of this paper is to review 

the characteristics pointed up above and explore them in a device 

that implements the 802.11ac standard. 

Keywords: 802.11ac, WLAN standards, wireless networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The first wireless standard was 802.11 which was released 
in 1997 by IEEE [4]. The standard provided speeds of 1Mbps 
and 2Mbs to be used in office buildings where mobility was 
not a prerequisite. Since then, the demand for higher speeds 
and greater coverage is constantly increasing [5].  

The appearance of the first commercial product using this 
technology paved the way to a new era. The benefits of using 
network connection without physical connection were 
tremendous leading to rapid spread among the users. With the 
burst of the number of the devices that use wireless the 
demand for better performances seems limitless [8]. Over the 
years Wi-Fi became present at the notebook computers, 
desktop computers, tablets, TV sets, gaming consoles and 
smartphones.  The main reason why Wi-Fi became such a 
successful technology is the fact that all new versions are 
compatible with the previous ones [3]. 

The latest IEEE standard is 802.11ac which is an improved 
version of 802.11n. 802.11ac is the first standard that has 
capability to provide gigabit network access.  The speed that 
can be achieved is 1,3Gbps, which is three times more than the 
maximum speed provided by 802.11n. The bandwidth is 
expanded and is 80MHz wide which gives more space for data 
transfer [1]. 

The number of new wireless devices that are connected to 
the Internet is continuously growing and it is expected that the 

traffic generated by the wireless devices will exceed the traffic 
generated by the wired devices by the end of year 2014 [9].  

 

 

Fig. 1. Wi-Fi data rate 

The main aim for 802.11ac technology is to increase the 
wireless speed and provide gigabit network throughput. For 
that purpose, 802.11ac introduces a set of improvements at the 
MAC and the physical layers.  

The improvements at the physical layers include: 

 increase of the bandwidth per channel;  

 increase of the number of spatial streams;  

 usage of 256 quadrature amplitude modulation; 

 Multiuser Multiple Input Multiple Output at eight 
spatial streams. 

An additional advancement relative to 802.11n is the 
increased size of the aggregate MAC Protocol Data Units [7]. 

II. THE USE OF THE WIRELESS DEVICES IN THE HOMES  

The evolution of the wireless networks led to a huge 
increase of the number of the wireless devices in the homes, 
creating demand for greater Internet access speed [6]. 
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Fig. 2. Millions of devices connected to the Internet 

 

Fig. 3. Number of wireless devices connected per household 

The large number of computers, tablets and smartphones in 
the households that use applications with high-resolution 
video request networks with high performance and reliability.   

The 802.11ас wireless standard is created to satisfy the 
rising needs for increased performance brought by the increase 
of the number of Wi-Fi devices.        

III. THE 802.11AC WIRELESS STANDARD 

A. 802.11ас speed 

The maximum speed that a 802.11n device can reach is 
450 Mbps at close range, and the performance decreases with 
the increase of the distance between the devices. 802.11ас can 
achieve 1,35Gbps  [6]. 802.11ac can maintain higher level of 
performance than its precursors. This increase is achieved with 

using wider bandwidth, faster processing and multiple 
antennas.                        

B. 802.11ac reliability 

Reliability is a significant requirement when high-
bandwidth demanding applications are concerned. By 
increasing the bandwidth volume, 802.11ac offers much 
greater range for wireless devices which reduces interference 
and improves reliability. Another improvement is the control 
of the direction of the broadcasting signal which is named 
beamforming. While previous standards broadcast the signal 
in all directions, 802.11ac tracks the relative location of the 
device and strengthens the signal in the direction of the device 
[6].  

C. 802.11ac quality 

802.11b and g devices operate in 2.4 GHz spectrum and 
use three non-overlapping transmission channels which are 
used by large number of devices. As a result, the interference 
is increased while the performances are significantly 
decreased. The 802.11ac standard operates in the 5 GHz 
wireless spectrum that is less susceptible to interference. The 5 
GHz channel has 23 non overlapping channels which is 8 
times more than the capabilities of the 2,4 GHz spectrum. This 
makes the standard more adequate for applications that are 
influenced by packet loss and delay [6]. 

IV. 802.11AC DEVICES 

The fast changes on the market push producers in a battle 
for new technologies. There are many companies that had 
recently implemented the new 802.11ac standard in their 
products. In the next section a representative wireless router 
that uses this standard will be presented. 

A. Apple AirPort Extreme router 

AirPort Extreme is a simultaneous dual band 802.11ac 
wireless router that has the capability to transmit on the 5 GHz 
band of 802.11a and also the 2.4 GHz band used by the 
previous standards. Because of this feature, this router can 
support wireless devices that use 802.11a and also the wireless 
devices that use 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n at the same 
time. According to the band that is used by the wireless device 
the router will automatically establish connection with the 
band that provides best available performance [1]. 

 
Fig. 4. AirPort Extreme 

With the development of the 802.11ac standard the 
producers developed new more powerful antennas that would 
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take all advantages of the new technology. Most Wi-Fi 
devices transmit equal signal in all directions. AirPort Extreme 
uses multiple beam forming antennas to track the location of 
the device and then direct the signal to the device. The effect 
is a much better signal which provides increased throughput 
and network range [1]. 

 
Fig. 5. Beamforming puts the focus on the device 

B. Compatibility and security of AirPort Extreme 

AirPort Extreme incorporates integrated firewall which 
protects the wireless network against threats from the public 
Internet. When AirPort Extreme is installed on the network the 
firewall is automatically enabled without a need to be 
specially configured. 

AirPort Extreme also provides a Guest Networking 
function by which a special guest Wi-Fi network can be 
created where each guest can have its own login credentials. 
This network allows just Internet access, keeping the internal 
LAN secure [1]. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The ever-increasing development of the information 
technologies imposes use of new devices to everyday users 
which have much better performance characteristics than the 
older ones. The devices which provide better performance 
improve everyday life so there is little doubt that in the next 
few years all the new Wi-Fi devices will implement the 
802.11ac standard. 
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Abstract—Achieving seamless handover between different 

wireless technologies, known as vertical handover, is a major 

challenge for the next generation wireless networks. In order to 

achieve seamless continuous connection and select the best 

network, it is vital to have a good decision making algorithm. In 

this paper an extensive review and cross comparison of 

categorized vertical handover decision algorithms are presented. 

Keywords—Heterogeneous networks, Media Independent 

Handover, Vertical handover,  Decision algorithm 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of mobile technology has increased the 
demand for multimedia services on mobile devices. Today’s 
popular mobile devices are equipped with several integrated 
wired and wireless network interfaces. Smartphones are 
supporting communications through both cellular technologies 
and Wireless LANs (WLANs); laptops typically come with 
built-in Ethernet, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth; tablets include cellular 
technologies, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. On the other hand, key 
success factors for cellular third-generation (3G) 
communications include better cell capacities, increased data 
rates, transparent mobility within large geographical areas, and 
global reachability. As the number of multi-access devices 
increase, we move closer to a network environment that is 
often named as “beyond 3G” (B3G) representing the 
combination of cellular networks, metropolitan area networks, 
wireless local area networks, and personal area networks, i.e. 
heterogeneous network environment. 

Handover management is an important process for mobile 
networks and becomes imperative in the beyond 3G 
environment. It enables mobile terminals maintain active 
connections while moving from one to another network 
connection. Depending on the network types involved, the 
handover process can be either horizontal or vertical [1]. A 
horizontal handover occurs between points of attachment that 
belong to the same network type, while a vertical handover 
takes place between points of attachment supporting different 
network types. Handovers are also classified in two groups 
according to the manner of establishing a new connection. A 
handover is hard if the mobile terminal releases its existing 
connection before connecting to a new base station. A mobile 
terminal maintaining the current connection till association 
with a new base station is treated as soft handover.  

Based on the vertical handover, in order to exploit the vast 
device capabilities, the IEEE has proposed a new standard: 
802.21 Media Independent Handover (MIH) [2], whose main 
purpose is to enable handovers between heterogeneous 
technologies without service interruption i.e. to provide session 
continuity, regardless of the specifics of each technology. A 
seamless vertical handover between heterogeneous networks 
without interruption of the on-going services is very important 
in next generation wireless networks aiming at provisioning of 
uninterrupted network connections anywhere, anytime.  

One of the most important concepts in a heterogeneous 
networks environment is the Always Best Connected (ABC) 
[3]. This concept allows connectivity to applications using the 
devices and access technologies that best suit the user needs, 
anywhere at anytime. To answer the ABC requirement, various 
vertical handover decision strategies and algorithms have been 
proposed recently all designed so as to provide the required 
Quality of Service (QoS) to a wide range of applications.  

In this paper we give an overview of the most interesting 
and recent algorithms for media independent vertical handover 
decisions (VHD). The reviews and comparisons made are 
based on several different classifications, attributes and criteria. 
Every algorithm weighs its vertical handoff decision based on 
different attributes. We review a classification of the 
algorithms in different categories, based on the main handover 
decision criterion used. For each of the categories, a review of 
the main characteristics is also presented.  

II. VERTICAL HANDOVER DECISION 

Every vertical handover decision strategy consists of two 
stages: Identifying the handover decision criteria and choosing 
the decision policy to be implemented.  

A. Vertical Handover Decision Criteria 

Handover criteria [4] are the properties that are measured 
for an indication of the necessity of handover. They are used 
for choosing the best network and can be grouped as follows: 

 Network-related: coverage, bandwidth, latency, link 
quality (RSS (Received Signal Strength), CIR (Carrier-
to-Interfaces Ration), SIR (Signal-to-Interfaces Ration), 
BER (Bit Error Rate)), cost, security level, etc. 

 Terminal-related: velocity, battery power, location 
information, etc. 
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 User-related: user profile and preferences. 

 Service-related: service capabilities, QoS, etc. 

B. Handover Decision Policy 

Handover decision policy determines when and where the 
handover occurs. It represents the network impact on the 
handover process. Handover decision policy uses the decision 
criteria to choose the best network by considering the 
performance of the handover decision. The handover decision 
policy is mainly concerned about the consequences of the 
handoff decision such as frequency of handover, latency 
induced by handover, packet loss during handover, and overall 
quality of service after the handover. 

III. VERTICAL HANDOVER DECISION STRATEGIES 

In this section various vertical handover strategies are 
depicted while emphasizing pros and cons of each one. We can 
group them as follows: decision function (DF), user-centric 
(UC), fuzzy logic and neural network (FL/NN), multiple 
attribute decision (MAD) and context-aware strategies (CA). 

A. DF 

Decision function is a measurement of the benefit gained 
by the handover execution. It is calculated for every network n 
that is in range of the user. Every parameter in the decision 
criteria is assigned a weighted function. So the value for 
decision function for a network is represented as a sum of all 
weighted functions of the specific parameters. 

The general form of a decision function fn for service s of 
network n with z services can be given as [5]: 

    ∑ ∑                  

where ws,p is the weight assigned to parameter p for service s, 

( ∑           ) and c
n

p is the cost obtained for parameter p for 

service s in network n. The number of services in an 
application varies from 1 to z and number of parameters for 
each service varies from 1 to m.  

H. Wang et al. [6] introduced the first cost function to 
select the best available network during handover defined as: 

            ⁄                 

where Bn is bandwidth of the network n, Pn is power 
consumption of network device for using the network n, Cn is 
monetary cost for using network n, N(i) is normalization 
function of parameter i, wb is weight assigned to bandwidth, wp 
is weight assigned to power consumption, wc is weight 
assigned to cost. The network with the lowest cost function is 
chosen as the target network.  

 The presented decision function can be efficiently used for 
dynamic network conditions of the network. The policy 
includes stability period i.e. waiting time to determine whether 
it is worthwhile to execute the handover. The system separates 
the decision-making module and the handover module, while 
offering higher flexibility. To achieve seamlessness, the system 
considers user involvement with minimal user interaction. 

Network load balancing can improve the performance of the 
handover mechanism by preventing many mobile terminals to 
handover at the same time over the same network. Thus, a 
performance agent, which collects bandwidth information from 
the base stations and periodically announce this information to 
the mobile terminals needs to be implemented.    

Chen et al. [7] proposed an adaptive schema based on a 
utility function, where higher utility leads to target network. 
The utility function is used to evaluate the discovered available 
networks, based on factors such as bandwidth and movement 
speed. Two adaptive handover decision methods are proposed 
for adjusting the stability period [6] according to the network 
resources and the running applications on the mobile terminal. 
The first one calculates utility ratios of the current and the 
target network, while the latter uses the calculated utility ratios 
to determine the best network for handover. These two 
methods reduce the number of handovers and increase the 
speed of the handover process. An adaptive interface is also 
proposed for the two adaptive methods. This interface is 
activated based on the distance between the mobile terminal 
and the base station with the assistance of location service 
server. Thus the system discovery method can balance the 
power consumption and system discovery time. 

Major drawback of decision function strategies is that they 
are not flexible, thus scalability is very low. These strategies 
fail upright in handling imprecise data. They also do not 
consider device properties and application demands and are not 
aware of mobile and network contexts. 

B. UC 

Vertical handover decision algorithms with user-centric 
strategies take into account user preferences for user 
satisfaction. User preferences are represented through cost and 
QoS as primary factors.    

A. Calvagna et al. [8] have proposed two handover decision 

policies based on threshold value between GPRS and Wi-Fi 

networks. According to first one the mobile terminal abandons 

GPRS connection if there is connection interruption. This 

policy will satisfy the users whose priority is QoS, not cost. In 

the latter, only Wi-Fi access points with connection blackouts 

are searched for mobile user’s connections. This policy will 
satisfy the users in terms of connection cost, but they will be 

frustrated with the QoS. Thus, a balance between QoS and cost 

is needed, because while the performance of some applications 

improves, others become worse. To find optimum 

performance, the cost function can be defined as: 

                           

where TGPRS is time spent by the user over GPRS connection, 
CGPRS is cost per unit of time over a GPRS connection, TWIFI is 
time spent by the user over Wi-Fi connection, CWIFI is cost per 
unit of time over a Wi-Fi connection, and C is total cost 
generated for a given communication session. 

The proposed method contains three modules: network 
selection process module, network monitoring module and 
user-centric module. Network selection process module 
contains the decision scheme. Network monitoring module and 
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user-centric module are responsible for reporting network and 
user preferences related information respectively to the 
network selection process module. QoS priority policy and cost 
priority policy both are part of network selection process 
module. The proposed model was implemented with the help 
of a distributed mobility protocol, which supports roaming of 
mobile terminals on GPRS – WIFI integrated platforms. 

C. MAD 

Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) is handover 
decision problem that is concerned with choosing between a 
number of candidate networks with respect to different criteria 
[9]. MADM deals with the problem of choosing an alternative 
or candidates based on a set of attributes. The most important 
steps in MADM methods are: identifying the objectives and 
goals to be achieved, identification of all decision alternatives 
(networks) and any related attributes, specification of 
preferences and ranking the decision alternatives according to 
specified preferences. Multi attribute utility theory (MAUT) is 
used by MADM to formalize a common units assessment and 
specify the decision maker’s preferences for each attribute 
across its respective units scale. MAUT consists of: defining 
attributes by which decision objectives will be measured, 
normalizing the measurement or scale of all attributes across all 
alternatives and weighting the preferences between those 
attributes. The most popular MADM methods are given below: 

 Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) [10]. The score of a 
candidate network is computed by summing the weights 
of all attributes. 

 Technique for order preference by similarity to ideal 
solution (TOPSIS) [11]. The network that is closest to 
the ideal solution and farthest form the worst case 
solution is chosen as target network. 

 Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [12]. The network 
selection problem is broke up into a hierarchy of 
choices and criteria. Then each sub-problem is assigned 
a weight value. 

 Gray relational analysis (GRA) [13] [14]. Ranks the 
networks and the network with the highest rank will be 
chosen for the handover process. 

 Multiplicative Exponent Weighting (MEW) [15]. 
Analogous to SAW, where the multiplication instead of 
addition is the main difference i.e. weighted product of 
all attributes is used as a score of candidate network. 

 Elimination and Choice Translating Reality 
(ELECTRE) [16]. Performs pairwise comparisons 
amongst the candidate networks to select the best one. 

The MADM ranking is done by assigning a score to each 
network, which is calculated based on contributions from each 
included parameter. Also a set of weights are specified in rank 
calculation. The weights represent the different levels of 
importance of a parameter for the decision. 

Comparison results show that for conversational and 
streaming traffic classes, almost the same amount of bandwidth 
is achieved regardless of the used VHD algorithm. For 
interactive and background traffic classes more bandwidth is 

obtained when GRA is used. Regarding delay, GRA, SAW, 
TOPSIS and MEW have similar results for conversational and 
streaming classes. GRA offers best delay performances in 
interactive and background classes. When the weight of the 
jitter increases, all algorithms select the network with the 
lowest jitter in conversational and streaming classes. And when 
the weight of BER increases, also all algorithms choose the 
network with the lowest BER value in interactive and 
background classes. For all four traffic classes, MEW, SAW 
and TOPSIS show similar performance, and GRA provides 
slightly higher bandwidth and lower delay for interactive and 
background traffic classes. GRA and MEW are very sensitive 
to the assignment of weights, hence it impacts on their 
performance.  

Due to computational complexity several limitations of 
MADM methods arise: low speed during the handover, high-
ranking time of the available networks. Comparisons indicate 
that SAW and GRA are the best options in terms of 
computational complexity. 

D. FL/NN 

Fuzzy logic is used in situations where decision criteria can 
contain imprecise information. In one fuzzy inference system, 
the inputs and outputs to the system should be defined and also 
membership functions to the input and output variables need to 
be assigned. The idea is to include expert system in order to 
control a process whose input-output relationship is described 
by collection of fuzzy control rules. MADM algorithms can 
also be conformed for higher performance by fuzzy logic 
strategies. This is done by combining and evaluating multiple 
criteria simultaneously in order to develop advanced decision 
algorithms for non-real time and real time applications. 

K. Pahlavan et al. proposed a three-layer back propagation 
neural network based vertical handover algorithm [17] [18]. 
The handover process is initiated when there is RSS decrease. 
The algorithm is intended to satisfy user bandwidth 
requirements. It was shown that this architecture exhibits better 
performance than the traditional handover decision algorithms 
in terms of handover delay and number of redundant 
handovers. However, too much configuration leads to cost 
ineffectiveness. Also, the architecture requires preceding 
knowledge about the radio network.  

P. Chan et al. [19] proposed a model that unifies UMTS, 
GPRS and satellite mobile networks. The goal is to choose the 
best network for handover based on criteria such as: low cost, 
good RSS, optimum bandwidth, low network latency, high 
reliability and long life battery.   

E. CA 

Context aware handover is based on context information 
about the mobile terminal and the network [20]. The type of 
application impacts the decision for the right network, so it is 
important to find a balance between the requirements of the 
application and the goals of the user. Context information that 
is important for handover decision algorithm can be grouped 
into: terminal-related (its capabilities, location, etc.), user-
related (its preferences), network-related (QoS, coverage, etc.) 
and service-related (QoS requirements, service type such as 
real-time, interactive or streaming, etc.). 
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T. Ahmed et al. [21] developed context aware handover 
decision algorithm that includes session transfer. They take into 
account mobile initiated and mobile controlled vertical 
handover decision models. The algorithm is executed for each 
service type currently running on the device. Primary goals 
include lowest cost, preferred interface and best quality 
represented by maximizing throughput, minimizing delay, jitter 
etc. There are two types of contexts: static and dynamic. The 
model consists of two pre-configuration stages and three stages 
of real time calculations: 

 Taking user preferences. Primary objectives, available 
interfaces and three types of service are ranked and 
prioritized. 

 Mapping limit values from discrete preferences. User 
preferences are presented as upper and lower bounds for 
QoS parameters. 

 Assigning scores to available networks. Reachable 
networks are evaluated and scored based on 
preconfigured user preferences. 

 Calculating network ranking. Each network gets its 
own rank based on priorities of objectives and scores 
assigned to the networks. 

 Managing the session. Includes session transfer 
scheduling algorithm to switch mobile user application 
to the new network. 

F. Overall Comparison 

Multi-criteria choice is essential for vertical handover 
decision. Traditional and function-based methods consider only 
a small number of parameters. Adding many constraints may 
result in reduction of performance on throughput and other 
network parameters, while the methods become too 
complicated. So, MADM methods are preferred because more 
parameters can be used and the problem can be decomposed. 

User consideration is also very important in vertical 
handover decision. It may include user preferences, user 
interaction or user satisfaction. Under this aspect the most 
appropriate are user centric and context aware methods. 

For efficiency of handover algorithm, its goal should be 
user preference fulfillment. Efficiency means possibility of 
obtaining a precise decision with good performance. Flexibility 
is defined as separation of the handover process from the whole 
handover management process and its adaptation with 
additional parameters. Decision function-based strategies are 
more flexible for the use of vertical handover policies, but less 
efficient for real-time applications. For complex problems and 
imprecise data fuzzy logic and multiple attribute decision 
algorithms are the best choice. Context aware strategies 
provide high flexibility as well as high efficiency. 

Regarding the implementation complexity, neural network 
based strategy seems to be more complex due to complicated 
topology and difficult practical implementation. Fuzzy logic 
and neural network based strategies examine only a few 
context parameters and can be complex to adapt for multimode 
mobile terminal with limited resources. On contrary, there are 

context aware strategies that apply MAD methods that use 
simpler calculation compared to FL/NN strategies.   

According to service types, non-real time applications are 
supported by all the strategies, while real time applications are 
not supported by traditional and user centric strategies. 

Finally, we can conclude that context aware strategies have 
best overall performance according to the previously given 
characteristics. Next, good performances are demonstrated by 
multiple attribute decision and fuzzy logic strategies. Fuzzy 
logic and context aware strategies are improved in the way that 
can be combined with multiple attribute decision strategy. 

IV. VHD GROUPING BASED ON HANDOVER CRITERIA 

In this section various vertical handover algorithms are 
grouped based on the main handover criterion used. The main 
function of each algorithm and its advantages/disadvantages 
are also depicted. Four categories are considered: RSS based, 
bandwidth based, cost function based and combinations. 

A. RSS Based VHD Algorithms 

A number of studies have been realized, due to simplicity 
of hardware requirements for RSS measurement. To make the 
handover decision the algorithm compares the RSS of the 
current point of attachment with the RSS of the candidate’s 
point of attachment.  

The schemes for RSS comparison are [22]: relative RSS, 
RSS with hysteresis and RSS with hysteresis plus dwelling 
timer. Relative RSS is not used for VHD, since comparison 
cannot be executed directly on different types of networks due 
to distinction of involved technologies. In the RSS with 
hysteresis method, handover is executed when the RSS of a 
new base station is higher than the RSS of the current base 
station by a predefined value. In RSS with hysteresis plus 
dwelling timer method, the timer is set when the RSS of a new 
base station is higher that the RSS of the current base station. 
When the timer reaches a certain value, handover is performed. 
Using this method the ping pong handovers are minimized. 
Also other network parameters such as bandwidth can be 
combined with RSS in the VHD process.  

Zahran et al. [23] proposed algorithm for handovers 
between 3G and WLAN networks in which RSS weight is 
combined with lifetime metric or available bandwidth of 
WLAN candidate. The lifetime metric represents the expected 
time period in which the user is able to maintain connection 
with WLAN. Similarly, Mohanty et al. [24] proposed 
algorithm for WLAN to 3G handover in which a dynamic 
threshold is compared with the current RSS. The dynamic 
threshold provides reduced number of redundant handovers 
and handover failure will be under a given limit. Yan et al. [25] 
proposed algorithm that take into regard the time the mobile 
terminal will stay in a WLAN cell. Thus the handover will 
happen when this time is greater than the time threshold.  

B. Bandwidth Based VHD Algorithms  

Bandwidth based algorithms are based on the available 
bandwidth as main decision criteria. Lee et al. [26] proposed 
algorithm in which the remaining bandwidth, the state of the 
mobile terminal and user service requirements are used for 
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handover decision form WLAN to WWAN network and vice 
versa. Handover to the preferred network is executed if the 
mobile terminal is in the idle state, else the user application 
type is a criterion for handover decision. Thus, delay-sensitive 
applications get lower handover latency. Another similar 
bandwidth based VHD algorithm that uses SINR is proposed 
by Yang et al. [27] for handover between WLAN and 
WCDMA network. It guarantees higher throughput than RSS 
based handover, because the available throughput relies on the 
SINR. But the algorithm can cause excessive handovers by 
SINR variation that leads to the ping-pong effect. Chi et al. 
[28] devised VHD algorithm that uses WDP (Wrong Decision 
Probability) prediction. That is combination of the probability 
of unnecessary and missing handovers. This algorithm reduces 
the redundant handovers and WDP and balance the traffic load, 
but does not take into account RSS. 

C. Cost Function Based VHD Algorithms 

These algorithms perform handover decision based on 
value of the cost function for each network. The cost function 
is a combination of metrics such as monetary cost, security, 
power consumption and bandwidth, and have different weights 
regarding the network conditions and user preferences. 

Zhu and McNair [29] developed cost function based 
algorithm that calculates the cost of the candidate networks i.e. 
the sum of cost of each QoS parameters (e.g. bandwidth, 
battery power and delay). First, the algorithm prioritizes all 
active applications and then the cost for each candidate 
network is calculated for the service with the highest priority. 
The handover will occur between the application with highest 
priority and the network with the lowest cost. The algorithm 
increases the number of user efficient requests and reduces the 
handover blocking probability. 

Hasswa et al. [30] proposed cost function based algorithm 
that includes normalization and weight distribution. It 
calculates the network quality factor to estimate the 
performance of a candidate network. The handover will be 
performed if the quality factor of the current network is smaller 
than the one of the candidate network. Increased system 
throughput and user satisfaction are the main benefits. 

Tawil et al. [31] proposed weighted function based 
algorithm whose calculation is done in the visited network, 
instead of the mobile terminal. As a result, the resources of the 
mobile terminal are conserved and therefore the handover 
delay is decreased, the handover blocking rate is lowered and 
the throughput is increased. However, due to communication 
between the mobile terminal and the point of attachment of the 
visited network there may appear additional latency and 
excessive load in a number of mobile terminals.  

D. Combination Algorithms 

Combination algorithms incorporate a number of 
parameters such as the ones used in cost function algorithms 
for handover decision. These algorithms are built on artificial 
neural networks or fuzzy logic.  

Nasser et al. [32] proposed VHD algorithms based on 
artificial neural networks (ANN). The mobile device gathers 
parameters from the candidate wireless networks like network 
usage cost, network security, transmission range and network 

capacity to facilitate the handover decision process. Then these 
parameters are forwarded to a unit called handover manager. 
The handover manager includes three components: network 
handling manager, feature collector and ANN training/selector. 
The best handover wireless network is selected by a multilayer 
ANN based on the user’s preferences. The algorithm advantage 
is successful network election by choosing appropriate learning 
rate and acceptable error value. But the main drawback is the 
long delay during the training process. 

Xia et al. [33] deployed fuzzy logic method that uses fuzzy 
parameters to deal with handovers between WLAN and 
UMTS. The input parameters include current RSS, predicted 
RSS and bandwidth that are used to determine network 
performance. A pre-decision unit is used in the algorithm. If 
the mobile terminal is connected to the UMTS and the WLAN 
is available, the pre-decision unit eliminates redundant 
handovers when the velocity of the mobile terminal is larger 
than the velocity threshold.  After the pre-decision, fuzzy logic 
based normalized quantitative decision is used to evaluate the 
performance of the target networks. The algorithm improves 
the performance by decreasing the redundant handovers and 
avoiding ping-pong effect. 

E. Comparison 

Regarding applicable networking technologies, RSS based 
algorithms handle with handovers between 3G and WLAN 
networks. The other types of algorithms are used for handovers 
between any two heterogeneous wireless networks. For 
example bandwidth based algorithms can be applied between 
WWAN and WLAN networks or between WCDMA and 
WLAN. The WLAN networks are used due to the high 
bandwidth and cost efficiency. 

According to input parameters, in RSS based algorithms 
the fundamental parameter is RSS. In bandwidth based 
algorithms usually RSS in combination with bandwidth is used. 
Cost function based and combination algorithms utilize 
different network parameters such as monetary cost, 
bandwidth, security and power consumption. In RSS based and 
bandwidth based algorithms, RSS and the bandwidth are used 
as main target selection criteria, respectively. Whereas in 
combination and cost function based algorithms the target 
network is the one with the highest overall performance that is 
derived based on the various network parameters. 

In terms of complexity the RSS based algorithms are the 
simplest. These are followed by the bandwidth based 
algorithms. Cost function based algorithms are more complex 
due to the collection and the normalization of the various 
network parameters. As the most complex are considered the 
combination algorithms, because of the prior system training. 

According to reliability, RSS variation reduces the 
reliability of the RSS based algorithms. Also the reliability of 
bandwidth based algorithms is decreased by obstacle of 
available bandwidth measurements. In cost function based 
algorithms the constraints for measuring some parameters such 
as security level degrade reliability of the algorithms. And the 
combination algorithms seem to be the most reliable because of 
their pre-training requirements. 
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RSS based algorithms stand out with one benefit in 
common: decreasing the number of handovers. For throughput, 
bandwidth based and cost function based algorithms are better 
than others. Combination algorithms have disadvantage in the 
longest delay among the others because of system complexity. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Beyond 3G networks aim to provide seamless mobility 
between different access technologies so that the user can be 
connected on the best available network. This network usually 
provides better service at lower cost to the user and improves 
utilization of the system resources. A vertical handover process 
combined with well-designed handover algorithms can provide 
seamless services.   

In this paper we introduced a thorough comparison of 
vertical handover decision algorithms. The main goal of all 
these algorithms is to find the best available network for 
handover and the appropriate time to perform handover. Thus 
choosing the right VHD algorithms that meet the requirements 
of both user and network providers is very crucial. We 
presented the handover decision process with a classification of 
the different VHD algorithms along with their pros and cons. 
Also handover decision criteria that are needed to perform 
better handover decision for user satisfaction as well as for the 
efficient use of the network resource are depicted. The 
presented comparison allows for choosing the appropriate 
decision algorithm based on the expected outcomes. 
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Abstract—Differential  Evolution  (DE)  is  an  optimization 

algorithm,  that  uses  principles  form  biological  evolution  to 

stochastically  optimize  real-valued  functions.  As  a  stochastic 

algorithm, it requires a large number of iterations (it converges 

slowly) to reach good quality solutions. Each iteration comprises 

the cost-function evaluation, over which the DE has no control, it 

is essentially a black-box accepting input and returning output. 

Since the cost function evaluation is also usually the most time 

demanding  part  of  the  algorithm,  the  parallelization principle 

seems straight forward - have the evaluations execute in parallel.  

The problems to be solved, though, are the dependence between 

sequential  evaluations  and  the  low  efficiency  when  the  cost 

function can take variable amount of time to complete. In this 

paper, we  tackle  the  problems  by  implementing  asynchronous 

master-slave  parallelization  scheme.  We demonstrate  how  this 

parallelization scheme solves both presented problems but also 

causes an unwanted change in the differential evolution behavior. 

We asses  the  magnitude  of  the  change  and  show  the  parallel 

algorithm  performance  on  two  optimization  by  simulation 

examples. 

Keywords:  parallel,  evolutionary  algorithms,  simulation,  

optimization

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Differential Evolution (DE) [1] is an optimization algorithm 
that uses principles form biological evolution to stochastically 
optimize  real-valued  functions.  As  a  member  of  stochastic 
optimization algorithms family, it  does not guarantee to find 
the  global  optimal  solution  nor  to  always  find  the  same 
solution. On the other hand, the requirements of DE regarding 
the function to be optimized are also very low. Function does 
not need to be differentiable or even analytically solvable; it 
can be a complete black-box with no known functionality other 
than the fact that it takes an input and returns an output, and 
that the two are somewhat related.

The  function  to  be  optimized  is  called  cost  function or 
objective  function.  DE  is  best  used  on  real-valued  cost 
functions although it can solve discrete valued cost functions 
too. Fro the latter case though, better algorithms can be easily 
found that are dedicated to discrete functions  [2]. DE, as all 
evolutionary algorithms, works by executing the cost function 
multiple  times  using  different  parameters  every  time. 
Executing the cost function on a parameter set and assigning it 
its  cost  is  called  an  evaluation,  since  it  evaluates  the 
parameters.  Although multiple executions of cost  function is 

very  similar  to  the  Monte  Carlo  procedure,  DE  has  an 
important advantage. The parameters to cost function are not 
selected  entirely  on  random,  but  using  a  heuristic  that  is 
inspired by the biological evolution. The heuristic guarantees to 
guide  the  algorithm towards  the  exploration  of  parts  of  the 
solution  space  which  are  more  likely  to  contain  optimal 
solutions. Since large number of evaluations are required and 
the  cost  function  evaluation  is  also  usually  the  most  time 
demanding part  of the algorithm, the optimization using DE 
can be very time consuming. One possible way of making it 
faster is by parallelization [3].

Parallelization is used for two main purposes.  First  is  to 
speedup  the  data  processing  [4],  and  second  is  to  gain  the 
ability  to  manage  more  data  [5].  Third  purpose  of 
parallelization is moving into the spotlight and is the mixture of 
the main ones – to gain the ability to process massive amounts 
of data in a reasonable time frame, such as real-time processing 
of data [6]. This work uses the parallelization strictly to make 
execution faster. 

Parallelization  principle  for  DE  is  in  essence  very 
straight-forward – since the evaluations do not depend on each 
other, they should execute in parallel. While this holds for the 
evaluations  themselves  –  several  executions  of  the  cost 
function are independent, it does not hold for the selection of 
parameters.  As  previously  noted,  the  parameters  for  various 
executions are selected by a heuristic, which depends on the 
history of already evaluated parameter sets. When some of the 
evaluations are performed in parallel  instead of  sequentially, 
the heuristics  has to work with a more limited history. This 
limitation was discussed in [7], on the grounds of a very similar 
parallel  evolutionary  algorithm  (AMS-DEMO)  and  also 
explained  how  it  applies  to  other,  related  algorithms.  The 
principle of parallelization that minimizes this limitation was 
shown and the performance of the parallel algorithm evaluated. 
Here,  the  results  of  the  study  are  used,  including  the 
parallelization  principle,  and  applied  it  on  the  simpler  DE 
algorithm.

In this paper, an asynchronous parallelization of DE, using 
the  master-slave  principle,  is  presented.  In  the  rest  of  the 
document,  this  implementation  shall  be  referred  to  as  the 
Asynchronous Master-Slave DE implementation (AMS-DE). 

The rest of the document is organised as follows. Section II 
provides  the  details  of  the  AMS-DE implementation and  its 
efficiency. We demonstrate the speedups of AMS-DE on two 
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simulation-based optimization problems, which are presented 
in section III. In section III, the experimental methodology is 
provided, and in section IV, the results of the experiments are 
given. The conclusion follows in section V.

II. ASYNCHRONOUS MASTER-SLAVE DIFFERENTIAL 
EVOLUTION

Differential evolution operates with individuals or solutions 
– vector encodings of parameters to the cost function. At any 
given moment the algorithm holds a working set of solutions, 
called the  population, in memory. In each iteration, it applies 
the  evolutionary  operators (crossover,  mutation,  and 
recombination) to form a single new candidate solution. The 
candidate  solution  is  then  evaluated  and  inserted  into  the 
population if it  performs better  than its  predecessor. For the 
next iteration, the newly evaluated solution can be considered 
by the evolutionary operators for creation of a new candidate. 
This immediate use of new solutions is called the steady-state 
principle, and DE is an example of steady-state evolutionary 
algorithms  [1].  Steady-state  principle  promotes  fast 
convergence of solutions towards an optimum on the account 
of having a very sequential nature. 

The master-slave principle splits the task of an evolutionary 
optimization into two sub-tasks: the application of evolutionary 
operators  and  the  evaluation  of  solutions.  The  former  is 
performed  by  the  master  process,  which  also  holds  the 
population in memory, while the latter is performed by slave 
processes  in  parallel.  When  there  is  no  synchronization 
performed between the master and slaves, other than starting 
the processes at the start and ending the processes when the 
master  decides  the  best  solution  is  good  enough,  then  the 
principle  is  said  to  be  asynchronous.  Asynchronous 
master-slave  DE  thus  works  similarly  to  DE  but  with  the 
iteration  procedure  changed.  The  principle  is  explained  in 
detail in [7], so only a short description follows. 

In  AMS-DE,  evaluations  are  executed  on remote  slaves, 
and the call  to evaluation on the master  is  replaced  by two 
independent  non-blocking  parts  –  a  call  to  the  remote 
evaluation  and  a  check  for  pending  results  from  remote 
evaluations. These parts are independent, therefore the master 
can issue multiple calls for remote evaluation before receiving 
a single result. It can also receive several results before issuing 
another  remote  evaluation.  Since  parts  are  non-blocking, 
master never waits for any particular result from a slave, but 
rather  creates  new candidate  solutions  and  issues  them into 
evaluation as long as there are idle slaves available. When there 
is no idle slaves, master waits to receive results – evaluated 
solutions,  which  it  then  immediately  incorporates  into  his 
population. Since the workload of the master process is very 
different from workloads of slaves, much lower in case where 
cost function is at least in part simulation, the master process 
shares  the  processor  with  one  of  the  slave  processes, 
maximizing the algorithm parallel efficiency.

III. PROBLEM CASES

A. Optimization of simulated ECG shape

First  problem case  covers  the  optimization  of  simulated 
ECG shape via  parameters  of  an  ECG simulator.  The ECG 
simulator  [8] comprises a discretized 3D model of a heart (see 
Figure 1), an  Action Potential (AP) shape function  [9], and a 
rule for varying the AP shape across the heart model. The 3D 

heart  model  is  based  on  a geometrically  simplified shape, 
resembling the ventricles of the human heart. The discretization 
creates small cells of 1 cubic millimeter volume. Each cell is 
assigned its own AP shape, defined by the AP shape function, 
which  is  basically  a  stencil  for  the  cell  electrical  activity. 
Simulated  ECG  is  represented  as  the  measurement  of  an 
electrical field from a position outside of the heart, where the 
electrical activities from all of the cells contribute to the total 
measurement. This outside position is simplified as if it were 
lying in vacuum, so that the tissue surrounding the heard does 
not  need  to  be  simulated.  The  optimization  procedure  is 
allowed to modify several parameters of the AP shape function, 
while the rule for varying AP shape across the model is fixed. 
The ECG simulator takes almost constant time to calculate the 
ECG and therefore seems very suitable for the parallelization 
principle  of  running  individual  simulator  runs  (cost-function 
evaluations) in parallel. 

Cost function for the problem takes 8 parameters that 
determine  the  AP  shape  functions.  Its  return  is  formed  by 
running  the  simulator  and  obtaining  the  Pearson  correlation 
coefficient between a predefined measured ECG signal and the 
simulated ECG signal, and subtracting it from 1. This way the 
cost function is minimal (0) when the ECGs are the same, and 
maximal (2) when they are inversely correlated. Note that only 
a part of a single heart beat from ECG signals is simulated and 
compared  – so called T and U waves  [8] –  since  these are 
known to be controlled by shapes of APs in individual cells. 
These waves occur roughly between 200 and 700 ms after each 
heart beat start.

B. Minimization of energy losses in air cavity

Second  example  tackles  with  a  simulation  of  a  physical 
device. In a differentially-heated air-filled cavity (see Figure 2), 
some non-permeable  obstacles  can  be  placed.  The cavity  is 
cooled on the top and heated on the bottom horizontal edge 
(Dirichlet  boundary  conditions),  with  left  and  right  vertical 
walls perfectly isolated (Neumann boundary conditions). Such 
setup creates natural convection – motion of the air, that mixes 
the  cold  and  warm  air  and  consequently  promotes  energy 
transfer  from  the  bottom  to  top.  The  energy  transfer  is 
considered  energy  loss  of  the  system.  The  optimization 
problem is placing 5 square obstacles in such a way that the 
energy losses of the cavity will be minimal, or in other terms, 
the  thermal  insulation  property  of  cavity  will  be  maximal. 
Since the air and the obstacles are thermally conductive, the 

Figure 1: The heart model (only left and right ventricles) composed of 3D 
cells. 
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means of minimizing energy losses is only by limiting natural 
convection.

The simulation is solved with a strong-form local meshless 
numerical method [10], by a methodology that has been found 
a reliable  and effective  tool  for  solving complex multiphase 
problems.  The  basic  idea  of  the  method  is  to  use  local 
approximations  of  the  considered  physical  field  to  evaluate 
differential operators. The size and shape of local support, i.e. 
the  subset  of  computational  nodes  used  in  the  local 
approximation, is not restricted in any way. Although there is 
no restriction regarding the dimension of the system, we use 
the collocation approach, i.e. the number of support points is 
the same as the number of basis functions [11]. The temporal 
discretization  is  done  through  a  two-level  explicit  time 
stepping.

The simulator  implementing  the numerical  method takes 
variable amount of time to complete the simulation, since it 
starts form constant initial conditions and stops once the fluid 
motion and temperature stabilize (less than 0.01% change in 
absolute temperature between consecutive time steps,  for all 
discretization nodes of the simulation). Some rare cases where 
the fluid does not stabilize in 20 seconds of simulation time are 
considered  chaotic  and  marked  as  infeasible  within  the 
optimization procedure.  In all feasible cases,  the energy flux 
measured  at  vertical  walls  is  taken  as  cost  function  for  the 
optimization procedure.

Cost  function  for  this  case  takes  10  parameters  –  (x, y) 
coordinate pairs for five obstacles.  The domain size is  fixed 
(1 x 1)  and  obstacles  are  also of  predefined  size  (0.1 x 0.1). 
Their  positions are  allowed to vary between (-0.3, -0.3) and 
(1.3, 1.3). These ranges clearly allow for the obstacles to fall 
outside  of  the  domain,  which  is  by  design  –  it  gives 
optimization the option of not using all the obstacles, if they 
are not needed. In cases of obstacles overlapping each other, 
simulator considers them as one bigger obstacle with the shape 
being the union of the overlapping obstacle shapes. The cost 
function returned  is  calculated  as  the heat  flux between  the 

Dirichlet boundaries. Note that, due to the energy conservation 
fluxes on both Dirichlet boundaries are the same.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The following parameters are used for the DE algorithm: 
population size 30, scaling factor 0.2, crossover probability 0.2, 
DE scheme “rand/1/bin”. The definition of all these parameters 
can be found in [1]. 

The experiments were run on a computer cluster, composed 
of  36  computers,  interconnected  over  a  Gigabit  Ethernet 
connection  switch.  The  number  of  used  computers  varied 
between 1 and 24 for the experiments. The cluster could not be 
reserved  for  the  use  of  more  computers  since  it  was  partly 
occupied  by  other  jobs  for  the  whole  time  the  tests  were 
performed. Since the optimization algorithm is stochastic, each 
experiment was repeated 5 times to ensure the consistency of 
results.  Each  problem  case  represents  its  own  set  of 
experiments. Absolute running times of individual experiments 
were  measured  and  the  best  result  (lowest  cost)  was  saved. 
Since  the  results  obtained  are  highly  variable  due  to  the 
stochastic  nature  of  the  optimization  algorithm,  all 
optimizations are not stopped after some predefined solution 
cost is achieved but rather after a fixed number of performed 
cost-function evaluations.

Speedup S is defined with the following equation:

S=
tn

t1

,

where tn is the execution time of AMS-DE on n processors, t1 is 
the execution time on 1 processor, and both executions return 
equivalent  solution  regarding  its  cost.  Since  the  stochastic 
nature  of  the  AMS-DE  algorithm,  there  is  a  lot  of 
randomization in returned solution quality and there would be a 
forbidding  amount  of  noise  present  in  the  results  if  the 
algorithm was required to reach an equivalent solution in each 
run. Instead, the requirement is lowered to all the runs making 
the same number  of  evaluations.  This  would actually  be an 
equivalent requirement if the convergence rates of all runs were 
the same. 

Unfortunately, a very large number of experiments would 
be required to confirm that the convergence rate of AMS-DE is 
not  statistically  significantly  different  on  different 
experimented  numbers  of  processors.  The rule-of-the-thumb, 
taken  from  [7],  for  the  convergence  of  a  parallel  algorithm 
using AMS principle to remain constant is that the population 
size is larger than the number of slave processes. In the both 
presented  cases  the criterion  is  satisfied and  we assume the 
convergence of AMS-DE does not decrease significantly and 
therefore  the  requirements  for  speedup  calculations  are 
satisfied. 

V. RESULTS

A. Optimization of simulated ECG shape

Although this paper focuses on the parallelization aspect of 
the  optimization,  the  optimized  simulated  ECG  shape  is 
presented  here.  Figure 3 shows the simulated and measured 
ECG. Their agreement is very good up until about 400 ms into 
the heart beat, with great timing and general shape of the first 
peak,  but  afterwards,  the  waveform  is  no  longer  simulated 
correctly.  Conclusion  can  be  made  that  the  simulator  lacks 

Figure  2: Temperature distribution (colored red – cold to bright yellow – 
hot)  and  fluid  flow  (black  overlaying  arrows)  of  an  empty  cavity.  The 
energy losses are clearly mostly due to thermal convection forming a large 
vortex that is transporting hot air upwards and cold air downwards.
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some  mechanism  for  generating  ECG  properly  across  the 
observed  time  interval  but  this  is  out  of  scope  and  left  for 
future work.

Next, the convergence of results is presented. Convergence 
is  deduced  from the  best  solution  cost  as  a  function  of  the 
number  of  performed  evaluations.  Figure  4 shows  the 
convergence of 5 runs. Y axis is shown logarithmically because 
the changes in solution quality is getting progressively smaller 
with the optimization procedure converging. This is mostly due 
to the behavior of the correlation measure that is used for the 
cost function. Nevertheless,  those small improvements at  the 
end are not unimportant. Note that regardless of the number of 
computers used, the convergence plots appear very similar.

Solutions can never reach cost of 0, because the ECG 
measurement  that  serves  as  the  reference  is  noisy  (high 
frequency  noise  that  makes  the  measurement  appear  a  bit 
toothed), while the simulated ECG is clean of noise.

Finally, the speedup is calculated and averaged over 5 runs. 
Figure  5 shows  it  is  almost  linear,  as  was  expected.  As 
mentioned previously, and also seen from the variation of the 
convergence  in  Figure  4,  a  more  accurate  speedup  analysis 

would require a much larger number of experiments, which 
was not achievable for this work.

B. Minimization of energy losses in air cavity

First,  the  general  results  are  presented.  Optimal  obstacle 
placement  that  was  found  is  shown  in  Figure  6.  Similar 
placements were found in multiple optimization runs that were 
performed,  but  most  of  them  forming  a  related  pattern  of 
breaking  the  natural  convection  vortex  into  two  smaller 
vortices close to the middle of the domain. The cost function 
optimums varied between 2.3 and 2.6 times lowered  energy 
losses (43 to 38 % of energy losses of empty cavity). Clearly 
the optimization was able to find a principle for minimization 
but could not fully minimize losses.

Next, the convergence of solutions is checked.  Figure 7 
shows the convergence of the heat flux towards its optimum for 
5  runs.  As  in  previous  case,  the  image  does  not  change 
significantly no matter  which 5 runs are taken into account. 
Heat flux is displayed relative to the heat flux of empty cavity. 

Figure  3:  Comparison  of  the  simulated  and  measured  ECG (only  ECG 
waves that are most influenced by AP shape)

Figure  4: Convergence of solutions for ECG shape optimization of 5 runs 
on a single computer.

Figure 5: Speedup of the ECG shape optimization on 1 to 24 computers

Figure  6: One of the obstacle placements that results in minimal energy 
losses (2.6 times lower losses than in an empty cavity). Natural convection 
vortex  is  limited  by  splitting  the  vortex  into  two  and  additionally 
obstructing the bottom vortex. It seems though that the obstacles could be 
placed in a more optimal manner, but optimization was not able to improve 
this placement.
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Unlike in the previous case, optimization starts with  relatively 
good  solutions  from  initial  (random)  population  and  then 
improves  them by a  small  amount.  Random solutions work 
well in this case since even randomly placed obstacles manage 
to greatly disrupt the natural convection. Optimization is still 
useful  since  it  finds  better  patterns  of  placement.  It  does 
appears  though, that given these patterns as a starting point, 
local optimization would be able to optimize them further.

Finally, speedup as the function of the number of 
processors is shown in Figure 8. As in the first case, speedup is 
nearly linear. In this case, however, it is much more jagged, due 
to  higher  variability  of  the  simulator-based  cost  function. 
Again, a much higher number of repetitions would have given 
a  smoother  picture  but  is  prohibitively  computationally 
expensive.  Most  importantly,  the  value  of  the  AMS-DE  is 
shown  as  the  master  process  clearly  balances  the  slave 
processes jobs very efficiently. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In  this  paper,  parallel  performance  of  simulation-based 
optimization  is  demonstrated.  On  a  small  execution 
environment,  composed  of  up  to  24  computers,  an  almost 
linear speedup is achieved compared to execution on a single 
computer.  Main  finding  is  that  a  properly  designed  parallel 
evolutionary  algorithm can  use  highly parallel  systems very 
efficiently. Even if the simulator function is computationally 
demanding and does not execute in constant time. It has to be 
emphasized though, that the convergence of  solutions towards 
the optimum slows down with increasing parallelism, but not 
significantly for low number of used processors. In this work, 
the slow down was not noticed, but mainly due to low number 
of performed repetitions. 

The  execution  time  plays  a  crucial  role  in  realistic 
optimization  processes.  Bigger  populations,  as  well  as  more 
detailed  simulations are  required  for  successful  optimization 
process. The execution time increases dramatically when those 
two  parameters  are  refined.  The  presented  parallel 
implementation of simulation based optimization is capable of 
scaling  well  on  modern  parallel  computers  and  could  be 
employed for more complex optimization cases.  
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Abstract— The main concept of Software Defined Networks is 

separation of the control plane (the way network devices forward 

traffic) from the data plane (network device that serves to 

forward traffic according to the control plane policy). Separated 

control plane is located in the central controller, which makes it 

possible to implement unique and flexible policies of forwarding 

traffic, limited only by software characteristics. Programmability 

(using OpenFlow as a communications protocol) is another 

important aspect of SDN in improving and simplifying network 

management. In this paper we are focusing on underlining the 

advantages of SDN and describing the characteristics of different 

types of SDN controllers (both commercial and open source). 

Thus, we present a comparative analysis of NOX/POX, Beacon, 

VMware (vCloud/vSphere), Nicira (NVP), Juniper/Contrail. In 

addition, the advantages and challenges of SDN, as well as areas 

of its implementation are further elaborated.  

Keywords— SDN; OpenFlow; comparative analysis; overview 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

What is Software defined networking? Software defined 
networking (SDN) is a type of network architecture that 
separates the network data plane (the network devices that 
forward traffic) from the control plane (the software logic that 
controls how traffic is being forwarded through the network). 
This decoupling of network’s data plane and control plane 
allows the network operator to control the network behavior 
from single high-level control program. Software defined 
networking is changing the way communication networks are 
maintained, managed and secured [1]. 

Deployments of SDN are often used to solve a variety of 
network management problems in real networks. In current, 
traditional network architectures, network devices are bundled 
with a specialized control plane that has various features. This 
bundling effectively slows innovation. In conventional 
networks, once a flow management is defined, changing the 
configuration of the devices is the only way to make 
adjustment to the forwarding policy. 

 Software defined networking breaks these pieces apart. At 
the lowest level there are switches (devices that only forward 
traffic). On top of that there are more complicated control 
programs in the control plane that communicate with data 
plane through a well-defined software interface such as 
OpenFlow. On top of that control plane there might be more 
complicated applications written in higher level languages that 
perform management operations like traffic load balancing or 

security applications. This means that the control is moved 
outside of the network nodes to a centralized SDN controller. 

II. SDN ARCHITECTURE 

SDN infrastructure consists of two parts: a control plane 
and a data plane. The control plane is the network’s brain 
which is controlling the behavior of a network. It can run 
separately from the underlying network devices like routers 
and switches that actually do traffic forwarding. The control 
plane also computes the logic of how traffic will be forwarded 
through the network according to high level polices. It has the 
logic that controls the forwarding behavior in a network, for 
example routing protocols or network middle-box 
configurations [2].  

The second part of SDN infrastructure is the data plane, 
which is typically programmable hardware that is controlled by 
the control plane. The data plane forwards traffic according to 
control plane logic, for example: IP forwarding, layer two 
switching, etc. Data plane is sometimes implemented in 
hardware. However, it is increasingly implemented in software 
routers as well.  

There are many advantages of this kind of separate control: 
enabling more rapid innovations because control logic is not 
directly tied to hardware; enabling the controller to potentially 
see a network-wide view. Having a separate control channel 
makes it possible to have a separate software controller which 
facilitates the introduction of new services to the network much 
more easily.  

Why separate the control and data plane? One reason is that 
by separating them, each can evolve and be developed 
independently. In other words software control of the network 
can evolve independently of the hardware. It means that one 
can buy routers, switches, middle-boxes etc., deploy them in 
the network and not be bound by the capabilities of the 
software that comes with the hardware at that particular time. 
The second reason to separate the control and data planes is 
that it allows the network to be controlled from high-level 
software program. High-level programs can control the 
behavior of the entire network and that way it becomes easier 
to reason about network behavior and it is also easier to debug 
and check this behavior.     

There are various opportunities where separation helps: in 
data centers, enterprise networks, research networks, home 
networks and more. 
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Not only control plane should be programmable, but also 
data plane must be programmable as well. 

SDN has three open interfaces: northbound (interface 
between applications and network infrastructure), southbound 
(interface between control plane and data plane) and east-west 
interface (interface between controllers)[8].  

OpenFlow is a southbound API technology that provides 
control over switches. OpenFlow makes networks 
programmable. The controller can proactively or reactively 
add, update or delete flow over the southbound API.   

The controller speaks to OpenFlow switch over a secure 
channel and the protocol effectively instructs the OpenFlow 
switch to update its flow table entries and to take different 
actions on various traffic flows that pass through a switch. The 
purpose of the control channel is to update this flow table. The 
logic concerning how flow table entries are updated is 
contained in the controller. The OpenFlow protocol 
specification defines number of things including components 
of the switch (flow tables – match and action, secure channels, 
group tables), the message format and what types of actions the 
flow table should be able to perform.      

OpenFlow – capable network switches are available on the 
market from vendors, like IBM, HP, NEC, NetGear, etc.   

Northbound API is programming interface (on SDN 
controller platform) that allows applications to program the 
network at a higher level of abstraction. Developers might use 
northbound API to implement more complex applications like 
firewalls, load balancer etc. The controller is responsible for 
insuring that those applications interact correctly. There are 
various uses of northbound API including path computation, 
loop avoidance, performing routing and security. 

 

Fig. 1.  SDN Architecture 

 Network virtualization should not be confused with 
software defined networking. Network virtualization is 
abstraction of the physical network that allows support for 
multiple logical networks running on a common shared 
physical substrate. It is a common set of physical routers, links 
etc. that support multiple logical network topologies on top of 
that physical infrastructure. The difference between network 
virtualization and software defined networking is that SDN 

does not inherently abstract the details of the physical network. 
It essentially separates the data plane from the control plane. 
Network virtualization is the technology that provides the 
abstraction so that multiple logical networks can be extended 
on top of that physical network.  SDN can be a useful tool for 
implementing virtual networks. 

III. COMPARISON OF SOLUTIONS 

Recently there has been a vast commercial interest on 
software defined networking that led to many OpenFlow based 
control plane solutions.  

Different controllers, either from commercial vendors or 
open source have different goals. Some are very focused on 
supporting production networks, whereas others are more 
focused and supporting education and research networks.  

NOX is a first generation OpenFlow controller developed 
by Nicira and donated to the research community. Since year 
2008, NOX is open source; it is stable and widely used. There 
are two versions of NOX: NOX-Classic which is written in 
C++ and Python, but it is not longer supported and the “new” 
NOX, which is C++ only, fast, has clean codebase and it is 
well maintained and supported. The programming model is 
very similar to programming models of many OpenFlow 
controllers, in which a controller registers for events and a 
programmer then writes event handlers that take specific 
actions or perform various tasks when those events are raised. 
NOX is bare bones implementation of the southbound API and 
does not provide many high level abstractions.  

POX is essentially NOX in Python. It has several 
advantages over NOX: it has Pythonic OpenFlow interface; it 
has reusable sample components for topology discovery and 
path selection; it targets Linux, Mac OS and Windows. POX is 
widely used, maintained and supported, it is relatively easy to 
read and write code. The disadvantage is performance because 
it is implemented in Python. POX is very useful tool for rapid 
prototyping and experimentation, and hence it is very useful for 
research, experimentation and demonstrations, as well as for 
learning SDN concepts.     

Beacon is open source, Java based, OpenFlow controller. It 
is fast, modular, stable, dynamic and supports both event-based 
and threaded operations.  

Maestro is a centralized controller that uses multithreading 
for achieving better performance and scalability. 

Floodlight is another open source, Java based, OpenFlow 
controller. It is developed by an open community of developers 
and is the core of a commercial controller product from Big 
Switch Networks. Floodlight is modular and the controller can 
be easily extended and enhanced.   

In recent study [3] some controllers were evaluated on their 
ability to handle a large amount of control traffic. As shown in 
Fig.2, Beacon had the best throughput (over NOX, Maestro and 
Floodlight) because of its static partitioning and packet 
batching technique. In contrast, NOX faced synchronization 
overhead and therefore showed a reduced performance. The 
same study proved that Beacon had the best performance on 
switch scalability, (shown in Fig. 3), because of its static switch 
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partitioning, packet batching technique and the low 
synchronization overhead.  

Latency performance is the ability a controller to process 
the incoming packet-ins as fast as possible so it can quickly 
reply to the switches. This feature was also measured among 
NOX, Beacon, Maestro and Floodlight. Maestro had the best 
latency performance because of its workload adaptive batching 
technique that dynamically changes the batch size (Fig. 4). On 
the other hand, in the mentioned study, NOX, Beacon and 
Floodlight showed degradation in their performance as 
compared to Maestro because of their static packet batching 
design.     

VMware provides a data center orchestration with its own 
SDN controller and agent implementation. The most famous 
VMware applications are vSphere, vCloud, vCenter and 
vFabric. The core of VMware solution is Java oriented.  

Nicira’s network virtualization platform (NVP) was 
released in 2011; it is more of a classic network controller 
meaning that network is the resourced managed. To compute, 
storage and image management, NVP works together with 
other cloud virtualization services. NVP works with open 
vSwith, which is the hypervisor soft switch controlled by NVP 
Controller cluster.  

The Nicira controller provides a variety of northbound 
programmable APIs. It has network orchestration function and 
it is allowing a user to create a network overlay and link it to 
other management elements from vCenter/vCloud. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Throughput performance [3] 

 

Fig. 3 Scalability [3] 

 

Fig. 4 Pre-packet latencies [3] 

Juniper’s Contrail Controller runs on top of Linux. The 
platform implements northbound API that applications and 
orchestrators can program to, including the OpenStack API 
integration. The main southbound protocol that Juniper uses is 
XMPP. However, additional southbound protocols such as 
BGP are implemented as well. The software for Juniper’s 
Contrail Controller is contributed to OpenDaylight community 
which is a community devoted to maintaining open source 
implementations of various SDN control architectures. 

Another SDN control architecture is Cisco’s Open Network 
Environment which specifies a centralized software controller, 
a programmable data plane and the ability to provide virtual 
overlays.      

Briefly, the SDN controller is the personification of SDN 
framework and is a reflection of the framework. When 
choosing the appropriate SDN controller, commonly there are 
ten criteria used to evaluate SDN controller: OpenFlow 
support, network virtualization, network functionality, 
scalability, performance, network programmability, reliability, 
security of the network, centralized management and 
visualization and the SDN controller vendor [10]. 

A. OpenFlow Support 

Even though a vendor names a controller - “SDN 
controller” it does not mean it supports OpenFlow. That is why 
it is important to know whether the controller supports 
OpenFlow, which version of OpenFlow is implemented, as 
well as vendor’s plan for implementing newer versions of 
OpenFlow. 

B. Network Virtualization 

Besides supporting the network virtualization that is well 
known and has been in production networks over a long period 
of time (like virtual LANs or Virtual Routing and Forwarding 
instances), SDN controller should also enable creating flexible, 
policy-based virtual networks. 

C. Network Functionality 

SDN controller should be able to discover various paths 
from source to destination and to split the network traffic 
across different links. Moreover, SDN controller is evaluated 
by the ability to define quality of service parameters on a flow-
by-flow basis. 
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D. Scalability 

When choosing an appropriate SDN controller, it is 
essential to know how many switches it can support 

E. Performance 

Significant criteria for evaluating SDN controller is its 
performance. Performance of the controller is measured by the 
time it takes to respond to data path requests and by the number 
of data path requests handled per second [9].  When choosing a 
controller, we must ensure that it is not a bottleneck in the 
entire network. 

F. Network Programmabiity 

As discussed previously, all SDN controllers have 
programmatic interfaces. The parameter “network 
programmability” of SDN controller refers to the ability to 
redirect inbound traffic and the ability to apply sophisticated 
filters to network packets.        

G. Reliability 

Reliability of a controller is a key factor for a reliable 
network. SDN controller must provide multiple network paths 
from source to destination. Hardware and software 
characteristics of the controller should be redundant, and 
controller ought to have the capability to be clustered.   

H. Security of the Network 

SDN controller has to provide an ability to apply class 
authentication and authorization to provide better security of 
the network. It needs the ability to limit the rate of the control 
communications and to notify if a malicious attack occurs. 

I. Centralized Management and Visualization 

One of the key benefits of software defined networking is 
centralized management and visualization of the network. The 
controller should provide end to end traffic flow visibility and 
be able to present a visualization of both, the physical and the 
virtual networks. In addition, SDN controller should have the 
possibility to be monitored using standard protocols and 
techniques, for example using SNMP. 

J. The SDN Controller Vendor 

The vendor of the SDN controller should be able to support 
the development associated with software defined networking 
and keep up with the rapid development of the SDN 
environment. 

IV. SDN IN ACTION 

There are various domains in which SDN applications can 
make network management easier, such as data centers, wide-
area backbone networks, enterprise networks, internet 
exchange points, home networks. 

In data centers, it is relatively common to move a virtual 
machine from one physical location to another as traffic 
demands shift. For example, Yahoo is using more than 400000 
virtual machines, which is 1024 distinct inter host links 

between any pair of virtual machines for the topology Yahoo 
deployed. In this case it is problematic to guarantee a sub-
second migration and to guarantee consistency in a network as 
that migration occurs. The solution that Yahoo has taken is to 
program each of the network switches from a central data base. 
As virtual machines migrate, the central controller knows about 
the migration and can update the switch state accordingly so 
that network paths update in accordance with the virtual 
machine migration [2].  

Moreover, in data centers, separation of control and 
forwarding plane can significantly lower the cost of running a 
data center. Looking at a typical data center with 200,000 
servers and a fan-out of 20, the requirements to support this 
data center topology is about 10,000 switches. If we take a 
particular switch from a standard vendor that costs 5000 US 
dollars, we are talking about 50 million USD just to deploy the 
switches. On the other hand, if we could deploy commodity 
switches that cost about 1000 USD, now the switch 
deployment costs about 10 million USD. So, for a large service 
provider that has 10 data centers, like Yahoo, Google, 
Facebook, the savings can reach 400 million dollars, and this 
amount could be used to hire engineers to develop control 
systems for controlling those commodity switches. The 
benefits of that separate control result in bigger flexibility, 
ability to tailor network for specific services and ability to 
quickly improve and innovate [2]. 

Separation of planes makes it easier to manage a data center 
through more flexible control in the context of addressing.  

There are applications of software defined networking that 
solve problems in real world data center networks. One of 
those applications for data center is cloud computing. In cloud 
computing environments clients can take advantage of the fact 
that a network of numerous servers that is shared among 
multiple tenants can be scaled dynamically for that client as 
demand fluctuates. Data centers have typically multiple 
tenants, or independent users, thus allowing the operator of the 
data center to amortize the cost of the shared infrastructure.  

There are different service models for cloud computing: 
software as a service model (the provider licenses applications 
to users as a service), platform as a service model (the provider 
offers software platform for building applications), 
infrastructure as a service model (the provider offers raw 
computing, storage and network).      

SDN helps to solve many problems traditional data centers 
have. The PortLand design introduces a Fabric Manager which 
is like an SDN controller. This logically centralized fabric 
manager in combination with positional pseudo MAC 
addresses allows a layer 2 network to scale to thousands of 
servers inside a data center. In PortLand architecture each host 
has pseudo MAC address. The hierarchical structure of the 
pseudo MAC addresses allows the switches to forward traffic 
simply based on the structure of the MAC address. Fabric 
manager solves MAC learning and resolution of ARP requests.   

One example for future possible use of software defined 
networking in wide area networking is in internet service 
providers (ISPs). Today’s business relationships between ISPs 
are still extremely monolithic. SDN allows potential for ISPs to 
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design and implement much richer and much more flexible set 
of interconnection policies. Time will tell whether ISPs will 
take advantage of this increasing flexibility and should SDN be 
deployed on a much broader scale in the wide area.      

An interesting case study of software defined networking is 
B4 – a deployment of SDN in Google’s wide area backbone 
network. Google operates two large backbone networks, one 
that caries user traffic and the other backbone network caries 
internal traffic between data centers. Managing both backbone 
networks is difficult. SDN, in particular OpenFlow has helped 
Google to improve backbone network performance and to 
reduce the complexity and cost of running a backbone network. 
Google runs many WAN intensive applications and the 
problem is that the cost per bit does not always decrease as the 
size of a network increases. The solution that Google has 
chosen to deploy is so called WAN Fabrics, which manages the 
WAN as a fabric, not as a collection of individual boxes. 
Unfortunately, current equipment and protocols make this 
particularly challenging because many protocols are box-
centric, they provide little support for monitoring, low latency 
routing, fast failover and other types of mechanisms that are 
needed to provide this fabric abstraction. In contrast, a 
centralized traffic engineering approach is used in Google, 
where a centralized controller allocates the paths between each 
pair of endpoints to satisfy the capacity constraints of the 
network. The advantages of centralized traffic engineering are 
better network utilization since the controller has a global 
picture of the topology, faster converges to target optimum set 
of routes when a link fails, more control and the ability to 
specify intent, the ability to mirror production event streams for 
testing and the ability to use modern server hardware for the 
controller which results in better performance [2].  

The deployment of software defined networking in wide 
area network can also help testing. In a decentralized network 
operators must do a full scale replica of a testbed to test new 
traffic engineering features. On the contrary, centralized 
control can use real production network as an input to research 
and test new ideas and features. 

V. ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES 

There are numerous advantages of software defined 
networks over conventional network architecture. SDN 
simplifies the coordination of a behavior among a network of 
devices (for example to load balance a traffic across network or 
to make sure the security polices don’t interfere with load 
balance polices). These types of coordination are much easier 
to handle in software defined networks than in conventional 
network where the network operator would have to configure 
and control each device independently in a low level vendor 
specific language.  

Software defined networks are much easier to evolve. 
Conventional networks have vertical integration, so it’s very 
difficult to evolve because the software is bundled with the 
hardware.  

Controlling the behavior of the network from a high level 
program potentially makes the network behavior easy to reason 
about. It is much easier to look at a single program and to 

figure what that program is going to do and how it’s going to 
control the network.  

SDN makes it easier to apply conventional computer 
science approaches (programming languages, software 
engineering, testing) to old network management problems. 
These techniques cannot be applied in conventional networks 
because of low level operating. 

Other benefits of implementing SDN are: dynamic access 
control, seamless mobility or migration, server load-balancing, 
network virtualization, using multiple wireless access points, 
energy-efficient networking, adaptive traffic monitoring, and 
denial-of-service attack detection.            

From all the published literature we came across about 
software defined networking, disadvantages of SDN were 
almost not mentioned. So instead of disadvantages, we would 
refer to these as challenges.  

The first challenge of separating control and data plane is 
scalability. Once the control elements are separated from the 
forward elements it is likely that one control element may be 
responsible for many forwarding elements (sometimes 
thousands). The other challenge is reliability or security: What 
happens when a controller fails or is compromised? We should 
hope that the forwarding elements continue forwarding traffic 
business as usual, but once we have separated the brains of the 
network from the devices that are actually forwarding the 
traffic, correct behavior is no longer guaranteed if a controller 
has failed or is compromised.  

One solution for the security challenge is transport layer 
security with mutual authentication between the controllers and 
switches. Furthermore, SDN architecture supports network 
forensics (threat identification and management), security 
policy alteration and security service insertion (applications 
like firewalls and intrusion detection systems can be inserted) 
[6].    

SDN’s security is as good as the defined security policy. 
Authentication and authorization mechanisms can be 
implemented to ensure better security.  

Another SDN challenge is interoperability or the way SDN 
solutions can be integrated into existing networks. One thing is 
certain, in order to achieve a hybrid SDN infrastructure (in 
which conventional and SDN enabled network nodes can 
operate harmoniously), further developments are required.   

It is important to remember that software defined 
networking is just a tool. SDN does not specify a particular 
application nor is a solution. To take full advantage of software 
defined networking, the compelling application that internet 
service providers and operators want and need must be 
identified. Only then operators, ISPs and others will start 
pressuring vendors to include various SDN features in their 
network devices.  

Martin Casado, the father of SDN and one of the founders 
of Necira, in an interview with Enterprise Networking Planet 
discussed the origins and the future of software defined 
networking. Even though Casado is one of the creators of SDN 
revolution in Stanford, he was no longer certain what the term 
SDN really meant in the market today. "I actually don't know 
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what SDN means anymore, to be honest," Casado said. He 
marked that the term was coined in 2009, and at that time, SDN 
did mean something quite specific. "Now it is just being used 
as a general term for networking, like all networking is SDN. 
SDN is now just an umbrella term for cool stuff in networking. 
The goal is, how you make networking have the properties of 
software systems as far as innovation, provisioning speed, and 
upgrade speed," Casado said. "You want networks to be as 
flexible and as agile as compute is. That's not the case today, 
but that's where we're going" [11]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In summary, there are many new frontiers for software 
defined networking. One of the most exciting challenges for 
SDN is to be recognized as much broader perspective than only 
OpenFlow protocols and match/action primitives. SDN is about 
separating control plane and data plane and using control plane 
to perform orchestration that may otherwise be extremely 
difficult. 

Software defined networking has its focus on the following 
key features: 

 Decoupling control and data plane, 

 Centralized controller and centralized view of the 
network, 

 The devices on the control plane are connected with 
open interface with the devices in the data plane, 

 Network programmability by external applications. 

The motivation of SDN is accelerating innovation in 
existing networks so that technology can be introduced more 
rapidly.  

SDN develops networks built on standard hardware, so with a 
programmable interface built on a general-purpose hardware, a 
multivendor equipped network becomes a possibility. It 

promises an efficient and adaptive network with centralized 
control, flexibility and open interfaces between nodes. 
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Abstract—By spreading of the biggest computer network 

Internet recent years, cloud services have become the common 

used method for publishing the public information to the end-

users [1]. Also, mobile phones, especially smart phones, brought 

access to that global network closer to the user due their 

portability. So, implementing services will allow better 

interaction between the providers of information and end users. 

Their communication would be facilitated and improved. 

Faculties are one of the institutions that should have reliable 

and on-time delivered information to students. Faculty of 

Computer Science and Engineering is one of them. We built a 

system for students whose goal is generating a channel for on-

time and reliable information delivery between students and their 

professors. It is allowed by mToken system which aims to bond 

these services with mobile application and allow better 

interaction in information exchange. It uses CAS for user central 

authentication, so all services are available by one login.  

Currently, mToken system is used for authentication, 

evidence of students’ presence on lectures and sending push 
notifications from other registered services to the user. Also, it 

has open interfaces for scalability with other future services. In 

this paper, the system architecture and the possibilities of 

scalability of mToken would be described in details.  

Keywords—cloud-based mobile services; Google Cloud 

Messaging; internal geolocation; presence evidence 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today, 98% from the youth in age from 18 to 29 use a 
mobile phone [2].  83% are using smart phone and 63% of 
youth have 3G Internet access. In 54 countries, the universities 
have open access to Internet for all students allowed by using 
the Eduroam service.  Eduroam (education roaming) is the 
secure, world-wide roaming access service developed for the 
international research and education community [3]. Faculty 
of Computer Science and Engineering allows access to this 
service by setting access points all over its campus. So, 
students have free access to Internet simply by logging in 
using their existing CAS account. 

All of these numbers give the opportunity of 
implementing online services accessed by mobile phones. 
These cloud-based services for mobile applications should be 
centralized. Centralization for this kind of services means: 

a) One database for evidence of students using the 
mobile application 

b) Single sign-on protocol for allowing access to any 
service 

c) Channel of communication between mobile 
application and service 

d) One service for sending push notifications 

e) Scalability for future services 

f) Determination of internal geographic location– 
providing personalized services by the geographic 
position of the user in the campus 

In implementing these features for mToken system, there 
were obtained several issues. As first, the CAS 
implementation does not provide login by proxy service for 
token validation. The CAS is unable to validate user logged by 
a mobile application. Second, there should be implemented a 
mobile application that could communicate with these services 
using a secured channel. So all services provided by mToken, 
should be based on HTTPS (SSL) connection for data 
exchange.  Afterwards, there should be implemented a system 
with artificial intelligence to decide the right position of the 
user in the faculty campus. This should be the cheapest 
solution based on the current infrastructures. Next issue is 
creating a universal system for sending push notifications 
from all services to any user (student or professor). Every user 
should be identified by unique id that references his mobile 
device (registration id) and it should be saved in database for 
future use (Figure 1). In next sections, all of these issues 
would be explained in details and specified appropriate 
solution. 

 

Figure 1. System components 
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II. RELATED WORK 

As we mentioned above, the need of on-time informing 
the students has a big significance especially in academic 
environment. There are few companies that have started 
software projects related with real-time informing the students 
and their parents with news about the school, lectures and the 
curriculum. They use SMS Text, Text-to-Voice, Voice-to-
Voice and Email like communication channels. Also, they 
have strict set of services that they have allowed to be used 
using their notification system.  Such services are: Rediker 
notification system [4], SchoolMessenger [5] , K-12 Alert [6], 
uNotifiy e2Campus [7] etc. 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

A. CAS Mobile Authentication 

 
The prime goal of mToken system is enabling one login 

authentication for all services provided for mobile application. 
It is based on CAS authentication, so the same usernames and 
passwords are in use. Main issue obtained by implementing 
this service was making validation of tokens obtained from 
CAS login [8] (Figure 2). The session of accessing the login 
page by the mobile application, must be transferred to the 
service, in this case, module that makes the validation of the 
obtained token. That validation proves the identity of the user 
that owns the token [9]. After the successful validation, 
mToken system generates long term token which is sent back 
to the mobile phone and could be used for future access to the 
services without CAS login (Figure 3). Long term token have 
own time to live which currently is set up on 3 days. So, on 
the third day, the user should login again with its CAS 
username and password. After the successful login, he could 
access all other third-party student services of FCSE that are 
allowed for validation from mToken system, only by using the 
long term token (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 2. E-FINKI requests CAS server for CAS token 

 

 
Figure 3. Generating the long term mToken token 

 

 
Figure 4. Authentication of user to third-party student services 

 
One of the advantages of mToken service for generating 

long term tokens is that it does not make any exchange with 
the user’s username and password. The mobile phone 
application accesses the login page of CAS system, so it only 
receives the token which is the result of validation between 
mobile phone and CAS system.  The service should only 
sustain the session of the user until it validates the token and 
obtains the identity of the user that received that token. This 
means that this system is secured and does not abuse the 
privacy of the CAS user. 

Creating permission for validation of long term token 
from a service, could be made easily from the administrator of 
mToken system by simply inserting the host name (URL) of 
service in the mToken database. 

 

B. Centralized Module for Sending GCM Messages to 

Students 
Google Cloud Message (GCM) is popular method for on-

time presenting of new information to the users of mobile 
phone applications [10]. It enables sending messages to users 
of Android and iOS applications as well [11]. Using the 
mToken system, it could be sent different types of messages. 
The content depends from the purpose of the service and it is 
individual. GCM messages are generic and any messages 
following specified format, could be handled by E-FINKI 
mobile application. Only services validated from mToken 
could send GCM messages to students. 

 Every user of the E-FINKI mobile application obtains 
registration id when he installs the application from the 
market. That registration id is saved on file in the mobile 
memory card [10]. When the user logs in in the mToken 
system, the registration id is sent to the mToken database and 
it is associated with his username. One username could have 
multiple registration ids (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Registration of mobile device to GCM 
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Afterwards, when the service registered to mToken, wants 
to send any message to the user, it only sends as POST 
parameter the content of the message and the id of his student 
index. The mToken system, remaps the index with registration 
id obtained from his phone, and sends the message to him. The 
student obtains the message as push notification on his mobile 
device on time (Figure 6). The URL where the service should 
send the message is following: 

https://mtoken.finki.ukim.mk/services/push/android/invokepus
htostudents 

The POST parameters should have the following format: 

message: String (the message to be send to user) 

indices: JSONArray (array of ids of student indices) 

 
Figure 6. Process of sending GCM message 

 
This service, as part of mToken system, enables 

centralized and simple sending of GCM messages to students 
from any valid service. All registration ids are saved in one 
database and all kind of messages are handled from one 
application.  

C. Centralized Module for Student Presence Evidence 

 
mToken implements own module for storing records of 

students presence on lectures. It is opened module, so the 
evidence could be obtained by different kinds of systems for 
presence detection. All of proved data is saved in the mToken 
database. Afterwards, analyses of students presence could be 
obtained for any variable (course, professor, student) in the 
FCSE. Also, the professor could check all present students on 
his lecture using professor module on E-FINKI mobile 
application. 

Currently, mToken integrates an own-build module called 

Wiloc for determination of internal geographic location using 

the wireless signals in the nearby. Wiloc implements 

algorithm which creates decision trees that are built by taking 

training set with BSSIDs and their signals strengths from 

access points near the classrooms of the FCSE. It is based on 

C4.5 algorithm used to generate decision trees [12].  Training 

set is taken from appropriate people by using the 

administration unit of E-FINKI mobile application. Access to 

that unit is allowed only to the staff of FCSE. Also, it gives an 

opportunity of rebuilding the model of decision trees by taking 

new samples for improvement in decisions and adding new 

rooms to the system. This recreation is simple and lasts only 

30 seconds obtaining enough big training set from the location 

of the user (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Retraining of the Wiloc decision tree 

 
The students could check-in to prove their presence in the 

classroom by using the student unit from the application E-
FINKI. At first, Wi-Fi scanners in their mobile devices scan 
for the wireless signals and strength in their environment. 
Afterwards, the results are posted to the Wiloc module which 
determinates their location. If determined location is equal 
with the classroom specified in the schedule, the presence of 
the student is saved as record in the mToken database (Figure 
8). The lecturer could review the checked students as a list 
anytime by using E-FINKI application.  

Currently, the decision tree is obtained by 10 000 training 
instances in 8 rooms in FCSE campus and its precision is 91% 
in determination the correct location of the user.  

 
Figure 8. Creating a record of student presence 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper was briefly described the system architecture 

of mToken with its currently functional services. Principal 
purpose of this system is offering mobile cloud-based services 
intended for students at Faculty of Computer Science and 
Engineering. It gives primary set of methods for manipulating 
the request made by mobile devices. Also, the channel of 
communication between the mobile device and mToken server 
is secured with HTTPS protocol, so it gives additional safety 
in information exchange with related services. 

This centralized hub of student services differs from the 
other ones by its scalability. New services could easily allow 
parental control of the student presence. It permits simple 
authentication with CAS system differing from the others 
which have own system for identification. 

Architecture of mToken allows easy scalability of the 
system with new mobile based services.  Registering the 
service URL in the database as valid service, permits 
interaction with other mobile-based service and provides 
obtaining simple communication among professor-students 
and students-students using GCM messages. 

The model of presence evidence module is made to be 

easy configured to work with other presence detection 

methods. Currently, Wiloc method is scalable because adding 

new room to the model lasts only 30 seconds. So, after 30 

seconds every user of the system could check-in the presence 

in the room. It is cheapest, fastest and most efficient solution 

for indoor geographic location. 
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Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in big data 
through the use of nosql databases and in memory data grid 

technologies. The common deployment of these technologies is in 

case when application starts showing bottlenecks while handling 

large amount of data and application scalability cannot be 

performed by a traditional node addition. 
 

Through the use of technologies that can divide the processing 

task to different units in parallel, the study will try to reduce the 

time of response in the example healthcare system. 
 

The research present in this paper focuses on the use of big data 

in healthcare system that provides recommendation for users 

depending on the user profile determined by extensive 

manipulation of the big data obtained from various inputs 
(sensors, social networks, external information). We applied the 

mapreduce algorithm and produced two hundred samples of 

response time that was sublimated in average response time. The 

lowest average response time was achieved with the in-memory 

data grid technology. 
 

The paper also gives the correlation between our research 

and the different applications of big data in healthcare. 

Keywords— map reduce; big data; cloud; personal healthcare 

system; social network; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in big data 

through the use of nosql databases and in memory data grid 
technologies. Their application is wide. 

Medicine and informatics have been together for almost 
half a century [1]. As the informatics progresses, the use of 

informatics in medicine grows bigger. The extent of that is 
shown in a collaborative healthcare system that gives 

recommendations and suggestions for preventive intervention 
instead of the use of medical emergency and hospital 

admission. Apart from the use of medical data of the user for 

assessing which activity made the user's health better [6], the 
system is used in daily activities for recommending future 

activities, through current states, in real time [2] [7]. 

The amount of data for one such healthcare system is being 

measured in millions of records and the memory requirements 

are expected to fluctuate with the growth of the number of 
users. That implies the need for a scalable healthcare system. 

By using tire based architecture, scaling the application (adding 
a node or processing unit to the system) will not better the 

performances linearly [8] [9] [10]. This is solved by using a 
space based architecture offered by in-memory data / compute 

grid technologies. Such collaborative healthcare system has 
also the requirement for a smaller round time during 

comparison of data in the current activity. The in-memory data 

/ compute grid technologies help with speeding up the response 
by: working with the primary memory (RAM) instead of the 

secondary memory; processing the task in parallel by dividing 
it among processors in multiple partitions / processing units, 

lowering the time significantly [11] [12] (this also gives the 
added benefit of using commodity hardware instead of 

expensive multiprocessor servers); and saving data in a 
database (if needed) asynchronously (hence no time los t in 

synchronization). 

This type of technologies is applied in many systems. SETI 
institute uses a form of grid computing called CPU-scavenging 

[3]; distributed document system where comparison is made 
between two technologies of this type Sphere and Hadoop [4]; 

bioinformatics applications [5]; European Union supports grid 
computing through its development funds. 

World Health Organization with the Disease Outbreak 
News, even in 1996 was gathering information with the aim to 

predict and inform on disease outbreak which is in turn a big 

data problem. The continuation of that medical area was further 
extended by globalincidentmap.com, outbreaks section and 

HealthMap in 2006 and Google Flu, launched 2008. 

As early as 1998 there is an effort and vision for the 

personal electronic health records to become centralized and 
shared in the amount that the patient, laws and health 

institutions allow [20]. This trend took up in Switzerland from 
2008 (VitaClic, one of the companies, that provide keeping 

personal health records), by incorporating big data in the health 

sector, improved “the quality and efficiency of healthcare and 
lower its costs"[13]. There have also been legislative activities 

to stimulate the big data need in medical history. An example 
of that is the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (2009) 

that was intended to “encourage physicians to adopt electronic 
medical record-keeping systems” where “physicians and 
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providers share health information across jurisdiction” [14]. By 
having more effective record keeping, physicians and health 
providers could analyze the data for more information, in turn 

revealing the need for big data. Not only these type of 
applications will make health record keeping [18][19] more 

centralized and more widely available for the cus tomer/patient, 
but will “contribute to formulating research priorities, 
researching the causes and epidemiology of disease, assessing 
the effectiveness of preventive interventions and clinical care, 

paying providers based on their performance” [17], “acquire 

more reliable and timely information about the cost and quality 
of health care” [14]. In 2008 there was a pilot done using an 
ATM-like system for medical record keeping for medically-
underserved populations [17]. The system that we want to 

speed up is a continuation of the same intent to “anonymize 
and graph and predict health trends across populations." [17]. 

Another appearance of big data in healthcare is linked to 
the patients need to take care of their own health by researching 

online, exchanging experiences on social networks, using more 

than 2000 Yahoo groups (tied to health), searching Google 
[14]. 

Big data plays or will play a vital role in medical services 
such as post-marketing drug surveillance, providing 

information about patient populations, their health conditions, 
and the specific drugs that people are using, getting custom 

medical care based on genetic analyses [14], coordination 
between multiple specialists and higher risk patients [15], 

change people’s poor behavior pattern [16]. 

Cloud, and with that Big Data technologies, are maturing 
their place in the technology scene [18]. 

As wireless sensor network technologies can be used for 
providing wide range of healthcare services for people with 

various degrees of cognitive and physical disabilities, 
delivering high-quality care services for babies and little 

children of families where both parents have to work, control 
of home appliances, medical data access, and emergency 

communication for residents and their caregivers, constant 
medical monitoring [21], and quality of data sampling and 

delivery (trustworthiness) [22], in this paper we give an 

extension of the usability of these networks for giving 
recommendations and suggestions for preventive intervention 

through collaborative algorithms. 

Apart from the challenges of output transmission power of 

sensor nodes, real-time availability and reliable data 
measurement and communication issues, security, energy 

efficiency and consumption, privacy of pervasive healthcare 
systems [21][18][2], we focus the research on the scalability, 

reliability and availability through investigating the 

responsiveness of the data analysis. These characteristics of the 
application are important and for some systems might need to 

breach even some privacy requirements [22]. 

The research done on the COHESY system [2] [23] gives 

an explanation on the way the data is gathered (“bionetwork, 
data for the user’s physical activities (get by the mobile 
application), medical records of the user (obtained from clinical 
centers) and data of the user profile on social network (so far 

based on knowledge of social network)”), the way it is 

sampled, and provides an example recommendation algorithm 

“for users to carry out physical activities to improve their 
health”. The research present in this paper focuses on finding 

the appropriate cluster for a user profile by researching 
suitability of mapreduce technologies by comparing two of 

them in order to find a better candidate for executing the 
recommendation algorithm. 

In the next section we present the methodology used in our 
research. Then we present obtained results and performance 

analyzes. Last section concludes the paper. 

II. TECHNOLOGIES 

A. Gigaspaces 

Gigaspaces is an in memory data grid technology that 

allows scalability, low latency and high-throughput by 
implementing the JavaSpaces specification that in turn is based 

on the Tuple Space concept (shares information between tuples 
instead of sending messages).Domain objects (entries) are 

stored by the space acting as in-memory service. The specific 

actions that can be taken against the entry are write, read, take 
(read plus delete from the space), and notify (when the entry 

registers changes). A different combination of these actions can 
derive different paradigms like caching by using write and read 

since entries are stored within the application; parallel 
processing by using write and take since the master/worker 

pattern (originally invented within the context of Tuple Space) 
can be achieved multiple writers providing entries and 

consumers processing them; messaging by using write/take and 
notify since asynchronous informing occurs. 

A group of multiple space instances form a cluster, which is 

viewed by the user as a one big space. The way they are 
organized is called a clustering topology. There are two main 

clustering topologies (replicated and partitioned) and a hybrid. 
The most widely used is the hybrid resilient (from its replicated 

part) partitioning clustering topology or Partitioned-
Sync2Backup. It gives the ability for the data to be both 

partitioned when the data doesn’t fit in one space instance, and 
replicated to handle a failing space instance. 

The mapreduce ability is supported by the openspaces 

remoting feature which is based on the spring remoting which 
in turn is based on the java remote method invocation (RMI). 

There are two implementations of remoting supported by 
gigaspaces: Event Driven Remoting that is made available by 

the Polling Event Container that implements the pooling 
consumer pattern and is good for queue semantics and master 

worker pattern, but doesn’t support mapreduce; and Executor 
Based Remoting which allows for map/reduce invocations in a 

synchronous or asynchronous manner that also can failover 

transparently (if a primary space instance fails, it will 
transparently route the remote invocation to the backup). The 

Executor Based Remoting uses Task Executors. They are made 
available by OpenSpaces and they are collocated with the 

space instance. So they execute a task from the client which 
sends the task through a proxy to a processing unit (space 

instance) through remoting. Executes the task there and returns 
the result through the proxy again to the client.  
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The client implements the Task interface (define what the 

task will execute on the space instance) and sends it through 
remoting on the specific space instance / processing unit by 

providing the routing id or sends it to multiple processing units 
(space instances) or the whole cluster. By sending to multiple 

processing units, it can also wait on all the results from the 
processed tasks on the remote space instances, and reduce them 

all together, in effect doing the mapreduce pattern. Gigaspaces 
provides a mechanism (DistributedTask execution) so the 

client doesn’t have to do this manually. This is called 
distributed task execution or broadcast task execution (if all the 
primary space instances from the cluster are involved). 

B. MongoDB 

MongoDB is a NoSQL technology which also allows 

scalability and replication. Its structure consists of collection 
namespace and index namespace (contained within extends 

organized in doubly linked lists). Indexes are placed in memory 
and collections taken into memory on demand. 

MongoDB solves scaling with sharding which scales the 
application by adding additional nodes - shards without adding 

complexity to the application. Three types of sharding are 
available. We are using hash-based sharding that generates 

MD5 hash, based on the document shard key, so these 

documents are distributed uniformly across the shards . Range-
based and custom tag-aware sharding exist. 

The sharded cluster consists of shards (one master and one 
or more replica slaves), config servers hold the number and 

locations of shards and data within them (counting 3), and 
mongos instances or query routers that route queries from the 

client to the appropriate primary/master shard (referring to the 
config servers to find out where the appropriate shard for their 

query is). 

When data / documents are requested, they are placed in 

memory. Updates on documents are done in memory by 

marking it dirty and thousands of operations are done before 
the system decides to write the changes to disk. This makes the 

processing rather fast. Since documents are padded (space left 
for additional data to be written), when writing dirty documents 

to disk, the changes either overwrite a previous field, or add 
some data which can use up the pad. The document will need 

to be rewritten to another address only when the pad is filled. 
The padding size is also decided dynamically by keeping 

record how fast fields within a document change, and with this 

minimize disk I/O. There are other optimizations that 
MongoDB takes to handle disk memory client communication 

and to insure better throughput. One way is keeping the 
documents in chunks with equal size, which in turn are placed 

in the shards. There is a balancer which redistributes chunks to 
a shard least congested, as they grow out of size. It supports 

many types of indexes unique, compound (on multiple fields), 
geospatial (for location queries), sparse (for indexing fields 

only in case when they exist in the document) and text search 

type. We are using a sparse unique index. Furthermore, there is 
a query optimizer that takes turns in executing different indexes 

of the same queries from time to time when the collection 
hasn’t changed, and chooses the faster index. Also if a query 
asks for data that is only contained in an index, MongoDB 

doesn’t have to look on disk (it returns the data from the 
indexes in memory). Another optimization is the mechanism in 
which MongoDB is syncing the changes to disk. The process is 

journaling and instead of writing the changes to the collection 
on disk (it might have to wait for other operations to finish and 

takes more time), it writes the deltas (differences) on disk in a 
separate journal file and later when allowed writes these 

changes to the appropriate collection. The tradeoff for this 
architecture is the inability to provide ACID transactions on 

multi-document level, which must be handled within the client 

application. 

Before map phase starts, the documents are taken from the 

collection into memory (if not already there) and any sorting 
and filtering can be applied (and is recommended since 

MongoDB won’t have to write the intermediate sorted/filtered 
results to disk). A map javascript function maps the results 

from the documents by emitting key-value pairs. If multiple 
values appear for a key than the reduce phase kicks in and 

reduces the results with the reduce javascript function. 

Additionally a finalize stage can be issued if we need to do 
some extra calculations after the reduce stage is finished. 

Mapreduce results can be written in a collection (and that 
further can be used for some subsequent mapreduce operations 

on the same growing data set - incrementally) or results can be 
inlined, but the collection has to be less than 16MB. The map 

function’s emit can hold maximum 8MB. The emit function 
can be called zero, one or multiple times. The reduce function 

can be invoked on the same key multiple times (the result of 

the reduce becomes the input parameter for the subsequent 
reduce on the same key). Mongodb can take, as expected, 

sharded collections. When the collection is sharded the 
mapreduce is executed on each shard in parallel.  

C. Differences 

The main difference between these two technologies, 

relevant to our research, is the place of operation execution. 
The operations are memory to memory in the case of 

Gigaspaces and memory and disk (file based) for MongoDB. 
Since both of the technologies have concept of keeping not yet 

replicated or saved changes on file (MongoDB through 
journaling, Gigaspaces through the redo log), this is not taken 

into consideration although they might have slight differences 
in the way they do the change logging. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The model used was created from the SportyPal 

application. The calculated values from a workout consist 
roughly of the following parameters: start and end time, start 

and end gps latitude and longitude, distance, total time, calories 

burned, best two thousand meters, maximum speed and pace, 
average pace and heart rate, total climb and descent. These 

parameters were used to create calculated minimum, 
maximum, average and total from all the workouts calculated 

values that count forty eight, from here on, grouped calculated 
values. These were used to compare the users (user profiles) 

and to check which cluster they belong to. The cluster 
represents a logical concept that can be assigned to a group of 

user profiles that have same parameters or parameters that 

diverge slightly. For the purpose of this research we consider 
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the case where clusters will not be used for direct comparison, 

so their state in our case is not shown. Taken this into account, 
the clusters contain the ids.The ids of the clusters the user 

belongs to are collocated with (replicated in) the user profiles. 
This enhances the speed since there would be no need to search 

the entity in another partition (space instance in Gigaspaces, 
shard in MongoDB). 

The experiment starts by executing the jar on command line 
and providing initial number of clusters and users that need to 

be created, whether or not we want the initial feeder ran, how 

many times should the comparing be done, the number of 
partitions that the comparison would be ran on, and the 

boundary percentage of clusters that the user will belong to (or 
the cluster subset percentage), all as command line parameters. 

Since the number of clusters for a given profile will be limited, 
when generating the profiles we set the maximum of the 

clusters that one profile could belong to is three percent of the 
total. Since the testing was done for hundred clusters in total, 

initial users could belong to a maximum of three clusters. The 

number of users was set to five million. Partitions were set to 
eight (and sixteen in the case of gigaspaces 16 partitions), and 

number of repeating comparisons set to two hundred. 

Firstly the generator creates the clusters within the 

application, and writes them to the appropriate partition/shard 
using the routing id. Each cluster has a random routing id 

assigned to it between and inclusive one and the number of 
partitions (eight). After the clusters are saved in partition, the 

users are assigned a random number of clusters they belong to 

between 0 and three, and they too are routed to one of the eight 
partitions. 

After the initial feeding has been finished, the comparison 
iterations start. It consists of creating a user that doesn’t belong 
to any clusters which is going to be used to be compared to the 
users in the partitions. After the user is created, the 

measurement of time is initiated. Then a task 
(CompareUserDistributedTask for Gigaspaces and mapreduce 

mongo operation for MongoDB) is sent and invoked on all 
partitions. Within that task the map function compares thirteen 

of the forty eight grouped calculated values of the user that 

needs to know which clusters it belongs to, and the one from 
the partition. The number of grouped calculated values was 

chosen randomly for the purpose of this research. This map 
compare phase consists of filtering out all those profiles that 

achieved a matching percentage lower than a matching 
percentage boundary (decided by the cluster). The matching 

percentage refers to the number of matching grouped 
calculated value pairs met. In our case, a grouped calculated 

value pair is matched if they are equal (although, we could 

compare values in any way, for instance we could measure the 
deviation of the values depending on a cluster’s value deviation 
boundary). And the matching percentage boundary was set to 
zero percent (in order to get as many possible candidates). The 

approach presented in this paper is inspired by the 
methodology presented for the COHESY system [2] in terms 

of the need to calculate the value (membership) of the profile in 
relation to certain cluster. Once the comparison was done, the 

clusters the partition user belonged to, are added in a map (if 

not already there) for the ‘new’ user and their counter 
incremented. Also a total count of users for that cluster is 

saved. In the reduce phase a sum of the total cluster users and a 

sum of the matched cluster users is created. And the final 
calculation mandates that the ‘new’ user will belong to the 
cluster if and only if the percentage of matched users from the 
total of the users belonging to the clusters is below some limit  

(which in our case was set to ten). Once the calculation is 
finished the time is stopped and logged, and another 

comparison iteration is started. In the case of eight threads used 
with MongoDB, eight of the iterations were done in parallel. 

The logs contain the amount of time it took to populate the 

system with the initial users and clusters, the amount of time it 
took compare the first user to the ones in the partitions (since 

for certain technologies like MongoDB, the data that is not in 
memory is taken from disk the first time the application wants 

to read something, although this could be seen from the other 
iterations), and the amount of time it took for the two hundred 

subsequent compares. 

IV. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYZES 

Fig. 1. Response times comparison in separate charts 

Gigaspaces with eight primary partitions drops 

exponentially with local maximums bigger than average 
response time at the iterations 1, 3, 7, 10, 15, 18, 20, 25, 28, 32 

although only the iterations 1, 3 are above the local maximum 

average of 2853.2 ms. With 16 partitions also drops 
exponentially but it has eleven local maximums bigger than the 

response time at 1, 6, 10, 15, 18, 20, 22, 24, 27, 30, 38 with 
iterations 1, 6, 10 being above the local maximum average of 

2406.64 ms. The graph normalizes after 32 and 38 iterations. 
Whereas with MongoDB in the case of one used router when 

sending one mapreduce task at a given time, the response times 
stick to the average with occasional scattered peaks. The local 

maximums above the response time average are at iterations 2, 

7, 10, 12, 15, 17, 19, 29, 42, 54, 65, 74, 82, 91, 108, 110, 123, 
125, 134, 156, 169, 187 and local maximums above the local 

maximum average (189038.59 ms) being 10, 17, 65, 82, 125, 
169, 187. In the fourth experiment MongoDB runs as many 

possible mapreduce tasks in parallel as available processor 
cores (eight in our case). The local maximums above average 

response time are 7, 16, 24, 28, 32, 36, 38, 40, 46, 53, 57, 60, 
65, 68, 71, 77, 79, 88, 104 and local maximums above the local 

maximum average (45214.84 ms) being 7, 16, 24, 32, 53, 60, 
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68, 77, 88. So for MongoDB, the normalization doesn’t occur 
at all or happens after the 104th iteration. For the later 
MongoDB scenario, since, at the beginning, the 

documents/collections are still not in memory, the response 
times are considerably higher. There is a slight increase each 

iteration since some of the threads will always return later, 
even if their mapreduce tasks were sent at approximately the 

same time. This happens because they compete for the same 
shared resources and one will always have a higher priority 

than the other. As time passes the processor core ‘attacks’ 
become distributed uniformly, since the main application 
threads send the mapreduce in a more uniform approach. At the 

end, it takes less time to process a mapreduce task because 
there are less mapreduce tasks for the processor to process, 

hence they are not competing for the same shared resources. 
Similar uniformity is expected when a single mapreduce task is 

split and multiple threads are used. The threaded MongoDB 
approach works 4.164 times better than the non threaded since 

MongoDB has no division of the mapreduce task within the 

processor. It processes the mapreduce task in one core.  

Fig. 2. Response times comparison all in one chart  

Like for MongoDB, in Gigaspaces using more partitions 
per server (number of partitions approaching number of cores), 

will make better utilization of the resources, since it too takes 
better advantage of the processor cores. We could have divided 

the mapreduce task the same number of times as partitions 
multiplied. It should have rendered a similar result where we 

would see a fall in response time. The average response time 

when using sixteen partitions against eight gave 34.35% better 
response time. As in the case with MongoDB the more 

utilization of the cores we make, the more expressed the peaks 
will be. 

On figure 2 we can see the significant difference in 
response times between the two MongoDB approaches. The 

first approach where one mapreduce task is sent at one time on 
the 8 servers (orange/upper one), has a response time average 

of 180.238 seconds. Whereas, the second approach, where 

eight mapreduce tasks are sent to all eight servers (green line) 
achieve 43.517 seconds round time. Compared to the 

Gigaspaces 1.377 seconds and 0.904 seconds average response 
time, MongoDB lags behind mainly because of the need to 

transfer the files from disk to memory.  

TABLE I.  T ABLE AVERAGES AND DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS 

 
Gigaspaces 
8 partitions 

Gigaspaces 
16 

partitions 

MongoDB 1 

mapreduce 
task per 8 

servers 

MongoDB 

8 
mapreduce 

tasks per 8 
servers 

Avg. 
(sec.)  

1.377 0.904 180.241 43.284 

Std. Dev. 0.439 0.569 5.097 3.379 

Sample 
Variance 

0.192 0.324 25.979 11.419 

Population 
Variance 

0.191 0.322 25.849 11.362 

Population 

Std. Dev. 
0.437 0.567 5.084 3.371 

 

Fig. 3. Gigaspaces response times comparison 

Fig. 4. Response times aligned by average on 180 seconds. 

In our case, taken the above, using Gigaspaces will provide 

better scheduling of tasks. 

V. CONCLUSION 

By using Gigaspaces, an in memory data grid technology, 
and MongoDB, a NoSQL technology we inspected the low 

boundary of the response time for a collaborative healthcare 
system represented by the model of the SportyPal application. 

Using in memory data grid technologies will render the best 
results. Specifically, by using two partitions for servers with 

eight cores. The response time gets better when the number of 
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partitions approaches the number of CPU cores, but since this 

was not linear (34.35% increase when changing from one 
partition on server to two partitions on server), it remains to be 

tested how much it could change with more than two partitions. 

As in the related work done on bioinformatics paired data 

processing [5], where they compared using Mapreduce 
technologies (from multiple used), we come to the conclusion 

that Mapreduce technologies are a preferred approach when 
classifying, because of their capability to hold large data sets, 

and to collocate the computation with the data. Therefore, they 

simplify solutions over traditional systems. 

A further research can be done by exploring some options 

in both technologies. 

MongoDB mapreduce can be speeded up by using the 

splitVector command to split the collection into multiple parts 
and use multiple threads to process the parts. Currently 

MongoDB doesn’t split the collection automatically so that it 
can make use of the multiple cores on a processor like in 

Hadoop. This is why presplitting might render better results. 

Instead of splitting the collection for one mapreduce task, 
we’ve shown the same, by running eight mapreduce tasks in 

parallel. The presplit approach needs to also work with 
different databases, since each mapreduce task needs to write 

the output and the same lock will need to be acquired if one 
database is used. By changing the size of chunks kept in a 

shard response times could also be tested. Since our map phase 
of the task is not sortable, we can’t improve on the speed by 
using a sort on the collection prior to issuing the mapreduce. 

Adding partitions could be tested for speed and we could 
see what will the correlation be when the number of partitions 

approaches the number of cores. 

Additionally, other NoSQL (like HBase and Hadoop) and 

other data grid technologies could be compared. 
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Abstract—The  use  of  graphics  and  images  on  the  Web  is

increasingly  prevalent,  from  everyday  blogs  and  forums  to

serious  and  complex  data  analysis  from  the  global  economy,

industry, science and many other areas.  Hence,  optimizing the

storage  and  processing  of  images  arises  as  a  challenge.  The

required  optimization  can  be  achieved  through  the  extraction

and storage of the needed parameters of the image and applying

the  methods and techniques  to reduce  the network load while

operating the system. The purpose of this paper is to investigate

the  feasibility  and  suitability  for  utilizing  the  unconventional

RIAK database in the application for determining the similarity

among  images.  The  architecture  and  robust  characteristics  of

RIAK promise good results when working with large data sets. In

addition  to  improving  the  performance  of  the  application,  an

algorithm is proposed for effectively determining the similarities

among the images.

Keywords—image analysis; data storage; search optimization;

big-data; NoSql;

I. INTRODUCTION 

The  exponential  growth  of  data  has  spawned  an  era  of
rapidly  evolving  database  systems  and  architectures  that
fundamentally rethink the concepts and techniques conceived
and  developed  to  manage  and  access  data.  As  web
technologies  advance,  a  growing  multitude  of  prospective
internet  users  store  vast  amounts  of  data  on  a  daily  basis
making  the  inevitable  need  for  a  fast  and  reliable  database
engine. The last forty years, relational database management
systems  dominated  the  database  market  unrivaled,  but  this
way of doing things has proven inadequate when working with
large  data  sets.  Recently, a  new  generation  of data
management systems have arisen, mostly non-relational, and
are  proving  to  be  effective  solutions  to  the  needs  of  an
increasing  number  of  large-scale  applications.  They  are
classified as “NoSQL” databases. This database model is not
suitable for every application, mainly due to the lack of full
ACID transaction support. That is why it is common today to
utilize  hybrid  systems,  running  both  SQL  and  NoSQL
database engines. 

As  humanity  drowns  in  data,  the  means  to  filter  and
organize the content of the data, gets more sophisticated every
day. This paper  attempts to provide a starting ground for  a
solution  to  the  issue  of  finding  and  identifying  similarities
between images. 

Image processing is an expanded area, dedicated towards
improving  and  optimizing  image  processing  algorithms.  [1]
and [2] propose an efficient way of parallelizing execution of
this algorithms, however the focus in these papers is set only
on accelerating algorithms’ execution.

Another  approach  recently  popularized  with  the  rise  of
specialized  hardware  technologies,  is  testing and  evaluating
new processor architectures, implemented on DSP or FPGA.
[3] presents a collection of suggested architectures dedicated
for image processing. Some of those organizations were taken
into consideration and their realization lead to positive results
[4], [5]. 

This papers’ approach is completely in other direction. Its
purpose is to develop an application for the issue of finding
and identifying similarities between images, but for the first
time implementing  this  type  of  system/application,  inside  a
database system, in our particular case, Riak database engine. 

The  paper  is  organized  in  five  sections.  Section  two
presents  a  brief  introduction  and  explanation  of  perceptual
hash  algorithm,  its  properties,  advantages  and  reasons  for
choosing it for this paper’s work. Furthermore, section three
consists of a brief overview of Riak database engines and its
best  features,  continuing  with  blending  pHash  and  Riak  in
section  four  -  the  practical  realization  of  our  project.
Afterwards,  this  paper  continues  with  presentation  of  the
results from the executed tests, analysis and discussion. The
paper concludes with section 6, where the general conclusions
are made. 

II. PERCEPTUAL HASHING

Many studies in the field of cognitive science, psychology
as  well  as  natural  sciences  have  conveyed  that  people  are
visual thinkers. As much as we'd hate to admit it, appearance
is  everything.  Only  by  looking  at  something  one  can
immediately decide if he likes it or not. This is because human
beings are visual creatures. According to 3M Corporation and
Zabisco, 90% of information transmitted to the brain is visual,
and visuals are processed 60,000 times faster in the brain than
text.  Throughout  the  years,  many  researchers  work  and
experiments evolved around this phenomenon and contributed
with  thorough  studies  substantiated/supported  with  massive
amounts  of  data  in  form  of  analyses,  media,  papers  etc.
Furthermore,  todays’  cutting  edge  technology  enables
acceleration and optimization in processes and applications in
every  academic,  industrial  or  even  life  aspect.  Hence,  a
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utilization of intensive computer processing was introduced in
image  analyses,  quickly  becoming  a  trend  and  attracting
attention  of  many  theoretical  researchers  and  application
developers.  Image processing  refers  to  processing  of  a  two
dimensional  picture  by  a  computer.  Basic  definition  is:  An
image  defined  in  the  “real  world”  is  considered  to  be  a
function of two real variables, for example, a(x,y) with a as
the  amplitude  (e.g.  brightness)  of  the  image  at  the  real
coordinate position (x,y), [6], [7].

As mentioned before, modern digital technology has made
it  possible  to  manipulate  multi-dimensional  signals  with
systems that  range from simple digital  circuits  to  advanced
parallel computers. The goal of this operation can be allocated
in three groups: Image Processing (image in - > image out),
Image Analysis  (image in  -> measurements  out)  and Image
Understanding (image in -> high-level description out).  The
aim of the studies in this field is clear, and is for computers to
adapt the way that human brain works and resonates images,
so for this same aspect to be implemented and exploited in
various  application,  contributing  in  better  marketing,  data
mining,  or  in  other  words,  understanding  and  connecting
different aspects of the web and digital media genuinely.

All image processing techniques actually are mathematical
functions of operations with arrays (matrixes) since images in
computer science world can be presented digitally in different
format. For these mathematical functions to be executed on a
computer machine they need to be translated into algorithms.
As a result from all the work done in this area, there are plenty
proposed  algorithms  for  image  processing,  however  all  of
them  differ  in  terms  of  performance,  accuracy,  efficiency,
requirements  and  consequently  implementation.  As  with
everything else, one should choose the most appropriate one
for his needs, according to an application. For the purposes of
this paper, a fast algorithm was required, resistant to rotation,
skew and color variation, thus Perceptual Hash algorithm was
chosen. 

A fingerprint  of  a  multimedia  file  can  be  generated  by
extracting number of features from it, and represent them in
some predefined format. Perceptual hashes have the ability to
create  similar  hashes  for  similar  images,  contrary  to  the
cryptographic hash functions where even though images have
some level of similarity between them, their hashes may be
completely  different.  Being  robust  enough  to  survive
transformations  or  "attacks"  for  a  certain  input,  and  at  the
same time remaining flexible enough to recognize a difference
between dissimilar files, is a must for perceptual hashes. These
so  called  “attacks”  may come in  a  form of  rotation,  skew,
contrast adjustment and different compression/formats.

For  these  reasons  perceptual  hashing  is  considered  as  e
engaging field of study, with a great  potential  for computer
science research.

Different  application  can  implement  pHash  algorithm,
starting with copyright protection, similarity search for media
files, or even digital forensics. The goal of this research/paper
being a web image crawler, perceptual hash algorithms meets
all  the  requirements.  Figure  3,  gives  an  example  of  input
image to an application deploying pHash algorithm and the
corresponding output in form of binary fingerprint.

This  new  image  hash  is  based  on  Marr  wavelet  which
calculates the perceptual hash based on edge information with
particular  emphasis  on corners  [8].  According  to [9],  it  has
been shown that the human visual system makes special use of
certain retinal cells to distinguish corner-like stimuli. It is the
belief that this corner information can be used to distinguish
digital images that motivates this approach. Basically, the edge
information attained  from the wavelet  is  compressed  into a
fixed length hash of 72 bytes. Binary quantization allows for
relatively fast hamming distance computation between hashes,
[10], [11].

The idea of web image crawler wraps around given image
going through an image analyze  process  which will  extract
certain  features  from  it,  and  according  to  them  will  query
database  storage  of  prospective  similar  images,  linking  that
particular image to the most related one. For this concept to be
realized and effective there is a firm need of a huge knowledge
base (in our case fingerprints of lots of images) to which an
image can be compared to. Thus, next important requirement
for  this  project  is  effective  data  storage,  capable  of  storing
massive amounts of data, at the same time not very complex
for  querying  and  suitable  for  scaling.  Riak  meet  the
requirements and was chosen as underlying platform for our
web image crawler application.

III. RIAK DISTRIBUTED DATA BASE SYSTEM

Riak is one of many new non-relational database structures
that  work  by  distributing  data  across  multiple  servers.  It  is
designed  to  deliver  maximum data  availability.  One  of  the
fundamental tradeoffs for this system is – high availability in
exchange  for  possibly  outdated  information  [12].  The  most
profound things about Riak are:

 High-volume:  Vast  amount  of  data  stored  in  the

database is available for read and write when needed

 High velocity: Easily upgradable,  responds to growth

very well.

 High-variety: Any type of file can be stored as a value

within the database.
Even if a system requires storing and serving terabytes of

data  a  day,  it  will  respond  with  exceptional  speeds  for
requests.

IV. RIAK COMPONENTS

Riak is a Key/Value (KV) database, particularly designed
and  developed  to  spread  data  across  clusters  consisting  of
physical  servers  (nodes).  These  database  systems  are  built
upon key/value architecture, or in other words, the basic idea
of  how Riak  works,  is  that  you  can  store  a  value  with  an
immutable key and retrieve the data when needed.

Riak’s  fundamental  principle  revolves  around  buckets,
keys and values. Values can be data of any type, and the only
way  to  access/retrieve  this  value  is  trough bucket/key  pair.
Buckets provide a logical namespace for objects stored in the
database. This means that objects with identical keys can be
stored  in  different  buckets  without  conflict.  Furthermore,
essentially important is the physical platform on which Riak
relies on, which defines the way Riak gains its functionality
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and  main  attractive  features,  like  high-availability  and
distribution. Riak cluster is what keeps this system together. 

Moreover,  the  major  concept  which  defines  the
organization of Riak cluster is known by the name Replication
and Partition. In order to retain high availability at all time,
Riak’s  default  feature  is  to  replicate  data  into  multiple
storages. Thus, the main idea is that if one storage node goes
down, another one will serve the requests.

The  second  part  from  Riak’s  concept,  addresses  the
problem  of  increasing  capacity,  through  dividing  data  into
multiple  places  so  performances  are  gained  only  by  cheap
hardware investment. Thus, by implementing this method of
replication and partition of data, Riak cluster is organized in a
way appropriate for fast querying, at the same time enabling
highly available storage. Central to any Riak cluster is a 160-
bit integer space which is divided into equally-sized partitions.
[13]

Each physical  server  represents  a node from the cluster,
and each node contains virtual nodes - vnodes inside. These
virtual nodes are elements of a clusters’ (sometimes referred to
as ring) and occupy certain part  of it.  Their number can be
determined by associating with the number of physical nodes
in the cluster. The best practice is to use an example. If we
have a ring including 32 partitions which should be divided
into 4 nodes (servers), the result will be, 8 virtual nodes for
each physical server. This example is given on Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Riak Ring

Continuing,  worth  mentioning  is  one  of  Riaks’  best
features  for  which  it’s  known  and  valued,  its  Search
capabilities. Riak has several built in features for querying and
searching data.

1.  A distributed full-text  search  engine  with a robust  query

language, [12-LRB]

2. Tagging objects with additional values and query by exact

match or range.

3.  MapReduce implementation for  sophisticated analyses for

large datasets. 
Regarding  its  features  Riak  database  systems  can  be

employed in variety  of  applications.  Some use  cases  where
retailers use Riak are:

 Shopping  Carts:  Using  architectural  principles  from

Amazon,  Riak  provides  an  always-on  low-latency

customer experience.

 Product  Catalogs:  Designed  to  scale  out  rapidly

accommodating  fast-growing  volumes  of  images,

product and user data.

 Mobile  Applications:  Fast  and  reliable  small  object

storage to power highly concurrent mobile experiences

across platforms.

The combination of simple database storage in key/value
form  and  the  capability  for  implementing  powerful  search
made  Riak  an  invincible  choice  for  fulfilling  our  projects’
goals.   The  next  section  will  be  dedicated  on  further
explanation  of  how  exactly  Riak  was  implemented  and
configured to meet the requirements of a web image crawler.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

For  the  purposes  of  this  paper,  we  installed  Riak  on  a
UNIX machine utilizing the PHP API provided by Basho. The
images, no matter the size or format, need to be analyzed so
that  the  necessary  data  can  be  extracted  and  stored  in  the
database.  It  is  also  possible  to  store  the  whole  image  as  a
binary value in Riak but there are limitations to the size of the
file to approximately 50MB. For now, the path to the image
stored on the local machine will suffice.

The image analysis process consists of the following steps:

 Reducing the size - As Average Hash, pHash starts
with a small image, larger than 8x8; 32x32. This step
aims to simplify the DCT computation, not because it
is needed to trim down the high frequencies.[13]

 Reducing  the  color  –  Process  of  reducing  images’
color to grayscale just to further simplify the number
of needed computations. 

 Computing the DCT. The DCT separates the image
into a collection of frequencies and scalars.[14]

 Reducing  the  DCT  -  Keeping  only  the  lowest
frequencies in the picture.

 Computing the average value - As the Average Hash,
computing  the  mean DCT value  is  required  (using
only  the  8x8  DCT  low-frequency  values  and
excluding the first term since the DC coefficient can
be significantly different  from the other  values and
will throw off the average). This completely excludes
flat image information like solid colors, from being
included in the hash description.

 Further  reduction  of  the  DCT  –  This  is  the  most
important  step.  Setting  the  64  hash  bits  to  0  or  1
depending on whether each of the 64 DCT values is
above or below the average value. The result does not
give  the  actual  low  frequencies;  it  just  shows  the
very-rough  relative  scale  of  the  frequencies  to  the
calculated mean. The resulting bit array will not vary
much as long as the overall structure of the image is
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still  the  same,  meaning  it  can  survive  gamma and
color histogram adjustments without complications.

 Constructing the hash – Converting the 64 bits into a
64-bit integer. The order does not matter, just as long
as it is consistent. 

Once the image hash is created, it needs to be stored in the
database along with the additional information. Following is
presented Table with detailed information.

TABLE I: BACKEND STORAGE PERSPECTTIVE

Bucket

Data Type Key Value

An image file in the format

of  .JPG  .PNG,  .GIF  or

other image format.

The  pre-

calculated  hash

value  of  the

image

Basic  information

about  the  image:

Header, Source

*
The calculated hash of the image is stored as the key

Following are presented the times for  each phase of the
application execution.

Time  required  for  single  image  processing  and
constructing  appropriate  hash  has  been  measured  as
0.038638830184937 Sec, which is quite long time, compared
to  other  hash  algorithms.  This  is  a  consequence  of  the
intensive  processing  needed  for  extracting  images’ features.
Inserting hash as key, along with the image URL as a value
takes about 0.0029208302497864 seconds. A conclusion can
be made that image processing is a decisive bottleneck in this
application and by accelerating this process, a large amount of
time  can  be  saved.  This  was  the  reason  for  further
experimentation  with different  algorithms,  more  particularly
dHash. 

Testing  dHash  algorithm  with  the  same  image  used  in
evaluating pHash performances, reviled the following results. 

 For  processing  the  image:  0.089251041412354

Seconds.

 For storing the image: 0.003881692886352 Seconds.

After comparing pHash time of execution to other popular
hash algorithms, frequently used in image processing, it was
revealed  that  perceptual hashing  is  the  most  effective  and
accurate  for  this  type  of  application.  Thus,  this  project
proceeded with implementing pHash algorithm as the image
processing component and Riak database as backend storage. 

Fig. 2:Results generated when searching with pHash

Fig. 2 is a visual representation of the results generated when

searching for an image in a bucket with 1000 different images.

From left  to  right:  the  similarity  percentage,  the  image  we

searched and a visual representation of the hash generated for

the image.
Applications  implementing  Riak,  or  NoSQL  data  in

particular, can gain additional acceleration by employing Map
Reduce method. MapReduce is a method of aggregating large
amounts of data by separating the processing into two phases,
map and reduce, that themselves are executed in parts. Map
will be executed per object to convert/extract some value, and
then those mapped values will be reduced into some aggregate
result. What do we gain from this structure? It’s predicated on
the idea that it’s cheaper to move the algorithms to where the
data lives, than to transfer massive amounts of data to a single
server  to  run  a  calculation  [12].  This  principle  can  be  a
foundation  for  continuing  this  project  by  employing  the
database backend storage on several Riak nodes.

Next,  the  results  of  the  project's  testing  are  presented.
Figure 3, presents the performance of this application, where
x-axis gives the number of images present in the storage at the
moment of executing the php script and y-axis gives the time
execution in seconds.

Fig. 3: Riak execution performances

Since execution time is a sensitive and important feature of a 

system, detailed results are given in Table II.

TABLE II: DETAILED EXECUTION TIME OF RIAK IMAGE SEARCH

Number of pictures Execution time

10 0.035221099853516

100 0.34610676765442

250 0.71643304824829

500 1.0596771240234

1000 1.9901819229126

Even  though  detecting  similar  files  typically  involves
complex  heuristics  and/or  O(n2)  pair-wise  comparisons,  by
using  a  hash  function  that  hashed  similar  files  to  similar
values,  image  similarity  could  be  determined  simply  by
comparing  pre-sorted  hash  key  values.  This  technique  was
combined with the powerful MapReduce method in Riak, and
managed to reduce performance execution of our application
to O(n) complexity, which can  be noticed  on Figure  X,  by
keeping  linearity  of  this  application  functions,  despite  the
number of images stored in the database.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The  purpose  of  this  paper  was  to  demonstrate  the
efficiency  of  a  NoSql Database  (Riak) to  store and process
images.  Because  of  the  high  minimum  requirements  of
running a Riak database, we weren’t able to see the full power
of managing large amounts of data with this DB Engine, but
we believe that further testing and appropriate hardware will
reveal that RIAK is up to the task. Another task for the future
will  be  to  optimize  the  algorithm  for  detecting  image
similarities and obtain a O(log n) complexity performance.
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Abstract— In this paper we give an overview of the cloud 

computing benefits for the educational institutions as well as 

risks that must not be overlooked when embarking on this type of 

venture. We review a number of success stories from all over the 

world about implementing cloud computing into the educational 

process on small and big scales. We also discuss the possibility of 

migrating the Macedonia’s educational services into the cloud 

and the potential benefits and risks that this process contains. We 

present a possible integrated cloud solution design and discuss 

the steps needed in order to put the design into practice. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The educational institutions all over the world are entering 
the cloud computing market being aware that the IT tools are 
becoming a necessity for accomplishment of the educational 
goals. Even more, the new age requires that schools are open 
towards the community so that its digital knowledge capacity is 
connected to the global school knowledge system. In other 
words, if, until recently, the schools were meant to provide 
capacity and ask for students to come in in order to provide 
them with knowledge, today’s schools are supposed to put their 
knowledge out into the digital space, into the environment 
occupied by their students. Today’s successful education is 
based on real time communication, as well as data and resource 
sharing.  

Learning with computer support today has been translated 
from learning using a computer towards learning using the 
network as platform, that is from expert supported learning 
towards environment supported learning, from fixed data 
towards mixing and analyzing data. With this e-learning 
concept, cloud computing becomes the main pillar of the 
learning infrastructure. 

With the rising popularity of cloud computing and its vast 
use of services via the commodity Internet, the IT companies 
have realized the interest in investment and development of 
free, or severely discounted, cloud service offers for the 
educational institutions. This trend is mainly due to the fact that 
they perceive the young students as the future customers of 
their commercial services. Also, by investing into a loyalty 
strategy, they reinforce their market brand. On the other hand, 
the educational institutions strive towards the cloud computing 
options in order to reduce their costs and increase effectiveness 

[1] while keeping lock step with new technologies that improve 
the learning process. 

There are numerous success stories concerning the usage of 
some or a full range of educational services in the cloud in 
different educational institutions in the world. Although the 
implemented solutions are different, the main gains of the 
projects are equal: enhanced learning capabilities and cost 
effectiveness. Following the current world trends combined 
with the obvious benefits from cloud service are raising the 
question of implementing and taking advantage of the 
educational services in the cloud with the end goal being to 
migrate Macedonia’s lower level educational system in the 
cloud. 

Towards this aim, in this paper we give an overview of 
existing succesfull cloud migration stories together with a 
concept of a possible migration of the educational services for 
Macedonia that will ultimately lead to a modern, high quality 
cost effective education.   

II. CLOUD EDUCATION EXAMPLES  

The cloud services for the education offered by the big 
names like Microsoft with its Live@Edu [2] project and 
Google with the Google Apps for Education [3] mainly include 
mail, calendar, office packets that include text editors, 
spreadsheets, presentations, graphics and web site editing and 
alike. The offer for this self-managed software that has no 
special hardware requirements is very tempting for the always-
low educational budget. Another important cloud service that is 
of extreme importance for the educational institutions is the 
cloud data storage possibility with controlled access. This is 
especially the case for audio and video contents that are used as 
multimedia support in today’s educational process. This type of 
content has no privacy issues since it is made publicly available 
with the teacher’s control only on the content and not access, 
while it can benefit greatly from the cloud computing approach 
since it is meant to be accessed by a huge number of 
simultaneous users. Another obvious cloud migration candidate 
is the Learning Management System (LMS) that offers a vast 
range of support for the students and teaching staff. However, 
in this case, the full set of data is not public and great care must 
be taken in order to secure the private data and ensure disaster 
recovery and backup options especially in the case when the 
complete student record will be stored somewhere in the cloud.  
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Some of the grand names inclined on using Google Apps 
for Education include the University of Notre Dame, 
Georgetown University, Monash University, Sapienza 
University of Rome, the University of Westminster and others. 
On the other hand, Microsoft claims that Live@edu is the most 
widely used cloud productivity service for education. With the 
switchover to Office365, the offer includes everything 
available in Office 365 for enterprises, helping teachers save 
time and manage their curricula while giving students access to 
tools that make learning more inspiring, relevant and 
collaborative. 

Besides this typical SaaS adoptions by the education, the 
next popular cloud implementation is starting a private IaaS 
cloud in order to increase the effectiveness of the available lab 
equipment and turn the physical computers into virtual 
laboratories. One of the most successful stories is the Virtual 
Computing Laboratory (VCL) [4], [5] developed with IBM for 
the uses of the University of North Carolina. The main 
objective of the project was to move the resource from the level 
of the individual towards the level of a complete laboratory or a 
synchronous or asynchronous learning classroom. The 
resources needed for accomplishment of the lab or class tasks 
should be available on demand for the time period of few hours 
to few weeks. The basis of this solution is an IaaS service 
model with storage of a number of different VM snapshots 
needed for different tasks. On the top of the virtualized 
infrastructure there is a specialized broker that responds to the 
users request and combines different snapshots when needed. 

The cloud computing potential for efficiency improvement, 
reducing costs and a number of other benefits is recognized by 
a number of educational institution in USA, Europe and 
beyond [6], [7]. The successful cloud computing in the 
education stories also include the underdeveloped regions of 
Africa where the use of Google Apps and Microsoft Azure is 
rising rapidly. By the means of donations from the World Bank 
and other financial institutions, the teachers and students in the 
educational institutions have the opportunity to obtain the 
minimal infrastructure needed in order to obtain access to the 
cloud services. 

All investigated examples have highlighted the benefits of 
using cloud services, but have also pointed out some challenges 
and concerns that include risk assessment, security, and 
governance issues, as well as uncertainty about return on 
investment and service provider certification; and questions 
regarding which activities are best suited for the cloud.  

Thus, while the educational leaders are acclimating to the 
new IT environment and are testing the marketplace with 
ventures ranging from computing cycles and data storage to 
student e-mail, disaster recovery, or virtual computing labs, 
many remain cautious observers as they assess the potential 
impact. This points out to the necessity of careful and in-depth 
analysis of the decision making towards the migration to the 
cloud [8][9].  

III. TOWARDS MIGRATION OF EDUCATION IN THE CLOUD 

Education institutions must determine what makes sense to 
move to the cloud and why. This is important from a risk 
standpoint as well as from a cost perspective. For instance, 

many have already inclined to free e-mail commercial 
providers, using the commercial provided cloud for knowledge 
assessment may prove a bad idea if a service disruption occurs 
during a peak testing period. Thus, security levels around all 
relevant data should be considered and service levels must be 
guaranteed. Of course, one important issue that must not be 
forgotten is to identify the options for exiting the relationship 
with a commercial provider or switching to a different one. 

In general, it is advisable to make the migration process a 
step by step venture, where the start is paved with the obvious 
choices that bear low risks like web applications with public 
content that can benefit from the scaling in the cloud.  

Based on past experiences [10], we can sublime the 
necessities for cloud services in the education as given in Table 
I.  Basically the services offered here are making up a could 
supported learning management system that is course oriented. 

TABLE I.  EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE CLOUD 

Service type Service description 

Cloud 

Courseware 

Enables the students to acces the coursework in 

digital form 

Cloud 

Classroom 

Interactive teaching independent of the teacher or 

student location 

Cloud Lab 

Remote access to virtual computers, modern 

equipment and software, esspecially important for 

technical courses 

On Demand 

Lessons 
Enables students to demand desired courses  

Student 

assignments 

Enables student to download homework 

assignements and upload the solutions 

Online 

evaluation and 

feedback 

The students can do an online knowledge evaluation 

and get corresponding digital certificates  

E-Publishing 

Servise that enables the teaching staff, students and 

other users to access useful electronic publications 

and create web sites 

Data sharing 
Sharing information when working on team projects, 

research assignements, etc. 

Remedial 

classes 

To help students that can not attain the required 

knowledge level just by following regular classes  

 

Other systems that can extremely benefit from moving into 
the cloud include a resource booking system, support/ticketing 
system, alumni/membership manager and dashboard with a 
single sign-on. 

In order for the services to be properly used and secured a 
robust identity and access management is a must. On this point, 
a key technology that is to be used are the federated identities, 
the ability of users authenticated in one domain to access 
resources elsewhere. Furthermore, with the special regulatory 
concerns about student data, educational institutions have 
particular need for an identity ecosystem that must be 
recognized by the commercial cloud provider. It is also 
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expected that policies must be developed for handling the 
increasing popular user-controlled web-based identifiers, like 
those offered by Google and Facebook. 

On the other hand, all of these concerns are shedding light 
on the nature of the cloud in which the majority of the 
education related services could be migrated. Due to the 
extremely sensitive nature of some of the data, the cost 
effective option is the hybrid cloud. In the hybrid cloud 
environment, one or more commercial cloud provider can offer 
the low sensitive applications (like access to coursework, 
student data shares) from within the public cloud, while the 
high sensitive data and applications can be hosted inside a 
private cloud that will offer the needed security level while 
leveraging scalability. 

We recommend the seven-step model [11], presented in 
Table II, for migration to the cloud that should be implemented 
in several phases in order to ensure smooth transit for the 
existing applications that can benefit from the cloud. 

TABLE II.  SEVEN STEP MODEL FOR MIGRATION TO THE CLOUD 

Step Description 

Assessment 
Assessment of the issues relating to migration, at the 

application, code, design, and architecture levels 

Isolation 
Isolation of all the environmental and systemic 

dependencies of the enterprise application 

Mapping 

Separate the components that should reside in the 

captive data center from the ones that will go into the 

cloud 

Re-architect 
A substantial part of the application has to be re-

architected and implemented in the cloud 

Augment 
Augment the apps with the features of cloud 

computing services 

Testing Testing and validation of the new cloud apps 

Optimization Iteration and optimization based on the test results 

 

The phases will be made up out of groups of new and/or 
existing applications classified on the basis of complexity, 
security issues and data sensitivity, so that the lessons learned 
from the non critical groups can be implemented thus 
increasing the quality and ensuring success with the risk prone 
services. 

IV. CLOUD EDUCATIONAL SERVICES CONCEPT FOR 

MACEDONIA 

Since the educational process, especially in the elementary 
and secondary education, is an integral part of the wider 
community, it becomes one of the mostly influenced on fields 
that have to keep locked step with the current technological 
trends. On the other side, on of the main benefits of cloud 
computing is its cost effectiveness. Thus, it is imperative that 
the educational system in Macedonia governed by the Ministry 
of Education and Science (MON) envisions its current and 
future projects implementations in the cloud computing 
environment. As a first step towards this process, in this section 
we give an overview of the current status of the educational 

facilities in Macedonia and discuss the possible design of a 
cloud integrated solution. 

A. Current Status 

  The state schools in Macedonia have a very similar IT 
infrastructure and can thus be easily encompassed with one 
integral solution. Within the “Computer for each child” project 
[12] since 2006, each school is equipped with modest 
performing PCs for the students that are interconnected in a 
local network with an Internet access. For the needs of the 
students a set of educational apps are pre-installed on a Linux 
based OS. As part of the same project, each teacher is given a 
small laptop with low performances. During the 
“modernization of education” project [13] the schools were 
able to update some of their equipment, but this budget was 
mainly being spent on LCD projectors. The schools 
administrative and management staff on the other hand are 
usually equipped with a more up-to-date infrastructure and 
usually have a separate connection to the Internet. All of these 
IT equipment is being managed by a small number of part time 
regionally assigned administrators that are tasked with 
hardware maintenance and occasional software updates. 
However, praxis has proven that daily support and 
management is needed. This hardware review of the current 
status reveals that a cloud solution could be a very promising 
solution to the problem of constant update and management of 
the equipment. 

As for the current software status, there are several 
currently active projects developed and supported by the MON. 
On the state level an Education Management Information 
System (EMIS) [14] has been implemented since 2009 with an 
included module for Human Resource Management. The 
system is web based with an aim of keeping current data on the 
school employees, with their qualifications and work positions, 
as well as coarse grained data on the number of students, 
classes, work plans and other teaching activities in the school. 
Another active project is the e-Journal [15], that aims to 
enhance the communication between the teachers and the 
student parents, by allowing a web based access to the parents 
into the daily journal of teaching activities and the student 
progress expressed via the trimester grades he/she receives for 
each attended class. It also provides statistical data for the 
Ministry and other relevant institutions. This web-based 
application is connected to the EMIS system in order to ensure 
data integrity for the overlapping data. 

The most current addition to the educational projects is the 
web based integrated e-testing information system [17] under 
the control of the state-testing center. The aim of the system is 
to provide a standardized external testing environment that will 
ensure an unbiased external testing with a relevant global state 
scale results. The system has been functioning since 2013 and 
is supposed to be used only in parallel all over the country in 
strictly previously defined testing periods.  

A recent, cloud related, project is the Live@edu initiative 
that has been piloted in 2010 in a number of preselected 
schools. As a part of this project the schools are able to design 
the schools web site based on Microsoft SharePoint with a free 
one year hosting and training of one web administrator. The 
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major benefit of the project is the free use of the Microsoft 
Office 365 suite in the cloud, supported with only 20 emails 
with 10GB inbox, 25GB cloud storage on OneDrive and 
possible video chat with other pilot schools via Lync. This 
project represents a small first step towards the cloud initiative 
and in order to show real benefit for the schools its offers need 
to be expanded so that all teachers and students can create a 
digital identity (liveid in this case) with possibilities for sharing 
digital data via online storage and emails and communicate 
based on a global/local directory. 

Another parallel initiative is the implementation of the open 
source e-learning platform Moodle by a few of the schools in 
the country, which has proven to be a bit of a problem for 
wider acceptance because of the need for hosting and 
management of the services in-house on the schools scarce 
resources. A last active project example is the media library 
that is created with the intent to provide the students with a 
multimedia material (mostly educational videos) that will 
enhance their learning process. The videos are actually 
materials already present on the Internet, preselected by the 
relevant teaching staff and are made publicly available. 

As previously stated, the available IT hardware at the 
schools is difficult to manage and even more difficult to update 
over a prolonged time period. In addition to that, the software 
applications already in place are very good candidates for 
migration into the cloud in order to improve their reliability 
and performances especially in critical moments (like 
graduation testing or trimester grading) when it has been 
shown that the systems are experiencing difficulties due to the 
number of parallel active users. The live@edu project is a good 
starting point for cloud based office apps, calendar, email and 
storage access as well as collaboration based on the 
SharedPoint features. However the implementation is confined 
on the school level while a global approach can offer far more 
benefits. 

B. Migrating the Services in the Cloud 

The first step towards one cloud integrated solution would 
be to identify all of the participants in the educational process 
and devise the needs, activities, access and security levels for 
each of them. In light of this we must emphasize that the 
current services do not include the main participant: the student 
himself, which is a major setback that disables the schools to 
keep up with the evolving teaching methodologies. Thus, an 
effort for an integrated, yet modular, cloud oriented solution 
that encompasses the students, teachers, parents, administrative 
and management staff, relevant associations, as well as the 
relevant state bodies should be included. Also, the usability and 
friendly design should be targeted for the most numerous users 
of the system: the teachers and their students. 

The idea of a hybrid cloud with a private cloud managed by 
MON that can host the sensitive SaaS services like EMIS, E-
journal, e-Testing and alike, and the public cloud supported by 
a commercial cloud provider can offer hosting of the less 
sensitive SaaS based services like the courseware, classroom, 
remedial classes, labs, shared data, integrated communications 
and alike. 

A major part of the public cloud should be given to a VCL 
like solution, or in the least an IaaS services provider with a set 
of predefined snapshots. This setup will enable the students to 
have an access to a standardized virtual desktop. Using this 
model MON can retain the control over the chosen applications 
and services that will be used in the daily school activities, 
while the planning, securing, management and maintenance of 
the hardware infrastructure are given to the provider. The 
provider must ensure scalability and QoS, while at the same 
time the great number of students will ensure a low cost 
solution based on VMs especially when compared to the 
constant need for hardware upgrade and maintenance which 
will needed in a very less frequent intervals since the existing 
equipment is more than adequate to act the part of a terminal 
for the students virtual desktops.  

The rest of benefits of the virtual desktop is the possibility 
to deliver it to a wide range of different devices like desktops, 
laptops, tablets, smartphones. Each student can own his 
personal preset VM that can suspend and activate upon request. 
This will not only allow the students to access a standardized 
environment from their homes as well as from the school, but 
will also work towards the future trends of the schools in the 
sense of the “bring your own device” possibilities. Another 
possibility for implementation is to enable an enhanced virtual 
desktop supported by the provider (this elevates the service to a 
Desktop as a Service - DaaS level [18]), where the provider can 
deliver only a requested application from the snapshot along 
with a virtual storage for the active data.  

Also, one must not forget the cost effectiveness of the 
possibility to downscale the public IaaS cloud resources during 
the winter and summer breaks. Of course, the most imperative 
in this scenario is the control over the VM snapshots that has to 
be implemented by MON in cooperation with the relevant 
institutions. A dedicated team that will manage the pool of 
snapshots and monitor the resource usage needs to be assigned. 
We must stress that the teachers will also use their own 
snapshots with additional preset applications that will enable 
them to manage the rest of the classroom and collaborate with 
the students. Special care must be given to the chosen 
applications and SaaS applications design in the light of user 
interface consistency so that the users have a seamless and 
effortless experience while using a blend of the VM 
environment and the browser based SaaS applications.  

The benefits that can be obtained with the setup of the 
private cloud inside MON and migrating the existing active 
web based to this cloud hosting are apparent. All of the 
previously mentioned applications: EMIS, e-Journal, e-Testing; 
are perfect candidates for the cloud migration. This is 
especially the case with the e-Testing application since it has a 
very irregular pattern of usage. Very low usage some time 
before the overall state testing of students for a given course 
material. In the current state, the state has had to provide the 
hardware infrastructure that will ensure no problems with the 
application performances during the testing, and this hardware 
remains severely underutilized in the rest of the period. 

Hence, if one gathers all hardware used to host all of the 
afore mentioned services, it can be used as a setup for a private 
cloud datacenter in which these services will be hosted. This 
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setup will enable a lot higher utilization of the resources and 
increased performances of the applications. Having in mind 
that the database for most of them is already shared to 
somewhat extend, this reconfiguration is a natural step in the 
process in order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the available hardware. With this the private datacenter will 
also be able to host additional services that can be developed in 
the future without or with a minimum need of hardware 
investment. Another option that can be considered is extending 
the processing power of the private cloud with a commercial 
cloud support in the moments of high demand. It is imperative 
that a very well devised backup and disaster recovery solution 
exists for this private data center, where one of the options is a 
regular backup to a specialized backup cloud provider. In this 
case, the contract with the cloud backup provider must clearly 
state where and how the sensitive data will be stored in order to 
satisfy all legal and security issues that may occur. 

One important part of the cloud solution must be the cloud 
storage option, which can be set up in the public part for all 
non-sensitive data that are restricted by any legislation. These 
can include online storage for public data of the schools, for 
work class materials, educational multimedia and alike, as well 
as shared storage for class assignments and similar activities. 
The sensitive data that contains student records, e-testing 
results and exams and similar should be kept in the private 
cloud. However, we would like to bring to attention the 
importance of choosing the right public cloud storage from 
several different aspects like compatibility and integration with 
the existing applications and services, but most importantly real 
privacy and protection of the data at the provider side. For an 
example, one of the most popular cloud storage providers today 
Dropbox keeps the users files on his storage servers 
unencrypted and demands right over them in the given terms of 
use unlike his competitor Box [19].  

C. Potential risks 

The proposed educational cloud solution has one potential 
weak point in the current setup. This is the increased necessity 
for Internet traffic from and to every school. The current 
Internet connection bandwidth provided to the schools is with 
around 9 Mbps for download and 0.7 Mbps for upload. 
However, this creates problems for even the todays normal 
functioning within the school activities and needs to be 
upgraded soon independently of the cloud initiative.    

With the aim to setup a cloud apps friendly Internet 
connection for the schools and other relevant institutions, while 
doing the upgrade one must have in mind that one of the 
changes in the Internet traffic that the rise of the cloud services 
has induced is the symmetrical traffic [19]. Thus, during the 
upgrade it is imperative that the future Internet connections of 
the schools have not only wider bandwidth but also 
symmetrical upload and download. 

D. Criterias for Choosing the Right Provider 

According to the proposed solution a list of criteria needs to 
be compiled in order for it to be presented to the potential 
providers. The most important criteria that have to be included 
are given in Table III. 

TABLE III.  CLOUD PROVIDER CRITERIAS 

Criteria Description 

Functionality 

A list of all needed functionalities like apps, storage 

space, types of collaboration and communication, etc. 

Special attention must be given to requirements for 

cross compatibility especially if more than one 

provider is chosen 

Platform 
In order to ensure a consistent user friendly interface 

and work environment 

Technical 

issues 

Workflow and timeline for migration of the existing 

applications into the cloud 

Option for automatic profile creation and creating 

federated identities 

System management and administration 

User access 

and user 

experience 

The level of complexity of the services provided must 

be adapted to the students age, but options for 

talented students must be also provided 

Solutions for people with special needs 

Price 

Clear definition of the payment process together with 

a bill management automatization according to 

agreed rules of payment. 

Special attention must be given to the types of 

resources involved and pricing of the traffic to/from 

the cloud provider 

Test period 

The fulfillment of the contract must be based on the 

delivered quality of the service, which for the 

applications has to be evaluated during a testing 

period. The workconditions during the testing must 

be equal to the typical usage of the service. 

Optimization Iteration and optimization based on the test results 

 

Drafting the agreement with the cloud provider may easily 
become one of the most crucial steps in the whole process. 
Basically there are two types of agreements possible: 
predefined and negotiable. The predefined contracts are the 
basis of the scaling economy and are one of the major benefits 
of the public cloud. In this case the provider is the one that 
gives all terms and conditions of use, and usually the client is 
not protected in case of changes. This is of course unacceptable 
in this case, and thus a negotiated contract is needed. A 
negotiated contract will include the needs and terms of the 
client side especially regarding the data security, privacy, 
encryption, application isolation from other cloud users, service 
monitoring, technical control, exit strategy, legislation 
conditions and other. Because this part is crucial in the whole 
process it is advisable that a third mediation party, i.e. broker is 
enlisted. The broker will ensure that all client demands are 
fulfilled including detailed service description including actual 
location and security measures; policies, standards and 
procedures that are going to be applied; type of connection to 
the provider; availability, reliability and scalability; service 
level agreements; disaster and recovery options; and others. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing has brought forth revolutionary changes 
in the IT industry. Instead of buying expensive hardware, 
software with further maintenance expenses, the Internet users 
can now buy what they need, when they needed and pay 
accordingly. The cloud service providers are offering a wide 
variety of platforms and services delivered to the big and small 
customers from their specialized cloud data centers.  
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Educational institutions from all over the world are 
becoming a part of this cloud revolution. Examples range from 
outsourcing e-mails to a cloud provider, to taking the whole 
educational process on a whole new level by exploiting the 
cloud benefits. 

In this paper we have given a proposal for a possible 
integrated cloud solution of the elementary and secondary 
educational services in Macedonia. The proposal has been 
made based on the current status and the current active 
educational project, while also drawing from the existing 
experience presented in the reviewed example.  

Our final goal was a complete cloud based system that 
revolves around the most important participant in this process, 
the student. 
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Abstract—Keyword search in relational databases is useful and
helps users to search without any database technical background.
Keyword search is widely used on the Web, on the other hand,
relational database is dealing with structured data and assists
users to query information using structural query language
(SQL). With the increase of the amount of data stored in rela-
tional databases the need for using keyword search is increasing.
However, efficiency and effectiveness (finding right information)
still remain a problem. In this paper, several systems that
use relational database with keyword search are examined. We
overview, analyse and compare the functionality of the systems,
emphasizing the strengths and weaknesses of each. Finally, we
discuss the most important recommendations for the keyword
search process, and propose the best features such a system
should have.

Keywords−Keyword Search, Relational Databases, Anal-

yse, Evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last several years the interest for the keyword

searching is increasing. The web browsers are internet pyramid

based, searching large amount of information and have users

from all around the world. The regular user has access to

almost all information using internet connection.

Internet search engines introduce the keyword search. On

the other hand traditional Relational Database Management

Systems (RDBMSs) provide powerful query language that

does not involve keyword search. Certainly, large number

of tuples stored in database systems can be searched using

complex SQL query but could not be easily understood by all

users. With the introduction of the keyword search in relational

databases, the need users to know the database schema will be

avoided. Keyword search is working by keywords matching

the values in tuples of the attribute that is associated with

multiple relational tables.

Today the relational databases are widespread and they are

the main technology for information storing. Most of the web

services or applications and systems are accessing the content

using database management system. With the increasing of

complexity and amount of data in databases, the need of

This work was partially financed by the Faculty of Computer Science and
Engineering at the Ss. Cyril and Methodius University.

keyword search based retrieval is growing.

Example

Text, semi structured and structured data are often stored

using relational database management system. In following ex-

ample, archive collection database table, Clt(fondID, boxNum,

arhINum, paperFrom, paperTo, description) enables users to

write comment about a particular collection (attribute, descrip-

tion).

SELECT *
FROM Clt AS C

WHERE CONTAINS(description, ’completed’, 1) > 0

ORDER BY fondID(1) DESC

Keyword query returns tuples from the table Clt that match

the word ’completed’, listed in descending order by fondID.

The tuple values from the collection measure the column

description that suits the above query. Often it is necessary to

provide a good solutions from the keyword query concerning

tuples from multiple tables. This means that there is need to

join multiple tables and implement additional semantics.

Database management systems allow use of queries that

contain text values but also recognize the importance of the

ranking strategies. With search functionality shown above, we

specify the tuples that exactly match the keywords from a

given query. Often we need ranking list of tuples that by some

criteria best match the keyword query, usually not knowing

table structure.

Due to the increased use of keyword search approach, there

is a need of development of keyword search systems using

relational database. There are several existing systems which

can be used in this field. Most of them are academic projects

such as: Spark [1], Discover [3], DbXplorer [4], Banks [5],

Blinks [6]; Commercial projects such as: Spark2 [2] can also

be encountered.

Generally, our challenge is to examine all the details of

the keyword search process, techniques used in developed

systems, and their basic components. So, in our knowledge no

prior paper exist that provide a complete overview of keyword

search process. Our aim is the overall evaluation of the quality

of systems by comparing their functionality and differences, by

analysing the structure of the systems, by statistic evaluations
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of their performances, to ensure enhancements and future

progress in their efficiency and effectiveness.

Organization

Section 2, gives overview of existing systems. In section

3 we present a comparison of the systems using systems

characteristics. Section 4 outlines the conclusions and recom-

mendations.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE EXISTING SYSTEMS

Keyword search process can provide many new opportu-

nities to the relational database and also simplify the user

requirements. In this section we overview the keyword search

prototypes in relational databases by description of common

system structure of several keyword search systems.

A. System structure

The systems can be briefly divided into two categories:

relation based systems and graph based systems. In relation

based approach the answer to the keyword query is a set of

tuples that contains all or some of the search keywords. With

each primary-foreign key relationship, the selected tuples can

be joined together. These systems can be used for all data

types and the result of a keyword search usually connects

the tuples corresponding to the keywords. On the other hand

systems that belong to the graph based approach consider

relational database as a graph, which contains set of nodes

and set of edges. For two given nodes there is an edge in the

graph, if primary-foreign key join relation exists. Graph based

approach is used where entire content in the relational database

is presented as a graph, where each tuple is presented as a node

and each primary-foreign key relationship is presented as an

edge. In these systems keywords given by the users are used

to generate the tuples using an approach similar to breath first

search (BFS).

B. Existing Systems

Predominantly all the systems use relational database and

web server architecture that allows users to interact with

system using web browser. Mainly, all systems use architecture

using relational databases. With this architecture, it is clear that

users do not need to install any specific software.

The search technology and utilized ideas have their origin

in academic research environment and has been the subject

of many industry publications. To build and develop such

systems, it is necessary to optimize, rank, index and choose

algorithms that will bring optimal and desirable results.

SPARK

The SPARK [1] system allows limited query capacity and

flexibility using a few keywords for searching, usually only

two keywords. The system allows joins that correspond to the

primary-foreign key and are matching the keywords from the

given query. Afterwards, the system uses an effective method

for ranking the answers. The system uses a simple interface.

Firstly, the user chooses one of the search modes (standard or

advanced). Secondly, the user selects a data source and inputs

a keyword query. The advanced method additionally allows to

search by phrase ( ), by wild card (*, .) and by schema from

the database.

SPARK2

The SPARK2 [2] system, works very similar to the

”Google” search engine using full text search across rela-

tional and structural data. Unlike the traditional web search,

the SPARK2 system uses search methodologies that respond

to collections of predefined data. The search focuses on

predefined relationships and dynamically constructs data by

connecting mutually referring pieces of information that are

stored separately. The system creates a process of setting up

the relational database and almost always provides the desired

result. The SPARK2 proposed the skyline sweeping algorithm

that achieves minimal database probing by using a monotonic

score upper bounding function for ranking formula. The key

idea is to check only the necessary candidate pairs where upper

bound score function is higher than the unchecked candidates.

Another, more effective algorithm is block pipeline algorithm

decomposing the entire search space into blocks, such that

there exist a monotonic upper bounding function that bounds

the score for all candidates. The block pipeline algorithm

can achieve greater orders of speed-up comparing previous

algorithms.

DISCOVER

The DISCOVER [3] system use the schema of the rela-

tional database management systems. The approach leads to

effective algorithms that answer the keyword query, because

the structural information contained in the schema perform

the query processing. DISCOVER system is based on a

simple architecture and use Boolean-AND semantic query. The

DISCOVER system (as also the BANKS system) require all

keywords search from the query to emerge in the tree, as nodes

and tuples that can be returned as a result of the given query.

Then we are creating ranking techniques based on the size of

the result.

DBXplorer

The DBXplorer [4] system is similar to DISCOVER [2]

system architecture. It also uses Boolean-AND semantics to

return the tuples from single or multiple tables via joins. DBX-

plorer is using Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as database server,

Microsoft IIS as web server and ODBC for communications

with the database. DBXplorer builds a join tree for keyword

found in multiple tables. For each join tree, SQL statement is

build. Results are ranked based of the number of joins and the

tuples that have fewer joins are ranked higher.

BANKS

The BANKS [5] system comprise the problem of keyword

search using structured and semi structured data. The BANKS

system has a graph view on the database, where the tables

from the database are represented as nodes, while relationships

between the tables are represented as edges. Edges describe

the join relationship established between the primary-foreign

key relations. The system corresponds to a query containing

all the searching keywords using Steiner trees [5] and is using

heuristics during the search process. Goldman et al algorithm

[5] uses related views based on the graph structure to view
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the database. The user query specifies two sets of objects,

set of discovered objects and set of near objects. The system

then uses a set of ranking objects found by comparing their

location. If the result is not complete by discovered objects,

near objects are also included. Simple search algorithm is used.

The algorithm calculates the efficiency of location with placing

hub indexes. Finally, after we generate the graph the important

structural tuples taken from the database are displayed to the

user.

BLINK

The BLINKS [6] system is based on a data graph structure

which is used in multiple systems. Top-k keyword query for

search graph finds the top-k results by using a specific strategy

for ranking where each answer is structured under the graph

containing all the keywords. To get better results, the BLINKS

system uses bi-level index for searching keywords from the

graph and it gets simpler and quicker search result. The system

divides the data into blocks, bi-level index stores the most

important information in the block in order to establish a

search through blocks.

III. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparison

Following we are comparing the most relevant features of

the above described keyword searching systems.

The DISCOVER and DBXplorer keyword search systems

generate tuple trees from the multiple relations in the database

to identify the tuple trees that match all the keywords from a

given query. The tuple trees are minimal number of candidates,

if the more than two keywords are used, tuple trees are used.

The BANKS system allow more associative criteria such as

allowing keywords to be part of the metadata of the database.

The SPARK and SPARK2 can efficiently locate matching tu-

ples for each search keyword and form the non-free tuple sets.

In BLINKS system, the database is presented as a graph and

tuples are treated as nodes connected using primary-foreign

relationship. The BLINKS uses backward search strategy

which explores the graph starting from nodes containing query

keywords. Also the systems produce candidate networks (CN)

[7], [8], such that the corresponding query may produce some

query result. The DISCOVER and DBXplorer systems have

similar structure and use ranking strategies, where ranking

is based on the number of joins involved in the tuple trees.

More joins meaning greater possibility of comprising all the

keywords for a given query. On the other hand, if there is high

number of joins, the result might not be helpful as we seek.

BANKS system uses weights which is similar to PageRank

for websites and is weighting each edge in the tuple tree. The

BLINKS system uses sorted function that focuses on indexing

and query processing. The sorting function from BLINKS

incorporates several features from IR-style technique [11],

[12].

The systems DISCOVER, DBXplorer and BANKS systems

do not use any IR ranking characteristics. According to

several researches [10], [11], [12], the IR technique have

been significantly successful for ranking. The outmost created

systems such as SPARK, SPARK2 and BLINKS use the IR-

style technique for more efficient ranking strategies over text.

The IR community is focused in improving the efficiency issue

and quality of ranking functions. On the other hand systems

that use different strategies, ignore some important factors that

are critical for keyword search process.

When the value of the attributes is text and the text contains

multiple keywords, obtaining the columns that contain the

keywords can be done by creating the substring that matches

the text. In this case systems use full text search that is more

effective and faster comparing with the LIKE statement that is

slow in a case the search starts with wildcard. Some systems

can allow creating AND-OR semantics for the keyword query.

Architecture

Mainly, all systems use architecture using web server and

web browser. With this architecture, it is clear that users do

not need to install any special software. Users need only a

web browser that accesses the service and mostly because of

these features we use internet search. Therefore, for the easier

functioning, the system needs to use the appropriate database

and web server that communicates with the database using the

specified standard. Systems can additionally allow to be used

internally via intranet and it can perform search from selected

databases.

Performance

If the top-k searching does not upgrade performances of

the keyword search, it is necessary for the systems to use

optimal ranking algorithm. On the other hand, while the

system produces more solution answers to the query, for

some of them it may take a very long time or it cannot

produce a solution answer due to lack of memory capacity.

These performance problems must be avoided when we are

working with real world databases.

Sometimes information would be too large to store and

too expensive to maintain for large databases. Some of the

systems used different type of indexing which accelerates the

computation and increase search speed.

Ranking

If the expected number of answers in keyword search is too

big, various mechanisms - algorithms for ranking the answers

are introduced.

Existing ranking algorithms can generally be classified into

four categories [13]:

• Link-size based ranking algorithm (DBXplorer [4] DIS-

COVER [3])

• Weight based ranking algorithm (BANKS [5])

• Information retrieval ranking algorithm (IR Style [11],

[12], SEEKER)

• Authority-transfer based ranking algorithm (ObjectRank)

Query Processing

In the keyword search the last and most critical process

is query processing. The efficiency of query processing is

vital part when we are dealing with large database. The

query processing time is large for large databases, if query
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processing is not fully optimized. Each system use algorithm

that implements the query differently, but it is important that

each algorithm performs a complete optimization of ranking

function and top-k query.

In the following section focus is on the comparison of

the systems features and their important components. These

elements raise additional challenges and they remain an open

research topic in order to improve entire keyword search

process.

C. Recommendation

To improve the keyword search process, we recommend

considering the following components.

Algorithms

Usage of the appropriate score function can modify the

existing algorithms [12] so that it will calculate the desired

answers more efficiently. Since the algorithms can contain

many unnecessary join checking, the recent algorithms [2],

ensure that these checking do not occur and that accesses to

the database are minimized. The latest systems have better al-

gorithms and ranking strategies and are designed to reduce the

cost that typically dominates in the executing. Improvements

and creation of better algorithms, is challenge that can further

reduce the excessive amount of work.

Ranking function

Ranking functions using IR (information retrieval) tech-

niques [10], [11], [12] are used. According [2], [12], ranking

functions used in above systems are non-monotonic in order

to obtain more efficient score. It is still an open question how

a ranking function can obtain better query results.

Query processing optimization

The query processing time is large for large databases,

if query processing algorithms is not fully optimized for

ranking function and top-k queries. The challenges of query

processing mainly lies in using non-monotonic score function.

This function is used in the skyline sweeping algorithm [2]

and block pipeline algorithm [2]. Previously none of the

existing algorithm has used top-k query processing methods to

deal with non-monotonic score function. For each candidate

network, each probe involves complex query and joins from

different relations. This thread is more studied and observed

in most query processing engines.

Keyword Search versus Structure Query Language:

One of the aspects for effective query is to use calculating

factor for top-k results. Top-k query has a problem with

finding the best answer for the specified query. The answer is

determined by the ranking function to set a score individually

for each query. If there are k answers for the given query, the

user has a maximum choice, but not complete result. Keyword

search is useful when user is unfamiliar with the database

schema and then user can use keyword search technique

to obtain a result that contains most of the desired data

records. On the other hand, structural query language obtains

more strict and precise result. The user knows which tables

and attributes to query to obtain the result. Therefore, the

keyword search in relational database should not be used as

a replacement tool for structure query language, it should be

consider as an additional tool that helps the user to get wanted

result with less knowledge of database structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

The amount of information stored in the relation databases

increases, therefore the need for efficient retrieval of the

information also increases. Keyword search allows users to

search information without having knowledge of the database

schema and SQL query language. In this work several exist-

ing keyword search systems (SPARK, SPARK2, DISCOVER,

DBXplorer, BANKS, BLINK) based on relational databases

are examined. Their most important components, function-

alities and features are overviewed, analysed and compared,

emphasizing the strengths and weaknesses of each.

As the analyze result best features of the existing systems

were highlighted, stressing the features that each keyword

search system should have. Also several important recommen-

dations for the keyword search process and future improve-

ment of the systems were recommended.

Work can be considered as starting guide to researchers to

better understand the entire keyword searching process using

relational databases. A critical analysis of this process is useful

because there are significant differences in efficiency and

effectiveness between existing systems. Knowing strengthens

and weaknesses can eider help in choosing the appropriate

system or in developing better one.
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Abstract—Internet, as a disruptive technology, changed 

numerous things in the society. Entire industries disappeared. 

New business models were invented. It affected the way we 

communicate – the information we exchange is more like tweet or 

texting than like 19th century novel. Internet opened 

unprecedented communication channels: Facebook, Twitter, 

WhatsApp, Instagram, Pinterest, Skype, Youtube. People are 

networked and interconnected. 

The other side of the story is that Internet facilitated crimes 

also: impersonation fraud became identity theft, copyright 

violation became file sharing, and accessing censored materials—

political, sexual, cultural—became trivially easy. 

One of the most vulnerable socio-demographic cohorts on 

Internet are the children. International Telecommunication 

Union started global initiative named Children Online 

Protection, addressing legal, technical, organizational and 

procedural issues as well as capacity building and international 

cooperation. Macedonia took part in this effort. The Ministry of 

Information Society and Administration of the Republic of 

Macedonia, the Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, 

and several other organizations and companies organized 

number of events, lectures, workshops and provided free browser 

for the children that controls Internet access. One of the 

outcomes of these activities was survey conducted among parents 

and guardians regarding behavior on the Internet of the children 

and their guardians, and their perception of the Internet security 

and undertaken protective measures. 

This paper describes the activities conducted within this 

initiative in Macedonia, and analyzes the results of the survey. 

 

Keywords— Online security, children vulnerability, children 

online protection, Republic of Macedonia 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Child Online Protection (COP) Campaign was 
conducted in the Republic of Macedonia during the 2013. The 
initiative originated from the Ministry of Information society 
and administration of the Republic of Macedonia, and was 
supported by a number of public sector institutions, business 
companies, and media sponsors: the Government of the 
Republic of Macedonia, Ministry of education and science, 
Ministry of labor and social policy, Agency for electronic 
communications, mobile operator company One, daily 
newspapers Dnevnik, Vest, Utrinski vesnik and Sport, and the 
Faculty of Computer Science and Engineering, Ss Cyril and 
Methodius University in Skopje. 

The campaign was part of global Child online protection 
initiative, organized by ITU (International Telecommunication 
Union). “COP aims to tackle cybersecurity holistically, 
addressing legal, technical, organizational and procedural 
issues as well as capacity building and international 
cooperation” - as it is stated by ITU [1]. 

The global Child online protection initiative had four fields 
of action, and the same number of guidelines were produced: 
guidelines for children, for their Parents, Guardians and 
Educators, for the industry and for the policy makers.  

The purpose of the Macedonian campaign was to raise the 
awareness for the online threats that children face, and to 
improve the level of security of the children when using the 
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Internet. Target audience were children, their parents, their 
guardians and their educators. The main online threats that 
were recognized were:  

• Inadvertent exposure to inappropriate images or content 

• Solicitation by sexual predators 

• Online bullying, harassment or cyberstalking 

• Disclosure of personal information. 

The industry and the policy makers were tackled by raising 
the awareness and opening a public debate on the 
corresponding issues. 

II. THE CAMPAIGN 

Within the campaign, there was a web site (Figure 1) set 
and leaflets and posters printed and distributed. Leaflets 
(Figure 2) were aimed for the adults, parents, guardians and 
educators [2]. They were distributed several times, as an insert 
in the daily newspapers, which were media sponsors of the 
campaign, and reached about 130.000 x3 adult audience.  

 

Fig. 1. Website of the campaign 

Posters (Figure 3) were aimed for the children, and were 
placed inside the schools in the Republic of Macedonia. 

Several workshops for the parents and educators in the 
elementary, middle and high schools were held. One workshop 
was organized in the Red Cross association, for the guardians 
of the children in the foster families. Professors of the Faculty 
of Computer Science and Engineering gave lectures on these 
workshops, and were moderators of the discussions afterwards. 
The subject of the lecture was to: 

• Identify risks and vulnerabilities to children in 
cyberspace 

• Create awareness 

• Develop practical tools to help minimize risk 

• Share knowledge and experience when they use Internet 
and the models of their protection. 

As a part of the campaign a free software tool – Internet 
browser in Macedonian language (Figure 4), for the children in 

elementary school was distributed to the general public in the 
Republic of Macedonia. 

The Internet browser works as a parental control for the 
children – it offers the parent to enter a list of approved web 
sites, a list of banned web sites, and the lists may be updated. 
Another feature of the Internet browser is that a parent may 
enter daily or weekly quota for hours spent on Internet, and 
also a time schedule for the periods of a day that are allowed 
for Internet use. Another important features are that the 
browser may be started automatically on log in, desktop, 
taskbar, minimize and maximize, Alt-Tab, Ctrl-Esc functions 
may be disabled, and the only way out on Internet for the child 
is via the controlled Internet browser. 

 

Fig. 2. Leaflet of the campaign 

Within the workshops questionnaires were distributed, the 
results of which will present and discuss further in this paper. 
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Fig. 3. Poster of the campaign 

III. THE SURVEY 

In the survey, total of 178 respondents answered the 
questions stated below. In parentheses after each question is the 
number of respondents who selected the answers respectively. 
In some cases, respondents have not completed filling out the 
questionnaire and some questions had more than one answers 
selected. 

• Education of the parent/guardian 

[95] College   [11] Two years of college  

[43] High school [18] Elementary 

• Do you use computer 

[159] Yes  [8] No 

• Do you have a Facebook profile 

[126] Yes  [39] No 

• How old is your child 

[101]  5 to 11   [37] 12 to 15  [29] 16 to 18 

• Does your child use a computer 

[151] Yes  [10] No 

• How many hours a day he/she spends on the computer 

[72] up to 1 hour [68] 1 - 3 hours [22] more than 3h 

• Does your child has a Facebook profile 

[127] Yes  [35] No 

• Are you friend on Facebook with your child 

[104] Yes  [56] No 

• Who should be responsible for educating children about 
their behavior online 

[152] parents   [40] school   [19] government  

The last two questions were open ones: 

• Can you specify some Internet activities that are 
punishable by law in the Republic of Macedonia  

• What measures should be taken to improve the safety 
of children in their use of the Internet. 

 

  

Fig. 4. Internet browser 

The respondents had children aged between 5 and 11 years 
at most (60.5%), which was the main target group of the 
project as the most vulnerable population age segment. In 
terms of level of education respondents with higher education 
dominated (56.9%). This percentage is about five times higher 
than the percentage of higher educated population in the 
Republic of Macedonia. Some of the reasons of this 
educational structure of the respondents are that schools were 
in urban areas, and parents with higher education were more 
aware of the threats that arise from Internet, and more 
interested in taking part in the campaign. Respondents with 
primary education completed originate mainly from the foster 
families for the children without parental care, but despite the 
low standard of living, however the number of families without 
a computer is less than the number of respondents with primary 
education (8 vs. 18). 
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Three of the questions were Facebook related, as Facebook 
was identified as one of the biggest source of threats in 
children’s’ online experience, partly due to very high rate of 
Facebook users as a percentage of Internet users in Macedonia 
(82%). 

The parents and guardians recognized their responsibility in 
providing education on children’s behavior online (72%). 

The answers on the open questions varied, and most 
common ones were following: 

• Can you specify some Internet activities that are 
punishable by law in the Republic of Macedonia – 
giving personal information, hate speech, luring, 
violence, pornography, racism, overtaking another 
person’s profile, entering unauthorised into a web site, 
publishing other person’s photos and information, 
violent video games, paedophylia, using another 
person’s information, hacking, profile overtaking, 
personal insults etc.  

• What measures should be taken to improve the safety 
of children in their use of the Internet – secure 
password, talking to the children and explaining the 
threats and coping mechanisms, instalation of 
protective software, school should take place in the 
efforts to educate children on their safe behavior on 
Internet, building closenes and mutual trust with the 
children, organizing of the parents to fight online 
threats, forming a commitie for online censorship, 
parents’ education, control of a children’s online 
acitivities by their parents, instructions not to contact 
unknown people, setting proper security settings on 
Facebook, encoding the web sites with unappropriate 
content, restricted access on adult web sites, identity 
protection, cautious communication, fight against 
game addiction, no Internet – there is no other solution, 
etc.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Child online protection campaign conducted in the 
Republic of Macedonia has met its goals. It raised the 
awareness regarding online threats for the children, and opened 
a public debate on the corresponding issues.   

The survey demonstrated that the parents, guardians and 
educators are aware of their role in providing safe Internet 
experience for the children, but one part of them are not 
acquainted with the mechanisms how Internet works, which 
activities are punishable by law in the Republic of Macedonia, 
and what are the proper measures to improve the safety of 
children in their use of the Internet. 

The conclusion arising from the campaign is that the 
education of children, their parents, guardians and educators 
should be an ongoing process, system approach should be 
implemented, and apart from the campaigns, it should become 
a part of the traditional education process.  
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Abstract— Higher education is not being refrained from the 

technological progress. To adapt to the changes, institutions of 

HE have to integrate ICT solutions, and especially e-learning in 

their courses and programs. This paper provides a discussion of 

the influence of information technology on higher education and 

a review of the literature on e-learning evolution and 

environments. Moreover, in this paper we use two frameworks 

for e-learning to distinguish and recommend suggestions for 

adoption and improvement of the e-learning systems within 

universities. Key trends and statistics regarding the e-learning 

usage in the Balkan region are identified through a survey 

conducted in 40 universities. Our results contribute to the 

understanding of the current level of adoption of these systems   

and the reduction of the gap that exists in research for the e-

learning environments and usage in the Balkans. 

Keywords: ICT, HE, e-learning, online learning, distance 

education, information systems 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

There is no doubt that we are living in a very technology 
challenged setting. Whether that is in our working places, at 
home, or at our learning environments – we are surrounded by 
a certain technology in use. Smartphone’s, tablets, laptops on 
one side, fast internet access, huge amount of available data, 
great end-user connection on the other side – make us think of 
the way educational institutions have to change to adapt to this 
scene. In this era of technological society, there is no other way 
than to approach these new tech savvy students with planned 
ICT solutions. It is more than evident that within the 
institutions of higher education, there is constant innovation in 
terms of provisioning of online services as a response to new 
challenges. Learning Management Systems, distance education 
and online learning, have become an important feature of 
online service delivery within the Higher Education 
Information Services sector, requiring close attention to issues 
of functionality, sustainability and usability. 

This paper discusses the impact of technology in University 
setting, and examines the importance of e-learning 
environments. We go through an analysis of the phases of 
evolution of e-learning and also discuss about the e-learning 
environments. We pinpoint the importance of adding this 

important element into the strategic plans of the universities, 
especially after using two e-learning frameworks. We find that 
these frameworks are inter-related and show that they can be 
used in already existing e-learning environments. The result is 
seven recommendations that can be adopted by these 
institutions to better integrate their e-learning systems with 
their strategic plans and operations. Moreover, we examine the 
application of the types of e-learning system in Balkan 
countries. In our research we survey 40 Universities in 10 
countries in this region, and we find the levels of e-learning 
adoption and the systems they use. Finally, our analysis 
support the idea that e-learning should not be viewed only as 
technology solution; rather it should be embedded in the 
strategic plans of the institutions to utilize its benefit and 
potential [1]. 

II. E-LEARNING SHAPE IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

INSTITUTIONS 

The changing landscape of HEIs in order to achieve 

successful studying experience and sustainable development is 

being witnessed through continuous alteration in the 

approaches to new technology. E-learning has had a big 

impact into institution’s overall strategy, and they have 

implemented it with the aim to improve the technology for 

education and increase the quality of the educational process. 

According to this and responding to the challenges of the 21st 

century, HEIs saw knowledge and ability to use e - learning as 

an integral part of basic literacy to every member of the 

academic community and considered as one of the ways for 

active involvement in the University of continuous lifelong 

learning of students. We believe that in today’s university 
landscape, a key strategic issue regarding online learning is 

not whether to engage, but how [1]. The first step towards this 

commitment is to create or buy/rent learning management 

system (LMS). While there are several definitions of LMS, we 

chose the one by Ryann K. Ellis [2]: “a software application 
that automates the administration, tracking, and reporting of 

training events.” According to the same author some of the 
characteristics that a robust LMS should have are: centralize 

and automate administration, use self-service and self-guided 
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services, assemble and deliver learning content rapidly, 

consolidate training initiatives on a scalable web-based 

platform, support portability and standards, personalize 

content and enable knowledge reuse [3]. 

A. Evolution and environments 

A report from Educause, that surveys more than 2000 
universities in the world each year from year 2000, shows that 
the issue of e-learning environments has been among the top 
ten issues for these institutions throughout the period 2000-
2014 [1]. To be able to understand why such an importance is 
given to e-learning environments, and especially learning 
management systems (LMS), we need to take a loop back to 
see are the features of e-learning, what is learning management 
system and how did it evolve through years. To avoid 
misunderstandings, in our paper, which is in accordance with 
several studies, we define the online courses, those courses in 
which at least 80 percent of the course content is delivered 
online [4]. Many authors use different terminology for certain 
types of service delivery through ICT. First, we have the term 
distance education, which generally means creation of online 
environment to support students that are geographically far 
away, and impossible for them to attend lectures in the 
traditional university setting. Second, the term online learning 
usually refers to allowing students get their degree completely 
online through virtual universities and so on. And third, e-
learning is defined as a method of delivering a course online, 
for students who also are enrolled in university and attend 
courses the regular way. A study conducted by Moore, Deane 
and Galyen [5] tries to make a comparison of the three terms. 
However, their finding show that perhaps in the past years it 
made a distinction, but now they are used indivisible manner. 
In our study, we find that HEIs do use all the three 
terminologies ambiguously, and they in fact are used to depict 
different situations, but essentially they refer to providing 
teaching and lecturing in an online manner. What we want to 
pinpoint in this paper is that no matter how we call the online 
service delivery, they all have one thing in common: They need 
a system in place to allow delivering of the content rapidly, 
automate administration, personalize content and enable 
knowledge reuse [2].These systems broadly are called learning 
management systems, and the next section focuses on the 
development of these systems that are of crucial importance in 
today’s university setting. 

The earliest Learning Management System (LMS) can be 
dated back to Sydney’s Automatic Teacher in 1924, a primitive 
system that automated grading of multiple choice tests [6]. 
However, this was the first towards what we call today 
Learning Management Systems. In 1956 SAKI was invented 
[7], a system that would automatically adjust the difficulty of 
questions based on the performance of the user. 1969 Arpanet, 
the precursor of today's web was created, which will have a 
huge impact in the way LMS will develop. It was until 1997 
that interactive learning network was designed. Courseinfo is 
amongst the first players in this sphere [8]. In year 2002 
Moodle was released, which is today one of the most used 
LMS in university settings in the world. And today, most 
modern LMS are hosted in the cloud, which make much easier 
the process of moving to e-learning environment since there is 

no need to install or maintain a system and especially no need 
for the burden of in-house development [9]. 

During the beginning of this millennium, most universities 
in the world had started to develop asynchronous learning 
environments and services to support students involved outside 
of the campus. The early 2000’s were the beginning of 
delivering education outside of the classroom. Over the next 
few years, we see a slight shift from the traditional classrooms 
to more network based teaching, and the beginning of the 
transformation of the institutions [10]. The efforts are mainly in 
creating hybrid learning experiences for the students both on-
campus and out. It is in the year 2005 that these programs 
become available at colleges and universities in different 
formats, as certificates, diplomas, degrees, or post-
baccalaureate programs. From year 2006 E-learning comes to 
light from its initial form as an “an add-on to traditional 
education” to “mission-critical component of the educational 
environment” [11]. The few last years, are the years of the 
rapid development of technology-based learning tools. 
According to a study [12]: “This rise in strategic importance is 
evidence that technology has moved beyond the data center 
and institutional administrative systems and is now part of 
daily life for faculty and students”. 

Consistent with a research conducted by Elaine Allen and 
Jeff Seaman based on responses from over 2,800 Chief 
Academic Officers (CAOs) and academic leaders, 69.1% of the 
respondents agreed that online learning is of strategic 
importance for the university [4]. 

 
Figure 1 Increase in Online Enrollment in USA 

The reason for its strategic importance is that the number of 
the students that take online courses has increased a lot in this 
10 year period (see Fugure 1). It is a fact that around 72% of 
universities had online offerings even ten years ago. A major 
change that is worth mentioning is that a far larger proportion 
of higher education institutions have moved from offering only 
online courses to providing complete online programs (62.4% 
in 2012 as compared to 34.5% in 2002) [4]. The next section 
discusses the e-learning frameworks that help HEI adopt easier 
the challenges of e-learning. 

B. E-Learning Framework 

Faced with the need of transforming the university 
structure, processes, and programs according to the Bologna 
reform, and in order to become more flexible and more 
responsive to the environment, e-learning implementation takes 
the role of an institutional and strategically planned 
operation [13]. E-learning frameworks aim to improve the 
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reusability of design and implementation by following the 
practices originated in software engineering [14]. There are 
several frameworks in place to support institutions of HE to 
approach e-learning. In this paper we discuss only two most 
commonly used frameworks and we conclude the section with 
seven recommendations that can be adopted by these 
institutions to better integrate their e-learning systems with 
their strategic plans and operations. 

The 8 dimensional e-learning framework [15] is one of the 
most prominent frameworks used by scholars worldwide. 
These 8 dimensions provide an in-depth analysis of the issues 
that arise with the implementation of the e-learning, especially 
into teaching and learning experience for both the instructors as 
well as the students.(see figure 2) This model captures the core 
functionalities starting from the issues of content, media, 
design analysis in the pedagogical dimension, to the issues of 
infrastructure support, usability, assessment of the users, 
maintenance and reusability, learner diversity and legal issues, 
and ends with the administrative and academic affairs as well 
as with student service issues in the institutional dimension.  

 Universities using this framework, can grasp every issue in 
detail, integrate them and create constraints - so that the final 
product captures all the issues that rise with this framework.  

 The other is the TPACK framework. There is a lot of 
resemblance with the 8 dimensional model, since both these 
frameworks have in their heart the forms of knowledge that can 
be engendered: technological, content and pedagogical 
knowledge. This framework was chosen because of its 
similarity with the 8 dimensional model so that it positions the 
importance of LMS in the strategic plans of the institutions, 
due to the many stakeholders and many issues that arise not 
only from the IT perspective. Using this framework, as you can 
see from the figure 3 [16], institutions of HE can achieve 
effective integration between the three different types of 
knowledge generation, allowing for development of sensitivity 
to the dynamic relationship amongst the different components 
in a unique context. The end result is the creation and 

maintenance of TPACK (technological pedagogical content 
knowledge) which uniquely will adapt to the specific needs of 
the different courses, with different student background, 
different difficulty levels, and more importantly with diverse 
technological skills for both the instructor and the user, i.e. the 
students. 

 

What is evident from these two frameworks is that they 
both raise the issue of e-learning as a strategic initiative and 
operation of the institution that takes this endeavor. Several 
advices for universities that have adopted or plan to adopt e-
learning, and especially for the institutions that want to achieve 
operational effectiveness as well as increase of quality in terms 
of e-learning usage can be drawn. Based on different studies 
and research done in this sphere, as well as in line with these 
two frameworks, we conclude the following suggestions for 
improvement: 

1. Institutions of Higher Education should make e-

learning initiatives part of the institution's strategic 

plan and budget, and set specific goals for e-learning 

initiatives.  

2. HEIs should try to centralize essential e-learning 

technology services as much as possible because of 

the greater efficiency and seamless integration of e-

learning services. 

3. E-learning should be viewed as critical to the mission 

of the university and the provision of e-learning 

services should have high priority within IT. 

4. The reliability of the technology used in e-learning 

should be seamless. 

 
Figure 3 The TPACK Framework for e-learning 

 

 
Figure 2 The 8 Dimensional framework for e-learning 
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5. The university should create a clear path that will 

demonstrate the merits of e-learning for both 

traditional face-to-face and online classrooms. It is 

important to keep the faculty and students interested 

in this new learning environment, and it is a good 

add-on to implementing a faculty e-learning 

mentoring program using faculty who have already 

taught e-learning courses. 

6. Universities should ensure that the chosen 

technologies for e-learning are scalable, by creating a 

plan for the number of courses/programs that will roll 

out e-learning initiatives in the coming years 

7. Universities should make sure that the chosen 

technologies adaptable – not all the courses and 

programs have a need for the same technology.  

The next section discusses briefly the e-learning trends in 
the world, and focuses more in the adoption level of e-learning 
in the universities in the western Balkan countries. 

III. THE CURRENT STATE OF E-LEARNING IN THE 

BALKAN COUNTRIES 

Recent developments in HEI, according to latest CDS 
survey, shows that institutions that have already adopted LMS 
in the cloud reaches 12% of the respondents. Another 65% 
have online learning platform in place, and only 9% of 
institutions do not have discussion to date about online learning 
[17]. In this section we analyze the current state of e-learning 
in the western Balkan region and try to contribute to better 
understanding of the setting that our universities operate here. 

 

Figure 4: LMS adoption level in Universities of Balkan Region 

For the purpose of this paper we analyzed 40 universities 
from 10 countries in Balkan region including Macedonia, 
Albania, Greece, Bulgaria, Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Slovenia. We tried to 
answer the following questions: Does the university use any 
learning management systems; what type of system do they 
use, and what specific product do they use. The data was 
acquired by conducting a short survey that covered only the 
abovementioned issues. We also visited their websites, and in 
cases there was not enough information, we would contact 

representatives of the university by asking questions that we 
were interested in. We are aware that the data might not be 
100% accurate and that we have not included all the 
universities, yet we think the results of this study are important 
and reflect the reality of current state of e-learning in the 
region. These figures are just a sample, and data might vary if 
all the universities were surveyed.’ 

According to our study, about 70% of the universities in 
this region have some system in place for uploading course 
content as lecture notes, assignments, etc. From the Figure 5, 
we can see that Greece, Bulgaria, Croatia and Montenegro 
have a LMS in place in all of the surveyed universities, 
whereas in the rest of the countries we could still find 
universities that are not using any LMS as a part of regular or 
distance learning studies.  

 

Figure 5: LMS Adoption Level by Country 

The second question that this study was trying to find an 
answer to was to find out what type of LMS do universities use 
(see Figure 6). The results show that, of the universities that 
have a Learning Management System in place, 43% have 
created their LMS in-house whereas the others have 
implemented a readily available package. From the LMS 
packages, Moodle is definitely the most popular one. We 
assume that the main determinants for choosing Moodle are 
that it is free, it is open-source and it has a big community. 

 

Figure 6: Types of LMS adopted in Public and Private Universities 

Also during this study, we analyzed if there is a difference 
in implementation of LMS depending on the type of the 
university. In our study 17 universities were private and 23 
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universities were public. Based on the data that we collected, 
there is no significant difference between and private 
universities on implementation of LMS. As we can see from 
Figure 7, around 77% of private universities and 70% of the 
public universities have implemented a LMS. Interestingly, we 
can see a similarity in the preference of a LMS package, with 
some minor differences. The major difference can be seen in 
the preference of choosing a readily available solution or 
building the LMS in-house. 41% of the private universities 
have chosen to build their own LMS versus 26% of the public 
universities with the same choice. It is worth to mention that all 
the analyzed public universities in Croatia use and LMS called 
Studomat.  

 

Figure 7: LMS Adoption Level in Public and Private Universities 

In general, the results of this study show that, Balkan region 
is not lacking in implementing Learning Management Systems 
as a technology or platform for e-learning. The tendency is to 
develop a LMS in-house or adopt an open source or free LMS 
which is understandable due to lack of funding for IT. 
However, this study is lacking answer to the question, how 
much are these LMSs used in reality and to what extent do they 
fulfill their mission of transferring knowledge through online 
media. These questions need a broader research where many 
universities will be involved and a better qualitative and 
quantitative data will be collected to answer the questions that 
are addressed but not answered as a part of this research. 

There were several initiatives to improve and enhance the 
quality of e-learning in the Balkan region. One of the project 
that just ended last year is the DL@WEB project has been 
designed to improve the quality and relevance of distance 
education (DL) at Western Balkan higher education institutions 
and to enable easier inclusion of partner country institutions 
into European Higher Education Area. There were 6 
Universities from this region (Serbia-3, Montenegro-2, and 
Macedonia-1) working with three universities from European 
Union countries (Italy, France and Slovenia). The outcomes of 
this specific project, development and implementation of 
accreditation standards, guidelines and procedures for quality 
assurance of DL study programs at national system levels in 

WB countries are not published yet, although the project is 
over.  

The other initiative similar to the previous project is the 
NeReLa (network of remote labs) project, that aims, amongst 
other things, to introduce innovative teaching methods. This 
project is a joint effort of Spain, Portugal, Cyprus, Slovenia and 
Greece from EU countries, and Serbia where beside national 
institutions and associations, also 4 universities are members of 
this endeavor.  

The purpose of these projects and so many other ongoing 
projects in this region as the FETCH project for “How to 
support learning at anytime anywhere” which is due year 2020, 
are to improve distance education and e-learning experience 
within institutions of HEI. Due to the Bologna Declaration 
(19.06.1999) with the joint declaration from the European 
Ministers of Education, the major point for development is the 
enhancement of quality of teaching within institutions of HE in 
Europe. According to this declaration, the main focus is the 
acceleration of student, graduates and HE staff mobility, as 
well as access to high-quality HE. In line with this, universities 
in Balkan region have to comply with the trends and they need 
to work in terms of defining what constitutes high quality 
education. E-learning is definitely a big part of it, especially 
since it takes such a great role in strategic plans of universities 
throughout the world.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In summary, there is a growing recognition of the need for 
e-learning solutions in the Balkan region. Institutions are 
becoming aware of the trends in e-learning. As we saw earlier, 
most of the universities are making their steps in adopting 
Learning Management Systems and some of the universities 
have started with offering some distance learning and online 
programs. From our analysis, we notice that all these 
universities that were part of the short survey, either had open 
source, either build in-house LMS. We believe that none of 
these universities has gone for a vendor based solution because 
they are in the beginning stages of e-learning and they do not 
want to spend funds for a vendor based solutions. However, it 
is encouraging to see that both, public and private universities 
embrace the trends in higher education. They have started to 
understand that new generations are technology native and they 
need things anywhere, anytime. In spite of this, we should 
highlight that e-learning is not only a technological matter. 
Rather, it is a process involving academic staff, students, and 
pedagogical content. For this reason, it is important for 
universities to have a strategic approach to e-learning. It takes a 
lot more than providing a technological platform for e-learning 
in order to be successful in transferring knowledge to students 
using electronic media. If higher education institutions view e-
learning purely as a technology, they will be doomed to fail 
[18]. According to a study from Educause regarding e-learning: 
“the issue of determining the role for online learning and 
developing a strategy for that role is under constant revision by 
faculty, administrators, instructional designers, and, most 
important, the IT personnel and resources that make it all 
happen. Clearly, the amorphous nature of online learning 
requires agile and adaptable strategies, along with strategists 
who are committed to furthering student learning and to 
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finding the best means to accomplish this singular goal that is 
at the heart of all institutional activity” [1]. 
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Abstract — The evolution of the contemporary higher 

education means perpetual change, upgrade and evolution – 
improving the teaching methods as well as evaluating the level of 
acquired knowledge. There is a need for constant monitoring of 
the teaching process – and how the students perceive it. 
Therefore, there must be a way to follow the level of student 
satisfaction since students are direct participants in the process 
(whether it is connected to the teaching or the functioning of the 
university in general), as well as monitoring the performance of 
the instructors. In order to gets a holistic and objective input on 
the engagement of the instructors; the 3600 evaluation is a highly 
recommended tool for performance evaluation. The 3600 
evaluation [at University American College Skopje] contains 
several elements including but not limited to:  

1. self-evaluation,  

2. peer-to-peer evaluation,  

3. evaluation by dean,  

4. evaluation by Chief Academic Officer 

5. evaluation by administration,  

6. evaluation by the Rector and 

7. Student evaluation   

For the purposes of this paper, we will be discussing the last 

parameter – the student evaluation and in particular, the e-

system for electronic student evaluation. The model offers secure 

and anonymous data collection, automatic data processing and 

various  reports in order to present the results. It also describes 

the appropriate methodology applied for data analysis that 

displays the results of the instructor for each course, the 

performance for that semester and/or academic year, the whole 

department, results of all instructors teaching at one school or 

the overall performance of the instructors at the university level. 

Based on the proposed model, e-system is developed and is being 

successfully implemented at a private university in the Republic 

of Macedonia for the last five years. (Abstract) 

Keywords— education, evaluation, 360 degree, performance 

evaluation, statistics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The tool for 360
o
 employee evaluation is a commonly used 

by the human resource departments in companies and 
organizations worldwide as part of the performance 
management systems. It is considered a highly effective 
evaluation tool for enhancing employee development and 
professional growth (Edwards & Ewen, 1996). It is a 
mechanism for evaluating someone's performance based on 
feedback from all parties concerned by the individual’s work 
— supervisors, co-workers and subordinates (within the 
company) as well as, partners, customers, or the general public 

as externally affected parties. It is a method of collecting input 
from various sources of the employee's environment [1].  

This model was primarily used to gather employee’s 
opinion about important questions [2]. The model was later 
developed and registered in the mid-1980s by Teams, Inc., and 
has been successfully implemented by over 90% of Fortune 
500 companies. The 360° evaluation model seeks to provide 
feedback on employee’s strengths and weaknesses using 
evaluation reports from their supervisors, peers, clients, and 
other parties with whom they interact in the conduct of their 
jobs. The feedback has not been used to determine salary 
adjustments so far in any of the organizations that have 
implemented it [3]. 

In the model that we used, we assume that the instructors’ 
self-report combined with evaluation reports by the 
administration, peers, dean, Rector, Chief Academic Officer 
and students are the best tool for performance measurement in 
education.. The aggregate report provides the basis for 
dialogue between the instructors and their supervisors (dean, 
rector, Chief Academic Officer etc.) to arrive at a final 
evaluation rating and to improve the instructor’s performance 
and attitude wherever is deemed necessary [4]. 

A. Motivation and problem approach 

One of the best methods for diagnosing issues in education 
is implementationof questionnaires. This is one of the fastest 
ways to reach students and get their feedback for important 
matters, especially if the institution is interested in getting 
direct feedback in terms of the teaching process. The 
evaluation is conducted anonymously and students are free to 
express their personal views and impressions for each course 
they take using a questionnaire designed specifically for this 
need. The questionnaire encompasses the following 
categories: 

 Syllabus and course materials 

 Course delivery 

 Instructor’s Assessment 
The questionnaires provide important results which are 

used to improve the overall education process. The setback is 
that the student evaluation is usually conducted by using 
traditional pen and paper questionnaires which requires 
sufficient amount of resources and it is a time consuming 
process. For a university that strives to protect the 
environment, using large amounts of non-reusable paper is not 
the most desirable practice. In addition, once the 
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questionnaires are filled-in, the time consuming process of 
data processing begins in order to make sense of the data 
gathered. This assumes that each answer of each questionnaire 
should be inserted individually in some analytical program 
that will process the raw data. It takes approximately one 
minute to insert each questionnaire into the system. For two 
semesters, for five courses each semester, for six schools for 
an average of 20 students per group and for an average of 2 
instructors per course… calculations are not in favor of time as 
a factor. To add up, human error during the entire process is 
evidently inevitable. 

In spite the benefits in terms of cost reduction, the most 
important benefit that an electronic system could provide is 
the anonymity and individuality of the entire process. With 
pen and paper, students are often reluctant to give straight 
forward answers on questions, especially when the grade 
should be negative. Instead, they are more prone to giving 
higher grades believing that if the anonymity is breached, at 
least they could earn ‘positive points’ with the professor by 
giving them a high score.   

 With the development of the IT technologies, especially 
the web applications, many universities are willing to abandon 
the traditional pen and paper evaluation process and to 
implement electronic evaluation systems. The initial 
implementation of the system might be expensive, but on the 
long run it returns the investment and cuts the future 
expenditures. 

The goal of this paper is to present the model which is 
used for the development of the web application used for 
student evaluation and data analysis. The application provides: 
fast and efficient evaluation, anonymity, minimal cost, less 
time-consuming  automated data processing and reports, data 
archive for comparative reports, quantitative and qualitative 
data and much more. At the same time, the application is 
protected with several levels of access, enabling different user 
account types. And finally, the system minimizes human error 
as a factor in the process of data analysis and data processing.  

II. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM  

The model contains modules for three different types or 
users (actors).  

The first actor is the administrator of the application. The 
administrator is responsible for initial setup of the entire 
system including: the structuring of the questionnaires, 
defining the basic nomenclatures (classifications) of the 
system and creating the links between the different categories, 
coordinating the process in terms of activation, deactivation 
and re-activation, and finally summarizing the results in useful 
and comprehensible reports. The second group of actors 
consists of the instructors who are given the opportunity to 
access the evaluation program and to activate the evaluation 
which is predefined by the administrator and is intended for 
their course and/or their group of students. The model offers 
instructors to fill-in data in a self-survey for each course they 
teach. The instructor can fill-in survey for his/her peers as well 
i.e. people that work in same department/school. 

The third group of actors in the system are the students 
who do not have direct access to the structure of the 

application. They are only allowed to fill-in the data in the 
electronic survey form for every teacher-course combination 
they participate in. The students are provided with anonymity 
in order to obtain the most realistic and objective results for 
student satisfaction for each question of the questionnaire. 

 

Fig. 1. System architecture – roles and activity flows 

A. Underlying database structure 

In order to provide more reliable environment for 
conducting the evaluation process, the system uses relational 
database. The core of the database used for the evaluation 
process consists of 10 charts. Basic information about every 
evaluation survey is kept in chart anketa_hd. This chart is 
automatically filled with data whenever the coordinator starts 
the process of evaluation. Previously, this user must create all 
the connections between the nomenclatures (teachers, courses, 
questions for specific survey etc.) so that the system is able to 
generate the exact teacher-course surveys. Every record of this 
chart contains information about the teacher and course the 
survey is about, its date of creation and activation. 

 

Fig. 2.  System’s database architecture – charts and relationships 

The data gathered when a user (student) fills-in the 
appropriate questionnaire are kept in anketa_detail and 
anketa_opisno charts, both presented in Fig 2. These charts are 
the most important ones in the reporting process because their 
records are the ones that contain the results that are processed 
according the given methodology. Every record contains 
information about the question answered, the survey it belongs 
to and the answer given by the respondent user. 
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B. Evaluation algorithm 

The evaluation process consists of several steps that must 
be performed by every actor that uses the system. Coordinator 
has the main role because this user is in charge of the process 
of creation and activation and monitors the activities of other 
users.  

At first, the coordinator must define all the teachers and 
courses that will be part of the evaluation process. This 
activity is done at the beginning of the system implementation 
and it is repeated on demand. 

Then, before creation of the evaluation surveys, the 
coordinator must create correct links between the teachers and 
courses i.e. it has to define which teacher is in charge for 
which course. The relation is many-to-many. 

When creating a survey, the coordinator has to enter the 
questions that are part of it. The system allows the coordinator 
to insert, categorize, modify, activate and deactivate the 
questions from the surveys. Every question can be categorized 
by means of: type of survey, survey segment, department etc. 

After all these activities are done, the coordinator can 
generate the evaluation pool for all existing combinations of 
teacher-course pairs, or only for some of them. The 
coordinator simply chooses the date from when the evaluation 
is active and the type of surveys that should be activated. The 
coordinator has the ability to redefine the evaluation for some 
date, to make overview of the previously defined evaluations 
or to delete the blank/unused evaluations defined on a specific 
date. 

When the evaluations are created, either coordinator or 
every teacher individually activates the surveys. The 
monitoring of the whole activity is done by several stages the 
survey can reach during its lifecycle: Active, on Hold, 
Reactivated, Done or Deleted. The coordinator can easily 
change the state of the survey.  

 

Fig. 3. Surveys lifecycle – example of states of some surveys 

Once the survey is activated, other users can fill-in the 
questionnaires. Every user has list of available surveys. The 
user can choose survey for answering. Every survey can be 
answered only once by one user. This activity does not require 
login to the system. 

 

Fig. 4. A sample of a questionnaire –screenshot 

After the evaluation process for a particular teacher-course 
survey is done, the survey is closed (state:done) so the 
coordinator can continue with the data processing i.e. 
generating reports. 

 

Fig. 5. A sample of a report – presenting aggregated data 

C. Reporting 

The system enables several types of reports typical for the 
360 degree evaluation. All reports are relevant after the 
defined period (date) for that evaluation cycle is closed. 
Otherwise, all reports are marked as “unofficial results”. 

The most important reports the system generates are:  

Students’ evaluation for teacher – course. This report 
contains important details about the performance of the 
instructor on a particular course. At the top of the report we 
can find the date and time when the evaluation was conducted. 
Bellow we have a chart which contains a list of all questions 
and their corresponding individual grades, the average grade 
per question and the overall grade of the instructor for that 
course. . Because all questions are divided in three categories 
(see p.1 of this paper), there is another chart containing 
average grades per category.  

The summative results are listed in a new chart. Here, there 
is the following information: sum of all grades, maximum and 
minimum number of points per question, the total number of 
students that have completed the evaluation, median, standard 
deviation, sum of squared deviations, variance and a Spearman 
Brown Stepped Up reliability assessment. The report also 
contains a list of anonymous qualitative comments from the 
students. When the report is printed, a graphic representation 
of all grades is included, as well. 

 

Fig. 6.a.  Teacher/course report – grading 
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Fig. 7.b.  Teacher/course report – graphic representation 

Student global satisfaction based on some of the 
questions in the survey. This report presents the participant’s 
level of satisfaction for particular area. The coordinator of the 
evaluation process has an option to select whether to include 
answers from all participants from the whole university or to 
include participants from desired school. At the end the result 
from this report can be used to analyze the opinion of the 
participants on some questions which could be of specific 
interest for the university.  

 

Fig. 8.  Total user satisfaction per survey 

Aggregate report for instructors’ work. Although quite 
simple, this is probably the most important report in the 
process of evaluation of the academic staff. This report gives a 
clear view of the overall student satisfaction for that instructor 
in a defined period. If we combine this report with the detailed 
teacher-course reports we can create a powerful tool for 
detailed assessment of the academic staff.  

 

Fig. 9. Agregate report for a teacher 

Aggregate report for school/university. This report is 
also used for measuring the level of satisfaction of the students 
but this time the results are grouped based on the department 
they describe. The questions that are part of the questionnaire 
are categorized but the differentiation is not visible. When the 
results are processed, a predefined methodology is used to 
group the grades by different categories. Each category then 
represents different department. By analyzing this report the 
coordinator could have a clear view about the quality of the 
work of different departments on a faculty or university level 

D. Storage and further use of the accumulated data 

If reduction of cost and time consumption are defined as 
the two largest benefits that the system for electronic 
evaluation can provide then probably the third largest benefit 
of this system would be the method of data storage. While the 
traditional method of evaluation stores huge amount of hard 
copy documents, this system uses modern database 
management system for storage and reuse of the collected 
data. Each result from the evaluation process is stored in the 
database and can be used whenever needed. This provides for 
creation of cross reports for multiple time periods which will 
enable the coordinator to monitor the evaluation process in 
general (Fig. 9&10) and follow the quality of teaching on a 
particular level (Fig. 11). 

 

Fig. 10.  Processed questions per year 

 

Fig. 11.a. Evaluated pairs course/professor 

 

Fig. 12.b.  Total questionnaires per faculty 
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Fig. 13.  Three courses (by three teachers) – average grades per course per 

generation 

E. Security aspect 

The implementation of the model is based on the web 
architecture. Since it has dedicated audience, it does not have 
to have public IP address, but can be a part of the institution 
intranet.  

 

Fig. 14.  System’s architecture 

This is the first level of security, since the system can not 
be used outside the institution. Further on, in order to achieve 
even better security for the data, the system has several 
security policies for accessing its modules. Every system 
access is monitored and recorded into log file that is processed 
in special system back-end module. Specific modules of the 
system can be accessed only with special authorization mode 
and only from specific machines from the local network of the 
institution. 

When filling the surveys, the system ensures that every 
questionary, although anonimusly, can be filled only once by a 
user. Complex system of cookies, sessions and active 
directory parameters are used so that the procees is anonimus, 
but ensures that the user can not manipulate or misuse the 
system. 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

So far, there were 1.200 polls with 353.000 questionnaires 
filled. This means that the same number of sheets was saved, 
not taking into account the time saved for data processing.  

The implemented model proved to be flexible and easily 
adapchart for various surveys. One click and the polls for all 
the professors and courses are generated. Also, the 
questionnaires are clear and precise; the reports are 

comprehensive; there is no possibility for the breach of 
security. 

The historical aspect of the data allows for implementation 
of data mining techniques, which can result in unexpected 
discoveries, which will enable further improvement of the 
evaluation process.  

Finally, considering the more modern aspects of 360 
degree evaluation and its continual evolution, appropriate 
surveys can be created to achieve desired goals. 
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Abstract—The Linked Data concept uses a collection of 

Semantic Web technologies in order to interconnect, publish, and 

share pieces of data on the Web, in a machine-readable format. It 

enables querying and combining data from different datasets 

together in order to retrieve specific information and enable use-

case scenarios which are unavailable over isolated datasets. 

However, the process of querying linked data published on 

different places on the Web poses several challenges. Generally, 

each user should know the schema of the data, write a query and 

access a relevant linked data endpoint. According to statistics, 

endpoints are often unavailable and have significant downtime, 

so this presents a serious obstacle in application development and 

scenarios which rely on the data. In this paper, we present a facet 

browser for SPARQL endpoints, based on HTML5. It allows 

users to search and retrieve RDF triples based on a keyword, 

from public SPARQL endpoints. By using HTML5 Web Storage, 

the triples from the results can be saved in the browser, locally, 

for future use. The facet browser provides management 

functionalities over the stored data - capabilities to update, 

refresh, modify, delete and download the triples in various RDF 

formats: JSON-LD, Turtle, NTriples, RDF/XML, JSON, CSV. 

The locally stored RDF triples can also be shared with other 

users. We believe that these features of the facet browser will 

help overcome the endpoint downtime issues, by providing offline 

data accessibility for the user and his applications. 

 

Keywords—Facet Browser; Linked Data; SPARQL; 

HTML5; Semantic Web; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Linked Data principles propose using the Web to create 
typed links between data from different sources. These may be 
as diverse as databases maintained by two organizations in 
different geographical locations, or simply heterogeneous 
systems within one organization that, historically, have not 
easily interoperated at the data level [1]. W3C provides a 
palette of technologies (RDF, GRDDL, POWDER, RDFa, the 
upcoming R2RML, RIF, SPARQL) to get access to the data1. 
SPARQL is a query language that is flexible and is mostly 
used for interacting with RDF databases also known as triple 
stores. As a standardized query language it contains a lot of 
specifications, query operations, request and response formats. 

 Every dataset declared as Linked Data can be accessed 
using the SPARQL language and queries distributed over 
different SPARQL endpoints. For retrieving the data, a user 
has to access available endpoints and to be able to query them.  

                                                           
1 http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data 

The ability to query the data space of Linked Data provides 
benefits which have not been possible before. Data from 
different data sources can be gathered, and scattered 
information from multiple sources can be joined in order to 
achieve a more complete view of a given domain and support 
more complex use-case scenarios.  

Executing queries over the Web of Linked Data poses 
several challenges that do not arise in traditional query 
processing. Due to the openness of the data space, it is not 
possible to know all data sources that might be relevant for 
answering a query in advance. People who need some data 
from the Linked Data cloud2 sometimes do not know how the 
specified data is represented in datasets and they face the 
challenge to write complex queries in order to extract results.  

Another issue which arises in the domain of querying data 
over the data space of Linked Data is the availability of the 
SPARQL endpoints. According to statistics3, these endpoints 
are often unavailable and have significant downtime. This 
presents a serious obstacle in developing ‘killer applications’ 
over Linked Data datasets, and forces developers to focus their 
time and energy on other technologies and approaches. 

In this paper, we present a facet browser for SPARQL 
endpoints, which tries to overcome these two main issues. 
Firstly, it offers keyword lookup in RDF datasets from 
SPARQL endpoints, mitigating the issue of schema 
knowledge beforehand, or knowing the SPARQL language at 
all. Secondly, it allows storage of the results received from a 
SPARQL endpoint, for future use. The results are being stored 
in HTML5 Web Storage, in the user browser, and can be 
manipulated by the user. The data can also be serialized into 
all common RDF formats, and shared with others. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Browsers can be a crucial tool when someone is dealing 

with data from the Linked Data cloud. They should provide 

different use-cases and options for users and their needs. That 

is the main reason why there are a number of browser 

applications for Linked Data and they all provide different 

approaches in dealing with data and presenting results to the 

end user.  

                                                           
2 http://lod-cloud.net/ 
3 http://sparqles.okfn.org/availability 
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Fig. 1. The facet browser interface. 

 

The Tabulator project4 represents a generic data browser, 

which provides ways for browsing RDF resources published 

on the Web, and follow RDF links from one resource to 

another [2]. The main goal of Tabulator is to increase the 

usage of Linked Data, explore the potentials and restrictions of 

the Semantic Web architecture and to increase development in 

the field of generic data interfaces. 

The Disco - Hyperdata Browser5 is a browser which is 

used for handling the Semantic Web as an unbounded set of 

data sources. This tool renders all information related to a 

resource, which is specified by his URI entered into the 

navigation box. For this resource, the user gets a description 

which contains hyperlinks or facets allowing him to navigate 

between resources. When a user moves from one resource to 

other, the browser dynamically retrieves and displays 

information as a property-value table. Also, the browser stores 

all retrieved RDF graphs, whose hyperlinks have been clicked, 

in a session cache and provide an option for showing them in a 

list in a new browser window. 

Swoogle6 is a specialized web based data browser used for 

discovering, analyzing and indexing of data from datasets 

published on the Web with Semantic Web technologies. 

Swoogle explains and records significant metadata about data 

published in these datasets and their fundamental parts (e.g., 

terms, individuals, triples). As a browser it uses its search and 

navigation services in order to provide scalable service for 

accessing Semantic Web data and finding relevant documents 

[3]. On one hand, similar to our solution, Swoogle represents a 

keyword-based search engine and it does not require schema 

knowledge and query language expertise. That is an important 

reason why it is really appropriate for non-technical users. On 

the other hand, similarly as Tabulator and Disco – Hyperdata 

Browser, Swoogle does not provide any options for further 

management and wider usage of retrieved RDF results, which 

is one of main focuses used in our approach.  

Longwell7 is a web-based faceted browser, considered as a 

combination of the flexibility of the RDF data model and the 

effectiveness of the faceted browsing paradigm. It is a 

powerful tool, and just like our solution it enables 

visualization and browsing complex RDF datasets, allows the 

user to quickly get an overview of what data is present in the 

dataset, and offers specific information about resources.  

Virtuoso Faceted Browser8 is keyword-based faceted 

browser and as a solution it is the most advanced. The user can 

enter a text search pattern and get a results page containing a 

list of literal value snippets from property values associated 

with the searched pattern. With a click on some of the entities 

or relations, the user gets new results with description of that 

                                                           
4 http://www.w3.org/2005/ajar/tab 
5 http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-

mannheim.de/bizer/ng4j/disco/ 
6 http://swoogle.umbc.edu/ 
7 http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Longwell 
8 http://lod.openlinksw.com 

particular object. There is also an option for getting raw data 

from search result in several formats, such as CSV, JSON, 

XML, N-Triples, etc.  

The facet browser we have developed has several 

additional options which differentiate it from all of these 

examples. The user of our applications gets the results for the 

used keyword in a table, and has the additional option to save 

them for later use. The saved data can be managed by the user; 

it can be updated and refreshed, modified, removed, and 

serialized on the local machine in various RDF formats. The 

local storage of RDF data, in the browser, allows other future 

features, as well. 

III. THE FACET BROWSER 

The facet browser for SPARQL endpoints (Fig. 1) is a 
HTML5 web-based application which has a main focus of 
searching and retrieving RDF triples which contain a given 
keyword, from a specified SPARQL endpoint. The results are 
presented in a human-readable representation. The endpoint 
does not require any SPARQL or RDF knowledge from the 
user. 

A. Data Retrieval 

One of the main functionalities in our application is the 
effective search for data from a SPARQL endpoint. There are 
two basic things which should be provided by the user to the 
application: a search term and SPARQL endpoint URL. The 
application takes the search term of the user as a keyword, and 
sends a SPARQL query to the endpoint provided by the user.  

In order to get these results, we use the following 
SPARQL query, in which we replace “pattern” with the 
keyword of the user: 

SELECT ?s ?p ?o 

WHERE  

{  

      ?s ?p ?o. 

      FILTER ( regex(?o, "pattern", "i")) 

}  

LIMIT 1000 
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Fig. 2. Results from searching the keyword ‘Aspirin’. 

With the use of this specific query, we get a number of 
triples, composed of literal value snippets from property 
values related with the searched keyword. 

In the query we place a limit of maximum 1000 triples, in 
order to comply with the fair use policy of Linked Data. The 
results are shown in a table with three columns: entity, relation 
and value, sorted by entity values, and with the possibility of 
displaying a particular number (10, 50, 100 or 1000) of result 
rows per page (Fig. 2).  

Faceted navigation is an examining technique which uses 
several different ways for navigating through a collection of 
components, instead of using a specific and determined order. 
Facet browser interfaces provide navigation through 
collections of data in a user-friendly way [4]. When users are 
facing Linked Data datasets, they often are not sure what 
exactly they are looking for, so they may not always be 
familiar with the domain and its schema. Or, the users may 
just want to learn something new about a particular matter.  

With our faceted browser we allow users to search data 
through multiple successive iterations without having 
excessive (or any) knowledge of the datasets. In the results 
table, the entities and the relations are displayed as facets, 
providing a multi resource scheme. The users can click on the 
any of the facets, and get a description of the resource or 
relation. This is done by the application by sending a new 
query to the endpoint, asking for the description of that 
resource or relation. As a result from the ‘describe’ query, the 

browser displays a table with two columns: relation and value, 
displaying all of the relations and object values related to the 
entity (Fig. 3).  

There are also options for the users to see more details 
about the displayed result data, and get all of the results from 
the endpoint, not just the first 1000. This supports use-cases 
for more advanced users, who can be interested in more 
technical details about the query, or would like to get all 
possible RDF triples for their initial query. 

The application also has the capability of saving data. We use 
HTML5 for the web application, which provides us with the 
Web Storage functionality. This functionality supports 
persistent data storage with great capacity. It offers two 
different types of storage: local and session. For our 
application we use the former, because it stores data with no 
expiration date, which means the data will not be deleted and 
will persist when the user closes the browser and his session 
ends. The application allows the users to define details about 
the RDF triples before saving them in Web Storage (Fig. 4). 

This Web Storage functionality allows our application to 
provide offline access to the RDF results from the saved 
queries. This is the feature which helps Linked Data users 
mitigate the issue of having the needed SPARQL endpoint 
available at any given moment. This client-side storage is a 
programming model which does not require a server 
infrastructure and single user can only access his local files, 
which means that our web application becomes personalized. 
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Fig. 3. A resource description, showing its relations and values. 

 

Fig. 4. Form for saving data in local storage. 

After a result set is saved, the user can then manage it, or 
continue querying a SPARQL endpoint. 

B. Storage Management 

As we already mentioned, the application allows the users 
to access and manage their stored data. An example stored 
dataset is shown on Fig. 6. Each saved dataset, aside from the 
RDF triples, contains a mnemonic name, graph name and a 
description, which are used to distinguish the datasets. 

The application provides management options to the users 
for manipulating the RDF triples from a stored dataset (Fig. 
6). The ‘Details’ option allows a user to see all of triples 
which are parts of that dataset, instead of only the first 10. A 
user can also edit the mnemonic name, the graph name and the 

description (Fig. 5). 

However, one of the main functionalities over the stored 
datasets is the ability to edit the RDF triples themselves (Fig. 
5). This is also a feature available in the application, and its 
intention is to provide the user with the ability to modify the 
datasets in order to correct, change or delete some of the RDF 
triples which he intends to use for other purposes. 

In order to provide the capabilities of storing the dataset 
triples as into HTML5 Web Storage, as well as review and 
manage them, we use the JavaScript wrapper library 
triplestore.js9. The library offers several functionalities which 
provide RDF data administration for the user. Additionally, it 
is a library which is very simple to use and develop with. 

When a user has an RDF dataset stored in his browser, it 
can only be viewed and manipulated through the application. 
However, if the user needs a dataset for other purposes, such 
as using it as a data layer for an application, or using it in data 
analysis, the user may need to serialize the data and save it 
locally on his machine.  

Our application offers this functionality to the users, by 
allowing serialization of a saved dataset in various RDF 
formats: JSON-LD, Turtle, NTriples, RDF/XML and CSV. 
The serialized data is showed in the web application, for 
supporting use-cases when the user would like to copy and 
paste the dataset content, but the application also allows for 
the serialized RDF dataset to be downloaded as a file, on the 
local machine (Fig. 7). 

                                                           
9 http://www.w3.org/2013/04/semweb-html5/triplestoreJS/ 
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Fig. 6. Table of data saved in local storage. 

 
Fig. 5. Local storage data management. 

Because of the dynamic nature of Linked and Open Data 

datasets, a user may want to update a locally saved resulting 

RDF dataset, once the source SPARQL endpoint is available.   

 
In order to provide support for this scenario, we added the 

functionality of refreshing the data from a stored RDF dataset. 
In order to do this, we store the initial query used for obtaining 
the dataset, along with the source SPARQL endpoint, so when 
a user needs to refresh the data, we send a new query to the 
SPARQL endpoint and retrieve the updated results. After a 
dataset refresh, we prompt the user in order to see whether he 
wants to do an update refresh or a clean refresh. If he chooses 
the former, only the newly retrieved triples which did not exist 
in the previously stored results are added to the RDF dataset, 
and if he chooses the latter, the newly retrieved results will 
replace the previously stored ones. 

Since HTML5 Web Storage has different storage capacity 
for local storage depending on the user web browser and RDF 
results retrieved from an endpoint can reach the size of 
thousands of triples, we also provide the option for deleting an 
RDF dataset from the web browser storage (Fig. 6).  

C. About the application 

The Web of Linked Data is open, so applications which 
work with Linked Data can follow relations between data and 
learn about new data sources. As a result of that, with increase 
of published data, these applications will provide to the users 
more complete information and knowledge [5]. This also 
means that anyone can publish data structured with these 
technologies on the Web, and become part of the increasingly 
growing LOD cloud. With this, every Linked Data publisher 
adds more possible use-cases over the interconnected datasets 
on the Web, and with this, indirectly adds more value to the 
LOD cloud datasets. 

Therefore, we based our HTML5 facet browser on the 
same principles of openness and collaborative value leverage. 
We developed and published it as an open-source application10 
where other can also participate in further development, and 
deployed a public instance11.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In general, Semantic Web technologies are used for 
publishing and managing Open Data, and interconnecting it 
with other data in the Linked Data cloud; using already 

                                                           
10 https://github.com/mjanevska/html5-sparql-browser 
11 http://fct.linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk 
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Fig. 7. Data serialization and download. 

published Open and Linked Data from public SPARQL 
endpoints; developing applications based on Open and Linked 
data, either stored locally, or available on the Web. 

Our HTML5 facet browser is intended to be used as a 
search engine for datasets published as Linked Data, available 
through SPARQL endpoints. It provides a flat browsing 
capability through the dataset by combining search, facets and 
operations on sets of resources.  

Using HTML5 Web Storage, we enable the option to store 
the RDF results for future use, locally, in the browser storage. 
The facet browser provides a broader view on the stored data 
and management functionalities over it. The locally stored 
RDF triples can be serialized in several RDF formats, 
downloaded as separated files and then used in applications, 
analysis or shared with other users. We believe these features 
help the users to overcome the existing SPARQL endpoint 
availability issues. 

The original goal of the project was to simplify the process 
of searching the Web of Open and Linked Data by using 

facets, and to provide more services and options to their users. 
With our application, we would also like to encourage 
development of innovative applications and services over 
Linked and Open Data.  

The future development of the project will include a 
feature for providing more transparent sharing of the stored 
RDF datasets. We plan to add an option for publishing a 
dataset in a chosen RDF format on a permanent URL, in order 
to support use-cases in which a user would like to share an 
RDF dataset with other, via the Web.  

We also plan to add more management options for the 
stored data. By using other functionalities from triplestore.js, 
we can enable scenarios in which the users would filter a 
stored RDF dataset and obtain smaller subsets of it. These 
filtered subsets will contain RDF triples with subjects which 
are matched with an optional property and value, or triples 
which contain values that match with a specified subject and 
optional property. 
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Abstract—This paper presents several outputs of FUPOL
FP7 project aiming at implementing sophisticated ICT tools
to support policy modeling processes for urban development
of City of Skopje. The administration of City of Skopje is
actively participating along with Innovation Dooel to enable
usage of social networking tools, optimization, simulation and
visualization tools in policy design and public involvement. The
project goal is to develop FUPOL social networking policy
model and ICT platform. It aims at developing several tools
that optimize, simulate and visualize various scenarios within
urban design and development of Vodno recreation facilities and
introducing bike inter-modality. This paper discusses the tools
implemented at City of Skopje and its benefits.

Index Terms—FUPOL, FP7, Social networking, Optimization,
Simulation, Visualization, City of Skopje.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past 2 years the City of Skopje and Innovation Dooel

are participating in the project Intelligent Tools for Policy De-

sign financed by the European Union, within the FP7 Program

[1]. This project aims to provide a completely new approach

to the traditional policies, and it’s goal is to contribute towards

improving the way politicians and administration communicate

with the citizens [2].

The main output of the FUPOL project are software tools

to be implemented for policy design and public involvement.

Policy design tools can be supported in three parts:

• setting agenda for hot topics,

• analysis of policy design, and

• policy formulation.

Public involvement is fostered by activating several channels

in the policy development process [3]. Participation is moti-

vated by various social networking channels where campaigns

are activated, and also by a set of social networking tools

that measure and evaluate citizen responses. Social impact is

obtained by conversational exchange, content amplification,

sentiment, content appreciation, perceived influence etc.

A set of tools are also developed to support simulation, op-

timization and visualization [4]. These visual tools are offered

to both the administration and the citizens. City of Skopje

decided to concentrate on two projects: the first one considers

Vodno recreational activities and the second fostering the bike

inter-modality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

presents the social networking tools implemented and in

use at City of Skopje for policy design and modeling. In

Section III we present the simulation and optimization recipes

in use to develop particular projects, about Vodno recreational

resources and fostering bike inter-modality, correspondingly in

Section IV and Section V. We further discuss the benefits of

use of these tools in Section VI, and in Section VII we give

conclusions and discuss future implementation details.

II. SOCIAL NETWORKING TOOLS

Basically, the FUPOL project output aims at developing

FUPOL core platform, that is a software consisting of several

software tools which will provide a direct line of communica-

tion between the citizens on one side, and the administration

and politicians (decision makers) on the other, by using a

variety of tools to monitor and collect data from the internet

and social media. In case of City of Skopje the following

channels are actively supported for communication with the

citizens: Facebook, Twitter and Blogspot.

FUPOL core ICT platform supports social networking tools

for FUPOL Policy Model, deemed appropriate to support the

policy processes in the City of Skopje. This platform consists

of the following ICT tools:

• FUPOL Questionnaire, a tool that realizes several ques-

tionnaire types essential to obtain citizen opinion. An

example of use of this tool at City of Skopje is presented

in Figure 1.

• FUPOL Opinion map, a tool that collects citizen opinion

based on marking. labeling or commenting a certain pin

in an interactive map. An example of use of an interactive

opinion map is the one presented in Figure 2, where ad-

ministration of City of Skopje got citizen responses where

to implement recreation facilities at Vodno mountain.

• FUPOL Social media window is a tool that collects

articles and posts in a social media aggregator. It has

been tested with a number of sources in all languages

including Macedonian with Cyrillic script (Twitter, Face-

book, Blogs and RSS). The tool offers filtering and search

features that enable the City of Skopje to analyze all the

posts and news according to a certain selected topic. An
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Fig. 1. An example of questionnaire used at City of Skopje blogspot

advanced search and analysis tool is under development

by expanding the existing search criteria with enhanced

Boolean searches, location based searches, and advanced

filtering reducing irrelevant postings.

• Heat Maps is an advanced tool to identify locations of

postings of a certain topic. It is a kind of a visualization

tool that enables City of Skopje to find out locations

where a certain issue has been discussed a lot or has been

analyzed and commented. The function is considered very

useful since it shows where specific opinions are coming

from and helps to locate problem spots. However the

number of postings with a given location is relatively

small and to enable a good analysis more hits and

postings should be present.

• Hot Topic Sensing tool is planned as an advanced tool

for further development where a certain topic will be

extracted as a hot topic discussed in forums and news

[5].

• Visualization tools are those that support analyzes of

previous news aggregating tools to collect and analyze

topics from social networks and news aggregators. It adds

a value to the hot topic sensing and heat maps by visu-

alizing trends in topic discussions, and its application is

presented in Figure 3. This tool is still under development

and is expected in near future.

III. SIMULATION

The FUPOL project for City of Skopje consists of two

separate projects. The first one targets the recreational area

on Vodno Mountain and the second the Skopje bike tracks

and parkings resources.

The main objective of the first project is the development of

a software solution that will offer the City of Skopje and its

citizens the opportunity to simulate the occupancy of the recre-

ational resources on Vodno Mountain and therefore enable

conclusions for better organization of recreational activities.

The system would help the Administration of City of Skopje in

improving the scheduling and resource planning, initiation and

creating new projects involving the recreational area at Vodno

Mountain. The citizens of City of Skopje will also be involved

in the decision making process by continuos communication.

Fig. 2. An example of opinion used at City of Skopje Facebook

Fig. 3. An example of hot topic sensing features for trends

They can rather easy express their opinion to the authorities,

making the whole process more transparent and efficient.

Similarly the second project objective is the development of

a software solution that will offer the opportunity to simulate

the occupancy and usage of bike stations and bike parking

lots. The overall goal is to increase the number of people that

use bikes as a transport means, by taking several different

measures, such as establishing bike inter-modality, initiating

the development of parking lots, rent-a-bike facilities, new bike

paths, improving existing bike paths.
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Fig. 4. Core simulation functionalities

The system would help the Administration of City of Skopje

in improving the scheduling and resource planning, initiation

and creation of new projects involving the bike stations and

bike parking lots. The citizens of City of Skopje will also

be involved in the decision making process by constantly

communicating and expressing their opinion to the authorities,

making the whole process more transparent and efficient.

A. Functional Description

The main functionality is the creation and execution of

simulations. The core functions are presented in Figure 4

identified as:

• simulation configuration definition by importing, export-

ing and changing the existing sets of input information

about resources and activities,

• ticket management realized by initiating tickets by citi-

zens about new proposals for organization of recreation

activities, and ticket responding by administration,

• executing simulation by running simulation and visualiz-

ing the results of resource occupancy.

More details about functionality will be explained in further

subsections for description of users.

B. Simulation types

The purpose of the Simulation is to simulate resource

occupancy and generate conflict reports for a given period of

recreation activities on Vodno Mountain. Two simulations are

proposed in the system:

• Simulation 1 aiming at visualizing a one year period,

intended for master users, where all weather conditions

are simulated based on typical behavior

• Simulation 2 with goal to visualize a one week behavior

in a selected month with selected weather, intended for

both master users and citizens

Simulation 1 is mainly to be performed by the administra-

tion of City of Skopje. The main idea is to find out which

project can have the highest impact when implemented. In

cases of limited budget, the City of Skopje has to decide which

project to be implemented and therefore the use of simulation

1 is very important.

Simulation 2 is mainly offered to citizen to chick how will

their proposals and re-organization ideas benefit in a simulated

model. Users can reschedule certain events or change the

number of users performing a certain activity and find out

the resource occupancy.

C. User roles

The users in the simulation system are classified as the

following user groups:

• Administrator creating and managing users.

• Master User setup (using import) of initial simulator

configuration, change configuration, export configuration,

and realize both simulation 1 and 2.

• Manager can list ticket reports, view and answer tickets

sent by users, suggest new configuration and projects

that will improve the recreation on Vodno Mountain or

increase the number of users that bike as transport means.

• Public user can access the visual simulation interface for

simulation 2.

D. Basic visualization functionalities

The Visualization part of the simulation software is intended

to realize a visual representation of the generated data within

the simulations. All data must be setup on a map of the region

with clearly distinguishable resources and their locations.

There are visualization functionalities that are present on

both projects. This functionalities are:

• Map Navigation functionality is available for master

users and citizens. It enables map navigation and zoom in

and out on the visually represented resource occupation.

The objective is to provide user friendly map navigation

for the users.

• Resource Placement is a functionality available for

master users and citizens. Visual representation of the

resources placed on the map with icons and/or tracks

is provided using this functionality. The objective is to

provide easy identification of resources on the map.

• Resource Selection is available for master users and citi-

zens and realized by clicking on the resource icons and/or

tracks represented on the tracks. This action lists the

user groups occupying this resource. The objective is to

provide easy resource selection and resource occupancy.

• Simulation Visualization functionality is available for

master users and citizens to provide easy tracking of

the simulation results on the map by a pie chart near

resources.

• Simulation Time Parameter Changing is a functionality

available for master users and citizens. Time change on

the map for simulation representation analysis in variable
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hour and day steps in order to provide easy change

tracking on the resource map when time is changed.

IV. VODNO MOUNTAIN FUPOL PROJECT SCENARIO

A typical scenario of the Vodno Mountain FUPOL systems’

usage is presented in this Section. Simulation is based on

optimization as defined by Gusev et al. [6].

The administrator creates master user and manager for the

City of Skopje. The created master user logs in to the system

in order to activate the simulation by uploading configuration

files for both simulations.

The master user is able to start the one-year simulation

(Simulation 1). It is assumed that the initial configuration

is edited and stored in excel format (.xls/.xlsx) and then

it is uploaded using an uploading form (import simulation

configuration) on the interface. After the initial configuration

is uploaded the master user is able to click on the ”Start

Simulation” button. The output of the simulation contains the

occupancy of each resource specified in the initial configura-

tion. A typical example of the output is presented in Figure 5.

The master user can create, edit and change the parameters

for one-week simulation (Simulation 2), using the map of the

Vodno Mountain recreational center in a specified excel format

(.xls/.xlsx). The configuration file can be uploaded using an

uploading form. Both the master user and citizens can start the

Simulation 2. They can change the parameters explained later

in this document through a web interface i.e. by clicking on the

map, selecting the month for the simulation and choosing the

weather conditions. The simulation is started by click on the

Simulate button. The output of simulation 2 is the occupancy

of the resources available on the Vodno Mountain recreational

center based on the user input.

For both simulations the input is sent to the simulation

service. The output of the service (resource occupancy) is

displayed on a map of the Vodno Mountain recreational center

for easier user interaction.

The master user can also choose to export or import a

specific system configuration. The export configuration button

must create an excel table that can be later used for importing

the configuration. Changing the configuration of the system

can be done directly through the configuration files (excel

tables) by changing and adding rows in the table or through a

web interface where the same parameters can be changed (the

parameters are discussed later in this document).

Citizens are anonymous users in the system. They can start

the simulation and define their own parameters for simulation.

If they would like to share their experience with the city of

Skopje, or suggest a change in recreational schedule, propose

to add a resource, or an activity, they can use the ticketing

system i.e. create tickets with suggested schedules and/or send

complains.

The manager of the system works with the ticketing system,

with goal to receive all the user tickets and answer them. Re-

ports of the ticketing system usage can be created and available

to relevant users. The manager can suggest a configuration that

is propagated to the master users for review.

All of the users of the system can review the simulation

reports that are created from the simulation 1. Additionally the

private configurations made using the simulation 2 can only

be reviewed by the user that created the specific simulation. If

the simulation configuration is sent than the simulation report

for that configuration can be reviewed by managers and master

users too.

The additional visualization functionalities for the Vodno

Mountain project are:

• Activity Placement enables the master users and citizens

to see visual representation of the activities by icons.

More icons near a resource indicate increased activity

on selected resource.

• Activity Selection is a feature realized by clicking on the

activity icons. This action lists the user groups participa-

tion in the selected activity. This functionality is available

for master users and citizens.

• User Group Listing is a visual listing of the user groups

in a grid view after resource or activity selection.

• User Group Selection is realized by clicking on a

specific row in the grid view. This action opens up the

opportunity for changing the number of people in the

selected user group.

V. BIKE STATIONS FUPOL PROJECT SCENARIO

This section discusses a typical scenario of the Bike FUPOL

simulation project based on optimization specified by Guseva

et al. [7]. Similar to the previous simulations, the administrator

has the role to create master user and manager for the

City of Skopje, and enable them to log in the system and

activate a simulation by uploading configuration files for both

simulations.

The master user can start Simulation 1 after updating the

initial configuration. This contains a set of input files each

predefined for a certain project that can:

• increase the quality of an existing bike path,

• build a new bike path,

• build a docking station used as bike parking, and

• build a rent-a-bike docking station.

The initial configuration consists of definitions of all bike

paths, and also possible locations for docking stations to be

used as bike parking lots or bike renting stations in City of

Skopje. After the initial configuration is uploaded, the master

user is able to click on the ”Simulate” button. A typical

output is presented in Figure 6. Optimization values contain

the occupancy of each parking lot or renting station specified

in the initial configuration.

The master user updates the configuration files for Sim-

ulation 2, by using the map of the City of Skopje in a

specified excel format (.xls/.xlsx). Both the master user and

citizens can start the Simulation 2. Certain parameters can be

specified prior to clicking the ”Simulate” button. The output

of simulation 2 is the occupancy of the bike parking lots and

renting stations in Skopje based on the user input.
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Fig. 5. An example of Vodno recreation simulator output

Fig. 6. An example of fostering bike inter-modality simulator output

Simulation service accepts the input files and simulates a

typical behavior and calculates the resource occupancy. The

output is visualized on a map.

Each input file can be exported and later imported as a

specific system configuration. It automatically attaches the

configuration and simulated files to a ticket a citizen is creating

when trying to suggest a new project proposal. Citizens are

anonymous users in the system. They can start the simulation

and define their own parameters for simulation. Tickets are

the means to enable citizen participate in policy creation by

sharing their experience with the administration of City of

Skopje.

The system manager is responsible to answer the open

ticket issues or to deal with the ticketing system proposals

by initializing new project proposals.

The following visualization functionalities are available for

the bike simulation project:

• Docking Station selection is a functionality available

for master users and citizens. It presents a selection of

a corresponding docking station by clicking on a point-

ing device when pointing a corresponding icon on the

map. This action presents the occupancy of the selected

docking station to allow a satisfactory use of bikes as

transport means. The objective of this functionality is to

provide easy resource selection and resource occupancy

identification.

• Tracks selection available for master users and citizens

is a feature that is invoked by clicking on corresponding
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tracks. If a track is lying under the presented one,

an intermediate window is presented with a list of all

tracks on a selected street part. This action also lists the

occupancy of the selected tracks.

VI. DISCUSSION

The user administration is easy to use and understand

by administration of City of Skopje. So far there were no

complains about complexity of social networking tools and

usage of simulator tools.

All tools are realized in three languages, Macedonian,

Albanian and English, making it appropriate to use by the

majority of mother speaking languages and also ENglish as

international language. Further multi language support is also

supported. The script is also changed to enable a possibility

of usage of Cyrillic and other multi language code tables.

FUPOL questionnaire and opinion map functionality has

been embedded in the Blog- frontend easily and was found to

be very useful for City of Skopje.

The access can be anonymous or verified by the social

networking provider, such as Facebook or Twitter. Verified

access is necessary to prevent spamming and other unwanted

access.

The direct benefit for the citizens of the City of Skopje is

that they will have a way to have their say on very important

subjects, comment, criticize, and give creative suggestions,

while the direct benefit for the decision makers will be an

easy access to public opinion on important subjects as well as

a source of ideas.

The City of Skopje in the past 2 years has created three

campaigns on a variety of topics and has had a great deal of

success by using the tools and software, by creating interactive

maps and questioners on these topics.

Apart from the above mentioned topics the visualization

includes heat maps, hot topic sensing and trend analysis which

are in process of development and are still not implemented.

Additionally, two separate simulation models are being

constructed, one for the recreational activities on the mountain

Vodno, and the other about the planning of the bicycle track’s

in Skopje.

A generic approach for urban city policy modeling, includ-

ing optimization and modeling is presented by Gusev et al.

[8].

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION

Social networking popularity is increasing and it is in the

stage of mass usage. Therefore the core FUPOL platform is a

set of tools that are being efficiently used by the administration

of City of Skopje, to reach wider audience and enable citizen

participation in policy design and modeling. The described

questionnaires and opinion maps have been already subject

of plenty of organized campaigns. Future developed tools like

heat maps, hot topic sensing and further visualization tools

will allow better use of social networks as tools for sensing

the public opinion and trends.
Simulator tools are visual software packages accessed by

web applications and will enable improved citizen interaction

and participation in future policy modeling at City of Skopje.

Simulation 2 is mainly intended for citizens to enable

them a visual tool for simulating different scenarios, based

on their proposals for a new project, or reorganization of

certain activities. We have to note that Simulation 1 is the

most important for the administration of City of Skopje. It

simulates a yearly scenario, based on input from excel tables.

For example, these tables present weather conditions (for

example, how many are sunny days in a particular month

etc.). The simulation simulates citizen behavior as commuters

according to travel needs expressed in input excel tables. For

example, a citizen can decide to use a bike path if it is in

corresponding quality situation marked with grade between 0

and 1, or can realize a typical recreation scenario on Vodno

mountain.

Finally the output should be number of bikers, presenting

the citizens using bikes as transport means in the bike project

or resource occupancy in the Vodno project. Administration of

Skopje will use these simulations to make a proper decision

which project proposal will have the highest impact, based on

certain criteria.

The output of the bike project is the number of bikers

and also the capacity of a docking station. The final goal

of administration of City of Skopje is to choose which

project to finance based on the highest increase of number of

bikers. Existing number of bikers is 2.5% of total population

requesting transport, and the goal is to reach 5% average of

major european cities.
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Abstract—The need to represent data on the Web in a 

way that will make it easier to manage, has led to new 

solutions for data representation, visualization, storage and 

querying. The concepts of Open Data, Linked Data and the 

Semantic Web offer a significant improvement in 

information and data dissemination. These concepts aim 

towards making data on the Web machine-readable and 

enable interlinking between data from different datasets, 

published on different locations. This allows easier data 

retrieval by software agents, and enables use-case scenarios 

which are unavailable over isolated data silos. On the other 

hand, personal time management and daily commute 

navigation in urban areas are one of the biggest influencers 

on the quality of life of a person. Public transport data has 

high value for citizens and generates numerous use-cases. 

In this paper, we describe the process of obtaining data 

from the public transport company JSP Skopje, 

transforming them into the standardized Google Transit 

Feed Specification
1
 format, enhancing them and creating 4 

star Open Data. We reused the Transit Ontology
2
 and the 

W3C Geospatial Vocabulary
3
, and developed our own 

complementing ontology for annotation purposes. We 

published the generated RDF datasets in order to support 

the provided use-case scenarios from this domain via a 

public SPARQL endpoint. 

Keywords—Public Transport; Open Data; GTFS; RDF; 

Ontologies;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Open Data concept represents the idea that data 
generated by the governments, their institutions and other 
public entities, and which is public by its nature, should be 
published in an open, raw and machine-readable format. This 
data can then be used, reused, republished and redistributed, 
generally in applications which leverage the value of the data 
[1]. This allows for a variety of useful applications to be built 
with the published datasets, using and combining data in 
various ways. Further linking of this data with data from other 
datasets, extends the possibilities, by providing the opportunity 
to use data and information relevant for the use-case, but not 
part of the original dataset. Linked Data is about employing the 

                                                           

1
 https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/reference 

2
 http://vocab.org/transit/terms/ 

3
 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/geo/XGR-geo/ 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) and the Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to publish structured data on the Web 
and to connect data between different data sources, thus 
effectively allowing data from one dataset to be interlinked with 
data in another dataset [2]. 

Public transport is a very important issue in the lives of 
citizens. Therefore, public transport data caries values which 
are of great importance for the levels of quality of life. This was 
our main motivation to work with public transport datasets and 
try to create data representations which provide various use-
case scenarios via REST services. 

Another thing which motivated us to work on this subject 
was the Helsinki Open Transport Data Manifesto

4
, which 

empowers the free flow of transport data across Europe and 
puts focus on the opportunities and benefits of opening up and 
sharing this reach resource to the stakeholders. 

A. The Star Rating System for Data 

In order to classify the data published on the Web by its 
availability and its usefulness, there is a standard star rating 
system. According to the rating system

5
, every information 

which has been published online can be considered as Open 
Data, and is given a one star rating. This usually includes 
images, PDF documents, and other documents types as well. 

Making the data machine readable earns it a two star rating. 
This usually includes Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Publishing 
data in non-proprietary format, such as CSV, earns it a three 
star rating. Published Open Data datasets, which use Semantic 
Web standards (RDF, RDFS, OWL) for annotation of the 
entities, earn four stars. The last one, the fifth star, is given for 
datasets which contain links towards other, already published 
dataset on the Web, in order to provide context [3]. 

Almost all of the Google Transit data published in the GTFS 
format are Open Data by these definitions, since they are 
available online for public use. However, since the GTFS 
format of the data obligates data to be represented in strictly 
formed CSV files (explained in more details further in the 
paper), no effort has been made to bring public transportation 
data up in the star rating system. 

                                                           

4
 http://www.epsiplatform.eu/transport 

5
 http://5stardata.info/ 
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 We decided to leverage local public transportation data from 
Macedonia as high as possible in the rating system, by reusing 
existing ontologies and combining them with our own ontology 
for the annotation purposes. We used data collected from the 
JSP Skopje website, which has been transformed by another 
project into GTFS format in order to be used with the Google 
Transit system. The dataset is described in more details further 
in the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The Google Transit system is widely used around the globe 
from many transport companies from the six continents that use 
different kinds of transportation. Google Transit is available for 
companies from USA, Austria, Belgium, Australia, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Bulgaria, etc

6
. However, very little effort has been 

made to semantically annotate any of the Google Transit data 
so far, or any other transit data, not necessarily in the GTFS 
format.  

Data from the New York Subway in GTFS format have been 
published as RDF files, but the files, as they are presented, have 
not been created using any ontologies and are not linked 
anywhere on the Web

7
. Also, a tool for transforming GTFS data 

into RDF exists. The tool is written in Perl, and uses a Turtle
8
 

syntax to map the RDF files. An Android application, called 
GetThere

9
, which uses Linked Open Data has been developed 

in order to provide information about the location of busses in 
rural areas in the UK [4]. 

                                                           

6
 http://maps.google.com/landing/transit/cities/index.html 

7
 http://www.cs.sunysb.edu/~pfodor/new_york_subway_data/ 

8
 http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/ 

9
 http://gettherebus.com/ 

As for transport open and linked data, there are only a few 
datasets from Great Britain and France [5], but they concentrate 
on the physical locations of the stops or the connectivity of the 
different stops or cities. For now, no linked data datasets of any 
transit agency are available on the LOD cloud

10
. 

III. GOOGLE TRANSIT FEED SPECIFICATION 

 The data consists of multiple CSV format files (with the .txt 
extension), each representing a different piece of data, written 
in a strictly specified form. Not all of the schema tables are 
obligatory, and not all of the schema tables exist for different 
publishers [6]. 

JSP Skopje
11

 is a public transportation company from 
Skopje, which provides public transit services on the territory of 
MКМОНonТК’s МКpТtКl. The transport is done by busses which 
operate on different routes following predefined schedules. JSP 
Skopje publishes the bus schedule on their website in standard 
HTML format.  

As part of another project at our Faculty, the data from the 
JSP Skopje website have been collected and transformed into 
the GTFS format, for the purposes of them being used as part of 
the Google Transit system. The JSP Skopje GTFS dataset 
consists of seven of the standard GTFS tables (Figure 1):  

 agency - contains information about one or more transit 
agencies. 

 stops - contains information about all the stops. 

 routes - contains information about the routes of the 
transit agency. 

                                                           

10
 http://lod-cloud.net/ 

11
 http://jsp.com.mk/ 

Figure 1. The GTFS Schema for the data from JSP Skopje. 
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 trips - contains sequences of two or more stops that 
occur at a specific time. 

 stop_times - contains vehicle arrival and departure times 
from individual stops for each trip. 

 calendar – contains schedule information.  

 shapes - the spatial representation of a route alignment 
so it can be accurately drawn on a map [7] 

IV. TRANSFORMING THE GTFS DATA FROM JSP SKOPJE 

INTO FOUR STAR OPEN DATA 

Besides having the transport data from JSP Skopje in GTFS 
format, we believe that creating a semantic annotation of the 
data and publishing it as four star Open Data on a SPARQL 
endpoint, will make it easier to use. This endpoint would serve 
as a REST service for developers to effectively use from their 
applications, built over the dataset and providing public transit 
system services for the city of Skopje.  

In order to start the annotation process, we needed a suitable 
ontology. 

A. Ontology 

The most common approach and the best practice in 
providing an ontology, is reusing an already developed one. 
Additionally, one usually has to creating his own ontology for 
the properties which do not exist in other ontologies, in order to 
start with the annotation process.  

Our search for a suitable ontology lead us to the Transit 
Ontology

12
, developed for similar dataset to the one we had, a 

Google Transit dataset, but developed for a different scenario 
which was a bit different than ours. Regardless, the ontology 
provided enough properties we could match with our data. The 
ontology

 
provided us with some of the classes and the 

properties we needed, and what was left for us was to find a 
solution for the remaining properties. Therefore, we reused 
some properties from the W3C Geospatial Ontology

13
, and we 

created an ontology which covered the remaining properties.  

Here, we provide a listing of the classes and properties we 
used from the Transit Ontology. The diagram of the ontology is 
shown on Figure 2. 

The Transit Ontology we reused provided us the following 
classes:  

 Transit Route – a public transportation route. 

 Transit Stop – a location where passengers board or 
disembark from a transit vehicle. 

 Transit Agency – an organization that oversees public 
transportation for a city or region.  

The Object properties we used to link data from the previous 
classes were:  

 Route – the route the trip of interest uses;  

                                                           

12
 http://vocab.org/transit/terms/ 

13
 http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/geo/XGR-geo-ont/ 

 Stop – a physical location connected to a service stop;  

 Agency – the agency that operates the route of interest.  

 

Figure 2. Transit Ontology Diagram. 

The DataType properties we reused were:  

 Timezone - the time zone where a person or 
organization is located. 

 Language - the primary language used by a person or 
organization. 

 Sequence - a sequence number for a stop along a route 
or service. 

 Distance - the distance of this service stop from the first 
stop in sequence. 

 Headsign - text that appears on a sign that identifies the 
service's destination to passengers. 

 Color - a color associated with this route. 

 Text Color - a legible color for text drawn against a 
background of the color associated with a route. 

For the latitude and longitude data for the location of the 
stops and the locations of the different stop points, we used the 
‘lКtТtuНО’ КnН ‘lonРТtuНО’ propОrtТОs oП tСО А3C GОospКtТКl 
Ontology. 

We defined the rest of the classes and properties in our own 
ontology, GTFS-ext, which extends the Transit Ontology and 
provides us with all of the classes and properties we needed in 
order to fully map the available GTFS data from JSP Skopje. 

The Classes we added to our ontology are given in Table 1. 
The Object properties that we defined in order to link the 
classes can be seen in Table 2. Additionally, we created all the 
necessary Datatype properties which were not defined in the 
Transit Ontology, but were necessary for annotating our 
dataset, according to the GTFS Schema from Figure 1. 
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Table 1. Classes introduced in our GTFS-ext Ontology. 

Class Description 

Shape 
Specification about how the lines are 
represented on the map 

Trip 
Sequence of two or more stops that 
occur at a specific time 

stop_times 
Arrival and departure times from an 
individual stop 

calendar 
Provides schedule for a specific 
service 

Table 2. Object Properties from our GTFS-ext Ontology. 

Object Property Description 

service 
References the service of a specified 
trip 

st_times 
Connects a trip with the specific 
departure and arrival times 

shape 
Shape associated with the referenced 
trip 

B. Mapping the Data from CSV to RDF 

The next step was mapping the data and transforming it from 
CSV to RDF. In order to achieve this, we used a Virtuoso 
Universal Server

14
 instance, which provides mechanisms for 

transformation and management of various types of data. It 
serves as a Linked Data server and allows local and remote data 
querying with the Semantic Web query language, SPARQL. 
This is enabled over a public SPARQL endpoint which can be 
used as a REST service.  

The mapping process was conducted into several stages. 
First, we imported the CSV files into relational databases in 
Virtuoso. Then, using R2RML

15
 – a mapping language for 

transforming RDB data into RDF data – we created RDF Views 
over our relational databases. 

The R2RML mapping was done using mapping files which 
contain information about the transformation of the RDB tables 
into RDF triples, each contains a subject, a predicate and an 
object. Each row of the relational database represents a unique 
entity, and each column a new triple with the entity as a subject. 
We used the previously discussed ontologies to annotate the 
data. Most of the entities from the tables are identified with the 
identifiers which were part of the GTFS CSV data. A small 
portion of the data (e.g. stop_times) is identified by the row 
number of the input file. 

After all of the data was mapped, we ended up having seven 
individual graphs, one for each of the tables (Figure 1) 
containing the data. The next thing we needed to do was to link 
the graphs, i.e. create the links that connected the different 
pieces of information into usable information. RDF links take 
the form of RDF triples, where the subject of the triple is a URI 
reference in the namespace of one dataset, while the object of 
the triple is a URI reference in the other [8]. We achieved that 

                                                           

14
 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/ 

 

15
 http://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/

 

using the SPARQL endpoint from the Virtuoso server and by 
using the SPARQL query language we combined and created 
the appropriate links for the different graphs. We created the 
following links: 

 Linked the ‘routОs’ РrКpС аТtС tСО ‘КРОnМв’ РrКpС usТng 
tСО ‘КРОnМв’ oЛjОМt propОrtв. 

 Linked tСО ‘trТps’ РrКpС аТtС: 

o tСО ‘routОs’ РrКpС, usinР tСО ‘routО’ propОrtв. 
o tСО ‘МКlОnНКr’ РrКpС, using tСО ‘sОrvТМО’ propОrtв. 
o tСО ‘sСКpО’ Рraph, usТnР tСО ‘sСКpО’ propОrtв. 

o the ‘stop_tТmОs’ РrКpС, using tСО ‘st_tТmОs’ propОrtв. 

 Linked tСО ‘stop_tТmОs’ РrКpС аТtС tСО ‘stops’ РrКpС 
usТnР tСО ‘stop’ oЛjОМt propОrtв.  

With that, we finished the process of semantic annotation of 
the JSP Skopje transit data. 

The idea of linking the resulting four star RDF dataset with 
another similar datasets, in order to provide  wider range of 
additional use-cases, led to no success. We were unable to find 
other semantically annotated transit datasets related to ours in 
any way, which would make sense to interconnect. 

V. USE-CASES 

The basic idea behind the semantic annotation and 
leveraging the public transport data from JSP Skopje to four 
star Open Data, is creating a publicly available dataset which 
could be easily used and would provide a large variety of use-
case scenarios involving public transport. 

With our transformed dataset, we can provide information 
about the stop and the time the travelling party should go to, in 
order to get a bus that could take them to the desired location 
within the city of Skopje, what is the stop they need to get off, 
as well as the arrival time on that stop. This all would represent 
a search in our graph to find the departures on a specific stop, at 
a specific time which will match a route that suits our needs. 

A. Use-Case 1 

If, for example we want to find the departure times of a 
given bus route in a given period of time during a specific time 
of the year, we could generate a use-case similar to the 
following: we look for departure times of tСО routО ‘R15’, Пrom 
the ‘  ’ station, running between 09:00 – 10:00 
AM, during weekdays in winter. For this, we can use the 
following SPARQL query: 

prefix ont: 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/ontology/transit-
ont#>  
prefix transit: <http://vocab.org/transit/terms/> 
select distinct ?departure 
where { 

graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/routes#>  
{ ?r ont:route_id "R15" } 
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/calendar#>  
{ ?s ont:service_id "DELNIK_ZIMEN" } 
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graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/trips#>  

{ ?x transit:route ?r ; ont:service ?s ; 
       transit:headsign " а ш 4" ; 

     ont:st_times ?st. 
} 
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/stop_times#>  
{ ?st ont:departure_time ?dep; 
      transit:sequence 1. } 
FILTER regex(?dep,"(^09:)|(^9:)") 

} 

The results from the query are shown in Table 3. 

TСТs quОrв oЛtКТns tСО URI oП tСО routО аТtС tСО ‘routО_ТН’ 
equal to ‘R15’ Пrom tСО ‘routОs’ РrКpС КnН tСО URI oП tСО 
sОrvТМО аТtС tСО ‘sОrvТМО_ТН’ equal to ‘DELNIK_ГIMEN’ Пrom 
tСО ‘МКlОnНКr’ РrКpС. TСОn, Пrom tСО ‘trТps’ РrКpС, it finds the 
trips which correspond to the route and schedule we previously 
obtained and which СКvО tСО ‘trКnsТt:СОКНsТРn’ propОrtв sОt to 
‘  4’ (the direction of the bus). After that, it finds the 
rОМorНs Пrom tСО ‘stop_tТmОs’ РrКpС which correspond to the 
sОlОМtОН trТps usТnР tСО ‘tr:st_tТmОs’ propОrtв. FТnКllв, Тt ПТltОrs 
the properties that fulfill the condition that the departure time is 
between 09:00 - 10:00 AM. 

Table 3. Results from the SPARQL query for Use-Case 1. 

DEPARTURE 

"09:55:00" 

B. Use-Case 2 

In another use-case scenario, we may want to find all the 
routes that go through a specific bus stop. This will require the 
usage of four РrКpСs: tСО ‘stops’ РrКpС, to ПТnН tСО stop URI, tСО 
‘stop_tТmОs’ РrКpС to ПТnН КrrТvКls КnН НОpКrturОs Пrom tСО 
spОМТПТМ stop КnН tСО trТps tСКt usО tСКt stop, tСО ‘trТps’ РrКpС to 
find the routes associated with the specified trip, and finally, the 
‘routОs’ РrКpС to ПТnН tСО routО’s nКmО. LОt tСО stop аО usО ЛО К 
morО ПrОquОnt onО, Пor ОбКmplО tСО “  ” stop.  

To sОlОМt tСО routОs аСТМС Рo tСrouРС tСО “  ” 
stop along with their names, we use the following SPARQL 
query: 

prefix transit: <http://vocab.org/transit/terms/> 
prefix ont: 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/ontology/transit-
ont#>  
select distinct ?r ?n  
where { 

graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/stops#>  

{ ?o ont:name " А  Д " } 
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/stop_times#> 
  { ?s transit:stop ?o. } 

graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/trips#>  

{ ?t ont:st_times ?s ;  
             transit:route ?r.  

} 
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/routes#>  
{ ?r ont:name ?n } 

} 

The results from this query are shown in Table 4. 

We will see how the SPARQL query achieves the result step 
by step. First, starting from the ‘stops’ РrКpС, usТnР tСО 
‘ont:nКmО’ propОrtв, Тt sОlОМts tСО КpproprТКtО URI oП tСО stop 
КnН usОs Тt Тn tСО ‘stop_tТmОs’ аТtС tСО ‘trКnsТt:stop’ propОrtв to 
select the arrivals and departures on the selected stop. The 
‘trКnsТt:stop’ propОrtв Тs К propОrtв oП tСО trКnsТt ontoloРв аО 
reused. After that, the query passes the URIs of the arrival and 
tСО НОpКrturО vКluОs to tСО ‘trТps’ РrКpС, Тn orНОr to ПТnН tСО 
trips that arrive at certain times at the stop, using the 
‘ont:st_tТmОs’ propОrtв КnН usТnР tСО ‘trКnsТt:routО’ propОrtТОs 
selects the routes associated to the trips selected with the 
‘ont:st_tТmОs’ propОrtв. FТnКllв, Тn tСО ‘routОs’ РrКpС, tСО quОrв 
usОs tСО ‘ont:nКmО’ propОrtв to ПТnН tСО КlrОКНв sОlОМtОН routОs’ 
names and presents the final results. 

Table 4. Results from the SPARQL query for Use-Case 2. 

R N 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R4 

"11  - . Х " 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R2 

" ј - " 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R7 

" .  -  3" 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R15 

"   -  4" 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R22 

"   - " 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R59 

"  3 -  " 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R19 

"Ш   -  4" 

http://vocab.org/transit/terms/
Route/R24 

"   - џ " 

C. Use-Case 3 

We can have a scenario in which we want to count the 
number of bus trips which occur at a selected bus stop, during a 
specific schedule. For example, we can take 
‘NEDELA_ГIMEN’ Кs К sМСОНulО, КnН ‘ ’ Кs К Лus 
stop. This way, we will count the number of buses trips which 
will pass at this bus stop, during Sundays in winter.  

The SPARQL query for this scenario is: 

prefix ont: 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/ontology/transit-
ont#> 
prefix transit: <http://vocab.org/transit/terms/> 
select count(distinct ?t) as ?count  
where { 

graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/calendar#> 

{ ?s ont:service_id 'NEDELA_ZIMEN' }  
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/trips#>  
{ ?t ont:service ?s ; ont:st_times ?st . } 
graph 

<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/stop_times#>  
{ ?st transit:stop ?stop } 
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graph 
<http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/lod/data/stops#>  

{ ?stop ont:name " А А" } 
} 

The result from the query is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Result from the SPARQL query for Use-Case 3. 

COUNT 

193 

We could run a similar query, but for the Saturday winter bus 
schedule, and compare the results with the one in Table 5. The 
SPARQL query for this would only require us to the schedule 
(‘sОrvТМО_ТН’ propОrtв) to “SABOTA_ГIMEN”. The result of 
this query is Count: 275, which leads us to the conclusion that 
public transport bus lines in Skopje are more frequent on 
Saturdays than Sundays, which is expected. 

D. Public Data Endpoint 

It is also important to notice that these SPARQL queries can 
be sent to a SPARQL endpoint

16
 on our live Virtuoso instance, 

in a REST service manner. This means that applications which 
would potentially use this dataset can query the data with 
simple HTTP GET requests and obtain the data in a variety of 
RDF and non-RDF formats, such as RDF/XML, Turtle, JSON-
LD, RDF/JSON, N3, JSON, CSV, HTML, etc.  

The general format of the HTTP calls is: 

http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/sparql? 

query=SPARQLQUERY&format=FORMAT 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The Open Data concept holds the key to organizing and 
collecting information from the public sector, and using it in 
various ways and use-case scenarios. By publishing and linking 
data in the right way, we can gain more useful information and 
extract properties which do not even have to exist in our 
dataset, but can carry information of enormous relevance. And 
today, data represents the new oil for the industry [9]. 

In a similar manner, publishing and interlinking 
transportation data can take public transportation, trip planning, 
even sightseeing to a whole new level.  

In the paper we gave an overview of the process of 
transforming the public transport data from JSP Skopje, into 
four star Open Data. We worked with big datasets, and created 
RDF graphs which contain 6.005.619 triples, out of which 
5.227.956 are from tСО ‘stop_tТmОs’ graph, 725.758 are from 
‘trТps’, 46.914 КrО Пrom ‘sСКpОs’, 4.649 КrО Пrom ‘stops’, 170 
КrО Пrom ‘routОs’, 165 КrО Пrom ‘МКlОnНКr’ КnН onlв 7 КrО Пrom 
tСО ‘КРОnМв’ РrКpС. 

We also provided example use-cases, in hope to encourage 
multiple stakeholders to start publishing Open Data from the 
public transportation sector and also, to start thinking about 

                                                           

16
 http://linkeddata.finki.ukim.mk/sparql 

creative ways to use the available data. The annotated data and 
the use-case scenarios are accessible via HTTP GET requests to 
our public SPARQL endpoint. 

 In the future, we would continue our work in this sector and 
semantically annotate datasets from more transit agencies in 
Macedonia, both intercity and international ones. We would 
interlink them to provide more useful use-case scenarios which 
would allow trip planning throughout the country and would 
create an opportunity for developing application which could 
implement the features provided by the interlinked datasets. 
Hopefully, this will raise the awareness of the possibilities the 
usage of Open Data provides, and especially Open Transport 
Data. 

On the other hand, we also hope to encourage more transit 
agencies, not only from Macedonia, but also from all around 
the world, to publish semantic annotated data, which will allow 
interlinking the data, leading to better usage of the published 
data and allowing the development of even more powerful 
solutions and more useful applications. 
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Abstract—This paper presents optimization models intended
to support the policy design and implementation life-cycle. The
innovations are driven by the demand of citizens and political
decision makers to support the policy domains in urban regions
with appropriate ICT technologies. It will target domains such as
sustainably development, urban planning, and more specifically,
the scheduling of different recreational activities at the Vodno
Mountain, as well as fostering bicycle inter-modality in the city
of Skopje. Optimization functions are defined as an input to a
simulation model, which will be developed in the future. Also,
citizens are included in the process of policy decision making
by creating social media surveys and gathering online public
opinion. Thus, citizens would also understand how and why
certain decisions and laws will be imposed.

Index Terms—FUPOL; Optimization; Policy implementation;
Computer simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Governance is related to rules, processes, and behaviours

by which interests are articulated, resources are managed, and

power is exercised. All these activities are realised in a society

by the institutions in charge of public affairs. Participation

of all relevant actors and citizen is allowed and highly ap-

preciated. Centrally-led governing development policies alone

cannot address the complexities of sustainable development

successfully. Local Authorities’ political recognition has not

always been accompanied by an adequate level of autonomy,

capacity development and financial resources. Given this fact,

leaves their empowerment incomplete and a generates a certain

number of obstacles. They have to face these challenges to

unlock their development potential.

This potential is primarily linked to the way Local Authori-

ties manage and implement public policies and services on the

basis of local policy-making processes. Very important are the

interactions with other public institutions, citizens and private

sector. Thus, it is fundamental to simultaneously empower

local public authorities and citizens, to ensure both that the

latter have the ability to demand transparency and accountabil-

ity, and that Local Authorities have the means and incentives

to respond to citizen demands for effective, transparent and

accountable governance, as well as an equitable allocation of

resources and access to services.

This is particularly so at the local level, where citizens live

and work, where basic services are provided and where enter-

prises are established. Citizens have, therefore, common inter-

ests at stake, to set objectives and work together in identifying

solutions particularly aiming at improved access to services,

a more balanced distribution of available resources, greater

social cohesion and enhanced accountability and transparency

of public authorities, including to accountability mechanisms.

Being closer to citizens than other public institutions, Local

Authorities hold responsibility in mobilising local societies’

opinions. This is particularly true in terms of more efficient

public administration, more inclusive development processes,

in cooperation with Civil Society Organisations’ (CSO-s), and

solutions to urgent challenges faced by local communities.

Local authority challenges include social exclusion, mi-

gration, food security, limited infrastructures, rapid urban-

isation, depletion of resources, public safety and violence,

environmental and social impact of extractive activities, cli-

mate adaptation and mitigation, rule of law and access to

justice. Furthermore, the guidance of Local Authorities and the

mobilisation of additional private and community capacities

and resources can trigger a change in the quality of citizens’

life and wellbeing, ensuring a balance between socio-economic

growth, equity and environmental quality and increasing the

resilience of the most vulnerable.

Therefore, the FUPOL project has been introduced. This

project proposes a comprehensive new governance model

to support the policy design and implementation life-cycle.

The innovations are driven by the demand of citizens and

political decision makers to support the policy domains in ur-

ban regions with appropriate ICT technologies. It specifically

targets domains such as sustainable development, land use,

urban planning, urban segregation and migration. The aim is

reducing the complexity through a comprehensive policy spiral

design life-cycle approach deemed appropriate for complex

societal problems.

The outcomes of the project, designed in line with the ICT

work program, include a new governance model to engage all

stakeholders in the whole policy design life-cycle, a policy

knowledge database, a cloud computing based comprehensive

ICT Framework, multilingual training, piloting in Europe and

China, large scale dissemination and a sustainable exploitation

strategy.

The FUPOL framework to support the policy lifecycle

contains major innovations, namely multichannel social com-

puting, policy topic sensing and extraction, advanced visual-
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ization including integration with GIS, multilingual semantic

analysis, advanced policy modelling and model repository,

dynamic agent based simulation, cloud computing and IMS

supported crowd sourcing. Furthermore, FUPOL is expected to

lead to better policy decisions, more efficient implementation

of government policies as well as better identification of

consequences for citizens and businesses.

In accordance to FUPOL’s main objectives, our research

focuses on improving policy decisions, more efficient imple-

mentation of government policies as well as better identifi-

cation of consequences for citizens and businesses through

developing optimization models which will provide an input

for a simulation tool, to be created in the future. Prior to

our optimization models, social media tools will be used to

gather information about the citizens preferences concerning

the policy decision making process. By improving the policy

decision making process, this research will achieve optimal

scheduling of recreational activities at the Vodno mountain,

as well as encourage the growth of bicycle inter-modality in

Skopje, and most importantly, include citizens opinions about

these specific problems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The motivation

for this research in the area of optimization is presented in

Section II. Sections III and IV describe the newly defined

optimization models for scheduling of recreational Activities

at Vodno Mountain, and fostering Bicycle Inter-modality in

Skopje respectively. Section ?? state the benefits and impacts

of the implementation of FUPOL. Finally, the conclusion is

specified in Section VI.

II. MOTIVATION

Firstly, we will explain the term optimization and its charac-

teristics. Pinter [1] states that optimization concepts and tools

are frequently used in the process of making engineering,

economic and scientific studies quantitative decisions. Opti-

mizing means finding the ”absolutely best” decision, which

is illustrated by the minimum (or maximum) of a suitable

objective function, while it satisfies a given collection of fea-

sibility constraints. This objective function expresses overall

(modeled) system performance, such as loss, risk or error. The

constraints include physical, technical or other considerations

[1].

These formal descriptions of the optimization process

helped us in defining the optimization functions concerning

the input for recreation activities schedule in Vodno, as well

as explore the barriers and facilitators in using bicycles as a

transport mean in Skopje, which will be explained later in this

paper. This research encourages the scheduling of recreational

activities in the forest area of Vodno, and fostering bicycle

inter-modality is Skopje, which is an essential necessity to

all the citizens on a daily basis. Thus, we can define four

basic values, the goal of which is to improve the quality of

life, constitute the ”nucleus” of the idea for a rational and

healthy development of the city: development, environmental

sustainability, freedom, as well as solidarity.

We can define four basic values, the goal of which is to

improve the quality of life, constitute the nucleus of the idea

for a rational and healthy development of the city:

1) Development. The concept of development goes beyond

the economic prosperity or growth. It includes also

social, cultural, traffic and other aspects.

2) Environmental Sustainability. Development must not

deprive the future generations of their chances. Sus-

tainability in this sense is not achieved everywhere.

However, it is possible to arrive even closer to this value

with the help of well-planned and properly oriented

actions.

3) Freedom. Freedom implies the possibility of making

choices in accordance with individual preferences within

the limits defined with respect to those other people

wishing the same. There is no freedom without partici-

pation. Dependence is an important means for achieving

participation. It also helps to improve the quality of

decisions.

4) Solidarity. Solidarity is a characteristic of a society that

cares and that shares the benefits of development. Fur-

thermore, we have defined and explained our research’s

objectives which are listed below:

• Encouraging the cooperation between the stakehold-

ers at all levels, in the interest of environment

improvement;

• Developing and improving the existing infrastruc-

ture in the forest areas;

• Encouraging protection, conservation and regenera-

tion of the environment;

• Improving the recreational activities infrastructure;

• Supporting and creating conditions for investments,

especially for the marketing; Improving the cooper-

ation in the field of health care, education etc. [2]

III. OPTIMIZATION MODEL: RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

AT VODNO MOUNTAIN

The first case study is about optimization model that aims at

organizing the recreational activities at Vodno Mountain while

preserving its natural environment and avoiding conflicts as

much as possible. The output is an optimized schedule of dif-

ferent recreational activities on the Vodno Mountain, satisfying

the defined constraints, making it an optimisation problem to

find a minimal function and satisfying the constraints as a

system of inequalities.

Although the minimisation of conflicts may be also con-

sidered as a traffic related problem, here we express different

perspectives and objectives in solving the problem. The overall

goal is to find a schedule of recreation activities that enables

optimal (minimal) values of analysed function for (contamina-

tion) pollution and noise pollution, maximal values of natural

preservation and cleanliness, criminal and physical safety.

Assume that the number of citizens N using Vodno recre-

ation facilities with corresponding activity Ai, for i =
1, 2, . . . , NA on a specific resource Rj , for j = 1, 2, . . . , NR in
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an one hour time slot tk, where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 23 is denoted

by Nij(tk).
The overall optimisation function is summarised as follows:

Find a schedule that identifies Nij(tk) by optimising

• minimal pollution function (PL), obtained as a function

that calculates (1) as sum of all those performing the

activity Ai on a resource Rj adjusted by a correlated

pollution coefficient CPL.

PL =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CPL(Ai, Rj)Nij (1)

• minimal noise pollution function (NP ) calculated by (2)

as sum of those that realise recreation activity Ai on a

resource Rj weighted by the correlated noise pollution

index CNP .

NP =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CNP (Ai, Rj)Nij (2)

• minimal number of conflicts (FN ) for a given time slot

tk, calculated by (4) as a sum of conflicts and appropriate

number of those using the conflicted activities on a given

resource. A conflict is defined by (3) performing two

conflicting activities Ai and Al on a given resource Rj .

The coefficient CNij can have value 1 if there is a

connection, meaning that the activity Ai is allowed on

the resource Rj and 0 if there is no connection, i.e. the

activity is not allowed. The index CM also gets a value

of 1 if both activities are conflicting (such as the activity

of walking with children and the activity biking on the

same resource), and otherwise 0.

FNi,j,l = CN(Ai, Rj)CN(Al, Rj)CM(Ai, Al) (3)

FN(tk) =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

NA∑

l=1

FNi,j,lNij(tk)Nlk(tk) (4)

• maximising the criminal and physical safety, calculated

correspondingly by (5) and (6). The coefficients CCS and

CPS depend on provision of an activity Ai on a resource

Rj , and may get values in the range between 0 and 1.

The higher the value is, means the higher safety.

CS =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CCS(Ai, Rj)Nij (5)

PS =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CPS(Ai, Rj)Nij (6)

• maximising the natural preservation and cleanliness, cal-

culated by (7) and (8). The coefficients CNR and CCL

obtain the values in the range between 0 and 1 and depend

on activity Ai performed on the resource Rj .

NR =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CNR(Ai, Rj)Nij (7)

CL =

NA∑

i=1

NR∑

j=1

CCL(Ai, Rj)Nij (8)

The overall optimisation schedule is due to several con-

straints, such as the following

• coefficient range, as expressed in (9):

CPL, CNP , CCS , CPS , CNR, CCL ∈ [0, 1] (9)

• maximum capacity, constraints of reaching full capacity

of a given resource as expressed in (10)

Nijmin(tk) ≤ Nij(tk) ≤ Nijmax(tk) (10)

A detailed elaboration about coefficient and the model can

be found in [3].

The straight forward solution is by solving the set of

inequalities, but this approach is compute-intensive and time

demanding. Most of the realisations use greedy algorithms that

eliminate the computation space.

IV. OPTIMIZATION MODEL FOR BIKE USE

Bike use is a transport problem and can be analysed by

conventional methods that analyse the traffic and try to find

an appropriate schedule that will eliminate the conflicts as

much as possible. However, in this paper we analyse it with

a different perspective, trying to increase the overall number

of those that will choose bike as transport means and at

same time to decrease the number of those using cars and

public transport. The measures and activities reaching these

objectives will allow a more healthier environment for the

citizens of Skopje [2]. The problem initiated in City of Skopje

as a case study, are common to all other cities and can be

achieved in at least the following projects for:

• improving the existing bike infrastructure, which include

activities to increase the quality of bike existing bike

paths by repairing the holes, eliminating the road obsta-

cles, etc.,

• developing a new bike infrastructure, consisting of mea-

sures to build new bike paths with high quality,

• introducing bike docking stations aiming to build bike

renting and bike parking facilities,

• fostering intermodality with goal to enable conditions

where the commuters will use alternative transport means

in the daily transportation of people and goods, more

specifically, including the use of bicycles, besides usage

of public transport, or car parking and rent-a-bike facili-

ties.

Latest data shows that bike use in Skopje [4], [5], [6]

varies between 1.4% to 2,5%, in comparison to 5% to average

European cities. This case study analyses the overall goal of

administration of City of Skopje to increase the percentage

of bikers in comparison to the total number of commuters. It
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is in essence an optimisation problem, since there is a list of

projects that can be proposed, and within the limited budget

the administration should choose only a subset that fits in the

budget and impacts the most.

Lets assume that there are Nprojects project proposals in

a set S. The idea is to find a subset Sopt which consist

of smaller number of projects and satisfies the constraints

and limitations and in the same time results in minimal

pollution and maximum number of bikers. Since the problem

of choosing a subset of a given set is exponentially growing

with degree of 2Nprojects this problem in its essence is exposes

exponential processing demands. The formal specification of

the optimising function is specified in (??).

Find a subset of projects Sopt ⊆ S by optimising the

following:

• minimal average transport time (Tavg), obtained as a

function that calculates the average transport time by

using a public transport between a set of predefined city

locations in time intervals exposed to the most traffic

jams (morning and afternoon rush time); by calculating

(11), where M is the number of predefined trips among

selected locations and corresponding measured time is ti,

for an integer parameter i in the interval [1 . . .M ]

Tavg =

∑M

i=1
ti

M
(11)

• minimal pollution function P , where the pollution func-

tion is calculated as a sum of partial products of com-

muters that use a specific transport type (public transport,

cars, bikes, walk) and the pollution index assigned to the

corresponding transport type; calculated by (12), where

Cp(i) is the corresponding pollution index, and the num-

ber of commuters is Ni, where i ∈ {pub, car, bike, walk}
presents the transport type

P =

∑
i∈{pub,car,bike,walk}

Cp(i) ·Ni

Ncom

(12)

• minimal noise pollution function NP , calculated similar

to the pollution function as a sum of partial products of

commuters that use public transport, cars, bikes, or walk,

and the corresponding noise pollution index; calculated

by (13), similar to the pollution function, where Cn(i) is

the noise pollution index, Ni is the number of commuters

in the transport type i ∈ {pub, car, bike, walk}

NP =

∑
i∈{pub,car,bike,walk}

Cn(i) ·Ni

Ncom

(13)

• maximum number of bikers, a function that calculates

the number of bikers, analysing the average numbers of

commuters between any two determined city locations,

and their preferences, which depend on the quality of

the existing bike path, weather condition (such as sunny,

bright, cloudy, rainy, windy) and temperature condition,

mainly expressed by the average month temperature (for

the Skopje case study the most bikers prefer April,

May, September and October). The number of bikers is

calculated by (14), where the capacity of a given bike

path identified by i is Nmax(i), CQ is the quality index

of the bike path, Cm is the month average temperature

index and Cw is the weather index depending on whether

it is sunny, bright, rainy, cloudy or windy

Ni = Nmax(i)CQCmCw (14)

The constraints for finding the optimal solution are defined

by:

• values of all analysed indexes are within the range be-

tween 0 and 1, calculated by (15), including the pollution

index, the noise pollution index, the weather index, the

month temperature index and the bike path quality index,

meaning that the number of bikers can be between 0 and

Nmax for a given bike path that connects any two points

in the analysed scenario, depending on user preferences

and conditions that influent their transport.

CQ, Cn, Cp, Cm, Cw ∈ [0, . . . , 1] (15)

• the cost function of selected project proposals should fit

in the budget, calculated by (16), meaning that the sum

of costs of selected project proposals is less than the

allowed budget B, where K is analysed subset of project

proposals Pj , where j is identification of the projects in

K ∑

j∈K

C(Pj) ≤ B, (16)

A detailed elaboration of all minimisation functions, con-

straints, and definition of corresponding indexes can be found

in [7].

This model can be calculated by exploring the set of all

possibilities. However, this approach to find the optimal subset

of project proposals is demanding a lot of processing and

it is a time consuming function. Similar approaches might

decrease the processing demands by using greedy algorithm

alternatives.

V. DISCUSSION ABOUT OPTIMISATION AND THE FUPOL

APPROACH

Besides the approach of solving the system of inequalities,

the presented models may be analysed by a different approach.

In this section we discuss the approach used by the FUPOL

project based on simulation and visualisation.

The simulation used in the FUPOL is based on agent based

simulation and the developed models are a good basis to

apply this approach. The identified user groups which perform

a different activity in the Vodno recreational model, or the

commuters which are determined for their transportation de-

mands in the Bike model can be presented by a corresponding

agent. The agent can decide whether to use the recreational

activities or use bike as transport means based on the weather

conditions and outside temperature. In addition, the quality

of the bike infrastructure and the existence of bike docking

stations, or enabling intermodality may influence the user
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behaviour and decision, In the Vodno recreation model the user

behaviour is also influenced by the conflicts that are modelled

if two conflicting activities share the same resource. All these

relatively complex situations are modelled and used in the

agent based simulation.

The output of the agent based simulation is the number of

users related to a given resource, or the resource occupancy

determined in regular time slots. The simulation provides the

output as a time series function per each resource.

The visualisation itself is using the output of the simulation.

The average number of users per resource is presented on

a graphical map and both the citizen and administration can

simulate various scenarios, such as what happens if a certain

project proposal is realised on the bike proposal, or if more

users perform a certain activity on a given resource on the

Vodno mountain. The visualisation enables citizens participate

in the policy modelling by suggesting how to improve the

schedule of recreation activities or increase the number of bike

users. Feeling the effect to find out what happens if a given

scenario is realised brings a virtual reality in a condition to

improve the urban policy modelling.

Next we discuss the benefits and impacts of implementing

the FUPOL project. Using tools from the FUPOL project can

make efficient e-Government decisions for its future use. For

example, FUPOL social media tools can collect public opinion

and interest for various recreation activities and resources at

given time interval. This will lead to an adjustment of the

number and type of recreational activities. FUPOL simulation

tools can support calculation of the optimisation functions,

and also allow a visualisation of ideal, extreme, and optimal

cases. This, in turn, FUPOL tools will bring ideas about

resolving potential conflicts by defining appropriate schedule.

Moreover, the simulation tool will be publicly available to

anyone interested in seeing how Vodno is used. In this way,

the citizens of Skopje can be educated on the impacts of their

recreation. Also, they can be led to understand how and why

certain decisions and laws for the recreation were imposed.

Recreational activities in a mountain close to a city increase

the richness of services provided by urban ecosystems. The

ecosystem services of a mountain such as Vodno could include

the use of natural areas for recreation, and also amenity

services such as aesthetics, that should be evaluated from

four interdependent ”human dimensions” of greenways: clean-

liness, natural preservation, aesthetics, as well as safety.

The planning of recreation activities inevitably involves

trade-offs among the services provided to the different users

and stakeholders. An efficient use of land should account for

how the gain in one service compares to the loss of other

services, and even whether the land is suited for a certain

recreation activity or better left for development.

Next, we state the advantages of fostering bicycle inter-

modality in the city of Skopje. The benefits of the use of

bicycles for flexible mobility are multiple, some of which

include emission reductions, physical activity benefits, reduced

congestion and fuel use, individual financial savings. However,

there are some barriers that should be properly addressed to
successfully promote the use of bicycle as an alternative to

well consolidated transport means.

Gusev et al. present a more general approach about urban

city modeling [8].

VI. CONCLUSION

Another approach based on simulation and visualisation is

also used in the FUPOL project. This complementary approach

uses the same input parameters and has the same overall goal,

but is based on simulation of user behaviour instead of using

predefined or calculated statistical values. Besides the fact that

this approach will give a proof of concept, it will also enable an

environment to involve citizens in the policy making processes.

Driven by the citizens demands, our research will lead

to better policy decisions, more efficient implementation of

government policies as well as better identification of conse-

quences for citizens and businesses. With the help of mul-

tichannel social computing, policy topic sensing and extrac-

tion, advanced visualization including integration with GIS,

multilingual semantic analysis, advanced policy modelling

and model repository, dynamic agent based simulation, cloud

computing and IMS supported crowd sourcing, we aim to

address the bicycle intermodality problem, as well as the

recreational activities scheduling at Vodno.
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Abstract— The success of e-learning systems depends on 

selecting and providing adequate learning materials to learners, 

according to their requirements, need and goals. Additional, 

searching for adequate learning material in a large dataset 

without some techniques for filtering and recommendations is 

almost impossible and leads to inefficient learning process. In our 

previous research we have implemented an intelligent e-learning 

system that classifies students based on their learning style in 

order learning materials to be delivered in the most adequate 

format. According to VARK classification, students are 

categorized in 4 categories: Video, Audio, Read and Kinetics.  

In this paper we review the results of the implementation of a 

new module in our system for recommending materials based on 

tags posted from the students for video and audio learning 

materials. Students can post tags and timeframes for learning 

materials (video and audio) and receive list with suggested 

learning materials. 

The focus is on students that belong to Video and Audio category 

based (based on VARK classification). The module uses item-

based collaborative filtering and generates the recommendation 

list based on the student profile similarity and posted tags. 
Keywords— collaborative filtering, tags, recommendation, 

learning materials 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The fact is that the computer technology is important part 
of all learning processes. At the same time the volume of 
available information and learning materials is rapidly 
increasing. This abundance of information has created the need 
to help students find, organize, and use resources that match 
their individual goals, interests, and current knowledge [1]. 
Personalized learning refers to e-learning systems that are 
developed according to educational experiences and works 
according to needs, goals, and interests of their learners. 
Ideally, recommender systems in e-learning environments 
should assist learners in finding relevant learning actions that 
perfectly match their profile, at the right time, in the right 
context, and in the right way, keep them motivated and enable 
them to complete their learning activities in an effective and 
efficient way [2]. 

It’s common practТce of usТng systems tСat are able to 
detect tСe learners’ needs and fТnd out tСe most adequate 
learning materials. At the same time it is very important 
because learning materials are available in different formats 
(text, audio, video, practical examples, external link, 

presentations and etc) on the one hand, and learners have 
dТfferent learnТng styles on tСe otСer Сand. TСat’s wСy, in [3] 
we have implemented an intelligent system for e-learning that 
suggests the most useful learning materials and deliver the 
learning material based on the most adequate learning style to 
the students. The system uses VARK questionnaire for 
determining the learning style and is incorporated in the 
educational process at the Faculty of Law in Bitola. 

Based on VARK questionnaire, we are grouping students in 
four groups according to their perceptual preferences: Visual, 
Aural, Read and Kinesthetic. The focus of this paper is on the 
students from Visual and Aural category only. They receive 
learning material in video and audio format, respectively. The 
students can post tags, comments and time-stamps for all of the 
materials. In this research, we have implemented a module for 
recommending materials based on tags posted from the 
students for video and audio learning materials. The module 
uses item-based collaborative filtering and generates the 
recommendation list based on the student profile similarity and 
posted tags. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

There are number of published papers that are focused on 

video materials in e-learning. The main objective in [4] is to 

highlight the importance and benefits of analytics and to 

support instructors with the appropriate resources for 

improving the use of their courses. The authors intend to 

combine and analyze learners' interactions with other available 

data obtained from learners, as such video analytics open new 

avenues for research on open and video-based courses. 

Authors in [5] propose e-learning system based on video 

tutorials and then present observations of how both groups of 

students interact with the multi video multimedia learning 

objects.  Furthermore, they compare the results from students 

that used traditional course but with video tutoring and 

students that used distance learning course (watching and 

interacting more with the interactive multi video). In [6] 

authors propose a scheme for automatic video tagging, 

systematic representation and a proposal for a universal 

markup language for information exchange between devices 

including support for face recognition in videos on a 

distributed framework like social networking platform. In [7] 

authors describe a system for video sharing, commenting, and 
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interest discovery that combines recommendation algorithms 

and tools for video tagging. In [8] authors focus on content-

based tagging and user-tagged online videos. Also, they 

present an extensive benchmark using a database of real-world 

videos from the video portal youtube.com. They show that a 

combination of several visual features improves performance 

over their baseline system by about 30%. Authors in [9] 

describe  DIVA,  a  decision-theoretic  agent  for 

recommending movies  that  contains  a  number  of  novel 

features.  DIVA  represents  user  preferences  using pairwise  

comparisons  among  items,  rather  than  numeric ratings, 

similarity  measure  based  on  the concept  of  the  probability  

of  conflict  between  two orderings  of  items. The purpose of 

the work presented in [10] was to develop a comprehensive, 

theory-based framework for creating instructional video 

podcasts designed to present worked examples. Sixteen design 

characteristics, organized according to four categories 

(establishing context, providing effective explanations, 

minimizing cognitive load, and engaging students), were used 

to develop 59 pre-calculus videos for 856 first-year university 

students. Overall, the vast majority of students noted that the 

video podcasts were useful and helped them understand 

mathematics better. Authors in [11] focus on the video 

learning research of the last years . In that content they take in 

consideration 166 related published academic papers. They 

sum up that the number of peer-reviewed articles dealing with 

video learning has been significantly increased during the last 

few years. Also research with mobile devices has significantly 

increased during the last years. In addition, the video learning 

research has moved to more asynchronous and non-interactive 

systems. In [12], authors make video analysis by providing a 

review of the current research in this area. The paper is 

focused on doing video-based reflection, using video cases to 

examine teaching practice, examine teaching practice in video 

clubs, using video editing to inform teaching practice, using 

video analysis (tools) to examine teaching practice and peer-

video analysis as a form of reflection. Also it suggests that 

more research is needed to expand autСor’s understanding of 

how evidence-based arguments are used to contribute to 

teacСers’ professional vision. Authors in [13] outline their 

initial investigations of applying information visualization 

techniques to lecture capture video systems. Their main goal 

was to better understand how students use these systems, and 

how visualizations can affect useful learning analytics. In that 

content, they applied three different methods to viewership 

data aimed at understanding student re-watching behavior, 

temporal patterns for a single course, and how usage can be 

compared between groups of students. 

III. VIDEO TAGGING AND SYSTEM 

FUNCTIONALITY 

Two important challenges for e-learning systems are the 
creation of targeted and personalized content for the users and 
selecting the most interesting and useful materials from the 
huge amount of learning content. In order to save student time 
for searching the most adequate video and audio content, we 
use two types of tags: audio-related and video related. Both 
contain few segments: title, timestamp and description. First 

type is intended for video materials only, while the other for 
audio materials available in the e-learning system implemented 
at the Faculty of law - Bitola.  

Quickly accessing the contents of a video and audio is 
anotСer cСallenge of tСТs paper. TСat’s wСy we Сave 
implemented user interface where students can specТfy tags’ 
timestamp when they add or edit some tag. Then, when system 
will suggest learning materials to the students, it can redirect 
student at the exact timestamp. It is very user-friendly, 
especially in case of long audio or video materials because 
students will not waste time to find the exact time period in the 
suggested audio/video material.  

Furthermore, there is an option for generating intro video/audio 
for materials, based on tags posted from the students. It means 
that while adding new tag, student can select the optional 
cСeckbox called “Add tСТs segment Тnto tСe Тntro vТdeo/audТo 
for selected learnТng materТal”. TСТs Тs Тmportant for students 
while they review learning materials. Going through the intro 
video/audio, they will have information for the most important 
section of learning material. 

 

Fig. 1. User interface 

IV. GENERATING RECOMMENDATION LIST 

Collaborative tagging systems become very popular, 

practical and effective. In that context, tags could bring 

interesting and useful information to enhance RS algorithms 

[14]. In this paper we use three-dimensional relation: student – 

learning material (video/audio) – tag. According to the 

relation, the system knows which student has posted tag for 

specific learning material. We can define the following sets: 

S  = { S1, S2, ... Sn}: set of students 

VA = {VA1, VA 2, ... VA n}: set of learning materials (video 

or audio) 

T = {T1, T2, ... Tn}: set of tags posted from students S for 

learning materials VA 

CheckTag (Si, Tj, VAk) = {false, true} is a function that 

requires three parameters: student, tag and learning material 

(video or audio). The function can return two possible values: 

true if the student S posted a tag T for the learning material 

VA or otherwise, can return false. 
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Let suppose that TSi is a set of tags posted from the student Si, 

where i  = 1 .. n. 

Then, TSi ={tj|tj ∈ T, ∃VAk ∈ VA, E(Si,tj, VAk) =1}, Tui  ⊆ T, 

where VASi is a set of Si, VASi={VAk|VAk ∈ T, ∃ tj ∈ VA, 

CheckTag(Si,tj, VAk) = 1 }, VASi ⊆ VA, where TVAi is a 

relation between tags posted from student and a set of learning 

materials. 

 TМi = {<tj,  pk >| tj∈T, VAk ∈ VA, and CheckTag 

(si,tj,VAk)=1} , SFi= (Tsi, VAsi, TVAi) is defined as part of a 

student model Si. General, user profiles can be defined as SF, 

SF = {SF1i=1..n }. 

The system calculates the similarity between learning 

materials with the following function: 

Similarity(vai,vaj) = wVAS * VASSimilarity(vai, vaj) + 

wVAT * VATSimilarity(vai, vaj) + wVAST * 

VASTSimilarity(vai, vaj). 

There, wVA , wVAT, wVA T are wТtС sТmТlar values. TСe 
sum of all similarities is equal to 1. 

The similarities used in previous formula can be calculated as 

follows: 

VATSimilarity(vai, vaj) is a similarity of the student tag-

materТal relatТon and Тt’s defТned as a percentage of the 

common relations of two students: 

VATSimilarity(vai, vaj) = 
                        

WСere VAк is a set of tags for the learning material VAk 

while Tvak= {ti| tj ∈ T, Similarity(vak, tj)=1}. 

 

-VASSimilarity(vai, vaj) is a similarity of two learning 

materТals. It’s defТned as a percentage of common tags from 
the same student.  

VASSimilarity(vai, vaj) = 
                        

Where SVAк е Тs a set of learnТng materТals tСat got tag VAk 

from the student S, while Smk= {si|si ∈ S, ∃ tj ∈ T, 

Similarity(si,tj, vak) =1} 

-VASTSimilarity(vai, vaj) is a similarity between two learning 

materials, and is calculated based on the percentage of the 

common tag-material relations: 

VAS Similarity(vai, vaj) = 
                        

Where SVAј is a set of tags tj used by the student S, while 

SVAj= {<si, vak>| si ∈ S, vak ∈ VA, and Similarity(si,tj,vak)=1} 

 

The list of recommended learning materials for the students 

can be generated after completing the following steps: 

1) Determine the similar profiles to the logged student  

2) Find out the similarity between learning materials 

used by selected profiles from the step 1 and select the top N 

learning materials with the highest level of conformity 

3) The parameter N is actually a global variable 

manageable from the system administrator panel. The default 

value is 10 

4) The level of conformity can be calculate with 

 

SSva (si, vak) = ∑SТmТlarТty(vak,vak) 

V. USE CASE 

 
This section presents an example of how the system can be 

accessed and used by students: 

 Step 1: Student logs in with his profile 

 Step 2: The system checks the students’ profile and 

gets information for his learning style, knowledge 

level and learning area 

 Step 3: The system generates learning materials 

according to the step 2 and shows them in adequate 

format (video or audio) based on the most adequate 

students’ learnТng style (step 2). As we mentТoned 

before, all learning materials are cathegorized as  

video or audio  

 Step 4: Student can go through introduction 

video/audio before watching/listening learning 

materials 

 Step 5: If student finds useful information into the 

intro material, he can use full material and post tags 

by using tag interface 

 Step 6: Based on posted tags from the student, and 

using tag-based collaborative filtering, the system 

detects all similar students, checks for materials they 

were using and generates a list with suggested 

learning materials 

 Step 7: Student can select some of the suggested 

materials or next one from the list generated in step 

3) 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 The system was implemented at the Faculty of Law in 

Bitola. The obtained results are based on tests performed on 

three courses from undergraduate studies: Informatics, 

Constitutional Law and Introduction to EU Law.  247 students 

participated in the experiments. The students belong to 

categories Visual or Audio learner based on VARK 

classification. Particularly 110 of the students belong to Visual 

category and receive learning materials as videos, while the 

other students belong to Audio category and receive learning 

material as audio stream. 

The implemented system contains 138 learning units in 

total, each of them composed from video, audio, text and 

examples and demonstrations. While using the system, the 

students from the video category set total 214 tags for learning 

materials for Informatics, 184 tags for Constitutional Law and 

141 for Introduction to EU Law. Table 1 shows the results for: 

 

 Number of learning units 

 Number of tags 

 Tags per student 

 Tags per learning unit 

 Number of students 

 Used intro materials per student 
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 Used full materials per student 

 Used learning materials from suggested list (%) 

 

TABLE I.  STUDENT ACTIVITIES 

Activity Category 

Subjects 

Informatics 
Constituti

onal Law 

Introduct

ion to EU 

Law 

Number of learning units 
Video 88 26 24 

Audio 88 26 24 

Number of tags 
Video 214 184 141 

Audio 232 198 157 

Tags per student 
Video 7.64 4.18 3.71 

Audio 5.95 3.89 3.34 

Tags per learning unit 
Video 2.43 7.08 5.88 

Audio 2.64 7.61 6.54 

Number of students 
Video 28 44 38 

Audio 39 51 47 

Used intro materials per 

student 

Video 78.6 23.4 23.2 

Audio 74.4 24.4 23.8 

Used full materials per student 
Video 74.2 22.6 22.1 

Audio 72.8 22.8 21.9 

Used learning materials from 

suggested list (%) 

Video 76.4 71.18 74.43 

Audio 77.2 73.23 73.47 

Used time-frames tags info (%) 
Video 66.92 68.84 70.92 

Audio 71.2 70.47 74.24 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Important aspect in e-learning is system ability to select the 

most adequate learning content and deliver it in the adequate 

format to the users. The main goal of the system is to 

recommend the most appropriate materials to the students 

based on their tags for video and audio materials. 

Another important aspect in this paper is video and audio 

introduction for each learning material, based on posted tags 

and timeframes from the student. 

Based on the results, we can conclude that intro materials help 

the students, to decide what materials to use for learning.  

Because of that the number of used intro materials is higher 

than number of used full materials for both, video and audio. 

Also, we can conclude that students were using time-frame 

information available for tags, so they skip audio/video 

materials to the exact time period. 

According to the results of the examination of the students and 

answers given in the survey we can conclude that using 

collaborative filtering based video and audio related tags has 

positive effects and leads to more effective learning process. 
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Abstract— The widespread and ubique presence of Internet 

and everyday usage of social networks and social media in 

general, results in a mind shift in advertising, as well. The 

marketers should go to where the population and audience are 

present, and the audience is becoming more present at the social 

networks. Therefore more and more companies are beginning 

taking advantages of new marketing opportunities of social 

media tools. In this paper researched is the level of using social 

networks as social media in companies marketing 

communications activities depending from the target group. The 

second important issue for companies to decide whether to 

allocate budget at social networks are the results from the 

campaign. The publicized research so far shows that different 

methods can be applied to different companies and there is no 

unified method that can be applicable for an arbitrary company. 

Also research shows that Macedonian companies do not measure 

financial aspect of social media ROI in general.  This paper will 

be beneficial both for the scientifically research in defining the 

most appropriate method for measuring the Social media results 

and also for business in order to include measuring social 

networks as social media in their marketing communications 

campaigns. (Abstract) 

Keywords— social networks, social media, measuring social 

media effectiveness, ROI  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The marketing possibilities that Internet offers are growing 
each and every day, and as every process, it has evolution 
phases. The usage of some of the online marketing tools is in 
the decline and some are utilized more. Thus, the use of 
interruptive marketing, in a form of different formats, print, 
TV, direct mail, online ads, etc is in decline and considered 
obsolete.  

Internet became a platform where one person can 
communicate with thousand others and very quickly, 
practically overnight, that communication started including 
services and products that companies can offer, thus becoming 
a platform that transformed marketing in general.  

As mentioned in Chaffey et al, (2009) it became an 
opportunity or a threat to organizations. For customers, it offers 
wider choice of services and products, with differentiating 
prices from various suppliers from all around the world. For 

organizations, it provides an ideal opportunity to expand their 
market globally, apply newly introduced communication 
techniques and compete with large companies on equal footing. 
Following expansion of social media (Facebook, Twitter, 
LinkedIn) many companies rushed to explore the link between 
social media and their business. 

Source: SocialTaps.com (2012), Benefits of social media 

Fig. 1  Benefits of social media 

According to (Rodrigez, et al. 2012), only the forward-
thinking companies have implemented social media in their 
complete business. Even more the whole strategies of some 
companies are based on the social media advantages. Another 
research, Geho et al, (2012) who have surveyed 3342 
marketers, 90% of them answered that social media is 
important for their business, 80% answered that social media 
generated more exposure to their business, 59% saw reduction 
in marketing costs. 

Figure developed by the author, based on Geho et al. (2012) 

Fig. 2  Business gains 
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This research also shows that Facebook, Twitter and 
LinkedIn and blogs have dominating usage, and Facebook is a 
leader with 92% of usage.  

Obviously, marketers have to be where their consumers are, 
and certainly these are social networks, states Shih, (2009). 
Social networks, sweeping across continents are a fast growing 
phenomenon and events over time confirm this finding. 

 

Source: Ohhlson , J. (2011), Facebook Leads Sharing With 24% of Market 

Fig. 3 Social networks Internet share 

Social media supports the businesses, but to what extent that 
support is positive, or is it increasing effectiveness in social 
marketing program; still remains a subject of concern to many 
marketers, and needs to be further explored (Dickey and Lewis, 
2010). Having that in mind, continuous search of marketers for 
an indicator of effectiveness of social media brought them to 
the concept of Social media Return on investment - ROI. 

II. SOCIAL MEDIA ROI 

Till 2010, many social marketers have claimed that social 
media could not be measured, and businesses should be 
satisfied with newly introduced interpersonal engagement, 
regardless of cost. Some of the past assumptions about social 
media still have influence at present, like those that social 
networking has success for fun and friendly products. Other 
assumptions are that benefits to the company are more on 
emotional level and that majority of users are teenagers and 
young adults. 

The skepticism towards measuring social media ROI was 
stepping out in front of the need of more and more 
entrepreneurs to see financial benefit of money invested in 
certain social media campaign. Also, there is a need to 
measure how successful the company’s marketing was in the 
past. This process can ease adoption of the budget and 
decision-making process inside the company. 

For example, Powell et al, (2011) look at social media as 
“de rigueur” in near future, and in order to make right 
decisions, marketers need to measure effectiveness of social 
media in order to be certain that their marketing investments 

are spread optimally across all media, including the new trend 
of social media marketing. 

And when a company knows the ROI for various social 
media activities, the marketing strategy can be easily refined, 
most of the problems diagnosed, budget allocations adjusted 
and the whole cycle repeated. Also, the measurement can help 
marketers share their results with others in organization in a 
form they understand and that is ROI. 

A. Measurement of social media ROI 

The need of managers to get real numbers for effectiveness 
of social media program has resulted in ready-made software 
and many methods offered by marketers for measurement of 
social media ROI. For example, (“Social media analytics”, 
2013) lists several most popular social media measurement 
tools nowadays: 

 Hootsuite – ideal  for managing social networks by 
tracking conversations and results of the campaign 

 SocialBro- that can help every business grow through 
Twitter, analytics for social media presence and  
competitor tracking 

 SproutSocial –  measures Facebook impressions  and 
twitter followers 

 Google Analytics- gives social reports that measures 
impact of social media presence of the company 

 SocialMention - is an analysis platform that “aggregates 
user generated content from across the universe into a 
single stream of information”. It integrates results from 
Facebook, You Tube, Twitter, Google, Friendfeed in 
one place 

 Gremln - it executes marketing campaigns on across 
different social platforms, and measures their 
performance 

 SimplyMeasured – works with Facebook, Instagram, 
Google+, Tumblr, LinkedIn and many more. It 
measures “the cohesive relationship between each 
network, your competitors’ social profiles, and how 
your audience interacts throughout the entire social 
space.” 

B. Financial aspect of measuring social media ROI 

Some of the authors like (Ray. A, 2010) and Solis (2011), 
give credit to financial aspect of social media ROI, rather than 
qualitative aspect. 

Although, some of the authors, like (Ramers, 2011), suggest 
that everything has to be measured and assigned real-money 
value, others suggest that only those parameters, which are 
aligned with the objectives of the companies have to be 
calculated and converted into money. 

Due to the huge list of metrics (Solis B, 2011) states that the 
company has to choose those that are crucial for success of the 
program. In other words, the company has to establish KPI – 
Key performance indicator, and then decide which metrics can 
support its measurement. 
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The next important element is assessment of the costs. 
Calculating the cost of social media effort is a crucial phase 
before implementing measuring procedure. Costs can be 
divided as “hard” or “soft” costs. “Hard” costs are costs that we 
usually pay money for things like: software, service or product. 
“Soft” costs are difficult to determine, to mention just a few of 
them: salaries of people working on social media (hour rate, 
bonuses), time allocated for social media activities etc. 

The financial data and ROI can be calculated with the 
following equation: 

%100*
tmentcost_inves

tmentcost_investementgain_inves
ROI

where 

a) Gain_investment - the price for which a company 

sold the investment 

b) Cost_investment - price that the company initially 

paid for  the investment. 

The same formula for measuring ROI is offered in 
Blanchard O, (2011). 

It is said that ROI can be connected only with financial 
outcome and never with non-financial outcome because the 
unit of measurement (currency) must be the same in all parts of 
equation. 

Another formula offered by Powell et al, (2011) give 
priorities to defining key drivers, (to be measured for success), 
that are considered to be in alignment with business objectives 
and benefits of the company. 

In this case, the ROI equation which is usually used is 

%100*1
tMrktng_cos

rgin%Contrib_Ma*eInc_Revenu
Mrktng_ROI

where 

a) Inc_revenue – incremental revenue - a financial term 

that has several meanings. In its purest form, it simply is the 

increased revenue from a specified increase in sales  (“What is 
incremental”, 2014) 

b) Contrib_margin (CM)- Contribution margin - “the 

amount by which sales revenue exceeds variable costs 

(“Contribution margin, 2013”) 
c) Mrktng_cost – marketing cost - “The total cost 

associated with delivering goods or services to customers. The 
marketing cost may include expenses associated with 
transferring title of goods to a customer, storing goods in 
warehouses pending delivery, promoting the goods or services 
being sold, or the distribution of the product to points of sale”. 
(“Marketing cost”, 2014) 

Contribution margin can be calculated per unit or as a total 
contribution margin: 

Unit_CM = UnitPrice - VariableCostPerUnit (3) 

where variable costs are “those which vary in proportion to 
the level of production”. 

Variable cost may be direct as well as indirect. Direct 
variable cost includes direct material cost and direct labor cost. 
Indirect variable costs include certain variable overheads. 

Total_CM = TotalSales - TotalVariableCost (4) 

This measurement of ROI is needed when marketers usually 
present numbers outside the marketing team. But for internal 
use, only for marketing purposes they can use simpler 
equation: 

ostMarketingC

lRevenueIncrementa
ROMI

where Incremental Revenue and Marketing Cost have the 
same meaning as stated previously. 

III. SITUATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

The situation in Macedonia follows this trend, meaning that 
there is a shift within social media tools. For example in 2010 
banners were most used by companies, and in 2012 there is a 
decline from 47% to 35%.  

Source: [6] 

Fig. 4  Social media used for advertisement  

 
Fig. 5 Social networks in Macedonian companies 

On the other hand there is general increase in using social 
media for advertising from 10% to 20%. It should also be noted 
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that search engines register increase from 3%  in 2010 to 7% in 
2012 which is approximately 120% increase (“Trends in use of 
social media in Macedonia”, 2012). 

According to (Begu, B. 2011) the popularity of Social 
Media platforms as Facebook, Twitter is very high and 
increasing in Macedonia. However, it is mainly on 
entertainment level, opposed to the global trend, where 
customers expect feedback from companies for their 
engagement on social media.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Social media and social networks are continuously 
changing, practically on a daily basis, and became integral part 
of everyday life and businesses in general. The traditional 
marketing gradually retreats in front of this new entrant (the 
social media), but still remains as a necessity and integrated 
part in the overall marketing strategy of the companies. 

There is a variety of social media tools that companies can 
use for social marketing, but they need to select the most 
appropriate ones i.e. those are closely aligned with the 
company’s goals. 

Managers are willing to invest in social media activities, but 
would like to see the outcomes, converted to currency, of that 
kind of investment. 

The research (“Trends in use of social media in 
Macedonia”) shows that there is a shift in use of social media 
by companies in Macedonia.  

Namely, there is an increase of 10% in the use of social 
media for advertising in the period between 2010 and 2012, 
but there is still no evident result that Macedonian companies 
measure social media ROI, as an indicator of success of its 
social media presence. 
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Abstract—A significant number of people have inabilities with
constructing and deciphering sound patterns, due to different
medical conditions. We are focusing on the Macedonian sign
language and advancing software tools for the deaf people in
Macedonia. In Macedonia there are around 6000 deaf people
and according to the National association of deaf and hard of
hearing of Macedonia there are only 12 licensed interpreters of
the Macedonian Sign Language (MSL).

In this paper we present an idea of joint software platform
dedicated to learning, visualization and interpretation of MSL.
This platform will offer various methods of learning MSL,
intended for all ages and all levels of hearing loss.

keywords - Macedonian Sign Language, Learning, Vi-

sualization

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization statistics up-

dated in 2013, there are around 360 million people worldwide

that have disabling hearing loss [1]. For those people, there

is a significant challenge to integrate into the society. They

represent a special cultural and linguistic group.

The method of communication for deaf and hard of hearing

people is commonly known as Sign Language. As opposed

to the common misconception, sign languages are related to

natural languages and have wide varieties between each other.

There is not a universal language and the languages differ from

country to country. Sign language is also the first language of

the people suffering hearing loss. Very often, these people have

difficulties with written letters, because it’s not their natural

way of communication because written language is heavily

influenced by auditory patterns. For them, the output should

be presented in the form of gestures and expressions. The

most acceptable way is by creating visual representations of

the sign language they use. It can be accomplished using two

techniques: video and/or image sequences and avatar based

virtual signing.

Macedonian sign language is specific as it is not stan-

dardized, as opposed to other sign languages (for example

American Sign Language), and its vocabulary is very limited

(around 2800 signs including the letters of the alphabet)

[2]. In Macedonia there are around 6000 deaf people and

according to the National association of deaf and hard of

hearing of Macedonia there are only 12 licensed interpreters

of the Macedonian Sign Language (MSL). Unlike the bigger

countries that promote their national sign language, there are

no e-books, videos or any other type on online content that

can help learning the MSL. Only one television channel (the

national channel) offers once a day a MSL interpreted news

and a weekly show called “The world of silence”. These are

the reasons why we started this project. We wanted to enter

this world and to offer the possibility of introducing MSL to

every citizen of our country.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background

and related work about current researches analysis of similar

systems is presented in Section II. This research faces a

lot of challenges described in Section III.One aspect of the

platform is learning the SL through games and multimedia

enhanced tools and this is presented in Section I. The second

aspect, presented in Section V, is Content Management System

(CMS) that offers dynamical management of the different

image and video based sequences. The third aspect is avatar

based visualization of MSL, exposed in Section VI. Each of

these aspects is complementary to each other and together they

create complete environment for MSL, which fully integration

is explained in Section VII. Finally, in Section VIII we

evaluate the significance of this platform.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Researches in this area include different points of view

and activities: learning SL, signing SL and interpreting SL

through moves recognition and lip reading recognition. Some

researches focus on one area only, but sometimes they include

two or more activities.

A big number of researches concentrate on the learning

process of the sign languages. One research presents a HCI

conceptual meta-environment framework to construct compu-

tational Intellectual Artifacts in SL to promote bilingualism

(Libras-Brazilian SL/Portuguese) in order to increase family

bonding activities and effective bilingualism for Deaf children

and non-Deaf parents. This framework combines the SL with

the cognitive theories (Sense Making, Common Sense, and

Concept Maps). Its goal it is to give directions to design of
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Fig. 1. Solution architecture

bilingual artifacts in various genres like games, educational ob-

jects, storytelling environments etc. [3]. According to another

study of these authors, a pedagogical (teaching and learning)

architecture should have strong pedagogical conception, a

methodological systematization and should provide a virtual

learning environment [4]. Another examples of this type of

research is resulted in 3D Animation Editor and Display Sign

Language System for Thai Sign Language [5], that exploits the

XNA framework in order to train the general person and Deaf

person with Thai Sign Language for ability to communicate

to each other, 3D-based multi-model e-learning system for

Chinese sign language [6] and SignOn, which is a Model for

Teaching Written Language to Deaf People [7].

Some results of researches exploit the visual technologies

for interpreting and improving the learning the sign language,

like the System for Sign Language Tutoring [8] which eval-

uates users’ signing and gives multimodal feedback to help

improve signing. Other use robots, like NAO H25, to assist in

teaching SL [9].

III. CHALLENGES IN CREATING SIGN LANGUAGE

PLATFORM

Generating a general purpose and effective sign language

platform is a massive undertaking. The main idea of all sign

language platforms is creating all accessible tool that can

narrow the gap between hard of hearing people and the rest

of the society. A lot of research has been done in the subject

of grammar of the sign languages (see [10] [11]), and it

has been proven to be a difficult task. Furthermore, there

are various ways of writing sign language, called notations,

and each of them has its strengths and problems. The most

used sign language notation systems are Stokoe[12], Hamburg

Notation System[13] and Sign Writing. Most of these systems

are adjusted for specific sign languages like the American Sign

Language.

The Macedonian Sign Language poses a special challenge

for visualization and interpretation. It has a valid grammar, but

it is relatively poor in vocabulary (around 2800 terms, includ-

ing letters and numbers). Furthermore, it is not standardized

and, part of the work we are trying to achieve is to improve

the standardization process.

During the creation of the desktop version of the application,

one of the main challenges how to fully import the girl avatar,

that was created in Autodesk Maya. We used Autodesk FBX

XNA importer as a specific resource to import the 3D models,

but we could not use the embedded resource processor in

XNA because of the complexity of the 3D models (existence

of animations based on skeleton movement attached to the

model). That is why we have extended the embedded resource

processor in XNA with AnimationProcessor module.

During the creation of the web version of the application we

faced several challenges. The first challenge referred to the 3D

model - we were not able to replicate similar animation ren-

dering environment, so we were not able to use the animations

in the original form. Additional challenge for the 3D model

represents the size of the animations. The second challenge

was the import of the games. We manage to find substitute

web equivalent framework, but unfortunately it didn’t support

a big number of the original functions, so we had to rework

big part of the games.

For the creation of the 3D based avatar visualization, it was

necessary to rethink our whole approach to creating a web

service that can effectively serve the clients. A substantial part

of the work was creating and using different notations for all

of 2800 present terms in the MSL.
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Fig. 2. Explore game - level 1

IV. LEARNING SL THROUGH GAMES AND MULTIMEDIA

APPLICATIONS

One of the most natural and easy-going approach for

learning SL is through games. This is especially important

for kids. We have created a natural environment for learning

SL with the help of two-dimensional game named Explore and

a memory game, using the Microsoft XNA framework.

Explore is a 2D game where our hero goes in an adventure

against monsters and collects objects. Each of the collected

objects is an award an animated 3D sign of that object

in MSL. The game doesn’t require many skills and it is

adapted for kids. For these games two modules are created:

TileEngine and LevelEditor, beside the main module and

content, animation pipeline and animation auxiliary module.

Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of the solution.

The SignLanguageTutor is the core module of Windows

Game type and depends upon all the other modules. This

module contains all the GameScreen Objects, as support

screens as well as the core: MemoryMainScreen, TileMap-

Screen GestureSimulator. The TileEngine module serves

as engine for customized independent game creation, more

precisely creation of game map (tiles), movement options and

view cameras. The map is created as two dimensional matrix,

using three layers for each tile: front side, interactive side

and back side. The LevelEditor module is XNA Windows

Game application used for map creation, using the reference

to TileEngine for real-time rendering and creates a serializable

form of the game.

Figures 2 and 3 show the first level and the second level

of the Explore module.

Memory is a module that represents a standard memory

game where the goal is to merge an alphabet letter with the

appropriate sign. At the begging of the game the Memory-

MainScreen module randomly generated pairs of letter and

signs. Fig. 4 shows the Memory module.

V. CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR SL

In order to make the application available to a broader

audience we have created a content management application

for the signs of the MSL. The signs are divided into categories

and subcategories and for each sign we have created gif files

Fig. 3. Explore game - level 2

Fig. 4. Memory game

showing them from different perspectives in order to see the

signing clearly. The system allows addition, modification and

removal of signs, as well as categories.

As a base for sign creation we have used a girl avatar,

created for the desktop version of the application. While in

the desktop version we had an interactive environment to see

every sign from the perspective the user chooses (shown in

Fig. 5), we were unable to implement the same principle in

the current version due to the limitations of the animation size

and web engine. For that reason we have created gif files of

every sign animation using two most appropriate perspectives,

in order to best perceive the sign.

VI. AVATAR BASED VISUALIZATIONS OF SL

As a further enhancement of the multimedia applications,

games and the sigh language content management system, the

next logical step is creating a virtual three dimensional envi-

ronment for visualization of the Macedonian Sign Language.

The 3D environment extensively uses animation and game

concepts for accurately generating sign language gestures and

facial animations.

For the purpose of creating the virtual environment, we are

using Three.js real-time 3D WebGL rendering engine to load

three dimensional models to represent avatars. Currently we
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Fig. 5. Girl avatar in the desktop application

are focusing on adult male and female models, but accom-

panying children avatars are also in the work. Every avatar

is endowed with expressive range of gestures and anatomical

features as subtle as muscles for mimicking the changes

in facial expression. For that purpose, the avatars represent

anatomically correct humanoid 3D models, carefully modeled

with muscle system in consideration. The avatar models are

accompanied by a skeletal animation system, that is connected

to the avatar mesh using smooth skin weight maps, that

are capable of accurately replicating the upper body human

anatomy.

The 3D rendering engine is communicating with a server-

side Python web application stack and a PostgreSQL database

stack, that is responsible for transforming the input data

(currently text only), annotating it and converting it to skeletal

control parameters that are passed to the client side and ren-

dered using WebGL. Because of known issues present in 3D

transformations, especially concerning rotations in 3D space,

every transformation can be presented in various ways. For

example, to escape the potential changing of axis directions, all

of our multiple axis rotations are represented using quaternion

parameters, instead of standard Euler notation. This method

sacrifices human readability of the rotation parameters, but

provides us with an gimbal lock escape mechanism. Part of

the database schema, responsible for storing avatar transfor-

mations is given on Figure 6.

Furthermore, we are calculating the transforms of the joints

for describing each individual gesture and we introduce extra

positions for better interpolation between gestures. With the

described architecture we are providing real-time sequences

that can be “blended” together without creating noticeable

flickering that is especially present with video or image base

sequences.

VII. FUTURE WORK

The integration process of the entire solution is massive.

At this moment some of the modules are in mature stage and

some are in developing or reworking process. We have defined

several milestones for the future.

The first mile stone is integration of the MSL content

management system and the created games. At this point this

process demands working with several different frameworks

and environments and it is in the testing phase.

The next milestone is integration and upgrade of the MSL

content management system with avatar based simulation. This

would add another environment to this already complicated

system and would provide a fully integrated MSL platform.

Fig. 6. Part of the PostgreSQL database schema responsible for storing the avatar transformation data
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Furthermore, we are in the process of creating a web-based

API that can be plugged to any Macedonian language website

so that we can offer it as free service. This includes creating a

text-to-sign translator that uses natural language processing

techniques to infer the context and generate the meaning

and convey it into MSL. Providing such interface can vastly

improve the usage of Internet based services for the deaf and

hard of hearing community in Macedonia.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Most of the develop countries offer easily accessible mate-

rials about native SL and their communities of deaf and hard

of hearing people are open to the society. They constantly

work on better inclusion. Unfortunately in Macedonia the

situation is different. Information about MSL is poor and

hardly accessible. The site of the National association of deaf

and hard of hearing lack information and the deaf children

are isolated in only two schools. One of the main aspect of

this joint project is about raising awareness about the everyday

needs and challenges that deaf and hard of hearing people and

to offer bigger inclusion of this social group. Additionally

this project follows the recommendations given by human-

computer interaction research concerning deaf children about

deaf children psychology and abilities

The possible uses of this kind of systems are vast. We

are trying to accomplish couple of goals with the proposed

system. The main objective is creating a digital database of

all the gestures present in the Macedonian sign language, as

a method to improve its standardization and accessibility. The

second focus is to create a game learning system based on the

Macedonian sign language and to promote the learning and

integration of the Macedonian sign language among non-deaf

people, so they can actively communicate with their children,

deaf colleagues and friends. This is especially important for

families and hearing parents with deaf children.
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Abstract. In the neverending search for the products with

best  quality,  this  study reviews  some new ways  of  testing

software  systems  and  provides  a  proposal  by  seting  the

standards  and  guidlines  that  can  improve  testing

effectiveness, time consumption and reduse costs. The focus

is  on  the  Testing  as  a  Service  principle  which  is  an

outsourcing  model  for  testing  that  is  capable  of  fast

configuration of  the test environment, high scalability and

increased  objectivity  of  the  test  results.  The high  level  of

expertise that comes from the fact that Testing as a Service

providers are specialised in this field and have experience in

designing  many  types  of  test  environments  brings  added

value to the subscribers of these services. In this paper first

we will analyze existing Testing as a Service providers and

we  will  provide  a  breef  overview  of  all  the  possitive  and

negative  efferct  of  this  approach.  In  ordrer  to  create  the

proposal we will make an isight in one of most wide spread

standards  of  the  world  –  ISO  9001  and  especially  9126

which  is  focused  on  software  quality  standards.  The

combination  of  this  insight  and  the  experience  from  the

existing ogranizations and testing institutions brings us to

the final results which is a set of standards and guidelines

that every Testing as a Service provider should follow.

Keywords  -  Testing  as  a  Service  provider;  testing

effectivness; software systems; software quality standards.

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today, applications are usually multilayered and are based

on  different  platforms,  technologies  and  programming

languages.  There  are  software  systems  that  are  made  of

thousands  of  lines  of  code  which  include  very  complex

scenarios. [1] To make sure that everything works as it should

there are several types of testing and analyses that should be

made.  These  analyses  can  be  very  time  consuming  and

expensive – things that most of the organization or individuals

does not have. 

On the other  side,  in this fast  growing world of internet,

customers want the products with most features and want them

as  soon  as  possible.  Because  of  this,  often,  companies  are

releasing  fast  updates  with  code  that  hasn’t  been  tested

appropriately.  The  issues  that  will  appear  on  software

execution will surely have bad impact on company’s brands.

[2]

*) Graduate student at FCSE at the time of writing.

Testing  as  a  Service  principle  has  proved  to  be  very

effective  in  these  kinds  of  situation  -  when  the  time  for

settings  the  test  environment  is  short  and  high  level  of

expertise and experience is needed so that all of the use cases

of the software are covered.  

There  are  many types of  testing techniques  but  basically

they can be sorted in these two types: black box testing and

white box testing. White box testing is a detailed investigation

in the internal structure of the source code. In order to perform

this type of testing, the tester needs to have knowledge of the

internal  logic of  the source code.  Since this  source  code in

many cases  is  protected,  this  technique of  testing  does  not

meet  our needs.  Black box testing is a  technique where  no

knowledge of the internal implementation is needed. [3] When

performing  black  box  testing,  testers  will  interact  with  the

users or web services interfaces so this technique of testing is

excellent for Testing as a Service providers. 

Testing as a Service is a model of testing where software is

tested as a service provided to customers across the Internet.

This means that the subscribers to these serviced don’t need to

run  tests  on  their  computers  which  reduce  the  need  for

installing and maintaining the test environments. [4] Another

benefit from this model of testing is increased objectivity of

test  results  since  the  testers  don’t  work  together  with  the

developers and they don’t depend of the software system that

is tested.

When subscribed to one of these Testing as a Service

providers,  companies are reducing costs of the testing since

they pay for the package that suit their needs. These packages

are sets of test that can be customized by the customers. The

increased  efficiency  as  a  result  of  the  experience  of  the

providers  in  configuration  of  many  types  of  testing

environments,  high  scalability  and  the  speed  in  which  test

environments  can  be  installed  brings  added  value  to  the

customers.  

This paper is organized as follows: in the second section an

overview of  few  existing  Testing  as  a  Service  providers  is

made  and  some  of  their  attributes  are  listed.  In  the  third

section ISO standards are explained together with the reasons

why  organizations  are  certifying.  In  the  fourth  part  the

procedures,  standards and guidelines that every Testing as a

Service center should follow are explained. These procedures

are  organized  in  four  steps:  preparation,  planning,  test

execution  and  analyses  and  include  three  types  of  testing:

functional,  load  and  performance  testing.  In  the  conclusion

section a brief overview of the reasons why Test as a Service

provides need to acquire this kind of  certificate is  provided
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and  how  these  set  of  procedure  can  improve  the  software

development processes in the future. 

II. EXISTING TESTING AS A SERVICE PROVIDERS

A. Oracle Testing as a Service

This solution is a cloud based platform and is used for delivery

of automated testing services.  It is designed for private clouds

where it controls the testing process.  The software provides

rich  application  monitoring  and  data  analysis.  There  are

special  charging  facilities  that  are  metering  the  usage  and

generate cost base on that usage. Some of the key featured are:

 Portal for executing load and functional tests

 Library  that  stores  all  test  assets  needed  for  the

testing process

 Integrated  application  monitoring  and  diagnostics

center[5]

B. HP Testing as a Service

This service is able to test software solutions in wide range

from  simple  once  to  most  sophisticated  ecommerce

applications.  It  supports  many  kinds  of  testing  but  is

specialized on mobile applications. Some key features of this

service are:

 Functional,  usability,  performance,  security  and

localization testing for mobile applications

 Device testing where application is tested with help

of different emulators so that customers can be sure

that the application will work as desired on different

devices

 Service  testing  which  test  the  integration  with

services from telecom operators [6]

C. Winpro Testing as a Service

This service offers  test packages to its subscribers with pay

per use and outcome driven model. The goal of each testing is

to  make sure that  the product  is  ready for  the  market.  The

packages are predefined using the experience that this service

provider  has  in  this  field.  Winpro  services  are  separated  in

three fields:

 Certification,  which  guaranties  that  product  is

confirmed by a specific standard

 Testing service packs,  which are predefined sets of

tests by industry and specific domain

 Test environment and lab services, which are used to

eliminate the CAPEX requirements. [7]

III. ISO STANDARDS

Procedure is a fixed, step by step sequence of activities with

strictly defined start and end points that needs to be followed

in given order to perform a task. [8]

Standards  are  documents  that  provide  specifications  and

guidelines that products or processes need to follow in order to

fit their purpose. [9]

A. ISO 9001

ISO  standards  are  implemented  in  more  that  million

counties in the world. Most wide spread standard of all ISO

standards  is  ISO  9001  which  is  focused  on  quality

management.  Getting  this  certificate  does  not  mean  that

companies  need  to  make  changes  in  the  way  they  are

managed. 

B. Acquiring certificate

If  the  organization  is  famous  in  the  field  in  which  it

operates, than the certificate won’t add value to it. In opposite

case, when the organization wants to expand in other domains

and the customers does not have information for the ability

whether the organization can respond to the challenge,  than

the certificate can add substantial value to it. [10]

C. ISO/IEC 9126

This is currently one of the best standards in the world for

software  quality. It  is  focused  on  quality  on  both  software

development  and  evaluation  of  software.  This  standard

observes the quality by these four perspectives: quality model,

external metrics, internal metrics and quality in use metrics.

Here,  quality  model  describes  the  relationship  between

different  definitions  of  quality,  internal  metrics  are  those

metrics  that  do  not  depend  on  software  execution,  external

metrics are the once that do depend on software execution and

are measuring the characteristics from the quality model and

quality  in  use  metrics  which  are  metrics  that  are  measured

only  when  final  product  is  ready  and  it  is  running  in  live

environment. [11]

IV. ESTABLISHING TEST AS A SERVICE CENTER

For  acquiring  a  Test  as  a  Service  certificate,  the

organizations will  have to prove that  they follow the set  of

procedures  and  standards  that  are  defined  for  each  type  of

testing. Because of this, every test procedure will have to be

carefully explained in the final reports and these reports will

be  used  as  a  proof  in  the  revising  process.  Although these

procedures  are  unique for  each type of  testing,  they all  are

written  in  template  which  has  four  phases:  preparation,

planning, test execution and results analyses/reports writing. 

Preparation is first of the four steps. These are the subtasks

for preparation phase:

- Documenting the test procedure. This means that all the

testers and engineers will have the documentation before the

test process has started.

- Defining the goals of the testing which needs to explain

the  reasons  for  which  this  testing  is  needed  and  what  the

expected results are.

- Define the key metrics. There are several types of metrics

that needs to be defined in one testing process. Test coverage

is  a  metric  which  is  used  for  measuring  the  test  process

progress  and  planning.  Defect  density  is  a  metric  that

represents the number of defects found by product feature. If it

is very high at some point, that than the cause of the density

should  be  investigated.  [14]  When  chosen  carefully,  these

metrics will provide accurate information for the performance
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of  the  application.  Also,  this  information  can  be  used  to

identify  potential  bottlenecks,  bugs  and  problems  in  that

application.  Finally  these  metrics  are  used  to  gather  data

which  is  then  processed  and  compared  with  acceptance

criteria.  

- Defining the software tools and frameworks that will be

needed for the test execution.

- Defining the resources. There are few types of resources.

The first and most important resource are the employees that

will be included in the testing process. Here we need to define

the roles of every person, its obligations and responsibilities.

Hardware  is  another  type  of  resource  that  needs  to  be

predefined;  for  example:  required  numbers  of  working

stations,  processors,  RAM  memory,  hard  drive  memory,

network bandwidth etc.  

Planning is the second step. These are the subtasks of the

planning process:

- Defining the test strategy. Everything related to possible

risk, test schedule, test priorities have to be elaborated here.

Another thing that needs to be defined is the communication

routes. This means that all the communication routes between

the management, testers and engineers needs to be predefined

and  that  includes  regular  communication  and  cases  when

problems in test process will occur. [12]

- Defining the coverage criteria; this means that there will

be  predefined  number  of  test  statement  that  needs  to  be

executed.  This  will  also  help  in  tracking  the  test  process

progress. 

-  Define exit criteria.  A list  of preconditions that need to

happen so that test team can announce that testing process has

finished has to be defined here. 

-  Defining the acceptable solution on how the whole test

process will be monitored. 

Test  execution is  the  third  step.  The  quality  of  all  the

previous steps can be diminished if this step is not executed

properly. The simulation must reflect the test design so that the

data that is collected from the test process are useful. When

this is not the case, the results are error prone. This is a short

list  of  guidelines  that  needs  to  be  followed  in  order  to

maximize the test execution effectiveness:

- The test environment must be configured so that it is as

similar as possible to the production environment. When the

results will be analyzed, all the difference between the test and

production environments must be taken into consideration.   

-  Only  the  tools  that  were  previously  listed  in  the

preparation step must be used.

- Work stations on which the tests are executed must not be

overloaded.  It  is  also important that  no other  processes like

antivirus applications, scripts or other applications are running

on these stations so that they won’t have influence on the test

results. 

Analyzing the results and reports generation  is the fourth

and final phase. The managers and stakeholders will need lot

more than just lists of test results. They will need conclusions.

Analyzing the results helps to indentify the bottlenecks that

might  occur  in  high  traffic.  These  are  the  subtasks  of  this

process:

- Analyzing the data gathered from the testing process. This

data  is  compared  with  the  acceptance  criteria  of  all  the

predefined  metrics  to  make  sure  that  the  behavior  of  the

application was satisfactory. 

-  Analyzing  the  metrics  to  find  potential  problems  and

issues  in  the  application.  If  these  metrics  prove  to  be

insufficient,  than  new  test  iteration  should  be  considered

where the list or metrics will be enriched. 

- When these types of analyses are conducted it is common

for huge volume of data to be gathered. Often, this volume is

lowered  so  that  the  analyses  can  be  made  faster.  This  is  a

moment when lots of useful information can be lost so it is

very important that the techniques for cutting the amount of

data that is analyzed are carefully selected. 

One reason why reports are made is the need for written

evidence that the procedure was followed and that  evidence

can be presented to the revision commission if needed. There

are several types of reports that can be made after the analyses

are finished. 

First  type  is  technical  report.  This  report  contains

description  of  all  the  tests  and  test  environments.  The data

needs to be clear and it can contain explanations on advanced

technical level. Access to all the test data and test cases needs

to be provided. Tables  are especially useful for this type of

reports. They can provide a great deal of accurate information

if they are effectively presented. Graphs are another way of

providing accurate technical information. If graphs are chosen,

they need to be clearly labeled with carefully identified scales.

[13]  In  the  end,  short  statements  technical  level  concerns,

questions and requests for collaboration must be provided.  

Stakeholder  report  is  the second type of report.  The data

which  is  elaborated  needs  to  be  clear  and  concise.  It  is

especially  useful  if  there  is  visual  presentation  of  the

acceptance  criteria  versus  results  gathered  from  the  test

process. Locations of all the documents, data and test cases are

one component that this kind of reports must have. In the end

a  set  of  conclusions,  recommendations  and  reasons  for

concerns are needed to finalize this report. 

The key to effective reports is the presentation of the results

to be fast, intuitive and interesting. Here are several steps that

will make a difference:

 Reports should be sent often and sent to all 

participants in the test process

 Reports should contain intuitive visual 

representation of data.

 Reports  should  be  customized  for  the  intended

audience.

 Reports should filter out the unnecessary data.

A. Functional testing procedure

This type of testing should confirm that all the functionalities

that are listed in the requirement specifications are met. This is

a short overview of the procedure for functional testing that

every certified Test as a Service center must follow:

-  The preparation  for  functional  testing  starts  with  test

forms creation. The test process will run as planned only if the

test procedure is predefined and explained concisely in well
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formatted  documents.  A  copy  of  every  form  should  be

distributed  to  all  persons  that  are  included  in  the  testing

process. Every form must include the goal for the test and a

short explanation with the reasons why the test is created and

what are the expected results. This will  ease the work of the

employees that will conduct the testing. 

-  Instructions  for  how  the  testing  process  should  be

documented need to be provided. Here is should be explained

how  test  results  are  documented  when  both  test  finished

successfully and problems occurred.

-  The roles  and  responsibilities  of  every  person  that  is

included in the test  process  needs to be predefined.   These

roles depend on the type of software that is tested. 

The next phase is planning. The first step of this phase is

writing the requirements in each test form. This will help in

understanding the reasons  why the particular  test  should be

conducted.  Another  important  step  here  is  defining  the

preconditions. They are very important so that the testers start

the  test  process  only  when  everything  is  ready. The list  of

preconditions has two components – first one is a big picture

on the global preconditions for the test process and the second

one  is  set  of  preconditions  specific  for  each  specific  test.

Explaining  the  procedure  comes  afterwards.  A step  by step

explanation  is  needed.  The  level  of  details  depends  of  the

requirements.

Conducting the functional test is the third phase. At this

point,  all  the forms need  to  be completely filled with data.

Every deviation from the test procedure must be noted. After

every test execution, the initials of the person who run the test

must be written so later, if retesting is needed at some point,

that same person is contacted for opinion recommendations.

After the testing process, a complete set of test forms must be

kept as a valuable reference and it can be used as an evidence

for revising process. 

A  final  report  for  functional  testing  is  the  last  phase.

Every action that occurred in the testing process needs to be

recorded. Also, a list of all the problems that occurred in the

test  process  needs  to  be  provided  and  explained.  If  some

bypasses of the procedure were a must, they too must be noted

in these reports.  

B. Load testing procedure

Load testing is used to identify the maximum overload that

one  application  can  stand  while  its  response  is  satisfactory

compared to the acceptance criteria metrics. These are the key

tasks for the preparation phase. 

- Identify the load test key metrics. There is huge number

of metrics that can be collected in one test process. Gathering

information for all these metrics can have a really bad impact

on the test results. That’s why it is very important to identify

the key metrics that will add most value to the process itself.

Defining a set of questions that are related to the application

performance and then using metrics to answer those questions,

has proved to be a very effective approach. 

-  Identify  the  load  test  key  scenarios.  These  scenarios

represent expected users activities. Key scenarios are the once

that require significant amount of primary resources and thus

increase the risk for undesired application performance. These

primary  resources  usually  include:  processor,  hard  disc

memory, RAM memory and network bandwidth. Log files can

be used in detecting the most used scenarios. 

- Identify the test design. Tests designs can be made only

after  key metrics  are selected and load levels are specified.

Every  test  must  have  a  specific  purpose.  The final  goal  of

every test should be collecting enough information that  will

allow test team to analyze, configure and evaluate the software

application. 

In the phase planning the load testing process, these are the

key steps:

- Identify the load test acceptance criteria. These are the

parameters  which  are  especially  important  here:  response

time, number of actions, resource utilization, maximum user

load and business related metrics. 

-  Identify  the  load  levels  that  will  be  used  in  the  test

scenarios. In this step a prediction is made for the load in the

production environment. That way the test results will be more

reliable. 

Functional test execution must reflect the test design so

that simulation is usefull. In other case, the test results are not

reliable and thus, not valuble. The test environments should be

configured so that is is as similar as it can be to the production

environment. The tools that will be used for load generation

must be the once chosen in the preparation phase. In the start

of  the  simulation  the  application  should  be  observed  under

minimal load and the load amount should be slowly increased

until it reaches the final level that was defined in the planning

phase. The load should be increased slowly so that system will

has time to adapt. 

Results  analyses  can  help  in  finding bottlenecks  of  the

software  performance.  These  analyses  require  training  and

experience  with  dealing  with  big  amounts  of  data  so  that

valuable conclusions can be made. The analyses are conducted

by comparing the collected data with the acceptance criteria

and the metrics that were defined in the planning phase. All

the steps and conclusions made from these analyses need to be

clearly explained in the final report. 

C. Performance testing procedure

Performance testing is a type of testing where functionality of

whole system and its components is tested in a given set of

conditions. Parameters like resource consumption, scalability

and robustness can all be measured in this process. These are

the key steps in the preparation phase for performance testing:

- Identify the key performance metrics. The data that is

collected  through  these  metrics  will  be  compared  with  the

desired performance characteristics in the final phase. When

defining these metrics, the fact that external factors like users,

network  bandwidth  and  other  systems  will  influence  the

metrics must be taken into consideration. 

-  Identify  the  key  performance  scenarios.  The  key

scenarios in performance testing are usually derivates from the

process of defining the acceptance criteria. If  this is not the

case, than these scenarios needs to be defined explicitly. There

are  several  types  of  key  scenarios:  contractually  obligated
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usage  scenarios,  key  business  scenarios,  most  frequent

scenarios, performance intensive scenarios etc. [15]

-  Configuring and  designing  the  test  environment.  One

important thing to consider is the different types of users that

will use the software and their deviations from the use cases

that  were  predefined.  The  final  goal  is  minimizing  the

differences between the test and production environment. 

In  the  planning  phase,  these  are  the  steps  that  must  be

followed:

- Identify the performance test environment. This includes

identifying  the  production  environment,  physical  test

environment  and  testing  tools.  The  physical  environment

includes hardware, software and network configuration. 

-  Identify  the  acceptance  criteria  and  how they  can  be

used for performance evaluation. They can be also used to find

the  combinations  of  configuration  parameters  that  will

maximize the performance characteristics of the software. 

- Identify the test tools and techniques that will be used to

monitor the whole testing process.

The  third  step  is  test  execution.  This  process  must  be

coordinated  and  carefully  monitored  by  the  team members.

While running the tests,  validation of the configuration and

test  data  is  required  in  short  intervals.   After  the  tests  are

finished, a quick overview of the collected data is needed for

some obvious deviations. All the test data and tests needs to be

archived because sometimes retest must be conducted. 

Through results analyses, collected data will be compared with

the acceptance criteria of the performance testing. Sometimes

these  analyses  can  show  that  the  performance  level  is  not

satisfied. In this case,  modifications and optimization of the

software are needed.  After these modifications retesting is a

must and in the retesting phase,  a check for new cases  that

may arise as a result of the modifications should be conducted.

Every step of the results analyses needs to be clearly explained

in the final reports.   

I. CONCLUSION

This paper outlines the benefits that one organization can

have from subscribing to Testing as a Service provider; that is

when  testing  is  conducted  by  outsourcing  organization,

companies will be able to stay focused on their products and

will also benefit from decreased testing time and lowered cost.

Additional  benefit  from this  approach  is  the  fact  that  these

Testing as a Service providers have experience in many types

of  test  environments,  can  offer  high  scalability,  and  will

increase the objectivity of the test results. 

The  set  of  procedures  and  guidelines  in  a  form  of

certificate  will  maximize  the  effectiveness  of  the  providers

and  will  also  decrease  the  risk  of  the  subscribers  to  these

services.  These  procedures  were  written  by  taking  the

experience  from the experts  in  the field of  testing software

solutions and most popular  software  quality  certificates  and

standards which in other words is a combination of practice

and theory which has proved to be successful in huge number

of cases. 
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Abstract — Using the machine learning algorithms, it is 

possible to extract useful knowledge from ecological data. This 

information, can be not only used for explaining the ecological 

system, but also can be used to reveal the cause of the specific 

processes. In this direction, the paper focuses on using the fuzzy 

classification algorithm, namely the pattern trees to obtain new 

knowledge from the diatom measurement dataset. The fuzzy 

diatom models uses advantages of the fuzzy theory and ability of 

the predictive modelling to predict the outcome of given 

condition for given diatom. Fuzzy modelling depends from many 

factors, mainly by the shape of the membership functions, 

similarity metrics and the operations between the fuzzy sets – the 

fuzzy operators. In this paper we introduce new fuzzy operator 

(fuzzy geometric operator) that considers another property of the 

ecological datasets – the ration measurements. Important factor 

in the process of learning the model plays the first part of the 

algorithm that transforms the input set from crisp values into 

fuzzy values, and then continues the induction of the tree. The 

transformation is achieved by using different membership 

functions, which have different shape and mathematical 

description. This is very important, because later in the induction 

phase this will have effect on the classification accuracy and 

complexity of the obtained model. So, using this metric property, 

we will not only represent the model by the algorithm itself, but 

also it will be represented in spatial model using some software 

for geographical representation. The evaluation results are 

presented in the paper to compare the fuzzy operators and the 

membership functions with different evaluation criteria. 

Keywords—Classification models, GIS, membership function, 

water qaulity, modelling  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The ecological data contains very useful information about 
the processes inside of the ecosystem that can be used to 
describe and analyse the system. The extracting process is also 
very important, in manner of quality of information that is 
measured, but also the quality of the methods used to 
processes the measured data. It is important to note that the 
measurement process should be done in collaboration between 
the ecological scientist and the computer engineer in order to 
get high quality data. After the measurement is done, there is 
little that can be done to improve the knowledge extraction 
except to pre-process the data and try to remove noise from 
the measurements. The use of these analysis with the proposed 
methods can be used in many area of research, especially the 
diatoms with the similar diatom composition or physical-
chemical parameters [1]. These methods can be used in 

several ways, some of the usage of these methods is to detect 
groups of samples with similar diatom composition or with 
similar environmental features. So we can use this to detect 
indicator species for the groups or relating biologically based 
groups to environmental variables. These variables that 
characterise the ecosystem in  terms of quality is be influenced 
by many factors and for more practical use are represented 
with classification systems like water quality classes (WQC), 
that will be focus our research using the fuzzy algorithm. 

To analyse these type of ecological data, special analytic 
tools are developed that are much or less based on the classical 
statistical tools like variation, standard deviation to more 
complex statistical tools and computer algorithms. Research 
indicates that they widely used and have easy interpretation. 
Introduction of some basic algorithms and their 
implementation is presented in [2] and [3]. Development of 
more advance algorithms and methods for this application and 
use are introduced by [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In these papers, authors 
discuss the development of methods like CART, and its 
successors – bagging, boosted trees, random forest and other 
techniques in ecological studies. The newer methods and 
increasing research done by [9] and [10], have used these 
methods for eco-hydrological modelling and prediction in 
plant types of wet habitat. 

Similar methods, especially the methods that are used for 
classification and regression, the well-known decision trees 
are applied for diatom classification of Lake Prespa. Lake 
Prespa models were obtained to detect the influence of the 
physic-chemical parameters on the diatom community [11]. 
Several models with different type of settings were applied on 
the algorithm to test the robustness and the classification 
accuracy used. Then these models were discussed by the 
biological expert that have collected the samples. After careful 
consideration of the models and the relevant biological 
knowledge at that time, some of the model obtained have 
confirmed the correct indication of the diatom property, and 
some of the produced knowledge about the diatoms was new 
and yet to be tested by the biological diatom experts [11] and 
[12]. Following these results, another method was used that 
increased the classification accuracy of the previously used 
method. This method included use of the algorithm for multi 
target modelling, thus predicting the influence of the several 
physic-chemical parameters on the diatoms. Nonetheless, 
some properties that were part of this algorithm like, not be 
robust on data change and not resisting on over-fitting that 
inherently were implied by the dataset and the nature of the 
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algorithm. Some of these properties that were consider as 
disadvantage must be improved, and some of them can be 
overcome using the fuzzy theory. Previous research studies 
[13, 14] have proven that the fuzzy method used in this paper 
is more appropriate for this task. In this direction, the 
algorithm presented in this paper is improvement of this 
original algorithm for fuzzy modelling and can be used to 
extract the ecological information. The method in this paper is 
robust to over fitting, as it is shown in [13, 14]. The obtained 
results in a form of rules can be easily interpreted and 
compared with the known ecological diatom indicator 
references in the literature [15]. The last improvement of this 
algorithm against the other algorithm is that he has achieved 
higher classification accuracy. One of the reason is better, is 
that uses different fuzzy membership functions and similarity 
metrics to fuzzy the data. Several research papers have shown 
this [16]. In order to express the spatial space information 
embedded in the models from the measure data for each 
measuring station, we will present one model in GIS. The GIS 
models combine the classification property of the algorithm 
and the visualization power of the software. The GIS models 
graphically depict the low and high abundance values, which 
show the most optimal habitat of given diatom for all the 
physico-chemical measured parameters. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
provides the definitions for similarity and aggregations metrics. 
In Section III we briefly introduce the fuzzy membership 
function used. Section IV presents the diatoms abundance 
water quality datasets and the experimental setup, while the 
section V gives the experimental results and the interpretation 
for some of the model trees generated by the algorithm and the 
spatial fuzzy models. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper 
and research direction is outlined. 

II. SIMILARITY AND FUZZY AGGREGATION 

METRICS 

The classification diatom model is obtained by using 
similarity metric and fuzzy aggregation operator, which 
definition are presented in this section. The root mean square 
error (RMSE) of fuzzy sets A and B can be computed as: 
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,where xi, i = 1, . . . , n, are the crisp discretized values, and 

μA(x i) and μB(xi) are the fuzzy membership values of x i for A 

and B, that are two fuzzy sets defined on the universe of 

discourse U. The larger the value of Sim (A; B), the more 

similar A and B are. As μA(x i), μB(xi) [0, 1], 0 ≤ Sim (A; B) ≤ 1 
holds according to (1). This metric was proposed by [17]. 

The second step in the inducting the model is the operation 
between two fuzzy membership values. According fuzzy logic 
theory, the fuzzy aggregation are logic operators applied to 
fuzzy membership values or fuzzy sets. They have three sub-
categories, namely t-norm, t-conorms, and averaging operators 
such as weighted averaging (WA) and ordered weighted 
averaging (OWA) [18]. In our experimental setup, we use the 

weighted operators, namely the weighted geometric operator 
(WG) and the ordered weighted geometric operator (OWG). 
The goal of the proposed fuzzy WG and OWG is to take into 
account the property of ratio measurements in the dataset [19]. 
The definition of the WG and the OWG operators as is follows:  

A WG operator of dimension n is a mapping Rn → R, that 
has an associated n-elements vector w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn)T, wi ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and that: 
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An OWG operator [17] of dimension n is a mapping Rn → 
R, that has an associat-ed n-elements vector w = (w1, w2,. . . , 
wn)T , wi ∈ [0, 1], 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and 
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where c i (a1,a2 . . . , an) returns the i-th largest element of 
the collection {a1,a2 . . . , an}. 

The fundamental difference of OWG from WG aggregation 
operator is that the former does not have a particular weight - 
wi associated for an element; rather a weight is associated with 
a particular ordered position of the element. Also important 
property of the OWG and WG operators compared with the 
OWA and the WA is the property of ration that we mention 
before mainly used in other research areas [20]. In order to 
compare the results from our previous research the geometric 
weight operator with simpler fuzzy membership functions we 
use compare the triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian 
membership function with the sigmoidal membership function. 

III. SIGMOID MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION 

Using simpler membership functions, the process of 
generating fuzzy terms can be achieved using three evenly 
distributed MFs: trapezoidal, triangular and Gaussian. Because 
the diatom dataset have relationship with the physic-chemical 
parameters that is different from these distribution, another 
distribution is used to fuzzify the input of the algorithm. The 
definition of the evenly sigmoid MF, which in general is 
specified by three parameters, is represented with (4). 
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In (4) the parameter are constants, while the b parameter is 
located at the center of the curve. In this paper, we modify the 
(4), by taking the mean values of the given data range into 
account. In this way, each fuzzy term will reflect the very 
nature of the dataset and evenly distributed sigmoid MF in the 
entire range. And finally when all this changes are taken into 
account (5) mathematically represents the sigmoid MF as: 
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In (5) the parameter a can get two values {1 and -1} and 
both of these values will be studied in this paper. Because of 
the smoothness and concise notation, the sigmoid MF, can be 
used for specifying fuzzy sets and ecological knowledge 
discovery and be used for wide range of different type of 
datasets. 

IV. DATA DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL 

SETUP 

The datasets used in the experiments consist from 13 input 
parameters representing the TOP10 diatoms species (diatoms 
species that exist in Lake Prespa [21]) with their relative 
abundance per sample, plus the three WQCs for conductivity, 
pH and Saturated Oxygen. These measurements were made as 
a part of the TRABOREMA project [22]. The water quality 
classes are defined according the three physical-chemical 
parameters: Saturated Oxygen [23], Conductivity [24] and pH 
[23, 24] which are given in Table 1. 

Among the input parameters, 10 are numerical parameters 
and the rest 3 are nominal with number of possible classes 
from 4 up to 6. We have made two variants of the method. 

TABLE I.  WQCS FOR THE PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS 

Physical-chemical 

parameters 
Name of the WQC Parameter range 

Saturated Oxygen 

oligosaprobous SatO > 85 

β-mesosaprobous 70-85 

α-mesosaprobous 25-70 

α-meso / 

polysaprobous 
10-25 

pH 

acidobiontic pH < 5.5 

acidophilous pH > 5.5 

circumneutral pH > 6.5 

alkaliphilous pH > 7.5 

alkalibiontic pH > 8 

Indifferent pH >9 

Conductivity 

fresh Conductivity <20 

fresh brackish Conductivity <90 

brackish fresh 90-180 

brackish 180-900 

In order to produce models that compromise between 
complexity and performance we build two type of models. First 
type are the simple diatom model (SPT), which consist from 0 
candidate trees and one low level tree with two different depths 
5 – SPT5 and 10 - SPT10. 

 

TABLE II.  AVERAGE PREDICTION ACCURACY PER WQC (IN %) 

Water Quality Conductivity WQC – Average Prediction Accuracy (in ) 

Type of experiment Triangular Trapezoidal Gaussian Sigmoid (a= 1) Sigmoid (a= -1) 

Train 76.15 76.15 76.15 77.52 75.23 

Exp2 73.70 72.32 73.25 73.16 71.77 

Classical Algo. C 4.5 kNN Bagging C4.5 Boosted C4.5 

xVal 65.60 66.51 63.30 63.76 

Water Quality pH WQC – Average Prediction Accuracy (in ) 

Type of experiment Triangular Trapezoidal Gaussian Sigmoid (a= 1) Sigmoid (a= -1) 

Train 61.47 62.84 63.76 61.93 61.01 

Exp2 58.12 58.14 58.14 59.94 60.39 

Classical Algo. C 4.5 kNN Bagging C4.5 Boosted C4.5 

xVal 54.73 47.26 53.23 56.22 

Water Quality Saturated Oxygen – Average WQC Prediction Accuracy (in ) 

Type of experiment Triangular Trapezoidal Gaussian Sigmoid (a= 1) Sigmoid (a= -1) 

Train 64.68 61.19 63.68 59.70 60.20 

Exp2 58.50 55.50 59.00 55.50 56.00 

Classical Algo. C 4.5 kNN Bagging C4.5 Boosted C4.5 

xVal 62.13 61.13 62.00 62.00 

 

And second, we induce models that consist from 2 
candidate trees, 3 low level trees and depth equal to 5 – PT5 
and 10 – PT10. For similarity definition we use RMSE 
similarity and the WG and OWG fuzzy aggregation operator. 
Later, comparison with other crisp classifiers is done with 
simple and general models with different depth (5 and 10).  

The configuration of the experiments is set up as follows. 
1) A simple fuzzification method based on three evenly 
distributed MFs including the modified sigmoid MF for each 
input variable is used to transform the crisp values into fuzzy 

values (Train); and 2) Standard 10-fold cross validation is used 
for testing the prediction performance accuracy of the built 
models (xVal). Table 2 shows results of the conducted 
experiments. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Performance Analysis 
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The sigmoid shaped MF outperforms 2 of the 3 diatoms 
WQCs. Both triangular and Gaussian function in combination 
of the two modified sigmoid MFs have obtained higher 
prediction accuracy. If we compare the fuzzy algorithm and 
compare with the classical classification algorithms, than we 
can see the only for the Saturated Oxygen WQC. Better 
classification accuracy by the fuzzy classification algorithm is 
achieved by sigmoid and triangular MF, for conductivity and 
pH respectively. It is important to note, that the classification 
accuracy for some of the models obtained by the fuzzy 
algorithm is some case is more than 5% accuracy. If we pay 
attention in the variants of the fuzzy algorithm, the simple PT 
variants have achieved better descriptive and predictive 
accuracy. Saturated Oxygen WQC gained low performance, 
because the shape of the MF is not suitable for this WQC. 
However, it remains in focus for our future research. 

B. Interpretation of the diatom models 

In the previous section, we have compared the performance 
of the algorithm, and base on the results in this section we 
present several fuzzy diatom models and their interpretation.  

Fig. 1. Diatom model obtained for the fresh -Conductivity WQC 

In order to achieve better interpretation and the 
compatibility with the Water Framework Directive, we 
restricted the number of fuzzy terms to 5. All the models that 
are presented use experimental setup 2. The diatom model 
shown in Fig. 1 can be converted into rule which is stated 
below. 

Rules1: IF Conductivity WQ class is fresh THEN 
(Cyclotella ocellata (COCE) is Very Good Indicator 
OWG<0.6> Staurosirella pinnata (STPNN) is Bad Indicator) 
OR Navicula prespanense (NPRE) is Bad Indicator OWG 
<0.23> Cavinula scutelloides (CSCU) is Excellent Indicator 
OR CSCU is Bad Indicator OR CJUR is Bad Indicator. The 
model has highest similarity of 57.49%. 

From Rule1 it can be easily seen that the two main diatoms 
CSCU and COCE, especially CSCU with higher abundant 
than the COCE diatom can be found in the water were 
Conductivity class is fresh. According the tree model, bad 
indicator or these diatoms cannot be found in fresh waters are 
STPNN, NPRE and CJUR diatoms. According the tree model, 
bad indicator or these diatoms cannot be found in fresh waters 
are STPNN, NPRE and CJUR diatoms. 

Fig. 2. Diatom model obtained for the β-mesosaprobous Saturated Oxygen  

The rule induced from tree shown in Fig. 2 states: 
Rule2: IF Saturated Oxygen WQ class is β-

mesosaprobous THEN (Navicula rotunda (NROT) is Bad 
Indicator OWG<0.47> Staurosirella pinnata (CPLA) is Bad 
Indicator) OR Navicula subrotundata (NSROT) is Bad 
Indicator AND NPRE is Good Indicator AND CPLA is 
Very Good Indicator AND STPNN is Very Good ad 
Indicator. The model has highest similarity of 53.67%. 

This model tree shows that three diatoms can be found to 
exist in β-mesosaprobous waters. According to the tree model, 
the CPLA and STPNN diatoms are more likely to be found 
with NPRE in these waters.  

C. Spatial fuzzy diatom models 

The diatom model given in Fig. 1, shows the leaf 4 as 
spatial fuzzy model (see Fig. 3) in order to investigate the 
spatial information. According to the model, the NPRE diatom 
can be relative good indicator for low level concentration of 
metals in locations L4, L6 and L5 while other location high 
concentration of metals (Cu, Mg, Mn and Zn) especially Zn is 
suitable for this diatom. Eutrophication parameters (nitrogen 
and phosphorus) for almost all measuring station are low. 
According the model, not for all the stations can be seen a 
model that is because there is no data for them. Each leaf from 
the diatom model can be represented with GIS, in this way for 
all the diatoms can be found the indicating properties. 
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Fig. 3. Spatial fuzzy model for the NPRE diatom for fresh  Conductivity WQ 

class. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented an algorithms, as we show 
in this research can be used for extraction of knowledge from 
measured dataset. The experiments on the WQC diatom dataset 
showed that provided sigmoid MF outperform models that use 
trapezoidal, triangular or Gaussian in terms of prediction 
accuracy for some WQC. Also, we compared the prediction 
accuracy between the proposed method and the ordinary crisp 
classification algorithms and showed improvement of the 
classification accuracy for some of the WQC datasets. The 
experimental evaluation of the experimental results show that 
the average prediction accuracy for the sigmoid MF is greater 
than the classical crisp classifiers. In terms of interpretability, 
the obtained models are easy interpretable and as the GIS 
models shown they can be used for spatial information 
representation. 

Based on these results, we can conclude that the developing 
of more MFs is important to increase the classification 
accuracy of the models. Also, novel similarity metrics are also 
needed to increase the accuracy. This will lead to more spatial 
model that will express the important of the GIS modelling. 
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Abstract—Providing patients with convenient health facilities
at a low cost has always been a great challenge for health
service providers. Moreover, the fast changing life style of the
modern world and the problem of aging society pose an urgent
need to modernize such facilities. The emphasis has to be paid
on providing health monitoring in out-of-hospital conditions for
elderly people and patients who require regular supervision,
particularly in remote areas. One of the health parameters that
need to be controlled is blood sugar. Out of control blood
sugar levels can lead to serious short term problems such
as hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, or diabetic ketoacidosis. The
recommendation algorithm evaluated in this paper incorporates
collaboration and classification techniques in order to generate
recommendations and suggestions for the physical activities that
the users should carry out in order to improve their health. In
this paper we have shown how the proposed algorithm can be
implemented in real-world situations and we have successfully
evaluated it using generic data based on realistic modeling of
food intake influence over the blood glucose level.

Index Terms—health care, recommendation algorithm, evalu-
ation, modeling, parameter regulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Terms "telemedicine" or "telehealth" encompass a wide

range of services that use information and communication

technologies to either provide care, or support care provided

electronically over a geographic distance. In that way, tele-

health can save lives, reduce costs and improve patient access

to care.

Information and communication technologies has become

indispensable to health workers, as the volume and complexity

of knowledge and information have outstripped the ability of

health professionals to function optimally without the support

of information management tools [1]. So, there is an urgent

need for information and communication tools that can gather

information from multiple sources and provide a new point of

view of human health. Information and communication tech-

nologies make it possible to bridge the gap and time barriers

in the flow of health information and knowledge, allowing

every involved part in the health process to have access to

the information. This approach provides the knowledge of

the individual to contribute effectively to the improvement

in human health. But also, helps the collective knowledge

effectively to solve health problems on individual level and

globally.

A huge implication for health has the vision of the ubiqui-

tous computing. These technologies support systems that pro-

vide services for continuous health monitoring of the patients

and communication with health centers [2]. Developing an

information system that offers continuous monitoring of health

data, food intake and patients’ environment is very important

for both, healthcare providers and patients. Such systems could

also support the process of decision making by searching

through large amounts of health data and facts, classifying

them and identifying issues that are directly relate to a given

medical condition. So, they could offer citizens to be directly

involved in their health care, providing information that will

assist in making decisions about their own health [3]. More-

over, patients will have a greater role in the decision making

processes related to their health as they could be empowered

with the ability to gain access and manage information that

fits with their personalized needs, and ultimately, to shape their

health as a reflection of the whole community.

COHESY [4] uses bionetwork, mobile, web and broadband

technologies. Bionetwork is implemented by various body

sensors that measure the value of the patients’ health pa-

rameters. Broadband mobile technology provides movements

of electronic care environment easily between locations and

internet-based storage of data allows moving location of sup-

port. Different sensors could be connected to a mobile device

(for example smartphone) and an application installed on the

device could read the sensor data. Sensors are considered as

relevant source of data. They are also used to confirm users’

feedback (e.g. description of activity). The use of a social

network allows communication between users with same or

similar condition and exchange of their experiences. This

system model has simple graphical interfaces that provide
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easy use and access not only for the young, but also for

elderly users. It has more purpose and includes use by multiple

categories of users (patients with different diagnoses). Some

of its advantages are scalability and ability of data information

storing when communication link fail. COHESY is interoper-

able system that allow data share between different systems

and databases.

The recommendation algorithm [5] is part of the social

network in COHESY. This algorithm uses the data read by

the bionetwork, the data about the user’s physical activities

(gathered by the mobile application), user’s medical record

(obtained from clinical centre) and the data contained in

the user profile on the social network (so far based on the

knowledge of the social network). The main purpose of this

algorithm is to find the dependency of the users’ health con-

dition and physical activities they perform. So, the algorithm

generates recommendations for the physical activities that the

users should carry out in order to improve their health. In

order to generate recommendations the algorithm incorporates

collaboration and classification techniques. The classification

algorithms are used on datasets from the health history of

users for grouping the users based on their similarity. Use of

classified data when generating the recommendation provides

more relevant recommendations because they are enacted on

knowledge for users with similar medical conditions and

reference parameters.

In this paper we are using simulations on generated data

to see how different types of activities are affecting the

accuracy of the algorithm. The generated data consists of

information about activities (most important are date and type

of activity) and information about the measurements (date

of measurements and parameter value). On the basis of the

activities and measurements, our recommendation algorithm

should determine which type of activity has bigger influence

on the change of the blood glucose levels. This experimental

result can lead us to explore the domain where the algorithm

would have the best utilization.

In the next section experimental methodology and result will

be discussed. The third section is the conclusion of the paper.

II. EVALUATION OF THE ALGORITHM

In this evaluation we want to determine which type of

activity has bigger influence on the change of the blood

glucose levels. We want to evaluate our algorithm and to

calculate its accuracy in different phases of the simulation. We

would also like to explore how the accuracy changes when we

change some of the parameters in our simulator.

A. Methodology

The data used in our experiments is provided by a simulator.

We did a simulation where we simulate the influence of the

food intake and the activities on the change of the blood

glucose level. We assume that after food intake, first there is

big increase and after that there is small decrease of the blood

glucose level. It is important that in absence of activities, food

intake should increase the value of the blood glucose after

Figure 1. Blood glucose levels in three days if we assume that there are two
food intakes each day (breakfast and lunch) and there are no activities.

Figure 2. Fig. 2. Blood glucose levels if we assume that there are 4 activities
of two types. The first type (yellow) has larger influence on the parameter
value and the second type (green) has smaller influence on the parameter
value, although both types of activities have the same peak value.

sufficiently long time. We simulate two food intakes in each

day: breakfast and lunch. Lunch has bigger influence on the

blood glucose level than breakfast. This can be seen on Fig.

1.

Activities have opposite effect on the change of the param-

eter value. In our simulation we use two types of activities.

Both types of activities decrease the blood glucose levels. On

Fig. 2 we can see the impact of the activities on the blood

glucose levels when there is no food intake.

Our simulator has 11 parameters. The initial parameter

values are chosen by observation and they are used as ref-

erence parameters. Changing the default parameter values and

repeating the experiments which are described later should not

change the conclusions that will be made.

• pb - peak of the breakfast influence (default: 1)

• cb - change of the blood glucose levels after sufficiently

long time caused by breakfast (default: 0.3)

• pl - peak of the lunch influence (default: 2)

• cl - change of the blood glucose levels after sufficiently

long time caused by lunch (default: 0.5)

• pf - peak of the first type of activity (default: -1)
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Figure 3. Change of the blood glucose levels during one simulation.

Figure 4. On the graph we can see the data that is provided to the
recommendation algorithm. The moments when the first type of activity
has occurred are denoted with blue vertical lines. The moments when the
second type of activity has occurred are denoted with red vertical lines. The
measurements are denoted with green circles.

• cf - change of the blood glucose levels after sufficiently

long time caused by the first type of activity (default:

-0.5)

• ps - peak of the second type of activity (default: -1)

• cs - change of the blood glucose levels after sufficiently

long time caused by the second type of activity (default:

-0.3)

• L - Length of the simulation in days (default: 20 days)

• M - Number of measurements (default: 30)

• N - Number of activities of each type

We have decided that we will have the same number of

activities of each type and that the expected change of the

blood glucose levels after sufficiently long time is zero when

there we include the food intakes and the activities in our

simulation. We can calculate N in this way:

N =
−L · (cb + cl)

cf + cs
(1)

For the default values of the parameters N = 20. We

generated the activities and measurements at random moments.

The change of the blood glucose levels during one simulation

is shown on Fig. 3. The data that is provided to the recom-

mendation algorithm (activities and measurements) is shown

on Fig. 4.

B. Results and analysis

In different scenarios we have changed the values of

the parameters and we have observed how the accuracy of

our recommendation algorithm changes as the time of the

simulation increases. For each scenario we have performed

10,000 simulations. In every simulation we have used the

recommendation algorithm at different phases to find the type

of activity that causes bigger decrease of the blood glucose

levels.

In the simulations with the default parameter values (blue

line on Fig. 5), we can observe high accuracy at the start

of the simulations (80%). This is expected because at the

start of the simulations, there are fewer activities that have

influence on the blood glucose levels and this is why it is

easier for the recommendation to recognize the type of activity

which causes bigger decrease of the parameter value. As the

time goes by, the accuracy decreases. This is because the

parameter value is influenced by more activities as the time

goes by, so it becomes more difficult for the recommendation

algorithm to determine which activity had the biggest effect

on the parameter value. After five days the function reaches its

minimum. In the following days the accuracy of the algorithm

increases because there is bigger amount of data available. In

the end of the simulations, the accuracy reaches 58%. We

compare the results of this experiment with the results from 7

types of simulations with changed parameter values:

• cf = −0.9, cs = −0.7 - we increase the change of the

blood glucose levels after sufficiently long time caused

by both types of activity by a constant (Fig. 5a)

• cb = 0.7, cl = −0.9 - we increase the change of the

blood glucose levels after sufficiently long time caused

by breakfast and lunch by a constant (Fig. 5b)

• cf = −0.9, cs = −0.3 - we increase the change of the

blood glucose levels after sufficiently long time caused

by both types of activity and the increase for the first

type of activity is bigger (Fig. 5c)

• ti = 6 - we increase the length of the period in which

the stable influence of the activities is achieved (Fig. 5d)

• pb = 2, pl = 3 - we increase the magnitude of the peaks

of the breakfast influence and the lunch influence by a

constant (Fig. 5e)

• pf = −2, ps = −2 - we increase the magnitude of the

peaks of both types of activities by a constant (Fig. 5f)

• cf = −2, cs = −1.5 - we increase the magnitude of

the peaks of both types of activities and the increase of

the magnitude of the peak of the first type of activity is

bigger (Fig. 5g)

From Fig. 5 we can see that the only case when there is

significant difference between the reference results and the

results obtained from the simulations with changed parameter

values is when there is bigger difference between the changes

of the blood glucose levels after sufficiently long time caused

by the first and the second type of activity (Fig. 5c). In this

case, the algorithm reaches 80% accuracy in the end of the

simulations. These results were as expected. However, it is

surprising that the results from the other six experiments were

very similar to the results from the reference experiment. From

Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b we can conclude that if we increase the

values of cf , cs, cb and cl by a constant, then the accuracy of

the algorithm does not change. From Fig. 5d we can conclude
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Figure 5. Accuracy as a function of the time of simulation. Blue line represents the results obtained from the simulations with default parameter values.
Red line represents the results obtained from simulations with changed parameter values: a) cf = −0.9, cs = −0.7 b) cb = 0.7, cl = 0.9 c) cf = −0.9,
cs = −0.3 d) ti = 6 e) pb = 2, pl = 3 f) pf = −2, ps = −2 g) pf = −2, ps = −1.5.

that if we increase ti we will obtain lower accuracy. From

Fig. 5e we can conclude that if we increase the values of pb

and pl by a constant the accuracy is not changed. However, if

we decrease the values of pf and ps by a constant, we obtain
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lower accuracy. On the other side, we decreased the values

of pf and ps by different amounts and we observed that in

this case the accuracy is not changed (Fig. 5g). This means

that the magnitude of the peak has considerable effect on

the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm. Better results

would be achieved if pf − ps > T and cf − cs > T or

pf − ps < T and cf − cs < T where T is some threshold.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a method that could be used

to regulate blood glucose levels by recommending relevant ac-

tivities. We have introduced a simulation model in which food

intake and two types of activities have influence on the blood

glucose levels in a specific way. We have shown that when

there are few activities, the recommendation system could

easily determine the needed activity. Also, bigger accuracy

is achieved when there is a lot of data. When the amount of

data is not sufficiently small, the algorithm shows its worst

performance. We have tested how the accuracy changes when

we change the values of the simulation parameters. The results

show that the accuracy is larger if one of the activities has

bigger peak and causes more significant change of the blood

glucose levels after sufficiently long time than the other one.

In our future work, we could make simulations with different

mathematical models for the activity influence.
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Abstract—The proposed protein function prediction 

methods are mostly based on sequence or structure protein 

similarity and do not take into account the semantic similarity 

extracted from protein knowledge databases such as Gene 

Ontology. Many studies have shown that identification of 

protein complexes or functional modules can be effectively 

done by clustering protein interaction network (PIN). A 

significant number of proteins in such PIN remain 

uncharacterized and predicting their function remains a major 

challenge in system biology. In this paper we present a 

“semantic driven” clustering approach for protein function 

prediction by using both semantic similarity metrics and the 

whole network topology of a PIN. We apply hierarchical 

clustering combined with several semantic similarity metrics as 

a weight factor in the distance-clustering matrix. Protein 

functions are assigned based on cluster information. Results 

reveal improvement over standard non-semantic similarity 

metric. 

Keywords— semantic similarity, protein function prediction, 

Gene Ontology, hierarchical clustering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, most of the similarity-based methods for 
determining protein function rely on protein’s sequence or 
structure. Unfortunately, the big drawback of these methods 
is that structure/sequence similarity is not directly related to 
the protein function, since proteins with significant 
structure/sequence similarity can have different functions. 
Furthermore, proteins with different ancestors and no 
significant sequence similarity can have the same function, 
due to evolution. 

One of the most important challenges of molecular 
biology is finding a method for extracting protein function 
and protein similarity knowledge, consisted in the great 
amount of protein and genome data in well-known protein 
databases. An important breakthrough in protein annotation 
is the creation of the Gene Ontology (GO)[1], the most 
famous bio-ontology; structured and controlled vocabulary 
for describing gene and protein products. The GO, structured 
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), defines a set of terms 
used for protein annotation. The GO-annotated interacting 
proteins can be used as a fertile basis for performing 
semantic driven protein comparison. This type of comparison 
is called semantic similarity, and is based on the structure of 
the GO and the relations between its terms, focusing on the 
semantic similarity between the terms themselves. It is still 
not clear which is the best way to calculate semantic 
similarity considering the current bio-ontologies, but several 

metrics have been proposed to calculate protein semantic 
similarity in the context of the GO[1],[2]. 

A protein interaction network (PIN) consists of nodes 
representing proteins, and edges representing interactions 
between proteins. Such networks are stochastic as edges are 
weighted with the probability of interaction. There is more 
information in a PIN compared to sequence or structure 
alone. A network provides a global view of the context of 
each gene/protein. Hence, our computational function 
prediction is characterized by the use of a protein’s 
interaction context within the network to predict its 
functions.  

It has been shown that clustering PINs is an effective 
approach to understand the relationship between the 
organization of a network and its function [3]. Clustering in 
PIN is to group the proteins into sets (clusters) that 
demonstrate greater similarity among proteins in the same 
cluster than in different clusters. Since biological functions 
can be carried out by particular groups of genes and proteins, 
dividing networks into naturally grouped parts (clusters or 
communities) is an essential way to investigate some 
relationships between the function and topology of networks 
or to reveal hidden knowledge behind them. 

There are many clustering techniques proposed, but 
usually standard clustering algorithms are the most effective. 
In this paper we use hierarchical [4] clustering algorithm for 
standard protein clustering without the use of PIN, and for 
graph clustering with the use of PIN. Semantic similarity is 
added to these clustering techniques as a distance metric in 
the distance matrix. The aim is to present our work for 
evaluating the semantic similarity metrics and presenting a 
new system for protein function prediction by the use of this 
clustering algorithm based on semantic similarity. For a 
given protein the system can determine similar proteins 
based on functional (semantic) similarity, and our goal is to 
see the impact of semantic similarity metrics on determining 
protein function.   

In section 2 we present a related work of the existing 
semantic similarity metrics that will be used, while section 3 
will give the proposed system architecture for protein 
function prediction based on the semantic similarity metrics 
and the whole network topology using the semantic driven 
hierarchical clustering algorithm. Section 4 presents 
experimental results and a discussion of the way that 
semantic similarity metrics influence the prediction process. 
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 
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II. OVERVIEW OF SEMANTIC SIMILARITY METRICS 

Several approaches are available to quantify semantic 
similarity between terms or annotated entities in an ontology 
represented as a DAG such as GO. There are essentially two 
types of methods for comparing terms in a graph-structured 
ontology: edge-based, that use the edges and their types as 
data source; and node-based, in which the main data sources 
are the nodes and their properties. 

Edge-based approaches are based mainly on counting the 
number of edges in the graph path between two terms. The 
most common technique is the distance, that selects either 
the shortest path or the average of all paths, when more than 
one path exists. This technique gives a metric of the distance 
between two terms, which can be easily converted into a 
similarity metric. While this approach is intuitive, terms at 
the same depth do not necessarily have the same specificity, 
and edges at the same level do not necessarily represent the 
same semantic distance, therefore in this paper we do not 
take these metrics into account. 

A. Node-based metrics 

Node-based approaches are mainly based on comparing 
the properties of the terms involved, which can be related to 
the terms themselves, their ancestors, or their descendants. 
The most commonly used concept in these approaches is 
information content (IC), which gives a measure how 
specific and informative a term is. The IC of a term c is 
defined as the negative log likelihood –log p(c), where p(c) is 
the probability of occurrence of c in a specific 
knowledgebase, being normally estimated by its frequency of 
annotation. The use of IC is important because it is more 
probable (and less meaningful) that two gene products share 
a commonly used term than an uncommonly used term. 

Four most common node-based semantic similarity 
metrics include Resnik’s, Lin’s, Jiang and Conrath’s and 
Relevance metric. They were originally developed for the 
WordNet, and then applied to GO. The definition of Resnik 
metric [6] is the similarity between two terms as the IC of 
their most informative common ancestor (MICA) as the 
following: 

)(),( 21Re MICAs cICccsim =                              (1) 

Resnik’s metric does not take into account how distant 

are the terms from their common ancestor. To consider that 

distance, Lin’s metric [6] is defined as: 

simLin (c1, c2 ) = 2* IC(cMICA )

IC(c1)+ IC(c2 )
                         (2) 

Jiang and Conrath’s metric [7] is based on Resnik's metric 

considering the IC of the two terms compared as in Lin's 

metric. It is defined as follows: 

 

simJC (c1, c2 ) =1− IC(c1)+ IC(c2 )−2 * IC(cMICA )
          (3) 

Another metric used is the relevance similarity metric [8], 

which is based on Lin's metric, but uses the probability of 

annotation of the MICA as a weighting factor to provide 

graph placement: 

simRe l (c1,c2 ) = simLin (c1,c2 )*(1− p(cMICA ))             (4) 

B. Hybrid metrics 

Furthermore, there are hybrid methods that combine the 

two types of methods for semantic similarity, and they give 

weights to the GO nodes or edges according to their type. In 

this paper, for the purpose of protein function prediction, we 

use two semantic similarity hybrid metrics: Wang's [9] and 

Shortest path [10] semantic similarity metric. 

In Wang's metric [9] each edge is given a weight 

according to the type of developed relationship. For a given 

term and its ancestor, a semantic contribution of the ancestor 

to the term is defined, as the product of all edge weights in 

the “best” path from the ancestor to the term, where the 

“best” path is the one that maximizes the product. Semantic 

similarity between two terms is then calculated by summing 

the semantic contributions of all common ancestors to each 

of the terms and dividing by the total semantic contribution 

of each term's ancestors to that term. 

Shortest Path semantic similarity metric [10] uses a 

shortest path algorithm between terms in GO and gives 

weights to the terms as a reciprocal value of their IC. The 

distance between two terms is given by: 
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where path1(path2) is the shortest path between term c1(c2) 

with its MICA, and t1(t2) are the terms on path1(path2). 
Semantic similarity is defined as 

simSP (c1, c2 ) =1−distSP (c1, c2 )
                  (6) 

III. PROTEIN FUNCTION PREDICTION SYSTEM 

ARCHITECTURE 

In our developed approach function prediction process is 
consisted of few steps: preprocessing; semantic matrix 
formulation; protein clustering and function prediction; and 
results evaluation. Fig. 1 shows the developed protein 
function prediction system architecture using semantic 
clustering algorithm. The preprocessing step [11] is made to 
get a highly reliably dataset. Following, semantic similarity 
between each protein pair is computed to formulate the 
dataset semantic similarity matrix. This means that we use 
the semantic similarity as a weighting factor while 
computing protein distance. 
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Fig. 1. Protein function prediction system architecture using semantic clustering algorithm. 

We consider two scenarios: protein function prediction 
using standard hierarchical clustering without the use of PIN, 
and protein function prediction using PIN graph hierarchical 
clustering. In the former scenario, each protein pair semantic 
similarity matrix is an input to the hierarchical clustering 
algorithm as a distance matrix.  

In the latter, the graph representing the PIN is weighted 
with the semantic similarity matrix where the weight shows 
the semantic protein distance (or the probability of 
interaction between protein pairs). The resulting semantic 
similarity matrix is an input to the graph hierarchical 
clustering algorithm. 

After the clustering, we set up a strategy for annotating a 
query protein with the adequate functions according to the 
functions of the proteins in its cluster. Each function is 
ranked by its frequency of appearance as an annotation for 
the proteins in the cluster. This rank is calculated by (7) and 
it is then normalized in the range from 0 to 1. 

∑ ∈∈ =
Ki ijFj zjf )(                              (7) 

where F is the set of functions present in the cluster K, and 





=
otherwise

FfromjfunctionhasKfromiproteinif
z ij

,0

,1    

(8) 

In our proposed approach the previously explained 
Resnik’s, Lin’s, Relevance, JC’s, Wang's and Shortest Path 
metrics are used in the SS matrix, and therefore, evaluated 
with the semantic driven protein function prediction 
algorithm. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the needs of this paper the dataset and the PIN data 

are compiled, pre-processed and purified from a number of 

established datasets, like: DIP, MIPS, MINT, BIND and 

BioGRID. The used dataset is believed to be highly reliable 

and consists of 2502 proteins from the interactome of the 

baker's yeast has 12708 interactions between them and are 

annotated with a total of 888 functional labels [11]. For the 

purposes of evaluating the proposed methods, the largest 

connected component of this dataset is used, which consists 

of 2146 proteins. 

Each protein in the dataset is streamed through the 

prediction process one at a time as a query protein. The 

query protein is considered un-annotated, that is we employ 

the leave-one out method. Each of the algorithms works in a 

fashion that ranks the “proximity” of the possible functions 

to the query protein. The ranks are scaled between 0 and 1 

as explained in 3. The query protein is annotated with all 

functions that have rank above a previously determined 

threshold ω. For example, for ω=0, the query protein is 

assigned with all the function present in its cluster. We 

change the threshold with step 0.1 and compute numbers of 

true-positives (TP), true-negatives (TN), false-positives (FP) 

and false-negatives (FN). For a single query protein we 

consider the TP to be the number of correctly predicted 

functions, and for the whole PIN and a given value of ω, the 

TP number would be the total sum of all single protein TPs. 

To compare performance between different algorithms we 

use standard measures as sensitivity (9) and false positive 

rate (10). Experiments were performed with different 

number of clusters and cutting; however, we conclude that 

the cutting in hierarchical clustering does not affect the 

results with different semantic similarity metrics. 

sensitivity = TP

TP + FN                              (9) 

TNFP

FP
fpr

+
=

                               (10) 

For the purpose of comparing semantic similarity metrics 
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with other non-similarity metrics we apply cosine similarity 

between proteins for the experiments that don’t involve PIN 

and minimal hop distance between proteins for those that 

involve the PIN. 

The experiments were made for protein function 

prediciton using hierarchical clustering of the dataset with 

and without PIN. It is evident from table 1, that there is 

nonhomogeneity in the results with different semantic 

similarity metrics. The sensitivity for  ω =0 varies from 

65% for Resnic'c metric to 99% for Lin's and JC's metrics. 

In addition, the false positive rate varies from metric to 

metric. Table 1 shows that in the case of protein function 

prediction based on hierarchical clustering without PIN, the 

shortest path semantic similarity metric gives a decrease in 

the false positive rate of 55% compared to the standard non-

semantic cosine metric, and a highest AUC value. 

Therefore, here we conclude that using a hybrid metric 

without PIN, is the best option. 

TABLE I: PROTEIN FUNCTION PREDICTION RESULTS BASED ON SEMANTIC HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING WITHOUT PIN 

 

М ω = 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 AUC 

Resnik 
sen 0.6575 0.4714 0.3340 0.2602 0.1236 0.0747 0.0308 

0.684 
fpr 0.4451 0.1111 0.0486 0.0301 0.0085 0.004 0.0005 

Lin 
sen 0.9951 0.7381 0.5409 0.4198 0.2385 0.0979 0.0379 

0.7897 
fpr 0.8627 0.2568 0.1214 0.0748 0.0314 0.0103 0.0032 

Rel 
sen 0.7333 0.5195 0.3553 0.2656 0.112 0.0561 0.0202 

0.6889 
fpr 0.5746 0.1396 0.0612 0.0369 0.0097 0.0039 0.0007 

JC 
sen 0.9937 0.7405 0.5423 0.4219 0.2341 0.1013 0.0344 

0.7955 
fpr 0.8428 0.2487 0.119 0.0737 0.0296 0.0101 0.0031 

Wang 
sen 0.9025 0.6695 0.5156 0.4058 0.222 0.126 0.0601 

0.7339 
fpr 0.846 0.2377 0.1197 0.0767 0.0268 0.0123 0.0035 

ShPath 
sen 0.8166 0.628 0.4886 0.3997 0.2802 0.2044 0.1546 

0.8152 
fpr 0.3736 0.0934 0.0412 0.0254 0.0077 0.0036 0.0005 

Cosine 
sen 0.9246 0.6750 0.5118 0.4076 0.2148 0.1111 0.039 

0.7429 
fpr 0.8455 0.241 0.1199 0.0778 0.026 0.0097 0.0027 

 
TABLE II: PROTEIN FUNCTION PREDICTION RESULTS BASED ON SEMANTIC HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING WITH PIN 

 

М ω = 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 AUC 

Resnik 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.9840 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 

Lin 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.984 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 

Rel 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.984 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 

JC 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.984 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 

Wang 
sen 0.9851 0.7106 0.5322 0.4122 0.224 0.1197 0.0456 

0.7432 
fpr 0.9954 0.2787 0.1464 0.0888 0.0355 0.0165 0.005 

ShPath 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.984 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 

Min 
sen 0.9996 0.7177 0.5351 0.4182 0.2114 0.0969 0.0209 

0.7549 
fpr 0.984 0.2799 0.139 0.0899 0.03 0.0111 0.0029 
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Fig. 2. ROC curves for evaluation of annotation using semantic hierarchical clustering without PIN 

                                                                                              

Figure 2 shows the semantic similarity metrics 

comparison ROC curves for evaluation of annotation using 

semantic hierarchical clustering without PIN.  

Table 2 shows protein function prediction results for 

sensitivity and false positive rate, based on semantic 

hierarchical clustering with protein interaction network. It is 

evident from the table 2 that in this case only semantic 

similarity metrics don't give an improvement in the AUC 

value, which indicates that with graph clustering, semantic 

similarity metrics do not affect the protein function 

prediction process. Also, this shows that semantic similarity 

metrics have a bigger impact on protein function prediction 

based on hierarchical clustering of the dataset without the 

use of PIN, compared to protein graph hierarchical 

clustering with the use of PIN. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A new method for protein function prediction using 

semantic similarity metrics with and without protein 

interaction networks was presented. It is based on a 

clustering algorithm (hierarchical clustering) using a 

semantic similarity metric as a weight factor in the distance 

clustering matrix. The influence of 6 different semantic 

similarity metrics was evaluated with the protein data. 

Experiments revealed that the prediction accuracy of the 

method based on protein clustering without PIN with the use 

of hybrid semantic similarity metrics outperforms the use of 

other standard non-semantic similarity metrics. However, 

with PIN data and graph clustering, results show that 

semantic similarity metrics do not influence overall protein 

function prediction, but only give a small decrease in the 

false positive rate. High sensitivity gives a high false 

positive rate, therefore, the decrease of the false positive rate 

is a significant result. These results show the future need of 

detecting true protein interactions in PINs with the help of 

other semantic similarity metrics.  
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Abstract—This paper presents the process of creating a 

mobile robotic vehicle powered by solar energy. It also elaborates 

the process of using solar panels to supply the controller with 

energy and presents some intelligent decisions using its sensors 

and actuators. The platform is made of Lego Technic Bricks and 

uses Arduino controller connected with different sensors and 

actuators. The paper explains the sustainable usage of the robotic 

system in real environment. This paper also gives some insight on 

how this system can be improved, how different algorithms can 

be applied and how this robot can be used in the environment. 

Keywords—self-sustainable; robotic vehicle; solar panels; sun 

tracking; 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the past two decades, many self-sustainable robots have 
been built mainly to execute various jobs that humans are 
unable to do. The first such robots are the rovers that were sent 
on Mars: Sojourner (1997) [1], Mars Exploration Rover - 
MER (2004), Spirit and Opportunity (2008), Mars Science 
Laboratory – MSL (2009) [2] and Curiosity (2012). Other 
self-sustainable robotic systems are used for exploration of 
areas that are uncommon to humans: LORAX (2005) [3], used 
for exploring microbes in Antarctica, and Zoë (2005) used for 
discovering life in Atacama Desert [4]. All of these robots are 
highly efficient, intelligent and precisely made to do some 
particular job. Many such solutions are built in smaller scales, 
in laboratory and home environments. One of these efforts is 
described in this paper. This paper presents a solution for 
creating a self-sustainable robot that can easily be modified 
during each stage of development. The work presented here is 
a follow up on our previous work [5]. 

The benefit of using renewable energies is the fact that 
they can be used again and again, with little consideration for 
the reserves. In other words, we have infinite amount of 
energy to harvest. According to a study given in [6], solar 
energy is the greatest energy source giving a total (including 
the loss in the clouds) of 23,000 TWy/year which is 25 times 
more than the total reserves of coal (900 TWy). If it is 
assumed that the robots are indestructible, those who use the 
solar energy (or other renewable energy) as their main energy 
source can live and operate eternally. This is the starting point 
in this research, which represents an experiment in creating 

robotic platform that can use the solar energy as a driving 
force. 

The paper is organized in several sections. First, the 
physical construction of the body is discussed, describing the 
LEGO bricks as solution for building robots with body that 
can be easily changed by adding or removing LEGO 
structures. In this part also all the other sensors and actuators 
are given. After that the modeling of intelligent behaviour is 
presented. The possible further modifications are discussed in 
the future work section. The last part concludes the paper. 

 

Fig. 1. The updated robotic system made of Lego bricks, Arduino controller, 

various circuits, sensors and actuators 

II. BUILDING THE ROBOTIC PLATFORM 

In our previous work, a robotic platform has been 
presented which consists of LEGO bricks as the main rigid 
body capable of upgrading. PV (photovoltaic) solar panels 
were the main energy supply for the 5V electromotor which 
move the robotic system. Since then the robot has been 
upgraded. The complete upgraded robotics platform is 
presented in Fig. 1. The robot was improved by adding an 
Arduino controller, two new electromotors used to move the 
system in all planar directions, an integrated chip that manage 
the use of different voltages and four photo-resistors used for 
modeling the intelligence. In the following sections all of 
these parts (Fig. 2) are presented in details. 
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Fig. 2. Parts of the robotic system 

For energy supply of the system that is renewable, solar 
energy is used, harvested by photovoltaic panels. 32 small 
(3cm X 4cm) solar panels are used producing 2 volts and 0.04 
amperes and giving a total of 0.08 watts. These panels are 
grouped in two groups connected in series, each containing 16 
small panels connected in parallel. In this way, the total of 4 
volts and 0.64 amperes are produced, giving 2.56 watts. 

The brain of each robot is its main controller. For this 
robot the Arduino Leonardo controller is used. Arduino 
Leonardo controller has ATmega32u4 processor with memory 
of 32 KB. It operates on 5 volts and the recommended input 
voltage is 7 – 12V. This controller has 6 input analog channels 
and 14 input/output digital channels. Seven of the digital 
channels can be used for PWM (pulse-width modulation). 
Since this controller required 7 – 12 volts to operate and the 
produced voltage by the solar panel are approximately 4V, an 
additional 9V battery is added on the system to supply the 
controller. This implies the fact that at this stage of 
development the system is not completely autonomous since it 
has non-rechargeable battery powering the controller. 
However, the main consumers of energy in the system are the 
motors, and they use the renewable energy from the panels. 
Since the controller does not require lot of energy, this battery 
will last a long time and it will determine the lifetime of the 
robot until it is replaced. 

The motion of the robot is provided by using two servo 
electromotors HEXTRONIK HXT900 9GR. One of them is 
used for moving the vehicle forward and backward and the 
other is used to control the directions left and right. The first 
motor has been modified since these motors have limited 
rotation by 180 degrees. By removing its embedded 
potentiometer, a plane, yet powerful electromotor was created 
that can move in both directions 360 degrees. The second 
motor was attached to a mechanism connected with the front 
wheels, and its job is to move the wheels by receiving 
commands from 0 to 180 degrees. The motors are the greatest 
energy consumers in this robotic system. By testing the system 
it is concluded that the servo motor, that moves the wheels left 
and right, has an easy job and does not requires lot of energy. 
On the other hand, the main electromotor that moves the 
system forward and backward requires greater amount of 
energy to move the system. 

The motors can be attached directly to the controller and 
drag energy of it. However, the controller is not capable of 
providing the required power for their movement. The 
decision was to separate the energy supply of the controller 
and the motors. This enables possibility of using different 
energy sources if needed, and makes the robot robust. For 
example, at night using solar energy is not an option, thus one 
can use different energy types for operating motors or 
controller if needed. 

 
Fig. 3. L293N chip along with the protective diodes and electromotors 

In order to provide a voltage from the panels but still 
control from the Arduino board, the L293-N integrated chip 
(fig. 3) is used. As shown in figure 3, L293-N contains four 
controllable modules for controlling four electromotors in one 
direction, two electromotors in both directions left and right or 
any combinations of the previous two modules. For this 
robotic system two modules are used for controlling the main 
electromotor in both left and right directions and one more 
module to control the servo motor. Along with the integrated 
chip, two diodes are needed to protect the chip from the 
induced current that is produced with the rotations of the 
motor. Pin 1 and 9 of the integrated chip are used as an on/off 
switch for the two motors. Pins 2, 7 and 15 are used for 
powering up the motors. The servo motor requires additional 
information from the controller about the degrees for rotation 
which is enabled by pin 11 of the Arduino controller. The 
complete abstracted circuit schematics can be seen on figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Abstracted schematics of the system 
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At the end, the light sensors are added to the robot, each 
set on a different side of it. They are directly connected to the 
analog inputs of the controller providing information about the 
intensity of the light in the area. Here, additional resistor is 
used, as shown in figure 4, to regulate the input information to 
the system. 

III. MODELING INTELLIGENCE 

Even nowadays defining the term intelligence is not 
simple. The intelligence involves many interconnected aspects 
like judgment, common sense, initiative, adoptability, 
emotions etc.  When an object is observed it can be said that 
the type and the number of the sensors play a big role in its 
intelligence. The Alien view theory says “If you live in a 
world where the main sensory input is infrared signal, you 
may consider humans as non-intelligent beings” [7]. 

Having only four sensors, our goal was to model the 
intelligent behaviour by allowing the system to follow the 
most intense light in four directions. The sensors are placed on 
the four edges of the PV solar panels.  

The main action of the robot is to move forward or 
backward. The system decides to move forward or backward 
depending on which sensors show bigger value of light 
received. Secondary movement is achieved by moving left and 
right. This movement only corrects the main action until the 
values of the both front or both back sensors show 
approximately same values (Fig. 5). After that is achieved the 
robot continues to move forward or backward until some 
different input from the sensors is received. If all of the 
sensors give approximately same values, the system will stop, 
showing that it is currently in the best surviving position. 

 
Fig. 5. Movement of the system 

The Arduino controller is easily programmable 
environment, using C programming language. For the servo 
motor there is a servo library which can be imported into the 
code, allowing the use of many useful functions that can move 
the servo motor. By directly writing the degree (from 0 to 180 
degrees) the servo motor moves the wheels left and right or 
straighten them so the robot can move in all directions.  

The light sensors (photo resistors) provide information 
about the light received with number from 0 to 1024. Every 
two seconds the values of the sensors are updated and the 
controller decides which action to take next depending on the 

input values. The values can be modified by changing the 
value or the resistor connected from the negative terminal of 
the sensor to the ground. 

IV. TESTING THE SYSTEM 

After assembling the system and packing its component in 
its compact body, some tests were provided to investigate the 
capabilities of the constructed robot. The system was tested on 
two different ways: outdoor and indoor. 

The system was placed in an open-spaced area on a sunny 
day and it was observed. The robot was showing intelligent 
behaviour by following the side of the sun. To test its ability to 
follow the light more precisely, the system was placed indoor 
and an additional light source was brought and a movement of 
the sun was simulated. The system successfully followed the 
light. 

Each of the motors require particular amount of energy. If 
the sun/light does not hit the panels directly, the voltage falls 
and the energy supply cannot support the system. This is taken 
into consideration for the next improvements steps where 
additional rechargeable battery will also support the motors. 

V. FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

The intelligence of a robotic system is connected with the 
number and types of sensors added to the system. First goal of 
improving this robotic vehicle is making it more intelligent by 
adding more sensors, flash memory and computational logic. 
This would help the robot better to perceive the surrounding 
environment and make more intelligent decisions. With more 
sensors also the logic of the robot will be more complex, 
making the system capable of dealing with various problems. 

The panels are the most productive when the angle 
between the sun’s rays hitting the panels are 90 degrees. In our 
future work it is planned a rotating panels to be placed which 
will rotate and follow the sun. 

Our robotic system can operate only when there is clear 
sun. Next thing to do is adding a battery as additional 
supporting power source to ensure the operability of the robot 
during night time or on a cloudy day. This way, the robot can 
operate during the day and also fill the battery, and when there 
is not enough sun it can rely on its additional power supply. 
When the battery is empty the system should stay in one 
position until the sun comes up again. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a robotic system that was built from 
Lego bricks, Arduino microcontroller, four sensors and two 
actuators. The goal was to model intelligent behaviour 
according to which the robot moves, using only small amount 
of sensors. The goal was reached by observing the positive 
results that were received from the tests. 

The effort presented here is important since the robots that 
operate on renewable energies have the ability to sustain and 
operate without human help in special environmental 
conditions. This imposes the application of working in 
dangerous environments such as destroyed nuclear stations, as 
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well as working in areas where living resources are low like 
deserts, polar regions, volcanoes and outer space. In such 
environments self-sustainable intelligent robots can explore, 
research, help victims and do many other useful things.  

The robot presented in this paper is not yet capable of 
operating under extreme conditions and in rough terrains, but 
it gives the idea of building such robot in home-made 
laboratory. It is proof that not only the world dominant robotic 
laboratories, but almost everyone can contribute in the process 
of building brighter future by creation self-sustainable systems 
that help humanity. 
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Abstract—Electric power companies can make best decisions 

in terms of unit commitment, planning of the generation and the 

maintenance of the system using electricity load forecasting. Also, 

it is of great importance that power companies have knowledge of 

the future demand with great accuracy in order to optimize the 

operation, minimize the financial risk and maximize the 

reliability of the system. Some algorithms for data mining play an 

important role in predicting energy consumption. In this paper 

the application of artificial neural networks as a tool for short-

term electricity load forecasting is analyzed.  

The model is applied to the data for the Macedonian hourly 

electricity consumption for a period of five years (from 2008 to 

2012). The data is divided into two groups of consumption: direct 

consumers (directly connected to the transmission network) and 

consumers connected to the distribution network. In this paper, a 

comparison of the error in the prediction of the electricity 

consumption of the first group with the error in the prediction of 

the consumption of the second group of consumers is made. Also, 

the results are compared with the corresponding predictions 

given by the Electricity Transmission System Operator of 

Macedonia (MEPSO).   

Keywords— artificial neural networks; electricity load 

forecasting; short-term forecasting 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Short-term load forecasting refers to minute, hour, day or 
week ahead predictions of the electric load. The forecasting of 
the load greatly improves the real-time control and the security 
of the system, as well as the efficiency of the system. Also, by 
having accurate prediction of the electric load, the price of the 
electric power can be significantly reduced. Especially, now 
after the liberalization of the electric power industry, these 
predictions play important role in decision making for both the 
power system operators and the market participants [1].    

Artificial neural networks are widely used for load forecasting. 
Generally, they do not require detailed information about the 
system. Instead they employ process of learning, by which the 
relationship between the input and the output variables is 
defined. During the learning phase, this complex input-output 
mapping does not require detailed programming and defining 
the linear or nonlinear relationships between the data sets [2]. 

They are solely able to ignore the information that has little 
significance to the output and to focus on the variables that 
have high influence on the output [3]. Furthermore, the neural 
networks are highly parallel, so the results are obtained at high 
speed [2].  

In this paper, the model of load forecasting using neural 
networks is applied to the data of the Macedonian hourly 
electricity consumption for a period of 5 years (2008-2012). 
The consumption data is divided into two groups. The first 
group is represented by the consumers that are directly 
connected to the electric power transmission network, which 
mainly involves the big industry companies. The second group 
represents the consumers that are connected to the distribution 
network, where one of the main consumers is the household 
sector. In this paper, it is analyzed which of these two groups is 
more predictable. The Electricity Transmission System 
Operator of Macedonia (MEPSO) provides information about 
their prediction of the electricity load for both groups [4]. So, 
the results of the neural network forecasts are compared to the 
forecasted values of the Macedonian system operator 
(MEPSO) and to the actual data.  

Short-term load forecasting using neural networks attracts 
much attention in the literature. In [5] the study of the part of 
the Turkish power system is analyzed. In [3] the Taiwan power 
system load is predicted and part of the Italian power system 
load is forecasted in [6] using neural networks. The model of 
neural networks is compared to other models as in [7], and 
modifications of the classical neural networks model is widely 
analyzed in the literature as it is in [8-11] 

The structure of the paper is the following. In the next section 
the application of the neural networks to electricity load 
forecasting is presented. In the third section the results and 
corresponding discussion are presented. The last chapter 
concludes the paper, and some plans for future work are 
described.    

II. NEURAL NETWORKS 

The most popular form of NN is the so called multi-layer 
feed-forward perceptron (MLP) structure, which means that the 
network is represented as a directed acyclic graph, whose 
structure has several layers - an input layer, one or several 
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hidden layers and an output layer. The input layer gathers the 
model’s inputs vector x while the output layer yields the 
model’s output vector y [8]. Usually there is only one hidden 
layer, because it is the best solution for the majority of the 
practical problems [5].  

There are neurons in the hidden layer which are activated by a 
non-linear function. Most usually the tangent hyperbolic 
function is used. [8] 

So, if there is a neural network with d input variables, h hidden 
layer neurons and a single linear output variable y, the non-
linear mapping between the input x and the output y is given by 
the following equation:  
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The parameters wj and wji represent the weights and biases that 
connect the layers [8]. 

The main advantage of the artificial neural networks is the 
ability to learn. For the purpose of forecasting and prediction 
which belong to the regression analyses, the supervised 
learning is used. In this case the cost function is function of the 
difference between the forecasted and the actual data. In the 
training (learning) phase the goal is to adjust the weights in 
order to minimize the cost. The most widely cost used is the 
mean-squared error, given by the following equation: 
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Where yi is the actual data and ti is the forecasted data. 

In the learning process the weights are updated in order to 
minimize the error, which requires minimizing a non-linear 
function. The numerical solution to this problem may be 
provided by different algorithms, as the steepest descent 
algorithm, Newton’s method, Gauss–Newton’s algorithm, and 
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm. The Levenberg–Marquardt 
algorithm is a combination of the steepest descent method and 
the Gauss–Newton algorithm. Fortunately, the speed advantage 
is inherited from the Gauss–Newton algorithm and the stability 
from the steepest descent method. It’s more robust than the 
Gauss–Newton algorithm. The Levenberg–Marquardt 
algorithm converges a little bit slower than the Gauss–Newton 
algorithm, but it converges much faster than the steepest 
descent method. Because of these advantages the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm is used, in this paper, for updating the 
weights, as one of the most fastest and stable algorithms. [12] 

The next phase is the generalization phase [8], which means 
testing the neural network whether it is able to generalize, 
which means whether it is able to give correct output for a 
certain input. The most commonly metric used in the electricity 
load forecasting are MAPE (mean absolute percent error) and 
MAE (mean absolute error), which are given by the following 
equations:  
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So, the process of setting up the neural network for load 
forecasting reduces to the following steps [3]: 

1. Select input and define output variables. 

2. Determine layer(s) and the number of neurons in hidden 
layers. As previously mentioned the number of layers used in 
this paper is three. The best results for the number of neurons 
in the hidden layers are achieved with 20 neurons. 

3. Learning (or training) from historical data. - the process 
of adjusting the weights in order to minimize the cost, i.e. the 
error.  

4. Testing (Globalization). After the training phase, the 
neural networks are tested whether the general rule is learned, 
which means whether the neural network gives the desired 
output, given a certain input. 

One of the major steps that need to be properly defined in order 
to obtain good results is to determine the input and output 
variables. When it comes to hourly load forecasting, there is 
only one output variable, which is the consumption of 
electricity in that hour. The determination of the input variables 
is not so straight forward, and should be extracted from the 
analyses of the historical data of electricity load. 

A. Selection of input variables 

Because there is no general rule that can be followed in 
order to define the input variables, same statistical analyses 
which variables have influence on the electricity load. For that 
purpose, we have analyzed the electricity load of the 
Macedonian electric power system. 

The load is changing on a daily basis. Each day the load is 
increasing during the day, and decreasing during the night. 
There is a peak load, which typically occurs in the afternoon, 
when the people come back from work. An average daily load 
for the year of 2011 is presented on Fig. 1. Naturally one of the 
variables should be the hour indicator. Also, the load of the 
same hour the previous day should give significant 
information. 

The load is also changing during one week. The load during the 
weekends is much less than the load during the working days. 
So, very important indicator is the day of week variable. Also, 
the previous week same hour load is very significant. On Fig. 2 
the total daily load of a typical week in 2012 is presented. It 
can be noticed that on Tuesday the load is drastically reduced. 
This is because that day is a holiday in Macedonia (1-st of 
May). So, the information whether it is a holiday or not 
drastically changes the load, and it should be also one of the 
input variables.   

The load is also changing depending on the season, which 
is the period of the year. This means that the daily load is 
changing slowly during the year. Because of this the previous 
24 hours average load is also considered as one of the 
variables. 
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Fig. 1 Average daily electricity load for the Macedonian electric power system 

for 2011  
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Fig. 2 Total daily load of a typical week in 2012 

Based on the previous analyses of the data and the literature 
review [2,3,5,13], on Fig. 3 the final structure of the neural 
network, used in this paper, is presented.  

 

Fig. 3 Multilayer neural network for load forecasting 

III. RESULTS 

For modeling the load forecasting using neural networks 
MATLAB software is used [13,14]. The training period 
includes the electricity load during the period of 2008-2011. 
The testing of the neural network results is done for the first 
three months of 2012. 

Fig. 4 represents the results of the total hourly load forecasting 
using the model of neural networks which was described in the 
previous section (yellow line). Also, the reported predictions 
about the electricity load by the Macedonian system operator 
(MEPSO) are presented by red line. The actual data for the 
load are presented by the blue line. The absolute error of the 
prediction of the load using neural networks, which is the 
difference between the actual and the NN forecasted load, is 
presented on Fig. 5 by blue line. The absolute error of the load 
prediction using the MEPSO data is presented by the red line. 
It is obvious that the error is smaller when the neural network 
model is used.  
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Fig. 4 NN forecasted data, MEPSO data and the actual data for the electricity 

load during the test period 
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Fig. 5 The absolute error of the neural network and MEPSO forecasting 

Quantitatively, the results are compared using the metrics 
described in the previous chapter, i.e. MAE, MAPE and daily 
peak MAPE. The results for the direct consumers, the 
distribution network consumers and the total load are presented 
on Table 1. It can be noticed, that the consumption of the direct 
consumers connected to the transmission network is not well 
predicted by the neural network. Better results are presented by 
the system operator. On the other hand, the distribution 
network consumers, which mainly represents the household 
sector is better predicted by the neural network model than by 
the system operator. Because bigger part of the total load is the 
distribution network consumers, the results of the neural 
network predictions are better if neural networks are used.   

Table 1 MAE, MAPE and Daily peak MAPE 

 
Direct consumers 

Distribution 

network consumers 
Total load 

 NN MEPSO NN MEPSO NN MEPSO 

MAE 

[MW] 
15.00 15.15 35.00 59.08 34.92 61.25 

MAPE 

[%] 
9.34 9.31 3.51 5.88 3.04 5.20 

Daily 

peak 

MAPE 
[%] 

8.26 10.56 3.49 5.27 2.60 4.84 

 

The error distribution, the absolute error distribution and the 
absolute percent error distribution of the electricity load 
forecasting using neural networks is presented on Fig. 6. 

It is interesting to investigate in which hour of the day the 
average error is the highest. On Fig. 7 the average load error 
depending on the hour of the day is presented. It can be noticed 
that the highest error in the predictions is obtained in the 
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afternoon between 13:00 and 18:00 for the two analyzed 
groups of consumers as well as for the total consumption. 
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Fig. 6 Error distribution, absolute error distribution and absolute percent error 

distribution using neural network 
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Fig. 7 Average load error depending on the hour of the day using neural 

networks 

The average load error depending on the day of the week is 
presented on Fig. 8. For the households the most unpredictable 
load is during the Saturdays, as well as Mondays. For the big 
industry consumers the highest error in the prediction is 
obtained on Monday. 
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Fig. 8 Average load error depending on the day of the week using neural 

networks 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The results showed that the neural network models obtain 
good prediction of the electricity load. The results for the total 
hourly load are better compared to the predicted values of the 
Macedonian system operator. The big industry companies are 
more unpredictable by using neural networks, than the 
household consumers.  

In the future, the results may be improved by implementing 
more input variables. One of them may be the weather 

information, i.e. the outside temperature, which influences the 
electric power consumption for heating and cooling. Also, 
because the household is the biggest consumption sector and it 
is highly influenced by the information whether the electric 
power price is according to cheap or expensive tariff, this 
information may also be included as an input variable. As well 
as for load forecasting, this model may be applied for 
electricity price forecasting, which may be of much interest 
after the total liberalization of the Macedonian electric power 
market.    
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Abstract—Environmental pollution (air, water, and soil) is a 

problem with which the whole world is preoccupied. The rapid 

rise of population, swift industrialization, transport, agriculture, 

and social inequality are the main reasons of the worsening of the 

quality of the environment. In this paper we will analyze the 

quality of drinking water in R. Macedonia. Monitoring of the 

water quality is done in places which represent a health interest, 

in order to undertake measures to prevent possible harmful 

effects on the health status of the population. 

In this paper will be represented a Spatial IS analysis of the 

quality of drinking water with data from analysis made from 

samples of water and display the results of the processing on a 

map of R. Macedonia. 

 

Keywords—Quality of drinking water, Spatial IS, Quality 

management 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The use of visual modeling and analysis of the quality of 

drinking water with spatial information system is implemented 

in a large number of studies. In paper [1] is conducted an 

analysis of the quality of drinking water with the use of GIS in 

the city of Bhadravathi, India. The main supply of water for 

the population and the industry is from the river Bhadra. 

During the analysis 12 physical and chemical parameters were 

considered. Geographical information system in this study is 

used to represent the spatial distribution of these parameters. 

In study [2] is conducted an analysis of physical and chemical 

data of groundwater in a period before and after the monsoons. 

Samples were taken from 49 different wells. Spatial 

distribution of the maps was prepared for various physical and 

chemical parameters. In paper [3] is given an assessment 

groundwater quality with determining physical and chemical 

parameters (pH, EC, TDS, and TH) and major ion 

concentrations (HCO3, Cl, FSO4, Ca, Mg, Na и K) around 

Dindigul district, Tamil Nadu, India. Samples were taken from 

59 wells covering the entire area. A GIS mapping technique 

was adopted to highlight the spatial distribution of physical 

and chemical parameters and major ion concentration in 

groundwater. In paper [4] is done testing and analysis of 

groundwater in Gulbarga, India using GIS as a tool that is 

used for storing, analyzing and displaying spatial data. For this 

study, 76 samples were collected from created wells and open 

wells. On the samples of water analyses were done for the 

physical and chemical parameters TDi, Th, CL- и NO3-. Maps 

with information on groundwater quality are prepared using 

GIS spatial interpolation technique for all the above 

mentioned parameters. The results obtained in this study and 

spatial databases made in GIS are useful for monitoring and 

management of groundwater pollution in the research area. 

In this paper we use data collected from measurements of the 

Institute of Public Health (IoPH) of RM, will make data 

analysis for water quality using relational database represented 

by web-solution and appropriate analyzes and finally it will be 

modeled visually present with the tools used for this purpose 

(Google maps) and interoperability in Esri GIS for further 

analysis and visualization with this. 

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE SPATIAL IS 

Fig. 1 illustrates a given UML diagram of the database. Also 

shown is the connection between tables by fields who in one 

table are primary keys. Each table that has a primary key has 

a field that is marked with {unique}.  

 

 
Fig. 1. UML diagram of the database 

 

The place where the sample is taken of the water for the 

analyzes that are performed is called measuring point. Each 

measuring point has its own unique identification number. 
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Each measuring point registered with its own identification 

number has appropriate geographical coordinates (longitude 

and latitude) by which they are displayed on a map of R. 

Macedonia. Laboratory analysis that is made on the samples is 

entered via a web application. Web application consists of 

two: public and administrative 

Every user or visitor to the web application has access to the 

public part. In this section an overview is provided of events 

news entered by the Institute for Public Health, biography and 

contact the professional team at the Institute of Public Health 

where the analysis are done. Administrative part of the section 

to which users have access only with a username and 

password and with that a higher level of access is given, in this 

case they are people who are employed at the Institute of 

Public Health. In this section it is possible to insert, change 

and review data. The user interface used to display the data is 

created using the HTML language and using CSS styles. The 

page is divided into five main sectors: DIV header, menu, 

content, right and footer used to display specific content. 

 

 
Fig. 2. User interface of the web-application 

 

Analysis which affect the assessment of the quality of drinking 

water are microbiological, physical-chemical , pesticides in 

water, radioactivity on the water, contaminated drinking 

water, parasitological examination of drinking water.  For 

each sampled can be done more analysis but  even if a single 

one not satisfy MKD values, the final result of the analysis is 

assessed as negative and appropriate measures are taken. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Interface for entering of Type of Analysis 

 

All global entities are entered in the same way. 

Excel file is placed on the server by the user with the highest 

level of access. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Appearance of the page for setting the file on the server 

 

File which is placed on the server and contains data with 

performed analyzes have not yet been placed in the database. 

Through a special  link on the website is enabled taking over 

data from the file and their presentation in the grid on the page 

as well as their transfer to the database.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Interface for transfer and download data in spatial IS 

 

Presenting the results of the RM map by selected criteria is 

done in two ways using Google Maps and ArcGis Maps. 

The user has three offered options by which will make a filter 

of assessments of the quality of the water for a certain period. 

Offered options are:  

 Filtering only by selected period, for all positions in 

the Republic of Macedonia 

 Filter by places for selected period 

 Filter by partners for selected period 
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We will show an example of selected place Berovo  for the 

whole period of 2012. By clicking the button "View" on the 

map markers will appear in the appropriate color red or green 

depending on the grade obtained. I must mention for the 

protection of the confidentiality of the results in the example 

data evaluation are not real. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Appearance of the page for presenting the results using Google Maps 

 

Clicking on any of the markers in the field info we get 

information on which personal and laboratory number marker 

refers, as well as which analyzes are made by taking samples.  

In case when  more analyzes are made, but only one has been 

evaluated by derogation from the MKD final assessment of the 

analyzes for the sample is negative and is shown with a red 

marker. 

The second way of presenting the results on the map of 

Macedonia is using the ArcGis. By creating Blank Page in 

ArcMap we can see that in Table of Content we have only 

Layers but further here we will add data and maps that we 

need. In Excel document we can see that there are more 

columns whose data for each column we would like to present 

on the map. 

To enter data from Excel table in ArcMap  first is necessary to 

enter the table that we want to work. Then on the places X 

Field and Y Field to select Long and Lat properly and in Z 

Field we chose the column whose data we want to display on 

the map. Then choose a coordinate system in which you work 

ie in our case the Geographic Coordinate Systems -> World -> 

WGS 1984th By confirmation on the above choices are 

displayed the data column that was selected in column Z Field 

(in this case, personal identification numbers) in the form on 

the points.  

 
Fig. 7.  Presentation of results for personal numbers 

 

Next we have to do is to enter a map. In this case map Imagery 

is chosen which is shown on the Fig. 8.   

 
Fig. 8. Presentation of results for personal numbers using the map Imagery 

 

After you have entered data in ArcGis, gets all the points from 

the table. But for example, it is necessary to show all the 

analyzes made during one year in a particular place, showing 

the positive analysis with green marker, negatively assessed 

analysis with red marker. As an example we will take the year 

2012, the place Pehchevo. Selected data are exported. We use 

the same procedure for obtaining negative assessed analysis. 

We will use green color for positive assessed analyzes 

(Assessment = 0 ) and red color for negatively assessed 

analyzes (Assessment> 0 ). 

 

 
Fig. 9. Presentations of Results for Pehchevo 2012 
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III.   CONCLUSION 

 

By increasing the number of the technologies that are 

available, is increasing the development of the Web GIS 

applications. Although the technologies used for development 

of Web GIS are different, the power of geographic 

information system is the ability to visualize the real world. 

Allowing a large number of options and abilities for creating 

feedback with great accuracy and quality makes geographic 

information systems suitable for use.  

In this paper Web application was presented for input data of 

performed analysis of the drinking water. Using GIS map 

provides a spatial overview of the analysis assessment for the 

selected period. 
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Abstract—Structure from motion is the process of extracting
3D structure from images taken through the motion of the
camera. The result is dependent on the quality and resolution
of the images that are being taken, so it is beneficial to use as
high quality images as possible. Sometimes it is not possible to
obtain high level of detail in photos because of the environmental,
economic or other restrictions. In this paper we analyze structure
from motion when using a low resolution camera in indoor
environment. The obtained results are compared with the same
process when using images of higher resolution and with the 3D
structure created from points taken with the Microsoft Kinect
sensor.

Keywords - structure from motion, sparse reconstruction, low
resolution images, Kinect.

I. INTRODUCTION

The process of extracting geometric structures from images
taken through a camera motion has an extensive research
history and already a few commercial systems are available
[1][2]. The most notable work publsihed on this topic is the
book ”Multiple View Geometry in Computer Vision” [3], in
chapters 9 through 12. Obtaining three dimensional structure
from motion (SFM) is a similar problem with finding the
structure from stereo (or multiview) vision. The difference is
that in stereo vision we know what is the motion between the
cameras, while in SFM this is not known. Calibrated stereo rigs
in theory provide better and more accurate reconstruction, but
SFM has an advantage in more simplistic recording procedure
which is one of the main motivations to use it in this work.

Python Photogrammetry Toolbox and GUI (PPT) [4] is
an open source software package that incorporates different
tools needed to perform a SFM reconstruction. It includes
the SIFT algorithm [5] to detect local features in the images
which are then used by Bundler [6]. Bundler is a software
that reconstructs the scene incrementally using a modified
version of Sparse Bundle Adjustment [7]. The output of this
is a sparse point cloud, but a cloud consisting of denser
points can also be made using another software package called
Patch-based Multi-view Stereo (PMVS2) [8]. PPT includes
the PMVS2 package, as well as the Clustering Views for
Multi-view Stereo (CMVS) software which can be used for
preprocessing before PMVS2. Our intent is to explore the
feasibility and performance of a SFM system with low to
medium quality images of an indoor environment. Using free
and open source software means that anyone could easily
perform the reconstruction made in our experiment producing

a 3D model of any normal household item while using images
made with the camera of a low-end smartphone.

To measure the results from our experiments we chose to
use the Microsoft Kinect [9] sensor for providing the ground
truth data. It is a low cost device that comes with a RGB
camera, depth and audio sensors. The accuracy of the Kinect
depth data is comparable to a laser scanning data and does
not contain large systematic errors which was shown through
theoretical and experimental accuracy analysis in [10]. In this
work it was concluded that for mapping applications the data
should be acquired in the range of 1-3 meters distance from
the sensor. This range is optimal for our experiment and the
setup that we used. In [11] quantitative comparison of the
Kinect accuracy with stereo reconstruction from SLR cameras
and a 3D-TOF camera is done. The authors have concluded
that the Kinect sensor performed close to, and in some cases
overperformed, the other types of reconstruction.

The rest of this paper is organised in the following way: in
section 2. we talk about related work in this research area, in
section 3. we explain our experiment in great detail, in section
4. we show the results of the experiment, and finally in section
5. we give a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Structure from motion in the past has been applied mostly
for estimation and remaking of three dimensional structures
from images made in outdoor enviroments, usually at large
distances from the target structure. [12] presents an approach
for modeling and rendering existing architectural scenes from
sparse sets of still photographs. This approach combines an in-
teractive photogrametric modeling method and a model-based
stereo algorithm which can create realistic views of architec-
tural scenes even further away from the original photographs.
In [13] a method with O(n) complexity has been proposed
for organizing an unordered image set into clusters of related
images from the same scene. The process of clustering is based
on finding matches between the image features, similar to what
is done in the process of structure from motion estimation
in this paper. [14] introduces an automated large-scale image
registration system that was used to create a large image
dataset of the MIT campus. This data has been used in research
for image-based rendering and 3D reconstruction. In [15] a
framework based on a Bayesian model is used for automatic
acquisition of three dimensional architectural models from
short image sequences. Here an object recognition approach
learns of the objects identity which can then be used to
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Fig. 1: Different items used for reconstruction.

extract information about its structure and label different parts
of it. Another fully automated approach is presented in [16]
where SIFT features are extracted from an unordered collection
of images and used to find matching images of the same
scene. Connected components of image matches are calculated
and then bundle adjustment is done to solve the camera and
structure parameters. Once this is done a 3D model can be
generated. This kind of structure from motion reconstruction
was applied in [17] and [18]. Their work produced a system
for interactively browsing and exploring large unstructured
collections of photographs of a scene. This system was made
using Bundler, the software which we include in our work in
this paper.

III. EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW

A. Data Collection

We tried to reconstruct the structure of four different
items: a monitor and a chassis of a personal computer, a Nao
humanoid robot, a fire extinguisher and a motorcycle helmet.
These items were placed on a desk in front of a white wall
in a brightly lighted room (Figure 1.). They were recorded
with the person recording walking along arcs of approximately
180 degrees in front of the items. We did more than one
pass, each at a different distance of the items that was in the
range between 0.5 and 2 meters. Both the RGB and depth
streams of the Kinect were recorded at 640 x 480 pixels
resolution at a framerate of around 30 fps. Besides using the
Kinect sensor, we captured video recordings using the camera
of a Huawei Ascend P6 smartphone [19]. The video of the
Ascend P6 was done in a resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels
at a framerate of around 30 fps. The quality of the camera
of Ascend P6 is moderate compared to the best smartphones
available when this work was made, but still it provided
noticable higher quality than the RGB Kinect stream and
gave us a good measure of the available average smartphone
camera. From the video sequences of both the Kinect and
Ascend P6 we extracted frame images. We extracted one image
per 3-5 frames automatically, and then from the those initial
image sets manually we selected the actual images on which
reconstruction was to be performed. The video editing, and all
following reconstruction work, was done on a computer with

Fig. 2: Reconstruction results from the Structure from Motion
process after applied Patch-based Multi-view Stereo process-
ing. (The top images are generated from Kinect Sensor photos
while the bottom ones are generated from photos of the camera
of Ascend P6.)

Intel Core i3-3217U CPU, 8GB of RAM and Nvidia GeForce
GT 635M graphic card.

B. Structure from Motion Reconstruction

For each test item we used a data set of exactly 40 images
(with both test cameras). Using a lower number of images gave
worse results as expected, and increasing the number of images
in most cases gave better 3D reconstructed model, but also
incresed the running time of the algorithm. This number was
chosen as it gave satisfying results without needed a very long
running time. To perform structure from motion reconstruction
with Bundler, two camera parameters need to be provided as
input - the camera CCD width and focal length in millimeters.
The parameters that we obtained and used were 5.954 mm
CCD width and 4.884 mm focal length for the Kinect, and
4.800 mm CCD width and 3.979 mm focal length for the
Ascend P6. Bundler provides a choice between two image
feature extractors - ’siftvlfeat’ and ’siftlowe’. In this work
while experimenting with different parameters and data sets it
was found that ’siftvlfeat’ performs better, so all our reported
results are done with this feature extractor. The last thing to
set before doing reconstruction is the scaling parameter. A
value of 1 was used for scaling which means that the pictures
were used in their original resolution. After the reconstruction
was done the camera parameters were used to get a denser
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Fig. 3: Reconstruction results from the Kinect Fusion software.

TABLE I: Number of points in the different point clouds

Point cloud
source

Desktop
computer

Nao
robot

Fire
extin-

guisher

Motorcycle
helmet

SFM with
Kinect
Sensor

4.828 4.665 3.287 3.932

SFM with
Ascend P6

23.951 10.439 11.880 32.382

Kinect
Fusion

17.206 9.687 6.505 7.718

point cloud using PMVS2. Because we used only 40 images,
which is a relatively low number, dense reconstruction was
done using only PMVS2 without CMVS. The resulting point
clouds included noise points which were easily removed using
MeshLab [20]. It is a free and open-source software made for
processing in the 3D scanning pipeline. The final point clouds
from images of both used devices are shown in Figure 2., and
the number of points of which the clouds consist are listed in
Table 1.

C. Reconstruction with Kinect Fusion

To obtain the ground truth data we used Kinect Fusion
[21]. This is a real-time mapping software that can be used in
indoor enviroments in various lighting conditions. When using
Kinect Fusion to create the 3D mesh the default parameters
were used except for the depth threshold which was lowered
to 3 meters. The point clouds that we got were very dense,
all of the four scenes were on the scale of about one million
points. After selecting out the items from the whole scene in
MeshLab, we used Poisson disc-sampling to lower the number
of points in the cloud. In doing this we did not lose a lot on
the detail level of the model, while lowering the complexity
of the following tasks to be performed. The results were very
accurate and are shown in Figure 3. The number of points in
each of the clouds is listed in Table 1.

IV. RESULTS

The first result that we got from our experiment is that dou-
bling the resolution of the photographs on which structure from
motion was performed and increasing their quality resulted
in greatly increased number of points in the generated point
clouds. The denser clouds had almost 5 times more points for
the desktop computer reconstruction, double number of points
for the Nao robot model, 3.5 times more points for the fire
extinguisher and over 8 times more points for the motorcycle
helmet. To give further conclusion of our experiment we
needed to compare the structure of the point clouds derived
from the SFM process with the ground truth data from the
Kinect sensor. For this we used the 3D point cloud and mesh
processing software CloudCompare [22]. The first step was
to bring the two points clouds that we were comparing to
the same size scale. Two very distinct points found in both
of the clouds that are as much further away from each other
were selected and the distance between them was measured.
Using this distance we could find the ratio for scaling the
point clouds. The cloud that is being measured was scaled up
or down to the same dimension of the ground truth cloud.
The next step was to do registration of the clouds so that we
can minimize the distance between them. To achieve this the
Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm was used [23]. After
this was done the tool for computing between-cloud distance
in CloudCompare was used. The results that were obtained are
shown in Table 2. In Figure 4. the reconstructed models from
the photographs of the Ascend P6 are shown with their points
coloured according to their distance from the ground truth data.
These results show that in both cases the reconstructions that
were done have the same shape and are good representation
of the real life items.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have evaluated the performance of a semi-
automated structure from motion process done in an indoor
environment. 3D models of different items were reconstructed
using images from different camera sources. The results that
were obtained prove our initial thesis that even with a low
quality camera we can create a 3D point cloud that represents
the real life model well. The framework that we used is based
on free and open source software so this experiment can be
performed easily without a need for some kind of monetary
investment, which in time when systems like 3D printing
become readily avaialable can be quite compelling. The tests
that we did also showed that increasing the quality of the
camera considerably increases the quality of the reconstruction.
Another way to create a better model is to use a bigger number
of images. However, in both cases the execution time of the
process will increase. In the future working to automate and
improve some of the steps that we did could provide even
greater benefit to anyone who would like to create a 3D model
of a everyday scene.
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TABLE II: Measured distance metrics between the reconstructed point clouds and the ground truth data

Kinect
Desktop

Kinect
Robot

Kinect Fire
E.

Kinect
Helmet

Ascend P6
Desktop

Ascend P6
Robot

Ascend P6
Fire E.

Ascend P6
Helmet

Min dist. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Max dist. 0.0618389 0.0802873 0.0823419 0.0487729 0.12322 0.0612998 0.0963241 0.0786461

Mean dist. 0.00978836 0.014143 0.0292939 0.00630127 0.0109317 0.00649334 0.0100716 0.0122751

Sigma 0.00757192 0.0124609 0.0202079 0.00490016 0.0115339 0.0058852 0.00979317 0.0107587

Max relative
error

3.77496 +
0.66256/d
% (d >

0.0066256)

3.77496 +
0.481724/d

% (d >

0.00481724)

3.77496 +
0.525587/d

% (d >

0.00525587)

3.77496 +
0.375176/d

% (d >

0.00375176)

3.77496 +
0.684554/d

% (d >

0.00684554)

3.77496 +
0.510832/d

% (d >

0.00510832)

3.77496 +
0.535134/d

% (d >

0.00535134)

3.77496 +
0.386784/d

% (d >

0.00386784)
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Abstract—The HIV-1 virus has the ability to infect CD4+ 

helper T-cells by connecting either to the CCR5 (R5) chemokine 

co-receptor, CXCR4 (X4) chemokine co-receptor or both. Studies 

have shown that based on the co-receptor that the virus binds to, 

we can predict if it has entered its passive or active phase. 

Machine intelligence tools are used to predict the state of the 

HIV-1 virus using the V3 loop sequence of the HIV-1 genome 

thus helping doctors in selecting the right treatment. Different 

techniques have shown different success rates when it comes to 

predicting the R5 or X4 affinity. Multiple factors influence the 

success rate among which the number of test samples used to 

train the machine learning system and using the right set of key 

features to distinguish one type from another play a vital role. 

Also, training the system over test HIV-1 samples which are part 

of a particular subtype lowers the dispersity of the training and 

prediction sets so this elevates the precision. In this study a 

machine learning system used for R5/X4 subtype prediction is 

presented and the result of its usage. 

Keywords—hiv, v3, machine learning, weka 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The HIV-1 is a retrovirus that causes acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) [1], a condition that 
weakens the immune system and makes it more vulnerable to 
all kinds of attacks. This virus has a fast replication cycle  
which makes it able to modify its structure because of the 
errors made while self-replicating. Also, its genome is quite 
compact and efficiently stored due to evolutions way of always 
using the solution that works the best, so it contains coding 
regions that overlap. The virus‟s constantly morphing structure 
makes it harder for statistical methods to analyze and deduce 
information which could be used in the development of new 
anti-HIV medicine. On the other hand, the worldwide AIDS 
spreading problem is a popular field for developing and testing 
new bioinformatics prediction methods and techniques. Most 
of the attempts to stop the virus are directed towards 
neutralizing its binding mechanism. The HIV-1 virus binds 
itself to CD4+ helper T-cells using either CCR5 (R5) (shown in 
fig. 1) chemokine co-receptor, CXCR4 (X4) chemokine co-
receptor or both (X4R5). Studing the V3 loop sequence, a 
subpart of the env gene, shows that there is a high rate of 
successful prediction regarding the chemokine co-receptor 
which will be used by the virus. The exact set of features which 
tell the viruses‟s co-receptor affinity is still undetermined but  
great improvement has been made which improves the rate of 

successful prediction. Another important feature which seems 
to be related with the C5/X4 prediction is whether the virus is 
synctytium inducing or not [2]. If the virus induces a cluster of 
cells which all have a common membrane we call it a 
synctyium inducing virus. Most of the time, the initial infection 
of the organism (the virus is in passive state) is followed by 
non-synctyium inducing R5 virus while in later stages (the 
virus is in active stage) the virus transforms to synctyium 
inducing X4 virus. There are many features used in the 
determination of a C5/X4 subtype which have different effects 
in different studies and techniques. Most of them are also HIV-
1 subtype specific so narrowing down the test set when it 
comes to subtypes should result in creating a more acqurate 
prediction. The HIV-1 subject is also popular in Macedonia but 
there are not many studies conducted with input data from 
Macedonian patients. This study is a continuation to the 
„Comparative analysis of bioinformatics tools used in HIV-1 
studies‟ which was presented on CIIT 2013 and focuses on 
creating a suitable combination of features which will later be 
used in creating a machine learning system for co-receptor 
affinity prediction. 

 

Fig 1. HIV-1 virus using CCR5 co-receptor enters the cell [3] 

II. FEATURES SELECTION 

The V3 loop is a part of the envelope glycoprotein gp120 
and usually consist of 34-38 base pairs. Initial research of this 
region suggested that there is a simple rule which shows the 
co-receptor affinity of the virus. That rule is called 11/25 rule 
[4] as it just takes into consideration the 11

th
 and 25

th
 position 

in V3 loop in order to make the co-receptor prediction. The 
11/25 rule proposes that a basic amino acid at either the 11

th
 or 
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25

th
 position of the V3 region is associated with CXCR4 

coreceptor usage, whereas acidic or neutral amino acids at 
these positions are associated with CCR5 coreceptor usage. 
Introducing new computational methods while performing 
HIV-1 research showed the inaccuracies produced by the 11/25 
rule and both phenotype and genotype experiments revealed 
that many other features determined whether the virus would 
bond to R5, X4 or either co-receptor. Besides particular amino 
acid positions in the V3 loop, in the decision making presented 
in this paper we also added gap number, net charge and charge 
rule features. Gap number was included in the training 
procedure to check if the overall V3 loop length has any effect 
on the viral phenotype. The net charge is calculated by adding 
one point for each basic amino acid (Arginine, Lysine, 
Histidine), subtracting one point for each acidic amino acid 
(Aspartate and Glutamat), and a neutral value for all other 
amino acids. The net charge of the V3 loop is reported by 
multiple studies as a valuable element in the co-receptor 
prediction [5]. The charge rule is also added as a parameter to 
evaluate the predictive power of the classificator compared to 
the conventional 11/25 method and to see if its presence could 
improve the classificator‟s performance.  

III. INPUT DATA PREPARATION 

The exported input data which is obtained from the Los 
Alamos HIV database [6] had to be first reformated in order to 
be used in the software package. First of all, all the sequences 
were aligned which means they all were as close to one another 
as they could by adding gaps or deleting amino acids (this was 
done using the Mega software package[7]). The input data was 
formatted as a table with all V3 loop sequence amino acids (40 
amino acids after the alignment) put in a different column. At 
the end of each row we have the three added features (gaps 
number, net charge and 11/25 rule) and at end, the 
experimentaly determined subtype of each V3 loop. The dual 
co-receptor afinity sequences were included in the X4 set 
which infer that classifiying this data set would show us viruses 
capable of using the CXCR4 co-receptor opposite to those that 
are not capable. Out of the selected sequences all the duplicates 
were removed. The input data after all the preparation changes 
is shown in table 1 grouped by co-receptor affinity. 

TABLE I.  DATASET PRESENTATION  

R5 X4 R5X4 

162(62%) 103(38%) 21(8%) 

IV. WEKA UTILIZATION 

The bioinformatics software package of choice was WEKA 
data mining software package [8] because of its reliability and 
popularity among the data mining community. Modern 
machine learning (ML) techniques for class prediction can 
provide advantage over traditional statistics in terms of their 
abilities to identify and utilize interactions between the chosen 
features. In addition, the rules some methods generate can often 
be interpreted with relative ease. The two techniques which are 
used in this study (C4.5 (J48) tree classifier and support vector 
classifier) are among the most used tools in bioinformatics, the 

former for its descriptive power to deduce rules and the latter 
for its accuracy in classifying and prediction.  

A. C4.5 algorithm 

The C4.5 algorithm is a decision tree algorithm which can 
be used for classification. It works by iterating through every 
unused attribute of the set S and calculates the entropy. It then 
selects the feature with the least entropy value and splits the 
data set by the selected attribute (e.g. age < 50, 50 <= age <= 
100, age >= 100). The algorithm iterates as long as there are no 
selected features and in the end each element of the set is either 
distributed to a class or labelled to the most common class. The 
output produced by C4.5 is its greatest asset because it 
represents a human readable format of decision rules. Usually 
these rules denote that “If particular feature X has value Y than 
it belongs to class Z”. This is especially convenient for 
machine learning users which do not have extensive 
informatics experience.  

B. Support vector classifier 

Support vector machines (SVM) are supervised learning 

models with learning algorithms that analyze data, recognize 

patterns and are used for classification. The model is trained 

on a set of training examples where each example is 

represented by a n-dimensional vector of features and marked 

as part of one of the two classes. The model is built in such a 

way that it could assign new examples into one of the two 

categories. The goal is to map the examples as points in space 

so that examples which are part of different categories are 

divided by a clear “as wide as possible” gap. This classifier 

works best for a two category classification which is a 

common case in bioinformatics problems. The fact that SVM 

creates models with high level of confidence makes it a highly 

used technique.  

C. Cross-validation 

In order to evaluate the final output of the classifiers a 

cross-validation method has been used. The k-fold cross-

validation (in our example k = 10) is a “hold out” technique 
for evaluating learning based classifiers. It works by randomly 

dividing the dataset into 10 subsets with approximately equal 

size and distribution. Out of the 10 subsets, 9 are used to train 

the classifier and the last one (the one that is holded out) is 

used to test the classifier‟s accuracy. This procedure is 

repeated for each of the 10 groups. The cross-validation score 

is the average performance of the classifier. A high score 

means that the classes are separable to some extent and 

classifiying a new sample will be successful.  

V. MACHINE LEARNING RESULTS 

After preparing the input data, it was run in Weka for 
classifying using both C4.5 and support vector classifiers and 
10-fold cross-validation. In both cases Weka‟s default options 
were used. After using the C4.5 classifier the sumary showed 
that a total of 227(83%) examples were classified successfully 
while 44(16%) were classified wrong. The decision rules tree is 
shown in fig 2. 
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Fig 2. C4.5 decision tree 

It is fairly easy to interpret the rules displayed in fig. 2. It 

would translate: “If the charge-rule is ch_R4 then CXCR4, 

else if charge-rule is CCR5 and p9 is K then CXCR4, ...”. 

Cases which are not covered by the true are defaulted to CCR5 

category. The numbers in parantheses show how many 

samples reached that leaf versus how many were incorrectly 

classified. One more important detail showed by WEKA 

statistics is the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. 

It shows the ratio of correctly identified positives out of the 

total positives. In fig. 3 we can see that the last 10 values are 

almost all false positives.   

 

 

Fig 3. The ROC curve for CXCR4 samples 

 When using the support vector classifier the summary showed 

a higher precision of correctly classified samples. Out of the 

271 sample, 240(88%) were correctly classified where as 

31(11%) were incorrectly classified.  

TABLE II.  CONFUSION MATRIX  

A B C <- classified as 

72 2 8 A = CXC4 

5 8 8 B = dual 

7 1 160 C = CCR5 

 

The confusion matrix shows the number of correctly and 

incorrectly classified samples for each class specifically.  

Considering the fact that we have three classes, the support 

vector classifier (SVC) works by classifying each combination 

of two classes and later combines the results. The SVC does 

not output probability values while performing the 

classification so its ROC curve is of no use whatsoever. In 

table III we can see the classification success statistics 

produced when using this classificator. 

TABLE III.  DETAILED ACCURACY BY CLASS  

TP ratea FP rateb ROC area Class 

0.878 0.63 0.924 CXCR4 

0.381 0.012 0.623 Dual 

0.952 0.155 0.905 CCR5 

0.886 0.116 0.889 Weighted Avg. 

a.
 True positive rate 

b.
 False positive rate 

We can see that the average TP rates are quite high (in the 

range of 90%) as opposed to the FP rates which are 

satisfactory low.   

  

VI. FUTURE WORK 

Future work regarding this study would include creating 
our own classifier. There are lots of studies which offer a better 
insight in the amount of information each position in V3 loop 
sequence carries [9]. Also, new features have been extracted 
which additionally influence the precision of classifying and 
are used for further deduction of rules and predicting the 
importance of different V3 loop positions. Some studies even 
suggest that structural properties and other V loop sequences 
(for example V2) could have a significant influence on the 
CCR5 to CXCR4 co-receptor switching of the virus [10].  

On the other hand a significant improvement has been 
made in the field of computing tools. Online machine learning 
tools are increasing their popularity due to their robustness and 
practical use. One example of such software is the Ersatz 
online machine learning software which provides neural-
networks-on-the-cloud solution [11]. On-the-cloud solutions 
provide better computing power but they are limited with 
customization and the user has to convert the input data to fit 
the input format of the system. Also, users are unable to  
modify the software to fit their needs in the most optimal way.     

VII. CONCLUSION 

Machine learning techniques are a valuable asset when 
performing bioinformatics data analysis particulary when 
deducting rules and classifying data on sparse and  not 
extensively numerous data samples. The raw statistical analysis 
is empowered with different knowledge-gathering techniques 
that in the end provide simple answers. Both C4.5 and SVM 
classificators show a good percent of successful classification 
but customizing these techniques with the newest co-receptor 
prediction findings could increase the success rate 
significantly. The WEKA machine learning software is a 
bioinformatics standard tool for performing such data analysis 
and provides a great comparison bases when developing new 
methods for classifying data and data processing techniques in 
general.  
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Abstract - We give a short survey of several pair-wise local and 

global sequence alignment algorithms, together with their 

comparative analysis. The analysis includes type of the algorithm, 

its time and space complexity, main characteristics, application 

for local or global alignment, is the algorithm heuristic 

or optimal, etc. 

Keywords — Needleman-Wunsch, Smith-Waterson, AVID, 

MUMmer, BWT-SW, Vmatch 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

One of the oldest and most performed computational task in 

bioinformatics is sequence alignment. Sequence alignment can 

be used for multiple purposes, like: annotation of newly 

sequenced genomes, estimation of evolutionary distances, for 

producing an approximation and simplification of the history of 

mutations and evolutionary events, etc. The results from 

alignment show matching bases, positions where base 

substitutions has occurred and positions of bases’ deletions and 
insertions. The goal is to find the alignment with optimal 

matching score. For alignment, a scoring function is used, 

awarding matches and penalizing mismatches and gaps.   

Algorithms for sequence alignment can be optimal or 

heuristic. The number of possible alignments of two sequences 

grows exponentially with the lengths of the sequences. 

Recently there are many algorithms for short-read 

alignment against a single reference, which are not subject of 

this paper. 

In this paper we give a comparative analysis of several  

known local and global pair-wise sequence alignment 

algorithms. Some good surveys can be found in [7, 16, 23]. 

 

II. DEFINITIONS 

Let   be a finite alphabet. Let  and  be the two sequences 

that have to be aligned, and let = …  and =… , where , ∈ Σ.  
For applications in bioinformatics, three most used 

alphabets are DNA alphabet Σ = { , , , }, RNA alphabet Σ = { , , , }, and amino acid alphabet Σ ={ , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , }  with 20 

letters. So, sequences are DNA, RNA and proteins. 

A global pairwise alignment S of two sequences  and  

results from inserting gaps in  or  or in the both sequences, 

and after inserting, both sequences are with same length. This 

means that all letters and gaps in each sequence have to be 

aligned. Two gaps can not be aligned, because the semantic 

meaning of a gap is base deletion in the first sequence and base 

insertion in the other sequence. Global pairwise alignment, can 

be generalized to multiple alignment of a set { , , … , } of 

k sequences, which results from inserting gaps in each sequence 

, so after inserting, all k sequences are with same length. 

Multiple alignment algorithms are not subject of this paper. 

A local pairwise alignment S of two sequences  and  of 

different lengths, identifies local regions of similarity, or 

matching substrings between them.   

Alignment can be seen as simplified representation of the 

evolutionary history that separates two sequences  and . 

Allowed mutations are: simple point mutations, where single 

character change in the sequence occurs; insertions, where one 

or more consecutive characters are inserted in the sequence; and 

deletions, where one or more consecutive characters are 

removed from the sequence. Other types of mutations, as 

duplications and rearrangements are also possible, but are not 

included in the algorithms for sequence alignment. 

In order to find the optimal alignment, a score for match, 

mismatch and gap insertion is defined. One can use PAM 

approach [11], BLOSUM approach [17] or by using simple 

scoring function  which assigns different values, 1 and 2 for 

each character match and mismatch in the sequences, and 

assigns p as gap penalty for each gap. If the gap penalty for the 

first position of substring of gaps is different from subsequent 

positions, we speak about affine gap penalty, otherwise, if it is 

same for all positions of gaps, we speak about linear gap 

penalty. If alignment has gaps, it is gapped alignment, opposite 

to un-gapped alignment, which is without gaps. 

Algorithms for pairwise sequence alignment can be divided 

in two distinctive classes: optimal and heuristic algorithms. 

Optimal algorithms always find the optimal alignment/s, and 

these algorithms are deterministic. All optimal algorithms for 

sequence alignment use the technique of dynamic 

programming, which is applicable because every partition of 

the optimal alignment of  and  is the optimal alignment of 

the corresponding subsequences from  and . The main 

characteristic of these algorithms is the quadratic O(nm) time 
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complexity. They differ mostly by their space complexity, and 

best optimal algorithms decreases the space complexity from 

quadratic to linear.  

Heuristic algorithms promise to find reasonable good 

(suboptimal) alignments, or to find the optimal alignment 

reasonably often. For the sake of this reduction, they obtain 

linear time and/or space complexity. These algorithms work in 

two phases for local alignment. In the first, so called 

preprocessing phase, matching positions of the highly similar 

regions X and  are identified as seeds, and in the second phase, 

the seeds are extended to local alignment and the scoring 

function is calculated. Usually, not every initial seed is 

extended to full alignment, instead, many of them are discarded 

by filtering, which results in the lower runtime. Also, for 

heuristic algorithms exist a fraction of good alignments for 

which no seed is found, and they form false negative rate. 

Bigger false negative rate, means lower sensitivity for the 

algorithm. Li et al [24] showed that problem of choosing the 

optimal seed is NP-hard. Brejova et al [6] defined so called 

vector seed as generalization of many different seeds.  

Definition 1 [6] Vector seed is an ordered pair = �, � , 

where � = � , � , … , �  is the seed vector of real numbers and � is the seed threshold value. = , , … ,  hits the seed  at position p if ∑ (� ∙ �+ − )= ≥ �. The number of nonzero 

positions of in the vector � is the support of the seed. 

Similarly as seeded local alignment, exists so called anchor-

based global alignment, based on heuristic approach that works 

in three phases. In the first phase, similar regions called anchors 

are identified, in the second, some anchors are chosen, and in 

the third phase, other regions between the anchors are aligned. 

The quality of the final alignment/s depends on the selection of 

anchors, and anchors are much more easily selected when the 

sequences are homologous, i.e. similar sequences with a 

common evolutionary origin.  Two popular seed/anchor-based 

alignment techniques use hash table and suffix/prefix trie, such 

as suffix tree [35], enhanced suffix array [1] and FM-index [14]. 

When hash table is used, in the preprocessing phase, for each 

seed with length k in the sequence A its position in a given array 

is calculated by hashing function. Afterwards, one can go 

through the other sequence B and find the positions of seeds in 

linear time. The primary advantage of suffix/prefix tries is that 

alignment of multiple copies of the same substring is done once 

because they collapse on unique path in the trie, compared to 

hash tables, where the alignment is performed for each copy. 

Suffix trees can be built and searched in linear time and linear 

space. All three techniques of suffix/prefix tries has the same 

linear time complexity, but memory requirements differ - suffix 

tree requires 12-17B per nucleotide, suffix array requires 6.25B 

and FM-index requires 0.5-2B per nucleotide [23]. 

Some of the presented algorithms have parallel versions, 

like MPI-LAGAN [36], which is parallel version of LAGAN 

[8]. Also, some of the algorithms have their version for multiple 

sequence alignment, such as LAGAN again. 

III. ALGORITMS AND THEIR ANALYSIS 

First algorithms for local and global sequence alignment 

use dynamic programming for obtaining optimal alignment.  

A. Optimal sequence alignment algorithms 

Needleman-Wunsch pioneering algorithm [27] appeared in 

1970 and it is an optimal algorithm for global sequence 

alignment, based on dynamic programming. It has unfavorable 

O(nm) time and space complexity. Scores are specified by the + × +  matrix = [ , ] of similarity. The first 

row is obtained by the formula , = � ∙ , and the first column 

is obtained by the formula , = � ∙ . The values of the 

remaining cells are computed by the following formula: 

 

, = { − , + �, − + �− , − + � ,  

 

After completion of the matrix, the highest score is the 

optimal score, and it can be found in the last cell , . The 

optimal alignment is constructed by tracing back from the last 

cell to the cell , . 

Other global sequence alignment algorithms try to reduce 

the space complexity to be less then quadratic. Hirschberg [18] 

algorithm is in fact, divide and conquer version of the previous 

algorithm, and it has linear space complexity. It stores only 

current and previous row of the Needleman-Wunsch matrix. In 

each step, the algorithm finds partitioning point , , which 

divide the two sequences  and  into subsequences = � 

and = �. This point provide obtaining an optimal global 

sequence alignment of  and , by concatenating the optimal 

global alignments of  subsequences  and , and 

subsequences � and � . 

Another improvement of Needleman-Wunsch is given by 

Fickett [15]. It tries to reduce the time complexity by reordering 

the calculation of matrix values, in order to avoid wasted 

computation. 

Smith-Waterman [32] algorithm is based on Needleman-

Wunch approach, without negative values in the cells, 

generating optimal gapped local alignment. It has the same 

quadratic time and space complexity. The first row and column 

of the + × +  matrix = [ , ] are initialized to 

zero, and the other values are computed by: 

 

, = { 
 − , + �, − + �− , − + � ,  

 

The optimal local alignment is obtained by tracing back 

from the cell with the highest score to the first zero cell.  

B. Heuristic pair-wise local sequence alignment algorithms 

Instead of finding one optimal alignment, Waterman and 

Eggert [34] came up with an idea of identifying k suboptimal 

local alignments, in O(knm) time and quadratic space. Huang 

and Miller [19] presented linear-space variant of the Waterman-

Eggert algorithm. 

FASTA [25, 29] is the first seed-based alignment algorithm 

based on hashing. In the first stage a look up for matching 
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substrings of length k (called hot-spots) is conducted. For 

indexing hot-spots between query and database sequence, a 

hash table is employed. Consecutive hot-spots form continuous 

diagonals in dynamic programming matrix. By choosing 10 

best diagonal runs of consecutive hits from the matrix and 

performing gapped alignment in order to align perfectly 

matching regions, using variant of the Smith-Waterman 

algorithm, local gapped alignment is produced. With FASTA, 

seeds with length less then k could be missed. Since the 

algorithm employs matrix, the space complexity is O(nm). The 

average time complexity of the algorithm is |Σ|� . 

BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [2, 3] is 

heuristic approach for searching a database of protein or DNA 

sequences against target query sequence. A list of similar 

sequences regarding the query is reported as an output. By 

breaking the query sequence in overlapping words of size k  (the 

default value for k is 3), for each word at position p in the query 

a list of words of the same size, scoring at least T with the p-

word is generated. During the second phase, the database is 

scanned for list words’ hits. By extending hits in the both 
directions, until the score of the alignment significantly drops, 

a local pairwise alignment (ungapped or gapped, depending on 

whether gaps’ insertion is permitted or not during the extension 

phase) is generated. BLAST has the same time complexity as 

dynamic programming algorithms O(nm), but since non-

significant local alignments are discarded, its running time is 

about 500 time faster than standard dynamic programming 

algorithms. Since lookup table of size |Σ|  is stored in the 

memory, BLAST overall space complexity is |Σ| + . 

BLAT (BLAST-Like Alignment Tool) [20] is pairwise 

alignment algorithm that runs about 500 times faster when 

aligning mRNA/DNA sequences and about 50 times faster 

when aligning protein sequences, compared to the pre-existing 

tools. Searching for exact or almost exact hits, BLAT is less 

sensitive than BLAST. Due to the reduced sensitivity, BLAT is 

not recommended tool for searching more distantly related 

sequences, but when it comes to closely related sequences, 

better time performance results are obtained in comparison to 

BLAST. During the search stage, three different strategies are 

used in order to find homologous regions: searching for perfect 

hits, allowing at least one mismatch between two hits and 

searching for multiple perfect matches, which are in close 

proximity to each other.   

PatternHunter [26] introduced spaced seeds, building at 

first an index of A for this model of seeds. Spaced seeds require 

exact match on k positions, which do not have to be 

consecutive. It is more sensitive than BLAST and BLAT, with 

the same time and memory complexity.  

BLASTZ [31] is the fastest of all algorithms in BLAST 

family. Main speedup is obtained by removing all substring 

repeats in the sequences. BLASTZ uses so called transition 

seeds of length k, with at most one transition from one to other 

character, which are extended in both directions without gaps, 

until score drops below some threshold value t1. Afterwards, it 

performs gapped alignments called zones, with score above 

other threshold value t2. For the regions between zones, the 

previous procedure is repeated with smaller value of k and 

smaller thresholds. 

YASS [28] is a variant with tradeoff between FASTA and 

BLAST. It uses small exact repeats obtained by hashing as 

seeds and multiple seed criterion that allows an arbitrary 

number of possibly overlapping seeds. Afterwards, an 

extension is performed, using new criterion called group 

criterion, based on the total nucleotide size of the group. 

BWT-SW [22] uses FM-index [14] and Burrows-Wheeler 

Transform (BWT) for emulating suffix trie and obtaining better 

storage complexity. Authors reported  .6 8   time 

complexity for ungapped alignment. They also stated “how to 
modify the dynamic programming to allow pruning but without 

jeopardizing the completeness”. 
FLAG [33] generates local alignment in linear time and 

space, when two homologous sequences are aligned. For each 

overlapping window, the longest matching region is found as a 

seed, being afterwards extended to local alignment. The 

algorithm uses a clever way, without have to perform too many 

unnecessary matching checks for obtaining the “best” local 

alignment. 

C. Heuristic pair-wise global sequence alignment algorithms  

MUMmer [12] is the first widely used and efficient anchor-

based global alignment algorithm for two genome sequences. It 

uses suffix tree data structure to find maximal unique matches 

(MUMs) between  and , providing O(n+m) time complexity 

and linear space complexity. MUMs are unique if they occur 

exactly once in each of the sequences. After finding all MUMs, 

the algorithm sort them according to their position in the 

sequences, then picks the longest set of non-conflicting 

anchors, and aligns the regions between the chosen anchors 

with Smith-Waterman algorithm. It is open-source now and it 

has better computational time for homologous sequences, 

because in that case, Smith-Waterman works less. MUMmer 

additionally locates all single nucleotide polymorphisms, large 

inserts, significant repeats, tandem repeats and reversals. Its 

subsequent two versions are described in [13] and [21]. An 

additional option of MUMmer 3.0 is the identification of all 

maximal matches, including non-unique ones, what increases 

the storage and computational time for creating the output file. 

GLASS (GLobal Alignment SyStem) [4] is slower, but 

more sensitive algorithm than MUMmer. It starts by finding all 

common K-mers in two sequences. For building alignments, 

only non-overlapping and non-crossing K-mers with score 

above some threshold value T are considered. For the regions 

between the K-mers, the same algorithm is performed 

recursively for smaller values of K (K takes one of the values 

20, 15, 12, 9, 8, 7, 6 and 5). At the end, remaining regions are 

aligned using standard dynamic programming algorithm. 

Another anchor-based global alignment algorithm that uses 

suffix tree, is AVID [5]. The suffix tree is built for the 

concatenation of two sequences with a special character N 

between them. The suffix tree is searched for maximal repeated 

substrings in linear time. A maximal repeated substring that 

crosses the boundary between the two sequences represents a 

maximal match between the two sequences. An anchor set is a 

collection of non-overlapping, non-crossing matches with 
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length at least half the length of the longest match. The matches 

are sorted at first, and for selecting good anchors with score 

above some threshold, a variant of Smith-Waterman algorithm 

is used, similarly to GLASS. For alignment of regions between 

the anchors, AVID makes a recursive calls to the same previous 

process, and previously discarded shorter matches are 

reconsidered for anchoring in the later rounds. The recursion 

ends when there are either no remaining bases to be aligned, or 

there are no significant matches in the remaining sequences. If 

these remaining sequences are short, they are aligned using the 

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, but if they are long, the lack of 

anchor indicates no significant alignment between them. AVID 

has good performances only for homologous sequences. 

LAGAN (Limited Area Global Alignment of Nucleotides) 

[8] heuristics use anchors build by chaining an ordered subset 

of local alignments, which are obtained by seeding strategy 

with allowed mismatches in the seed. Every local alignment is 

built from more than one short seeds using CHAOS algorithm 

[9]. Global alignment is obtained by applying CHAOS 

recursively in the areas with sparse anchors, so that each 

consecutive pair of anchors is separated by a distance smaller 

than a given maximum, which leads to one rough global map. 

Afterwards, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is performed on 

the limited area around the rough global map [8]. Sensitive 

anchoring scheme of LAGAN, makes it suitable for close and 

distantly related sequence pairs. 

SPA (Super Pair-wise alignment) [30] is fast global 

alignment algorithm for homologous sequences, with reduced 

time and space complexity to O(m), without sacrificing too 

much accuracy. By measuring the percent of local similarity 

within shifting window of size k, all positions where 

nucleotides’ deletions occurred can be identified. If by addition 

of gap/s at concrete position/s, the percent of local similarity 

within the shifting window is increased over certain threshold, 

that the insertion of gap/s is permitted.  

Vmatch [1] is a variant of MUMmer where suffix tree data 

structure is replaced with enhanced suffix array. The name 

enhanced suffix array stands for data structures built of suffix 

array and additional tables. The time complexity remains the 

same, but the memory requirements are drastically reduced. 

Sequence alignment is only one feature of the software Vmatch. 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our analysis is summarized in the Table 1. There are several 
described algorithms that are not included, due to the fact that 
their time and storage complexity is difficult to be computed.  
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 Table 1. Analysis of local and global sequence alignment algorithms 

 

Algorithm Year Characteristics 
Time 

complexity 

Space 

complexity 

Local vs 

global 

alignment 

Optimal vs 

heuristic 

algorithms 

Needleman-

Wunsch 
1970 

Dynamic 

programming 
O(nm) O(nm) global optimal 

Hirschberg 1975 

Dynamic 

programming 

with divide and 

conquer 

O(nm) O(m) global optimal 

Smith-

Waterman 
1981 

Dynamic 

programming 
O(nm) O(nm) local optimal 

Waterman-

Eggert 
1987 

Dynamic 

programming 

O(knm) 

k-number of 

suboptimal 

alignments 

O(nm) 

 
local heuristic 

Huang-Miller 1991 
Dynamic 

programming 
O(nm) O(m) local heuristic 

FASTA 1985 

Consecutive 

seeds of length 

k and hash table 

(|Σ| ) O(nm) local heuristic 

BLAST 1990 

Consecutive 

seeds of length 

k and hash table 

O(nm) |Σ| +  local heuristic 

BLAT 2002 

Seeds with 

allowed 0, 1, or 

2 mismatches 

O(nm) |Σ| +  local heuristic 

PatternHunter 2002 
Spaced seeds 

and hash table 
O(nm) |Σ| +  local heuristic 

BLASTZ 2003 

Removed 

repeats, 

transition seeds 

O(nm) |Σ| +  local heuristic 

BWT-SW 2008 FM-index 

.6 8  
ungapped 

alignment 

 local heuristic* 

FLAG 2013 

Extending of 

the longest 

consecutive 

seeds 

O(m)* 

homologous 

sequences 

O(m)* 

homologous 

sequences 

local heuristic 

MUMmer 1999 
Anchors and 

suffix tree 
O(n+m) O(n+m) global heuristic 

AVID 2003 
Anchors and 

suffix tree 
O(n+m) O(n+m) global heuristic 

SPA 2003 
Measure of 

local similarity 
O(m) O(m) global heuristic 

Vmatch 2004 

Anchors and 

enhanced suffix 

array 

O(n+m) O(n+m) global heuristic 
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Abstract—The global warming and the frequent forest fires
are the greatest evils, that is happening to the world today.
They are key motivation factor in development of systems for
an early prevention and detection of forest fires. In this paper,
we review the general architecture of a forest fire system, present
several existing systems and pilot-projects, describe their specific
architectures and emphasize the main mutual similarities and
differences. At the and we address the open issues and improve-
ment opportunities, that appear with the mobile technologies and
smart phones.

I. INTRODUCTION

One third of Europe is now covered by forests, correspond-

ing to 185 million hectares (ha) [1]. The total forest area has

increased over the recent decades. The forest fires are one of

the greatest evils that are happening in the world today. They

are usually accompanied by loss of human lives, loss of homes,

loss on forest, biodiversity change and climate change. Most

of the damage occur during the summer. Every year forest fires

in Europe burn on average about 500 000 ha (twice the area

of Luxembourg). Nearly 95 % of the total burned area lies in

the Mediterranean region [2]. Therefore, the early prevention

and timely dealing with forest fires becomes essential.

The fires are mainly caused by humans, then lightning and

other reasons, that contribute to easy start of fires, as the

global warming. The prevention of fires is very complex, it

requires a lot of work, that includes the long-term process

of changing the consciousness of the population and a short-

term protection of the forests with a regular maintenance. The

short-term aspect is for example, minimizing the side effects

including a fire control, increasing the resistance of the assets

of a fire, in the case of forests, relocation of resources away

from the path of the fire as well as reducing the possibility of a

fire occurrence. Although the number of fires in the last decade

has increased in Europe, the burned area has not expanded

significantly due to the improved firefighting methods.

Several methods and technics are known and used in the

world, such as satellites [3], spy planes, surveillance pillars,

heat sensors and the combination of these methods. The

Satellites are very expensive, only limited areas are monitored

and cannot detect small fires. The clouds are also a problem,

but in a lack of other solutions for the large inaccessible areas,

they are the only way to detect forest fires. The spy planes are

used in USA, Canada, Russia, Finland, as well as in other

countries with large forest areas, as early warning systems.

They are embedded in planes that patrol with regular cameras

and use IR-cameras for night vision. The surveillance pillars

were used a long time ago as the only possible method that

oversees the forest fires.

Lately, these pillars have been complemented with modern

and sophisticated cameras or an appropriate types of sensors,

that collect information and transmit data to the control cen-

ters. Due to their geographical infrastructure, some countries

have to use combined methods because they are not able to

oversee the whole territory by using only one method.

In the world, there are several systems and pilot-projects,

which have been created for an early prevention and detection

of forest fires. There are many scientific studies that have

covered this issue from different aspects [4] [5]. The starting

point in the almost all researches is the great number of forest

fires in recent years and the need to act preventive and to deal

faster, easier and simpler without major consequences for the

population and the forests.

II. FIRE SYSTEM GENERAL ARCHITECTURE

Motivation for analyzing the forest fires early detection and

prevention systems are the positive aspects of one such system

present in a country. The existence of such a system requires

certain conditions to be fulfilled. First, there have to be a

good coverage of automated measuring stations, suitable for

obtaining meteorological data on the territory that is aimed

at protection. Then an access to the data from the satellites is

required to calculate the designated parameters. Additionally a

detection system in the area is needed, consisted of a combined

set of cameras [6], sensors and extended with a crowd-sourcing

modules, such as citizens’ smart phones. All of these real time

data should be merged with the static data (vegetation map,

demographic maps, orthophoto maps, etc.) into one integrated

system. The system should give all necessary items required

for early warning and prevention of forest fires. Fig. 1 shows a

general architecture of a Forest Fire System, with a server-side

computational unit [7] [8], data providers and users.

III. EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

A. Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS)

One of the most advanced systems in the world is the

Canadian Wildland Fire Information System1, shown in Fig. 2,

that is based on a GIS system. This system creates products

on a daily basis, which are maps of the daily fire danger,

the annual fire behavior and the fire points (popularly called

1Canadian Wildland Fire Information System, http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca
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Fig. 1. Forest Fire System General Architecture.

Fig. 2. Diagram of Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI).

“Hot spots”) during the fire season, generally from May to

September. These maps are used by the agencies, that deal with

fires, for their research and it is open to the public. Forecasts

are made six days earlier. This is a computer-based system,

that follows the daily danger and conditions for the occurrence

of a fire in Canada.

All weather data from Canada is gathered on a daily basis

and it is used so that the maps of danger and fire behavior are

created. Satellites are additionally used to detect fires. The

main benefits of this system are maps, national situational

reports for the entire territory and historical analysis. This

system consists of several modules, such as:

1) Fire weather data acquisition: The system uses weather

data and weather forecasts from the Atmospheric Environ-

ment Service (AES) and the Canadian Hydro meteorological

Service. The data is gathered automatically and manually

from the meteorological stations and the ANIK-D satellite

from the North part of Canada. This project integrates 250

meteorological stations on the entire territory of Canada.

2) Data storage and analysis: CWFIS operates in the

Workstation County on top of a UNIX platform. The de-

scriptive data model is implemented in the Oracle relational

database. The spatial data is stored in ARC/info, in the raster

and vector format.

3) Fire Weather Modeling: This system is used by the

Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index (FWI) System (Van

Wagner 1987), as a basis for modeling and displaying of the

possibility of fire occurrence in the forests. The calculation of

the components is based on consecutive daily monitoring of

the temperature, the relative humidity, the wind speed, and the

24-hour rainfall.

4) Fine Fuel Moisture Code (in this case, the wood, Duff

Moisture Code, Duff Moisture Code, Drought Code, Initial

Spread Index and Buildup Index): It is the ratings of the total

amount of the available combustion fuel, which are numerical

values and are calculated by mathematical means.

5) Fire Weather Index: It is the numerical value of the

potential fire intensity, that is the combination of the initial

spread index and the ratings of the fuel.
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Fig. 3. EFFIS system.

B. European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS)

EFFIS2 has been implemented by the Joint Research Centre

(JRC) and the General Environmental Directory (ENV) as the

main information provider for forests fires in Europe in 1998.

The system does evaluation during the two phases, before

and after the fire. It takes into consideration the prevention,

preparedness, dealing with the fires and the consequences of

the fire [1] [9]. Maps of daily meteorological fire danger and a

six-day forecast are produced. The satellite images are updated

from the last seven days and the latest hotspots maps and

possible fires are updated daily.

The whole system, shown in Fig. 3, is divided into two

parts: The Current Situation with Fires and Fire Updates.

1) The Current Fire Situation: In this part, EFFIS has

presented several products on the map, such as the annual

fire forecast, the Hot spot map or the possible potential fires

and burned territories. The fire hazard forecast is done with

the same methodology that is applied in the Canadian system

using the same parameters and calculations. The territory

constants are tested and adjusted for Europe because there are

parameter differences between Europe and Canada. The data

is obtained from two satellites, MODIS [10] and SEVIRI. The

information for the burned areas is obtained from all European

states including Macedonia, that have an obligation to submit

annual reports for the fires.

Technically, the system has been designed as a modular

geographic informational system. It consists of web-based

modules, a data processing part and a spatial database that

collects and shows information for the forest fires on the pan-

European scale. The main purpose of EFFIS is to forecast the

daily danger of fire and to obtain data for the burned areas, by

the use of software tools, meteorological and optical satellite

data gathered on a daily basis.

EFFIS works as two inter-dependent systems on on two

64-bit Red Hat Linux servers. These processing (back-end)

2European Forest Fire Information System, http://effis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/

modules download and process spatial data and generate

reports on forest fires. The components (’front-end’) consist

of web-based mapping tools, through which the EFFIS layers

are published and allow the users to search and analyze the

information in a web browser.

2) Processing: The spatial and related attribute data are

stored in the ORACLE spatial and relational data manage-

ment system. The MODIS satellite images are saved as

ordinary files. Several Payton and Bash Shell scripts, based

on GDAL/ORG geospatial libraries, have been developed for

processing and management of the raster and vector spatial

data, updated on a daily basis or longer. Linux Bash scripts

have been developed to download at moderate resolution

imaging from the MODIS, TERRA & AQUA satellite data

as the images of the German AeroSpace Centre (DLR). The

satellite data is merged and a mosaic of 250 meter resolution

is created. This data is also used as a mapping base of the

rapid assessment of damages, which are used by the experts

in forest fires during the fire season.

3) Web-based tools: The EFFIS web-site has been de-

veloped in Joomla Content Management System. The web-

mapping is the main tool of EFFIS and the most important

part is the map search. The browser provides a direct access

to FWI as the Web Map Service (WMS), the locations of the

hotspots and the burned areas as well as the daily MODIS

mosaic. The EFFIS web portal provides access to the news

about the fires gathered on the principle of GeoRSS, the data

that has been detected daily by the subscribers of the news

“plethora of news feed on the web”.

GeoServer and UNM Mapserver are both used for manage-

ment and presentation of the fire danger forecast and other

layers associated with the fires in a wide range of formats,

including INSPIRE and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)

standards, such as Web Map Service (WMS), that generates

maps in an image format online, Web Feature Service (WFS),

which generates vector data using Geographic Mark-Up Lan-
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guage (GML) and Web Coverage Service (WCS) that offers

raster or grid data.

The future research plans of EFFIS are focused towards the

integration of Volunteered Geographic Information VGI and

Web 2.0 services. The aim is to include the new resources from

the spatial geo-referenced information in the shape of images

from the services, such as Flicker and Panoramio, tweets from

Twitter and videos from YouTube. These services can provide

information and alerts during the fire season because some

of these services are relatively new and potential sources of

information, in terms of crowd sourcing or crowd sensing.

Other researches are aimed towards including meteorological

data from sensors using the technology of OCG, Sensor

Observation Service (SOS).

C. iForestFire - Croatian intelligent forest fire monitoring

system

iForestFire3, shown in Fig. 4, is an integral and intelligent

system for remote monitoring and protection of fire on an open

space. An automatic early fire detection is implemented by

analysis of camera images in the visible part of the spectrum

during the day and of the infrared part of the spectrum during

the night.

This kind of a system with 29 cameras has been installed in

Istra (Croatia) covering the whole area. As an observer, it has

many advantages over the standard observers on the ground.

The only disadvantage is that an operator has to watch the

screen all the time in order to spot a fire. Therefore, there is

a need to automate the fire prediction from the images. Then,

the system will automatically recognize the fire and will give

a report, i.e. an alarm. The operator will just check and will

make a final decision on whether the alarm is true or false.

This system uses data from a satellite to make a hotspot map

of potential fires just like the Canadian system. iforestFire is

a typical web-based information system and the user interface

is a web browser. The system consists of terrain unit and a

central unit to accept, display, process and store the data from

the regional units. The central server unit accepts the data from

at most 5 cameras, then processes and displays the results.

It is an integral system and uses three types of data.

1) Video information: The digital video signal is used in the

manual and automatic mode of the system. In the automatic

mode, the video signal is the source of images for an automatic

fire detection. Whereas in the manual mode, the signal is used

for a remote video observation and a remote video inspection.

2) Meteorological data: Meteorological data is used in the

post-process systems to eliminate false alarms [11]. It also,

can be used to calculate the index of forest fire danger during

the prevention or in the control phase to follow the spreading

of the fire during the fire phases.

3) The Geographic Information System: It contains in-

formation that is not only geographical but also other data

relevant for the forest fires, such as the fire history, vegetation

maps, etc. This part has two working modes, a manual and

an automatic mode. In the manual mode, there are control

interfaces over the cameras using joysticks, a keyboard, a

3Intelegent Forest Fire monitoring system, http://ipnas.fesb.hr/index.php

mouse, virtual controls, geo-referenced maps and panoramic

images. In the automatic mode, the system detects smoke in

height of 10 meters at a distance of 10 km and automatically

activates the alarm.

D. Monitoring forest fires system in the surrounding of Bran-

denburg, Germany

The Forest Research Institute in the surrounding of Bran-

denburg (Forest Research Institute, Baden-Wrttemberg) devel-

oped a modern system for an early warning and detection of

forest fires by the use of Optical Sensor System (OSS). It is

also called an automatic monitoring system for the forest fires.

The idea of this type of monitoring came from the German

Air Center, where the original software was developed and

some parts of the sensors, during the preparation for a space

mission. This system was brought into production by IQ Wire-

less Ltd. and was further tested and developed in cooperation

with the German State Brandenburg in 1999. Today, there are

109 cameras for monitoring of the forest areas in Brandenburg.

The equipment has been installed on the former control towers,

pillars of the mobile transmitters or tall buildings. It can catch

the smoke clouds in radius of 15 km with minimum resolution

of 10x10 m. The optic sensors can rotate around their own axis

and it provides a continuous panorama of 360 ◦. Three scans

(images) are created on every 10 ◦.

The images are compared and analyzed and the system can

show the slightest changes in the atmosphere due to the very

fine grey scale that uses over 16,000 nuances. It is a starting

point for the origin of the cloud on the electronic map. In

this manner, the forest fire can be detected in its early stage

(when it starts to smolder). Each system monitors a forest

area of about 70,000 ha by the rotation of 4-8 minutes (the

setting can be specified if necessary). Currently, there are 11

fire centers where the data is monitored and analyzed. It is

planned to be improved and to be merged into 6 modern state

fire centers.

About 60% of all the fires have been detected by this system

of sensors, whereas the others happen during the late night

hours, when the optical sensor system is powerless (blind).

Therefore, the system should be extended with a night vision

option for detection and analysis.

E. Integrated system for forest fires detection using wireless

sensor networks, Waspmote

The company DIMAP-FactorLink, under the name “SISVIA

Vigilancia y Seguimiento Ambiental” within the common

commercial projects in the protection of the environment,

have developed and integrated a system for a forest fires

detection that uses the products of Libelium. An area of 210

ha in the region of Northern Spain was covered. The aim was

to provide information to different organizations, to monitor

the environmental infrastructure and to provide alarms for an

early warning of different dangers, such as the forest fires.

The system consists of a wireless sensor network [12], a

communications network and a reception center [8] [13].

Waspmot devices are deployed in strategic locations as

shown in Fig. 5. The four measured parameters are Tempera-

ture, Relative humidity, Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Carbon
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Fig. 4. Croatian iForestFire system.

Dioxide (CO2). They are measured every 5 minutes. If the

value of a measured parameter goes beyond the configured

threshold, then the system reacts by sending an alarm to

the fire-fighting services. They will immediately know where

exactly the fire is, with a reliable accuracy, because within

every Waspmote device can be integrated a GPS device

that determines the exact position and time of the received

information.

One of the main features of the Waspmote is its low power

consumption. Waspmote hibernates most of the time in order

to save the battery energy. Waspmote awakes on a defined

interval (programed by the user), reads from the sensors,

establishes a wireless communication and sends data. Every

device is powered by batteries and solar panels, that make the

system to be completely independent.

Two Meshlium devices are installed to aid the data trans-

mission, to collect information and to send it via WiFi.

Meshlium and the Multiprotocol router are capable for an

interconnection with WSN (802.15.4 / ZigBee), WiFi (2.4GHz

or 5GHz in high or low power), GPRS (quadband, Bluetooth

communication with mobile phones or the PDA devices), GPS

and Ethernet. The Meshlium device is a parser that divides all

the data in small packages or variables that are kept in the

server in a MySQL database. The data can be processed after

it has been stored in the database. SISVIA has made a control

panel to show the information with a graphic interface. The

solution has been integrated with GIS, to show the information

in 2D or 3D maps.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper were shown five forest fire detection sys-

tems and pilot projects, which have been created in different

countries and different regions in the world. At the beginning

has been analyzed the Canadian Wildland Fire Information

System, whose concept is the basis for many other systems,

such as the European Forest Fire Information System, shown

as a second such system in this paper. In addition we analyzed

the Intelligent Forest Fire monitoring system in Croatia, which

is a bit different from the previous two, due to its integrated

and intelligent video based module for an early detection of

forest fires. The system in Brandenburg, Germany, is similar to

the Croatian. This is a modern automatic monitoring system

for an early warning and detection of forest fires with the

use of optical sensors. A different approach for a fire forest

detection is the integrated system for a forest fire detection

in Spain, that uses wireless sensor networks and Waspmote

devices.

The most effective way to minimize the damages caused

by the forest fires is the early detection of forest fires and a

fast appropriate reaction. In that direction, in the future, more

effective forest fire detection systems need to be developed,

that will also utilize the new technologies as smart phones.

The appearance of smart phones is a good way to use them as

a mobile measuring stations and video detection devices. The

biggest challenge in the future is to integrate these modern

technologies in order to make the forest fire detection and

prevention systems more efficient and useful.
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Fig. 5. Waspmote system.
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Abstract— The vast amount of knowledge acquired for 

protein structures hasn’t high significance if it is not further used 

to determine the functions of the proteins in the interactions in 

which they are involved. Various methods for annotating protein 

structures found in the literature consider different kind of 

information about the inspected structures. In this paper we 

propose a method for determining the protein functions based on 

the local characteristics of the protein binding sites, as well as the 

global features of the whole protein structure. First, we extract 

the characteristics of the amino acid residues that are part of the 

inspected protein binding site, as well as the features of the 

protein ray-based descriptor. Then, we build a prediction model 

by using an existing multi-label classifier. We provide some 

experimental results of the evaluation of the proposed method. 

Keywords—protein function; protein structure; protein binding 

site; multi-label classification 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The knowledge regarding the functions of the protein 
molecules is of high importance, since this knowledge could be 
used to understand and to regulate various processes in the 
organisms. There are both experimental and computational 
methods for annotating protein structures. The experimental 
methods are expensive and time consuming, therefore there are 
many protein molecules whose structures are determined but 
their functions are not yet discovered. Due to this, there is an 
evident need for development of fast computational methods 
for annotating protein structures. 

There are various computational methods for protein 
function prediction. First group of methods aims to find 
homologous proteins structures [1]. Second group of methods 
tries to find the conserved parts of the proteins sequence and 
structures in order to determine the protein functions [2]. Third 
group of methods [3] annotates the protein structures based on 
the characteristics of the binding sites, which are the regions 
where the inspected structures comes in interaction with 
another protein structure. Forth group of methods [4] annotates 
the protein structures by applying analysis of the protein-
protein interaction networks, which contain information about 
the pairs of protein structures that interacts. 

In this paper, we consider the global characteristics of the 
protein structures, as well as the local characteristics of the 

binding sites of the proteins molecules in order to determine 
the functions of the inspected molecule. Then, by using an 
existing multi-label classifier, we induce prediction model for 
protein function prediction. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, 
the proposed method for annotating protein structures is 
presented. Section 3 contains some experimental results of the 
evaluation of the method, while section 4 concludes the paper 
and gives directions for possible further improvements of the 
proposed method. 

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In this paper we introduce a novel method for protein 
function prediction that is based on the local characteristics of 
the inspected binding site and the global characteristics of the 
protein structure. The method uses an existing classifier for 
multi-label learning for generating the model. The examples 
that are used in the dataset correspond to the binding sites of 
the protein chains that are considered for learning and testing 
the prediction model. 

A. Extraction of the Local Characteristics of the Binding Sites 

First, we extract the characteristics of the binding sites of 
the protein structures. Since a given binding site contains 
several amino acid residues, therefore we calculate the 
corresponding features for each residue that is part of the 
inspected binding site. In this research, we consider the 
Accessible Surface Area (ASA) [5], Relative ASA (RASA), 
[6], depth index (DPX) [7], protrusion index (CX) [8] and 
hydrophobicity [9]. 

The Accessible Surface Area (ASA) [5] holds information 
about the possibility that a given amino acid residue could be 
touched by the residues of the interacting protein structure. 
This characteristic is calculated by using the “rolling ball” 
algorithm [5]. A rolling ball with a predefined radius is rolled 
around the surface of the inspected protein structure, and the 
accessible surface area of each atom is estimated. Each amino 
acid residue is composed of several atoms that form a 
particular conformation in the three-dimensional space. By 
using the rolling ball algorithm, the ASA for each atom is 
calculated, and then for each residue we calculate its total ASA 
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by aggregating the values of the ASA feature of all atoms that 
constitute the corresponding amino acid residue. 

Amino acid residues contain different number of atoms, 
thus the ASA feature would be higher for the residues that 
contain more atoms. Therefore, it is better to use the Relative 
ASA (RASA) [6], which is a ratio between the estimated value 
of the ASA feature and the standard ASA value for the 
inspected amino acid. In this research we use the NACCESS 
program [6] to calculate the ASA and RASA features. 

The third feature that is considered in this research is the 
depth index (DPX) [7], which is a distance from the inspected 
atom to the nearest atom that is touched by the rolling probe 
(has ASA greater than zero). In this way the depth index of 
each atom is calculated, and then for each amino acid residue 
we consider the average of the depth indices of all atoms that 
constitute the corresponding residue. 

The protrusion index (CX) is calculated by using the 
procedure proposed in [8]. For each non-hydrogen atom the 
number of heavy atoms in its surrounding is calculated. In this 
paper, we consider the atoms that are on distance no greater 
than 10 Å, as in [8]. In this way, the inspected surrounding is a 
sphere with a radius of 10 Å. The protrusion index is calculated 
as ratio of the non-occupied volume and the occupied volume, 
where the occupied volume is calculated by multiplying the 
number of heavy atoms in the inspected sphere and the mean 
volume of an atom, while the non-occupied volume is 
calculated as a difference between the volume of the inspected 
sphere and the occupied volume. In this paper for the mean 
volume of an atom we use a value of 20.1 Å, as in [8]. In this 
way the protrusion index of each atom is estimated. Then, we 
calculate the protrusion index of the amino acid residues by 
averaging the values of the feature over all atoms. 

The hydrophobicity is the fourth feature that we consider in 
this research, and it is related to the hydrophobic effect of the 
amino acids. According to this feature we can found out if the 
inspected amino acid is commonly found in the protein interior 
or near the protein surface. In this paper we use the 
hydrophobicity scale proposed in [9]. 

Since the protein binding sites are formed from several 
amino acid residues, therefore we calculate the features for 
each binding site as a sum, average, minimum, maximum and 
variance of the ASA, RASA, DPX, CX and hydrophobicity 
features of the residues that constitute the inspected binding 
site. Also, we consider the number of amino acid residues that 
form the inspected binding sites as additional feature. In this 
way we obtain 26 local characteristics of the binding sites. 
These features are normalized in the interval [0, 1]. 

B. Extraction of the Global Characteristics of the Protein 

Structures 

Besides the local characteristics of the binding sites, we 
also consider some global characteristics that gives evidence 
about the conformation of the protein structure in the three-
dimensional space. For that purpose, we extract the features of 
the protein ray-based descriptor that is introduced in our 
previous work [10]. Next, we present the procedure for extra-
cting the protein ray-based descriptor that is described in [10]. 

The protein backbone is the skeleton of the protein 
structure, and its shape holds very important information about 
the inspected protein structures. The protein backbone is a 
chain of Cα atoms. In order to provide scale invariance, first the 
protein structure is scaled, thus the distance between the center 
of mass and the most distant Cα atom becomes one. The idea of 
the protein ray based descriptor is to find some representative 
points along the protein backbone, and then to extract the 
features as Euclidean distances between these points and the 
center of mass. However, protein chains have different number 
of Cα atoms, while we want to obtain descriptors with fixed 
length in order to be able to make comparison between them. 
Therefore, we approximate the protein backbone by applying 
uniform interpolation with some predefined number of 
interpolation points that are positioned on equal distance along 
the backbone. In this paper we interpolate the backbone with 
64 interpolation points. The interpolation is done is two steps. 
In the first step, the length of the backbone L is calculated by 
summing the distances between the consecutive Cα atoms over 
the skeleton. Then, in the second step, the skeleton is 
interpolated with N=64 interpolation points that are on equal 
distances l=L/N along the backbone. Once the skeleton is 
approximated with fixed number of points, then the features of 
the descriptor are extracted as Euclidean distances between the 
interpolation points and the center of mass of the inspected 
protein chain. In this way, we provide translation and rotation 
invariance. 

C. Multi-Label Learning Method for Inducing Model  

After extracting the local and global characteristics of the 
inspected binding sites, next we generate model for annotating 
the examples with the corresponding functions. The training 
and testing examples in this case are the binding sites of the 
protein chains, and they may be associated with multiple 
functions. Therefore, we have to solve a multi-label learning 
problem. In [11], the multi-label learning is formulated 
mathematically, and several methods for solving such problems 
are described. Also, the most common evaluation measures for 
estimating the prediction performances of the multi-label 
learning models are defined. 

In the literature there are various methods for multi-label 
learning. Generally, they can be divided into methods that 
transforms the multi-label learning problem into one or several 
multi-class learning problems, and methods that adapt some 
multi-class classifier for solving multi-label learning problems. 
In this paper we use the Label Powerset method [11] that 
transforms the multi-label learning problem into one multi-
class learning problem. 

Next, we present how the multi-label classification problem 
is transformed into multi-class classification problem. Let we 
have a training dataset with four samples x1, x2, x3 and x4 that 
have L different labels (protein functions in this case). In the 
example described here, we use L=4 different labels denoted as 
f1, f2, f3 and f4. 
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TABLE I.  TRANSFORMING THE MULTI-LABEL LEARNING PROBLEM 
INTO A MULTI-CLASS LEARNING PROBLEM 

Example Original labels Transformed labels 

x1 {f1, f3} m{1,3} 

x2 {f3, f4} m{3,4} 

x3 {f2} m{2} 

x4 {f1, f2, f3} m{1,2,3} 

 

TABLE II.  RANKING THE LABELS 

Transformed 

labels mi 
i p(mi|x) 

member(j,i) 

j=1 j=2 j=3 j=4 

m{1,3}  {1,3} 0.3 1 0 1 0 

m{3,4}  {3,4} 0.2 0 0 1 1 

m{2} {2} 0.4 0 1 0 0 

m{1,2,3} {1,2,3} 0.1 1 1 1 0 

p(fj|x) 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 

 

The Label Powerset method transforms the multi-label 
problem into a multi-class problem where the labels in the 
transformed problem are all unique sets of labels found in the 
original (before transformation) training data set. Table 1 
provide detail about the original and the transformed labels of 
the samples that are considered in this example. 

Let the transformation results into M different sets of labels 
mi, i=1, 2,…, M. Then, by applying some method for multi-
class learning, the prediction model is induced. By using this 
model for a given test sample x we can predict the probability 
p(mi|x) that the test sample would have the label mi, i=1, 2,…, 
M. By using the approach presented in [12], we calculate the 
probabilities p(fj|x), j=1, 2, …, L, that the test sample x would 
have the j-th label fj, 

                        1

( | ) ( | )member( , )
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In this way, the original labels are ranked. The procedure 
for ranking the labels is described in Table 2. Then, by using 
some threshold we can define the minimal probability in order 
to annotate a given test sample with some label. In this paper 
we use the implementation of the Label Powerset method 
provided in the MULAN software [11]. For inducing multi-
class learning model we consider the C4.5 classifier [13]. 

III. EVALUATION 

A. Data Set Description 

Next, we present the procedure for forming the data set 
used for evaluation of the proposed method. We consider the 
Gene Ontology (GO) annotations of the representative protein 

chains that were available on 12 July 2013. The representative 
protein chains are the chains with less than 100% sequence 
similarity filtered by the BLASTClust method that is used for 
clustering the protein sequences based on the distances 
between them estimated by the BLAST method [14]. From the 
representative protein chains we filter the chains with less than 
30% sequence similarity by using BLASTClust, thus obtaining 
the chains for testing the prediction performances of the 
models, while the remaining representative chains are used for 
training the models. Since in this research we make predictions 
about the functional annotations of the protein binding sites, 
therefore we consider only the protein chains whose binding 
sites are stored in the Biomolecular Interaction Network 
Database (BIND) database [15]. Then, we consider the chains 
that have at least one annotation with the functions that are 
present among the annotations of the training and testing 
chains. In this way we obtain 2136 training chains and 960 
chains for testing. In the data set used for learning and testing 
the models, the samples are the binding sites of these chains. In 
this way we obtain 3167 training samples and 1449 test 
samples. The number of different labels (functions) is L=757. 

B. Evaluation Measures 

In this research we are solving multi-label learning 
problem, thus we must use evaluation measures that are 
appropriate for estimating the prediction performances of 
multi-label classification models. In [11], the most commonly 
used evaluation measures for multi-label learning are 
presented. 

In this paper we consider several example-based measures 
and several label-based measures defined in [11]. From the 
example-based measures we consider Precision, Recall, F1 and 
Accuracy, which are calculated as in [11] 

1 1
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where with Ai and Pi we denote the sets of actual and predicted 
labels for the i-th test sample, |S| is the size of a given set S, 
while with Q we denote the number of samples used for 
testing the models. 

Besides the evaluation measures based on averaging over 
all examples, also there are measures that average some 
evaluation measure over all labels (functions). Let BM(TP, TN, 
FP, FN) is some evaluation measure that could be used for 
estimating the prediction power of some model for solving 
binary problems (problems with 2 output classes), where with 
TP, TN, FP and FN we denote the number of true positives, 
true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. 
In this paper we consider the Precision, Recall, F1 and Area 
Under the ROC Curve (AUC-ROC) measures. Then, we 
calculate the macro and micro versions of this measures as in 
[11] 
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TABLE III.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS BY USING VARIOUS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Evaluation 

measure 
Local Global 

Local and 

global 

Precision 0.061 0.113 0.113 

Recall 0.063 0.118 0.125 

F1 0.055 0.108 0.111 

Accuracy 0.039 0.092 0.096 

Precisionmacro 0.021 0.063 0.066 

Recallmacro 0.019 0.106 0.097 

F1 macro 0.016 0.068 0.069 

AUC-ROCmacro 0.482 0.565 0.551 

Precisionmicro 0.057 0.113 0.120 

Recallmicro 0.066 0.130 0.131 

F1 micro 0.061 0.121 0.125 

AUC-ROCmicro 0.502 0.570 0.564 
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where TPi, TNi, FPi and FNi are the numbers of true positives, 
true negatives, false positives and false negatives for the i-th 
label. L denotes the number of different labels used in the data 
set. 

C. Experimental Results 

In this paper we make experiments by using the local 
characteristics or global characteristics, and by using both local 
and global characteristics. In Table 3 the experimental results 
are presented by using various features. From the results we 
can see that by using only the local characteristics the model 
obtains significantly lower results than by using only the global 
characteristics. Generally, it is better to use both local and 
global characteristics in order to increase the prediction power 
of the model. The best model is obtained by using all the 
features, and it has micro precision of 0.120 and micro recall of 
0.131. We want to mention that in multi-label learning the 
evaluation measures are calculated in different manner than in 
multi-class learning, thus by using numerous labels most of 
which are very rare, it is expected that the evaluation measures 
would obtain such values for the evaluation measures. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we introduced a novel method for annotating 
protein structures based on the local characteristics of the 
protein binding sites and the global characteristics of the entire 
protein structure. By using the Label Powerset method, which 
transforms the multi-label learning problem into multi-class 
learning problem, we induced models by considering various 
features. The experimental results showed that the global 
characteristics hold more relevant information for predicting 
the protein functions. However, the best option is to combine 

the local and global characteristics in order to obtain more 
accurate model. 

In the future, we can incorporate some additional 
characteristics that could provide more relevant information 
about the functions of the protein structure. Also, some other 
multi-label learning method could be applied in order to induce 
more accurate models for protein function prediction. 
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Abstract— The amount of interconnected data on the web is 

rapidly growing, together with the information hidden into it. In 

order for the important aspects of the data to be revealed, it 

needs to be analyzed. We, people, tend to visualize the knowledge 

in order to understand it better. Most of the current tools for 

visualization are displaying all of the data at once, making it 

difficult to extract any conclusions from the overwhelmed 

presentation with many connections. In this paper we propose 

dynamic and partial graph data visualization, using heuristics 

and user behavior analysis in order to extract the most important 

concepts and the relations among them. We are maintaining user 

context to capture the behavior, and based on it we extract the 

most relevant concepts that should be displayed. In the prototype 

system that we have designed as a proof of concept, the amount 

of displayed data is automatically determined based on the 

display panel size, in order to avoid over - crowded visualization. 

The system is providing modular heuristics definition and it is 

evaluated with several predefined standard algorithms.  

Keywords—big data visualisation; graph representation; user 

behaviour; javascript 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is impossible to visualize all of the data on a small 

screen. Even if we can, it is hard to extract information from 

the over-crowded presentation. Only the part of the knowledge 

that is of user interest should be displayed. Most of the user 

interests are dynamic and change over time, so the 

visualization of data should follow them. A visualization 

program is analogous to a looking glass through which the 

user inspects an underlying system. In other words, it is the 

―bringing out of meaning in data‖ [1]. Users search and 
navigate through the knowledge of their interest (behaviour). 

The required data is close to their context and behaviour. The 

proposed approach consists of three steps: assessing the 

relevance of nodes, reducing the specification, and presenting 

the results. 

In the following paper, algorithms and methods are 

presented for these steps along with examples. We use the 

d3.js library as one of the good data visualization tools for 

graph visualisation out there. It provides a variety of new ways 

to visualize data and by working on the web it provides 

operating system interoperability, because all a user needs to 

see d3 visualizations is a web browser. 

The library used for the display of those data dimensions 

is d3.js
1
. The d3.js library was chosen because its ability to 

manipulate all of the DOM elements and exploits most of the 

browsers built in functionalities while facilitating mouse 

interaction. Some of its disadvantages are that DOM 

manipulation can be extremely slow for large numbers of 

entries. SVG also has performance limitations when dealing 

with large quantities of elements. In order to provide useful 

graph visualization, the number of nodes should be related to 

the available presentation area, which significantly reduces the 

number of nodes, and most of the visualization libraries don’t 
have problems with manipulation with this many quantities of 

data.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Researchers have previously identified comprehension 

issues with visualization of big data schemes. Efforts have 

been made to simplify this process using partial graphs 

visualisation. Partial graphs are graphs where not all nodes can 

be reached from the starting condition, or the end condition is 

not reachable by any node, or both. In practice the end 

condition is typically unreachable in a partial graph. Partial 

graph visualization techniques aim at producing graph layouts 

that are readable, interpretable, and look aesthetically pleasing 

to the viewer [2]. A graph structure that changes over time is 

called a dynamic graph. Dynamic graphs are often shown as a 

sequence of single images put next to each other. Another 

approach is to connect the diagrams of the subsequent graphs 

more closely by integrating them into a single diagram and 

aligning multiple visual representations of the same vertex or 

                                                           
1
 http://d3js.org/ 
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edge over the entire sequence of graphs [3]. Various graph 

visualization tools were developed by researchers including 

Blast2GO[4], Neo4J[5] and D3JS[6]. Those tools enable 

interactive visualization and exploration for all kinds of 

networks and complex systems, dynamic and hierarchical 

graphs. Due to an increase in the amount of information being 

analysed, the number of graph nodes and connection edges 

increases rapidly. The end result is graph nodes and edges 

―overlapping‖, which complicates the perception of the 
displayed information for the user. In this case, a possible 

solution for this non-trivial problem is a usage of algorithms 

for positioning of graph models [7]. There are many 

algorithms of such kind, which form different categories, but 

usage of these is narrowed as it depends on context of 

information being visualized. A straightforward algorithm for 

laying out the other nodes, called ―radial drawing‖ in [8], is 
used in literature. Nodes are arranged on concentric rings 

around the focus node. Each node lies on the ring 

corresponding to its shortest network distance from the focus. 

Immediate neighbours of the focus lie on the smallest inner 

ring, their neighbours lie on the second smallest ring, and so 

on. Our implementation draws these rings explicitly to make 

the network distance apparent. The angular position of a node 

on its ring is determined by the sector of the ring allocated to 

it. Each node is allocated a sector within the sector assigned to 

its parent, with size proportional to the angular width of that 

node’s sub tree. A method similar to this is described in some 
detail as ―radial placement‖ in [9], where all the nodes are the 
same size, and so the angular width of a node’s sub tree is 
simply the number of leaf nodes among its descendants 

scenario. 

III. USER CONTEXT AND BEHAVIOUR 

Visualizing dynamic directed and weighted graphs with 

an additional hierarchical organization of the graph vertices is 

a challenging task. Many data dimensions have to be 

represented at the same time: 

 The graph vertices 

 The adjacency edges induced by the graph 

 The weights of the adjacency edges 

 The inclusion edges induced by the hierarchy 

 The evolution of the graph over time 

Besides these aspects, in this paper, we start with the 

premise that the user have some information of interest that 

should be extracted from a large amount of data that can’t be 
presented on the available displaying area i.e. the goal of the 

user. Also, during the time, the interest of the user can change, 

while the goal is steal the same, and the visualization 

algorithm should also consider this aspect. The visualized data 

should be the subset of dataset that is ―closer‖ to the goal and 
the interest of the user. In this paper is presented a prototype 

system that manages the context of the user and visualizes a 

subset of the dataset that is ―closer‖ to the user context.  

The user context is represented with two main types of 

nodes. The first ones are the fixed nodes and they describe the 

constants in the scenario, including the user data, if there are 

data representing it, as well as the goal in that scenario. In our 

system, the fixed nodes are preconfigured and are marked as 

fixed explicitly. The second type of nodes are the temporal 

nodes, and they represent the recent interest of the user, 

obtained by monitoring of the user interaction with the system. 

The interest and the focus of the user can change over the 

time, and in our system, the more recent actions have a higher 

priority. In the prototype system, when the user interacts with 

some node
2
, that node is added as temporal in the context.   

The visual nodes should help the user to achieve the goal, 

and they are presented to the user. The visual nodes are subset 

of all of the nodes and are selected depending on their distance 

from the context. The visual nodes are recomputed whenever 

the context is changed, which is when the user interacts with 

some node. In this case, the system goes through all of the 

nodes, computes their distance from the context nodes, and 

displays the most important ones. The algorithm for this 

procedure is the following: 

The visualize function takes the context object that holds 

the fixed and the temporal nodes, and the number of nodes that 

should be displayed. The number of nodes is computed based 

on the available area for displaying and the size of the node, as 

shown in (1). The nodeContextDist variable holds the distance 

between each node and the context, computed by the dist 

function. The dist function is configurable and can be 

changed, and the version used by our prototype is shown in 

(2). After all the distances between the context and all nodes is 

computed, the closest displaysNodeNum nodes to the context 

are returned. The res variable is sorted array that holds the 

closest displayNodesNum nodes. The dist function adds new 

node in the res array when it is closer than the last node in res, 

or when there are less than displayNodesNum elements in the 

array.  

IV. DATA OF INTEREST DETERMINATION 

The number of nodes that are displayed is defined in (1), 

where wc, hc, wn and hn are the width and the height of the 

                                                           
2
 Node double click action is used to represents the interaction  

visualize(context, displayNodesNum) { 

     nodeContextDist ={}; 

     init res[displayNodesNum]; 

     foreach(node in nodes){ 

    nodeContextDist[node] =  

dist(node, context, res); 

     } 

     return res; 

} 
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displaying area and the node elements correspondingly, while   is the weight factor that represents the amount of the 

displaying area occupied by nodes.  

                     h    h   (1)

  

The weighting factor   is configurable and is initially set 

to 0.25 to provide a lesser congestion factor between the 

nodes. 

Since the focus of attention are a few nodes from the fixed 

context, it is natural to place these focus nodes at the centre of 

the display and layout the other nodes around it. The temporal 

nodes can be managed using different paging algorithms, such 

as FIFO, LRU, SJF, but currently we are using FIFO for 

managing of the temporal nodes because of simplicity. The 

selection of the visible nodes is made using our most 

important node first algorithm. The nodes are ranked based on 

their proximity (number of hops) and relatedness (number of 

connections) to the fixed and temporal nodes. More 

specifically, each node has its own score of the metric defined 

which is as follows: 

  (2) 

The formula displayed above explains the score of each 

node while determination the visibility of the node. The 

function nc counts the number of connections between two 

nodes passed as arguments and is used to calculate the 

distance between the nodes. The arrays fn, tn and kn represent 

the arrays of fixed nodes, temporal nodes and visible nodes 

respectively. Each of the elements of these arrays is sent to the 

number of connections function defined above along with the 

parameter node (the current node that we are calculating score 

of). WF is a constant that is used as a weighting factor and 

currently is set to 0.25. After each change of the visible nodes 

(due to a click or change in the fixed/temporal nodes) every 

node gets a new score based on the current fixed and temporal 

context. The first x nodes with highest score are displayed and 

marked as visible where x is determined by the size of the 

screen in which the data is being visualised.  

V. EVALUATION 

The system was tested with generated dataset of the 

university field, containing the relations between the students 

and the professors. However, the approach is general and 

applicable to all graph structured data. In our example this 

would lead to the classes that the current professor teaches, his 

colleague professors and teaching assistants that teach the 

same subjects and the students that attend his classes. If we 

further choose one of the subjects, this leads to a second 

iteration of our algorithm which produces just the teaching 

assistants that teach the given subject and are assigned to the 

particular professor, furthermore all of the students that take 

this class and attend his lectures are displayed. If for instance 

we change the chosen subject and pick a different one, the 

system takes in consideration the previously selected one in 

calculating the importance factor for the new nodes. This 

results in students that have attended both classes showing up 

as more relevant than some of the current students. This in 

term results in a learning curve that makes the system oriented 

more towards the user and better at providing fast and accurate 

data from the enormous dataset. 

Another example is the visualization of airline companies, 

airports and the flights between them. If we fix two of the 

airports, this will result in a dataset containing all of the flights 

between them and the airlines that operate with them. Then by 

choosing two airline companies the flights between the two 

airports get filtered to only those who belong to the given 

airlines, if we then deselect one of them the newly filtered data 

that belongs to both of the companies will have a higher 

priority, than the ones that belong only to the one that is left 

selected. Providing more iterations lead to a better 

understanding of the user and the dataset that he would prefer 

to see over the unnecessary data that he would get without the 

system’s learning side. 

Using the above-defined rules for the number of nodes 

based on the size of the user’s viewport, we could provide the 
following results: 

 

Fig. 1. Nodes per screen configuration. 

If the weight factor is set to 0.75 the nodes become more 

tightly bound, they cause a greater overlap between each other 

and the whole graph layout loses its context. This can be seen 

in the following picture: 
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Fig. 2. Nodes with higher weight factor. 

For node replacement we tried a variety of combinations 

including the first in first out algorithm, least recently used 

algorithm and shortest job first algorithm. Due to it’s easy to 
implement nature, the first in first out algorithm provided 

fastest results, but the problem was that this particular 

implementation strayed far from the user aspect of our system. 

Because following the importance of nodes for the user proved 

to be very hard. Least recently used provided much better 

results if the user had used the application for a while, but did 

very poorly when the user was beginning to interact with the 

system. Shortest job first or in our case most important node 

first provided the best results in displaying the nodes that the 

user wanted to see but remembering the nodes important for 

the user that had passed was somewhat of a challenge. 

Best results, in displaying the designated nodes without 

speed performance consideration, were achieved with a 

combination of both shortest job first algorithm and the least 

recently used algorithm. Shortest job first was used to 

determine the importance of nodes and least recently used was 

needed to filter the nodes that weren’t going to be displayed 
anymore. This implementation proved to have the best results 

because of her general user oriented approach, showing the 

nodes that were most needed in the current iteration and 

filtering out the least used nodes from the previous iterations. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have designed, implemented, and tested techniques 

for interactively exploring graphs in contextualized meaning. 

Our system enables transitions from one view to the next in an 

appealing manner that reduces confusion and layouts that 

produce transitions that are smooth and easy to follow. Using 

the context we are capturing the user’s behaviour and using 
heuristics we match the best transition for the layout. D3JS is 

being used because it has tools that make the connection 

between data and graphics fairly easy. It sits right between the 

two, the perfect place for a library meant for data 

visualization. The system was evaluated and successfully 

tested on few datasets including the Facebook friendship 

dataset and a dataset containing generated relationships 

between students and professors. 
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Abstract—Finding the prevailing color on a image has a wide
application. This paper presents a way to cluster images by their
prevailing color. We are trying to find the color of an object which
is presented on an image. This method should help as find out
the color’s name. The number of clusters is known before the
start of the clustering. This means that we have already selected
a palette of known colors. The main purpose of this method is
to effectively find the prevailing color on the image. The idea
is to detect a color on low resolution images taken by mobile
phone, then get RGB or other representation of the color, and
then find the closest color from the palette. This will allow us
get the known name of the color which is the most similar to the
color on the image. In other words, we should be able to get the
most similar color from the palette to the one on the image.

I. INTRODUCTION

The invention of images gives humanity the ability to store
data in a natural form more accessible than language. The
digitalization era affects images and the quantity of data that
can be digitalised easily and with no or little expense in images
implies the needs of image classification. Also people have
easy access to cameras and can take images at any time which
contributes to increase the number of images leading to a
greater need for classification. A common data that images
carry is color, so images can be classified by color. Classi-
fication of images by color is classical problem with many
solutions and a lot of space for research and development.
This paper offers an efficient algorithm for classification of
image by the color dominant on it. The images used are
images from a digital camera with random content, so that
the results can be applied in color recognition. One great
difficulty in image processing is the difference in quality of
images and the difference of devices used to take photos. The
task gets easier if there are palettes of colors by which we
can classify. Some form of automated color distinction is of
great importance when colors are close in hues and people
with eyesight problems can benefit greatly. In this paper we
will briefly describe the problem we are trying to solve. In the
second section we will give a short description of the algorithm
that we offer as a solution and in the third section we present
results and efficiency of the solution.

A. The problem

The question we are trying to solve is what is the color of
the subject of interest in real time and very limited processing
power. As a factor in solving the problem is the size of the
image. The bigger the resolution the greater the memory and
the greater the processing power for processing. On the other
side, small photo means small resolution that carry less data
which improves the capability of the algorithm for errors.

Fig. 1. What’s the color of the object

Other factor in solving the problem is the palette of colors
that we use in the algorithm. Big set of colors means greater
time for a photo to be classified. A good set of colors is an
important input and it has to correspond the problem we are
trying to solve. The set has to be as small as possible not
to process redundant classification and big enough so that the
answer can be solved.

B. The solution

One way to handle photos that are too big is to change them
in size. We assume that the object of interest is in the center, so
we process a part of the photo that is in central position. The
rest of the photo gets discarded 2. This improves the overall
performances of the algorithm for 90%.

A great benefit in solving this problem is the set of colors,
the palette that is being offered as an input. That palette has
to be predefined. The user has the ability to put the focus on
certain colors. The palette is an input and it has to be created by
the user. It contains a set of colors previously selected by the
user. Since the algorithm’s correctness is based on the quality
of palette the user inputs, the problem has to be well defined.
If the problem is distinction between basic colors, we input a
palette consisting of basic colors. If we want a solution deeper
in details we input a palette consisting of different hues. The
classification of hues is possible for one color i we know the
color and we input a palette of hues for that color. Smaller
number of colors in a palette means better results, so if the
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Fig. 2. Only center of the image is processed

problem is well defined a small set of colors which excludes
colors that are not part of the problem can be used.

II. BACKGROUND WORK

There are some approaches used to solve this problem.
Some of them give a comparison [1] of clustering algorithms
used for color image clustering. Another approach is to make
color image segmentation not based on RGB but HSI color
space [2]. Some authors are using the CIE color space [3].
All this approaches are trying to represent color as close
as possible to the human color perception [4]. There are
different approaches not only in color representation but also
in algorithms used for classification. Some of them use genetic
c-Means clustering algorithm, another use competitive learning
[6] or agglomerative clustering [7]. All this approaches have
some advantages or disadvantages.

III. THE ALGORITHM

In this section we will present the algorithm that solves
the problem with the classification of images by their color.
To begin we select the central part of the image. The rest
is left out and not considered in the further processing. This
enables better performances if we presume that the object of
interest is in the center of the image. The second step is
choosing the color palette. The colors from this palette will
present the clusters. One image can be classified only by the
colors suggested by the palette. The right choice of colors for
the palette is crucial for the performances and the algorithm’s
efficiency. When the first two steps are completed we move
on to the main phase which is the classification of the image
by its color. In order to choose witch color the image belongs
to, we use the following approach. We determine to which
color a pixel belongs. Every pixel is represented in RGB color
space. Also there is a possibility to use some filters for pixel
smoothing before the decision. The image is classified by the

color by which most of the pixels are classified. The pixels
are classified by measuring the euclidean distance from each
pixel to each one of the suggested colors from the palette.
The colors from the palette are also represented in RGB
color space. The pixel is classified by the color closest to it.
Another improvement we get here is the classification of only
a certain number of pixels. This leads to an improvement of
the performances because it is not necessary to classify all
the pixels from the image. Additionally, we can decide to use
some filter for the determination of the pixel’s color, which
means that certain number of pixels around that one would
be considered. This is practical because the human eye does
not notice the color of only one pixel. Because they are really
small units we always see more of them at ones. When we
look at more pixels with different colors at the same time the
human eye can perceive a different color. In order to improve
the performances we suggest a choice of random pixels for
the classification. Instead of classifying all the pixels from the
image, we choose a certain number of random pixels and we
classify them. Assuming that the number of pixels from the
predominant color is large, this should lead to results close
to the results that we would get if we classified all the pixels
from the image. On the other side there would be a significant
improvement in the performances because they would always
have a constant number of pixels that should be classified.

The pseudo code of the algorithm is the following

function IMAGECLASSIFIER(image, palette)
image← getImageCenter(image)
pixels← getP ixels(image)
for all pixels do

color ← classify(pixel, filter)
increase number of pixels classified in that color

end for
return color with the greatest number of pixels

end function

the function classify can be called with or without filter.
The function getP ixels can return all the pixels from the
image or only a part of them.

IV. RESULTS

The testing data consisted of 110 images from 11 different
colors (10 images from each color were included). We used 6
different box filters [8] and 4 ways of selection of a number
of pixels included in the classification. The following color
palette is used.

• black 0x000000 [0, 0, 0]

• blue 0x0000FF [0, 0, 255]

• brown 0x964B00 [150, 75, 0]

• green 0x008000 [0, 128, 0]

• orange 0xFFA500 [255, 165, 0]

• pink 0xFFCBDB [255, 192, 203]

• purple 0x800080 [128, 0, 128]

• red 0xFF0000 [255, 0, 0]

• silver 0xC0C0C0 [192, 192, 192]
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Fig. 3. filter3 and filter3plus

Fig. 4. filter5 and filter5plus

Fig. 5. filter7 and filter7plus

• white 0xFFFFFF [255, 255, 255]

• yellow 0xFFFF00 [255, 255, 0]

The filters used are presented on the images 3, 4 and 5

On the images 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 the results from
the classification of the images with the use of different filters
and no filters are presented. On each image are presented the
results that came from the classification of all pixels on the
images, on 10, 50 and 100 pixels chosen by chance for each
color.

Fig. 6. precision for 4 different approaches without use of filter

Fig. 7. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter3

Fig. 8. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter3plus

Fig. 9. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter5

V. CONCLUSION

According to the results we got, we can conclude that
this algorithm gave the expected ones. The performances of
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Fig. 10. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter5plus

Fig. 11. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter7

Fig. 12. precision for 4 different approaches with use of filter7plus

the image processing are significantly better if only a part of
the image is used and if random pixels are chosen for the
determination of the color. From the accuracy we have from the
results, we can notice that the accuracy in a case when a small
number of pixels are used instead of all, does not differ much,
and in some clustering there is even an improvement. With the
division of the image and considering only the central part of
it, the number of pixels decreases for 1/9. With this, the speed
needed for the processing lowers for around the same value.
Even more, with considering only a certain constant number of
pixels in stead of clustering all of them, the approach becomes
even faster.
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Abstract—An interesting trend emerged recently, which by
using the on-line available recipes allows examination of the
characteristics of the human diet, or a specific cuisine. Using
this idea and the first analysis steps available, here we present
the basic methods for gathering, parsing and processing recipe
data, through the prism of the Macedonian cuisine. Since we also
deal with specific language and alphabet, we show the workflow
of the data processing and the main words parsing methods that
should be taken to turn raw recipe data into cuisine specific
flavour network. Additionally, the first Macedonian ingredients
dictionary and the corresponding English translated dictionary
are created. We also emphasise the challenges faced in the overall
workflow of data preparation. The process represented here can
be applied to any raw recipe data.

Keywords—food pairing, online recipes, natural language pro-
cessing, data extraction

I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of many on-line electronically available
data is shifting the food science. The millions of world recipes
available on-line are ideal source for detailed analysis of the
today’s human diet. These specific nutrition habits are mainly
result of careful and long time selection of the ingredients and
their combinations. But the selection of ingredients that will
be combined in meal or a recipe depends of their availability
in a region or territory. The main factors for cuisine distinction
are the world climate and religion diversity. Different regional
cuisines include different ingredients which make a cuisine
recognizable. For example, the Chinese cuisine is famous for
the use of rice, the Indian, curry, chilly peepers are common
for the Latin American cuisine, Russians are famous for their
vodka. The religion for example plays role no matter the
climate or the territory, therefore the Muslims don’t eat pork
meat, and special dishes are cooked for Christmas holidays.

Since the ingredients are characterised with chemical com-
pounds giving them specific flavour (as taste, odour) it is
believed that the combinations of ingredients are also result
of the similarity of their flavours. If two ingredients share
more flavours then it is more likely that they appear in
combination more often. [1], [2] This hypothesis is anal-
ysed and tested in [3], by looking into three on-line recipe
repositories (www.allrecipes.com, www.epicurious.com and
wwww.menupan.com). They also provide flavour compound
information for the ingredients found in the recipes and by
using statistics and network science the characteristic of several
groups of world cuisines are obtained.

Few other publications are also dealing with the on-line
recipe data. In [4] greater focus is given on the recipe recom-
mendation algorithms by analysing not only the ingredients but
the process of preparation itself, cooking methods, time, and
the information stored in the user comments. Based on this
information the authors propose new recipe recommendation
algorithm for the users. In [5] the trait of the Chinese cuisine
is analysed by looking into twenty different local Chinese
cuisines and their similarities and diversities based on the
climate and territorial distance. The main finding is that the
territorial distance plays more important role than the climate
for the similarity of the local cuisines.

Using the flavour data available in [3], here we present the
first steps and the process of studying the main and specific
characteristics of the Macedonian cuisine trough on-line avail-
able recipes. The recipes parsing part of the process of cuisine
analysis is the most time consuming and computationally
extensive and should be carried out carefully.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents all
the steps conducted for conversion of the raw recipe data into
valid ingredients with flavour information. Section III gives an
overview of the resulting data of the process. Conclusion and
future work information is given in Section IV

II. METHODS

In this Section we are accessing the process of extraction
and parsing of on-line recipe data. The workflow is presented
on Figure 1. In the following, we explain all the specific steps
taken to prepare the dataset for analysis.

A. Macedonian recipes web-sites

There exist several Macedonian web sites that are stor-
ing and presenting Macedonian traditional and international
recipes. After looking in many sites and blogs we se-
lected eight web sites for extraction of recipes: (kulinar.mk,
moirecepti.mk, surovoivkusno.com, migusto.mk, tikves.com.
mk, somelikeitraw.mk, mojatakujna.mk, chasovipogotvenje.
mk). These sites were selected based on the number of recipes
they store and the structure of the site itself, i.e. how easy data
can be gathered from the site.

B. Flavour Network Data

At the beginning we also analysed and prepared the avail-
able data for the flavour network. There are three available
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Fig. 1. Workflow diagram that represents the whole process of creating corpus of the Macedonian ingredients

files. One with information for the ingredients, one for the
chemical compounds and one for information about the chem-
ical compounds of each ingredient.

Ingredients and categories data: In the ingredients
database used in paper [3], a specific category is given for
each ingredient. This information is stored in a file consisted of
triplets “identifier ingredient category”. The ingredients are di-
vided in 14 categories: alcoholic beverage, animal, cereal/crop,
dairy, fish/seafood, flower, fruit, herb, meat, nut/seed/pulse,
plant derivative, plant, spice and vegetable. Figure 2 shows
part of the data file where this information is kept.

Fig. 2. Part from the data file in which stores the ingredients and its categories

Chemical compounds data: In order the flavour network
to be built, for each found ingredient there should be a set
of chemical compounds that it contains. The dataset with
flavour information has around 1100 chemical compounds with
assigned identifiers, and they are organized in a data file as
shown on Figure 3.

Ingredient-compound data: The last file stores the flavour
network information. Pairs of ingredient and compound using
identifiers are given for each ingredient and its flavours. The
file contains 36 781 record, represented as in Figure 4.

Fig. 3. Part of the data file which contains all used chemical compounds

Fig. 4. Part of the data file which contains information for the ingredients
an their chemical compounds

C. Crawling

For each of the selected recipes sites we developed a
specific crawler in Java that extracts the important recipes
information. The crawler traverses the site with a breadth first
search. Pages containing the word ❭s♦st♦❥❦✐✧ (ingredients)
or some site specific CSS id, are further analysed for recipe
extraction. If the site is well organized, one of the main
criteria for selection, the ingredients are usually stored in lists,
(<ul> items). If the ingredients are stored in unlabelled text
boxes, paragraphs, then without any ingredients dictionary they
can not be distinguished from any other words. The total
information extracted for a recipe in the end includes: title
and a list of ingredients, usually consisting of measurement
and ingredient name.
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After the process of crawling a database with around 3600
recipes was created. The extracted recipes are then subject of
extensive processing using Python scripts, divided in several
phases.

D. Ingredients Purification

The crawling of the web sites resulted in recipe database
with very raw data including many unnecessary words. There-
fore, the data was processed in few phases until a good recipe
database was created. On Figure 5 the primary database of the
raw recipes is showed.

Fig. 5. Part of primary database of the Macedonian cuisine where each recipe
is kept in separate line

1) Excluding unnecessary words: From each of the recipes
extracted in the previous step, some words should be filtered
out. For instance, in this dataset the ingredients amount is ex-
cess information and it should not be considered while building
the database. These words include grams (❣r❛♠♦✈✐ ), millil-
itres (♠✐❧✐❧✐tr✐ ), small (♠❛❧❦✉ ), spoon/s (❧❛✙✐❝❛✴❝✐
) and many different descriptive and stop words. But this
data is not so irrelevant for other applications that use similar
kind of dataset. For instance, if the application needs to make
classification of some recipe and classify it as good or bad for
a user suffering from specific illness this information could be
of great importance. If this is the case, then how much of some
ingredient is used, or how the meal is cooked, could have great
meaning to the classification engine.

In order to correctly remove all unnecessary words, we
store them in a special data file, called “black list”. These
words include the Macedonian stop words, different adjectives
and words adding some information for the ingredient. The
data filtering is done by manually going through the recipes
and the words that are thought to be irrelevant, and writing
them in the file. This process goes through few iterations such
that in each iteration there are new words that are appended
to the data in this file. On Figure 6 you can see one part of
list of “black” words.

Fig. 6. Part of the data file in which are stored the words that should be
filtered out from the recipes

2) Words stemming: The second phase covers the process
of extracting the root of the words, in our case ingredients. The
stemming of the words that represent the ingredients is done

such that only some of their first characters are considered to
be part of their stem. If the word has length greater than 5
as a stem of the ingredient are the first 2/3 part of the word.
Levenshtein distance is calculated and taken into account for
finding one letter errors as: typos and mixing char sets.

For each group of words belonging to same stemming
group we keep a separate line in a file that stores these
groupings. Figure 7 represents part of this data file. After all
words from the recipes are grouped, the groupings are checked
manually for some words that have same meaning like : maka
- afion, espresso - coffee, mirudija - nane and etc. At the end
each word in the recipes file is replaced with the first word of
its group. For example, Figure 7 shows a case where all words
should be replaced with the first word “❥❛❜♦❧❦♦✧ (apple).

Fig. 7. Example for words that are reduced to same word (stem)

3) Phrasal ingredients: Phrasal ingredients are said to be
ingredients which are represented by two or more words. Their
discovering in the data is done by searching all the ingredients
with length two or more and later manually going through the
phrases to check their validity, since a phrase as “salt and
pepper” is very common in the recipes but represents two
different ingredients, compared to the “olive oil” phrase which
represents one ingredient. In this process a lot of adjectives are
added to the names of the ingredients because in that way they
represent different ingredient from the one that is represented
only by the noun form (ex. wine, red wine, white wine). This
process is also done in few iterations. On Figure 8 there is a
part of this data file with phrases (the numbers seen are the
numbers of occurrences of the phrase in the recipes dataset).

Fig. 8. Part of the data file in which the phrasal ingredients are stored

Now in the recipe file are kept word phrases that are valid
ingredients (olive oli, lemon juice, black pepper and etc.) and
eliminated phrases that are consisted of several ingredients or
can be replaced with one word (salt and pepper, onion and
garlic, chicken breast, and etc.).

In this phase ingredient duplicates, which can be found
in the different layers of the meal, are removed from the
recipes. Duplicate recipes are removed from the recipe dataset
too, since the recipes are extracted from several web sites
and duplicate recipes can exist. Recipes with less then three
ingredients are also remove since they don’t provide any valid
information.

4) Ingredients translation: In order to find the chemical
compounds for the ingredients in Macedonian, they should be
translated into English and mapped into the already existing
ingredients in English. The only way of translating these
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ingredients in Macedonian is going through them manually and
trying to find proper translation for them, from the database
of ingredients in English from paper [3]. The problem that
arises here is when the ingredient is regional and it is only
present in the Macedonian cuisine, and can not be found in
the existing database. As a result of this process around 350
unique translations from Macedonian to English ingredient are
generated. The number of translated ingredients is even bigger
but some of the ingredients in Macedonian are mapped to same
ingredient in English. The diversity of the cuisines is the reason
for this. Originally the dataset contains 600 ingredients in
Macedonian. Figure 9 shows the mapping of the Macedonian
ingredients to English, a process done completely manually.

Fig. 9. Part of the data file where the mapping between the translations of
ingredients in Macedonian into the ingredients in English is stored

III. RESULTS

The extraction of the ingredients is a little bit complicated
and time consuming process as could be concluded from the
previous sections. After the extensive parsing of the raw recipe
data as a result we got two datasets. The first dataset is
purified and translated recipe data where each recipe record
is consisted of ingredients identifiers. Here we have to note
that the Macedonian ingredients that don’t have adequate
translation in the English ingredients dataset are omitted. The
output database is shown on Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Part of the data file with converted recipes. Ingredients are translated
and replaced with identifiers

The second dataset is the flavour network defined only
over the Macedonian ingredients. The ingredients from the
translated dataset are assigned with flavours. This bipartite
network then converted in ingredients space gives a network
where each ingredient is connected with other ingredient if
shares same flavours. The weight of the link is the number
of same flavours they share. The file has same structure as in
Figure 4.

The resulting datasets further can be used for diverse statis-
tical measurements and analysis of the cuisine, as ingredients

distribution, ingredients prevalence, most common pairs and
triplets of ingredients and etc. We can test the flavour pair
hypothesis and see whether the cuisine is characterised with
recipes that share more similar flavours or not. The flavour net-
work generated can be clustered and visualised using different
algorithms for backbone extraction and clustering [6], [7], [8]
which can provide an visual overlook of the ingredients used
in the Macedonian cuisine and their flavour similarities.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we describe the process of creating recipes
and ingredients databases from the Macedonian cuisine. In
order to gain this result we extracted recipes from Macedonian
web sites, and as first purifying step, unnecessary, descriptive
words were removed from the data. By using methods for
words stemming, ingredients with same stem were classified
into same group and each of the ingredients was replaced with
its stem. Additionally, phrases analysis was done to identify the
valid ingredient phrases. Duplicate ingredients and duplicate
recipes were deleted from the dataset. As a result of these steps
a database of 350 unique ingredients translated to English was
created. Using the translated data chemical compounds were
assigned to each ingredient. This step allowed building the
Macedonian cuisine flavour network. The extracted data can
be further used for diverse analysis. For instance, we can look
into the frequency of each ingredient, the pairs of ingredients
used more often, ingredient contribution to the cuisine, test
the food pairing hypothesis and analyse the resulting flavour
network by using network science methods, as clustering. The
overall process described here uses natural language processing
techniques and its importance is of great magnitude since is
the first corpus of ingredients used in the Macedonian cuisine.
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Abstract—Multi-word expressions (MWEs) are syntactically 

and semantically related groups of words. Their parsing, 

treatment and translation are among the most challenging 

natural language processing problems. The behaviour of MWEs 

at the lexical, syntactic and especially at the semantic level is 

heterogeneous. The heterogeneity increases in the internationally 

diverse environments. In the paper we present a system capable 

of extracting the candidate MWEs from various sources 

independently on the language the corpora were created. It 

consists of two interconnected phases. The initial phase ends up 

with a bulk of useless material, due to syntactical unimportant 

combinations. Syntactical filtering based on nominal and verbal 

phrases extracts a subset of meaningful MWEs useful for further 

processing. The paper concludes with summarization of the 

whole process and further work, including the attempt of 

machine translation between any of existing languages in the 

parallel corpora.  

Keywords— MWE extraction; multilingual parallel corpora 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multi-word expressions (MWEs) are syntactically and 
semantically related lexical items that can be decomposed into 
multiple simple words [1]. They consist of two or more lexical 
units which have a function of a single lexical unit. For 
example, the adjective artificial and the noun intelligence are 
meaningful constituents of the expression artificial 
intelligence, which acts as an explicit term indicating a new 
meaning. While at the most simplistic level MWEs can be 
treated as sequences of simplex words in the sentence, their 
syntactically, and particularly semantically unexpected 
behaviour makes them very challenging. This behaviour is 
particularly evident in the idioms, which consist of related 
lexical units with a meaning, which is not deduced from those 
of the individual words [2]. Furthermore, the performance of 
MWEs at the lexical, syntactic and especially at the semantic 
level is heterogeneous. Therefore, MWEs are very important 
for any kind of automatic processing, predominantly when it is 
intended for two or more parallel languages. 

In order to deal with the multi-word expressions, it is 
inevitable to possess at least an annotated monolingual lexicon. 
Macedonian language is among the languages without such a 
lexicon. Its creation was the crucial goal of the project 
presented in this paper. 

The whole project was based on the multilingual resources 
existing in the Multext-East parallel corpora of 16 mutually 
sentence aligned languages [3]. In this paper, we present the 
present status of the extraction part, which was performed over 
Orwell’s novel 1984. In parallel, the results of the created 
MWE extractor were evaluated over the Macedonian 
Wikipedia [4]. It will soon be extended with a new parallel 
multilingual edition of Jules Verne’s novel "Around the World 
in 80 Days" [5]. 

The ambition to deal with MWEs in several heterogeneous 
multilingual environments leads to the creation of a system 
capable of extracting candidate MWEs from a multilingual 
corpus. The main prerequisite for its implementation was the 
existence of a compatible XML version in all the languages. 
The task looked rather trivial in the beginning, but it took time 
and lot of effort to synchronise all the resources. It is explained 
in more details in the second section of this paper. The third 
section introduces the extraction process and the problems that 
occurred due to the existence of smaller MWE candidates 
appearing in the longer phrases. The process of syntactical 
filtering is presented in the fourth section, together with the 
most valuable meaningful MWEs. The conclusion section 
summarizes the whole project and introduces its further 
development. 

II. SETTING UP THE SCENE 

Almost all the languages existing in the Multext-East 
project started with the textual version of the Orwell’s novel 
1984 existed. Unfortunately, there was no electronic version of 
the novel in Macedonian. Therefore, the process of including 
the Macedonian language in the multilingual corpora was 
rather long. 

The pre-processing phase started with a conversion of paper 
version into Microsoft Word using ABBYY FineReader, 
automatically checked for spelling errors and then manually 
corrected during machine learning of the rules for 
morphological analysis and synthesis of nouns, adjectives and 
verbs [6]. The conversion of the text into XML was done using 
the program UpCast, it was afterwards tokenized using the Perl 
program mltokenizer, and at the end, it was sentence aligned 
with the English version using the Vanilla aligner [7]. The 
alignment was manually verified and all the inconsistencies 
were polished [8]. 
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III. EXTRACTION OF CANDIDATE MWES 

The extraction of candidate multi-word expressions was 
done using the programming language Python in parallel on 
Windows and on Mac OS X [9]. The XML version was 
converted into a new version in which the uppercase characters 
were converted to lowercase, and all the punctuation marks 
were removed (Fig. 1.). As a result, each sentence became a 
continuous string of lowercase characters separated by spaces. 
The absence of typographic information enabled to discover 
the existence of exact matches, which could not exist in the 
Macedonian translation of the novel due to the inconsistent 
implementation of the delimiters [8]. 

The extraction process generates all the meaningful and 
useful MWEs. It first pulls out the blocks of words appearing at 
least twice. Particular attention is paid to the proper treatment 
of the fragments that exist in larger blocks. To achieve both 
goals, the process was divided into two sub-phases: separation 
of all the repeated blocks of words and removing of the blocks 
generated from longer blocks. 

The first process ended up with 15463 blocks of words, 
which appeared 53246 times in total. The average length was 
3.44 lexical units per block. The longest repeated block of 
words that appeared at twice in the novel consisted of 39 
lexical units. The block is the following sentence: “дури и по 
големите потреси и навидум неотповикливите промени 
секогаш се обновувал истиот модел исто како што и 
жироскопот секогаш се враќа во состојба на рамнотежа 
без состојба колку силно ќе биде турнат на една или на 
друга страна”. It is definitely not a useful MWE, but it 
contains its own blocks, some of them meaningful, such as: 
“големите потреси”, “неотповикливите промени”, “на 
една или на друга страна” or “состојба на рамнотежа”. 

Fig. 1. Part of XML version of the Macedonian version of Orwell’s 1984 

 
 

This block generated two own blocks with 38 words, three 
blocks with 37 words etc., or in total, 741 blocks with at least 
two words (Table I). 

TABLE I.  GENERATED SMALLER MWES 

length of longer block frequency generated smaller blocks 

39 words 2 741 

24 words 2 276 

20 words 2 190 

17 words 2 136 

12 words 2 66 

In total: 10 1409 

Several blocks with more than 10 words appeared exactly 
twice in the novel. They are actually full sentences: “тие 
понатаму се делеле на разни начини носеле безброј 
различни имиња а нивната бројност исто како и нивниот 
меѓусебен однос се менувале од ера”, which consists of 24 
lexical units, then the 20-words phrase “знам дека 
завршуваше со еве една свеќа да ти го осветли патот еве 
еден џелат да ти го скине вратот”, the 17-word phrase 
“можеби уште од крајот на каменото доба во светот 
постоеле три категории луѓе високи средни и ниски”, and 
at the end, the 12-word long phrase written in the Orwell’s new 
language called Newspeak “тајмс 03.12.1983 дневна заповед 
гб дуплоплуснедобро одн нелица одново”.  

Whenever a smaller block generated by a longer block 
which already exists in the list of potential MWEs has the same 
frequency as the longer one, it is removed from the list of 
potential MWEs. This filtering process reduced the number of 
initial 15463 blocks of words to only 3483 potential, or so 
called candidate unique MWEs, resulting in a MWE corpus 
consisting of 22.52% of the initial blocks. They appeared 
14527 times in the whole novel with an average length of 4.17 
lexical units per block, which is more informative for the 
further treatment.  Unfortunately, even with such a dramatic 
reduction, most of the MWEs have no value for their further 
processing. The list of the most frequent blocks presented in 
the table below proves the claim. 

TABLE II.  THE MOST FREQUENT CANDIDATE MWES IN THE CORPUS 

block frequency 

да се 671 

да го 278 

дури и 196 

можеше да 193 

како да 188 

да биде 164 

да ја 158 

не се 155 

што се 154 

му се 143 

за да 141 

може да 141 

не беше 137 

и да 130 

тоа беше 128 

и со 125 

не е 120 

никогаш не 118 

да ги 117 

и на 109 

и се 86 

не можеше 86 

да не 86 

не можеше да 76 

тоа што 76 

му беше 63 

не го 63 

како и 49 

сето тоа 37 

тој се 37 

му го 37 

се случи 37 

можеа да 37 

како да се 37 
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Whenever the frequency of a smaller block exceeds the 
frequency of its parental block (for example, “не можеше да” 
generates both “можеше да” and “не можеше”, whereas the 
affirmative phrase “можеше да” exists uniquely 117 times, 
while “не можеше” exists uniquely only 10 times), it is added 
to the list of potential MWEs with a unique appearance, called 
CandidateUniqueMWE list. 

The CandidateUniqueMWE list itself still contains a raw 
material, because most of the blocks are not syntactically 
important since they don’t carry any information. Such are all 
the 34 unique MWEs from Table 2. They usually contain the 
auxiliary verb биде / сум (да се, не се, да биде, тоа беше, му 
беше), the modal verb може (можеше да, може да, можеа 
да, не можеше), and many short pronominal forms that are 
language specific, thus completely useless in the multilingual 
milieu (да го, да ја, да ги, му го). In order to reduce the huge 
amount of syntactically irrelevant candidate blocks, series of 
useful deep structures were created, and they were incorporated 
in the linguistic development environment NooJ [10]. The 
results of the syntactical filtering are presented in the next 
section. 

IV. SYNTACTICAL FILTERING 

The starting elements for this phase were the 3483 
candidate MWEs. Their frequency was at this point irrelevant, 
since the main goal of the phase to filter all the syntactically 
eligible part-of-speech combinations, called PoS sequences. To 
achieve the goal, all the extracted MWEs passed through a 
syntactical filter, which separated the insignificant MWE from 
potentially meaningful phrases. 

Although the first grammar of the Macedonian standard 
language that presents the forms and their implementation was 
published exactly fifty years ago [11], and Macedonian online 
grammar created by Victor Friedman [12] exists within the 
joint mainframe of several Slavic and Eurasian languages, 
Macedonian language doesn’t have a proper computational 
grammar. All printed grammars lack the precise deep or 
shallow structures, so none of there resources is useful to 
determine the most frequent combinations of grammatical 
categories capable of determining the structure of multi-word 
expressions [13]. Therefore, we created a small list of nominal 
and verbal combinations that cover the most frequent 
syntactical PoS combinations. 

The filtering process was done with the NooJ linguistic 
engine [10]. The engine was selected for these main reasons: 

•  NooJ includes its own tools based on Finite State 
patterns (or, transducers) to create and maintain large-
coverage lexical resources; 

•  Dictionaries and grammars are applied to texts in order 
to locate morphological, lexical and syntactic patterns 
of simple and compound words, making them very 
useful for MWEs, and 

•  NooJ can build complex concordances. 

These Nooj features proved very successful for the creation 
of Macedonian computation lexicon, which comprises more 
than 90000 lemmas, and almost 2 million word forms [14]. 

The existing Macedonian lexicon already contains a small 
amount of more than 700 compound words, including names: 
Австро-Унгарија, Ал Фатах, Охридско Езеро, Скопска 
Црна Гора, short MWEs consisting of an adjective and a noun: 
авторски табак, академска расправа, dates: две илјади 
четиринаесетта etc [15]. 

Multext-East corpus, which generated 3483 candidate 
MWEs was further filtered with only two syntactic structures: 
the nominal and the verbal structures. Apart from them, we 
intend to extend the list with adjectival and propositional 
structures, after manual study of the written phraseological 
dictionaries. 

A. Nominal MWEs 

The list of nominal structures corresponding to nominal 
structures of compound words in the lexicon [14] was 
restricted to these PoS sequences: Adj N, Adj Adj N, Adj N N, 
Adj N Adj N, N Adj N, N N, N Prep N, Adj N Prep N, Adj N 
Adv, Adj Prep N, Adj N Prep N, Adj N Prep Adj N, and Adv N 
Adv N. They extracted 491 nominal phrases, most of them 
beneficial for the further treatment in the multilingual system. 
They are presented in the following table. 

TABLE III.  EXTRACTED NOMINAL MULTI-WORD EXPRESSIONS FROM 

ORWELL’S 1984 

Nominal structure Extracted examples 

Adj N безнадежна љубов 

 човечко суштество 

 ножните прсти 

Adj Adj N друго човечко суштество 

 тивок безизразен глас 

Adj N N мал број луѓе 

 една таблетка сахарин 

Adj N Adj N not found in CandidateUniqueMWE 

N Adj N парче тоалетна хартија 

 црквата свети мартин 

N N безумие безумие 

N Prep N член на партијата 

 вратот на микрофонот 

Adj N Prep N будното око на полицијата 

 основната структура на општеството 

 стаклен тег за хартија 

 другиот крај на просторијата 

Adj N Adv неколку минути подоцна 

Adj Prep N учебниците по историја 

 ораторите на партијата 

 полици за книги 

 министерството за изобилство 

Adj N Prep N обичен член на партијата 

 едната рака во џебот 

Adj N Prep Adj N дневната заповед на големиот брат 

 истакнат член на внатрешната партија 

Adv N Adv N повеќе храна повеќе облека 
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B. Inflective forms of compound words and multi-word 
expressions 

The examples at the previous table show that most of the 
multi-word expressions contain inflective forms of adjectives 
and nouns. Whenever these lexical units are phraseologisms 
and idioms, the exact inflective form should be preserved 
(accepted мати вода во аван vs. morphologically correct, but 
not used: ја мати водата во аванот; земи си го зборот 
назад, vs. земете си ги зборовите назад; фрли рипче, фати 
крапче vs. фрли го рипчето, фати го крапчето). Multi-
word expressions don’t impose these limitations.  

Whenever a morphological lexicon of multi-word 
expressions is available, NooJ is capable of recognising all 
their inflectional forms. For example, this is a typical lexical 
entry of a MWE. 

кој било,PRO+FLX = KOJC0                        (1) 

where “кој било” is the compound lexical unit, PRO stands 
for pronoun, FLX is a reserved word and KOJC0 is the name 
of the paradigm which defines the inflectional behavior of the 
MWE. This compound word can be inflected according to the 
alterations of the relative кој, which cover three genders, the 
plural form, and both cases: the dative and the accusative form. 
They are represented with the expression: 

KOJC0     =       <E>/m+s+3+Cn + 

<P>(а/f+s+3+Cn+<B>е/n+s+3+Cn+<B>и/p+3+Cn + 

<B>му/3+Cdl + <B>го/3+Cal)                   (2) 

where <E> is an empty string, <P> says “go to the end of 
the previous word form” , <B> - “delete the last character“, m-
masculine, f-feminine, n-neutral, s-singular, p-plural, 3-third 
person, Cn-nominative, Cdl-dative long, Cal-accusative long.  

When KOJC0 is applied to “кој било”, these 6 word forms 
are obtained: 

кој било, m+s+3+Cn 

која било, f+s+3+Cn 

кое било, n+s+3+Cn 

кои било, p+3+Cn 

кому било, 3+Cdl 

кого било, 3+Cal          (3) 

Orwell’s novel contains very few MWEs with more that 
one inflected form generated by the same MWE (for example, 
the basic MWE полиција на мислата is inflected to 
полицијата на мислите, which is found several times in the 
larger MWEs: член на полицијата на мислите, агент на 
полицијата на мислите, во рацете на полицијата на 
мислите). However, many inflected forms are possible in the 
written and spoken language. 

C. Verbal forms 

Unlike nominal MWEs, which demonstrated a very regular 
and desired behaviour, the sequence of 563 smaller verbal 
blocks extracted the compound tenses created with the 
auxiliary verbs биде / сум (to be): беше можно, беше 
неопходно, е дозволено, е невозможно and има (to have): 
имал право. Therefore, verbal phrases will be explored in 
more details during the next stage of the system development. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

Multi-word expressions are very important lexical units, 
with heterogeneous behaviour at the lexical, syntactic and 
especially at the semantic level. Their parsing, treatment and 
translation are among the most challenging natural language 
processing problems. 

In order to start their treatment and processing, it is 
inevitable to create a formalized dictionary of MWEs extracted 
from different sources.  

There are many promising sources of candidate MWEs. In 
the project presented in this paper, we concentrated our efforts 
to Multext-East version 4 multilingual resources, which are 
based on the Orwell’s novel 1984 corpora represented in 16 
mutually sentence aligned languages [3]. The same approach 
was partially evaluated with parts of Macedonian Wikipedia, 
an ambitious project inspired by a similar Croatian study [16]. 
We were restricted by the amount of obtained material, which 
was in the beginning full of contents written in many languages 
using the Cyrillic script. It was filtered using NooJ engine, and 
is transferred into XML format compatible with the Multext-
East format. After the extraction process, each lexical entry 
will comprise a MWE, its grammatical category, its inflectional 
class, its group and its MWE class. 

The proposed approach is completely language 
independent. It can be implemented for any pair of bilingual 
parallel texts, which have been previously sentence aligned. 

Fig. 2. The beginning and the end of the list of verbal MWEs 
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Inspired by Makoto Nagao’s example based machine 
translation [17] and statistical machine translation used in the 
impressive Google Translate [18], we intend to extend our 
project to a system for extraction of candidate MWEs and 
prediction of their translations. The starting point will again be 
the Multext-East Version 4 corpus, with an ambition to extend 
it to multilingual edition of Jules Verne’s novel "Around the 
World in 80 Days" [5]. 

The initial steps in this direction have also been done, and it 
seems that the system for machine translation of extracted 
candidate multi-word expression is promising because many 
translated Macedonian multi-word expressions to English 
corresponded to the extracted English multi-word expressions 
in the opposite direction, using the same system for extraction. 
In the current stage of the system, it correctly translated several 
smaller blocks based on statistical matching of the target 
sentences of aligned source sentences that carry the multi-
words. 
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Abstract—Digital revolution has touched most aspects of 

modern life, including entertainment, communication and 

scientific research. Digital images are just one example of this 

revolution. Processing of digital images is used in many areas 

such as applying different filters that represents photo in 

different ways, better quality of photos in digital cameras, 

extracting information from medical and microscopic images. 

Together image processing and machine learning offer powerful 

method for image classification. In this paper we present 

microscopic images distinction of two similar insects belonging in 

the family Aleyrodidae, superfamily Aleyrodoidea (whiteflies). 

The two insects (lat. Bemisia tabaci and lat. Trialeurodes 

vaporariorum) feed on plant juices and can adapt to different 

plants. They are very similar and they can be distinguished only 

in certain stage of their development (pupae stage). One of them 

is devastating for the plants, so it is necessary to be recognized on 

time. We present methodology for preprocessing and creating 

descriptors of the pupae images for the both insects and their 

classification and recognition. 

Keywords—digital images; classification; filters; microscope;  

entomology; svm light; weka; processing; descriptor; 

determination; distinction; recognition; Bemisia tabaci; 

Trialeurodes vaporariorum; whiteflies; insects; pupae; Vasiform 

orifice 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture has been important to humans for thousands of 
years. The task of feeding people is a basic rule for survival. 
People have always tried to improve agriculture and protect 
agricultural crops from various pests. People constantly learn 
about pests, their shape, color, development, reproduction, 
basic food, in order to use this knowledge in this endless fight 
against them.  

OnО oП tСis pОst’s problОms is tСО problОm аitС tаo 
whiteflies (lat. Bemisia tabaci and lat. Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum). Whiteflies are placed in the family Aleyrodidae 
and are some of the most dangerous pests for agricultural 
crops. They are small insects with wings and bodies all covered 
with a fine, powdery or flour-like white wax [1]. They do not 
only feed on plants, but also produce honeydew, which attracts 
other insects and sooty mold. They can also transmit plant 
viruses.  

Bemisia tabaci is polyphagous pest, feeding on an estimate 
600 plant species. Since the early 1980s it has caused 
escalating problems to both field and protected agricultural 

crops and ornamental plants [2]. Trialeurodes vaporariorum is 
also pest but its impact on the crops is less dangerous. 

In Macedonia, these whiteflies can be found in the southern 
parts and their occurrence has been observed 5 – 6 years ago. It 
is assumed that they are transferred from Greece by importing 
various plants [3]. It is very important to stop the transfer of 
plants with similar pests at the border, so it would be of great 
benefit the construction of an intelligent system for automatic 
pest recognition and classification. It would be especially 
important the recognition of Bemisia tabaci, because it is 
considered more dangerous than Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 
Bemisia tabaci may reduce host vigour and growth, cause 
chlorosis and uneven ripening, and induce physiological 
disorders [2]. 

In this paper we propose a method for solving this problem 
and some results gained from different tests. The method is 
based on image processing to obtain the necessary data, which 
are used in Weka and SVM light in order to do the 
classification with different parameters and tests. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section II we present some of the work related to our problem. 
In section III we present the entomology problem and the basic 
idea for solving this problem and in the section IV we present 
the results of different tests. And in the final section V we 
present the conclusion and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section we present some of the research related to 
our problem for image processing and recognizing the Bemisia 
tabaci and Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 

The main motive for beginning this idea was a research 
made 5-6 years ago when the authors of [3] discovered the 
Bemisia tabaci and Trialeurodes vaporariorum in Macedonia. 
They explained the danger of these pests and guess that they 
were transferred from other neighboring countries. 

The authors in [4] made the first step for solving this 
problem. They proposed an algorithm for symmetrical self – 
filtration that can extract the important part for recognizing the 
microscopic image in pupae stage. Authors in [5] gave very 
important insight in explaining various methods for processing 
microscopic images. Their work on this specific area of images 
is very useful, because often there are dust and particles that 
appears as noise in the image and extraction of some 
information is a difficult task. 
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III. THE METHODOLOGY 

Although Bemisia tabaci and Trialeurodes vaporariorum 
are very similar, there are differences in each phase of their 
development. But those differences are not always an accurate 
indicator of their distinction, because the pests can physically 
change their look depending on the plant from which they feed, 
the environment in which they live and its temperature. 
According to [2], the accurate indicator for distinction is based 
almost ОntirОlв on tСО ПourtС larval staРО or “puparial staРО”. 

 

Fig. 1. Bemisia tabaci and TrialОurodОs vaporariorum, closОr look to “vasiПorm 
oriПicО”. 

On Fig. 1 we can see the characteristic parts that form 
“vasiПorm oriПicО” and it can be noticed that the shape of the 
operculum (1) for both pupas is similar, but the lingula (3) of 
Bemisia tabaci is longer. Also the vasiform orifice (2) of 
Bemisia tabaci is thinner than the one of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum. Shape of the lingula and vasiform orifice in the 
last (pupal) stage is the best indicator for recognizing the 
whitefly type. There are also differences in the caudal furrow 
(4) and caudal seta (5), but those facts are not used in this 
paper, because they are not clearly visible on the images that 
were processed.  

A. Gathering images 

The main difficulty for solving this problem is to find 
appropriate images of these two pests. The first whitefly 
Trialeurodes vaporariorum was found in greenhouses in the 
southern parts of Macedonia, on the plants cucumber and 
tomato. The images of the second whitefly Bemisia tabaci were 
found on the Internet. 

There are several factors that influence the quality of the 
final images while capturing the whitefly Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum: 

  Preparation of the biological samples:  

Different way of sample preparation can result in very 
different microscopic images. For example, the 
biological samples treated with some organic color 
have better quality. 

 Dust and other particles: 

Dust and other particles are introducing noise in the 
images. In every biological sample there are lots of 
these particles. Because of the transparency of the 
larva, the organic substances that they were eating are 
appearing as noise. Because of this, the larva must be 
cleaned first, to see and capture the vasiform orifice. 

 

 Mechanical damage of the biological samples: 

During the sample preparation, damaging the sample is 
very common. The larva can be easily smashed 
because it is very gentle. 

 Type and quality of the microscope, different zoom 
levels: 

Microscope and the attached camera, zoom level, 
focus, lighting are also factors that affect the final 
images.  

 

Fig. 2. Microscopic image of larva of Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 

On Fig. 2 is shown microscopic image of larva of 
Trialeurodes vaporariorum. For the method for distinction 
between these two whiteflies, there are some restrictions: 

 First of all, on the captured images was applied an 
algorithm for symmetrical self – filtration [4], and as 
output were got images with the characteristic part 
(vasiform orifice). These images are an input to the 
method for distinction of the whiteflies. 

 The resolution of the input images with vasiform 
orifice is always the same. 

 On the images, vasiform orifice always appeared with 
the thinner part down. 

B. Creating desriptors 

Because of the previously mentioned factors not all of the 
images obtained as outputs of the algorithm symmetrical self – 
filtration, were with good quality.  

 

FiР. 3. DiППОrОnt imaРОs аitС “vasiПorm oriПicО” oП Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 
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 As it is shown on Fig. 3 most of the images have a lot of 
noise, so it is very difficult to clean them automatically. 
Therefore, the images used in the first tests shown in this paper, 
were cleaned in Photoshop with applied black and white filter. 

These cleaned images with removed background and noise 
are used as inputs to the descriptor. The descriptor represents 
some parameters that describes vasiform orifice of the two 
whiteflies in a different way.  

 

FiР. 4. MОasurinР tСО “vasiПorm oriПicО” oП Trialeurodes vaporariorum and 
Bemisia tabaci. 

IV. TESTS AND RESULTS 

For the following tests we composed a code written in 
Visual Studio 2010 in C#.  Cleaned images are input for the 
code, and the output is a file with parameters formatted 
properly for Weka and SVM light.  

A. File formats for Weka and SVM light 

After various tested parameters, as best descriptor was 
chosen the one that contains the following parameters: five 
widths, height, and ratio height / last width showed in Fig. 4. 
The resulting textual file for Weka of the two images in Fig. 4 
is: 

@relation Belokrilka 

@attribute vid {tv, bt} 

@attribute sirina1 real 

@attribute sirina2 real 

@attribute sirina3 real 

@attribute sirina4 real 

@attribute sirina5 real 

@attribute visina real 

@attribute odnosVisinaSirina real 

@data 

bt 19, 33, 25, 16, 6, 48, 8 

tv 16, 43, 41, 34, 10, 53, 5.3 

And the resulting textual file for SVM light is: 

1 1:19 2:33 3:25 4:16 5:6 6:48 7:8 

-1 1:16 2:43 3:41 4:34 5:10 6:53 7:5.3 

B. Classification in Weka and SVM light 

We have 109 images for training and testing, 48 images of 
Bemisia tabaci and 61 images of Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 

The images of Bemisia tabaci were found on Internet and we 
used 24 original images. We modified the original photos with 
some editing, in order to create bigger training set. 

 We made 20 tests for different classifiers in Weka and for 
different kernels in SVM light, and divided them in two 
groups: in the first 10 tests for testing we took 10 instances of 
Bemisia tabaci and 10 instances of Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 
And for the last 10 tests for training we took 40 instances of 
Bemisia tabaci and 40 instances of Trialeurodes vaporariorum. 

C. Results 

The first 10 tests gave the following results. For each test, 
we have taken 10 instances of Bemisia tabaci and 10 instances 
of Trialeurodes vaporariorum of the total set with 109 
instances. First of all the 20 random chosen instances were 
training instances. After that, we made two independent testing 
sets, both containing 10 instances for each of the classes. For 
every test we performed classifications in Weka (for different 
classifiers) and in SVM light (for different kernels). The 
procedure is repeating, the chosen 20 instances are returning in 
the train folder, and from that folder are taken other 20 
instances. In every test, for training were used 89 instances (38 
instances of Bemisia tabaci and 51 instances of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum). 

TABLE I.  RESULTS IN WEKA FOR TEST FILE WITH 10 INSTANCES 

Bt 

Number of the tests 
Tv 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

trees. 

J48 

80

% 

80

% 

90

% 

100 

% 

90

% 

80

% 

100

% 

80

% 

90

% 

80

% 

90

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

80

% 

100

% 

70

% 

100

% 

100

% 

80

% 

lazy. 

IBk 

90

% 

80

% 

90

% 

90

% 

100

% 

80

% 

100

% 

90

% 

90

% 

90

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

80

% 

90

% 

100

% 

80

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

bayes. 

Bayes

Net 

80

% 

80

% 

90

% 

90

% 

90

% 

80

% 

100

% 

80

% 

90

% 

80

% 

100

% 

90

% 

100

% 

90

% 

100

% 

100

% 

70

% 

100

% 

100

% 

80

% 

 

Table I represents the results of the 10 tests in Weka. The 
white cells represent the results of Bemisia tabaci, and the grey 
cells present the results of the classification of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum. Best results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized all 
test instances) we got in the 5th, and the 7th test with the 
classifier lazy.IBk, in the 4th and 7th with the classifier 
trees.J48, and in the 7th test with the classifier bayes.bayesNet. 
Weakest results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized 80%) we got in 
the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 8th, and 10th test with the classifier trees.J48, in 
the 2nd and 6th test with the classifier lazy.IBk, and in the 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 8th, and 10th test with the classifier bayes.bayesNet. 
Weakest results for Trialeurodes vaporariorum (recognized 
70%) were obtained in the 7th test with the classifiers trees.J48 
and bayes.bayesNet. 

Table II represents the results for the same previous 10 tests 
in SVM light. Best results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized 
100%) we obtained in the 5th, and the 7th test with the kernel 
Radial Basis Function (for gamma = 0.01). Weakest results for 
Bemisia tabaci (recognized 60%) we had in the 3rd and the 6th 
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test with the linear kernel and in the 6th test with the 
polynomial kernel. The results of Trialeurodes vaporariorum 
were very good because of the better quality of the images. 
Weakest results for Trialeurodes vaporariorum (recognized 
90%) were obtained just with the radial basis function kernel 
for gamma = 0.01 in the 4th, 7th and in the 10th test. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS IN SVM LIGHT FOR TEST FILE WITH 10 INSTANCES 

Bt 

Number of the tests 
Tv 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Linear 

80

% 

80

% 

60

% 

70

% 

80

% 

60

% 

90

% 

70

% 

70

% 

70

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

Polyno

mial 

80

% 

80

% 

90

% 

70

% 

90

% 

60

% 

90

% 

70

% 

80

% 

70

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.00

01 

80

% 

80

% 

80

% 

70

% 

90

% 

60

% 

90

% 

70

% 

80

% 

70

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.00

1 

90

% 

80

% 

90

% 

90

% 

90

% 

80

% 

90

% 

70

% 

80

% 

80

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.01 

90

% 

80

% 

90

% 

90

% 

100

% 

80

% 

100

% 

90

% 

90

% 

80

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

90

% 

100

% 

100

% 

90

% 

100

% 

100

% 

90

% 

RBF 

g=0.1 

20

% 

10

% 

10

% 

20

% 

20

% 

10

% 

10

% 
0% 

10

% 

10

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

 

 

Fig. 5. Average of the results in Weka and SVM light for test file with 10 
instances. 

On Fig. 5 we have shown the average values of the testing 
instances in Weka and SVM light. According the Fig. 5, we 
can see that the testing with the images of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum give better results. 

In the second round of 10 tests, for each test, we have taken 
8 instances of Bemisia tabaci and 21 instances of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum of the total set with 109 instances. This was 
made to maintain the ratio of the instances of both classes in 
the train set (40 instances of Bemisia tabaci and 40 instances of 
Trialeurodes vaporariorum). In order to create the new testing 
set, we prepared 29 random chosen instances. After that, we 
made independent tests for each class - 8 instances of Bemisia 

tabaci and 21 instances of Trialeurodes vaporariorum. For 
every test we performed classifications in Weka (for different 
classifiers) and in SVM light (for different kernels). 

TABLE III.  RESULTS IN WEKA FOR TRAIN FILE WITH 40 INSTANCES OF 

BOTH CLASSES 

Bt 

Number of the tests 
Tv 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

trees. 

J48 

87.

5% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

90.

5% 

80.

9% 

80.

9% 

90.

5% 

95.

2% 

80.

9% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

lazy. 

IBk 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

100

% 

75

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

75

% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

90.

5% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

85.

7% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

bayes. 

Bayes

Net 

75

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

75

% 

100

% 

85.

7% 

80.

9% 

90.

5% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

90.

5% 

100

% 

 

Table III represents the results for the 10 tests in Weka, 

where for training were used 80 instances (40 instances of 

Bemisia tabaci and 40 instances of Trialeurodes 

vaporariorum). Best results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized 

100%) we obtained in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th and the 8th test with 

the classifier trees.J48, in the 3rd, 4th, and 8th test with the 

classifier lazy.IBk and in the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, and 8th test with 

the classifier bayes.bayesNet. Weakest results for Bemisia 

tabaci (recognized 75%) we had in the 5th and 10th test with 

the classifier lazy.IBk and in the 1st and 10th test with the 

classifier bayes.bayesNet. All 21 instances of Trialeurodes 

vaporariorum were recognized in the 2nd, 5th and 9th test with 

the classifier lazy.IBk, and in the 1st, 5th, 7th and 10th test with 

the classifier bayes.bayesNet. Weakest results for Trialeurodes 

vaporariorum (recognized 80.95%) were obtained in the 2nd, 

3rd, and 6th test with the classifier trees.J48, and in the 3rd test 

with the classifier bayes.bayesNet. 

Table IV represents the results of the previous tests but in 

SVM light. Best results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized 100%) 

we obtained for the 1st test with the kernel Radial Basis 

Function (for gamma = 0.1), in the 3rd test with all of the 

kernels, in the 4th test with the kernel radial basis function (for 

gamma = 0.01 and 0.1), in the 6th test with the kernel radial 

basis function (for gamma = 0.001 and 0.01), in the 8th test 

with the polynomial kernel and radial basis function kernel 

(for gamma = 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1) and in the 9th test with the 

radial basis function kernel (for gamma = 0.01 and 0.1). 

Weakest results for Bemisia tabaci (recognized 37.5%) we had 

in the 10th test with the radial basis function kernel (for gamma 

= 0.1). As the previous 10 tests the results of Trialeurodes 

vaporariorum were very good because of the better quality of 

the images. Weakest results for Trialeurodes vaporariorum 

(recognized 71.43%) were obtained just with the radial basis 

function kernel for gamma = 0.1 in the 1st and in the 4th test. 
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TABLE IV.  RESULTS IN SVM LIGHT FOR TRAIN FILE WITH 40 INSTANCES 

OF BOTH CLASSES 

Bt 

Number of the tests 
Tv 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Linear 

75

% 

62.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

75

% 

75

% 

87.

5% 

62.

5% 

62.

5% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

Polyno

mial 

75

% 

62.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

75

% 

100

% 

62.

5% 

75

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.00

01 

75

% 

62.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

75

% 

87.

5% 

62.

5% 

75

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.00

1 

87.

5% 

75

% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

75

% 

100

% 

75

% 

75

% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

100

% 

95.

2% 

95.

2% 

100

% 

100

% 

RBF 

g=0.01 

87.

5% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

87.

5% 

100

% 

100

% 

75

% 

95.
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Fig. 6. Average of the results in Weka and SVM light for train file with 40 
instances of both classes. 

In Fig. 6 are shown the average values of the testing with 8 
instances of Bemisia tabaci and 21 instances of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum in Weka and SVM light. From the figure we can 
see that the testing with the images of Trialeurodes 
vaporariorum give better results, but also if we compare with 
Fig. 5 we can conclude that results from the second round of 
experiments are better. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we explained the method for recognition of 
Trialeurodes vaporariorum and Bemisia tabaci, where we 
included image processing and machine learning. Image 
processing is constantly improving in order to obtain better 
descriptor for the use of machine learning techniques.  

We conducted two series of experiments, and showed that 
the even ratio of the both classes in the training set, produced 
better classification results. This result is illustrated by the Fig. 
5 and Fig. 6  

The main idea for recognizing the two whiteflies is of great 
benefit of the agriculture. The next step will be to make an 
automatic filter for cleaning the images and removing the 
background of the vasiform orifice. This is just a beginning of 
realization and improving the whole idea. 
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Abstract - Security experts, web developers, hackers 

sometimes use Web Vulnerability Scanners (WVSs) for 

identifying vulnerabilities in web applications. There are 

commercial and free/open source WVSs, and nowadays, many 

companies offer WVSs as services. In this paper, we test and 

evaluate 3 free/open source WVSs and 4 free, trial or regular 

editions of commercial WVSs using two versions of our one 

created trading web application. One version has SQL Injection 

and XSS vulnerabilities as critical, and the other version is free 

from these vulnerabilities. Results are showing that most of the 

scanners pollute the backend database with many garbage 

records using user input fields for obtaining user’s opinion, 
comments, rating, etc., independently of the presence or absence 

of given critical vulnerabilities. In our experiment, garbage 

records were injected as comments for ads, and the magnitude of 

pollution goes more than 50 times the number of ads in the 

database in the worst case.  Also, some scanners manage to find 

the implemented vulnerabilities without producing garbage 

records.  

Keywords—Web Vulnerability Scanners, backend database, 

garbage records 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Web Application Security Scanners (WASSs) or Web 

Vulnerability Scanners (WVSs) are a type of security 

software, most commonly used by website owners, security 

experts and hackers, to perform identification of potential 

vulnerabilities in the web applications, independent of the 

particular technology used for their implementation. They 

access the web applications in the same manner as user does, 

through the web front-end. Usually they are black-box testers, 

because they do not have access to the source code. 

Vulnerability detection mechanisms and scans differ in 

different WVSs, from looking at registry entries in MS 

Windows operating systems to see if a specific patch or update 

has been implemented, modifying URLs to check for 

sanitization issues or discover known vulnerabilities, to 

actually performing attacks on detecting vulnerabilities. The 

OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) Top Ten 

2013 vulnerability list [14] is often used as a minimum 

standard for website vulnerability assessment and PCI 

compliance according to the Payment Card Industry Data 

Security Standard (PCI DSS) [9], so performing web 

vulnerability scans is a necessity for PCI compliance. 

Additionally, the usefulness of WVSs comes from automatically 

and cost-effective conduction of security checks and production 

of the final report, which often includes a remedy for found 

vulnerability. 
On the other side, WVSs are not a silver bullet, capable of 

detecting all of the possible vulnerabilities and attack vectors 

that exist. There are several reports showing that today WVSs 

fail to detect a significant number of vulnerabilities in test 

applications [2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15].  

Another big issue about WVSs is can they harm in any 

way tested web sites? Black box scanners have tendency to 

perform invasive scans, which sometimes can cause email 

floods, as well as publishing of garbage blog posts, garbage 

comments, ratings, etc [1]. Grossman [6] shares their 

experiences from ten years of scanning tens of thousands of 

real-live websites of all shapes and sizes. He gives the 

following 7 ways how some WVSs can harm scanned web 

site: 

 Following “Sensitive” Hyperlinks – some web sites have 

hyperlinks (GET requests) that, when clicked, execute 

backend functionality that deletes data, cancel orders, 

remits payment, removes user accounts, disables 

functionality, and etc. 

 Automatically Testing “Sensitive” Web Forms –
sometimes submission of a Web form (POST request) 

may generate emails to customer support, execute 

computationally expensive backend processes, direct 

submitted data that will be visible to other users, and so 

on. This can result in spamming inboxes with thousands 

of emails, taking down the website due to resource load, 

negatively impacting the user experience of the entire 

user-base by showing them unexpected data, and costing 

the company large sums of money 

 Poorly Designed Vulnerability Tests – during 

dynamically testing, various meta-character strings are 

put into input fields, URLs, POST bodies, headers, 

etc. Website can be harmed when it mistakes meta-

characters for executable code. 

 Connection Denial of Service (DoS) – sometimes 

scanning requires sending hundreds of requests 

simultaneously to the website, so this can easily exhaust a 

website’s available connection pool and render the system 
unable to serve legitimate visitors.  
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 Session Exhaustion DoS – complete testing a website 

requires that vulnerability scans are run in an 

authenticated state. When WVS logs in hundreds of times 

during testing, it may consume all the website’s session 

credential resources, and no additional legitimate users 

can log-in, until the session credential garbage collection 

is conducted. 

 CPU DoS – some websites have computationally 

expensive hyperlinks, which during the scans may be 

clicked a large number of times, contrary to what was 

expected, and consume all of a websites available CPU 

resources.  

 Verbose Logging and Run-Time Error – scanning can 

involve a large number of abnormal requests, which could 

raise various backend application exceptions and verbose 

run-time error logging. Because of this, the disk size of 

the logs generated and stored could be substantial. 

 

Consequently, the vulnerability scans need to be 

performed with precautions, and, ideally, a replica of the live 

environment should be created in a test lab, so if something 

goes wrong, only the replica is affected.  At least, before 

starting scans, latest backups are needed. Some automated 

scanners include settings for launching a non-invasive scans, 

but these kind of scans will only launch some very basic 

“security" checks against the target, such as text searches, file 
checks, version checks and some other basic tests, which 

typically do not lead to a malicious defacement of the site or 

web application. So, invasive scans are necessary, because if 

an automated WVS can break down tested website, a 

malicious user can do even worse.  

In this paper, we try to measure the amount of generated 

garbage records per scan, by testing 3 free/open source WVSs 

and 4 free, trial or regular editions of commercial WVSs, with 

consideration of scanner’s capability to detect several basic 
critical/important vulnerabilities. We want to see is it possible 

to detect these vulnerabilities, with performing non-invasive 

scans, in the sense that scanners do not leave any garbage 

records. Also, it was interesting to see if the pollution of 

database obtained by scanning, depends on the presence or 

absence of these vulnerabilities in the web application. After 

Introduction, Section II gives the basic architecture of the 

black box WVSs. In Section III we give a brief explanation of 

two versions of used testbed web application and seven WVSs 

with their general characteristics and input vector support, 

followed by used methodology, obtained results on the 

measured number of garbage records, and discussion. At the 

end, we give short concluding remarks. 

 

II. BLACK BOX WEB VULNERABILITY SCANNERS 

Generally, the core of the WVSs is made up from three 

main components: a crawling component, an attacker 

component and an analysis component.  

First, the user enters at least one URL, with or without 

user credentials for the given web application, and then the 

crawling component identifies all the reachable pages in the 

application, and all the input points to the application. After 

the user sets the scanning profile, the scanner can proceed 

automatically or by user interaction. We used only automated 

mode for our experiments. 

Once the crawling component finishes its job, the next 

components perform analysis of the discovered data, and for 

each web form, for each input and for each vulnerability type 

for which the WVS has test vectors, the component generates 

values that are likely to trigger a vulnerability. Then, the form 

content is sent to the web server as an HTTP request, and after 

processing the request, the server sends back a response via 

HTTP. 

The attacker component analyzes discovered data and for 

each web form, for each input and for each vulnerability type 

for which the WVS has test vectors, the attacker module 

generates values that are likely to trigger a vulnerability. Then, 

the form content is sent to the web server using either a GET 

or POST request, and appropriate response is obtained from 

the server via HTTP. 

Finally, the analysis component performs parsing and 

interpreting the server response. Decision if a given attack was 

successful is made by calculation of confidence value, by 

implementing attack-specific response criteria and keywords.  

 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A. Testbed Web Application 

We created a simple trading web application, where 

unregistered users can list ads, see information and description 

about individual ad, comment on the ad and so on. Registered 

users can add ads and manage ads. We created two versions of 

the application, a vulnerable and a safe one. The vulnerable 

version is affected by SQL injection (in 3 scripts), reflected 

and stored XSS vulnerabilities.  

The web server hosting our web applications run on 64-bit 

Windows 8.1 Enterprise operating system. The following 

technologies are used: Apache server version 2.4.4, PHP 

version 5.4.12 and MySQL version 5.6.12. 
 

B. Tested Web Vulnerabilities Scanners 

The scanners were run on a machine with an Intel (R) Core 

(TM) i7-3632QM 2 x 2.20GHz CPU, 6 GB of RAM, and 64-

bit Windows 8. 

Table 1 lists the seven WVSs used in our study and their 

general characteristics. All have a graphical user interface and 

support for proxy mode (manual crawling). Three of them, 

NetSparker Community Edition, N-Stalker X Free Edition and 

Acunetix WVS run only on Windows, and other four can be 

installed on Linux and OS X also. Only N-Stalker X Free 

Edition, OWASP ZAP and IBM Rational AppScan can 

produce a report. Their input vector support is given in Table 

2. Many different characteristic comparisons with older 

versions of these WVSs can be found on Chen’s web site 
SecToolMarket [3]. 
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Free NetSparker Community Edition has many features 

disabled, compared to its commercial version, but still you can 

scan and exploit SQL injection and XSS vulnerabilities 

without any false-positives.  

 

TABLE 1:  GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EVALUATED SCANNERS 

 

NetSparker 

Community 

Edition 

N-Stalker 

X Free Edition 

OWASP 

ZAP 
IronWASP Vega 

Acunetix 

WVS 

IBM Rational 

AppScan 

Company/ 

Creator 
Mavituna Security N-Stalker OWASP L. Kuppan Sub-graph Acunetix IBM 

Version 3.1 X-build 2.2.2 
2013 

beta 
1.0 9 7.8 

Released   Sep. 2013     

Licence/ 

Technology 

Freeware 

.Net 3.5 

Freeware 

Unknown  

ASF2 

Java 1.6.x 

GNU 

.Net 2.0  

EPL1 

Java 1.6.x 

Trial 

AcuSensor 

Comm. 

Unknown 

Operating System Windows Windows 

Windows 

Linux 

OS X 

Windows 

Linux 

OS X 

Windows 

Linux 

OS X 

Windows 

Windows 

Linux 

OS X 

Report No Yes Yes No No No Yes 

Scan Log Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

N-Stalker X Free Edition provides a restricted set of 

features, compared to its commercial version, and will inspect 

up to 100 pages within the target application. It offers a 

restricted version of the N - Stealth Database, web server 

security check, reduced analysis of web signature attacks, etc.  

 

 

TABLE 2:  SUPPORTING INPUT VECTORS BY THE EVALUATED SCANNERS 

 

NetSparker 

Community 

Edition 

N-Stalker 

X Free Edition 

OWASP 

ZAP 
IronWASP Vega 

Acunetix 

WVS 

IBM 

Rational 

AppScan 

HTTP Query String Parameters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

HTTP Body Parameters Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

HTTP Cookie Parameters Yes Yes  Yes  Yes Yes 

HTTP Headers Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

HTTP Parameter Names    Yes   Yes 

XML Element Content Yes  Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

XML Attributes Yes  Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

XML Tags        

JSON Parameters Yes  Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Flash Action Message Format       Yes 

Custom Input Vector    Yes   Yes 

SUMMARY 7 4 6 9 3 7 10 

 

OWASP Zed Attack Proxy (ZAP) is a free and open 

source, easy to use, integrated scanning and penetration testing 

tool, and it is designed to be used by people with a wide range 

of security experience. ZAP includes intercepting proxy, 

active and passive scanners, traditional and Ajax spiders, 

WebSocket support, fuzzing, forced browsing, port scanner, 

script console, etc. 

IronWASP (Iron Web application Advanced Security 

testing Platform) is a free and open source tool, created by 

Lavakumar Kuppan. It offers full and semi-automated scans, 

JavaScript static analysis, scripting shell for Python and Ruby 

giving full access to the IronWASP framework, and this can 

be used by the pen testers to write their own fuzzers, create 

custom crafted request, analysis of logs, etc. Another its 

strength is the possibility of using different external libraries 

like IronPython, IronRuby, FiddleCore, etc. 

Vega is a free and open source automated scanner for 

quick tests and an intercepting proxy for tactical inspection. 

For this test we are using fully functional 14-day trial 

version of Acunetix WVS. This scanner uses AcuSensor 

Technology, and besides scanning, it offers advanced 

penetration testing tools. 

IBM Rational AppScan, now known as IBM Security 

AppScan, is a family of web security testing and monitoring 

tools from the IBM. For our tests, we used older version of 

IBM Rational AppScan. 
 

C. Methodology 

In our experiments, scanners were run without logging, 

and only the default values for configuration parameters were 

used. Only N-Stalker X Free Edition was run with OWASP 

policy.  

Backend database consists of 3 tables, with initially 3 

users, 7 ads, and no comments.  After every scanning we 

summed the number of garbage comments in the database 

generated by the scanner and the number of affected ads, and 
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by deleting the comments, we prepare the database for the 

next scan. For every scanner we made 3 scans on the web 

applications. 

D. Results and discussion 

Table 3 shows the capabilities of tested WVSs for finding 

critical/important vulnerabilities. We need this to see how 

leaving garbage comments is connected with this capability. 

Only N-Stalker X Free Edition cannot find SQL vulnerability, 

and OWASP ZAP cannot find reflected XSS. (2/3) means that 

the scanner had identified only two of three vulnerable scripts. 

TABLE 3:  FOUNDED CRITICAL/IMPORTANT VULNERABILITIES 

 SQLI 
Reflected 

XSS 

Stored 

XSS 

NetSparker 

Community 

Edition 

Yes (3/3) Yes Yes 

N-Stalker X 

Free Edition 
 Yes Yes 

OWASP 

ZAP 
Yes (2/3)  Yes 

IronWASP Yes (2/3) Yes Yes 

Vega Yes (3/3) Yes Yes 

Acunetix  

WVS 
Yes (2/3) Yes Yes 

IBM 

Rational 

AppScan 

Yes (2/3) Yes Yes 

 

Table 4 and Table 5 give the number of garbage 

comments produced by the tested scanners in 3 independent 

scans on the safe and the vulnerable test application, 

respectfully.  

TABLE 4:  NUMBER OF GARBAGE COMMENTS FOR THE SAFE TESTBED WEB 

APPLICATION FOR 3 SCANS 

 Number of garbage comments 
Ads 

 Scan 1 Scan2 Scan 3 

NetSparker 

Community 

Edition 

156 160 156 All 

N-Stalker X 

Free Edition 
26 26 26 All 

OWASP 

ZAP 
61 61 61 All 

IronWASP 0 0 0 - 

Vega 0 0 0 - 

Acunetix  

WVS 
367 367 367 All 

IBM 

Rational 

AppScan 

52 52 51 All 

 

One can see, that these numbers, ranges from 0 to 367 for 

the safe web application and from 0 to 180 for the vulnerable 

web application, and that for all scanners that produce garbage 

comments, all ads are affected. This means that if our database 

have thousands or more adds, which is the situation in reality, 

one scan with these scanners will produce at least the same 

number of the garbage comments. Two scanners, IronWASP 

and Vega, do not leave any garbage comments, but are 

capable of finding given vulnerabilities (IronWASP find 2 of 3 

vulnerable scripts for SQLI). These results mean that some 

WVS can find tested critical/important vulnerability, without 

necessity to use invasive techniques. Nothing can be 

concluded about finding other vulnerabilities without invasive 

scans.  

TABLE 5:  NUMBER OF GARBAGE COMMENTS FOR THE VULNERABLE TESTBED 

WEB APPLICATION FOR 3 SCANS 

 Number of garbage comments 
Ads 

 Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3 

NetSparker 

Community 

Edition 

156 150 156 All 

N-Stalker X 

Free Edition 
10 10 10 All 

OWASP 

ZAP 
210 210 210 All 

Iron 

WASP 
0 0 0 - 

Vega 0 0 0 - 

Acunetix  

WVS 
144 144 144 All 

IBM 

Rational 

AppScan 

178 178 180 All 

 

Acunetix WVS leaves most garbage comments for the 

safe web application, with a magnitude of more than 50 times 

larger than the number of ads in the tested database. OWASP 

ZAP leaves most garbage comments for the vulnerable web 

application - 30 times larger than the number of ads in the 

tested database. 

The experiments also show that WVSs that create garbage 

records, do that even when web application is free from 

critical/important vulnerabilities. Some WVSs, like N-Stalker 

X Free Edition, OWASP ZAP and Acunetix WVS produce 

more garbage comments for the safe web application, while 

IBM Rational AppScan produces more garbage comments for 

the vulnerable web application. First behavior is easier to 

understand, and can be explained that WVS stop testing the 

script on giving vulnerability, after it found it.  

Also, some scanners, like NetSparker Community Edition 

and IBM Rational AppScan produce different numbers of 

garbage comments, but with small deviation, for scanning the 

same web application.  

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Our experiments show that different scanners produce 
different numbers of garbage records in the backend database, 
and because of that, when we use them for scanning, web 
administrators need to make a backup of their database. This 
can protect them from spending additional time after scanning, 
for cleaning the database. Also, our experiments show that 
some scanners have capabilities of finding tested 
critical/important vulnerabilities, without using invasive 
techniques that produce garbage records. WVSs that produce 
garbage records, do that regardless of presence of a given 
vulnerability in the web application. 
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Abstract—In this paper we consider an error-detecting code
based on linear quasigroups of order 2

q defined in the fol-
lowing way: The input block a0a1...an−1 is extended into a
block a0a1...an−1d0d1...dn−1, where the redundant characters
d0d1...dn−1 are defined with di = ai ∗ ai+1 ∗ ai+2, where ∗ is a
linear quasigroup operation and the operations in the indexes are
per modulo n. We explain why the linear quasigroups are good
for coding. Also, we give the smallest probability of undetected
errors, if for coding are used quasigroups of order 8. At the end,
we explain how the probability of undetected errors can be made
arbitrary small.

I. INTRODUCTION

When messages are transmitted through the noise channel,
under the influence of the noise, they may be incorrectly trans-
mitter. For this reason are used the error-detection codes, in
order to detected weather the message is correctly transmitted.
In this paper we consider an error-detecting code based on
linear quasigroups.

Recall that quasigroup is algebraic structure (Q, ∗) such
that the equations x ∗ u = v and u ∗ y = v have unique
solutions on x and y.

The quasigroup (Q, ∗) of order 2q is linear if there are
non-singular binary matrices A and B of order q × q and a
binary matrix C of order 1 × q, such that

(∀x, y ∈ Q) x ∗ y = z ⇔ z = xA + yB + C (1)

where x, y and z are binary representations of x, y and z as
vectors of order 1 × q and + is binary addition.

In the further work, when we say that (Q, ∗) is a quasigroup
of order 2q , than we take Q = {0, 1, ..., 2q − 1}.

Example 1: Suppose that we have chosen the following
quasigroup:

∗ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 5 1 0 4 3 7 6 2
1 1 5 4 0 7 3 2 6
2 7 3 2 6 1 5 4 0
3 3 7 6 2 5 1 0 4
4 0 4 5 1 6 2 3 7
5 4 0 1 5 2 6 7 3
6 2 6 7 3 4 0 1 5
7 6 2 3 7 0 4 5 1

It can be easily shown that this quasigroup is linear. Namely,
since the quasigroup is of order 8, we should check if there are
non-singular binary matrices A and B of order 3×3 and binary
matrix C of order 1× 3 such that (1) holds. The equation (1)
can be represent as system of equations:

{

z1 =x1a11 + x2a21 + x3a31 + y1b11 + y2b21 + y3b31 + c1

z2 =x1a12 + x2a22 + x3a32 + y1b12 + y2b22 + y3b32 + c2

z3 =x1a13 + x2a23 + x3a33 + y1b13 + y2b23 + y3b33 + c3

(2)

where A = [aij ]3×3, B = [bij ]3×3, C = [ci]1×3, x =
[xi]1×3 and y = [yi]1×3.

After solving the system (2) for all possible values for x
and y, we get:

A =

[

1 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

]

and B =

[

1 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

]

and the binary matrix C:

C = [ 1 0 1 ]

The matrices A and B are non-singular, so the given
quasigroup is linear.

Example 2: Conversely, from the non-singular binary ma-
trices

A =

[

1 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 1

]

and B =

[

1 1 0
0 1 1
1 1 1

]

and the binary matrix C:

C = [ 0 1 1 ]

using (1) (or (2)) can be obtained the appropriate linear
quasigroup.

In order to calculate 0 ∗ 0, we have x = [0 0 0] and
y = [0 0 0], so with calculating z = [0 0 0]A + [0 0 0]B +
[0 1 1] = [0 1 1], which means z = 3, i.e. 0 ∗ 0 = 3.

To calculate 0∗1, we have x = [0 0 0] and y = [0 0 1], so
from (1) we have z = [0 0 0]A + [0 0 1]B + [0 1 1] = [1 0 0],
which means z = 4, i.e. 0 ∗ 1 = 4.
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Continuing the process with calculating all 64 products we
obtain the following quasigroup:

∗ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 3 4 0 7 5 2 6 1
1 2 5 1 6 4 3 7 0
2 0 7 3 4 6 1 5 2
3 1 6 2 5 7 0 4 3
4 4 3 7 0 2 5 1 6
5 5 2 6 1 3 4 0 7
6 7 0 4 3 1 6 2 5
7 6 1 5 2 0 7 3 4

II. DEFINITION OF THE CODE

In [1] is defined a model of a code based on a quasigroups.
In this paper we consider one special case of that code, but now
defined over a set of linear quasigroups of order 2q. Namely,
we consider the following code: Let (Q, ∗) be a linear quasi-
group of order 2q . First, each message is separated into blocks
with some length n. Than, each input block a0a1...an−1, where
ai ∈ Q, is extended into a block a0a1...an−1d0d1...dn−1.
The redundant characters di, are defined with the following
equation:

di = di ∗ di+1 ∗ di+2, i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n − 1} (3)

In the definition of this code, all operations in the indexes are
per modulo n. This means that:

d0 = a0 ∗ a1 ∗ a2,
d1 = a1 ∗ a2 ∗ a3,
d2 = a2 ∗ a3 ∗ a4,
. . .
. . .
. . .
dn−2 = an−2 ∗ an−1 ∗ a0,
dn−1 = an−1 ∗ a0 ∗ a1

Finally, the extended block a0a1...an−1d0d1...dn−1, turned
in a binary form is transmitted through the binary symmetric
channel with the probability of bit error p, (0 < p < 1/2).
Recall that a binary symmetric channel is a channel in which
inputs and outputs are zeros and ones. Under the influence of
the noises, zero can be transmitted into one, or vice-versa, one
in zero with probability p, while zero is transmitted into zero
and one into one with probability 1 − p, (Figure 1).

✲✚
✚

✚
✚

✚
✚

✚❃
✲

❩
❩

❩
❩

❩
❩

❩⑦0 0

1 1

1 − p

1 − p

p

p

Fig. 1. Binary symmetric channel

When the receiver receives the block, it checks whether the
equations (3) are satisfied for the received block. Namely, let
ai be transmitted into a′

i and di into d′i. These means that the

output message is a′

0a
′

1...a
′

n−1d
′

0d
′

1...d
′

n−1. Now, the receiver
checks if the following equations are satisfied:

d′0 = a′

0 ∗ a′

1 ∗ a′

2,
d′1 = a′

1 ∗ a′

2 ∗ a′

3,
d′2 = a′

2 ∗ a′

3 ∗ a′

4,
. . .
. . .
. . .
d′n−2 = a′

n−2 ∗ a′

n−1 ∗ a′

0,
d′n−1 = a′

n−1 ∗ a′

0 ∗ a′

1

(4)

If all equations (4) are satisfied, the receiver accepts
the block. If some of the equations (4) are not satisfied, it
concludes that there are errors in transmission and asks for
repeated transmission of the block.

Since the redundant characters are transmitted trough the
binary symmetric channel, the noises affects on them also,
following that some of the redundant characters may be
incorrectly transmitted. For this reason, it is possible to have
undetected errors in transmission. Of course, it is good this
probability to be as small as possible.

Instead directly to chose linear quasigroup of order 2q for
coding, one can chose non-singular binary matrices A and B
of order q × q and binary matrix C of order 1 × q.

Example 3: Let say that for coding is used the linear
quasigroup from Example 1.

Suppose that the input block is 245401. First, the redundant
characters are calculated:

d0 = 2 ∗ 4 ∗ 5 = 1 ∗ 5 = 3
d1 = 4 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 = 2 ∗ 4 = 1
d2 = 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 0 = 2 ∗ 0 = 7
d3 = 4 ∗ 0 ∗ 1 = 0 ∗ 1 = 1
d4 = 0 ∗ 1 ∗ 2 = 1 ∗ 2 = 4
d5 = 1 ∗ 2 ∗ 4 = 4 ∗ 4 = 6

Now, the extended block 245401317146 turned into binary
form 010100101100000001011001111001100110 is transmit-
ted trough the binary symmetric channel. Suppose that
the fourteenth character (the bolded character) is incor-
rectly transmitted, i.e. the receiver receives the output block
010100101100010001011001111001100110, which turned in
octal form is 245421317146. In order to check whether the
block is correctly transmitted, it checks whether the equations
(4) are satisfied. Checking:

calculated d′

i received d′i equal?

d0 2 ∗ 4 ∗ 5 = 3 3 yes

d1 4 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 = 1 1 yes

d2 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 2 = 2 7 no

And here it concludes that there is an error in transmission.

But, since the redundant characters are transmitted
trough the channel, noises affect on them also, so
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it is possible for the receiver to receive the block
010100101100010001011001010000110110, say. The bolded
bits are the ones that are incorrectly transmitted. This block
turned into octal form is 245421312066. Checking:

calculated d′

i received d′

i equal?

d0 2 ∗ 4 ∗ 5 = 3 3 yes

d1 4 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 = 1 1 yes

d2 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 2 = 2 2 yes

d3 4 ∗ 2 ∗ 1 = 0 0 yes

d4 2 ∗ 1 ∗ 2 = 6 6 yes

d5 1 ∗ 2 ∗ 4 = 6 6 yes

As we can see, errors occurred, but there are not detected.
So, it is possible to have undetected errors in transmission.

III. THE PROBABILITY OF UNDETECTED ERRORS

Naturally, when speaking for error-detecting codes it is
important to now how big is the probability of undetected
errors.

Since the probability of undetected errors if 4 or more
characters are incorrectly transmitted and the error is not
detected is inconsiderably small, when we use term probability
of undetected error, we will mean on the probability that at
most 3 characters of the input block are incorrectly transmitted
and the error is not detected.

A. The advantage of the linear quasigroups

We showed that for the code defined with (3) the proba-
bility of undetected errors does not depend on the distribution
of the characters in the input message and from the matrix C.
This is one of the most important advantages of using the linear
quasigroups for coding. It allow as to compute the probability
of undetected errors for quasigroups of higher order, which is
impossible if for coding is not used linear quasigroup.

Namely, in order to find the probability of undetected
errors, we must find the class of quasigroups for which the
probability of undetected errors is independent from the dis-
tribution of the characters in the input message. In the previous
work with the error-detecting codes based on quasigroups ([1],
[2]) the quasigroups were filtered in multiple steps, in order
to find this class of quasigroups. The process of filtration
was applied on the set of quasigroups of order 4. Although
the filtering process is relatively slow, it can be applied on
the set of quasigroups of order 4, since there are only 576
quasigroups of order 4. But it is inapplicable on the sets of
quasigroups of higher order, since their number grows very
rapidly with increasing n. According to [8] and [9], the number
of quasigroups of order n is given with the following formula:

Q(n) = n!(n − 1)!T (n) (5)

where T (n) is given in Table I.

n T (n)
2 1
3 1
4 4
5 56
6 9048
7 16942080
8 535281401585
9 377597570964258816
10 7580721483160132811489280
11 5363 93777 32773 71298 11967 35407 71840

TABLE I. THE NUMBER OF REDUCED QUASIGROUPS OF ORDER n

n T (n)
11 5.36 · 1033

12 1.62 · 1044

13 2.51 · 1056

14 2.33 · 1070

15 1.50 · 1086

TABLE II. THE APROXIMATE NUMBER OF REDUCED QUASIGROUPS OF

ORDER n

For larger values of n, the approximate number of reduced
quasigroups od order n, T (n) is given in the Table II.

As we can see from the tables, the number of quasigroups
rapidly grows with n. Since our code is defined over the set of
linear quasigroups of order 2n, of interest to us is the number
of the quasigroups of order 2n, Q(2n). Also from [8], the
range in which are these numbers is given in the Table III.

So, for these huge number of quasigroups of relatively
higher order, it is impossible to apply the method of filtration
in order to get the quasigroups for which the probability of
undetected errors is independent from the distribution of the
characters in the input message and than to calculate this
probability for all of them. Following, it is impossible to find
the smallest probability of undetected errors and the best class
of quasigroups for coding, i.e. the quasigroups that have the
smallest probability of undetected errors. On the other hand,
we showed that if linear quasigroups are used for coding,
the probability of undetected errors is independent from the
distribution of the characters in the input message, so there is
no need of filtration. This allow as to compute the probability
of undetected errors if for coding are used linear quasigroups

0.101 · 10119 ≤ Q(24) ≤ 0.689 · 10138

0.414 · 10726 ≤ Q(25) ≤ 0.985 · 10784

0.133 · 104008 ≤ Q(26) ≤ 0.176 · 104169

0.337 · 1020666 ≤ Q(27) ≤ 0.164 · 1021091

0.304 · 10101724 ≤ Q(28) ≤ 0.753 · 10102805

TABLE III. THE RANGE OF THE NUMBER OF QUASIGROUPS OF ORDER

2
n , n = 4, 5, 6, 7
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n BM(n)
2 6
3 168
4 20160
5 9999360
6 20158709760
7 163849992929280
8 5348063769211699200

TABLE IV. THE NUMBER OF NON-SINGULAR BINARY MATRICES OF

ORDER n× n

n LQ(2n)
2 144
3 225792
4 6502809600
5 3199590413107200
6 26007909068026832486400
7 3436392983414413567370408755200
8 7322057236366040833007970854727843840000

TABLE V. THE NUMBER OF LINEAR QUASIGROUPS OF ORDER 2
n

of higher order and to find the best class of quasigroups for
coding.

The number of binary matrices BM(n) of order n × n is
given in the table IV.

Consequently, the number of linear quasigroups LQ(2n)
of order 2n in given in the table V.

Further, since we showed that the probability of undetected
errors does not depend from the matrix C, there is not need
to calculate the probability of undetected errors for all linear
quasigroups of order 2n, but only for the all pairs of non-
singular binary matrices A and B of order n × n. The
number of quasigroups of order 2n for which the probability
of undetected errors should be calculated, LQC(2n) is given
in Table VI.

Example 4: According to formula (5) and Table I, the
number of quasigroups of order 8 is 108776032404012288000.

n LQC(2n)
2 36
3 28224
4 406425600
5 99987200409600
6 406373579187919257600
7 26846820182925105995081318400
8 28601786079554847003937386151280640000

TABLE VI. THE NUMBER OF LINEAR QUASIGROUPS OF ORDER 2
n FOR

WHICH THE PROBABILITY OF UNDETECTED ERRORS SHOULD BE

CALCULATED

On the other hand, the number of non-singular binary matrices
of order 3 is only 168, i.e. there are 1682 · 23 = 28224 · 8 =
225792 linear quasigroups of order 8. But since the probability
of undetected error does not depend on matrix C, we should
calculate the probability of undetected errors only for 1682 =
28224 linear quasigroups of order 8. So, instead to work with
the huge number of quasigroups of order 8 and filter them in
order to get the ones for which the probability of undetected
errors is independent from the distribution of the characters in
the input message (which is practically impossible), we work
directly with this relatively small number of quasigroups that
satisfy the required condition.

B. The probability of undetected errors for quasigroups of
order 8

Using the above explained properties of the linear quasi-
groups and some combinatorics we found the smallest prob-
ability of undetected errors if for coding are used linear
quasigroups of order 8. The probability of undetected errors
f(n, p) is a function of the block length n and the probability
of bit-error of the binary-simmetric channel p. The graph of
this function is given in a Figure 2.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
p

2·10-8

4·10-8

6·10-8

8·10-8

f@10, pD

Fig. 2. The best probability functions for block length n = 10

The graph of the function of the probability of undetected
errors for different values of n is given in a Figure 3.

From the Figure 3 we can see that this code has the
nice property, the series of maximums of its probability of
undetected errors to tend to zero when block length tends to
infinity. Using this property, we can control the probability
of undetected errors. If we want the probability of undetected
errors to be smaller than ε, we chose the block length to be
n, where n is chosen such that the maximum of the function
f(n, p) to be smaller than ε.

There are only 6 pairs of all 28224 pairs of non-singular
binary matrices of order 3 for which this minimum is achieved
(or only 48 linear matrices of all 225952 linear matrices of
order 8).
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Fig. 3. The probability functions of undetected errors for the best class of
linear quasigroups of order 8. Note that the scaling on y axis is different and
is with different resolution.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we consider an error-detecting code based on
linear quasigroups. We concluded that the liner quasigroups
are good for coding. Also, we give the smallest probability of
undetected errors if for coding are used quasigroups of order 8
and the number of quasigroups that have smallest probability
of undetected errors, i.e. the number of quasigroups of order 8
which are the best for coding. At the end, we explain how the
probability of undetected errors can be made arbitrary small.
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 Abstract— Error-correcting random codes based on 

quasigroup transformations are proposed elsewhere by Danilo 

Gligoroski, Smile Markovski and Ljupco Kocarev. Cut-decoding 

algorithm is a modification of random codes based on 

quasigroups proposed elsewhere, also. The performances of these 

codes are investigated in several papers.  In this paper we 

investigate performances of these codes for coding/decoding 

images. We present several experimental results obtained for 

different values of bit-error probability of binary-symmetric 

channel.  These results are compared with suitable results 

obtained with Reed-Solomon codes.  

Keywords—error-correcting codes; image; quasigroup; 

quasigroup transformation; Reed-Solomon code; bit-error and 

packet-error probability.  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The Random Codes Based on Quasigroups (RCBQ) are 

defined in [1]. In papers [2] and [3], authors investigated the 

influence of the code parameters on the performances of these 

codes and compared these codes with Reed-Muller and Reed-

Solomon codes. In [4], authors proposed some modifications 

of the standard coding/decoding algorithms in order to 

improve the code performances. Here, we investigate 

performances of these codes for transmitting images through 

binary-symmetric channel. For that aim we made experiments 

using standard coding/decoding algorithms and cut-decoding 

algorithm (with backtracking) proposed in [4]. For comparison 

we made experiments with Reed-Solomon codes.  

The RCBQ are designed using algorithms for 

encryption/decryption from the implementation of TASC 

(Totally Asynchronous Stream Ciphers) by quasigroup string 

transformations [5]. These cryptographic algorithms use the 

alphabet Q and a quasigroup operation * on Q together with its 

parastrophe \. The notions of quasigroups and quasigroup 

string transformations are given in the previous paper for these 

codes ([2], [3]). Here, we are using the same terminology and 

notations as there. In the next section we will briefly repeat 

only the coding/decoding algorithms of RCBQ. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF RCBQ 

A. Description of coding with standard algorithm and cut-

decoding algorithm 

Let M = m1m2…ml be a block of Nblock= la bits where miQ 

and Q is an alphabet of a-bit symbols. First, we add a 

redundancy as zero symbols and produce message L=L(1) L(2)... 

L(s) = L1L2...Lm of N bits, where L(i) are sub-blocks of r symbols 

from Q and LiQ (so, sr = m). After erasing the redundant 

zeros from each L(i), the message L will produce the original 

message M. In this way we obtain an (Nblock, N) code with rate 

R= Nblock /N. The codeword is produced after applying the 

encryption algorithm of TASC (given in Fig. 1) on the 

message L. For that aim, previously, a key k=k1k2…knQn 

should be chosen. The obtained codeword of M is 

C=C1C2...Cm, where CiQ. 
 

Encryption Decryption 

Input: Key k = k1k2…kn and 

message L =L1L2…Lm 

Output: message (codeword)   

C = C1C2...Cm 

Input: The pair  

(a1 a2… as, k1k2…kn)  

Output: The pair  

(c1 c2… cs, K1K2…Kn) 

For j = 1 to m 

   X ≠ Lj; 

   T ≠ 0; 

   For i = 1 to n 

      X ≠ ki * X; 

      T ≠ T ∆ X; 

       ki ≠ X; 

   kn ≠ T; 

Output: Cj ≠ X 

For i = 1 to n 

   Ki ≠ ki; 

For j = 0 to s 1 

   X, T  ≠ aj+1; 

    temp ≠ Kn; 

   For i = n down to 2 

         X ≠ temp \ X; 

         T ≠ T ∆ X; 

         temp ≠ Ki1; 

         Ki1 ≠ X; 

    X ≠ temp \ X; 

    Kn ≠ T; 

    cj+1 ≠ X; 

Output:(c1c2… cs, K1K2…Kn) 

Fig. 1. Algorithms for encryption and decryption. 

 

In the cut-decoding algorithm, instead of using a (Nblock, N) 

code with rate R, we use together two (Nblock, N/2) codes with 

rate 2R for coding/decoding a same message of Nblock bits. 

Namely, for coding we apply two times the encryption 

algorithm, given in Fig. 1, on the same redundant message L 

using different parameters (different keys or quasigroups). In 

this way we obtain the codeword of the message as 

concatenation of the two codewords of N/2 bits. 

 This research was partially supported by Faculty of Computer Science and

Engineering at the University "Ss Cyril and Methodius" in Skopje. 
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B. Description of decoding with standard algorithm and cut-

decoding algorithm 

After transmission through a noise channel (for our 

experiments we use binary symmetric channel), the codeword 

C will be received as message D = D(1)D(2)...D(s) = D1D2...Dm, 

where D(i) are blocks of r symbols from Q and Di Q. The 

decoding process consists of four steps: (i) procedure for 

generating the sets with predefined Hamming distance, (ii) 

inverse coding algorithm, (iii) procedure for generating 

decoding candidate sets and (iv) decoding rule.  

The probability that ≤ t bits in D(i) are not correctly 

transmitted is  
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where p is 

probability of bit-error in a binary symmetric channel. Let Bmax 

be an integer such that 1P(p; Bmax)  qB and  

Hi = {α | α Q r, H(D(i), α) ≤ Bmax}, 

for i =1, 2, …, s, where H(D(i), α) is the Hamming distance 

between D(i) and α. 

The decoding candidate sets S0, S1,…, Ss are defined 

iteratively. Let S0 = (k1k2…kn; l), where l is the empty 

sequence. Let Si -1 be defined for i ≥ 1. Then Si is the set of all 

pairs (, w1w2…wr a i ) obtained by using the sets Si−1 and Hi as 

follows (wj are bits). For each element α  Hi and each ( ,    

w1w2…wr a ( i− 1 ) ) Si−1, we apply the inverse coding algorithm 

(i.e. algorithm for decryption given in Fig. 1) with input (α, ). 

If the output is the pair ( , ) and if both sequences  and L(i) 

have the redundant zeros in the same positions, then the pair 

(, w1w2…wr a ( i - 1 )  c1c2...cr a) (, w1 w2…wr a i ) is an element 

of Si. 

The decoding of the received message D is given by the 

following rule: If the set Ss contains only one element (d1…dn, 

w1w2…wr a s ) then L = w1 w2…wr a s  is the decoded (redundant) 

message (then we say we have a successful decoding). In the 

case when the set Ss contains more than one element, we say 

that the decoding of D is unsuccessful (of type more-

candidate-error). In the case when Sj =  for some j  {1, …, 

s}, the process will be stopped (we say that a null-error 

appears).  

In the cut-decoding algorithm, after transmitting through a 

noise channel, we divide the outgoing message D = 

D(1)D(2)...D(s) in two messages D1 = D(1)D(2)...D(s/2) and D2 = 

D(s/2+1)D(s/2+2)...D(s) with equal lengths and we decode them in 

parallel with the corresponding parameters. In this method of 

decoding we make modification in the procedure for 

generating decoding candidate sets. Namely, after each 

iteration we obtain the decoding candidate set with elimination 

of all elements in the first decoding candidate set whose 

second part does not matches with the second part of an 

element in the second set, and vice versa. With this algorithm 

we obtained improvement in the speed of decoding and the 

values of PER and BER for code (72,288) using nibbles.  

C. Method for decreasing the number of null-errors 

In [2] authors proposed a method for decreasing the number 

of null-errors by backtracking. Namely, if in the ith iteration of 

the decoding process we obtain Si =  it means that in some 

previous step j < i we have lost the right block that had to be 

processed. This happened if the number of errors during 

transmission in some block is greater than Bmax. Some of these 

errors will be eliminated if we cancel a few of iterations of the 

decoding process and we reprocess all of them or part of them 

with a larger value of Bmax. By applying this method in cut-

decoding algorithm improvements of the values of PER and 

BER are obtained in [3]. Therefore, we use this method for 

reducing null-errors in our experiments with cut-decoding 

algorithm. 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

We made experiments with the image given in the Figure 2 

and we used binary symmetric channel with bit-error 

probability p. In our experiments we use the following values 

of bit-error probability: p=0.03, p=0.06, p=0.09, p=0.12. For 

each value of p, we consider the image after transmission 

through the channel in the following cases: 

 without using any error-correcting code,  

 using RCBQ with the standard algorithm, 

 using RCBQ with cut-decoding algorithm (with 

backtracking in the case of null-error), 

 using Reed-Solomon code 

 

All experiments are made for the code (72,288) with rate R 

= ¼. In the experiments with RCBQ we use the alphabet of 

nibbles Q={0, 1,…, 9, a, b, c, d, e, f} and a quasigroup given 

in [2]. In the standard algorithm for RCBQ we use pattern for 

adding redundancy: 11001100100000001100100010000000 

1100110010000000110010001000000000000000, key of 10 

nibbles, blocks of 4 nibbles and Bmax = 4. For the experiments 

with cut-decoding algorithm we used the same quasigroup and 

value of Bmax, pattern: 110011101100110011101100 

110011000000 and two different keys of 5 symbols.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Original image 

 

In the experiments with both algorithms for RCBQ if more-

candidate error appears then we randomly select a message 

from the set (reduced sets) in the last iteration and we take it 

as the decoded message. In the cases when null-error appears, 

i.e., Si = , we take all the elements from the set Si1 and we 

find their maximal common prefix substring. If this substring 

has k symbols then in order to obtain decoded message of l 
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symbols we take these k symbols and we add l  k zero 

symbols. 

In our experiments with Reed-Solomon codes (RSC) we 

used a shortened version of the RSC(63,27) ([6]). It is the code 

RSC(48,12) defined over the Galois field GF(26) with 

primitive polynomial p(x) = 1+X+X6 (and it has the same good 

properties as general RSC). This shortened RSC has the same 

length of the codewords (288bits) and the same rate (1/4) as 

the considered RCBQ.   

Experimental results for packet-error probabilities (PER) 

and bit-error probabilities (BER) for different values of bit-

error probability p in the binary symmetric channel are given 

in Table 1 and Table 2. In these tables PERs and BERs are the 

probabilities obtained with the standard algorithm, PERc and 

BERc – with the cut-decoding algorithm and PERrs and BERrs 

the probabilities obtained with Reed-Solomon code.  

 

TABLE I: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR PACKET-ERROR 

PROBABILITY 
 

p PERs PERc PERrs 

0.03 0.0018 0.0032 0.0003 

0.06 0.0338 0.0266 0.1157 

0.09 0.1813 0.1282 0.7116 

0.12 0.4719 0.3620 0.9748 

 

 

TABLE II: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR BIT-ERROR 

PROBABILITY 
 

p BERs BERc BERrs 

0.03 0.0011 0.0010 0.0001 

0.06 0.0251 0.0112 0.0241 

0.09 0.1379 0.0570 0.1625 

0.12 0.3715 0.1742 0.2565 

 

Images obtained for the considered values of bit-error 

probabilities p in the binary-symmetric channel are presented 

in Figure 3 - 6. In these figures the images in a) are obtained 

after transmission through the channel without using error-

correcting code. In b) and c) we give the images obtained 

using RCBQ with standard and cut-decoding algorithm, 

correspondingly. And in d) the images coded/decoded with 

Reed-Solomon code are given.  

From the results given in Table 1 we can see that PER 

obtains the smallest value for Reed-Solomon code only for p = 

0.03. While, for p ≥ 0.06 the RCBQ give much better results, 

especially with cut-decoding algorithm (with backtracking in 

the case of null-error). But, from Table 2, we can see that the 

differences between the results for BER are not so significant. 

The reason for that lies in the construction of the RCBQ. 

Namely, for these codes, when a bit is incorrectly decoded, 

then almost all consecutive bits are incorrectly decoded. 

Consequently, we obtain empty decoding candidate set in 

some iteration and only a part of the message is decoded. As 

we explain above, in these cases in the place of the non-

decoded part of the message we put zero symbols. In fact, 

these zero symbols are the horizontal lines that can be seen in 

the Figures 3b) – 6b) for standard RCBQ and Figures 3c) – 6c) 

for cut-decoding algorithm.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we compare performances of RCBQ with the 

standard algorithm, RCBQ with the cut-decoding algorithm 

and Reed-Solomon codes for coding/decoding images. 

Analyzing results from Table 1 and Table 2, as well as results 

from Figure 1-6, we can conclude that Reed Solomon codes 

are the best only for small value of p (p <=0.03). For p > 0.03, 

random codes with the cut-decoding algorithm give the best 

results (the smallest values of PER and BER). Also, it can be 

seen from the visibility of images (Figures 3c) – 6c)). We have 

to notify that for standard RCBQ and Reed-Solomon codes, 

coding/decoding does not have sense for  p ≥ 0.09 since BER 

> p. For p = 0.09, RCBQ with cut-decoding algorithm give 

BER < p. The image in Figure 5c) is most visible than other 

images in Figure 5. For p > 0.1, for all considered codes we 

obtain worse BER than p.  

From previous discussion we can conclude that RCBQ with 

cut-decoding algorithm (with backtracking) have the best 

performances for transmitting images through binary 

symmetrical channel. 
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Fig. 3. Images for p = 0.03 
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Fig. 4. Images for p = 0.06 
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Fig. 5. Images for p = 0.09 
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c)            d) 

Fig. 6. Images for p = 0.12 
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Abstract—There are several types of computational models. 

Finite automata are the simplest models suitable to model 

computers with an extremely limited amount of memory. Finite 

automata can be both deterministic and nondeterministic and are 

useful models for important kinds of hardware and software such 

as software for designing and checking digital circuits, lexical 

analyser of compilers, finding words and patterns in large bodies 

of text, verification of systems with a finite number of states etc. 

A Turing machine model is similar to finite automata, but has an 

unlimited memory, and can be used to compute anything that a 

real computer can. In this paper, first the brief theoretical 

background of Finite automata and the Turing machine will be 

exposed. Then, the focus will be switched on designing and 

realization of different types of arithmetic operations with a 

Turing machine. All of the designs will be realized with an 

appropriate software simulation. 

Keywords—finite automata, Turing machine, deterministic, 

nondeterministic, computational model, arithmetic operation  

I. INTRODUCTION 

As it is stated in [1], real computers are too complicated to 
be able to be directly modeled mathematically. That is why 
computational models are used instead. Finite automata and 
the Turing machine are one of these models.  

Finite automata (FA) or Finite state automata (FSA) are 
the simplest computational model. They are good models for 
computers with extremely limited amounts of memory [1, 2]. 
Such computers lie at the heart of various electromagnetic 
devices such as the controller for an automatic door, the 
controller for an elevator, digital clocks etc. FA are useful 
models for important kinds of software such as software for 
designing and checking digital circuits, lexical analyser of 
compilers, finding words and patterns in large bodies of text, 
verification of systems with a finite number of states etc. 

The Turing machine was first proposed by Alan Turing in 
1936 [1, 3]. He proposed the Turing machine as a model of 
“any possible computation” [4]. The Turing machine is a more 
powerful model than finite automata. According to [1], it is 
similar to a finite automaton, but it has unlimited memory and 
is a much more accurate model of a general purpose computer. 
Therefore, the Turing machine can do everything that a real 
computer can do. Similarly, this model can accommodate the 
idea of a stored program machine like a computer [3]. The 

Turing machine can be used as a Language accepter that 
accepts a recursive or a recursive enumerable language, then 
as a Function transducer to compute a total recursive or a 
partial recursive function, and as a Decision problem solver 
where the machine is used as an algorithm to solve or partially 
solve a class of decision problems [2]. 

In this paper, first the brief theoretical background of 
Finite automata and the Turing machine will be exposed. Then 
a realization of arithmetic operations f(x, y) = x + y and        
f(x, y) = x - y with a Turing machine will be shown. All of the 
designs will be realized with JFLAP. JFLAP is software that 
allows experimenting with different types of automata, 
languages, parsing and L-systems [5]. The final section will 
contain a conclusion based on the work done and future work.   

II. FINITE AUTOMATA 

A. State Diagram 

Fig. 1 presents the state diagram of a finite automaton 
named M1. The circles present states. As can be seen in Fig. 1, 
the finite automaton in this case has three states, labeled q1, q2 
and q3. Each automaton has a start state (q1) which is 
indicated by the arrow that points at it from the outside, and an 
accept state (q2). The accept state is the one with double circle 
[1, 6]. The arrows that lead from one state to another (or from 
one state back to the very same state) are called transitions [1]. 

Fig. 1. State diagram of the Finite automaton M1 [1] 

According to [3], a FSA can be seen as an oriented graph 
with labels on each arc, whereas, according to [6], a FA is a 
directed graph that consists of a finite set of labeled circles 
called states and a finite set of arrows. The automaton 
processes the string that appears on its input. Let’s assume the 
string to be 1101. The processing begins in the start state q1. 
The automaton reads symbols from the input string one by one 
and from left to right [1]. After reading each symbol, it moves 
from one state to another, according to the transition that has 
that symbol as its label [1]. In this case, the processing starts 
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in the state q1. Then automaton reads 1 and follows the 
transition from q1 to q2. Then it reads the second 1 from the 
input string and as a result it follows the transition from q2 to 
q2. Then the automaton reads 0 and it follows the transition 
from q2 to q3. When it reads the last symbol, it follows the 
transition from q3 to q2. As it is stated in [1], the automaton 
produces an output after reading the last symbol and the 
output is either accept or reject. In this example it is said that 
the automaton is in the accept state, because after reading the 
last symbol it is in the accept state q2. If after reading the last 
symbol the automaton is in another state than the accept state, 
then the output is reject [2]. 

B. Formal Definition 

According to [1], a formal definition of Finite automata is 
needed because it is precise and therefore it resolves any 
uncertainties about what is allowed in finite automata and 
because it provides good notation.  

A finite automaton has a set of states [1, 4], a start state 
and a set of accept states. It has an input alphabet that 
indicates the allowed input symbols. Then, it has rules for 
moving from one state to another, depending on the input 
symbol. Therefore, according to [1], the formal definition of 
finite automata says that it is a 5-tuple consisting of set of 
states, input alphabet, rules for moving, start state, and accept 
state, i.e. a finite automaton is a 5-tuple (Q, ∑, δ, q0, F), where 

1. Q is a finite set called the states, 

2. ∑ is a finite set called the alphabet, 

3. δ: Q x Z→Q is the transition function, 

4. q0 ∊ Q is the start state, and 

5. F ⊆ Q is the set of accept states. 

The transition function δ defines the rules for moving. As 
an example, if the finite automaton has a state q1 with an 
arrow to a state q2, that is labeled with the symbol 1, which 
means that if the automaton is in the state q1, when it reads 1, 
it moves to the state q2. The transition function δ specifies 
exactly one next state.  Having in mind the above, the formal 
definition of the finite automaton presented in Fig.1 will be as 
follows: 

M1 = (Q, ∑, δ, q1, F), where 

1. Q = {ql, q2, q3}, 

2. ∑ = {0, 1}, 

3. δ is described as 

 0 1 

q1 q1 q2 

q2 q3 q2 

q3 q2 q2 

 

4. q1, is the start state, and 

5. F = {q2}. 

The language of the machine M is the set of all strings that 
the machine accepts 

 L(M) = A (1) 

In equation (1), L is the language that machine M 
recognizes and A is the set of strings that the machine M 
accepts. A finite automaton may accept several strings, but it 
recognizes only one language [1]. The finite automaton M1 
presented in Fig.1 recognizes the set of strings that contain at 
least one 1 and an even number of 0s following the last 1. 
Therefore M1 recognizes the string 1101 as well. 

Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) has only one 
transition after reading the sequence of inputs from each state 
[3]. The finite automaton M1 described above is deterministic, 
because when it is in a given state and reads the input symbol, 
the next state is determined [1]. However, if several choices 
exist for the next state at any point, then automaton is called a 
Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA). The 
nondeterminism allows the machine to select arbitrarily from 
several possible responses to a given situation [2]. 

C. Turing machine 

Before the existence of the computers in 1930’s , A. 
Turing studied an abstract machine that had all the capabilities 
of today’s computers. The goal of Turing was to describe 
precisely the boundary between what a computing machine 
could do and what it couldn’t do. His conclusions apply not 
only to his abstract Turing Machines (TM), but to today’s  real 
machines as well. The purpose of the theory of undecidable 
problems is not only to establish the existence of such 
problems, but to provide guidance to programmers about what 
they might or might not be able to accomplish through 
programming. In other words, it can be said that any problem 
that is algorithmically solvable and has an efficient algorithm 
for the related solution, can also be solved and demonstrated 
using a Turing Machine. 

The formal notation that will be used for a Turing machine 
is similar to the one used to describe finite automata. The TM 
can be described by the 7-tuple [2] 

M = (Q, ∑, Г, δ, q0, B, F), the components of which have 
the following meaning: 

Q: The finite set of states; 

∑: The finite set of input symbols; 

Г: The finite set of tape symbols; ∑ is always a subset of  
Г. The number of symbols in Г ≥ ∑. 

δ: The transition function. The arguments of δ(q, X) are a 
state q and a tape symbol X. The transition function can be 
defined as triple as well, i.e. δ(p, Y, D), where: 

 p is the next state, in Q: 

 Y is the symbol, in Г, written in the cell being scanned, 
replacing whatever symbol was there. 
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 D is a direction, either L or R, meaning “left” or “right” 
respectively, informing us about the direction in which 
the tape head moves. 

q0: The start state, which is a member of Q, where finite 
control is found initially. 

B: The blank symbol. This symbol is a part of  the Г, but 
not of the ∑ subset. This is not an input symbol. The blank 
appears initially in all but the finite number of initial cells that 
hold input symbols. 

F: The set of final or accepting states, which is a subset of 
Q. 

Fig.2 presents the transition from q1 to q2 where the TM 
reads from the tape and writes. L and R represent the 
movement of the head to the left or to the right. 

Fig. 2. Transition of TM [7] 

Similar to finite automata, but with unlimited and 
unrestricted memory, a Turing machine is a much more 
accurate model of a general purpose computer. It contains 
unlimited tape as its unlimited memory and a tape head which 
can write and read to the tape using symbols in the alphabet ∑. 
Fig.3 presents the tape of a Turing Machine and a head for 
reading and writing. The head can also move around the tape. 
The power of a Turing machine is limited due the power of an 
algorithm. Initially, the tape contains only the input string and 
is blank everywhere else. If the machine needs to write some 
data, it can write them on the tape. To read that data, the 
machine can move the tape head over it. The TM continues to 
compute until it produces an output. The outputs accept and 
reject are obtained by entering those states respectively. If it 
doesn’t enter either of these states, it will go on forever, never 
halting. 

Fig. 3. TM tape and head for reading and writing [7] 

The collection of strings that M accepts is the language of 
M, or the language recognized by M, denoted as L(M). 

Accepting and rejecting configurations are the halting 
configurations and those do not yield any further transitions, 
meaning after the accepting or rejecting state is reached, the 
machine stops working i.e. it halts. No other transitions are 
possible from these configurations. What can be concluded 
from this, is that the input string is acceptable if and only if the 
machine M goes into the state q_accept, which is an accepting 
state. Otherwise it can be said that the input string is not 
acceptable if  M goes to state q_reject, meaning  there is no 
transition available for some symbol of the input string, or it 
can happen if M goes in an infinite loop and never ends. The 
machine then will stop working and go to q_reject [2]. 

D. Determinism 

The basic model of the Turing machine is known to be 
deterministic. This can best be described by showing what 
kinds of transitions are allowed inside a Turing machine and 
what are not allowed. Let’s assume that there is an initial state 
q1 and a transition leading to two other finishing states q2 and 
q3. Lets assume that these two transitions are as follows: 

δ (q1, a) = (q2, b, R) and δ (q1, a) = (q3, d, L), 

In this case the Turing machine will not know what to do, 
choosing only the first transition, leaving the second one like it 
never existed. This situation is illustrated in Fig.4 as allowed 
and not allowed transitions of Turing machine. 

Fig. 4. Allowed and not allowed transitions in a TM [7] 

E. Variants of Turimg Machine 

Because the TM is a hypothetical model and not a real 
machine, there can be other variants of it instead of just the 
basic model. The original model and its reasonable variants all 
have the same power, meaning they recognize the same class 
of languages. Here some of those variants and their  
equivalence in power will be described. To demonstrate these 
variants, the type of the permitted transition function can be 
varied. As explained in the formal definition of the TM, the 
transition function forces the head to move left or right. In one 
variant, another property instead of just R or L can be used, 
called “stay put” S. This transition will allow the tape head not 
to move during the transitions. This doesn’t give the machine 
any more power, because the stay put property can be 
demonstrated also with using one both the L and R property 
once more [1]. The most known variants of Turing machines 
are: 

1) Multitape Turing machine  
It has a multiple number of tapes. Each tape has its own 

head for read/write. Initially the input string shows on tape 
number one, while the other ones are empty.  
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The transition function can be explained with:  

δ: Q x Г > Q x Г(k) , 

where k is the number of tapes. 

Each Turing machine with more tapes can be converted to 
a single tape TM [1]. 

2) Nondeterministic Turing machine (NDTM) 
It uses two kinds of search strategy [1] 

 Breadth first search 

 Depth first search 

3) Enumerators 
Turing Machines with a printer attached on them. Each 

input string that they work with is printed on the printer [1]. 

F. Unary Number System 

The unary number system is a numbering system best used 
for solving problems using Turing machines. It contains only 
the symbol 1 [7]. For example, the number 5 in the decimal 
system will be represented as 11111 in the unary numbering 
system. The number of 1’s in unary is equal to the size of the 
number n in binary. Using this system, the work of Turing 
machines is greatly simplified. 

III. EXAMPLES 

As it has been said, the TM has an ability to represent any 
efficient algorithm. Its power its limited due to the power of 
the algorithm, so if there is a known existent solution, it can 
surely be presented with the Turing machine.  
The following example will demonstrate how the Turing 
machine works with simple arithmetic calculations. In this 
example, addition and subtraction will be demonstrated.  

A. Addition 

Fig. 5 shows a TM that is used to obtain the sum of 
two numbers x and y.  

Fig. 5. State diagram of TM in JFLAP that calculates f(x, y) = x + y 

The algorithm was designed in JFLAP according to its 
capabilities [5]. The machine has 5 states {q0…q4}. It’s 
noticeable that each state has one or more transitions, except 
for the q_accept or accepting state which, in this case, is q4. 
Thus, the machine can take the form: 

M = (Q, Σ, Г, δ, q0, , F) 

where  

Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3, q4} 

Σ = {1, 0} 

Г = {1, 0, } 

δ is defined as follows: 

δ 1 0  

q0 (q0, 1, R) (q1, 1, R) / 

q1 (q1, 1, R) / (q2, , L) 

q2 (q3, 0, L) / / 

q3 (q3, 1, L) / (q4, , R) 

q4 / / / 

 

F = {q4}. 

Σ = {1, 0} means that only acceptable input for this 
machine will be 1 and 0. On all other symbols, the machine 
would crash and go to rejecting state. It is the only acceptable 
language. This is because for the current example the TM is 
using only unary numbering system, meaning only 1’s. The 0 
is used as a delimiter to separate the two numbers that should 
be summarized.  

As it was described in [7], the input needs to have the form 
x0y (which means x + y) and the output should be xy0, which 
in unary numbers should give the result. δ is the transition 
function. It tells about each of the properties of the transition 
function. After the input is entered, M starts to work step by 
step. The input is inserted on the tape and the machine starts 
with the initial state q0. The whole point is that the 0, which is 
the delimiter, is put on the right end of the input. That way the 
format xy0 will be obtained. 

Starting from q0 there are two transitions. If the head 
reaches 0 in the input, it will go to state q1, and if it reaches 1 
it will stay in the same state, meanwhile going 1 step to the 
right on the tape. q1 is similar to q0. On each transition, the 
first symbol is the “if statement”, the second is the replacing 
symbol and the third is telling the direction in which the head 
should move {L/R}. 

B. Subtraction 

In this example function f(x, y) = x – y will be 
demonstrated. If x > y, then the output will be (x – y) whereas 
if x < y, then the output will be –(x – y). If x = y then the 
output will be a blank tape. In order to build a TM that can 
calculate the function from above, the approach from [8] will 
be used. The input string of the TM is presented with the x and 
y portion. x and y are separated with 0. The approach removes 
one 1 from the end of the string, i.e. from the y portion. Then, 
it removes 1 from the beginning of the string, i.e. from the x 
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portion. The operation continues until there are no more 1s in 
the y portion. In this case (x - y) will remain on the tape.  

In addition to this approach, if there are no more 1s 
remaining in the x portion, then x < y. In this case the 0 is 
cleared from the tape and “–“ is written in front of the 
remaining 1s. This way one possible solution of –(x – y) is 
represented, that will remain on the tape. Moreover, in the 
case where x = y, then there will be a blank tape left. The TM 
will be defined as follows:  

M = (Q, Σ, Г, δ, q0, , F) 

Q = {q0, q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7, q8} 

Σ = {1, 0, -} 

Г = {1, 0,  -, } 

δ is defined as follows: 

δ 0 1 -  

q0 (q7, -, R) (q1, 1, R) / / 

q1 (q1, 0, R) (q1, 1, R) / (q2, , L) 

q2 (q5, , L)  (q3, , L) / / 

q3 (q3, 0, L)   (q3, 1, L) / (q4, , R) 

q4 /  (q0, , R) / / 

q5 / (q5, 1, L) / (q6, , R) 

q6 / / / / 

q7 / (q6, 1, L) / (q8, , L) 

q8 / / (q6, , R) / 

 

F = {q6}. 

Fig.6 presents the state diagram of the TM that calculates    
f(x, y) = x - y, where x > y, x < y and x = y. The TM was 
designed in JFLAP [5]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Real computers are too complicated to allow us to set up a 
manageable mathematical model of them directly and 
therefore computational models are used instead. Finite 
automata (FA) are the simplest computational models and they 
are good models for computers with extremely limited 
amounts of memory. On the other hand, A Turing machine is a 
similar but more powerful model than finite automata. It has 
unlimited memory and is a much more accurate model of a 
general purpose computer. A Turing machine can be used as a 
Language accepter, Function transducer and Decision problem 
solver. In this paper, JFLAP was used as a simulation tool in 
order to show how a Turing machine computes the              
f(x, y) = x + y and the f(x, y) = x – y. 

As future work, implementation of f(x) = 2x, f(x) = 3x,      
f(x) = 4x, as well as more appropriate approach to f(x) = 16x 
is considered to be done. 
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Abstract—The deployment of similar or same web services 

into dedicated repositories (or registries) for the end-users to 

discover and select them has significantly increased lately, which 

has led to a new problem of choosing a suitable web service for 

the requester based on their needs and expectations. In view of 

this challenge, a QoS-based method for web service ranking is 

proposed in this paper. To achieve desired selection of a quality 

service, it is necessary to produce a framework that enables 

evaluation of a web service quality based on factors in terms of 

attributes, in addition to their level of importance based on the 

opinion of skilled engineers of Service Oriented Computing. The 

primary goals are matchmaking, qualifying, categorizing and 

ranking services based on proposed factors, taking both 

functional and non-functional properties of the services to be 

evaluated. Based on the proposed factors, the service providers 

can improve qualities of their web services, whilst the requester 

will have a proper list of ranking. 

Keywords—web services; QoS; service discovery; ranking; 

selection; quality factors; SOC 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The traditional approaches to software development where 
interactions are based on the exchange of the products with 
specific clientship are known as object-oriented programming, 
but they are not designed to face the challenges of open 
environments. SOC (Service Oriented Computing) [1] is a new 
paradigm and provides a way to create a new architecture that 
is determinant toward autonomy, versatility and heterogeneity. 
SOC uses services to sustain the development of low-cost, 
loosely-coupled, evolvable and massively distributed 
applications. Services are autonomous and self-describing 
entity and they can be published and discovered by the service 
requestor. The deployment of web services into traditional 
registries such as UDDI [4, 5] is massively executed by service 
providers. According to Zheng [6] by 2010 there have been 
existing around 28.500 public web services on the internet, and 
it is clearly that the number has increased by now.  

Web services are versatile, meaning that they can be used 
in different styles like: RPC, REST and SOA [7, 8] and the 
benefits of using them by business or non-business companies 
is explained in [9,10]. The architecture of web services relies 
on different standards or protocols, the one for service 
description based on functional properties is WSDL [11], but 
the lack of this standard is that it doesn‟t evaluate or describe 

non-functional properties of web services, by means of QoS 
attributes, as it can be seen in the figure 1, where the Abstract 
part describes the sent and received messages and the operation 
which associates a message exchange pattern with one or more 
messages, whilst the Concrete part specifies the transport and 
wire format details for one or more interfaces and also the port 
(an endpoint) associates a network address with a binding. 

 
Fig. 1. The WSDL Document Structure 

To define the quality of web services, it is a difficult target; 
because the quality may depend from task-related factors that 
would affect the end users requirements.  

A true concern to the service selection is the preliminary 
way to rank the matching services based on some criteria: a) 
semantic-based measure [13] or non-functional properties (QoS 
or eminence) [14]. There are proposed technical and 
methodical aspects for understanding the engineering 
foundations of SOC that concern the way applications can be 
developed to provide solutions to their business, without the 
regard of the programming languages the services are coded. 
SCA (Service Component Architecture) is proposed by the 
Open Service Oriented Architecture collaboration which 
addresses the aim of creating the model for service 
components. However, it points out a low-level design [2] in 
terms of assembly model and binding mechanism. Another 
modeling language proposed by SENSORIA is SRML (The 
SENSORIA reference modeling language) [3, 12] which 
conveys both the static and dynamic aspect, where the static 
aspect includes the design-time description of complex services 
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in terms of composition (orchestration) of simpler services 
which are indicated over state transition systems and temporal 
logic, whilst the dynamic aspects are formalized over a 
specified mathematical model. In this paper we will aim to 
extend the abstract model of service discovery and binding 
proposed in SENSORIA by including specific QoS factors in 
the part of Configuration Management of the proposed 
architecture, which will assist in the ranking process of web 
services. According to [2] the ontology unit in their proposed 
framework is an area that is still lacking standards, even though 
there has been perceptibly progress in the development of 
Semantic Web Techniques.  

The current proposed selection systems concerning the 

requester (user) design have few issues left aside. Firstly, 

current systems are presuming that users have the abilities of 

formulating queries that can reflect their QoS requirements, 

because users might have no knowledge about what the 

realistic QoS values indicate. It is very important if the 

selection systems can provide to users the ability to choose the 

right QoS values for their requirements.  

 So, our aim in this paper will be to provide an advanced 

system with QoS factors as ranking criteria, where users could 

go through all available services in the given registries (UDDI) 

to gain particular ideas on their QoS value ranges. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

In order to discover Web services, it is necessary to obtain a 
collection of available Web services. The QoS has been 
previously exploited to support the service selection. In the 
beginning stage of Web services research, UDDI (Universal 
Discovery Description and Integration) was proposed as a 
repository or registry for publishing and invoking services, but 
it has not prevailed in the area of publicly available Web 
services [15] and by time passing other systems were proposed. 

A prerequisite to selection is the process of ranking the 
matching services based on some criteria: a) semantic-based 
measure or b) non-functional properties (QoS or eminence), 
and some ideas in different papers are proposed based on these 
methods. 

A. Semantic-based measure 

In [2] it is proposed a unification process of discovery, 
ranking and selection based on the formal operational 
semantics. In addition, for modeling this process, there are used 
unifying wires for a given business configuration system. The 
semantics is based on a graph-based representation and 
configuration of the GC (global computers) specified by 
business activities. The three steps: discovery, ranking and 
selection are based in compliance with required business and 
interaction protocols and a tentative of optimization of QoS 
constraints, but there are not specified exact QoS factors to 
determine the ranking of available web services. 

In [16], it is proposed to add context to knowledge of 
service provider and requester to service description and 
incorporate a planning method with intention to achieve the 

understanding for the inner ontology concepts between parties 
in service binding.  

Segev and Toch in [17] indicate a two-step context-based 
semantic approach to the problem of binding and ranking Web 
services for possible composition of services (orchestration or 
choreography [9]), and it is also given an empirical analysis 
and comparison of the different methods for classification 
(WSDL context, WSDL TF/IDF and Description context). 

In addition, the semantic-based measure advantage is that 
many of the tasks involved in using Web services can be (semi) 
automated, including discovery, selection, composition, 
mediation, monitoring and ranking. However, many systems 
have been developed without considering the ability of the 
Web for integrating services and sharing resources, and thus 
the industrial rise of Semantic Web Services technologies has 
been slower than predicted. 

B. Non-functional properties 

The process of selecting the suitable Web service to a client 
requirement is an important task as many Web services are able 
to meet functional requests of user, however, non-functional 
attributes is an onerous matter also. Various non-functional 
properties based on QoS models have been proposed in the 
literature in which QoS parameters are evaluated by a service 
broker or matchmaker. One such model is evaluated in [18], 
where the QoS consultant acts as a broker or agent between 
client and service provider. Once, a search is performed for 
query, the mediator offers to the requester a list of candidate 
services that are matched with the given request. 

In [5] it is proposed the real-time assurance of service 

responsiveness incorporated in UDDI registries, but it is not 

evaluated the process of ranking services according to specific 

requirements of the service searcher or client, that would ease 

the process of selection, which is the intention of this paper.  

In [19, 20] are proposed QoS based architectures for 

ranking and selection of web services, by describing the 

capabilities of a Web service to fulfill the requirements of 

consumers in specific domain. 

Jaeger and Ladner in [21] proposed improving method for 

QoS of Web Service compositions based on redundant 

services. They discussed how already identified candidates 

which a selection process originally has divided out, can lead to 

improvement of composition with particular QoS categories. 

They have proposed four QoS categories: execution time, cost, 

reputation and availability, but they didn‟t evaluate other 
categories, because service requesters often cross the lines of 

marginalized categories.  
An interesting approach to non-functional properties is 

proposed by Ahmadi and Binder [22], by providing a flexible 
matchmaker for service discovery, selection and ranking, 
including both, functional and non-functional properties into 
consideration. In the proposed framework, the matchmaker 
provides an expressive language for the clients to define 
service requests, by indicating the involved registries or service 
repositories, non-functional parameters and an utility function 
for ranking Web services. Here, the UDDI are separated from 
the third party repositories and the matchmaker plays a crucial 
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role enabling the service requestors to search inside them, 
while supporting different service description languages and 
emerging languages. However, perception of the structural 
properties of frameworks often assists in gaining better insights 
and develops better algorithms. Based on this, in our paper, 
relied on large-scale services discovery, we propose an 
uninterrupted method to rank web services. 

III. PROPOSED SERVICE RANKING AND SELECTION FRAMEWORK 

A. Problem Complexity 

The traditional service discovery model is known for 
having difficulties in the precise classification and ranking of 
the list of similar services published by different providers, 
because it is limited to only three roles: service consumer, 
service provider and UDDI registry as shown in the figure 2 
below: 

 

Fig. 2. Tradtional discovery of services 

  As we can see from the above picture the procedure of 
discovery and selection of services is simple and easy to 
understand, but when a list of services meeting consumer‟s 
functional requirements have been discovered, it is difficult for 
the service consumer to choose which one should be invoked 
among all these services with similar descriptions and 
capabilities.  

B. Proposed Framework 

Our proposed framework deals with a set of nonfunctional 
properties indicated by QoS and it flanks performance 
attributes. The Service Consumer is always concerned about 
the performance of the service to be invoked; therefore we 
incorporate QoS in our framework to rate functionally similar 
web services. Our idea is to facilitate service providers to 
publish information with QoS, in order to do that; we need to 
model service descriptions. Furthermore, it is necessary to 
provide a method for consumers to submit service requirements 
according to their needs. A powerful web service modeling 
language has been given in [3] called SRML (Sensoria 
Reference Modeling Language). Nevertheless, it does not 
support QoS registry and attributes, therefore we propose a 
service reference modeling language including QoS named 
SRML-Q. We extend the configuration management of the 
overall „engineering‟ architecture and processes proposed in 

[2,3] by including several components to support service 
classification, ranking, quality update and binding or selection. 
The main framework for web service selection and ranking 
with QoS attributes is shown below in the figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed QoS approach ranking and selection framework 

We have defined a web service in the WS-Registry with six 
elements, one added to the definition in [23]: 

WS={WS-Name, UI-S, WS-Desc, Qf, FSet, In} 

According to the above tulpe we denote: 

 WS-Name as the name of the specific web service,  

 UI-S as the unique identifier of the web service, with 
intention to discern them from each other. 

 WS-Desc service role description 

 QF is the published QoS factor description that is 
specified as QF = QS U QD 

 FSet is the web function set pointed as FSet = {fset1, 
fset2, …, fsetn}, where each fseti=(1<=i<=n) can be 
triggered for a certain operation task. 

 In is the invocation factor, denoting the number of 
times a web service is requested and binded to a 
specific consumer. 

Similarly we define the service request, by just removing 
the UI-S, which is not necessary in this case.  

This system assists the Service Consumer to search web 
services based on the input/output operations which 
incorporate with the QoS requirements. The similarity batch 
assists in classifying similar web services and prepares them to 
send to the ranker, who proceeds in ranking web services based 
on the QoS preferences set by the client and highest ranked 
service will be provided. There are occassions when many 
similar web services are readily available to meet consumer 
request. In case the list of the provided services by the QoS 
database  is long, then the service selection method is activated 
that take inputs as matches services as per client preferences, 
afterwards depending on the approach of the constraint‟s and 
client‟s requests, it runs the proper web service selection 
algorithm and provides the results to the client. 
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The client has the right to rate the consumed service by 
providing information regarding the working experience of the 
service, then the UpdateOperator refreshes quality criteria 
value in the QoS database regarding the collected feedback 
information in quality rating database.  

IV. CATEGORIZING QUALITY FACTORS 

To measure quality of web services, we would need to 
define and categorize the quality factors. In [24], the quality 
factors are formulated based on three objectives: Usability, 
Conceptual Reliability and Representation Reliability. In the 
appendix of the same paper, there are given tables with 
identified service quality factors and quality sub-factors and the 
number is enormous. For our framework, we propose the 
quality factors that are often indicated as most important to the 
service consumers: 

Execution Time - The execution time defines the time 
needed to execute the service. In this paper, we presume that 
the values of individual services result in the overall execution 
time of the composition. For our calculation we consider the 
worst/maximal execution time as relevant. 

Cost - The cost represents the amount of resources needed 
to use a service. For the calculation of the composition we 
presume that the resources are spent once a service is invoked. 

Reliability – Ratio of error messages to total messages. 

Reputation - The concept of reputation represents a ranking 
given by users of the service, like the auction platform ebay 
allows clients to rank the behavior of other clients [11]. Since 
the reputation of an individual service can be considered as the 
average ranking of individual users, we regard the average of 
the individual values as the aggregated reputation of a 
composition. 

Availability - The availability denotes the probability that 
the invocation of the service performs successfully and delivers 
a result within the promised QoS of other categories. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The composition of web services is faced with the large 
number of growing Web services into registries, there have 
been given a lot of efforts to deal with this problem, but still 
needs more research to be expressed. The process of ranking 
discovered Web services on the discovery service side, makes 
the composer able of regulating time and quality of the 
generated QoS based web services. In our proposed 
framework, we extend the traditional way of searching and 
selecting web services by adding QoS database incorporated 
with quality factors, and also proposed a SRML-Q service 
reference modeling language to meet the constraints between 
the service consumer and service provider, which would help a 
lot in ranking web services. 

For the future work, we are going to propose several 
algorithms for service selection and service selection with QoS, 
by describing the differences between them, and also provide 
an algorithm to calculate and rank each service‟s QoS value. 
Furthermore, we will provide a simulation experiment of a SET 
of services QoS information.  
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Abstract—In physical sciences, when condensed matter systems
(e.g. solids or liquids) are modeled with an explicit inclusion
of dynamical effects, often the following computational problem
arises. A given property of an embedded atomic/molecular
system within condensed phase should be computed either at
different possible structural arrangements and further average
over configurations, or alternatively, it is possible to generate
an averaged configuration of the dynamical surrounding that
the system experiences and further compute the property of
interest at that configuration. The problem of solving the average
vibrational potentials of large number of oscillators in vari-
ous condensed-matter environments (sampled from a statistical
physics simulation) can be placed in the category of problems
with large data sets. In this paper, a distributed and parallel
processing of the large data sets needed for the generation of
the averaged vibrational potential is efficiently performed by
using the MapReduce programming model and Hadoop software
library. Some of the reasons for choosing the Hadoop software
library are: It is able to work on data pieces in parallel; The
computing solutions enabled by Hadoop are scalable and flexible;
The distributed file system enables rapid data transfer among
nodes; Hadoop is fault-tolerant which means that if a node fails
the job is redirected to another node. The main goal of this paper
is to perform an efficient processing of the large data sets used
in the scientific applications.

Index Terms—Hadoop, Average vibrational potentials, Anhar-
monic oscillator, Condensed-matter environments, Schrödinger
equation

I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical models in physical sciences are often used to

understand the experimentally observed behavior of certain

physical systems or to predict their behavior under specific

circumstances which are relevant to the actual or potential

technological applications of the systems in question. Besides

getting a more enlightening view of the systems behavior, the-

oretical models may be quite useful in discriminating among

various factors leading to observation of certain physical phe-

nomena or in quantifying the contribution of various factors to

a certain physical observable. Most of the experimental data

are, however, collected at finite temperatures, usually quite

above absolute zero.

A reliable theoretical model aiming to provide a realistic

description of the system in question therefore has to account

for the dynamical effects on a certain time-scale. Most of the

models based on quantum mechanical description of many-

particle physical systems are based on explorations of the

potential energy hypersurfaces (or certain cuts through these

surfaces), which means that they do not conform to the previ-

ously mentioned criterion. To explicitly include the dynamical

behavior of the studied quantum system, one has to treat it

within the framework of quantum dynamics. However, a fully

exact quantum dynamical treatment of multi-particle systems

is prohibitively computationally expensive. At the same time,

luckily, such full quantum dynamical treatment is mandatory

only in certain specific cases, usually when the focus of the

study is put on light particles (such as e.g. hydrogen atoms).

An acceptable alternative which has been exploited to some

extent in the literature is to first carry out a classical dynamics

(or statistical physics, such as e.g. Monte Carlo) simulation

of the time-evolution (or evolution in imaginary time) of the

system in question, then to pick up a reasonably small number

of configurations (snapshots from the classical simulation)

and perform rigorous quantum mechanical simulations only

on these configurations. Though the previously mentioned

dynamical simulations are classical in a rigorous sense, note

that the interaction potentials used throughout the simulations

may be even derived from high-level quantum mechanical

calculations.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several papers in which MapReduce paradigm has

been used for solving problems in the scientific domain. In

[1], the authors applied MapReduce model to perform High

Energy Physics data analyses and Kmeans clustering. They

also made a streaming-based MapReduce implementation and

compared its performance with Hadoop. Their conclusion is

that most of the scientific analyses that has some form of the

SMPD algorithm can benefit from the MapReduce model and

can achieve scalability and speedup.

In [2], the authors present the MapReduce implementation

in Google inc. The implementation is highly scalable and it

processes terabytes of data on thousands of machines. Also,

upwards of one thousand MapReduce jobs are executed on
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Google’s clusters every day. MapReduce model is used for

sorting, data mining, machine learning, generation of the data

of the web server, etc.

In his thesis [3], the author propose a novel solution for

molecular dynamics simulation based on Hadoop MapReduce.

The solution can predict the execution time of a given size

molecular dynamics simulation system. He also presents the

performance and energy consumption improvement of the

solution which is implemented in a hybrid MapReduce en-

vironment.

Bunch et al. [4] explore which scientific computing prob-

lems can be solved by using MapReduce and which can

not. They implement different non-trivial algorithms with

MapReduce and measure their performance. The authors found

out that the MapReduce framework is not suitable for iterative

algorithms where each iteration runs a number of MapReduce

jobs.

In their paper [5], the authors propose architecture for a

configuration implemented in a scientific private cloud pro-

totype and they use Hadoop to achieve scalability and fault

tolerance. The experiments showed the effectiveness of the

proposed model. In [6], the authors describe the development

of the Hadoop-based cloud scientific computing application

that processes sequences of microscope images of live cells.

A Hadoop plugin that allows scientists to specify logical

queries over array-based data models is presented in [7]. It

executes queries as MapReduce programs defined over the

logical data model. The goal of this paper is to reduce total

data transfers, remote reads and unnecessary reads.

III. AVERAGE VIBRATIONAL POTENTIALS OF

OSCILLATORS IN CONDENSED-MATTER ENVIRONMENTS

In physical sciences, when condensed matter systems (e.g.

solids or liquids) are modeled with an explicit inclusion of

dynamical effects, often the following computational problem

arises. A given property of an embedded atomic/molecular

system within condensed phase should be computed either at

different possible structural arrangements and further average

over configurations, or alternatively, it is possible to generate

an averaged configuration of the dynamical surrounding that

the system experiences and further compute the property of

interest at that configuration.

For example, if one is interested in an anharmonic oscillator

embedded in a solid or liquid, the vibrational potential of the

form:

V (r) = V0 + 1/2k2r
2 + k3r

3 + k4r
4 + k5r

5 (1)

may be computed at n configurations and then the vibrational

Schrödinger equation solved for each particular Vi(r). In

previous equation, r is an appropriately chosen vibrational

coordinate, k2 is the harmonic force constant, while k3, k4 and

k5 are cubic, quartic and quintic anharmonic force constants

respectively [8][9]. In these papers this approach and generated

the vibrational density of states for a number of X-H oscillators

embedded in a variety of liquid environments have been

exploited. Though such approach is computationally feasible,

in some cases, especially if one is interested only in the

average frequency (or frequency shift), it would be desirable

to avoid explicit computation of vibrational frequencies by

solving the vibrational Schrödinger equation for all Vi(r).
Instead, one could use a single computation of this type, for

an averaged configuration or averaged potential within the

condensed phase medium. In the present study, we further

elaborate the previous two ideas, by considering the averaged

vibrational potential instead.

Alternatively to the averaged configuration or averaged envi-

ronmental potential approaches, one can generate an averaged

vibrational potential of the form:

<V (r)>=<V0> +1/2 <k2> r2+ <k3> r3+

<k4> r4+ <k5> r5 (2)

(where <> denotes ensemble averaging or averaging over

time configurations) and subsequently solve the vibrational

Schrödinger equation for such averaged potential energy func-

tion. To illustrate the concept and consider a particular physi-

cal system, we consider the fluoroform-dimethylether dimer

embedded in liquid krypton, which has been a subject of

attention in our recent paper. The main interest for this sys-

tem, which has previously been studied by cryospectroscopic

techniques, is driven by the peculiar behavior of the C-H

vibrational mode of the fluoroform moiety upon complexation

with dimethylether, that exhibits C-H stretching frequency blue

shift (instead of the expected red shift by ”chemical intuition”).

The details concerning the mechanism behind the blue shift

and many other aspects in this context have been discussed in

details in our previous work.

In the present paper, we focus on the development of

method, based on the map-reduce computational approach,

to extract the ”solvent-averaged” X-H stretching vibrational

potential. We have therefore computed the vibrational potential

energy functions for at least 50 C-H stretching oscillators of

the CF3H moiety within the CF3H - (CH3)2O dimer at B3LYP,

HF and MP2 levels of theory. The 6-31++G(d,p) basis set

has been used for orbital expansion in all calculations. The

positions of the C and H atoms in the course of ”excitation”

of the C-H stretching vibration have been generated by fixing

the center-of-mass of the C-H bond fixed, as explained in

details elsewhere. 20-point grids were used to scan the C-H

stretching potential energy function, spanning a suitable range

of C-H distances, so that the potential is sampled in the areas in

which the wavefunctions corresponding to the ground and the

first excited vibrational states are already decayed to zero. The

data generated in such way were further interpolated by a fifth-

order polynomial in the C-H distance r (Eq. 1) . The functions

of the form Eq. 1 were further cut after the fourth-order

term, transformed into Simons-Parr-Finlan type coordinates

ρ = r − re/r (where re is the equilibrium value of the C-

H distance), and the vibrational Schrödinger equation was

solved by the variational method (the linear variant). For that

purpose, harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions were used as an

orthonormal basis set. To generate the averaged potential of the
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form Eq.2 by the map-reduce technique, we have averaged the

values of molecular potential energies (in Born-Oppenheimer

sense) at each r(C-H) value. The resulting average vibrational

potential energy function of the form Eq.2 was further also

cut after fourth order, transformed into SPF-type coordinates,

and subsequently the vibrational Schrödinger equation was

solved in a variational manner. The map-reduce approach, as

implemented in Hadoop, was used as explained below.

IV. THE MAPREDUCE MODEL

MapReduce is a programming model for processing large

data sets in parallel [10]. The partitioning of the input data

and the scheduling of the program’s execution across multiple

machines are responsibilities of the run-time system. The user

should specify a map function (mapper) which processes key-

value pairs and a reduce function (reducer) which merges all

the intermediate values associated with the same intermediate

key [2].

The MapReduce model can be divided into rounds, each

containing three phases: Map, Shuffle and Sort and Reduce.

The Map phase maps each single pair of (key, value) to

the machines in the run-time system as a new multiset of

(key,value) pairs where the value in each new pair is a

substring of the original value. The Shuffle phase is responsible

for sorting and transferring the map outputs to the reducers.

The Reduce phase computes some function on the data on

each machine [11].

A MapReduce program consists of finite sequence of rounds

specified as 2-tuples (tuples of two elements), each tuple

containing a map and a reduce function. Formally, this can be

written as: ((M1, R1), (M2, R2), ..., (Mn, Rn)) where Mi is a

mapper, Ri is a reducer, i is an integer number and 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

A 2-tuple is defined as (Mi, Ri). Let the program input that

is a multiset of (key;value) pairs be denoted by U0 and the

output that is a multiset of (key;value) pairs of the i-th round

by Ui.

The program executes for r = 1, ....n. For each r, the

Map, Shuffle and Reduce phase are performed. The Map phase

feeds each (key;value) pair (k; v) in Ur−1 to the mapper

Mr and runs it. The output of the mapper Mr will be a

sequence of (key;value) pairs (k1; v1), (k2; v2),... and it can

be defined as: U ′

r = ∪(k;v)∈Ur−1
Mr((k; v)). The Shuffle phase

constructs Vk,r (values such that (k; vi) ∈ U ′

r ) from U ′

r for

each k. The Reduce phase feeds the k and some arbitrary

permutation of Vk;r to the separate instance of the reducer

Rr and runs it for each k. The output of the reducer is a

sequence of 2-tuples (k; v′1), (k; v
′

2),... and Ur that is a multiset

of (key;value) pairs produced by the reducer Rr is defined as

Ur = ∪kRr((k;Vk,r)) [12] [13].

Programs that use the MapReduce model implement the

Mapper and Reducer interfaces to provide the map and reduce

functions. The map and reduce methods can be represented

as shown below. The values with the same key are reduced

together [14].

method Map(key k, value v) → EMIT( key k′, value v′)

method Reduce(key k, value v) → EMIT (key k′, value

[v′, v2, v3...]
The MapReduce model automatically supports parallel pro-

gramming and it shields the programmer from writing code

about data distribution, scheduling and fault tolerance. The

programmer should only specify the map and reduce functions.

This also can be considered as a disadvantage of the model

since the programmer cannot affect the efficiency of the paral-

lelism. Thus, it is not always clear which kind of problems are

suitable to be solved using the MapReduce model and which

not [13]. The scientific data volumes and clustering algorithms

used in chemistry, biology, physics are computing intensive

operations and the use of parallelization techniques is key in

order to achieve efficient data analyzes. MapReduce model

is suitable when processing of the data should be split into

smaller independent computations and the intermediate results

should be merged after some post-processing in order to get

the final result. It provides simplicity, robustness and has less

synchronization constraints which supersede the additional

overheads [1].

Hadoop (Apache Hadoop) is an open source software data-

processing library which allows distributed and parallel pro-

cessing of large data sets. The Hadoop project includes four

different modules: Hadoop Common (utilities that support

the other Hadoop modules), Hadoop Distributed File System

(distributed file system that provides high-throughput access

to data), Hadoop YARN (framework for job scheduling and

cluster resource management) and Hadoop MapReduce (A

YARN-based system for parallel processing of large data

sets) and it is used by many companies including Facebook,

Cloudera, Amazon, Microsoft, Yahoo, etc. The data processing

in Hadoop can be implemented in MapReduce directly or by

using high-level languages and translating into Map-reduce

jobs later [15][16]. Hadoop can be also used for building

data warehousing solutions. An example is Hive which sup-

ports queries expressed in a HiveQL (SQL-like declarative

language). The queries are compiled into map-reduce jobs and

executed on Hadoop [17].

V. COMPUTING AVERAGED VIBRATIONAL POTENTIALS

ENERGIES BY USING HADOOP

The purpose of the our algorithm is to compute the average

vibrational potential energies for at least 50 C-H stretching

oscillators of the CF3H moiety within the CF3H - (CH3)2O

dimer at B3LYP, HF and MP2 levels of theory. Calculating the

average values, in our case the average vibrational potential

energies, is a typical map-reduce problem. Each document

that describes the same C-H stretching oscillator in a different

environment has two columns, one containing the distances

r(C-H) and the other containing values of molecular potential

energies (U). The pseudo code of the Map and Reduce

methods used in our algorithm is given below.

Method Map(String r, String U):

// r: input key r(C-H)

// U: input_value
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for each r in all documents:

EmitIntermidiate(r,ParseDouble(U));

Method Reduce(String r, Iterator interm_vals):

// r: key, same as input_key

// interm_vals: intermediate values-

// list of all U-s group by r

double sum=0,result=0;

for each v in interm_vals:

sum += v;

result=sum/length(interm_vals);

Emit(AsString(result));

The algorithm is implemented in Java and it was performed

three times, once for each level of theory (B3LYP, HF and

MP2).

The main results from the present study are summarized

in Fig. 1 a-c. In Fig. 1, the vibrational density-of-states

(DOS) histograms generated from the computed vibrational

frequencies of the |0 >→ |1 > C-H stretching vibrational

transition are presented, together with the delta-like func-

tion (with dashed lines) representing the frequency of the

|0>→ |1> transition obtained for an averaged C-H stretching

potential. In the same figure, also the numerical values of the

corresponding frequencies are given. As can be seen, if one is

interested solely in the average vibrational frequencies, and not

in the corresponding distributions, our ”averaged vibrational

potential” approach gives excellent results. The matching

between average vibrational frequencies computed from the

DOS distributions, and the single vibrational frequency values

computed from only a single averaged vibrational potentials is

excellent, regardless on the level of theory. No biasing effects

are present.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the benefits of using

the MapReduce model and Hadoop framework in scientific

domains. The average vibrational potentials of oscillators in

condensed-matter environments were computed only by spec-

ifying map and reduce functions implemented in Hadoop. The

vibrational potential energy functions were computed for at

least 50 C-H stretching oscillators of the CF3H moiety within

the CF3H - (CH3)2O dimer at B3LYP, HF and MP2 levels of

theory. The results show that there is an excellent matching

between average vibrational frequencies computed from the

DOS distributions, and the single vibrational frequency values

computed from only a single averaged vibrational potentials.

By using the results, the vibrational Schrödinger equation was

solved in a variational manner. Since there are many big-data

oriented problems in the scientific domains, the MapReduce

paradigm and Hadoop can be suitable for their solving, espe-

cially when some reduction of the data should be performed.

Our future work is oriented to solving more difficult problems

in the scientific domains by using the MapReduce method and

Hadoop framework.
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CF3H - DME

Fig. 1. Vibrational Density-of-states (DOS) Histograms Generated from the
Computed Vibrational Frequencies together with the Delta-like Function
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Abstract—E-learning through cloud computing models as a

new trend in education nowadays is an attractive environment

for  students,  faculty  members  and  researchers.  Providing

universities  and  research  centers  with  powerful  and  cost-

effective computational infrastructure, student’s connection to

campus  educational  services  through  their  personal  mobile

devices  from  anywhere  and  faculty  members  efficient  and

flexible access to their course material in their classrooms it is

what this paper is trying to resolve and discuss. Also, proposing

a  combination  of  appropriate  supporting  content,  learner

collaboration  and  interaction,  on-line  support  in  educating,

and engaging the learning process anytime, anyplace and on a

just-in-time basis.

Keywords—e-learning;  models;  cloud  computing;  cost-

effective; research; infrastructure.

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Cloud  Computing  is  the  technology  that  obviously  is

utilizing all recent achievements in networking, distributed

computing and virtualization. It allows for a greater agility

and  cost  management  of  digital  information’s  of  every

organization, company and especially in education through

a  simple  flexible  implementation  by  providing  efficient

access to all computer services.

Its implementation is currently much more widespread

offering the ability to send and receive information’s over

the network using a set of functionalities.

The  technology  uses  the  Internet  and  central  remote

servers to maintain data and applications, allowing for much

more efficient computing by centralizing storage, memory,

processing, and bandwidth [1].

II. CLOUD SERVICE MODELS

Services  offered  by  this  technology  are  grouped  into

three categories:

A. IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) 

Allowing the usage of hardware computing resources as
a  service  provider  and  customers  to  purchase  hardware
resources  (storage,  switches,  routers,  etc)  as  outsourced
services, by which we can reduce the physical computing
resources in a very short period.

B. PaaS (Platform as a Service)

PaaS is the relationship between SaaS and IaaS, defining
the  application  development  environment,  by  producing
applications  more  quickly  and  with  a  greater  degree  of
flexibility.

C. SaaS (Software as a Service)

Resource  scaling  based  on  demand,  processing  large

amount  of  data  by  allowing  organizations  to  save  IT

investment on infrastructure.

III. TYPES OF CLOUDS

There are several  models  for  the systems that  use the
paradigm of  Cloud Computing.  The  idea  is  choosing  the
appropriate model to solve a specific problem.

Fig.1. Cloud Computing Platforms [2]

The private cloud is established for a specific group or

organization  and  limits  access  to  just  that  group.  Private

clouds are built exclusively for a single enterprise. They aim

to  address  concerns  on  data  security  and  offer  greater

control, which is typically lacking in a public cloud [3].

The name public cloud refers to the standard model of

Cloud Computing which the service is available to anyone

on the Internet infrastructure (its software or hardware) free

or by paying certain amount related to the volume or time of

use  thereof,  while  the  Hybrid  Cloud  model  is  the

combination of the two models described above so that the

advantage of physical location of the information’s managed
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by exploits private clouds with the ease of expanding public

cloud resources. 

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING FOR E-LEARNING

E-learning  systems,  also  research  labs  usually  require

many hardware and software resources. These systems need

to improve its infrastructure, which can devote the required

computation and storage resources for these systems.

The model that we propose it will be operated for the

exclusive  use,  enabling  their  own  users  (learners,

instructors,  and  administrators)  to  perform  their  tasks

effectively  with  less  cost  by  utilizing  the  available  cloud

based  application  offered  by  the  cloud  service  providers.

The  research  labs  in  every  University  using  this  model

would  take  advantage  in  terms  of  efficiency,  reliability,

portability,  flexibility,  and  security  impacts,  which  have

been a challenging concern for cloud computing. 

Setting up a private cloud has a steep learning curve for

the  whole  institution,  for  both  users  and  administrators.

Although highly scalable, with possibility for installing at a

number of sites, it seems that the work needed to install and

maintain large stage deployments is too big. There is a need

of more than average level of skills required for installing,

managing, and using a private cloud [4]. 

Fig.2. E-Learning Structure [5] 

Our  proposed  model  is  based  on  Business  Process

Improvement  (BPI)  technique.  The  current  system  is

operating in our intranet only, so we are improving it  by

private cloud platform, as teaching is often considered as the

main  activity  in  most  universities.  Although  there  are,

research  oriented  universities  or  specialized  research

institutions, their numbers are much smaller than teaching

oriented  universities.  In  terms  of  teaching,  computing

facilities are necessary for student laboratories and libraries.

Traditional University systems are working locally based

on servers and connected externally with the internet in one

location  inside  it,  but  the  key  problem  is  that  Project

Participants  are  required  experienced  persons  taking  in

consideration  the  system  administration;  Depreciation  of

Current  Technology;  Organizational  setting  (long-linked

technologies are the most and hardest to change; Resources

and commitment (Computer systems, space).

This would be a completely new story providing better:

Mobile,  decentralized  and  just  in  time  learning;  cost

effective;  speed  of  implementation  and  updating;

virtualization;  easy  to  monitor  data  access;  latest

dependency on IT department, in the meantime for some of

actors it will be assessed the security still there is a private

cloud.

V. PROPOSED CLOUD PLATFORM

In  general  the  network  topology  for  University  labs,

especially SEEU 816 Data Center is design in that manner

to offer isolated services. In general the entire buildings are

isolated  in  two  logical  networks:  laboratories  subnet  and

public subnet. 

Main  subnet  network  that  supports  laboratories

environment is  the core subnet and,  is  serving to provide

base services for laboratories.  This isolated subnet is very

scalable and it offers redundancy network access for each

laboratory  in  accordance to  the service and specifics  that

each laboratory requires.

The  second  logical  network  it  is  the  public  network

access subnet. In this topology design resides the public IP

subnet  of  IT  department.  Using  this  subnet  the  IT  can

publish all services to the internet and beyond.  

Fig.3. ICT Lab Topology

As can  be  seen  from the  logical  design  the  ICT Lab

topology,  fig.  3,  has  to  separate  links  from  which  is

connected to the main University Data Centre. The first link

as described above is the main subnet which connects the

laboratories by using distribution layer switch with the core

layer switch on the end side University main Data Centre. 

This  versatile  virtualized  platform  in  some  way  offer

unified  on  premise  environment  where  provisioning  and

automation are the main benefits (for the administration and

management part) whereas self-service is what faculty staff

and students benefit too.

Looking forward to make a truly private Cloud Platform

it  is  what  Universities  with  existing  infrastructure  should

think about; the proposed topology is shown below in fig. 4,

providing  effective  usage  of  resources,  scalability,  on-

demand  service  and  also  a  low cost  solution  to  the  816

SEEU Data Center, starting by: Services and support to a

wide range of users; A wide-range of course materials and
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academic support tools to instructors, teachers, professors,

and  other  educators  and  university  staff;  Research  level

computational  systems  and  services  in  support  of  the

research  mission  of  the  university;  Excellent  resource

utilization depending on different user demands; Variety of

diverse service environments; Decentralized learning;  The

new economic normal,  would bring hardware costs  down

[6].  Computer hardware is  expensive to buy, to maintain,

and to keep current.

Fig.4. Proposed Labs in the Cloud

The idea is having a virtual machine inside servers in the

cloud which it would have an e-Learning Platform inside it,

as proposed in the model of the fig. 5:

Fig.5. Proposed e-Learning Model

The  proposed  model  should  Increasing  Quality  and

Value of E-Learning through the implementation of Cloud

Computing Models, offering:

 Comfortable lab environment.  Where labs should

be located in a designated space, as opposed to a

common area,  to  minimize  distractions  and  help

students focus on coursework.

 Offering  sufficient  internet  connectivity.  access

online  courses  simultaneously,  considering

infrastructural  bandwidth  upgrades  to  increase

network access speed.

 Supply computer accessorises and communications

technologies.

 Ensure  hardware  and  software  is  up  to  date.

Administrators should work with vendors as early

as possible to identify these requirements.

 Consider a range of communications options.

 Offer  adequate  technical  support.  Because

computers  with  Internet  access  are  critical  for

students  taking  courses  in  online  learning  labs,

technical  support  must  be  adequate  to  keep  the

computers  functioning  properly  and  to  solve

problems that students and facilitators cannot.

 Services  offered  to  other  Universities  based  of

agreements  between  Universities.  Other

Universities  can  connect  different  LAB services;

Exchange experience on different courses held all

around  the  world;  Students  can  check  and  listen

different lectures held in different universities; Also

students can check all researches which are done

from other students to other universities.

 Offering utilities for scientific research. Connected

with  European  Network  of  Scientific  Research;

Grid on Cloud to increase the performance of the

services.

VI. PLATFORM BENEFITS

A. Better student experience 

Is important that  the present  desktop virtualization for

the labs that is in use to be upgraded so the students to gain

a  much  better  and  performing environment  that  allows  a

much wider utilization of applications. 

B. Deployment of a Fortieth LAB 

The  new  upgraded  server  infrastructure  can

accommodate a networking and security lab that will enable

the  professors  together  to  create  a  very  comprehensive

curriculum about  security, security  practices,  and  defense

against cyber threats. 

C. Deployment of more advanced simulation solution 

The  new  virtual  environment  can  accommodate  new

simulation solutions like:  

 MatLAB -  for  data  processing,  data  analysis,

advanced  mathematics  computation,  signal

processing, and control systems 

 National  Instruments  Multisim  -  for  high-level

electronics simulations, FPGA programming. 
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D. Security research 

Safe  code  practices  are  vital  for  secure  IT

infrastructures,  so  by  researching  into  advanced  hacking

techniques  like  fizzing,  memory  injection,  and  buffer

overflows can enable the professors to have more data, and

publish materials. 

E. High computing 

By  redesigning  and  increasing  the  capabilities  of  the

high  performance,  cluster  is  possible  to  perform  new

experiments  in  the  grid  research,  high  distributed

computing,  mathematical  simulation,  signal  processing,

computer programming algorithms research.

CONCLUSION

The Cloud Computing can also be used for universities,

by implementing a private cloud platform with their existing

infrastructure  and  get  benefited  by:  accessing  the  file

storages,  educational  resources,  research applications,  and

tools  anywhere  for  faculty, administrators,  staff,  students,

and other users in university, on demand. The main goal of

suggested  prototype  is:  managing  effectively  the

technological  needs  of  universities  such  as  delivery  of

software,  providing  of  development  platform,  storage  of

data, and computing, and the most important increasing the

quality and value of the University.
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Abstract—The  beauty  of  web  is  that  it  empowers  us  with

information,  but  challenge  is  that  usually  big  amount  of

information has to be analyzed in real time. In the recent years

the amount of data is growing in an enormous manner, some of

reasons being social networks, sensor data, ATM transaction and

similar. This  survey  deals  with  technologies  and  architectures

that  enable  analyze  of  the  big  data  in  real  time,  commonly

referred as Real Time Big Data Streams Analytic.

In this paper we have examined several platforms: Storm and

Kafka,  ParStream,  OpenPDC,  DataTurbine,  SQLStream,

Hadoop Splice Machine and Apache  S4 that  are used for real

time  Big  Data  Stream  Analytic.  Our  goal  is  to  provide  an

overview  of  the  most  used  technologies  by  giving  a  brief

description  for  each  platform  their  advantages  and

disadvantages.  We  also  briefly  review  alternative  technologies

and architectures  such as Lambda architecture that  is  a  good

solution for real-time stream analytic. Finally, we suggest Storm

as  the  best  technologies  to  choose  among  the  open  source

platforms.

Keywords—Hadoop, Big Data streams analytic, Storm.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The  emerging  phenomenon  called  Big  Data  is  forcing
numerous  changes  in  businesses  and  other  organization.
Managing big data brings together old and new technologies
and practices. The powers of one organization are information
which is extracted from data. In the recent years this amount of
data  is  growing  in  an  enormous  manner,  the  data  are  of
different  type  and  the  most  challenging  are  real  time  data
where  huge  amount  of  data  arrive  in  short  period  of  time.
Usually it is not possible (or there is no need) all of them to be
stored and/or in the short period of time its importance will be
negligible. Typically when  we’re  talking  about  real-time  or
near  real-time  systems,  what  we mean  is  architectures  that
allow us to respond to data as it is received  without necessarily
persisting  it  to  a  database  first  [5].  That’s  the  primary
significance  of  the  term  real-time, meaning  that  we’re
processing data in the present, rather than in the future. 

The process  of  analyzing  data  that  came in  real  time is
known as  Stream Analytic.  Stream Analytics  can  help firms
make  operational  decisions,  adapt  to  the  business
environments,  and  serve  customers  better  when  it  really
matters – in real-time. 

In this paper we examine what Big Data Stream Analytic is,
explore various technologies used and compare them in order
to conclude which is the best choice for use in the case of real-
time big data analytic. 

The motivation to make this survey is that there is a lot of
research  and  articles  on  this  subject,  but  we did  not  find  a
survey  where  technologies  and  related  architectures  are
compared,  and  recommendations  for  best  or  right  choice  is
given for real time Big Data Stream Analytic. 

In the paper we also examine and compare technologies for
batch analytic. We conclude that Hadoop like systems are not
appropriate  platform  for  real-time  stream  analytic,  Hadoop
platform is a great solution for offline Big Data processing. But
there are many use cases across various domains which require
real-time  or  near  real-time  analytics.  Real-time  systems
perform analytics in short time windows, i.e. correlating and
predicting events based on streams generated in the last several
minutes.

In section II the challenges of real time Big Data analytic
process  and  overview  of  some  technologies  for  real  time
stream  analytic  are  given.  In  section  III,  technologies  and
related architectures are compared. As a best choice among the
open  source  platforms  Storm  platform  based  on  Lamda
architecture  recommended.  In  section  IV,  some  of  many
benefits of real  time Big Data stream analytic are presented.
The last section is the conclusion from this survey.

II. TECHNOLOGIES USED FOR REAL TIME BIG DATA

STREAMS ANALYTIC

Real Time data processing of Big Data is a complex task
since it  has  to handle at  the same time volume,  variety and
velocity of data. Especially to handle the velocity of data is not
an easy task. Related technology should be able to collect the
data generated by real time events streams coming in at a rate
of millions of events per seconds. It needs to handle the parallel
processing of this data as and when it is being collected. At a
same time it should perform event correlation using a Complex
Event Processing engine to extract the meaningful information
from this moving stream. These steps should happen in a fault
tolerant and distributed way [3]. The real time system should
be a low latency system so that the computation can happen
very fast with near real time response capabilities.
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Fig. 1 illustrates a different concept of a real time system.
Streaming  data  can  be  collected  from  various  sources,
processed in the stream processing engine, and then deliver the
result to destination systems. In between, the Queues are used
for storing/buffering the messages, [3].

Fig 1. A different construct of a real time system. [3]

There are a large number of big data technologies many of
them are open source and if the question is can we solve the
Big  Data  problems  just  with  open  source  technologies,  the
answer is yes because there are many open source technologies
that are used by big companies. Fig. 2 lists some open source
Big Data analytic platforms.

Fig. 2. Big Data analysis and platforms, [8].

Some open source big data products include [9]:

• Apache Hadoop for data storage and processing

• Apache Sqoop for bulk data transfer between Hadoop

and databases

• Apache  Storm,  Spark,  and  Flume  to  upload  and

process log, event, and streaming data

• Talend Open Studio for Big Data, a graphical IDE for

systematically  loading  all  data  into  Hadoop,

transforming, and delivering data

• NoSQL databases such as Apache Hbase, Cassandra,

Couchbase, MongoDB, and Neo4j 

• Analytics and BI tools such as Jaspersoft 

• Cloud-based big data platforms such Cloud Foundry

PaaS architecture

Next  we  examine  following  real  time  big  data  stream

analytic technologies:

A. Storm and Kafka

Storm  is  a  free  and  open  source  distributed  real-time

reliable  and  fault-tolerant  system for  processing  streams  of

data, [11]. It is simple and can be used with any programming

language.  Born  inside  of  Twitter,  Storm does  for  real-time

processing what Hadoop did for batch processing. 

Kafka  for  its  part  is  a  messaging  system  developed  at
LinkedIn to serve as the foundation for their activity stream
and the data processing pipeline behind it.

When  paired  together,  Storm  and  Kafka  enable  stream
processing  at  linear  scale,  assured  that  every  message  gets
processed reliably in real-time with data velocities rate of tens
of thousands of messages every second. Additional advantage
is their superior approach to ETL (extract, transform, and load)
and  data  integration  [3],  in-memory  analytics  and  decision
support in real-time. 

As such, Storm and Kafka are already in use at a number of
high-profile companies including Groupon, Alibaba, and The
Weather Channel. Companies are quickly realizing that batch
processing  in  Hadoop  does  not  support  real-time  business
needs. 

B. ParStream

The ParStream is used in many industries as the real-time
big data analytics platform that  delivers ultra-fast  interactive
analytical  results  on  massive  structured  and  semi-structured
data, [7]. It provides sub-second response times on billions of
data records while continuously importing new data.

ParStream provides the ability to

• Analyze and filter billions of records

• Query data structures with 1000’s of columns

• Get answers in milliseconds without Cubes

• Continuously import data with low latency

• Execute 1000’s of concurrent queries
ParStream  runs  on  standard  infrastructure  –  on  single

servers,  dedicated  server-clusters  and  in  private  and  public
clouds.  Most  Linux-distributions  are  supported,  including
RHEL and SLEs [7].

ParStream was specifically engineered to handle [7]:

• Structured and semi-structured data

• Denormalized, very large fact tables

• Selective  and  multi-dimensional  filtering  and

analytics

• Very short query response times

• Very high query throughput

C. OpenPDC

The OpenPDC is used to manage process and respond to

dynamic changes in fast moving streaming phasor data, [10].

More specifically, the openPDC can process any kind of data

that  can  be  described  as  “time-stamped  measured  values”.

These  measured  values  are  simply  numeric  quantities  that

have been acquired at a source device and are typically called
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points,  signals,  events,  time-series  values  or  measurements.

The type of  data  that  can  be analyzed  are  from many area

some  of  them  are:  consumer  energy  usage  (smart-grid),

seismic metering, high-speed location tracking, fast changing

temperature  monitoring,  surveillance  applications,  network

traffic processing, etc.

D. DataTurbine

The  DataTurbine  transitioned  in  2007  year  from

commercial  to  open  source  system  under  the  Apache  2.0

license.  It  is  a  buffered  middleware,  not  simply  a

publish/subscribe  system.  It  can  receive  data  from  various

sources (experiments, web cams, etc) and send data to various

sinks (visualization interfaces, analysis tools, databases, etc).

It  has  "TiVO" like functionality  that  lets applications pause

and rewind live streaming data. DataTurbine lets you stream

data and see it in real-time, but it also lets you TiVo through

old and new data, share it with anyone over the network, do

real-time processing of the streams and more.

The data type that can be analyzed with DataTurbine are:

stream live data from experiments, labs, web cams and even

Java enabled cell phones (weather data, load readings from a

bridge,  pictures  from  a  security  camera,  GPS-tagged

biometrics from a tracked tiger, chlorophyll readings from a

lake buoy, etc.)

E. SQLstream

The  SQLstream  turns  streaming  high  volume,  high

velocity, structured and unstructured Big Data into real-time

value,  [12].   SQLstream  is  the  only  platform  that  offers

streaming integration with time-based and location-based in-

memory analytics from the live machine data as they stream

past. SQLstream integrates seamlessly with Hadoop and other

popular high performance data warehouses. Log file, sensor,

network and service data are collected in real-time, analyzed

‘on  the  wire’  and  then  streamed  continuously  to  real-time

dashboards as well as Big Data stores for further analysis.

SQLstream  have  a  connector  for  Hadoop  HBase.  It

provides continuous integration with Hadoop HBase, enabling

organizations to exploit the value of both real-time analytics

over  the  arriving  data,  and  previously  stored  data  and

streaming intelligence in Hadoop HBase for further analysis,

[12].

F. Hadoop Splice Machine

The  Splice  Machine  is  a  standard  SQL  database,

supporting real-time updates and transactions implemented on

the  scalable,  Hadoop  distributed  computing  platform.

Designed  to  meet  the  needs  of  real-time,  data-driven

businesses, Splice Machine is the only transactional SQL-on-

Hadoop database.  Like Oracle and MySQL, it  is  a general-

purpose  database  that  can  handle  operational  (OLTP)  or

analytical  (OLAP)  workloads,  but  can  also  scale  out  cost

effectively  on  inexpensive  commodity  servers,  [13].  Splice

Machine joins two proven technology stacks: Apache Derby, a

Javabased,  full-featured  ANSI  SQL  database,  and

HBase/Hadoop,  the  leading  platforms  for  distributed

computing.

G. Apache S4

The Apache  S4 platform for  processing  continuous data

streams is designed specifically for managing data streams. S4

apps are designed combining streams and processing elements

in real time.

III. WHICH TECHNOLOGIES AND ARCHITECTURE TO

CHOOSE

Having available a big choice of technologies for Big Data

stream analytic, question arise which one is suitable for our

needs. In the Table 1 below attempt is made to extract some

typical  characteristics  for  technologies  comprised  in  the

survey. All  of  them  are  real  time  big  data  stream  analytic

systems and  process  streams of  data.  From the  comparison

table we can see that the most of the characteristics are part of

Storm and Kafka combined system. 

Table 1. Comparison of real time big data stream analytic technologies

Characteristics

Platforms for real-time Big Data stream analytic

Storm Kafka ParStream OpenPDC DataTurbine SQLStream
Hadoop Splice

Machine
Apache S4

Open Source Yes
Yes

No Yes
Yes No Yes Yes

Robust,

Foult tolerant
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Scalable Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ad hoc queries Yes Yes

Distributed Yes
Yes

Yes Yes
Yes Yes

In-memory 

Analytic
Yes Yes Yes

Suport SQL
Yes Yes

Structured data Yes
Yes

Semi-structured

data
Yes
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Characteristics

Platforms for real-time Big Data stream analytic

Storm Kafka ParStream OpenPDC DataTurbine SQLStream
Hadoop Splice

Machine
Apache S4

Unstructured

Data
Yes

Data  from

instruments
Yes Yes

Data from social

networks
Yes Yes Yes

Company owned Twitter
Apache

Apache
Incubator
project

Capacity  for

asnalytic

A million

tuples

processed

per

second

per node

Hundreds  of
megabytes of
reads  and
writes  per
second  from
thousands  of
clients

Analyze  and

filter  billions

of records

Process
thousands  of
search  queries
per second

Hybrid  On-Disk

and  In-Memory

Storage

Yes

Stored data No Yes
No

Paralelization Yes
Yes

 Another  interesting  question  is  choice  of  suitable

architecture.  An  interesting  proposal  is  the  Lambda

architecture of Nathan Marz [14].  The Lambda Architecture

shown  in  Fig.3  solves  the  problem  of  computing  arbitrary

functions, on arbitrary data, in real-time by decomposing the

problem into three layers:  the batch layer, the serving layer,

and the speed layer. It combines in the same system Hadoop

for the batch layer, and Kafka-Storm1 for the speed layer. The

properties of the system are: robust and fault tolerant, scalable,

general  and extensible, allows ad hoc queries, need minimal

maintenance  and  is  debuggable.  Storm  makes  it  easy  to

reliably  process  unbounded streams of  data,  doing for  real-

time processing what Hadoop is doing for batch processing. 

Fig. 3. Lambda architecture

SAMOA [15] which is shown in Fig. 4 is a new upcoming

software  project  for  distributed  stream  mining  that  will

combine S4 and Storm with MOA.

1 http://storm-project.net/

IV. BENEFITS FROM REAL TIME BIG DATA STREAM

ANALYTIC

Thinking about Big Data Stream Analytics the first thing

we imagine is a big space where we have to store the data.

Immediately question arises  is  there a need to store all  this

data and is it possible to store all of them. Starting from the

known  capacity  of  Big  Data  systems  the  answer  is  really

simple we need to store and to analyze a small part of this data

which are of our interest. 

Fig. 4. SAMOA architecture

The difference between data stored before analytic and real

time data is that if data is even one day old, the insights of data

may already be obsolete. Companies need to analyze data in

near-real-time, often in seconds.

Traditional  data  quality  batch  processing  is  no  longer

enough to fully sustain effective operational decision-making.

Integrating, cleansing and analyzing data in real-time allows a

company to engage in  opportunities  instantly. For  example,
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using real-time data processing, a company can personalize a

customer’s  on-line  website  visit,  enhancing  the  overall

customer  experience,  can  make instant  fraud  detection,  can

monitor huge sensor networks and similar. 

There are many benefits from real time Big Data stream

analytic, the research in [2] show some of this benefits. The

results from the research are shown in Fig.5 below. 

Fig. 5. Anticipated benefits from Real-time Big Data Analytics, [2].

The  survey  respondents  were  asked  to  weigh  in  on  the

anticipated benefits  from real-time Big Data Analytics.  72%

ranked faster, better decision-making as a result of real-time

analytics as the top benefit. Increasing operational efficiency

ranked #2 with 61% of the respondents indicating it as a major

benefit.  Improving  customers’  experience  through  real-time

analytics was a close third at 57%. Interestingly, real-time 1:1

marketing tied at #4 along with risk management suggesting

that few organizations have really explored or understood the

true potential  of real-time Big Data Analytics for increasing

revenue, [2].

From  this  study  there  is  a  conclusion  that  technology

support for streaming Big Data Analytics and action is limited.

However,  67%  of  those  surveyed  indicated  that  their

organizations had little to no technology support for analyzing

streaming Big Data to take immediate action, [2]. The results

are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Support for analyzing streaming Big Data for immediate action, [2].

V. CONCLUSION

We conclude that Storm and Kafka are the best choice for

real time big data stream analytic. This conclusion came from

the fact that the most of characteristics compared in this paper

are owned by these two systems. Storm and Kafka are open

source systems also they allow in memory analytic and ad-hoc

query, they are robust, scalable and fault tolerant too. This new

systems have inhered the characteristics from the old platform

which are used for analyzing small amount of data.

Storm  is  proposed  also  by  Lambda  architecture  which

solves  the  problem  of  computing  arbitrary  functions  on

arbitrary data in real-time by decomposing the problem into

three layers: the batch layer, the serving layer, and the speed

layer.

The idea of real time big data stream analytic system is to

combine different  systems and  also to  blend  the  process  of

batch  analytic  and  real  time  stream  analytic.  For  example

Lambda architecture is implementing this idea which brings

together  Hadoop,  Storm  and  Kafka.  Also,  there  are  many

platforms for real time Big Data analytic and all of them face

with the same challenge analyzing data at the moment they are

coming because letter they are not important. There is a 10%

of full support for analyzing streaming Big Data for immediate

action, which is a small percentage.
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Session 11

Best Student Paper Competition

The IEEE Computer Chapter Macedonian Section organized a best student paper competition. In the student
session 13 student projects were presented, and the best 3 were awarded. The awarded student authors have
been encouraged to submit their papers to relevant journals and offered help in the process of doing so.

• 1st prize: Aleksandar Ristovski
Nested Parallelism Concepts of Ray Tracing Algorithms and Multithreading API Performance Analysis

• 2nd prize: Aleksandar A. Trposki
Use of grid computing to solve matrix based games of medium size solving bubble blaster

• 3rd prize: Aleksandar Stojanovski
Unconventional interaction with computer games (BikeSimulator)

Figure 11.1: IEEE Best Student Paper Award
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